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P R E F A C E .

V ery early in my career as an. astronomer it became my duty and privilege to be connected with 
the design and erection o f Lord Crawford’s Observatory at Dun Ecbt.

The book to which I turned, and found to be the’ most suggestive and useful in these 
circumstances, was F. G. W. Struve’s Des&'iptioit~de VObservatoire AsVronomique Central de 
Pulkowa\ and no one, even in the present day, who may be charged with the design and 
erection o f a great Observatory, can afford to neglect this work. There is inspiration to be 
found in nearly every page o f it, for its author had the true genius and spirit o f the practical 
astronomer— the love-of refined and precise methods of observation and the inventive mechanical 
and engineering capacity—these qualities in him being stimulated to the highest degree, by 
the unique opportunity offered by the Emperor Nicholas, viz. the command to design and erect, 
almost regardless of cost, the most perfect and complete Observatory that Struve could devise.

Remembering, the help and pleasure which the study of Struve’s, work had given me, I ‘ 
resolved, in humble imitation, to write a description of the Cape Observatory.

• Struve’s classic work described a complete establishment constructed after his own ideals 
to fulfil the "highest requirements of astronomy at the. time. The present work is rather a 
history of the gradual development of an old institution, and a description of such additional 
instruments and appliances as opportunity and available means enabled the Cape Observatory 
to secure in its endeavour to'm eet the; successive requirements of science. -

But perhaps the difference in the basis of this work from that of Struve may not on that 
account rob it entirely o f interest and utility, seeing that it represents conditions which more 
frequently arise than does the opportunity to. construct an entirely new Observatory regardless 
o f the financial limitations which so frequently hamper the projects and aspirations of the 
designer. Another point of interest may be that the chief development of the Cape Observatory 
has taken place during a period in the history of astronomy that has been remarkable for the 
introduction o f new methods o f research, due in great part to the introduction of the photo
graphic dry-plate and the modern developments o f astrophysics.

The descriptive part of the work was written before I retired from the Cape, and thus it 
has been ready for publication for some years. But it seemed desirable to preface the 
“ Description ” by a “  History of the Cape Observatory,” and this view was strongly supported 
by the Admiralty officials whom I  consulted. Its preparation has occupied a much longer time 
than I had anticipated; for, although I  have retired from official life, other demands on my time, 
in connection with scientific work of various kinds, have arisen, and these are largely responsible 
for the delay.

I am much indebted to. Mr E. B. Knobel for his kind assistance in reading the proof sheets; 
to Mr John Power, o f the Cape Observatory, for preparation of the Appendices I., II., and III .; 
and to Captain Lyons, F.R.S., for revising the translation o f Dr Bahn’s paper on the Geodetic 
Survey of South Africa which is given in Appendix IV.

DAVID GILL.
34 Db Verb Gardens, London, 

1913, April 24.
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HISTORY OF THE CAPE OBSERVATORY.

IN T R O D U C T IO N .

T h e  Cape of Good Hope is intimately associated with the history o f astronomy in the Southern hemisphere. With 
the exception of Hailey’s expedition to St Helena (1676—1678), no serious effort had been made to obtain exact 
knowledge o f the Southern heavens previous to the year 1750. In that year, the Abb6 de la Caille submitted a 
proposal to the Paris Academy o f Sciences that he should visit the Cape of Good Hope and make a series o f 
astronomical observations there. His proposal was approved, the necessary funds provided, and. he sailed for the 
Cape on the'21st of November .1750, reaching his destination on the 19th of April 1751.

The reasons which led La Caille to select that station as the scene o f his labours are not far to seek. The Cape 
of Good Hope was perhaps the only spot situated in a considerable Southern latitude which in these early days an 
unprotected astronomer could visit in safety, and where the necessary aid o f trained artisans to erect his observatory 
could be obtained. These advantages had existed there for a "Century; and, besides being the most southerly point 
on the earth’s surface then conveniently available, the Cape of Good Hope is situated nearly in the same meridian as 
Central Europe, so that almost simultaneous meridian observations o f the Moon and planets could be made in both 
hemispheres for the purpose of determining their parallax. It was also of great importance to navigation to establish 
the longitude of the Cape with considerable precision, and La Caille proposed to do so by observations o f the times of 
occurrence of the eclipses of Jupiter’s satellites compared with corresponding observations in Europe. In these days 
there was an uncertainty of ma.ny miles as to the longitude of the Cape. To secure a fresh and well-determined 
departure from anoint which would be sighted or touched by most vessels bound to or from the East Indies, was a 
matter of such practical importance that it furnished a powerful argument for smoothing La Caille’s path, and was 
accepted by the Dutch Governor (Tulbagh) as a sound reason for giving La Caille a hearty welcome, building an 
observatory for him, and affording him every aid.

La Caille established his observatory in the courtyard o f a house in Strand Street, Cape Town, and there 
laboured unremittingly, except during the short periods when he was occupied in terrestrial survey. He finally left 
the Cape, in accordance with instructions from his Government, on the 8th of March 1753. In the course of little 
more than a single year of actual observation, he compiled the material for his catalogue of 10,035 stars (Ccelum 
Australe Stelliferum, 1763), and made observations o f the Moon and the planet Mars, from which, in combination 
with corresponding observations in the Northern hemisphere, he derived the then most reliable values o f the lunar 
and solar parallax. Within the same short period he also measured the first arc of meridian in the Southern 
hemisphere, and made observations of Jupiter’s satellites from which he derived a very approximate value o f the 
longitude of Cape Town.

When it is remembered that La Caille did all this work single-handed, one is lost in amazement at tho energy 
and capacity o f the man. In the course o f a single year he laid the foundations o f sidereal astronomy in the 
Southern hemisphere; he pointed the way to the geodetic survey o f South Africa; he indicated tho lines of 
research which subsequent astronomers at the Capo have followed; ho rendered many scientific services to the 
Dutch Government of the day (including a sketch-survey of Houta Bay), and won the love and friendship o f all 
who knew him.

The site of La Caillo’s observatory was formerly marked by a peculiar sundial orected by him— but another 
house has now been built on the ground. At the ordinary meeting o f the South African Philosophical Society (now
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Page iv. Index, plate X IX . fo r  “  facing each letter ”  read “  facing each other.”
,i xvii. 7th line from bottom, fo r  “ Johnston”  read “ Johnson.”
„  xliii. 3rd lino from top, fo r  “ September 1901 ” read “ September 1891.”
„  xlv. 6th line from top, for  “ Maclear’s successor”  read “ Maclear’s predecessor.”
„  lx. Insert “  t ”  to designate Taylor’s Ma'dras Catalogue.
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„  lxviii. Researches on the Solar Parallax, 2nd line, fo r  “  1676- 78” read “  1751- 53.”
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„  cli. 7 th line from bottom, for “  Sappho ” read “  Iris.”
„  clii. 9th line from bottom, fo r  “ Foreign Office”  read “ Colonial Office.”
„  clii. Lowest line.of foot notes, for  “ in Appendix III .” read “ iu Appendix I.”
| clxi. 7th line from top, fo r  “  Rambaud ”  read “  Rambaut.1’
„  clxi. 13th line from bottom, insert “  1906”  on right-hand margin of page.
„. clxiv. For “ vol. i. p. 497”  read “ vol. lv. p. 15.”
„  26. For “ Brasher” read “ Brashear.” -



vi HISTORY OF THE OAPE OBSERVATORY.

the Royal Society o f South Africn), held on the 31st of July 1901, the following resolution was, on tho recommenda- 
tion o f the Council, brought beforo tho Society and unanimously adopted :—

“  That the Society take steps to have a commemorative tablet of tho Abb6 do la Caille erected on tho house now 
built on the site o f tho Abba's residence in Cape Town in 1752."

That bronze tablet is now erected. It was designed as a labour of love by Messrs Herbert Baker and Masey, 
architects, of Cape Town. It bears, as astronomical symbols, the stars of the Southern Cross and La Caille’s quadrant, 
with geometrical figures representing the plan of the triangulation in his measurement of an arc of meridian.

Soon after the second British occupation of the Cape, it appears to have occurred to the scientific authorities of 
the day ^hat the time had arrived to follow up the pioneer work of La Caille, and to take steps for placing the 
astronomy of tho Southern hemisphere more on an equal footing with that of the Northern one. The first official 
document which relates to the establishment of the Royal Observatory at the Cape is the following Minute in the 
records o f the Board of Longitude:—

“ At a meeting of the Commissioners appointed by Act of Parliament for more effectually discovering the 
longitude at sea, held at the Admiralty on Thursday the 3rd of February 1820 :—

“ Present,— Lord Viscount Melville (First Lord of the Admiralty), the Right Honourable Sir Joseph Banks, Bart. 
(President of the Royal Society), John Wilson Croker, Esq., John Barrow, Esq. (Secretaries to the Admiralty), 
Davies Gilbert, Esq., M.P., Robert Woodhouse, Esq., John Pbridy Esq. (Astronomer-Royal), Rev. Dr Robertson, 
(Savilian Professor o f Astronomy), S. P. Rigaud, Esq. (Savilian Professor of Geometry), Very Rev. Dean Milner 
(Lucasian Professor), Rev. W. Lax (Lowndean Professor), Dr Wollaston, Captain Kater, Major-General Mudge 
(Resident Commissioners).

“  9. Mr Gilbert proposed that the Board should take into consideration the propriety o f the establishment o f an 
observatory at the Cape of Good Hope, which he observed was likely to be highly conducive to the improvement of 
astronomy. The motion was seconded by Sir Joseph Banks, who gave it as his opinion that nothing could more 
essentially promote the glory of this country than to be the foremost in such an undertaking. The Committee of 
Instruments and Proposals, with'the addition of Sir Joseph Banks, Mr Gilbert, and Mr Pond, was desired to draw 
up a statement of the most eligible plan for such an observatory, with an estimate of the probable expense. To 
meet on Thursday the 17th, at 2.”

(It appears incidentally that the Committee of Instruments and Proposals above mentioned consisted of 
Dr Wollaston, Captain Kater, General Mudge, and Dr Thomas Young.)

At the meeting of 1820 April 6, the following Report was brought up from the Committee:— j

“ A d m ir a l t y , 17 th Febi'uary 1820.
“  The Committee resolved that, since a considerable time will be required for the establishment o f a complete 

observatory at the Cape, on account o f the difficulties arising from the abundance of sand in most parts of the 
country, and from other local circumstances, the Committee therefore recommend the appointment of an astronomer 
at the Cape as soon as a proper person can be found, and that he be sent out with portable instruments, in order 
to enable the Committee to form a better judgment o f the arrangements that will be required; but that, in the 
meantime, the principal instruments be ordered to be put in hand for the observatory, on the same scale as those 
at Greenwich, and as much as possible on the same construction." -

The Committee was desired to continue its attention to the establishment of an observatory at the Cape, 
and to procure estimates o f the expense of the necessary instruments on tho scale proposed, and to report to an 
extraordinary meeting o f the Board in three weeks.

At the meeting o f 1820 April 27, the following Report of the Committee was presented:—

“  Thursday, 20th April 1820.
“ The following estimates were received from Messrs Troughton, Dollond, and Jones, for the instruments 

required at the observatory to be established at the Cape of Good H opo:—
“  Mr Troughton—

“ A. 25-foot zenith telescope, . . . . £300 0 0
• “  Object-glass by Dollond / . . . . 100 0 0

“  Ironwork fJjy Jessop and Donkin . . .  . . . 800 0 0
-  £700 0 0
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Brought forward . . . . .  £700 0 0
1 Mr Dollond—

“ A transit . . . . . . .  £500 0 0
“  A Newtonian 7-foot telescope, 9-inch aperture . . 210 0 0
“  Two 46-inch achromatics, with various improved micro

meters and extensive fields of view . . 315 0 0
— - — -  1025 0 0

‘ Mr Jones—
“ A 6-foot mural circle . . 787 10 0

“ Total . 2512 10 0

“  The whole to be completed in two years, and a part of the payment to commence as the work goe^jon.”

Mr Pond observed that the equatorial sector now at Greenwich might be spared for the Gape, as well as 
a 6-feet Newtonian telescope by Short, which would supersede the necessity of a new reflecting telescope, and 
reduce the estimates to £2300..

It was ordered that th6 respective artists should be desired to proceed in their undertakings without loss 
o f time, and that the Committee should use their discretion from time to time respecting the advance o f money 
to Mr Jones and to Mr Dollond in proportion Only to the work actually performed.

These Minutes were communicated by Dr Young, Secretary of the Board of Longitude, to Mr Barrow, Secretary 
o f the Board of Admiralty, by letter, dated 1820 July 22. The Board of Admiralty expressed in their Minute 
their entire concurrence in the proposal, and proceeded to make the requisite communications to the Treasury and 
the Colonial Office.

On 1820 October 9, Mr Goulbum, Secretary of the Colonial Office, addressed a letter to Mr Croker, Secretary 
o f the Admiralty, stating that Earl Bathurst, His Majesty’s Principal Secretary of State for the Colonial Depart
ment, fully concurring in the view which the Board o f Admiralty had taken o f the expediency o f erecting an 
observatory at the Cape o f Good Hope, had, in compliance with their Lordships’ recommendation, instructed the 
Governor o f the Cape to allot a suitable piece o f ground for the purpose, at the expense o f the Colonial Government, 
and in such a situation as the astronomer whom their Lordships might send out may think fit and eligible, and, 
moreover, to lend every possible assistance towards carrying into effect the object in view.

. Finally, the observatory was established by the following Order in Council, dated 1820 October 20:—

“  At the Court at Carlton House,
“ the 20th October 1820,

“  present—

“ TEE KING’S MOST EXCELLENT MAJESTY IN COUNCIL.

“  Whereas there was this day read at the Board a Memorial from the Right- Honourable the Lords Commissioners 
of the Admiralty, dated the 16th instant, in the words following, v iz .:—•

“ The Board of Longitude having resolved that it would be highly conducive to the improvement of practical 
astronomy and navigation that a permanent observatory should be established at the Cape o f Good Hope, which 
would afford a series of comparative observations made under circumstances the most favourable for correcting 
the unavoidable imperfections depending on the instruments employed and on the materials surrounding them, 
by a countervailing tendency to equal and opposite errors. And the Board of Longitude having on these grounds 
most earnestly recommended to us the establishment o f such an observatory at the Cape o f Good Hope, and 
represented to us by their secretary’s letter of tho 22nd July last that the instruments which would bo required 
would cost, according to the best estimate they can form, about £2300, besides the expense o f the building 
itself, which cannot be estimated in this country, and that they would propose that tho establishment should consist 
of the persons with the salaries following, v iz .:—

“ One astronomer £600 per annum.
“ One assistant . 250 ,f
“  One labourer . 100 „
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“  We beg leave with till humility to represent to Your Majesty that we concur, with the Board of Longitude 
in the expediency of erecting au observatory at the Cape o f Good Hope, and that the establishment of 
persons with the salaries proposed appears to us to be necessary and proper; and we therefore most humbly 
propose to Your Majesty, that Your Majesty would be graciously pleased by Your Order in Council to
authorise us to cause an observatory to be erected at the Cape of Good Hope accordingly; and to direct that the
establishment thereof shall consist o f the persons with the salaries proposed by the Board o f Longitude, the 
said salaries to be placed on the ordinary estimate o f the Navy.

“ And we further with all humility represent to Your Majesty that Mr Lushington has acquainted us
by his letter o f the 9th August last, that the Lords Commissioners of the Treasury concur in the expediency
o f  the measure and in the propriety of granting salaries of the amount above mentioned us an inducement
to men of science to accept the situations proposed' to be established.

“  His Majesty having taken the said Memorial into consideration, was pleased, by and with the advice
o f his Privy Council, to approve of what is therein proposed; and doth hereby authorise the Lords Commissioners 
o f the Admiralty to cause an observatory to be erected at the Cape o f Good Hope, and to order that 
the establishment thereof should consist o f the persons with the salaries therein mentioned, as proposed 
by the Board of Longitude, the said salaries to be placed on the ordinary estimate o f the Navy.

“  (Signed) J a s . B u l l e r .”

FALLOWS (1 8 2 0 -1 8 3 1 ) .
On the 26th of October 1820, the Rev. Fearon Fallows, M .A , Fellow of St John’s College, Cambridge, was 

appointed H.M. Astronomer at the Cape.
Previous to his appointment Fallows appears to have had no experience in practical astronomy, but there 

is not the slightest doubt that he had all the essential natural qualities for its successful pursuit.
Born at Cockermouth in Cumberland, on the 4th of July 1789, and brought up to his father’s trade of 

hand-loom weaving’  Fallows devoted from - childhood his every spare moment to study. His father was a 
man of considerable information and studious habits, and devoted much of his spare time to the education . 
o f  his child, especially in the field of arithmetic and geometry, in which his son chiefly delighted. As a mere 
boy Fallows’ constant companion at the loom was a mathematical handbook. The Rev. H. A. Hervey, vicar of the 
neighbouring parish o f Bridekirk, to whom Fallows’ father acted as parish clerk, was much struck by the 
originality and acquirements of the lad. On his recommendation Fallows was engaged, at the age of nineteen,. 
as an assistant by Mr Temple, at that time headmaster of Plumbland School. After Temple’s death in 1808, 
Fallows was enabled by the patronage of some gentlemen of fortune and interest to enter St John’s College, 
Cambridge, whence he graduated as Third Wrangler in 1813, Sir John Herschel in the same year being Senior 
Wrangler, and Dean Peacock second. He held a mathematical lectureship in Corpus Christi College for two years, 
and was then elected to a Fellowship of St John’s. He was Moderator, or principal examiner, in the University 
in the year 1818, and, as already stated, was appointed astronomer at the Cape on the 26th o f October 1820.

Fallows at once took steps to further prepare himself for the important duties which he had undertaken. 
During the months which intervened between the date o f Ms appointment and that o f his departure for the 
Oape, he visited the public and private observatories of England, studied^the instruments and their use, and 
spent much time in the principal workshops where astronomicaHnstruments were made. On the 1st o f January 
1821 he married Miss Mary Anne Hervey, eldest daughter o f  his early friend and patron, the Rev. H. A. 
Hervey, vicar of Bridekirk.

On 1820 November 28, Dr Young wrote to Mr Barrow,'recommending Mr Fayrer as first assistant to Mr Fallows.
It is stated in this letter that Mr Fallows, together with Mr Rennie (whom the Admiralty had consulted in 
quality of engineer), had agreed on the general plan of the observatory. Apparently the plan then sketched is 
the same which was ultimately adopted: the ground-plan being in the form of the letter H : tho intermediate 
part containing the rooms for meridional observations; the wings, containing the residences of the astronomer 
and his assistants, being surmounted by domes for equatorials.

On 1821 February 5, Dr Young transmitted to Mr Barrow the draft o f instructions for the astronomer at the 
Cape Observatory, which (as was stated in the letter) had been drawn up by tho Committee of tho Board 
o f Longitude appointed for the purpose. They are as follows:—



“ INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE ASTRONOMER AT THE CAPE OBSERVATORY.

“ 1. In tho choice o f tho situation for the observatory he is to bear in mind the necessity of avoiding
the sandy dust which pervades many parts' of the colony, and the advantage of having a bright star
within a minute or two o f the zenith, if  possible.

“  2. Before the completion o f the observatory, he is to employ himself in making an approximate catalogue of 
the Southern stars with the portable transit-iustrument and equatorial which have been provided for him | and to 
take measures for determining the latitude of La Caille’s observatory.

“  8. When the observatory is completed and the instruments fixed, he is to make his observations as much as 
possible of the same kind and in the same manner as the Greenwich observations have been usually made• to employ 
the same stars where it can be done conveniently; and to draw up the register in the same form, in order that the 
whole may constitute two corresponding series capable o f comparison in all their parts.

“ 4. He is to pay particular attention to the rediscovery of the comet o f 1819, according to the places calculated 
by Professor Encke for 1 8 8 2 . . %

“  5: He is to neglect no opportunity of making any observations capable of improving the theory of refraction.
“  6. He is to send to the Secretary o f the Board o f Longitude every six months a correct copy of all his 

observations, prepared for publication (in order that the same may be transmitted to our secretary).”

The Board o f Admiralty approved o f these instructions, and directed that they should be sent, with the addition 
o f the last clause, to Mr Fallows.

A t the meeting, o f the Board of Longitude on 1821 February 1, “  Mr Rennie’s sketch for the observatory at the 
Cape was approved, and it was resolved that he should be desired to prepare a plan in detail.”  . This resolution was 
transmitted by Dr Young to Mr Barrow on February 29 (perhaps February 9 or 19). The Board of Admiralty gave 
instructions, through the Navy Board, to take proper steps for building the observatory, but to delay active measures 
until the site should be selected and approved.

Mr Fayrer was appointed, assistant to Fallows, under an Admiralty.warrant dated 28th November 1820.
By an Admiralty letter dated 7th April 1821, Mr Fallows was informed that he was to embark on that date on 

board the Sa/ppho, with his family, together with the assistant astronomer and his sister. It appears, however, 
from Sir George Airy’s account (Mem. R .A.S., vol. xix. p. 8), that he did not finally sail until the 4th of May, and 
that he arrived at Cape Town on the 12th of August 1821.

In the course of the remaining part of the year 1821, Mr Fallows examined the ground in the vicinity of Cape 
Town to a considerable extent. Having ascertained, with the assistance, of Captain (afterwards Lieut.-Col.) Everest, 
who. had then touched at the Cape, that .the house in which La Caille’s observations were made was undoubtedly the 
same as that occupied in 1821 by Mr De Witt, he, in the first place,, made observations on the fitness of the house 
next to Mr De Witt's as a site for the observatory j but finding the view much interrupted, he tried several stations 
in the country. Apparently Mr Fallows was guided mainly by the first precept in his instructions, “ to bear in mind 
the necessity of avoiding the sandy dust,” for all the stations tried were elevated points above the drift of the sand. 
He examined in succession four stations, to which he has referred by the following names: “  Blue-berg,” "  A spot 
near Mr Coetsey’s farmhouse”  (thus-described in the original),. “ Elephant’s Head/’ and “ Tiger Hill,” and adopted 
provisionally the last He remarked, however, that there was no water or grass on the hill; and that no very bright 
star passed near its zen ith som e smaller stars passed near it, and Phaut (a Columbia) at the distance o f 217, A  very 
elaborate report (preserved at the Admiralty) detailing these examinations and conclusions, and also proposing the 
verification and extension of La Caille’s arc of meridian, was transmitted to the Board of Admiralty, and by them to 
the. Board of Longitude, who referred it to the Committee for Instruments and Proposals. At a mooting of tho 
Board of Longitude on 1822 February 7, the Committee brought up the following Minutes o f a mooting on 1822 
January. 8

“  Mr Fallows’ Report to the Admiralty o f his proceedings at the Cape o f Good Hope was laid boforo tho 
Committee, and it was agreed:—

“  1. .That, as far as can be judged by persons unacquainted with the country, the situation o f Tiger Hill appears 
the best adapted for the building of an observatory; and that it be recommended to the Lords Commissioners o f the 
Admiralty to afford tho astronomer such means as he may find necessary for diminishing tho economical ineon- 
venience of that situation.

“  2. That the romoftsuremW of La Caille’s arc, with tho objections which Mr Fallows has pointed out to the
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accuracy o f  the direction o f the plumb-line at its extremities, does not appear to the Committee to be particularly 
desirable at present; and that the instruments required for conducting the operation with perfect accuracy could 
probably not be completed in less than four or five months at the least; but that at a future time it would be highly 
desirable that a more extended arc o f  the meridian should be measured near the Cape; and- they beg leave to 
suggest, that, if the Board o f  Longitude at large concur in this opinion, a zenith sector and a theodolite, with 
proper chains and other apparatus for measuring a base, should be added to the list o f instruments already 
ordered.

** 8. Mr Fallows being in want o f a good reflecting telescope, Captain Kater is requested to make inquiry 
respecting one which is said to be in the possession o f Sir Henry Englefield, and which may probably be obtained. 
It  was also resolved that inquiry be made respecting a telescope o f  Sir William Herschel belonging to the 
observatory at Glasgow.”

The opinion o f the Committee was adopted, but it was agreed that for the present it was unnecessary to provide 
the instruments in question, subservient to the measurement of an arc o f the meridian.

At the meeting o f 4th April 1822, letters o f Mr Fallows to the Admiralty were communicated, announcing 
the appointment o f Mr Skully as second assistant, which the Board recommended the Admiralty to sanction; 
and also stating that the proximity o f a bright star to the zenith of Tiger Hill rendered it a desirable position 
for the observatory.

In a letter from Mr Fallows to Mr Barrow, dated 1821 December 12, the want o f a better clock than that 
now at the Cape, and the want o f a large reflecting telescope, are urged. It  appears also that Mr Fallows 
had begun to entertain doubts on the fitness o f Tiger Hill for the site o f the observatory, as it was very frequently 
covered with clouds.

On 1822 March 8, Mr Fallows wrote more decidedly to Mr Barrow, intimating his positive abandonment 
o f Tiger Hill. The prevalence o f sand-drift made it difficult to select a proper- place, but he finally fixed oh a spot 
between Liesbeck River and Salt River. This is the place on which the existing observatory is built. It appears 
that this letter was communicated to the Board o f Longitude, as Dr Young, in a letter' to Mr Barrow, dated 1822 
July 4, conveys their approval o f the change, although no mention o f  it is to be found in the Minutes o f the 
Board o f Longitude.

Having regard to the condition that the site must be on Government property (for apparently no provision 
was made for the purchase o f a site from a private owner), and to the further condition that it should be visible 
from Table Bay, so that time-signals might be given from.the observatory to vessels in the anchorage, that selected 
by Fallows was probably the best available. It  commands an excellent view o f Table Bay, a clear horizon to the 
north, south, and east, but from W . to S.W. the view o f the horizon is cut off by Table Mountain— in some 
azimuths to the extent o f 8° in altitude— a circumstance which has, from time to time, limited the evening 
observation o f  comets situated near the sun.

In the days o f Fallows this site was part o f a bare, rocky hill, covered with thistles, infested with snakes 
(its name was Slang-Kop, or Snake H ill); the jackals howled dismally around it at night, and a guard o f soldiers 
had to be established to protect the property from theft. To give some idea o f the wild character o f its 
surroundings, a member o f the Maclear family told the writer that in Fallows’ days a hippopotamus found its way 
from Berg River into the treacherous marsh which then existed about half a mile from the observatory, near 
to the site of the present railway bridge at Maitland. The poor animal sank in the mud so deep as to be unable 
to get out, and was' killed by the neighbouring farmers. The story goes that their bullets could not pierce the 
animal’s hide, so they cut holes in the hide, and fired through them. The following iucident rests on the same 
authority. After the observatory building had been nearly completed, but before the scaffolding and ladders 
had been removed, Fallows went into the mural circle room one evening, after the workmen had gone, to test tho 
opening o f the shutters. H e had prided himself on the design o f  these shutters and the ease with which any 
particular shutter could be opened. But on pulling the rope to open the shutter for observing zenith stars, 
he found that the shutter would not move. Ho ran up the staircase leading to the roof, peeped out o f  the door 
at the top, and there, comfortably seated on the central trap-door o f the meridian opening, was a large leopard 
(the so-called Cape tiger). The astronomer and the leopard bojfeh rapidly disappeared in different directions.

It would be tedious to describe the various negotiations which were entered into for extending and consolidating 
the observatory property. Some o f them were carried out by Fallows, some by later astronomers. Finally, by 
purchase or exchange, the valuable and convenient sito shown on the accompanying map was secured. Many 
years afterwards, under Gill’s directorate, proper beacons were established, with the attested consent o f  the adjoining
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proprietors. These beacons were then connected by a sworn Government surveyor (Mr Melville), employed for 
the purpose, and the new diagram was recorded in the Surveyor-General’s office as an indisputable title, under an 
Act o f the Cape Parliament which provides for the granting of such titles, when the above-mentioned conditions 
have been complied with. The attached map is based on Mr Melville’s survey, with the original co-ordinates 
given, as the Act requires, in Cape feet. The levelling operations for the contour lines were executed by members 
of the observatory staff, and are given for each 4 feet (English) above mean sea-level at Cape Town. The floor 
o f the main building is 36*17 English feet above mean sea-level.O O

But to return to Mr Fallows and his work. On the 29th of September 1821 he applied, through the Naval 
Commander-in-Chief, to His Excellency Sir Rufane Donkin, the Acting Governor, for a settler’s wooden hut in which 
to erect the portable astronomical instruments which he had brought from England, for use during the erection 
of the observatory proper. This hut he converted into a temporary observatory, and erected it in the garden 
o f a house in Cape Town situated not far from the site where Wales and Bayley had made their observations. 
There, with the altitude and azimuth instruments by Ramsden (30-inch vertical circle), and the transit instru
ment by Dollond (1*62 inches aperture and ' 19 -̂ inches focal length), Fallows, during the latter half o f 1821 
and the early part of 1822, made the observations from which he derived the approximate places of 273 stars 
between the zenith of Cape Town and the South Pole, published in the Phil. Trans. R.S., 1824, p. 457.

On the 8th o f April 1822, upon the recommendation of Fallows, the Admiralty approved the’ appointment 
o f a person named Skully to be paid “  as labourer,” under the authority o f the Order in Council, “  provided he be 
a person in all respects fit for the situation.”  In May 1822, Fallows reported to the Board of Longitude that 
Mi* Fayrer was about to quit him, and recommended that the Rev. Mr Skully should be appointed to succeed as 
first assistant; but apparently Fallows was not officially informed of this until the 4th o f April 1823, when he 
received intimation from Simon’s Town that his recommendation had been approved and that Mr Skully’s 
appointment would date from the 20th of November preceding.

This is apparently the same Mr Skully who was originally appointed as “  labourer.”  Possibly sympathy for a 
fellow-clergyman in distress led to his original appointment in the only capacity— that of labourer— in 
which Fallows could then employ him; but it is difficult to explain why he recommended him for assistant. 
On the 5th o f October 1824 the Admiralty informed Fallows that an assistant astronomer would be sent 
out in room o f Mr Skully, who had that day been dismissed from the office in question.

Meanwhile, on -the ;21st o f November 1822, the Admiralty, seeing that a site had been definitely fixed 
upon, issued a-warrant for building the observatory. They recommend that, if  practicable, the works should 
be executed by a contract, and state that detailed plans for the astronomer’s guidance were being prepared, 
and would be sent to the Cape when completed. On the 4th of August 1823, Fallows is informed through 
the Colonial Secretary that, in consequence of an application from the naval storekeeper, a surveyor, 
Mr Knoble, had been instructed to accompany Mr Fallows to the spot intended for the observatory, “  to measure 
off what was wanted for the object.”

'The following advertisement appears in the Cape Town Gazette and African Advertiser o f Saturday, 5th 
February 1825

ROYAL OBSERVATORY.

N otice is hereby given to such persons as may be willing to contract for the Building of the Royal Observatory upon 
the site fixed on, between the Liesbeck and Zwart River,* contiguous to the farm of M r Mostert, that proposals for the same 
will be received by the respective officers of the Naval Department at Simon’s Town, on Monday the 14th of February next at 
noon. The conditions of the contract, with the specification of the materials to be used in the building, may be seen, and any 
further information obtained on application to the Rev. Fearon Fallows, His Majesty’s Astronomer, Garden Zorg en Lust, Cape 
Town, or at the Naval Office, Simon’s Town.

No proposals will be attended to but from persons fully competent to the execution of the work, and who can provide the 
most satisfactory security for the due fulfilment of the contract.

W . Pennell, Naval Officer.
Simon’s Town, January 28, 1825.

On the 15th of February 1825, the naval storekeeper at Simon’s Town forwarded to Mr Fallows a copy 
of the warrant from the Navy Board, dated 21st November 1822 (already mentioned), and stated that 
the plans having boen received, and tenders invited, that of Mr Cannon was the most reasonable, and 
had been accepted.

From this time Fallows appears to have taken up his quarters on the site o f tho obsorvatory and to

* Tho Zwart River is now callod "  Salt River.”
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have lived in a hut, or some temporary building, on the spot, in order to determine the lines o f the building 
and superintend tho workmen. The foundations were dug out,' under his supervision, before the arrival 
o f  tho clerk o f works.

A most effioieut clerk o f  works—-M r Skerrow— was then appointed, and. the work proceeded.
In spito o f many inquiries, the writer has been unable to ascertain .why the original order to commence 

the building (issued on the 21st o f March 1822) was not put in force until the 15th o f  February 1825. Apparently 
tho plans had been mislaid in some office in London ; but that, surely, was no reason for keeping Fallows 
idle at the Gape. New plans might have been prepared, or more immediate and efficient search made for 
those that were missing. It is difficult to imagine conditions more disheartening than those which Fallows 
had to encounter during this period. He had left his comfortable Fellowship at St John’s, fu ll o f . zeal 
to found exact astronomy in the Southern hemisphere. He had done what lie could .with portable instruments 
to create a working catalogue o f stars, and he had every right to expect that he would then be in a 
position to superintend the erection o f the new observatory and its instruments.

The Whigs came into power in  1827, and, in a fit o f ill-advised economy, cut off £10,000 from the 
estimates for completing tho buildings and grounds. The main building was, in a manner, completed at 
the end o f  Juno. 1827, but. it. was a mere block o f masonry on an exposed rocky hill, without enclosure, 
without roadSj without adequate water-supply, and without 'stabling or outdoor accommodation o f  any kind. 
In answer to an application for a small grant o f  money for planting trees to afford protection from wind 
and dust, Fallows was informed, by Admiralty letter o f the 8th o f October 1827, that if  he had any 
desire to beautify the grounds, it 'm u st be at his own expense. This is but one o f  the many instances 
o f the parsimony and want o f >consideration with which Fallows was treated at the time.

There was much delay in erecting the piers for the instruments. Fallows. demanded the employment of 
very large blocks o f stone, which, in the absence of .roads, involved great difficulty o f transport, the 
construction o f  a special wagon, and its frequent repair. He had very peculiar views as to the best manner 
o f preparing the- foundations, insisting that, in order to ensure freedom from vibration, a thick layer o f pot-clay 
should be rammed down upon the underlying rock or gravel, and the piers be then built on this bed o f  clay.*

Mr Skerrow, the Admiralty clerk o f works, was at this time so much occupied with other Government works 
that he was unable to give constant attention to the completion o f the observatory; thus it was not until towards 
the end of 1828 that the piers for:the instruments were erected, and the main building finished. The building is of 
the form o f  the letter H, the quarters o f ELM. Astronomer in the west wing, those o f the chie£ assistant in the 
east wing. For extra meridian observations-copper domes o f 14 feet in diameter were mounted over each wing; 
but, as they could only be reached by  ladders and their floors were attached to the wooden beams o f the flat roofs 
without.piers or other supports for the instruments, they were entirely useless. The transit and circle rooms are each 
24 feet square and 16 feet in height; the intervening sector room has a like area, but is sufficiently high for the 
accommodation o f a 25-foot tube.

Meanwhile, on the 5th o f  July 1826, the Admiralty informed Mr Fallows that Captain Ronald, under a warrant o f  
the 1st o f December 1824, had been appointed assistant in succession to Mr Skully (dismissed), and that he would 
sail for the Cape in the merchant ship Susam/nct, charged with the conveyance o f the large mural circle and other 
valuable instruments for the observatory. Mr Fallows was at the same time instructed to consult with Captain 
Ronald as to the practicability o f measuring an arc of meridian, and to state what instruments would be required for 
the purpose.

During the eighteen months which elapsed between his. appointment and the date on whioh he sailed for the 
Cape, Captain Ronald appears to have been occupied in supervising the construction o f the instruments, and studying 
the use o f similar instruments at Greenwich.

On the arrival o f Captain Ronald, towards the end o f 1826, Fallows secured a substantial storehouse in Cape 
Town for the reception-of the instruments until everything had been prepared for their reception at the observatory. 
In. July 1827 the instruments were conveyed from Cape Town under tho personal supervision o f Mr Fallows, and 
carefully lodged in one o f the rooms in . the eastern wing of the observatory, until the piers woro ready for 
their reception.

Fallows remarks: “ It ought to be borne in mind that the Cape cannot provide intelligent workmen enough

*  It  is hardly necessary to explain tlio unsoundnoss of this plan. Olay is tho vory worst kind of foundation on whioh to oreot astronomical 
instruments, because of its liability to swell or change its form by damp. Tho variations of auimuth and lovol of tho presont non-rovorsible 
transit circle at the Cope (which rests on Fallows' original foundations of tho mural oirolo) aro probably largoly duo to this layer of day. 
(See Annals of the Gape Observatory, vol. i. part 5.)
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to raise so heavy an instrument upon its pier without the utmost caution on the part o f the person who directs the 
operation. Had it not been for the aid which I received from our then clerk o f  works, John Skerrow, Esq., I hardly 
know how the thing would have been accomplished, though these things are trifles in London.”

But at Inst the transit instrument, the mural circle, and the new Harrison clock were duly mounted, and Fallows 
devoted himself in the first place to observations with the transit instrument On the 29th o f November 1829 he 
transmitted to the Secretary o f the Admiralty two thousand observations made with the transit instrument, and a 
number o f  pendulum observations made during the same year. Fallows apparently made three sets o f pendulum 
observations, the first o f  these in a temporary building, situated S.E. of the main building, the second in the central 
hall (or zenith sector room), the third also in the central hall,-with the plane o f  vibration at right angles to that 
o f  the second series. The third series was not completed, as he discontinued it to permit Captain Foster to 
occupy the site.

On the 15th o f  January 1830 he forwarded to the Secretary o f the Admiralty a set o f  moon culminating observa
tions, and explains their importance for determining the longitude o f  the Cape. He also reports his intention to 
bestow the whole o f  his time for the next few months on the mural circle. H e writes o f the difficulty o f bringing 
new instruments into adjustment, and the long time required to do this. H e adds : “  The transit instrument has 
now been under trial for nearly eight months, and I can assure their Lordships that it  is a right good one. I  hope 
sincerely it may fall to m y lot to be enabled to give their Lordships the same character o f the mural; at any rate, I 
shall do m y best with it.”

One might have expected that Fallows’ troubles were now in great part over. But the mural circle, to the use 
o f  which he had looked forward with so much pleasure and interest, proved to be a source o f bitter uneasiness to him. 
Fallows found that the index-error o f two opposite microscopes was ever variable for different circle'readings, 
in a manner that could not be accounted for either by imperfection o f form o f the pivots or o f  the circle 
itself. H e came finally to  the conclusion that some permanent injury had been received by the circle and axis, from 
a fall which the packing-case received whilst it was being hoisted from the hold o f the ship at Cape Town, but that, 
upon the whole, the result from the mean o f  six microscopes might be relied upon. This final conclusion was sub
sequently confirmed by Henderson, his successor.*

On the 12th o f May 1830 Fallows reported to the Admiralty that he is shortly to  be deprived o f the services 
o f  Captain Ronald, whose health had been for some time declining under the fatigue o f  his duties, and recommends 
him to the favourable consideration o f  their Lordships. He also states that Mrs Fallows had discovered 
a comet in the constellation Octans, adding: “ We have observed i t ” ; and that in Captain Ronald’s absence he. has 
no alternative but the employment o f  Mrs Fallows at one o f  the meridian instruments. He passes severe strictures 
on. the inefficiency o f Fayrer (now employed as “ labourer” ), who, it seems, did little beyond slight repairs 
to  instruments, and was totally unfit for the office o f  assistant astronomer during Captain Ronald’s absence. 
Should the latter not return to the .Cape, Fallows expresses the hope that their Lordships will appoint a properly 
qualified person to succeed him, and that “ a decided preference would be given to a married man, and 
a staunch member o f the Church o f England.”

On the 19th o f September 1830 Fallows reports general sickness in the establishment. Bilious attacks had been 
succeeded by scarlet fever, from which Mr and Mrs Fallows, as well as his assistants, had suffered severely. 
Captain Ronald left residence at the observatory on the 28th o f August 1830, and sailed for England on the 
17 th .o f October following.

* Sir George Airy (Mem. It.A.S., vol. xix. p. 27) writes on (his as follows:— “ A  continuation of the history of this instrument will be 
found in the Memoirs of the Royal Astronomical Society, vol. v. (Mr Sheepshanks), and vol. viii. (Mr Henderson). Mr Sheepshanks, from a 
complete set of readings of the six microscopes at every 10* reading of tho oirde-pointer, deduced the movements of tho centre of the circle.: and 
these were found to be so extravagant as to account for a sensible part of tho discordance of the mioroscope readings. Some deductions were 
drawn from those by myself (in an appondix to Mr Sheepshanks’ paper), and by Mr Henderson, as to the form of the pivot. Still a considerable 
irregularity remained in the microscope readings, unoxplainod by any fault of tho pivot.

Bjd^In 1840 this oirolo wits sent to tho lloyal Observatory, Qreenwioh (another oirole, by Mr Jones, of the same form and dimension*, and pro
bably equal to any in the world, having boon sont to roplaoe it at tho Capo), and after some examination of its large pivot, which was evidently 
deformed, Mr Simms proceeded undor my direotion to ro-turn it, whon, to our groat astonishment, the steel collar of the pivot was found quite 
loose/ having boon attached merely by soft solder. A  new collar was mounted in the usual way, by heating on, and was very carefully turned, 
and the instrument was adjusted for use. It was not, however, aotually used till the summer of 1848 (during an interruption in the use of 
Troughton’s oirclo), and the details of those observations are givon in tho Greenwich Observations 1848. From these the reader will see how 
great are the errors of division, as freed from sensible error in the form of tho pivot.

-'To this account 1 have only to add that thoro is not tho smallest appearance of mechanical injury to tho instrument. And 1 think it most 
possible that tho first oauso of the discreditable state of tho divisions is tho form of tho pivot, by whioh every division should be affected (the 
graduations having boon made in Troughton's manner, and no opposite divisions having been examined at tho same time for provisional errors). 
Mr Henderfeon and Mr Madear, as well as Mr Fallows, were perfectly satisfied with the result given by the mean of tho six uiicroMope*; and my 
own use of tho instrumont has given me the samo confidence in its acouraoy."
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On tho 12th of November 1880 Fallows transmitted somo observations made with the new mural circle; three 
days later he sends some observations of tho planot Uranus, and, on 22nd Novomber, observations of Mars for 
parallax. On the 4th of January 1881 he forwards moon oulminating observations, and requests that they may be
placed in the hands of Captaiu Beaufort He states that he is greatly in arrear with computation and
unable to send home any regular work.

On the 80th o f June 1881 he reports that he had been compelled to engage a clerk to assist in the
duties o f  the establishment', that he had paid a Mr James Robertson £10 in the month o f  December, and a
subsequent salary at the rate o f £100 a year. This is apparently his last official letter. It appears that 
Captain Ronald had hoped that he would soon be able to return to his duties as assistant astronomer at the Cape, 
but he finally resigned his office on the 29th of March 1831. On the 23rd o f June o f the same year Lieutenant 
Meadows was appointed as his successor. The Admiralty, on learning o f Fallows' illness, hastened Lieutenant 
Meadows’ departure as much as possible. H e did not, however, arrive at the Cape before Fallows’ death. 
The attack o f  scarlet fever from which Fallows suffered in the middle o f 1880, following upon the anxiety and worry 
which the imperfection o f the mural circle had caused him, seems to have severely undermined his constitution. 
Towards the end o f March 1831 he went to Simon’s Town, but the rest and change came too late, and he died on the 
25th o f  July 1831, in the forty-third year o f his age. At his own request his remains were buried in the observatory 
grounds. The spot is marked in the map, on the border o f the Jawn due south o f the entrance to the main 
building. A  flat tombstone o f black Robben Island stone covers his grave.

Immediately after the death o f Fallows, Commodore Schomberg, the Naval Commander-in-Chief at Simon’s 
Town, went to the observatory, and, finding no regular appointed assistant there, put it in charge o f  the Rev. 
John Fry* chaplain o f H.M.S. Maidstone, in whom Fallows had great confidence, and he retained that charge 
till the arrival o f  Lieutenant Meadows.

Fallows was a man o f the highest integrity o f character and clearness o f understanding in matters scientific. 
But he was wanting in that knowledge o f men and affairs and in that force o f character which are requisite 
to create a new department, and to compel the powers that be to consider requirements and conditions 
o f which they have no previous experience.

It was said o f  Fallows by a well-known contemporary astronomer: “ It is difficult to conceive a man o f  such 
simplicity o f character and such absence o f knowledge o f the world in the nineteenth century.”  The secluded life 
o f  his early years and his subsequent purely academic experience *were not sufficient training for the kind 
o f work that Fallows had to do before his observatory was built and organised. He had apparently little 
capacity for dealing with men— as is evident from his experience with his assistants— and it is dear from the 
official correspondence that his deficiency in this rqspect, and in business matters generally, produced an 
unfavourable impression at the Admiralty. Probably this difficulty was increased by the fact that, previous to 
August 1829, all Fallows’ official correspondence with the Admiralty was conducted through the naval 
storekeeper at Simon’s Town. On the 3rd o f  August o f that year Fallows is directed by Mr J. W. Croker to 
address his letters in future to the Secretary o f the Admiralty, and to write his official letters on the usual 
foolscap paper. After this, matters improved. But, whatever may have been Fallows’ -shortcomings in 
business matters and knowledge o f the world, there can be no question as to his devotion, earnestness, and 
capacity as an astronomer. There can be no excuse for the treatment to which he was subjected by delays 
in sending out the plans o f the observatory, and the unprotected and unworkable condition in which the 
establishment was left when supplies for its completion were cut off.

Fallows did his best to improve the amenities o f His surroundings. During the time that the observatory 
was being built he opened a school and taught the children o f the neighbouring farmers. His fee was a load of 
earth for each lesson, and to this circumstance the-Site is now largely indebted for the soil that covers it.

'Fallows used the large S.W. room as a chapel, and it was there that the first regular services o f the Church 
o f  England were held in South Africa. Baptism was administered there by him in 1828, and a marriage 
solemnised in July 1831.*

A  letter from Commodore. Schomberg to the Admiralty, dated 8th April 1831, acquainting them with > 
Mr Fallows’ serious illness, contains the following passage:— “  Mr Fallows has always complained o f want o f  proper 
assistants, and I am justified in saying that, had it not been for Mrs Fallows’ efforts, some o f his very important 
observations would have failed on different occasions, when more than one individual was indispensably required.'’

There is no donbt from other evidence that Mrs Fallows, after the departure of Captain Ronald, took an active 
and capable part in  the observations with tho mural circle, whilst her husband was engaged in observations with

*  The marks where the altar rail* wore attaohed to the eastern wall ore still visible,
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the transit instrument. It was fitly by her hands that Mr Robertson's copies o f her husband’s observations were 
conveyed to England, where she arrived on the 15th of December 1831.

Fallows did not leave his observations completely prepared for publication, although the current reductions 
were far advanced. They consisted of about 3000 transits, several hundred observations with the mural circle, 
and some series with the invariable pendulum. Sir George Airy, with that energy and zeal for which he was 
so conspicuous, undertook to complete the reductions, and to prepare the whole for press. The results were finally 
published by him in the Memoirs o f  the Royal Astronomical Society (vol. xix. pp. 1-102),— a Catalogue of 
425 Stars, of which, however, only 88 are observed in declination. There is also a series o f observations of the 
sun’s right ascension, made from April 1829 till the end of March 1831, and regular observations in declination 
from 1830 April 5 to 1831 March 30, except during July and August 1830. There are besides a number of 
observations o f the moon from 11th April 1829 to 30th December 1830; but only upon fourteen of these dates 
are there corresponding observations in declination; and besides these there are lig lfl

No. o f Observations.
R.A. DecL

Observations o f Mercury 7 0
„  Venus . . . . 10 0
„  Mars . . . . 26 34

IIPI Jupiter . 8 1
,, Saturn . . . 3 0 •
„  Uranus. . . . . 12 13
„  Comet o f 1830 . . 2 3

The cost o f printing these results was defrayed by the Admiralty.
Airy’s work is preceded by an interesting historical introduction, to which the writer is largely indebted 

for the facts connected with the life of Fallows, and from which many parts are quoted verbatim.
Lieutenant Meadows remained in temporary charge o f the observatory from the date of his arrival at the Cape 

until the arrival of Henderson in April 1832.

HENDERSON (1 8 3 2 -1 8 3 3 ) .

Thomas Henderson, Fallows’ successor at the Cape^was a man who, by his inborn genius and indomitable 
industry, raised himself by degrees from the position o f a lawyer’s apprentice to that of one o f the most 
accomplished scientific men of his time. He was born at Dundee on the 28th of December 1798. His father was 
a tradesman in respectable circumstances in that city, who had died early in life, leaving his widow in care of 
a family o f two sons and three daughters, o f which Thomas was the youngest member. At the age o f nine 
he was sent to the Grammar School o f Dundee, where he followed the usual course o f classical study for four years, 
and was generally dux o f his class. In 1811 he proceeded to the Dundee Academy, where he remained for two 
years. That academy was then under the able rectorship of Mr Duncan, afterwards Professor of Mathematics 
in the University o f St Andrews. The course included elementary mathematics, natural philosophy, and chemistry. 
Henderson passed through it with much distinction, the Rector afterwards stating that “  the two Hendersons 
(i.e. Thomas and his elder brother John) were the best scholars I had in the whole period o f my incumbency."

At the age of fifteen Thomas Henderson was placed in the office o f Mr Small, a solicitor in Dundee, with whom 
his brother had entered into partnership. Whilst in this situation, he devoted his spare time to astronomy and 
the further cultivation o f mathematics —  studies for which he had shown a strong predilection during his 
school-days.

Having passed an apprenticeship o f six years, Henderson, at the age of twenty-one, went to Edinburgh in order 
to complete his studies in law and obtain professional employment. He obtained a situation in the offico of a Writer 
to the Signet, where his intelligence and ability came under the notice o f Sir James Gibson-Craig, and, on his recom
mendation, Henderson was appointed advocate clerk to Lord Eldin, one of the Judges o f the Supremo Court of 
Scotland. On Lord Eldin’s retirement from the bench, Henderson became for some timo private secretary to the 
Earl o f Lauderdale, and afterwards secretary to the Lord Advocato (Jeffrey). In theso employments Henderson 
passed twelve years— 1819 to 1831— but apparently all his loisure was spont in pursuit o f his favourite studios. His 
astronomical acquirements procured him introductions to Professors Leslie and Wallaco, to Captain Basil Hall anu
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others of liko tastes, and gavu him acooss to tho small obsorvntory on the Castlo Hill, belonging to the Astronomical 
Institution of Edinburgh. Tho instruments consisted of a transit instrument of 80 inches focus, a dock, and an 
altiuimuth by Troughtou. To a young nstronoinor who had no other access to astronomical apparatus, such an 
opportunity was invaluable, and it doubtless had a considerable influence on his future career.

Henderson first came iuto notice as an astronomer in 1824, -by communicating in that year to the Board of 
Longitude a method of computing an observed ocoultation of a fixed star by the moon, of which Dr Young, then 
Secretary to tho Board, thought so highly that he oaused it to bo published (under the title of an improvement on 
his own method) in the Nautical Almanac for 1827 and tho six following years.

From this time ouward Henderson’s name became yearly better known by his contributions on miscellaneous 
astronomical subjects in the Quarterly Journal o f Science, the Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society; and 
the Monthly Notices and Memoirs of the Royal Astronomical Society.

Heuderson’s official duties as secretary to Lord Lauderdale and the Lord Advocate-brought him for some 
months in every year to London, so that he thus became personally acquainted with the principal astronomers of 
England, and had an opportunity (particularly at Sir James South’s observatory) of seeing and working with first- 
dass instruments.

Henderson was strongly recommended for the Chair of Practical Astronomy in the University of Edinburgh, 
which had become vacant by the death of Dr Robert Blair in 1828. The office hod hitherto been a sinecure, and the 
Government postponed filling up the post, pending consideration of the footing on which it. should be placed with 
the greatest prospect o f advantage to sdence. In the following year, by. the death of Dr Young, the office of 
superintendent of the Nautical Almanac became vacant. About a fortnight before his death Dr Young had placed 
a memorandum in the hands of Professor Rigaud, to be opened in the event of his death. It. was found to contain a 
request that the Admiralty should be informed that- he, Dr Young, knew of no person more competent to be his 
successor in the superintendence of the Nautical Almanac than Mr Henderson. In consequence of other con
templated arrangements, however, the superintendence of the Nautical Almanac was committed temporarily to 
Mr Pond, the Astronomer Royal.

Henderson’s standing was, however, now fully established,-'and on the death of Fallows he was regarded as the 
man best qualified to fill the vacant post at the Cape. The idea of leaving this country was distasteful to him. He 
accepted the office with some reluctance, and only in deference to the advice o f his friends. The warrant of his 
appointment is dated in October 1831, and he reached the Cape in April 1832. Full of zeal and capacity, Henderson 
at once organised a system of regular observation. He placed the transit instrument in the hands of Lieutenant 
Meadows and devoted himself to observations with the mural circle.

During the period between 16th-May 1832 ancL24th May 1833, Henderson accomplished the following 
remarkable record of personal observation

Observations to determine the Latitude and Longitude of the Observatory; Observations o f the Moon and Moon 
Culminating Stars for determining the Parallax of the Moon; Of Mars and Comparison Stars to determine the 
Parallax of that Planet, and thence that of the Sun; Of Eclipses of Jupiter’s Satellites ; Occupations of Fixed Stars 
by the Moon; A Transit of M ercury; Places of Encke’s and Biela’s Comets ; and, finally, between 5000 and 6000 
Observations of Declinations of Stars.

Lieutenant Meadows was hardly less industrious in his use of the transit instrument. The combined labours of 
these two astronomers make the epoch 1833 the most valuable one . in the early history of fundamental sidereal 
astronomy in the Southern hemisphere.

Henderson was not, physically, a strong man, and it was impossible for the strongest to adequatdy fulfil' the 
duties of his office without more assistance ; he saw that the situation, as it stood, -was an impossible one, and he was 
too honourable a man to accept the emoluments of an office without the most punctilious discharge of its duties. 
Accordingly, in May 1833, he resigned his post, and shortly afterwards returned to England.

In his letter o f resignation, addressed tp the Secretary of the Admiralty, he mentioned that not only the state 
of his health rendered him unable much longer to support the requisite exertions, but that the observatory 
itself, considered as a place of residence, laboured under so many disadvantages and required a mode of life 
so different from what he had been accustomed to, that he found it impracticable to remain longer. His letter 
proceeds as follows

.“ Perhaps I may be pardoned for taking the liberty of recommending to their Lordships’ consideration the state 
of the observatory, which I am afraid would, in the opinion of every British subject who takes an intorest in sdence 
and regards the honour of his country, be deemed not satisfactory.”
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He adds a detailed memorandum, pointing out the works necessary in his opinion to render the observatory 
a fit place o f habitation, and concludes as follows

After all this, it is much to be feared that it  is beyond the power of Government to make the observatory an agreeable 
place of residence. Its situation upon the verge of an extensive sandy desert, exposed to the utmost violence of the gales which 
frequently blow, without the least protection from trees or other objects to shelter from the wind or sun, some miles distant from 
markets, shops, or the inhabitations of persons with whom those belonging to the observatory can associate, the want of good water, 
and the state o f the bulk of' the population from whom servants must be taken and other aid applied for, will always prove 
considerable drawbacks from the comforts of persons sent from England to do the duties of the observatory, and great obstructions 
to the undisturbed cultivation of the science.

Resignation was a very serious step for Henderson to take, for he had no private means beyond a pension of 
£100 a year, to which he had become entitled on the abolition o f the office which he held as advocate clerk to 
Lord Eldin when the latter retired from the Supreme Court of Edinburgh.

Henderson was rather the refined observer than the pioneer; he was a man who, granted the means and 
appliances, knew how to turn them to the best effect and to attain to the highest precision of which his instruments 
were capable. But he was not the man to fight an uphill battle with neglect at home, and to compel Fate, in 
the shape o f official indifference or incapacity, to do his bidding and raise the status and equipment o f the 
observatory to the ideal level which he claimed for it. That required a dogged persistence and force of 
character o f another kind.

But Henderson, by his own methods, .attained results o f high importance in many directions. His 
self-sacrifice helped to remove many o f the difficulties o f his successors, and he overcame the want of official 
assistance at the Cape by taking the observations to Edinburgh with him and reducing them there. In 1834 
he was appointed Astronomer Royal for Scotland, but he continued to devote all the time that could be 
spared from his other duties to the reduction o f the Cape observations. They were all ultimately published, 
and proved how successfully and faithfully Henderson had worked. He gave to the world a catalogue o f the 
principal Southern stars o f an equal accuracy with the contemporaneous work of the best observatories in the 
Northern hemisphere, and which will in all time be regarded as the true basis o f refined sidereal astronomy 
in the Southern hemisphere.

His observations gave by far the most accurate determination o f the moon’s parallax then available; 
they determined the longitude of the Cape with a precision which refined modern methods, with the aid 
o f the electric telegraph, have barely changed. Above all, Henderson was the first man to produce reliable 
evidence o f the measurable parallax of any fixed star.

Splendid as was Henderson’s effort as an observer,, it is in his subsequent discussion of his observations 
that we find the full capacity o f the man.. There runs' throughout the whole of that work an insight and 
thoroughness which bespeak the true practical astronomer. This is shown conspicuously in the arrangement 
of his observations with the mural circle and in his discussion of the observations with that instrument. 
His first care on his arrival at the Cape in April 1832 was to investigate the anomalies in the readings o f the 
different microscopes, and his last care before leaving the Cape, in May 1833, was to repeat that investigation, 
and to convince himself, as Fallows had done, that the mean o f the readings o f the six equidistant microscopes 
was affected only to an insignificant extent by these anomalies.

There is from first to last in all Henderson’s work that careful effort to foresee every possible origin of 
systematic error and to apply every possible method for its elimination which characterises the refined 
astronomer. He was one o f the first British astronomers to derive the probable error o f his observations by the 
theory o f probabilities, and to employ the method o f least squares in their discussion.

Whilst Henderson’s catalogue is by far the most permanently valuable o f his many contributions to 
astronomy, it is probable that his first discovery o f the measurable parallax of any fixed star is that with which 
his name will be chiefly associated. The observations on which his great discovery was based were not made 
with this special object in view; indeed Henderson states that it was only about the termination o f his 
residence at the Cape that he learned from Mr Johnston, then astronomer at St Helena, the fact that the bright 
double star a Centauri had a very largo proper motion, amounting to about 3'6 seconds of arc per annum. 
This circumstance led him to suspect that the star might have a sensible parallax, and ho states that if  he had 
been aware of the proper motion at an earlier period " a  much greater number of observations, and o f such as 
would have been adapted for ascertaining tho parallax, would have boon mado, so that a greater degree of 
probability would have attended tho result." On reducing the mural cirdo observations mado by himself, a 
sensible parallax was found; but, with commendable caution, he delayod publishing tho rosult till it should be

o



soou whether it was confirmed by tho observations of right ascension made by Lieutenant Meadows with the
transit instrument, for ho adds: “  As Delambro has remarked, il seinble qu’on tie sera jam ais bien sllr de la
paralUuoe ties Hoiles, hint que les ascensions droites tie confirmiront pas les rfaultats tiris du diclinaisons

Whou Houdorson had ascertained that the observations o f  right ascension also indicated a sensible parallax, 
ho (on tho 3rd o f January 1839) communicated tho results to the Royal Astronomical Society (Mem. R .A .S., vol. xi. 
p. 61). Henderson had derived tho right ascensions and declinations o f  a Centauri for the purpose o f his 
investigation o f  its parallax “  by comparisons with such o f  the principal standard stars as were observed on the 
stuno day." It is consequently assumed that the stars of comparison have no sensible parallax, or that the mean
o f their parallaxes in right aseousion and declination is insensible. The mean places o f the standard stars,
or rather their “ relative positions with regard to each other, are also assumed to be known; for the absolute 
places o f the star, whose parallax is to be determined, are not required, but only the variations o f these places."

The resulting parallaxes are found to b e :—

Parallax o f Centauri -  +  0"'92 probable error ±0 "*85  from observations in R. A.
,, „  =  + l"*42 »  »  direct observations in Dec.
„  „  =  +  l " -96 „  „  :fc0"*47 reflex observations in  Dec.

Parallax o f <% Centauri =  +  0"*48 probable error ± 0 //,34 from observations in K A .
„  „  =  +  l " ’05 „  ' dbO"‘l  8 direct observations in Dec:
„  „  =  + l"*21 „  ,j vi;qh:0"'64 from reflex observations in Dec.

I f  the two stars are supposed at the same distance, then their mean parallax would be—
+ 1"‘16 probable error :fcO"'li> -

Henderson concludes: “  It therefore appears probable that these stars have a sensible parallax o f about one 
second o f space. It is desirable that observations should be made for the express purpose o f determining the 
parallax with all the precision which the instruments can give. . . ..  I have no doubt that Mr Maclear, i f  he 
has not already resolved the question, will soon set it at rest, or confine it within narrow limits.”

Few astronomers who nowadays examine the evidence which Henderson produces would be disposed to doubt 
its validity, yet at first it was regarded with considerable distrust. But additional evidence began to accumulate 
which showed that the parallaxes o f some o f the fixed stars were really measurable quantities. By observations 
with the filar micrometer on ninety-six nights, between November 1835 and August 1838, Struve found that the 
angular distance (about 43") between a Lyrse and a faint comparison star changed systematically with a regular 

period, and that the maxima and minima o f these distances corresponded with the seasons o f the year 
at which these maxima and minima should occur i f  the brighter star was really the nearer o f the two. I f  the 
parallax o f  the fainter star is assumed zero, Struve found for a Lyrse a parallax o f 0,/-261.

Bessel was about the same time making his classical researches' with the heliometer on the parallax of 
61 Cygni. This star, as is well known, is a double star (distance about 16"), with a proper motion o f  nearly 
5 " per annum. Measures were made by him with the Konigsberg heliometer between 61 Cygni and two comparison 
stars, o f which one (a) is situated at a distance o f 7 ' 42" nearly at right angles to the direction o f the double star, 
and the other (6) at a distance of l l 7 46" nearly in that direction. These measures independently agreed in giving 
a parallax o f  0"*31.

In the year 1841 the Council o f the Royal Astronomical Society awarded its gold medal to Bessel for this 
research, as the first decisive determination o f the parallax o f a fixed star.

Sir John Herschel, in his presidential address on that occasion, made the following statement of the relative 
claims o f Struve and Bessel:—

M. Struve’s meridian observations 1819-21 seem to have made the first impression on the general problem, but too slight 
to authorise more than a hope that it would yield at no distant day. His micrometric measures of a Lyra) commenced more than 
a year earlier, and have extended altogether over a longer period than M. Bessel’s of 61 Cygni. From their commencement 
they afford indications of parallax, and these indications, accumulating with time, have amounted to a high dogree o f probability, 
and rendered the supposition of parallax more admissible than that o f instrumental or casual errors producing the same influence 
on the measure. On the other hand, M. Bessel’s measures, commencing a year later, and continued on the whole through somewhat 
less time, have exhibited a compact and consistent body of evidence, drawn from two distinct systems of measures mutually 
supporting each other, and so steadily bearing on their object as to leave no more reasonable doubt of its truth than in the case 
o f many things which we look upon as, humanly Bpeaking, certain.

XV'iu HISTORY OF TUH CAPS OUSBRVATORY.

With regard to Henderson’s observations o f a Centauri, Sir John Herschel went on to sa y : “  Mr Henderson 
observed these stars with great care both in right ascension and declination with the very fine transit, and (in spite
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of certain grievous defeots in the axis), the otherwise really good and .finely divided mural circle of the Royal Obser
vatory in that colony. Since his return to England, he has reduced these observations with a view to parallax, and 
the result is the apparent existence of that element to what, after what has been said, we must now call the real and 
conspiouous amount of a full second. Mr Main, to whom I am so largely indebted for allowing me to draw so freely 
on his labours, has also discussed those results, and comes to the conclusion that (as might, perhaps, be expected) the 
right ascension observations afford a trace, but an equivocal one, of parallax, but that in declination (I use his 
words)
the law of parallax is followed remarkably well. There is scarcely an exception to the proper change of sign, according to 
the change of sign of the coefficients o f parallax. This is quite as much as can be reasonably expected in a series of individual 
results obtained from any meridional instrument for observing zenith distances. W e cannot expect to find the periodical function 
regularly exhibited by the differences. On the whole, therefore, we should say that, in addition to the claims of a Centauri on our 
attention with relation 'to its parallax, arising from its forming a binary system, its great proper motion, and its brightness, it 
derives now much additional importance, in this point of view, from the investigation of M r Henderson. This we are at least 
entitled to assume until some distinct reason, independent of parallax, shall have been assigned for the changes in the declinations- 
Such I do not consider impossible, having before my eyes the results which D r Brinkley derived, in the cases of certain stars, from 
the Dublin circle. For the present it must be considered that the star well deserves a rigorous examination by all the methods 
which the author himself has so well pointed out; and that, in the event of a parallax at all comparable with that assigned by Mr 
Henderson being found, he will deserve the merit of its first discovery, and the warmest thanks of astronomers, as an extender of 
the Knowledge which we possess of our connection with the sidereal system.

“  With this view of Mr Henderson's labours I fully agree, and await with highly excited interest the result of 
Mr Maclear’s larger and complete series of observations on this star, both with the old circle and with that more 
perfect one with which the munificence of Government has recently supplied the .observatory. Should a different 
eye and a different circle continue to give the same result, we must, of course, acquiesce in the conclusion; and the 
distinct and the entire merit o f the first discovery of the parallax of a fixed star will rest indisputably with Mr 
Henderson. At present we should not, however, be justified in so far anticipating a decision which time alone can 
stamp with the seal of absolute authenticity.’' -

One may be disposed nowadays, when in certain knowledge of the existence of the parallax of a Centauri, to 
-question-the doubts cast by Mr Main on the validity of the proof afforded by Henderson’s observations. Evidently 
Mr Main had in mind the discordant results for stellar parallaxes derived, on the one hand, from observations by 
Brinkley at Dublin, and on the other hand by Fond at Greenwich; but he overlooks the fact that whilst these results 
were based on absolute positions, those o f Henderson were practically strictly differential, and therefore far less liable 
to the possibility o f systematic error. The great fact, however, remains that Henderson’s discovery has been 
abundantly confirmed by his successors, and that the distinct and entire merit o f the first discovery of the parallax 
of a fixed star therefore rests indisputably with the Cape astronomer, Henderson.

Of Henderson’s subsequent life and work in Edinburgh it is out o f place to write here, except to acknowledge 
with profound gratitude the debt we owe to his memory for the reduction, discussion, and preparation for press o f his 
official observations at the Cape. That work was to him a labour o f love, and to the Cape astronomer and to 
science generally it has been a priceless boon.

He died at Edinburgh of hypertrophy o f the heart on the 23rd o f November 1844.

M AC LEA R (1 8 3 3 -1 8 7 0 ) .
Henderson’s successor at the Cape was Mr (afterwards Sir Thomas) Maclear. He was the eldest son o f James 

Maclear of Newtown Stewart, County Tyrone, and was bom there on the 17th o f March 1794. His early childhood 
gave promise of the talents that distinguished the future man, and his proficiency in Latin when only seven years 
old caused his father to wish him to enter the Church. An attempted coercion in this matter ended finally in a 
breach between father and son; the funds required for his education as a medical man were placed in the hands of 
friends, and he was dismissed to England, at the age o f fifteen, to tho care of his maternal uncles, Sir George and 
Dr T. Magrath, both eminent medical men.

He studied at Guy’s and St Thomas’s Hospitals, and passed his examinations in all branches o f his profession 
with honours. Brilliant prospects were opened before him in London, but ho preferred a quieter life, where he could 
follow- with more advantage the mathematical and astronomical studies which already were becoming to him a 
necessity of life. Ho was accordingly elected house-surgeon o f tho Bedford Infirmary, where, in tho congenial 
society of Admiral Smyth and others, he combined with tho praotico of his profession a gradually increasing study 
of astronomy.



In 1833 ho m ovod to Biggloswade, whoro he practised his profession; and in 1825 he married M ary, third
daughter o f  Mr Thoed Pearse, for many years clerk o f  the peace o f  the county o f  Bedford. His astronomical
pursuits daily absorbed him more and more, and ho bu ilt a little  observatory in his garden, in which he spent every
m om ent ho could spare from his professional work.

In 1833 he was appointed II.M . Astronom er at the Cape o f  Good H ope.
The follow ing is a copy  o f  the letter o f  his appointm ent and o f  the instructions issued for his g u id an ce :—

Copt .
By the Commissioners for executing the Office of Lord High Admiral o f the 

United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland, etc.

Whereas His late Majesty was graciously pleased by His Order in Council, dated the 20th of October 1820, to authorise the 
erection of au obsorvatory at tho Cape of Good Hope, with an establishment consisting of an astronomer, an assistant to the 
astronomer, and a labourer,

We, reposing full confidence in your zeal and ability, do hereby constitute and appoint you astronomer of the said observatory; 
willing and requiring you to execute the duties of the said office according to such instruction as you shall from time to time receive
from us for your guidance herein, and, for your care and trouble in the performance of this duty, you will be allowed a salary of six
hundred pounds per annum on the ordinary estimate of His Majesty’s Navy.

Given under our hands this 12th day of July 1833.

V (Sgdl)|^ . G. H. Ife. Dpndab.
( ) M. F. F. Berkeley.

By Command of their Lordships.

(Sgd.) John Barrow.
To Thomas Maclear, Esq.

Copy.
A d m ir a l t y , July 19th, 1833.

S ir ,— I  am commanded by the Lords Commissioners of the Admiralty to signify their direction to you to proceed without loss 
of time to the Cape of Good Hope and there assume the control and direction of His Majesty’ s observatory from the assistant 
astronomer, Lieutenant William Meadows, and to take charge, immediately, of all the Instruments, books, and other stores left there 
at the departure of your predecessor. I  am further commanded by their Lordships to convey to you the following outline of the 
principal duties you will have to perform.

1. The speedy completion of a general catalogue of all stars belonging to the Southern hemisphere, and the selection from among 
them of a convenient number of standard stars, the positions of which are to be determined with the most-delicate precision.

2. The regular observation of such of the fundamental stars of the European observatories as may be visible, not only to connect 
the observations of the two hemispheres, but to determine the constant of refraction.

3. An uninterrupted series of observations of the sun, moon, and planets, for the improvements of the tables of their motions; but 
more especially at such parts of their orbits as (in conjunction with corresponding observations made in Europe) may be essential to 
the determination of their respective parallaxes, the position of the equinoctial points, and the obliquity of the ecliptic.

4. The transits of the moon and of those moon culminating stars which have been selected for the Nautical Almanac should be 
constantly observed both before and after the full moon, not only for the benefit of astronomers and navigators, but in order to fix 
the longitude of the Cape Observatory to which all meridian distances obtained in the Southern hemisphere will in future be 
referred.

5. The occasional phenomena of eclipses of the sun, moon, and Jupiter’s satellites, the occultations of stars and planets, and the 
transits of Mercury, will of course be objects of your earnest attention, as well as the due observation of any comets that may be 
discovered for the investigation of their orbits.

6. In  registering these various observations you will adhere as far as may be practicable to the mode recommended in the 
enclosed report made by the visitors of the Royal Observatory at Greenwich, and the duplicate originals of all your observations are 
to be transmitted to me every six months, together with such reductions of them as may be ready, their Lordships particularly 
desiring it to be understood that the complete reduction of all observations made at the observatory is an object of not less 
importance, and not less the duty of the astronomer and his assistant than the performance of the observations themselves.

7- Meteorological observations will form a necessary accompaniment to most of the astronomical observations above 
mentioned, but if likewise made at regular and judicious periods, they will prove to be a record of considerable Value. Means 
should therefore be taken of strictly verifying the zero points of all the instruments employed from time to time.

8. It will be desirable to determine accurately the height of some principal fixed point in the observatory above the mean 
level of the sea, and also of some remarkable and unalterable natural station in its vicinity. For this purpose, as well as for the 
lunar theory, it will be necessary to deduce the mean level of the sea from an extensive and regular series of observations of the 
rise and fall of the tide in Table Bay, or at Robben Island, to which object the Governor will no doubt regularly contribute his 
assistance.

9. Magnetic observations on tho variations, dip~ and intensity should likewise constitute a part of the regular routine of the 
observatory.

10. As the former intentions of His Majesty’s Government to measure an arc of the meridian near the Cape may possibly 
be renewed at some future opportunity, it will be expedient to collect gradually information as to the most eligible place for the 
measurement of a base, and for the other geodesical operations, as well as on tho local facilities and general practicability of such 
an undertaking.

*
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11. I t  being of importance that His Majesty’s ships who may put in to tho Capo should have the true time given to them 
and the rates of thoir chronometers corrected, you will cheerfully comply with such applications when they do not interfere with 
the business, or with the regulations of the observatory.

12. Their lordships confidently rely on your seal, your resources, and your devotion to science to attend, as far as your time 
and means will permit, to all other subjects whioh may tend to the advancement of astronomy, the improvement of navigation, and 
the oredit of the establishment whioh has been committed to your guidance.

I am, Sir,
Tour most obedient, humble Servant,

(Sgd.) John Barrow.*
Thos. M aolear, Esq.,'Biggleswade.

Macleai* reached the Cape on 5th January 1834, and took up his residence at the sfcil̂  desolatc-looking observatory.
Ten days afterwards Sir John Herschel also arrived at the Cape and installed himself, his family, and his 

instruments at Feldhausen, Newlands, within three miles o f the Royal Observatory, and the next four years were 
spent in happy mutual intercourse between the astronomers, each assisting with heart and soul the labours 
o f the other.

Sir John Herschel came to the Cape to catalogue the nebulae of the Southern hemisphere on the same plan as 
that on which his father had catalogued the nebulae o f the Northern hemisphere. His expedition was a purely 
private one, carried out with his own instruments. at his own expense, alike an act o f devotion to science and a 
noble tribute to the memory o f his father. Sir John Herschel was thus never His Majesty’s astronomer at the 
Cape, but it was to Maclear and the Royal Observatory that Herschel appealed when he desired the exact 
determination of the place o f a star, and he never appealed in vain.

On the other hand, one can imagine what, to a temperament like Maclear’s, was the stimulus given by such
society and such an example. It was the brightest and most delightful period o f Maclear’s life ; it set a stamp
on the future character o f his work and the policy of his directorate, and, if possible, increased his ardour as a
diligent observer. To his latest days (and only his very latest days was the writer ■ privileged tQ know) he spoke 
o f Sir John Herschel and his times, and o f all the work and of all the fun they had together, with a racy 
enthusiasm but seldom met with in one beyond the years o f middle life, and still more seldom in a man 
bereft of sight and on his last sickbed.

Herschel worked at Feldhausen from 1834 to 1838, and during these busy years collected a mass of 
observations which on his return to England he proceeded to reduce; finally, in 1847, he published a splendid 
volume entitled Results o f  Astronomical Observations made during the Years 1834 -5 -6 -7 -8  at the Cape o f Good 
Hope, being a Completion o f a Telescopic Survey o f the Whole Surface o f the Visible Heavens—commenced in 1825.

Its most important feature is a complete catalogue o f 1707 nebulae and star clusters observed by him in course 
of his telescopic sweeps, a large- proportion of them being observed a number o f times.

Next in importance probably is his list of 2102 double stars detected in course o f the same sweeps, and a 
large number- o f micrometrical measures o f some o f these stars made with a seven-foot telescope. The work 
further contains a survey o f the nubeculae or Magellanic clouds; an invaluable series of estimates o f the relative 
magnitudes of the principal fixed stars, by a method o f sequences; an attempt to determine the distribution 
of stars in space and the constitution of the galaxy, by the process of gauging— that is, by counting the number 
o f stars seen in the field o f his telescope in different parts of the sk y ; a series of observations of Hailey’s comet; 
many observations o f the satellites of Saturn and solar spots, and delineations of the forms of the most 
striking, nebulae and star clusters.

During his stay at the Cape, Herschel also, at the request of the Cape Government, devoted much time 
to the problem o f education in the young colony, and, as the result of his experience, prepared the scheme of 
education which was adopted and has been followed almost to the present time.

To return now to Maclear and his work. Maclear brought to bear upon the difficulties which Fallows and

* These instructions are admirable, and offer tho fullost scope, in the way of opportunity, to tho most ambitious astronomer. Tho duties 
imposed are, in fact, identical with thoso thon performed at the Greonwieh Observatory, including as they do regular maguotio and meteoro
logical observations; and added to thoso in tho Capo programme are tidal observations and preparations for a geodotio survey, which form no 
part of the duties at Groonwioh. But there is an absurd oontrast botwoen the staffs provided at the two observatories for the performance of 
those duties—the Greenwich stafT being then more than double that at the Cape I Why it was assumed that the astronomer at the Cape 
should bo able to do a larger amount of work than that done at Groenwieh with less than half its stuff is one of those questions which it is 
diflloult to answer.

The answer sooms to lio largely in tho faot that the requirements of the Capo Observatory and the representations of the Cape astronomer 
were, and still are, not roferred to a Board of Visitors, as is the caso at Greenwich, but are simply dealt with at the Admiralty. Unlew. there
fore, the Hydrographer at tho time happens to be a man with exceptional interest in astronomy and has exceptional knowledge of the need* 
and working of an observatory, the needs and the representations of tho Cape astronomer must be, and too frequently have been, overlooked.
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Henderson encountered all tho energy and practical talents which distinguished him. By exohange and sale and 
purchase o f laud tho observatory property was consolidated, and now consists o f the compact and convenient 
grounds shown in the accompanying map. By the preparation o f well-considered plans, and untiring persistence 
in urging their execution, he ultimately suoceeded in getting suitable outhouses and other pressing works carried 
ou t; better communication with the main road to Cape Town was established, and' a windmill was erected for the 
supply o f water from the then unpolluted Liesbeok River. Trees were planted, earth was carted, and, as time 
went on, the barren hillsides were covered with verdure, fruit trees grew in the most favoured spots, and a wide 
belt o f pino and wattle broke the force of the south-easters. Maclear grew each day more and more attached 
to the place which he had made habitable, and he became more and more at heart a colonist.- His bright nature 
knew no difficulties; he was daunted by no official neglect, but returned again and again to press on the execution 
o f any scheme which he deemed essential to the welfare o f the observatory. His frank and cordial manners were 
peculiarly suited to win him favour wherever he went, and contributed in an extraordinary degree to forward 
his work.

We have dwelt on these circumstances o f the first years of Maclear’s life at the Cape, because a fair estimate 
o f his work cannot be arrived at without their due consideration. In the face of Henderson's reports it required 
no small courage to throw up a lucrative profession and betake himself and his family to a distant colony where 
the conditions o f life appeared so uninviting. It was no small part o f his work to ameliorate these conditions 
and to secure to his successors at least the groundwork o f refined and comfortable surroundings.

These administrative duties in no way interfered with the scientific labours o f Maclear’s office, for to these no 
man ever gave himself up with more untiring energy. From the date of''his' arrival the transit instrument and 
the mural circle were kept in constant use. Under the clear skies of the Cape it was inevitable that, with a 
man o f such a temperament, observations would far exceed the computing powers o f a small staff. The personal 
establishment o f the observatory was much too limited $0? enable the astronomer to reduce and publish the great 
mass o f observations which he accumulated; to  do this would have required several assistants and an adequate 
staff o f computers, and these Maclear had not. The wonder was, not that the observations were not reduced/but 
that so large a mass o f work was actually done. I n  this respect Maclear was not fairly treated, but he did his 
best under the circumstances, and no man could do more— few, indeed, would have done as much. He was 
also carrying out, at the same time, a long series o f  observations on the bright star a Centauri, to test or confirm 
Henderson’s result for the parallax of that' star. It is an instance of the sanguine and energetic temperament o f 
the man that he could, in addition to these absorbing occupations, turn his attention—-not as a separate work, 
but as a work superadded to the labours o f the observatory— to the measurement o f an arc o f meridian. In 1838 
the first part o f this work, The Verification o f  La Caille’s A rc o f Meridian, was commenced. The measurement 
o f this arc and its extension were commenced in 1840, and the field work was finished in 1847. It is impossible 
to. convey within moderate limits an adequate idea o f the indomitable energy and perseverance with which this 
operation was carried out, o f  the difficulties surmounted, and o f the extent and value o f the work accomplished 
with limited means. That all this was fully recognised at the time is sufficiently testified by the fact that for 
this work he received the gold medal of the Royal Society of London, and the Lalande medal of the Institute o f  France.

In 1847 a 46-inch achromatic telescope by Dollond was mounted equatorially, and in 1849 an equatorial 
by  Merz, o f 7 inches aperture and 8£  feet focal length, was added to the. instrumental equipment o f  the 
observatory. These instruments were employed in the observation o f double stars, comets, and nebulae, and 
o f  occultations o f  stars by the moon. The original records show that the observations were sometimes sustained 
all night long, and contain frequent notes to the effect that the watch has been brought to a close by the rising 
sun. All comets visible in the Southern hemisphere were diligently observed by Maclear, and the results o f the 
observations promptly published through the Royal Astronomical Society. Simultaneously with these observations, 
the meridian instruments were worked with redoubled energy, and, during the years 1849-58 the whole o f the 
stars in the British Association Catalogue having south declination were observed generally three times in each 
co-ordinate. The energy with which this series o f observations was carried on is shown by the fact that in 1852 
between 9000 and 10,000 observations o f right ascension were made with the transit instrument; on some nights 
over 100 stars were observed. ^These observations, in form of the Cape Catalogue fo r  1850, have been published 
by the present wnter. In 1855 the new transit circle (a facsimile o f .that at Greenwich) arrived, and was duly 
mounted with the assistance only o f local masons and labourers, and observations were commenced with it at the 
end o f the same year.

In 1859 Maclear paid a visit of a few months to England, and keenly enjoyed the seeing o f old friends 
and-making the personal acquaintance o f many men who previously were only known to him by repute or
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correspondence. He returned to the Cape in I860, and in June o f the same year received the honour of knight
hood— a well-merited recognition of his labours in science.

After 1860 Maclear’s attention was chiefly directed to the reduction of his previous observations. He reduced 
the valuable series made in 1835-40, which has since been revised and published by his successor, Mr E. J. Stone, 
as the Cape Catalogue fo r  1840. Sir Thomas also partly reduced the observations made with the new transit 
circle in the years 1856-60, a work also completed and published by Mr Stone, under the title Cape Catalogue 
o f  1S60. In addition to all this, he made a long series o f observations o f the moon and stars, for the purpose 
o f determining the longitude o f the observatory and the parallax o f the moon;

Besides these varied astronomical labours, Maclear gave much attention to meteorological, magnetic, and tidal 
observations. He was successful in exciting an interest throughout the colony in meteorological observation, and 
was always ready to lend a helping hand to any student of science. He threw himself with heart and soul 
into all measures by which he could promote the well-being of the colony. He was a trustee o f the South African 
Museum and a member of the Examining Board. He originated the Meteorological Commission, and continued 
during his life a member o f it. For many years he assisted in the establishment o f lighthouses, and was the 
originator of and took part in a commission on standards o f weights and measures. He felt the keenest interest 
in sanitary matters, and in cases o f emergency he lent his medical assistance. Maclear was the intimate friend 
o f Livingstone. Their acquaintance commenced in 1850, when Livingstone came to him for assistance as to the 
best means of ascertaining his geographical position when on his travels. Livingstone’s quickness and aptitude 
for the work won Maclear’s heart; the men were kindred spirits, and their friendship lasted to.the end. The 
reduction of Livingstone’s observations at the observatory formed a serious item in his many occupations, but the 
work was a labour o f love.

The year 1861 was shadowed by a sad bereavement— the death o f his beloved wife. Maclear occupied himself 
more closely with his official duties and the various colonial matters in which he took a part until, in 1870, 
he retired from the observatory and took up his residence at Mowbray, about a mile from the scene of. his former 
labours. Latterly his sight failed him, and in 1876 he became totally blind. In his declining health he was 
tenderly nursed by his devoted fam ily; he kept up his interest in science and politics with unabated vigour, 
his daughters reading to him for hours together. He was particularly interested in all matters connected with the 
exploration o f Africa, and the last occasion on which he left his house was to attend a meeting held in Cape Town 
when Stanley visited the colony. No name was better known or better loved in the colony than that of Sir Thomas 
Maclear. On the occasion o f his last public appearance just mentioned, he was received with even greater applause 
than that which greeted Stanley himself.

The latter years of Maclear’s directorate were embittered by what must be considered unfair demands for 
immediate publication of results. It cannot be denied that prompt and methodical publication o f astronomical 
results greatly enhances their value, and it is the unquestionable duty of the director of every observatory to comply 
with these conditions as far as lies in his power. But Maclear had not the necessary staff. Fallows’ observations 
had to be reduced and published after his death. Henderson devoted much time in the subsequent years 
o f his life at Edinburgh to discussing and publishing the results o f his thirteen months’ observations at the Cape, 
and Maclear was doubtless under the impression that in some way provision would be made for the reduction 
of his own observations also. No such provision was made. Acting under specific instructions, which involved 
long absences from the observatory during many successive years on the survey, not only Maclear himself, but one 
observatory assistant also, was required for the field work o f the survey. Thus the unreduced observations naturally 
remained untouched, and meanwhile* under the stimulus o f his direction and example, and in compliance with his 
instructions, others were yearly added. Then followed urgent demands for the reduction o f the observations of the 
survey, a work o f great labour that occupied much o f the time of his staff. Sir John Herschel toiled nearly all 
night in observing, and took to England the results of his labours for discussion and reduction. Maclear had 
absorbed in this school the influence of the motto of the Herschel family, Quicquid nitet notandum. Could such 
a man, under such an influence, give up the opportunities offered by the'dear skies at the Cape and tho instruments 
at his command ? A thousand times no. He did the utmost that man could do to reduco and publish what must 
be published for the immediate needs o f science; he toiled in observing and reduction as few directors of 
observatories ever have toiled, and waited in vain for the provision of an adequate computing force. Had ho 
stopped observing to devote his powers exclusively to reduction, would ho have been wiso ? Wo think not. At that 
time every astronomical observation made in the Southern homisphoro was of immeuso value. Maclear, with his 
instruments at tho Capo, was tho only man in the world who could supply them. He could not have done so 
had ho usod his time in reduction of observations, a work which could bo done later without wasting tho valuable
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observing power o f  himself and his instruments. HiB observations remained capable o f reduction; they have been 
reduced, and form a monument to his faithful stewardship

Maclear gently breathod his Inst on 14th July 1879, and his remains were interred in the observatory grounds 
beside those o f his wife, uot far from the spot where Fallows is buried. The House o f Assembly at Cape Town 
agreed to tho following resolution on 17th July 1879:— "That this House desires to express its deep sense of the 
signal services rendered by the late Sir Thomas Maclear, Knt., F.R.S., F.R.A.S., to the general cause o f astronomical 
and geographical science while in charge o f  the Royal Observatory, Cape Town, and also to the material interests of 
the oolony in the practical application o f his researches; and, furthermore, its high appreciation o f his devotion for 
so long a period o f years to the cause o f South African exploration and civilisation, and that this resolution be 
recorded in the journals o f the House." Never was a like recognition o f service better earned. One only regrets 
that it was not made on his retirement, when it certainly would have been not less grateful to him, who had so 
worthily earned it, than it was to his sorrowing family.

STONE (1870-1879) .
Sir Thomas Maclear’s successor was Mr Edward James Stone, who, at the period o f his appointment to the Cape, 

was Chief Assistant at the Royal Observatory, Greenwich.
Mr Stone was born in London on the 28th of February 1831. As a child his constitution was delicate; soon after 

entering the City o f London School his health broke down and he was sent to the country for several years, where he 
was educated at a private school until ready to enter King’s College, London.

Although his higher education only began at the age o f twenty, he took a scholarship at Queen’s College, Cam
bridge, in 1856, whence he graduated as fifth wrangler in 1859, and was immediately elected to a fellowship. The 
following year he was selected for the important position o f Chief Assistant at the Royal Observatory, Greenwich, 
his predecessor in that post— the Rev. R. Main— having been appointed Radcliffe Observer at Oxford.

With what diligence he applied himself to the duties of his office, and how wide a view he took o f his responsi
bilities, is made evident by the series o f important papers which he soon afterwards began to communicate to the 
Royal Astronomical Society.

His work was obviously congenial ;'h e  had a marked inborn capacity for dealing with large masses o f  figures, 
a high estimate o f the practical importance o f the work on which he was engaged, a sound mathematical training, 
and an almost impatient desire to derive, from the long series of Greenwich observations, results which would be o f 
immediate value to science.

It is not difficult to trace the origin o f  the line o f research which Stone subsequently followed with such zeal 
and pertinacity. Fresh from the study o f the lunar and planetary theories as far as these subjects were treated in 
his Cambridge curriculum, the attention o f the young astronomer was early arrested by the interesting problems 
which were then opening up in consequence o f researches of Hansen and Le Verrier.

The whole problem o f  the determination o f the solar parallax, interwoven as it is with the motion o f  the 
perihelion o f Mars, the parallactic inequality o f  the moon’s motion, the constants o f aberration and nutation, the 
moon’s mass and parallax, etc., had a special fascination for him, and we find in the Monthly Notices o f the Royal 
Astronomical Society a long series o f papers from his pen bearing on these subjects.

In May 1865 he communicated to the Royal Astronomical Society an important Memoir on the “  Constant o f 
Lunar Parallax,”  in which he derived the value o f that constant, as defined by Adams, from a series o f observations 
o f the moon made under the direction o f Maclear at the Cape (1856-61), combined with corresponding observations 
made at Greenwich.

In the supplementary number o f the Monthly Notices for 1868, Stone communicated to the Royal Astronomical 
Society his “ rediscussion o f the observations o f the transit o f Venus o f 1769,” in which, after quoting the evidence 
he had derived in favour o f an increase in the previously accepted value o f the solar parallax, he proceeds to re-discuss 
the observations made at five stations where internal contacts o f Venus with the sun’s limb were observed both at 
ingress and egress by ten observers. An independent interpretation was put upon the language employed by each 
observer to describe the phenomena which he noticed at different instants of time, and the assumption was made that 
such phenomena could be divided into two distinct classes— viz., true and apparent contacts— separated by a definite 
interval o f time. This interval (assumed to. be constant for all observers) he introduced in symbolic form into all 
the equations, and their solutions led to the value of

8//-91 for the solar parallax.
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Although it is now certain that this value is nearly one per cent, too great and that the representation of the observa
tions (within a little more than a second'of time for each station) conveys an impression o f accuracy far higher than 
that which we now know to be obtainable, it is but justice to Stone’s memory to quote the opinion held at the time 
by astronomers o f his own country in regard to this work.

In February 1869, on presenting the gold medal o f the Royal Astronomical Society to Mr Stone for his “  Redis
cussion o f the observations of the transit o f Venus in 1769 and his other contributions to astronomy-,” the President, 
Admiral Manners, said rfi- rj

By this important investigation, M r Stone has earned for himself the gratitude of astronomers of all countries. He has 
shown, beyond all doubt, that the method pursued by his illustrious countryman, Hailey, when fairly treated, is capable of furnishing 
a value of the solar parallax commensurate in precision with the expectations formed of it.

But this is not all. M r Stone, by his researches in this instance, has wiped from astronomy a reproach which did not indeed 
legitimately attach to it, but which only one of those intellectual triumphs which from time to time have adorned the annals of our 
science was capable of extirpating.

It may be interesting at this point to refer to a later paper of Stone’s on the same subject. When the 
Parliamentary Report on the Telescopic Observations o f the Transit o f Venus o f  1874 made in the Expeditions o f 
the British Government reached the Cape, Stone immediately recast the observed phases, recomputed the results, 
and, by return mail, communicated (March 1878) to the Royal Astronomical Society the results of his 
rediscussion, which gave, instead o f the official result (8"76), the value 8//,89 for the solar parallax— a value in 
close agreement with that which he had derived from the observations of the transit of 1769. He followed up 
this communication by a further paper, published in the next number o f the Monthly Notices, in which he included 
a discussion of the Cape observations and arrived at a very similar conclusion.

Our reason for referring to these results, which to a large extent lay outside the history of the Cape Observatory, 
is to show that observations which are capable o f a variety o f interpretations are unfit for the determination of 
astronomical constants. No one can question Stone’s good faith in the interpretation he put upon the language 
o f the observers; but the results show how a preconceived idea as to what the result should be unconsciously 
affects the interpretation put upon an observer’s words. It was this conviction, strongly confirmed by these 
discordant interpretations, which largely influenced the policy o f the Cape Observatory in subsequent researches.

Throughout his whole life, one o f Stone’s most characteristic qualities was his high sense of responsibility and 
strict regard to official duty. However absorbing may have been the independent researches in which he was 
engaged, his official duties were at all times his first consideration. These occupied not only his official hours at 
the observatory, but he gave to them and to strictly allied work much o f the labour o f his private time.

In the Greenwich Catalogue for 1850, Airy employed the very unsatisfactory proper motions of the British 
Association Catalogue of Stars. For the formation of the 1860 Catalogue the proper motions determined by Main 
were available. Recognising the importance of Main’s work, Stone continued it, and, in the Memoirs o f the R.A.S ., 
1864, vol. xxxiii., gave proper motions for 450 stars o f the Seven-Year Catalogue, computed by reducing Bradley’s 
observations (as given in Bessel’s Fundamenta) to the equinox of 1860, and comparing the results with 
the corresponding places of the 1860 Catalogue.

A  further proof o f Stone’s deep interest in his official duties is given in the paper “ On the Accuracy of 
the Fundamental Right Ascensions of the Greenwich Seven-Year Catalogue for I860,” published in vol. xxxiv. of 
the Memoirs o f  the R.A.S., where he specially discusses the accuracy of the fundamental right ascensions of 
a Pegasi, a Geminorum, a Virgims, and a Aquilte.

In November 1867 Stone communicated to the Royal Astronomical Society a paper “ On Bessel’s Mean 
Refractions,” in which, he showed that the tabular refractions of Bessel’s Fundamenta were too great, and required 
to be diminished by one five-hundredth part, in order to represent the Greenwich observations o f circumpolar stars 
made in the year 1857-65. This important conclusion has since been supported by Comstock in his determination 
at tho Washburn Observatory o f the constant of aberration, and also by Gill’s discussion o f the Cape and Greenwich 
observations. Nyren’s discussion of the Pulkowa refractions also points in the same direction.

Besides the already mentioned important papers connected with well-marked lines of continuous research, we 
find no less, than twenty notes of a more miscellaneous character communicated by Stone to tho Royal Astronomical 
Society. These papers testify to the wide interest which he took in all contemporary astronomical rosearoh during 
the ten years he remained Chief Assistant at Greenwich.

In the early part of 1870 Sir Thomas Maclear resigned his post as Ilor Majesty’s Astronomer at tho Cape, and 
in June of the same year Stone was appointed his successor.

Stone had for a long time recognised tho special importance o f forming an acourato aud extensive catalogue
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o f  Southern stars, and had even ondoavourod to persuade Airy to  extend tho range o f  m agnitude o f  stars observed 
at Greenwich, and to ooustruot a cataloguo o f  Northern stars oom pleto to som e such order o f  m agnitude as tho 7th. 
In his Introduction to the Cap? Observations o f 1871, 1872 and 1878, Stono states : “ T ho ch ie f inducem ent which 
led me to accept the appointm ent was tho opportunity  which the position afforded for tho formation o f  a general 
catalogue o f  Southern stars to about tho 7th m agnitude." It  was therefore with enthusiasm and high resolve to 
construct such a catalogue that Stone betook him solf to tho Capo. But his official instructions were im perative on 
one point, v iz., that he was to  render the largo number o f  meridian observations accum ulated b y  Maclear available 
for tho use o f  astronomers with as little delay as possible.

Such an instruction was one which would have discouraged m ost men.

I found myself (said Stone), with a very limited staff, unexpectedly confronted with the result of thirty-six years of 
miscellaneous observing in all states of reduotion, nothing completed, and nothing which could be brought forward for publication 
and use without a very considerable expenditure of time and skilled labour. I fear the course pursued of continuous miscellaneous 
observing without reduction has not tended to the advancement of accurate astronomy to any extent proportional to the labour 
expendod upon it, before the results can bo roudored useful. Such observing is rarely conducted in a way to facilitate tho subsequent 
reduotious or to economise labour in observing. This will be upparent to anyone who will count the number of observations of stars 
between 67° and 117° north polar distance, and consider that a catalogue formed from the result of other years would contain 
observations of these stars to very nearly tho same relative extent. Of the large number of observations accumulated here from 
1832 to 1855 with the transit instrument and mural circles, the places of the Southern stars, out of reach of Northern observatories, 
will, when reduced, still be of value for proper motions, but the immense number of observations of well-known stars made here with 
tho old instruments can now, I fear, never repay the labour required for their reduction. . . .  I have made these remarks not 
only in justice to the present staff, and to explain the work upon which they have been employed, but because it was these 
considerations which led me to pass over the earlier observations, and to commence tho systematic reductions with the year 1856, 
when the transit circle was first brought into regular use. I felt that these reductions could not be any longer delayed without the 
value of the results being greatly diminished. I  had, and still have, hopes that the data collected in the present catalogue for 
corresponding observations at the northern observatories could be found sufficient to meet the actual requirements of astronomers 
so far as these requirements can be met by the material collected here, and that I might be relieved from the laborious and somewhat 
useless task of completing the reductions of the earlier observations of stars whose positions have been fixed already with an 
accuracy greater than could be expected to be attained in the observations made with the, comparatively speaking, inferior instru
ments in use at this observatory before the introduction of the transit circle

This poin t has been dw elt upon at some length, because inquiry has show n that these words convey  precisely 
Stone’s frequently expressed views, and we can thus more fu lly  admire the high sense o f  du ty  which prom pted the 
self-sacrifice and devotion  with which he applied him self to  the subsequent execution o f  an uncongenial but 
honourable task.

The meridian results for the year 1856 were published by  Stone in 1 8 7 1 ; for the years 1857 and 1858 in 1 8 7 2 ; 
and those fo r  1859 and 1860 in  1874. The General Catalogue o f  1159 Stars, derived from all these observations 
and reduced to  the equinox o f  1860, was published in  the year 1873.

In the interval o f  his regular labours Stone next devoted his attention to  the exam ination and publication 
o f  the results o f  observations made with the transit instrument and mural circle in the years 1834 to  1840. 
Maclear had already reduced the whole o f  these observations, and Stone accepted these results generally as 
satisfactory, but he redetermined the azimuthal errors and re-reduced the observations o f  the close circum polar 
stars. The w ork o f  exam ination occupied Stone from time to time as opportunity  afforded, and “  m uch progress 
was made in it  during the comparative leisure en joyed during m y visit to England in 1875 ." The results were 
finally published by  Stone in 1878, in the form  o f  the Cape Catalogue o f 2892 S tars reduced to the E quinox 1840.

But Stone did not allow  these labours to interfere with his main object. W ithin  a m onth o f  his arrival at the 
Cape a w orking list o f  stars within 5° o f  the South P ole  had been prepared, and observations with the transit 
circle were com m enced. The work was prosecuted with system atic v igour notwithstanding the loss o f  tw o 
assistants— M r Sinfield, w ho died in Septem ber 1871, and M r M ann, his ch ie f assistant, w ho, after a year’s illness, 

'd ied  in April 1873. A lthough there was considerable delay in replacing these valued assistants, Stone was able 
in 1876 to  publish the annual results o f  the Cape observations in 1871, 1872, aud 1873, containing accurate places 
o f  all L a  Caille’s stars within 15° o f  the South Pole, and o f  nearly all the stars to the 7th m agnitude within 
the same zone. A t the same tim e he was able to announce that the similar stars within 35° o f  the South Pole 
had already, in Decem ber 1875, been observed, aud arrangements made for the observation o f  the next zone, 
135’  to 145° N .P .D ., in  the year 1876 ; that, in the year 1877, tho work, i f  porsovorod w ith, should overlap that 
j f  som e o f  the northern observatories, and with tho zone 115° to 125° N .P .D ., it m ight perhaps bo brought 
to a close in 1878. This program me was fulfilled to  tho letter, and tho observations o f  the zonos were com ploted 
in the end o f  1878.

Meanwhile a large stereographic projection o f  tho Southern hemisphoro had boon prepared, and upon it
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were projected the places o f all the stars which had already been observed, and wherever lacunse appeared within 
the limits of N.P.D. 115* to 180°, efforts were made during the first four months o f 1879 to fill them up 
by observiug stars of rather a lower magnitude than the 7th of La Caille’s scale. During the same period also 
such control observations as seemed necessary were taken, and the whole work o f observation was completed.

The reductions had been rigorously kept up to date, and before the end of May 1879 the whole of the star 
places had been reduced to tho equinox of 1880, the means taken, and the precessions and secular variations 
computed.

The Rev. Robert Main, Radcliffe Observer at Oxford, died on the 9th o f May 1878. Stone, having nearly 
fulfilled the object for which he came to the Cape, became a candidate for the post, and was soon afterwards 
elected to it. The Radcliffe Trustees yielded to the request that Stone might be allowed a year to complete his 
work at the Cape, and the Rev. Charles Pritchard, then Saviliau Professor of Astronomy at Oxford, was appointed 
interim director. On the 27th of May 1879, Stone sailed from the Cape, taking with him all the documents necessary 
for the preparation of his great Southern catalogue for press.

At Oxford, Stone applied himself to this work with such energy that in 1881 the Cape Catalogue of 12,441 
Stars .for the Equinox 1880 was passed through the press, and its publication was welcomed by astronomers as one 
of the most important contributions ever made to sidereal astronomy. His personal welcome amongst his 
colleagues was no less cordial. He was at once elected a Vice-President of the Royal Astronomical Society, and 
on the vacation of the presidency by Mr Hind, Stone was elected to the chair.

We must now briefly review Stone’s other labours during his stay at the Cape. In 1871 he published an 
experimental determination o f the velocity of sound, based on chronographic determinations o f the interval which 
elapsed between the flash o f the Cape Town time-gun and the instant when the noise of the report reached the 
Cape Observatory. Various papers on the theory of probabilities, including a criterion for the rejection of discordant 
observations, also appear from Stone’s hand during this period, and there are sundry papers in the Monthly Notices 
on proper motions o f stars, observations of comets and variable stars, etc., which testify to his continued interest 
in general astronomy, notwithstanding his preoccupation in the great work o f his catalogue.

In 1874 he undertook an expedition to Klipfontein, in Namaqualand, and successfully observed the solar eclipse 
there on the 16th of April of that year. He employed a slit-spectroscope with two dense flint prisms o f 60°, and was 
successful in observing the reversal of the Fraunhofer lines at the instant of disappearance o f the sun’s limb. On the 
same expedition he made a valuable series o f magnetic observations in Namaqualand, the first series o f its kind in 
that region.

In 1877 i|Appendix to the Gape Observations fo r  1874) he published a set of star-constant tables for computing 
the apparent places of stars from their, mean places, or vice versa. These tables have been largely used, first at the 
Cape, and subsequently at Greenwich and other observatories.

Such, in brief, is the record of Stone’s labours at the Cape. But for the simultaneous and almost phenomenal 
labours of Gould at Cordoba it might be said of Stone that he created Our knowledge of the exact sidereal astronomy 
o f the Southern hemisphere.

Under Stone’s directorate no additions wore made to the instrumental equipment, to the buildings, or to the 
amenities of the observatory and its surroundings.

Unlike Maclear and Gould, Stone was not a great observer. At Greenwich he personally made about 2^ per 
cent, of the observations secured there during the period 1860 to 1869 ; at the Cape and Oxford he made very few 
o f the observations, but he closely supervised his assistants, and laboured early and late at every detail o f reduction 
and examination. Trained in the systematic and rigid school o f Airy, and gifted with remarkable powers o f speed, 
accuracy, and endurance in computation, he was enabled to carry out, with a very small staff, the great record of 
work which he produced. He made the chief part of Maclear’s meridian observations available for science, and 
created his two great catalogues— the Capo Catalogue of 12,441. Stars for 1'880, and the Raddiflo Catalogue o f 6424' 
Stars for 1890. By these works his name will be chiefly remembered.

After a short and painless illness, Stone died suddenly at the Radcliffe Observatory on tho 9th o f May 1897—  
the nineteenth anniversary of the death of Main, his predecessor.

Stone wus a Fellow of Queens’ College, Cambridge. In 1868 he was elected a Fellow of tho Royal Society ; and, 
as already stated, was in 1869 awarded the gold medal of tho Royal Astronomical Sodoty. He was a corresponding 
member of the Soci6t6 Nationale des Sciences Naturollos, Cherbourg, and honorary member of the Literary and 
Philosophical Society of. Manchester. In 1881 he received tho Lalando modal o f tho Paris Aeadomy of Sciences for 
Ms Cape Catalogue. In 1892 the University of Padua conferred upon him tho honorary dogroo o f Doctor of Natural 
Philosophy; and from March 1888 he was a momber of the Moteorological Council, Loudon.
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Auy history o f  tho directorates o f  Macloar and Stone would bo incomplete without mention of their chief 
assistants, Charles Piaisi Smyth and William Mann.

CHARLES PIAZZI SMYTH.

Piaxxi Smyth was tho second son o f  Admiral William Henry Smyth, the hydrographer, antiquarian, and 
astronomer (best knowu to astronomers as author o f the Celestial Cycle), and was born at Naples on the 3rd of 
January 1819. At Palermo Admiral Smyth made the acquaintance o f the venerable astronomer, Giuseppe Piazzi. 
Their mutual tastes led to such intimacy and friendship that the child was named after the celebrated astronomer, 
who acted as godfather at the christening and expressed the desire that his young namesake might become an 
astronomer. When the boy was about eleven years old his father, who had settled at Bedford, bought what was then 
considered a powerful telescope, erected the well-known Bedford Observatory, and devoted himself to inspiring his 
son with his own enthusiasm for astronomy.

Piazzi Smyth attended the Grammar School, Bedford, from the age o f ten to sixteen, and then went to the 
Cape as assistant to Maclear. The fact that he was able at once to assist so effectively in observing Hailey’s Qomet 
(Mem. I t  A .S., vol. x .) shows how fully he had profited by his home training in astronomy and astronomical drawing.. 
In 1843 he made a series o f  observations o f  the great comet o f  that year, extending from 5th March to 19th 
April, with 3^-inch portable telescope, which seems to have been the largest instrument then available at the Cape 
for extra-meridional observations. He also depicted in oils the appearance o f the great comet as seen in the late 
eveuing twilight, with its slender and somewhat plumed tail stretching far up into the sky.

Besides sharing the routine work o f the observatory, he took a particularly active part in the verification and 
extension o f  La Caille’s arc o f  meridian, which had been preceded by a triangulation connecting La Caille’s Observa
tory, the Royal Observatory, and the site o f Sir John Herschel’s large reflecting telescope. He also shared in the 
measurement o f  the Zwartland Base, which lasted from 30th October 1840 until; 5th April 1841, and which 
required the co-operation o f  no less than twenty-six persons. In the triangulation Piazzi Smyth seems to have had 
a full share o f  work at the loftier stations, including Kamies-Sector-Berg, 5141 feet high. Winter Berg, 6818 feet, 
occupied from 9th July to 10th October 1844, mentioned by Maclear as “ a difficult snow-capped mountain in 
the winter season”  • and, lastly, Sneeuw Kop, 5211 feet, occupied from 22nd November 1844 to 21st July 1845.

Piazzi Smyth then returned to the observatory, preparatory to leaving the Cape for Edinburgh, where he had 
been appointed successor to Henderson as Astronomer Royal for Scotland and Professor of Practical Astronomy in 
the University o f  Edinburgh. But he delayed his departure for a time in order to facilitate the extension o f the 
triangulation to Cape Agulhas, and did not sail for England until 22nd October 1845. He carried with him 
the best wishes o f  Maclear, who speaks o f  him as “  experienced in the details o f meridian work, unflinching in 
hardships,”  and adds that “ he had a happy talent, with the assistance o f  his pencil, in conciliating the 
inhabitants, . . . and his robust constitution fitted him for taking an active share, in the triangulation.”

TTia life and work in Edinburgh as Astronomer Royal for Scotland and Professor o f Practical Astronomy 
in the University o f  Edinburgh do not relate to the history o f the Cape Observatory. But the writer may perhaps 
here be allowed to  record the fact that Piazzi Smyth was the first astronomer whom he was privileged to know. 
The acquaintance, begun in  1863, powerfully influenced the writer’s life (as will afterwards be told), and it soon 
ripened into a friendship that continued until Piazzi Smyth’s death on the 21st o f February 1900.

WILLIAM MANN.

William Mann, for thirty-two years a member o f  the staff o f the Cape Observatory, was the third son o f Major- 
"General Cornelius Mann, R.E. He was born at Lewisham in Kent on the 24th o f October 1817. He was 
educated at home under private tutors until thirteen years o f age, when, his father having been appointed Commanding 
Royal Engineer at Gibraltar, he accompanied him there. A t Gibraltar he continued his, studies in the hope of 
entering the Royal Military Academy at Woolwich. The regulations, however, seem to have prevented this, in 
consequence o f  his having an elder brother already in the Academy, and he had to turn his attention to some 
other pursuit. Through the recommendation o f Admiral Shirreff he was ultimately appointed Second Assistant 
at the Cape Observatory. He visited England in 1837 to complete his preparations for the appointment, and 
joined the staff o f  the Royal Observatory at the Cape in October 1839, being then twenty-two years o f age.

• Mr Mann took with him to the Cape various instruments and forms of apparatus that had been prepared for 
remeasuring La Caille’s arc of the meridian. During the first six years of his service he was chiefly employed in
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operations couuected with this work, under Maclear. W hile working upon the verification and extension o f 
La Caille’s arc he was often exposed for months at a time in the wild country o f  the Clanwilliam district, lying 
between 200 and 300 miles north o f  the Cape, occasionally being three months without other shelter at night than 
the open sky. The kind o f  life he had to lead at this time is very graphically told in a brief extract from one of 
his letters, in which he describes how he established the station some seventy miles beyond the Sneeuw K op peak 
o f  the Cedar Mountains. A  mountain had been seen over the broken Karroo country from the Sneeuw K op, in a 
north-eastern direction, which seemed likely to answer for a connected sta tion ; but the intervening tract o f  land 
was so difficult, and the means o f  transport so utterly insufficient, that it was out o f  all question to attempt to send 
a party o f  men to  the place to  establish the signal. Mr Mann, therefore, volunteered to  make his way to  the 
mountain, and to conduct the signals by  himself. H e accordingly started, with only one H ottentot attendant, a 
bag o f  rusks, and a map o f  the country. A fter three days’ wandering through the wildest and most desolate 
territory, entirely destitute o f  water, he came providentially upon a small stream late one evening, and slept on a 
bare rock near the base o f  the desired mountain. His narrative o f  his further proceedings is then continued 
in the follow ing w o rd s :—

Next morning I called a council of war, consisting of myself, to debate on what was to be done. I found there was bamboo 
enough to last the horses two days, and we two mortals might possibly exist that period upon the quantity of bread which 
remained; and as the time was precious in our operations, and, if I left our present position, I did not know how long we might 
be wandering about before we came to a house, I determined to make this my headquarters. So, leaving my servant in charge of 
the horses, 1 prepared to ascend the mountain for the purpose of making the necessary signals. I took with me two rusks, all 
that could be spared, which were to last me as many days, and as much water as my pocket pistol could hold, which was about one 
draught. I had about 2000 feet of mountain to climb, and a heavy load to carry; and, taking into account the heat of the 
weather and the want of a breakfast, I was rather tired when I at last arrived at the top. I  soon established my signal, and sat all 
the rest of the day reading it. I was obliged to fill my mouth with pebbles to keep it moist. Night came on, and, hungry and 
thirsty, I laid myself down to sleep. There was not a stone or a bush on the top to afford the least shelter; it blew a gale of 
wind, and the night was as cold as the day had been hot. Next morning at sunrise I was again signalling away, and about noon,
to my great joy, I  saw the signal from the Sneeuw Kop station for me to leave. I was not long in packing up my traps and
getting down the mountain. I found my servant with the horses looking very miserable, but cheered the former with the news 
that I had discovered with my telescope a farmhouse a few hours off.

H e then goes on to tell how he made for  the house, but, a la s ! only to find it a ruined and deserted
homestead. He finally reached the Sneeuw K op  station, after three more days o f  painful travel. This little 
incident is w orthy o f  extract, as illustrating in a forcible way what measuring an arc o f  meridian in the wilds of 
South Africa means. I t  is not surprising that even a naturally vigorous and good constitution felt the strain 
o f  such work and exposure as this. In the year 1846 Mr Mann had to visit England for the restoration 
o f  his impaired health; and M r Maclear wrote upon that occasion

I feel the loss of Mr Mann’s services, especially at the present juncture. His powerful intellect, his unflinching integrity, and 
his industry enable me to trust him with confidence on all occasions and in every department, whether at the observatory or on the 
triangiilation, being certain that whatever is practicable he will accomplish, and that what he does will be sure to be well done.

On his return to  the Cape in 1847, in the capacity o f  Chief Assistant, he was constantly employed on the 
current work o f  the observatory both in observation and computation, especially in the reduction o f  the field work o f 
the arc o f  meridian.

In 1852 he was commissioned to  proceed to England in order to make himself acquainted with the mechanical 
details o f  the new transit circle, and to be instructed in the methods for mounting it at the Cape. H e returned 
with the new instrument in charge, and proceeded to  erect it at the Cape. This was a work o f  no small difficulty 
and responsibility, because no skilled workman o f  the kind required, excepting masons and native labourers, were at 
that time to be found at the Cape. The work involved the alteration o f  the eastern pier, the erection o f  a new 
western pier, the enlargement o f  the old mural room’ towards the south, and the erection o f  piers to support the 
collimators. Fortunately, Mann had a mechanical turn o f  mind, and was him self unusually skilful in the use o f  
tools, otherwise the work would have had to stand over until skilled artisans had been sent out from Englaud. As 
it was, the whole was carried out in a most satisfactory manner, and regular obsorving was begun before the ond o f 
1854.

The instrument is practically a model o f  A iry ’s transit circle at Greenwich, with the exception that the cube is 
perforated to allow free passage o f  a cylinder o f  rays o f  4 inches diameter (i.e. o f  the aperture ot the collimators) 
when the telescope is directed to  the nadir or zenith, so that the collimators can mutually view each other whilst the 
instrument rests on its pivots.

The pivots rest on segmental bearings, liko those o f  the Greenwich instrument, which are simply bolted down 
upon planed iron surfaces w ithout any fine screw adjustment in azimuth or lovel. Final adjustment in axiuiuth
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could bo accomplished by tapping tho holders o f tho bearings, tho holos o f the holding-down bolts being widened to 
allow o f  somo movement. But no adjustment is possible in level except by filing or scraping the under surface of 
tho support o f tho bearings, or by introducing tho layer o f tinfoil or thin paper between tho surfaces. Mr Mann 
had taken groat pains to adjust tho iron plates which bolted to tho two piers, so that their upper surfaces should be 
in the same horisontal plane. He then placed the iron supports o f the pivot bearings on these planes and lowered the 
instrument upon its beariugs. Having thon set the middle wire to geometrical collimation, he turned it to the nadir 
in order to measure the error o f level. He was aghast to find that ho could perceive no reflex image o f the wires in 
the field o f  view, and it was not for some little time that he found, to his infinite delight, that the reflex and direct 
images were in exact coincidence— in fact, so perfectly had all his preliminary work been done, that no further adjust
ment was required.

In the year 1858 Mr Mann married Caroline, second daughter o f Mr (afterwards Sir Thomas) Maclear, H.M. 
Astronomer, and thus, as a member o f the family o f his chief, became more closely identified with the Cape 
establishment.

In the year 1859, during Maclear’s absence in England, Mann became acting astronomer for nine months, and 
devoted his time largely to the outstanding computations connected with the arc of meridian, a work which he 
ultimately carried to completion.

About this time he was also much occupied with the observation o f comets-—a kind o f work which had always 
a great attraction for him ; but the long watches and exposure it involved brought about the first attack o f a disorder 
o f  the chest to which he ultimately succumbed.

In 1866 he made a short visit to Natal in the hope of relief from the severe suffering which asthma had brought 
upon him, and in 1867 he extended his trip to England for further rest and change. At the end o f six months he 
returned to the Cape, considerably improved in health, and then entered upon the reduction o f  the Cape meridian 
observations o f past years. H e continued his observations o f comets, and planned an extension o f Argelander’s zones 
in the Southern hemisphere, a work which he actually began, but which his declining health prevented him from 
continuing. Until 1870, although unquestionably suffering from impaired powers, he was unremitting in his 
application to the work o f the observatory.

A t the same time he had to face a great personal disappointment. Sir Thomas Maclear resigned the office 
o f H.M. Astronomer, and Mann had naturally looked forward to succeeding to the post. Had he been in full health 
there is little doubt that his long and able service would have been a strong claim to the gratification o f his 
legitimate ambition. As matters stood it could not be, and Mr Stone was appointed to the post. N ot long after 
this an outbreak o f scarlet fever occurred in the neighbourhood o f Cape Town and visited the Royal Observatory. 
Two o f Mr Mann’s children died o f the disease, and he himself suffered so severely that his life was for some time 
in jeopardy. Under the devoted care o f his family and friends he survived the attack, but was so broken down 
by it that he found it impossible to resume his work and resigned his appointment, retiring with a small pension 
for his past services. A t the end o f 1872 he was further reduced by bronchial disease, and on the 80th o f April 
1873, he sank quietly to his rest.

Shortly before his death Her Majesty, Queen Victoria, was pleased to grant him a small pension from the 
Civil List in recognition o f Ms good service, but he was himself never aware o f  this gracious act. Mr Gladstone 
very considerately ordered the payment o f a sum equal to three years o f this pension to Mrs Mann.

The writer o f these notes succeeded Mr Stone as H.M. Astronomer at the Cape o f Good Hope. He has found 
it difficult, i f  not impossible, to write an autobiography in the third person, and therefore from this point the form 
o f personal narrative is adopted, so far as his autobiography is concerned.

G ILL.
On the 19th of February 1879 I had the honour o f being appointed H.M. Astronomer at the Cape in succession 

to Mr E. J. Stone.
The eldest surviving son o f David Gill o f Blairythan, Aberdeenshire, 1 was born at Aberdeen on the 12th of 

June 1843, and attended the Bellevue Academy in that city till about the age o f fourteen, when I went to Dollar 
Academy and came under the inspiring influence o f Dr Lindsay, at whose house I boarded. His teaching filled me 
with the love of mathematics, physics, and chemistry.

From Dollar I proceeded to Marischal College and University, Aberdeen, where‘ I  was a student under the 
celebrated Clerk Maxwell, and his teaching influenced the whole o f my future life. My father had married late in
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life, for at the time I was twenty years of age he was seventy-four years old. He was a successful merchant in 
Aberdeen, as had been his father before him, and he not unnaturally wished me to succeed him in business. I 
very unwillingly yielded, and, after some years, my father retired, leaving his business in my hands. My heart and 
my thoughts, however, had always been set upon things scientific. From the time that 1 entered college I had a 
little laboratory in my father’s house where I made chemical experiments, and, later, under Clerk Maxwell’s influences 
carried out preliminary essays on the determination o f physical constants.

In those days there was no working physical laboratory in Aberdeen accessible to students, but simply an 
apparatus-room containing the old-fashioned lecture-models of levers, pulleys, pumps, windmills, steam engines, etc., 
with some balances, air-pumps, tuning forks, an Atwood’s machine, electric machines, a few galvanic batteries, etc., 
in glass cases; but access to this room was forbidden to students. After the lectures, however, Clerk Maxwell used 
to remain in the lecture-room for hours, with some three or four of us who desired to ask questions or discuss any 
points suggested by himself or by ourselves, and would show us models o f apparatus he had contrived and was 
experimenting with at the time, such as his precessional top, colour box, etc. . These were hours of purest delight to 
me. Maxwell’s lectures were, as a rule, most carefully arranged and written out,— practically in a form fit for 
printing— and we were allowed to copy them. In lecturing he would begin reading his manuscript, but at the end of 
five minutes or so he would stop, remarking, “  Perhaps I. might explain this,”  and then he would run off after some 
idea which had just flashed upon his mind, thinking aloud as he covered the blackboard with figures and symbols, 
and generally outrunning the comprehension of the best o f us. Then he would return to his manuscript, but by 
this time the lecture hour was nearly over and the remainder o f the subject was dropped or carried over to another 
day. Perhaps there were a few experimental illustrations— and they very often failed-—and to many it seemed that 
Clerk Maxwell was not a very good professor. But to those who could catch a few of the sparks that flashed as he 
thought aloud at the blackboard in lecture, or when he twinkled with wit and suggestion in after-lecture conver
sation, Maxwell was supreme as an inspiration. The less imaginative side o f instruction in mathematics and physics 
was admirably supplied by the extra-mural teaching of Dr David Rennet.

In the year 1863 it occurred to me that Aberdeen was very much in need of a standard of accurate time. 
Some years before that date Piazzi Smyth had instituted a time-gun at Edinburgh, and the signal was found to be 
a very useful one. Professor David Thomson, then, and till his death, Professor of Natural Philosophy at King’s 
College, Aberdeen, kindly gave me a letter of introduction to Professor Piazzi Smyth, and I went to Edinburgh to 
make inquiry as to the methods employed for firing the gun there. This was my first introduction to an 
astronomer and an observatory. I was received with every possible kindness, and shown every detail not only of 
the time-gun and time-ball arrangements, but of all the instruments at the observatory.

: .Clerk Maxwell had given, us a few lectures on practical astronomy, in one of which he exhibited a model of a 
transit instrument (made out o f  tin-plate and mounted on wooden piers). But he had given us such a clear and 
interesting account of its purposes, adjustment, and methods o f use, that although I had never before seen a real 
astronomical rinstrument, I had.no difficulty in recognising the functions of every detail o f the transit instrument 
and mural circle then mounted in the old Royal Observatory on the Calton Hill. From that moment I  took a new 
interest in astronomy, and, on my return to Aberdeen, told Professor Thomson that I thought we ought to 
determine our own time in Aberdeen. Professor Thomson said, “  Why not ? ” There had long been what was called 
“  an observatory ” at King’s College, Old Aberdeen, and there were strong solid masonry piers. On oue of these 
piers, under one of the two small domes, a portable transit instrument had been at one time mounted, but it had 
for many years been dismounted and kept in its cases. This we unearthed, mounted, and adjusted. My 
acquaintance with Professor Thomson, which had begun shortly before he introduced me to Piazzi Smyth, soon 
ripened into close friendship. Every clear evening I used to find my way to his house in Old Aberdeen, whence wo 
adjourned to the observatory, and worked with the transit instrument. There was a good sidereal dock, and we 
added a mean time clock fitted with arrangements for changing its rate by known considerable amounts, or by small 
known quantities, so that it could without difficulty be set or be kept within a small portion o f a second of true 
Greenwich time. This clock I also fitted with contact-springs, so that it could send electric currents, reversod at 
each alternate second, to control other clocks in sympathy with the observatory standard. A  Bain’s peudulum was 
procured from Messrs Jas. Ritchie and Son of Edinburgh, and applied to the turret dock of tho College, which* was 
thus controlled to show Greenwich mean time, and at least one other clock in Aberdeon was afterwards similarly 
controlled.

After we had reduced these services to a matter of simple routine, we began to seek for a wider lield of activity. 
I was very anxious to secure for the observatory an equatorial telescope by T. Cooke and Sons of York, which had 
been made for India, but which, on acoount o f the death o f Captain Jacob, by whom it had boon ordered, was thou
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offend for sale on advantageous torms. Thoro was a small fund whioh had been loft by someone for observatory 
purposes, and tho interest and capital together had accumulated sufficiently to provide for the purohase o f this 
instrument; but the existing domes were too small, and thoro was no site belonging to the University suitable for 
the erection o f an observatory. Professor Thomson therefore bought a small equatorial by Dallmeyer o f inches 
aperture aud 4 feot focus, whioh was for sale at the time. This we mounted under the other dome, and 
made attompta to measuro double stars, etc. The objoct-glass was exceedingly good, but the mounting was too 
feeble, the clockwork and alow motions too unsatisfactory to allow o f good work. After ineffectual trials for some 
months to make good micrometric observations o f double stars, I  determined to endeavour to get a telescope o f my 
own. An advertisement appeared in the Astronomical Register, in whioh the Rev. Henry Cooper Key, o f Stretton 
Rectory, Hereford, offered for sale a telescope with a silver-on-glass speculum of 12 inches aperture and 10 feet' 
focus. This he sent to me for trial on a rough wooden stand. I  found it gave admirable definition, and 
purchased it.

The next step was to mount it equatorially, and I finally designed a double polar axis, consisting o f  a strong 
frame made in a single iron casting. Into this frame was inserted an upper cylindrical pivot resting on rollers and 
a hemispherical ended lower pivot resting on a hollow hemispherical bearing. The tube was clamped in a central 
flanged cast-iron cylinder. The pivots o f  this cylinder, which formed the declination axis, were cast along with 
this central part o f the tube, and were truly turned, having axes strictly at right angles to the flanges o f the central 
part o f the tube. These pivots were mounted in bearings attached to the opposite inner surfaces o f  the double 
polar axis, and the bearings were so constructed as to bind the two sides o f the frame together, so that the flexure 
o f  the polar axis, under the weight o f the telescope, became nearly the same at the 6-hour angle as in the meridian. 
These parts o f the instrument were excellently made, to my working drawings, at the workshops o f Messrs Hall, 
Russell and Co., Shipbuilders in Aberdeen. The driving circle, its tangent-screw and slow motion in R.A., as well 
as the declination circle, were made for me by Messrs T. Cooke and Sons o f Buckingham Works, York. Slow 
motion in declination was given by a tangent screw working in teeth cut on the edge o f  the declination circle. 
The driving clock was made with my own hands, and consisted o f a train o f  wheels driving a conical pendulum 
suspended by two pairs o f springs, at right angles to each other, on the same general plan as that o f  Airy’s 
chronograph at Greenwich. A  cylindrical pin, projecting from the lower end o f the pendulum-bob, fitted easily 
in a slot cut in an arm o f brass, and the latter was attached to the projecting vertical pivot o f the train o f wheels 
o f the clock-train, and thus communicated circular' motion to the bob o f the pendulum. The radius o f  motion was 
limited by a sliding pin, against the end o f which the pin o f the pendulum-bob pressed when the desired extent 
o f  motion had been reached. A t the further end o f this sliding pin was an india-rubber finger, which was thus 
pressed against the inner, surface o f a brass ring concentric with the axis o f  the brass arm. This set up friction 
on the ring, which effectually checked an increase o f the arc and prevented acceleration o f the period o f the 
pendulum. The whole formed as satisfactory a driving clock as I have ever known. The pendulum had a wooden 
rod, and was approximately o f the length of an ordinary seconds pendulum, so that its period o f revolution was two 
sidereal seconds.*

I employed the instrument in measuring double stars, examining nebulse, making photographs o f the moon, 
and generally in satisfying my curiosity as to the wonders o f the heavens, and I  had just begun to plan attempts to 
determine the parallaxes o f some stars with a micrometer by Steinheil o f Munich, when I  received a visit from Lord 
Lindsay (now the Earl o f Crawford). He was then considering the question o f creating an observatory at his 
father’s seat, Dun Echt, about thirteen miles from Aberdeen. He bad seen some o f my photographs o f the moon, 
and desired to examine the means I  employed for the purpose. Our acquaintance rapidly ripened, and he became 
aware o f m y desire to devote my time exclusively to science. One fine day in 1872 I received a letter from his 
father, the Earl o f  Crawford and Balcarres, offering me charge o f the observatory which his son was about to erect 
at Dun Echt.

I had married in July 1870 and settled down in Aberdeen near the site of my observatory, working at 
business all day, and devoting all my spare time at night to astronomy. To accept Lord Crawford’s kind and 
generous offer was a heavy pecuniary loss, but a gain so great in the prospective interest o f my life that T had no 
hesitation in accepting it gratefully— a decision in which my wife (who shares my every thought) most fully and 
cordially concurred.

So soon as I could wind up my business affairs, we went to Dun Echt, living at first, in the absence o f Lord

* The complete telescope was subsequently purchased from me by Lord Lindsay, and was presented by him to the City of Edinburgh, at 
the time when he transferred the other instruments of his observatory to the Now Royal Observatory at Edinburgh. It is now mountod in tho 
City Observatory on the Calton Hill, Edinburgh.
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Crawford’s family, in tho Mansion House, and afterwards in a small bouse about two miles from the observatory 
until the dwelling-house o f the obsorvatory could be erected. The projected equipment consisted of an equatorial 
refractor by Grubb of 15 inches aperture and 15 feet focal length; a transit circle by Troughton and Simms, o f 8 
inches aperture and 8£ feet focus; an equatorial by T. Cooke and Sons o f York, of 6 inches aperture and 6 feet focus; 
a heliometer by Repsold, of 4 French inches aperture and 5 feet focus, exchangeable with the Cooke equatorial, so that 
either one or the other could be used on the same stand; a silver-on-glass reflecting telescope (formerly my own 
property and already described); an altazimuth by Troughton and Simms, with 12-inch circles reading by micro- 
meter-microscopes; a large chronograph with 4 barrels; a large Foucauld siderostat with a 16-inch circular mirror, 
to be used primarily with a horizontal telescope of 4 inches aperture and 40 feet focal length ; and a portable transit 
instrument of 4 inches aperture mounted somewhat on the principle of Struve’s prime vertical transit at Pulkowa, 
but provided with two pairs of bearings, so that it could be used in rapidly reversed positions on the same evening 
either in the meridian or in the prime vertical. In addition to discussion o f the details of the working drawings for 
these instruments, plans had to be prepared for the construction and erection of their respective observatories, domes, 
etc., and the instruments when completed .had to be tested, mounted, and adjusted. Added to this were the 
preparations for the expedition planned by Lord Lindsay to observe the transit o f Venus at Mauritius in 1874, so 
that the years 1872-1874 were very busy ones. I had also to study and develop the use of the heliometer—an 
instrument of which I had no previous experience. The heliometer would not reach Dun Echt much before the end 
o f 1873, and it was necessary to master its use before it was packed for transport to Mauritius.* Besides many 
visits to London and Dublin in connection with the construction o f the transit circle and the equatorial, I went to 
Hamburg, to inspect the heliometer and attend the meeting of the Astronomische Gesellschaft there; to Pulkowa, 
to study the instruments and working o f that great observatory; to Banover, to attend the meeting of the German 
Transit o f Venus Commission; and I also visited some o f the other European observatories. In this way I made 
the acquaintance of the leading Continental and some o f the American astronomers, obtaining at the same time a 
very complete insight into the working and organisation of large observatories.

Then followed the expedition to Mauritius. Lord Lindsay desired to have..the longitude.of his station at Mauritius 
determined as accurately as possible, because it seemed probable that it was likely to become a central one with which 
other surrounding stations would be connected. This expectation was fully justified, for the longitudes o f no less 
than five stations, where the Transit o f Venus was observed, were connected by chronometers with it :  viz., 
Rodriguez, the British station; Pamplemousses (Mauritius), Dr Meldrum’s station; Solitude (Mauritius), occupied 
by the German Transit of Venus Commission; Reunion, the Dutch Transit of Venus station;t and St Paul, a 
French Transit o f Venus station.

Under these circumstances it was not thought desirable to rely, solely on observations of the moon, and Lord 
Lindsay decided: that an attempt should be made to connect Aden with Greenwich by telegraph, and Mauritius with 
Aden by chronometers.

It was at first arranged that Mr Hunter (of the British Government party) should remain at Suez to exchange 
signals with me on return to Aden after the transit. But a few days before I sailed from England we were informed 
that, as the arrangements o f the mail steamers would not permit of my leaving Mauritius before the 8th o f January 
1875, the British observers and their instruments could not be detained in Egypt so long as the end of January, so 
that some other plan for determining the longitude o f Aden had to be devised at the last moment. Letters on the 
subject were at once addressed to Professor Auwers of Berlin (Secrotary of the German Transit of Venus Commission), 
and to Professor H. G. van de Sande Bakhuyzen of Leiden (on behalf of the Dutch Government). Professor Auwers 
replied by return o f post to say that the German astronomers, who would sail for Mauritius by the mail following 
that by which I left, would have instructions to co-operate with Lord Lindsay’s expedition in every possible way, 
and that one of the German astronomers would assist in the telegraphic connection o f the longitudes o f Suez and 
Aden on the return voyage. Professor Bakhuyzen also wrote to the effect that if  German astronomers could not 
co-operate in the proposed work, one o f the Dutch astronomers would certainly do so. The relief brought to my 
mind by these kind and prompt replies remains fresh in my memory.

Some months before this, marine chronometers had been hired from the chief makers who had suitable
instruments at disposal; and these; to the number o f fifty, were sent to Liverpool Observatory, there to be tested 
by Dr Hartnup, in order to determine their temperature coefficients. On 14th Juno 1874, I went to Liverpool 
Observatory, made observations for time, and the following day conveyed the fifty chronometers by railway to tho
Royal Observatory, Greenwich. The chronometers remained there until 18th June, when they were similarly

* 8oo Monthly Notices, R.A.S., vol. xxxiv. pp. 279-300.
t  A full .account of tlieaa operations will bo found in vol. iii. division 2, of tho Dun Eoht Observatory Publications*

>
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takon to Southampton and duly mounted on thoir gimbals in a cabin of the Peninsular and Oriental Navigation 
Company’s steamer Mirtapore, then lying in Southampton Docks.

1 had uo assistant, not oven a servant, to accompany me. The chronometers were packed in six well-stuffed 
inner cases, and these were susponded by india-rubber bands in strong outer cases, the latter when at sea being 
separately mounted in large gimbals, swinging between strong wooden uprights fixed in a frame which could be 
socurod to the floor o f tho cabin. But for this plan of packing and mounting, which I had carefully devised for the 
work, it would have been impossible for a single astronomer to have attempted the operation. Before my visit to 
Greenwich I had no misgivings as to the success o f the arrangements. But when Sir George Airy and his assistants 
came to wish me good-bye, and when they saw me go off with all the chronometers on the top o f two cabs, and no one 
but myself to look after them, it was evident that they regarded the whole matter as an experiment o f very 
doubtful success, and did not envy the task before me. A  first suspicion o f these difficulties dawned upon me at 
the time, and they were fully realised before the expedition was over. Incessant watchfulness was necessary, and 
the anxiety connected with every move on shore and every embarkation or landing o f the instruments was excessive, 
especially at places like Suez, Alexandria, Aden, and Mauritius, where only coloured labour was available. But 
all ended well.

On 19th June the Mirzapore sailed from Southampton and reached Malta on 27th June. I addressed 
a letter from the telegraphic office Malta to Professor Auwers at Berlin, pointing out the possibility o f making an 
independent determination on the return voyage o f  the longitude o f Suez vid Malta, provided that the consent of 
the authorities o f the Eastern Telegraph could be secured ; and this the officials at Malta thought there would be no 
difficulty in obtaining. On 1st July the Mirzapore reached Alexandria, where Mr Gibbs, chief o f the Eastern 
Telegraph Company’s Mediterranean stations, entered with the utmost energy and good-will into the whole question 
o f the proposed longitude operations, and a second letter was sent to Professor Auwers asking i f  he could arrange 
with the Continental authorities for use of the wires from Malta to Berlin, as in that case there would be no other 
difficulty in carrying out an independent determination o f a chain o f telegraphic longitudes connecting Berlin with 
Malta, Alexandria, Suez, and Aden. Long before the return voyage Professor Auwers had made all the necessary 
preliminary arrangements, and it only remained to carry out the work. It is unnecessary to describe the subsequent 
operations in detail, because a full account o f them is given in vol. iii. o f  the Dun E chl Observatory Publications.

The work was carried out as thoroughly as the conditions imposed by circumstances would permit. Everything 
that could be done to eliminate or determine personal equations was done; but o f course between the arrival and 
departure o f a steamer from a particular port there was no time to build masonry pillars or to erect an observatory 
to protect one’s instrument. The travelling observers had therefore to work in the open air and to adopt methods 
o f observation which required little time for previous adjustment of their instruments.

Thus, for example, my own observations for time were made almost entirely by transits o f stars in the vertical 
o f  the pole star, a method which I strongly recommend to any travelling observer who may have to determine 
longitudes under like circumstances. The theodolite has simply to be mounted on its tripod, levelled and pointed 
to the pole star. The successive operations are then as follows

1. Observe transit o f the pole star over middle web, or note the instant at which the image o f the pole star is 
caused to bisect the middle web.

2. Read the striding level in two reversed positions.
3. Without moving in azimuth, set the telescope ready to observe the transit o f a star of small zenith distance, 

and immediately before the transit read the level in reversed positions.
4. Observe the transit o f the star.
5. Repeat observation o f  level.
6. Reverse 180° in azimuth and again point on the pole star with the middle web, recording the time o f pointing.
7. Read the striding level in two positions.
8. Without changing azimuth, set the telescope ready to observe the transit o f a star o f small zenith distance, 

and immediately before the transit read the level in reversed positions.
9. Observe the transit o f the star.
10. Repeat the observation o f  level.

With a properly selected list o f stars the operation is a very rapid one. In this way, even under conditions in 
which any motion o f  the observer affects the instrument, good time determinations can be made, for tho observer can 
make a complete set o f observations without changing his position.

Two interesting confirmations of the reliability o f these longitude determinations have since been made. The
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longitude of tho trausit circle, Royal Observatory, Capo of Good Hope, has been determined by two independent 
observations:—

( 1) That in 1875, vid Greenwich-Berlin, Berlin-Malta, Malta-Alexandria, Alexandria-Suez, and extended to the 
Capo by telegraphic operations in 1881, vid Aden-Durban, Durban-Port Elizabeth and Port Elizabeth-Cape of Good 
Hope (Transit Circle) (Dun Edit Publications, vol. iii. div. 2).

(2) In 1908 vid Greenwich-Asccnsion and Ascension-Cape o f Good Hope (Monthly Notices, R .AS., vol. lxix. 
pp. 91-97).

The results have been :—
h m Sec. s

By operation ( 1) Cape Transit Circle E. of Greenwich . . 1. 13. 54*696 ±0*160 *
(2) „  - * • ^ „  . . 1. 13. 54*625 ±0*022

Sec.
Difference . . . .0*071

Having regard to the numerous links in the first o f these chains, the coincidence o f the results is remarkable.
The longitude o f Malta was recently re-determined by direct submarine cable operations between Greenwich and 

Malta. The resulting longitude o f Malta (Spencer’s Monument) was found to be :—  ,.
h in s

By the operations of 1875 . . E 0. 58. 2*65

„  1909 . . 0. 58. 2*60 ±0*010

Difference . . . 0*05.

Here, again, the agreement is sufficiently good.
Unfortunately, no telegraphic determination o f the longitude of Mauritius has yet been made.
I reached Aden on 15th July by the Mirzapore, and sailed thence on. 20th July by the S.S. Godcwery of 

the Messageries Mari times, which dropped anchor at Port Louis, Mauritius, on the morning o f 4th August I was 
cordially welcomed on arrival by Dr Meldrum, Director o f the Royal Alfred Observatory at Pamplemousses, whose 
guest I became for several weeks whilst in search of a suitable station. The latter question was soon set at rest by 
the most generous and hospitable offer o f Monsieur de Chazal, who placed the house and buildings o f his estate of 
Belmont at Lord Lindsay’s disposal. Preliminary levelling o f the rock, removing o f loose stones, and general 
preparation o f the site were at once commenced. Then forty-two o f Lord Lindsay’s chronometers were employed in a 
double run— 8th to 24th September— in H.M.S. Shearwater (Commander Whartou, R.N.) to connect Pamplemousses 
(the Royal Alfred Observatory, Mauritius) with the British Transit o f Venus station at* Rodriguez.

Lord Lindsay had sailed from England in his yacht Venus on the 9th o f July, accompanied by Dr Copeland 
(subsequently my successor at Dun Echt and later Astronomer Royal for Scotland), Mr Henry Davis (photographic 
assistant), and Dr Blackley (surgeon o f the expedition). Unfortunately, adverse winds and calms were encountered, so 
that it was not until 2nd November that the Venus reached Port Louis. Lord Lindsay had fortunately sent off, under

* In this result the longitude of the G.T. Survey point at Aden is taken from the operations of Lord Lindsay’s expedition alone, without 
combination with the results of the British Transit of Venus expeditions and the work of the party from the G.T. Survey of India, vis.:—

h m s
Longitude of Aden (G.T. Survey Station) E. of Greenwich z 59 5S711 (Gape Annals, vol. i. p. 61).

a
Cape West of Aden (G.T. Station) . . . . . . .  1 46 1*015 ± 0*0*7 (loe. dt., p. 58).

h m sec:
Cape £. of Greenwich . . . . . . . . .  1 1 3  54*696

The longitude of Aden (G.T. Station) as determined by the British Transit of Yenus parties in Egypt, combined with the connection of 
Suez*Aden by tho operations of tho G.T. Survey of India, was as follows:—

h m s
Greenwich Mokattam (near C a ir o ) ...................................................... .......... 5 6*24 (Transit of Ventu, 1874, p. sSS).
M ok atta m -S u es................................................................................. o 5 6*93 (TVansit qf Vams, 1874, p. 346).
S u e z -A d o n ..........................................................................................0 49 42*66 (O.T. Survey qf India, vol. ix. p. 105).

h m a
* 59 S5*83

This result, combined with the accurate telographio connection of Adon*Capo ( 1908), would make
h in a

Capo East of Groonwioh. ...............................................................1 13 54*83

and tho discordance botwoon it and tho diroot tolographio longitude of tho Capo booomos 0*'l4 instead of 0**071 froin tho results of the operations 
undor Lord Lindsay.
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ehnrgo o f tho observatory carpenter, tho wooden houses, domes, etc., by the mail stoamer which arrived at Mauritius 
early iu September. It became thus possible to Have everything in order for erection o f  the instruments so soon as 
Lord Lindsay and his party arrived. Within a week after their arrival at Belmont all the instruments were in 
workiug order. According to the programme prepared by Lord Lindsay and myself |Monthly Notices, R.A.S., 
xxxiv. pp. 296-300), it was intended that tho observations o f the minor planet Jm o  should commence on 10th October, 
but it was not until the 5th o f Novembor that the heliometer could be unpacked at Belmont. On 7th November 
the instrument was completely erooted and adjusted by the sun and stars in daylight, and these adjustments, 
though tested frequently afterwards, wore not again touched till the instrument was dismounted. The nights, which 
during September and October had boon superb, became cloudy, and nothing could be done on the 7th, 8th, or 9th. 
The first observations were secured on 10th November, but under circumstances so unfavourable as to make them 
worthless, and it was not until 12th November (seven days after the opposition) that the first series o f observations 
o f any value was secured. This was a great disappointment, because we had counted upon obtaining a determination 
o f the solar parallax from the observations of Juno alone that would be comparable in accuracy with that obtainable 
from the observations o f  all the numerous Transit o f Venus expeditions put together. As it was, observations were 
secured on twelve evenings and eleven mornings before the end o f November, when our programme terminated. 
The discussion gave, for die value o f the solar parallax from six combinations: ‘

S'1’77 prob. error ± 0 w‘04l,
and for the probable error o f the place of the planet from one set o f measures from two opposite stars ± 0 ,//073, 
apart, o f course, from the errors of the places o f the stars o f comparison.

Concerning these results we remarked: “  Considering that it was impossible to commence observations until 
a week after opposition, and that, in consequence, hardly one*third o f  the anticipated observations were secured, 
and these in circumstances the least favourable for parallax factor, we do not attach very much importance to the 
value o f the parallax deduced. But we have at least now sound data on which to found calculation as to the value 
o f  the opposition o f any minor planet for the future determination o f the solar parallax.

A  full account o f these observations is given in vol-. ii. o f the Dun Echt Observatory Publications. They are 
referred to here at some length, because their discussion gave me the conviction that-there were as yet undeveloped 
opportunities for the use o f the heliometer— and that conviction very powerfully .influenced a considerable part of 
my future work. I need not .dwell on the other incidents, o f  scientific life at Mauritius— they were chiefly concerned 
with the determination o f latitude and longitude o f surrounding stations, the observation o f the Transit o f Venus, 
and preparation for the return voyage.

Finally, in company with Dr Low and D r Pechiile, the members o f the German expedition to Mauritius, -I 
sailed by the mail steamer. Dupleix on the afternoon o f 8th January 1875, reaching Reunion the following 
morning. Two chronometers belonging to the Dutch Transit o f Venus expedition were brought on board by 
Dr Oudemans and compared with Lord Lindsay’s chronometers: thus the difference o f longitude between Reunion 
and Belmont was determined.

The same evening the Dupleix left Reunion for Aden, taking the members o f  the Dutch expedition as 
additional passengers, v iz .: Drs Oudemans, Kaiser, Bakhuyzen, jun., and Soeters.

A  full account o f the longitude determinations o f Seychelles, Aden, Bombay, Suez, and Alexandria, made on 
the homeward journey, will be found in vol. iii. o f the Dun Echt Observatory Publications.

When at Mauritius J had received a letter from General Stone, Chief o f the Military Staff of the Khedive at 
Cairo, asking whether I could go on my return through Egypt and undertake to measure a base line for the 
projected survey o f  Egypt. Lord Lindsay most kindly consented to my so doing. My wife, who had spent the 
winter months in Cannes, joined me in Alexandria; and,, so soon as the -longitude observations were completed, we 
went to Cairo and proceeded to select a site for measurement o f the base.

There was in possession o f  the Egyptian Government an excellent base-measuring apparatus constructed by 
Brunner o f Paris, consisting o f a bar o f  platinum, 4 metres in length, having immediately underneath it a similar 
bar o f brass separated only from the platinum bar by small rollers. This measuring instrument was mounted on a 
J_-shaped iron girder, which in its turn could be mounted on tripods provided with proper adjustable camels. The 
whole was so arranged that successive distances .between the optical axes o f alligned micromotor-microscopes could 
be measured both in terms o f the platinum and brass bars. The constants o f this apparatus had been well 
determined at Paris, so there was every prospect of a good result. A  site was solected on the western bank of 
the Nile, nearly in front o f the “  Sphynx,”  and we took up our residence in a house situated near the Groat Pyramid. 
This house, very greatly enlarged, has now become the celebrated Mena H otol; but in 1876 it consisted o f only 
eight or ten rooms, and had never before been occupied. The Khedive supplied us with excellent servants, and
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installed us most comfortably. The training of officers and men had then to be undertaken, and this, together with 
laying out the base line, casting concrete and terminal piers, etc., ocoupied some weeks.

During part of this time we had the pleasure of the company of Dr Ddllen of the Pulkowa Observatory, who, 
after observing the Transit of Venus, had been spending some time at the baths of Helwan for the benefit of his 
health. He paid us a visit at the Pyramids and we spent some pleasant evenings together, observing with his own 
instrument transits of the same stars in the prime vertical at two stations, one of them immediately north and 
the other on the south side of the Great Pyramid, in order to ascertain whether it would be possible in this way 
to determine the deflection of the plumb-line produced by the attraction of the mass of the Pyramid. I remember, 
iu discussing the question together, we 'came to the conclusion that the error most likely to systematically affect 
the result would be the lateral refraction which might be created by convection currents produced by radiation 
at night from the heated stone-work of the Pyramid. Dr Dollen took the observations with him to Pulkowa, but 
whether his failing health (which ended in his lamented death) prevented him from reducing them, or whether he 
found the results to be anomalous, due to the cause above mentioned, I have never been able to ascertain. When 
actual work of base measurement was attempted, I  found that the officers of the Egyptian engineers were so unfitted 
for the work, both in habit of thought and training, that I could not rely upon them. Mis-readings of drumheads, 
unreported knocks to the microscopes* etc., so constantly occurred that we had to begin measurement again and 
again. At last I was driven to the conclusion that the operation would have to be abandoned until there was time 
to put these officers through a much longer course of training and instruction, or until some reliable trained 
surveyor could be found to watch -and read the forward microscope, whilst I looked after the following one. 
The former of these alternatives was not a possible one, because I could not ask for such long leave of absence 
from Lord Lindsay; but fortunately the difficulty was solved in another way. Soon after Dr Dollen left us, 1 
learned that Professor Watson of Ann Arbor (so well known to astronomers for his discovery of minor planets 
and for his researches on their orbits) was in Cairo. J  immediately cajled upon him and told him of my difficulties. 
He at once most kindly consented to share the. work, and he and Mrs Watson came a few days afterwards as our 
guests at the Pyramids. With Professor Watson at one end of. the bar and myself at the other, the work proceeded 
without hitch or difficulty and was soon satisfactorily completed.*

We then embarked at Alexandria for England, with the chronometers and altazimuth in charge. On our 
arrival the chronometers were sent to Liverpool for a second trial, and we returned to Dun Echt. The remainder 
of the year L875 and part of 1876 were chiefly devoted to ‘further researches on the constants of the heliometer, 
to determinations of personal equation with different instruments, and to tlie reduction of the great mass of 
observations of all kinds collected during the expedition. '

In 1876 I left Dun Echt and began preparations for an expedition to determine the solar parallax by means 
of heliometer observations of the diurnal parallax of Mars at its very favourable opposition in the year 1877.

I did not anticipate that it would be possible to measure the angular distance between a star and a disc 
like that of Mars with the same precision as that between a star and minor planet like Juno (whose disc is 
indistinguishable from that of a star). But the geometrical conditions at the opposition of Mars in 1877 were 
so exceptionally favourable and so superior to those offered by any minor planet then known, that it seemed to be 
imperative to take advantage of the opportunity.

I had applied to Lord Lindsay for the loan of his heliometer, conditionally that I could otherwise obtain 
the means of observing the approaching opposition of Mars. I shall never forget his kind and ready consent 
to my proposal, and the effective assistance which he afterwards rendered in ever}’ step connected with the 
progress of the preparations. •

In the autumn of 1876 I applied to the Committee of the Government Grant Fund of the Royal Society for 
a sum of £500 to enable me to carry out an expedition to St Helena or the Island of Ascension, and explained fully 
the object of the expedition and the proposed methods of observation. I undertook at the samo timo to defray 
any costs of the expedition which might exceed £500 at ray own charge; or, if tho expedition cost less than this 
sum, to return the balance of the money. There were, however, so many applicants for aid in other important 
researches, that the Committee did not feel justified in granting so large a sum (one-eighth part of the grant 
for the year) to one object, however important; and, believing it of no use to vote a smaller sum, they recommended 
that the matter should be independently provided by Government.

To avoid unnecessary delay, however, I referred the matter to the Council of tho Royal Astronomical Society.

* Tho papers connected with thn lioso moMuremont won deposited with Gonond Stono nt Cairo and appear to have subsequently Uwn lost.
I have alto ainoe learned that tho Arabs have uncovered the eonoreto piers and chiselled out the gun-motal blocks on which the lines dnlinin# 
the terminals of the varioua sections of tho base wore engraved.
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There it rocoivod tho most cordial support, and finally tho requisite sum of £500 was voted by the Council on the 
understanding that £250 would bo repaid to the Society on tho joint security o f Lord Lindsay, Mr de la Rue, and 
Mr Spottiswoode, provided that tho latter sum was not obtained from some other source. In 1878, however, 
the £250 in question was provided by tho Government Grant Fund o f tho Royal Society; but I shall ever bear 
in grateful remombrance the prompt and timely aid o f the Royal Astronomical Society, and the generous and ready 
help o f those men by whose timely action the last difficulties were removed.

An accident to the heliometer, however, nearly ruined the prospects o f the expedition. Before finally packing 
that instrument for the journey it seemed to me desirable to set it up and test it at the rooms o f  the R.A.S. The 
mounting, although “  a universal equatorial ”  in design, had never been intended for use in a lower latitude than 
Mauritius, and considerable alterations had to be made in tho arrangement o f the counterpoises, etc., before all would 
work properly when the polar axis was inclined at 8° (the latitude of Ascension). These alterations had been made, 
and it came to be a very nice question whether one o f the counterpoises would be quite clear o f everything in all 
positions, and, before deciding what should be done, I wished to make a small change in the inclination of the 
polar axis. A  reference to Plate 6, vol. ii. o f the Dun Echt Publications will show how the inclination of the polar 
axis is changed by the elevating piece S. A  plunger fits into this elevating piece; this plunger is hollow, and 
iu it works a screw which is attached to and can be rotated with S. Of course the elevating piece and the plunger 
used for low latitudes were much longer than those shown in the figure referred to (which is drawn for the latitude 
o f Dun Echt Observatory, 57° 9'6); but, by some oversight, the internal screw attached to S was made much shorter 
than need be. Without my knowing it, the lower end o f the polar axis was at the moment only kept down by 
a part o f a turn o f the screw, and the consequence was, that in diminishing slightly the inclination of the axis, 
the screw gave out, the overhanging weight o f the declination axis, heliometer, and counterpoises tilted the box 
o f the polar axis upwards, and, the hour circle not being attached, the polar axis slipped out, and the tube, 
declination axis, counterpoises, and polar axis came down with a crash upon the floor. Fortunately the heliometer 
alighted upon the eye-end, which was driven through the floor by the force o f  the fall and twisted off. As the 
tube fell, the heliometer head came down upon one o f the copper caps provided to protect the slides from dust, and 
the latter was considerably crushed by the blow ; but the fall had been so much broken by the tearing off o f the 
eye-end, and afterwards by the resistance o f the copper cap, that the shock was insufficient to bring the cap into 
contact with the slides, or to strain or damage the head in any way. Fortunately, also, the micrometer was not in 
its place, and thus, though the apparent damage was •very great, no injury whatever was done to the heliometer 
slides and the micrometer work.

The heliometer tube was sent at once to Messrs Troughton and Simms, whilst Messrs T. Cooke and Sons of 
York, and Mr John Browning o f London repaired the mounting.

Within ten days all was again in order, the instrument tested, packed, and stowed on board ship.
A reference to the following papers, printed in the Monthly Notices o f the Society, will sufficiently indicate to 

the reader the general idea on which the expedition was founded, and the manner in which it was carried out ■
Monthly Notices, vol. xxxvii. pp. 310-326.

„  • vol..xxxviii. pp. 1— 11.
„■  vol. do. pp. 1 7 - 21.

■ vol. do. pp. 57— 58.
if - vol. do. pp. 8 9 - 90.

A  popular account o f the expedition, written by my wife,* who accompanied me on the expedition and shared 
throughout its watchings and anxieties, sufficiently describes its incidents and details.

The definitive scientific results o f the .expedition are published in the Memoirs o f  the Royal Astronomical 
Society, vol. xlvi. pp. 1-172.

They consisted—
1. In the definitive discovery o f systematic personality in meridian determinations o f right ascension, depending 

on the star’s magnitude.
2. A  determination o f the solar parallax, viz. 8w-78, with the probable error ±  0,,’012.
3. The approximate determination o f the latitude and longitude o f the Islands o f Ascension and St Helona.
4. The conclusion that the definitive determination o f the solar parallax must rest upon the observation o f 

minor planets.
On our return from Ascension towards the end o f January 1878, we settled down iu rooms in London, and I 

began the reduction- o f the observations o f  the expedition. The work was not far advanced when I was summoned to
*  Six Months in Ascension, by Mrs Gill— An Unscientific Account of a Scientific Expedition: John Murray, London, 1878.
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Aberdeen 011 account of the sudden illness o f my father, who died a few days afterwards at the age of eighty-nine years. 
I was still in Aberdeen, occupied with the business affairs of my father’s estate, when, early in May 1878, news 
reached me o f the death of the Rev. Robert Main, Raddiffe Observer at Oxford. I at once went to Loudon and 
became a candidate for the post, but the vacancy was filled by the appointment o f Mr E. J. Stone, then H.M. 
Astronomer at the Cape o f Good Hope.

I accordingly forwarded to the Admiralty the testimonials which I  had received from my former teacher, 
Professor Clerk Maxwell, and from many o f the principal astronomers in Europe and America, in support of my 
candidature for Oxford, and offered myself as a candidate for the vacancy at the Cape. I was informed by the 
Admiralty, in reply, that my application for the post of astronomer at the Cape was premature, because Mr Stone 
had given no notice o f his intention to retire from the Cape. I could therefore only ask that my testimonials might 
be retained for consideration when a vacancy should occur.

A long delay in making the Cape appointment ensued, because the Radcliffe trustees, with much liberality and 
consideration, allowed Mr Stone to remain at the Cape until he should have completed the great Catalogue of 
Southern Stars which had chiefly occupied his attention during his directorate; # and Mr Stone, for this reason, 
deferred the formal tender of his resignation to the Admiralty. •

Meanwhile, acting on the belief that I had small chance o f success (because the Astronomer Royal supported 
another candidate), I had taken a house in London, furnished it, and settled down to complete the work of the 
Ascension expedition. But, on the 10th of February 1879, as I was leaving my club, I met the Hydrographer o f the 
Navy, who said, “ Let me congratulate you.” I replied, “ On what?”— when he said, somewhat hurriedly, “ Oh, 
never m ind; perhaps I am wrong.” I drove home hastily to make inquiry, and found a letter from Lord Crawford, 
addressed to me as Astronomer Royal at the Cape, congratulating me’ on election to that office. It was evident that 
Lord Crawford had written in support of my candidature, and had received an early intimation of the Admiralty 
decision. With his invariable kindness he had lost no time in sending me his congratulations, which thus preceded 
the official communication by a few hours. Needless to say, it was a double gratification to me to receive the first 
news o f my good fortune at the hands o f my former chief,— an ever-true and kind friend.

My wife remained in London attending to the disposal o f the lease o f our house, the packing up o f furniture and 
other preparations for our departure, whilst I  visited the observatories at Paris, Leiden, Groningen, Hamburg, 
Copenhagen, Helsingfors, Pulkowa, Strassburg, and Paris. I was thus enabled to enter into personal relations with 
their respective directors,— relations which were afterwards of much value. The visit to Strassburg was a specially 
memorable one, because there one not only had the opportunity of discussing future plans and methods of work 
with Professor Winnecke, the greatest teacher of practical astronomy o f his day, but also because one met there 
his senior students in astronomy— Kustner, Hartwig, Hermann Struve, Ambronn, and Elkin, all of whom have since 
risen to distinguished positions, and done valuable work in astronomy.. The last o f these had selected for the subject 
of his inaugural dissertation for his university degree, “  The Parallax, Proper Motion, and Masses o f az and a, 
Centauri.” When I told Elkin that I intended to make heliometer researches on stellar parallax at the Cape, and 
suggested that he should come as my guest there and share the work, he at once consented to do so whenever he 
had attained his final university degree.

At Berlin I  had the advantage of some long discussions with Dr Auwers, which led afterwards to much valuable 
co-operation with German observatories.

My wife and I reached the Cape on 'the 26th of May 1879, after a voyage of twenty-four days in the R.M.S. 
Tciymoutli Castle. Mr Stone welcomed us on arrival and, to my great regret, informed me that he must sail the 
following afternoon for England; thus there was little time to discuss with him the past and future policy o f the 
observatory. This, fortunately, was the less necessary, because Mr Stone, as already stated, had originally come to the 
Cape with a special object in view, viz., to make a catalogue of the stars of the southern heavens to the 7th 
magnitude; and, having completed the work of observation and reduction, he had packed up all the manuscripts in 
connection with it for final revision and publication in England.

The way was thus, so far, cleared for a new departure. I was fettered by no official instructions and had 
therefore a free hand to do that which appeared to me best for the advaucomont of astronomy; the only restraints 
being those imposed by the shortcomings in available means and instruments.

In dealing with the further history of the Cape Observatory, it seems bottor to endeavour to traco the progress 
of its various departments separately, rather than to attempt a continuous record of its work as a whole. For this 
purpose it may be best to follow the account of its instrumental equipment, and to return to the form 
of historical statement.

* 8m p. xxvii.
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In June 1879 the only ustronomical instruments available for observation were the non-reversible Transit 
Circle, the 7-inch Equatorial, and the Photo-Heliograph.

“ THE AIR Y  TRANSIT CIRCLE.”

The first o f  these instruments— almost a duplicate of Airy’s transit circle at Greenwich— was mounted, as 
already stated (p. xxii), in 1855, and had been in continuous use since that date. In June 1879 it was in 
bad repair: the micrometer screws were worn and affected by large errors; the surfaces o f the flint lens o f the object 
glass were fogged and deteriorated; the pivots of the relief-friction wheels were rusted in their bearings, so that one 
o f the wheels did not rotate at all, and a hollow in its periphery had been worn by the friction o f  the turned 
surface o f the transit axis which rested upon it. The whole instrument, in fact, was in need of general overhaul. 
Most o f  the faults were capable of remedy; but the iustrument itself, being non-reversible, Could not be regarded as 
a reliable one for fundamental. observations. But, as Sir George Airy strongly opposed the view that a new 
reversible transit -circle was necessary, there was no hope of immediate remedy o f this defect in the instrumental 
equipment o f the observatory, and one had to make the best o f existing circumstances.

The micrometers were badly planued (see Cape Meridian Observations, 1879-81, p. vii) and were sent at once 
to Messrs Troughton and Simms to be partially reconstructed and have new screws made and parallel wires 
substituted for the old micrometer cross wires. The relief-friction wheels were repaired, and the whole instrument 
cleaned and put in better order by local workmen.

The new screws o f  the circle micrometers, like their predecessors, were made o f  gun-metal or bronze. In course 
o f a few years they, in turn, began to develop errors due to wear ( Cape M eridian Observations, 1882-84, pp. vi to 
xxii). In February 1885, when the observations for the Cape Catalogue for the equinox 1885 had been completed, 
meridian observing was suspended during seven months, and the micrometers were again sent home to have steel 
screws made in lieu o f the gun-metal ones, with the further improvement that the male screws were limited to the 
same threaded length as the female screw bearings, by  which device the effects o f wear are greatly diminished.*

The positions o f the heads o f  three o f the micrometers with respect to the others were also reversed, so that in 
three o f the screws the effect o f  wear took place in the opposite sense from that o f the other three. As a result of 
these changes the error o f  the mean o f the screws has remained very nearly co'nstant to the present time. Advantage 
was taken o f  the same opportunity to have the object-glass repolished and various other improvements made, such 
as central illumination o f the field instead o f illumination from an inclined ring. The instrument was also fitted with 
means to adapt wire gauze screens (for determining the amount o f personality'in right ascension), depending on 
magnitude, and with a reversing prism (to eliminate the effect of personality 'depending upon the direction o f motion 
across the field with respect to the observer). New collimators, having object-glasses o f  better definition, were also 
procured, and these were mounted in tubes with, pivoted bearings so that the collimators could be easily lifted away 
and thus reflex observations be made to a much greater zenith distance. By the new method o f mounting the 
collimators it also became possible to mount a meridian mark in the focus of a lens o f 100 feet focus, and to observe 
this mark at any time without disturbing the collimators. With these changes the Airy transit Circle remained in 
use until it was replaced in 1901 by the new reversible transit circle, described in pp. 36-114 o f  the present work.

An attempt was made later to improve the instrument by the substitution o f a triple object-glass by T. Cooke 
and Sons o f  York in place o f  the original 8-inch object-glass by Troughton and Simms. This object-glass was far 
in advance o f the original one in light-grasp, in sharpness o f definition and extent o f field, but it suffered from one 
fatal drawback, viz., its liability to change its focal length. This change was not a simple function o f the 
temperature o f the surrounding air, but depended chiefly, if  not entirely, on the difference between the temperature 
o f the thick central flint lens and that o f the two external crown lenses. Thus, whilst in the beginning o f a night's 
work the reflected image o f the webs in an observation for Nadir was formed perfectly in the plane o f the spider-

* This suggestion is due to Mr Maw.
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webs themselves, a few hours later, when the crown lenses had cooled considerably faster than the thick central lens, 
the change o f focus became so great that the reflex image o f the webs could not be seen at all when the eye-piece 
was focussed on the webs themselves. To our great regret the use of the, otherwise excellent, Cooke triple lens had 
to be abandoned and a return made to the original object-glass. For purely differential observations, such as the 
observations o f zones of stars referred to known fundamental stars, the Airy transit circle, now leaves little to be 
desired, except perhaps an object-glass of more transparent glass and better definition.

THE 7-INCH EQUATORIAL.

This instrument was originally made by Merz, and was erected by Sir Thomas Maclear in 1849. The original 
mounting resembled in form the 15-inch refractor at Pulkowa, but the polar and equatorial axis were , much too 
light and the clockwork and slow motion in R.A. very unsatisfactory.

Mr Stone had a new mounting made for the instrument by Troughton and Simms. This mounting is quite 
satisfactory in point of rigidity, but the driving clock and slow motion in R.A. are defective in construction and 
design. In 1879 the instrument was in a nearly useless state for any kind of refined micrometric observation. The 
objectrglass was badly fogged, and there was no proper provision for micrometric observation in a dark field. In 
1880 the object-glass was repolished and a new micrometer by Repsold, with proper alternative bright wires or 
bright field-illumination, was fitted. The driving clock still remains practically useless, but it would be necessary 
to send the instrument to the makers and have the clockwork and slow motion gear entirely redesigned and 
reconstructed before the instrument could be adapted to the accurate measurement o f double stars. As there was 
no immediate intention to take up such work, and as the instrument with its new micrometer was admirably 
adapted for observations o f comets by the method of differences of R.A. and Dec. from kuown stars, its use was 
confined to that purpose and to the observation of occultations, etc. In this field of work a long and specially 
valuable series of observations was made by Mr W. H. Finlay. The instrument was also very successfully employed 
by Mr R. T. A. Innes in searching for new double stars, in his revision of the Cape Photographic Durchmusterung, 
and in numerous observations o f variable stars (Cape Annals, vol. ix. parts 1, 2, and 3).

THE PHOTO-HELIOGRAPH.

This was one of the old type o f De la Rue photo-heliographs made by Dallmeyer, mounted in a very 
inconvenient wooden observatory, and giving, by a secondary magnifier, an image o f the Sun about 4 inches in 
diameter. The stand was by no means satisfactory, and the instrument was never used during Gill’s directorate. 
In 1885 its tube was dismounted and a coronagraph substituted, with • which, at the suggestion o f Sir William 
Huggins, and a Committee of the Royal Society, a long series of unsuccessful attempts to obtain photographs of 
the Sun’s Corona without an eclipse was made.

THE 4-INCH HELIOMETER.

Being aware of the deficiency o f the equipment of the observatory for refined micrometer research, and being 
desirous to carry out some investigations on the parallaxes o f southern stars, Gill obtained, by private purchase from 
Lord Crawford, the Repsold heliometer, which had been so kindly lent for his expedition to Ascension in 1877, and 
he had a very rigid new, equatorial stand made for it by Sir Howard Grubb. This new mounting was necessary, 
ns the heliometer was originally adapted to the stand of a 6-inch equatorial by T. Cooke and Sons of York, which 
Lord Crawford desired to retain at Dun Echt. The instrument on its original mounting is fully described and 
figured in vol. ii. o f the Dun Echt Publications.

He also had additional slow motjon in position angle applied to the heliometer tube by Sir Howard Grubb, at 
the time when the new stand was made, and the instrument, thus equipped, was devoted to researches on stellar 
parallax (Memoirs R.A.S., vol. xlviii. pp. 1-194). When the new 7-inch heliometer (described in Cape Annals, 
vol. vii. pp. 1—24) was supplied, Gill sold the heliometer part proper of the 4-inch instrument to Lord M'Laron, 
who lent it to the Royal Observatory, Edinburgh, where it was employed by Dr Halm in his spectroscopic researches 
on the period of.the Sun’s rotation. The equatorial stand was retained at the Capo and carriod one o f tho two 
cameras employed in photographing tho plates for the Cape Photographic Durchmusterung (see p. xlviii). When Mr 
lit. T, A. Innes was appointed to the Transvaal Observatory, Gill lent the stand to him, and ho mounted upon it a 
refracting telescope of 9 inches aperture by Sir Howard Grubb. Tho complote equatorial telescope thus formed was 
subsequently purchased by the Transvaal Government for the Johannesburg Observatory.

t
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THE 6-INCH REFRACTOR

This instrument was originally supplied as an additional instrument for observation o f the transit o f Venus in 
1882. Its stand is a very rigid one, being made identically alike in form and dimensions with the Grubb stand of 
the 4-inch heliometer. The objeot-glass is of 6 inches diameter and 6 feet focus.'

The instrument is mounted in a building formerly known as the “  W ind Tower”— so named because it was. 
originally constructed to contain a now obsolete form o f anemometer, and was built on the model o f the “  Temple of 
the Winds ”  at Athens.

For the reception o f the 6-inch equatorial this building was unroofed, and was covered by a revolving dome. 
A strong insulated concrete pillar of the necessary height was built to support the instrument; and a wooden floor, 
approached by a spiral staircase, was provided to give easy access to the telescope. Mr Finlay made with this 
instrument the first existing observation o f the Great Comet o f 1882, and discovered with it the Comet (1886 e} 
which bears his name. He also independently found Comet 1886 f  after its perihelion passage ; and his are the only 
post-perihelion observations o f the Comet that were secured. Mr Finlay also in 1886 succeeded in finding with this-, 
instrument Winnecke’s periodic Comet, which escaped detection in the northern hemisphere. The elevated position 
o f this instrument permits observations to be made in parts o f  the sky which are not commanded by the 7-inch 
equatorial. It was by means o f a photographic camera attached to this instrument that the pictures of the great 
Comet o f  1882, which led to Gill’s proposal o f the photographic method o f Star-charting,* were obtained.

The stand of the instrument was subsequently employed to carry one o f the two photographic lenses used in 
making the plates for the Southern Photographic Durchmusterung. In 1898 a Zollner photometer, the property of 
the Astronomical Laboratory, Groningen, was attached to the 6-inch equatorial and was employed by Dr W . de- 
Sitter in 1898 and 1899 to determine the visual magnitudes o f stars in a number of areas situated in different 
galactic latitudes. The-photographic magnitudes' o f  these stars having been also intercompared by several series o f  
plates, all taken in pairs nearly at the same time and the same altitude, it became possible to discuss whether the 
difference between the visual and photographic magnitude o f any average star is or is not a function 
o f  its galactic latitude.

The 6-inch equatorial has also been used in occasional searches for comets and in frequent observations 
o f occultations.

THE 7-INCH HELIOMETER.

The .history o f the acquisition o f this instrument will be found at p. 126 o f . the present work, where an
illustrated description o f its observatory is also given. A  fully illustrated description o f the instrument itself
will be found in  the Annals o f the Cape Observatory, vol. vii. It was ordered from Messrs A  Repsold and 
Sons in 1884, was completed and erected in the end o f 1887, and from February 1888, when the first installation 
o f the electric light was completed for its illumination, the instrument was brought into regular use.

The principal works executed with it have been :—  ’ .
1 1. Observations o f the minor planets h is , Victoria, and Sapplio, in conjunction with the heliometer 

observations o f the Northern hemisphere to determine the solar parallax ( Cape Annals, vols. v. and vi.).
2. Researches on stellar parallax ( Cape Annals, vol.-viii. part 2).
3. Observations o f  major planets (Cape Annals, vol. viii. part 1).
4. Observations o f the mutual distances and position angles of Jupiter Satellites by Gill and Finlay in 1891

and by Cookson in 1901 and 1902 ( Cape Annals, vol. xii. part 2).
5. Triangulation o f the Southern Circumpolar Area ( Cape Annals, vol. xi. part 1).
The instrument is still employed in the regular observation of the major planets, and has also been in 

considerable use for observations o f comets and occultations.

THE ASTROGRAPHIC TELESCOPE.

A  description o f  this instrument and its observatory is given at pp. 120-123 o f the present work. Thoir
construction was sanctioned on 1888 August 30. The telescope arrived from Sir Howard Grubb on 1890 June 11 ;
it was mounted without delay and a series o f experimental tests was immediately undertaken. In February 1891 
the photographic object-glass, the eye-end o f the guiding telescope, and the breech-piece carrying the photographic

* See p. xlix.
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slide, were returned to Sir Howard Grubb for necessary alterations— the object-glass for a fault in the figure of one 
surface o f the orown lens; the other parts for extensive remodelling which could not be effected at the Cape.
These alterations were completed in September 1*901, and it was not until 1892- July 26 that experimental work t %0
was finally concluded, and regular work, in accordance with the programme of the International Astrographic 
Congress, was commenced. The photographic part of that work is completely finished, both, as to catalogue and 
chart plates, for the whole of the 1682 areas assigned to the Cape: the catalogue series of plates was made 
completely in duplicate. Besides miscellaneous photographs of comets, etc., 258 plates have been taken to inter
compare the Kapteyn-Pritchard areas, 89 plates for comparison o f areas in different galactic latitudes, 29 special 
plates of the polar area, 8 plates comparing 8 standard areas with the polar area. One hundred and-twenty-three 
plates have been taken, with numerous exposures on each, to determine the light curve of R  Velorum; 236 plates 
in connection with suspected variables in the revision of the C.P.D. In 1902-1905, 129 plates of Jupiter’s Satellites 
(about 1200 exposures) were taken at the request of Dr De Sitter of Groningen.

The total number of exposures made with the instrument between July 1892 and the end of 1906 (apart from 
Mr M'Clean’s work) amounted to 22,181— varying from four hours to a few seconds each. The guiding telescope 
(of 10 inches aperture) has been frequently employed in the observation o f occultations.

On 1897 April 20 the normal work of the astrographic telescope was suspended for some months in order 
to attach the mounting of Mr Frank M'Clean’s 20° objective prism of 12 inches aperture to the instrument, and 
to make preparatory arrangements for balancing the telescope., Mr M'Clean arrived at the end o f May, and lived 
and worked at the observatory during June, July, and August. In September and October he was joined by Mrs 
M'Clean and other members of his family, and took up residence at Sea Point, a suburb of Cape Town; thence 
Mr M'Clean visited the observatory almost daily, and worked there every clear night. Within a few days of his 
arrival, the prism which Mr M'Clean had brought with him was mounted and counterpoised, and he commenced 
the completion o f his spectroscopic survey o f all stars to 3£ magnitude by photographing the spectra of such 
o f them as he could not observe from the latitude of Tunbridge Wells. His visit was rendered memorable not 
only by his discovery o f the lines o f oxygen in the spectra of certain classes o f stars and the other scientific 
results which he secured, but by his constant kindness to all and the many benefits he conferred on the 
observatory during his visit.

THE VICTORIA TELESCOPE.

• This instrument and its observatory were the munificent gift of Mr Frank M'Clean. A  full illustrated 
•description and history of the whole installation is given at pp. 1-33 o f this work.

The visual telescope o f 18 inches aperture has been employed occasionally for measurements of double stars, 
the observation o f comets, etc., and, by Mr Innes, for the discovery o f double stars.

The 24-inch - photographic telescope has been occasionally employed -for the ordinary celestial photography 
o f comets, nebulse, star clusters, etc. ; but the main employment of the instrument has been in refined spectro
scopic determinations of stellar velocities in the line of sight. A  very large amount o f work o f this kind has been 
earned out.

THE REVERSIBLE TRANSIT CIRCLE.

Descriptions o f this instrument and its observatory are given at pp. 86-117 of the present work, together 
with an account of the investigations made for determination of the errors of the micrometer screws, of the pivots, 
and o f the errors of graduation o f the circles. The instrument, after a long series of experimental investigations, 
has been devoted to fundamental meridian work, the results of which are in course of preparation for press.

THE THREE-FOOT ALTAZIMUTH.

This instrument was originally made by Troughton and Simms, under'the superintendence of Colonel Strange,
R.E., for the Great Trigonometrical Survey of India, but it proved to be too heavy for transport to the tops of 
mountains. It remained, therefore, unused in India until 1882, when, on tho representation o f General Walker, R.E.,
F.R.S., etc. (then Surveyor-General of India), it was permanently lent to tho Cape Observatory. When the work 
with the 4-inch heliomoter was completed, the dome, previously covering that instrument, was employed at another 
site to form an observatory for tho Groat Theodolite, and meridian marks at tho foci of louses of 150 feet focal
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lengtih wore orootod. Tlio instrument, almost immediately ou its arrival from India, was employed in making 
daylight observations o f difference o f azimuth and altitude between the Sun and the great Comet o f that year 
(see Cape Annals, vol. i. part 1). Subsequently the errors o f graduation o f the circle, o f the screws, and of the 
pivots were accurately investigated, and during 1885 and 1887 a large number o f observations were made by 
Kapteyn's method (Copernicus, vol. iii. pp. 147-182) for the determination of fundamental declinations. 
The instrument is peculiarly well adapted for this research; but the loss o f the only available observer in 1887, and 
the necessity for making the corresponding zenith telescope observations compelled limitation o f  the use of the 
instrument The pressure o f other work has, up to the present time, prevented the completion o f this interesting 
investigation.

THE ZENITH TELESCOPE.

This instrument was originally constructed by Troughton and Simms in 1883 for use as a transit instrument 
and zenith telescope in the Geodetic Survey o f S. Africa. It was found to be too heavy for convenient use in the 
field, and was transferred to the observatory, where it was mounted in one of the Transit o f .Venus huts which had 
been employed at Montagu Road in 1882. The instrument is of the form known as “ a broken transit.” The 
object glass is o f 3 inches aperture, and light from an object viewed through it falls on the right-angled prism of 
total reflection fixed in the horizontal axis, whence it is reflected along the horizontal axis to the micrometer ocular 
attached to one o f the pivots. A  small divided circle serves to set the instrument in altitude. A  box, carrying 
two fine levels, turns on the horizontal axis, and the box can be rigorously, clamped to that axis after the bubbles 
o f  the levels have been set approximately to the middle of. their range. The cast-iron plate, which carries the 
uprights, to which the segmental bearings o f the pivots are attached, rests upon a lower plate, which, in its turn, 
is supported by three levelling screws. The instrument can thus be reversed in either o f two w ays: (a) the upper 
plate can be slightly raised about 0'02 inch from the lower plate by. a .screw; and thus, when so raised, the upper 
plate, and with it the instrument, can be easily and rapidly reversed; (b) by  means.of an excentric, worked .by 
a handle, the instrument can be raised from its bearings, reversed, and be again lowered on its bearings in the 
reversed position. Thus, in the process o f reversal by method (a), the pivots remain in their bearings, and the 
amount o f reversal o f the upper plate is regulated by stops! By method (6) the pivots rest in opposite bearings 
after reversal, and no stop is required to define the exact reversal o f the axis by 180°. But method (a) is much 
less liable to such shock or disturbance o f the level as may be produced when the instrument is lowered into its 
bearings; and method (a) was therefore adopted.

The instrument was employed in 1889 and 1890 in connecting the northern and southern systems o f  declination 
by Horrebow’s (Talcott’s) method.

In 1891 the instrument was to. some extent remodelled. A  new axis-prism o f superior definition was provided 
to replace the originally defective one, and a new registering micrometer, by Repsold, was supplied.

From 1892 to 1894 inclusive a new series o f observations was made by Gill and Finlay for the purpose of 
investigating change o f latitude, and, i f  possible, o f affording a new determination o f  the constant o f aberration. 
The results are published in Monthly Notices, vol. lviii. p. 34.

PORTABLE INSTRUMENTS.

Besides the fixed instruments above described, the observatory has in custody various portable instruments o f 
interest. The old portable instruments used by Fallows are still in existence, but they are o f no value for modern 
work. One o f the 3-inch transit instruments employed in the longitude operations connecting Aden, Durban, and the 
Cape (Cape Annals, v oV €  part 2) is still at the observatory, as also the 12-inch vertical circle by Troughton and 
Simms, which has been used in longitude operations on the West Coast o f Africa, and was originally sent to the. 
Cape in connection with the Transit o f Venus expeditions o f 1882;

There is also in the custody o f the observatory the fine 18-inch theodolite by Troughton and Simms, described 
in vol. i. o f  the Geodetic Survey o f  South Africa.
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MERIDIAN OBSERVATIONS.

As already stated (p. xiii), the commencement of regular operations at the Cape Observatory was of necessity 
delayed until the erection of the transit instrument and mural circle in April 1829, and the first series of observations 
with these instruments was brought to a close by the untimely death of Fallows in 1831. The observations were 
finally reduced under the direction of Sir George Airy, and published by him in 1851 (Mem. R.A.S., voL xix. pp. 1- 102).

__The cataloguecontains 425 stars, o f which, however, only 88 are observed in declination.
Henderaon./Macleaj^ successor, served at the Cape only from May 1832 to May 1833, and then resigned his 

post (see p. xv ij^ 'fiffliook  his Cape observations with him to Edinburgh, and they were there reduced and finally 
published by him, the Declinations in - 1837 (Mem. R.A.S., vol. x. pp. 49 -89 ); the Right Ascensions in 1846 
(Mem. R.A.S., vol. xv. pp. 129-146).

The catalogues contain the right ascensions of 152 stars in the Southern and 22 in the Northern hemisphere, 
the stars being observed from 10 to 89 times each; and the declinations o f 125 stars in the Southern and 27 in the 
Northern hemisphere, with from 5 to 141 observations of each. The observations are compared with those of 
La Caille, Bradley, Piazzi, Rumker, Johnson, and Pond.

During the period of Sir Thomas Maclear’s directorate, a very large number of meridian observations were made,, 
especially during the periods 1834—40 ; 1848—53; and 1855-60. From 1840 to 1848 the strength of the obser
vatory was mainly thrown upon the measurement of Maclear’s arc of the meridian, and between 1853 and 1855 the 
new transit circle was erected. Owing to the inadequate strength of the computing staff the reduction o f these 
observations fell into arrear.

The observations o f 1834-1840 were reduced under Sir Thomas Maclear, and finally revised and published by 
Mr Stone in 1878, in shape o f T h e  Cape  Catalogue  of 2892 Star s  for  t h e  E qu in ox  1840.

The observations of 1855—1860 (made with the, then new, non-reversible transit circle) were only partially 
reduced by Maclear; the reductions were finally completed and the results published by Mr Stone in shape o f T h e  
Ca p e  Catalogue of 1159 St a r s  for  th e  E qu in ox  1860.

T he observations o f  1848-53 were partially  reduced b y  M r Stone. G ill’s first care was to  com plete these 
reductions, to  revise th e  w hole w ork and prepare the catalogue, w hich he passed through press during his v isit to 
E ngland in 1884, in  the form  o f  T h e  Ca p e  C atalogue  of 4810 Stars  for  th e  E qu in ox  1850.

T he reduction o f  the m eridian observations m ade during th e  concluding years o f  S ir T. Maclear’s directorate 
(1860-70) was undertaken under G ill’s d irectorate, and the results were finally published b y  him  in  the form  o f  T he 
Ca p e  G en eral  Catalogue  of 1905 St a r s  for  t h e  E q u in o x  1865. T h is  w ork was distributed in  the year 1900; its 
publication m arked the end o f  arrears o f  reduction  which had  lo n g  pressed heavily  on  the energies o f  the staff.

U nder M r Stone’s direction, the m eridian observations were a ctive ly  prosecuted w ith the non-reversible transit 
c ircle  from  1870 to  1879. B efore the end o f  1878 all La Caille’s stars had been re-observed (in  general three times 
each), and  various lacunse in  La Caille’s list were filled  in  betw een N ovem ber 1878 aud May 1879, whilst the 
reductions were k ep t up to  date. M r Stone, on  his retirem ent from  the Cape, took  w ith  him  to O xford all the 
docum ents necessary for  the preparation o f  his catalogue, and there, in 1881, passed through press the complete 
w ork in the form  o f  T h e  Ca p e  Cata lo g ue  of 12,441 St a r s  f o r  th e  E qu in ox  1880.

The first Star Catalogue prepared under Gill’s direction was based on observations made between Juno 1879 aud 
January 1885dnelusive. It contains:—

1. Accurate places (a minimum o f 12 observations in each co-ordinate) o f 808 standard stars for tho meridian 
observations of Sch&nfeld’s zones. These standard stars were, at Gill’s request, selected by Professor Auwora.

2. Stars specially selected, in conjunction with Greenwich and Leiden, for the determination of astronomical 
refractions.

3. All stars which$wore employed ifi the determination o f places o f comots at tho Cape during tho period 
in question.
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4. All stars o f which occultations by the moon were observed.
5. A list o f stars observed in 1882  with the minor planets Victoria and Sappho.
6. Circumpolar and time stars employed in the longitude operations o f 1881 and 1882.
7. Stars employed in the latitude observations of the Geodetic Survey.
8. Comparison stars employed in the heliometer determinations o f stellar parallax.
9. Zones o f stars employed for the determination o f the scale value of heliometers.
10. M iscellaneous stars observed  at the request o f  various astronom ers.
The catalogue was published in  1894  in  the form  o f  T h e  Ca p e  C ata lo g u e  o f  1713  Sta r s  fo r  th e  E q u in o x  

1885.
Published  as an appendix  to  the C ape C atalogue fo r  1885 w as a  C a t a lo g u e  o f  104  S o u t h e r n  C ir o u m p o la r  

S ta r s . T he star p laces are derived  from  observations o f  pairs o f  successive transits, ab ove  an d  belo'w  po le , m ade 
d u rin g  the w inter seasous o f  1881, 1882 , 18 84 , 18 86 , 1887, and  1888. T h e  catalogue was com p iled  fo r  the purpose 
o f  d eriv in g  the azim uths o f  the transit c ircle  in  the redu ction  o f  the  observations fo r  the G eneral C atalogue o f  Stars 
fo r  th e  E q u in ox  1890.

T h e  C a p e  T en -Y ear  Cata lo g u e  for  1.890 was based on all the meridian observations made from 1885  August 
24  to the end o f  1895. It contains :—

( 1) Stars of the 4th magnitude, or brighter, which can be conveniently observed at the Cape, and all stars
additional to these winch are likely to be required for future use in any of the national ephemerides.

( 2 ) - Southern circum polar stars.
(3 )  Stars employed in the latitude and longitude operations connected with the Geodetic Survey.
(4 )  Stars employed as comparison stars in the heliometer observations o f the minor planets Iris, Victoria, and

Sappho in 1888 and 1889, and the Opposition o f Mars in 1892.
(5 )  Stars observed with the zenith telescope.
(6) Comet comparison stars.
(7) Stars occulted by the moon.
The declinations are corrected for variation o f latitude, and a table is given containing corrections applicable 

to  the right ascensions as a function o f the star’s magnitude.
The catalogue was published in 1899 and contains the positions o f 3007 stars ; most of the star places depend 

on a considerable number o f observations.
The preface contains comparisons with the following catalogues :-rr
Cape 1880, Melbourne 1880, Greenwich 1880, Cape. 1885, Radcliffe ' 1900, Greenwich 1890, Auwers’ 

Fundamental (B.J. 1890), Newcomb (N.A. 1890).
An appendix contains “  Separate Meridian Observations o f a Canis Majoris, a Canis. Minoris, a Centauri, 

/3 Centauri.”  The final appendix discusses all the existing observations o f 24 selected southern circumpolar stars, 
with the exception o f the places o f La Caille, Brisbane, Rumker, Gillis, and Moestea, which have been excluded because 
o f  the insufficient stability o f  the instruments employed or our imperfect knowledge o f the errors of their adjustment. 
This appendix also gives the computed mean places o f these 24 .circumpolar stars for every year from 1875 to 1920.

"  The next meridian work undertaken was the observation o f the “  Etoiles de Repfere” for the plates o f the Cape 
Astrographic Zone (declination — 40° to —51°). The stars were selected from the actual plates— some 10 to 12 
stars on each plate. For the zone -  40° to —43° (both inclusive) the observations were made in 1896 and 1897, 
there being, in general, 5 observations o f  each star. The zone — 44° to’ — 47° was completely observed in 1898, and 
that o f — 48° — 51° in 1899 f but, in these two latter years, only three observations o f each star were, as a rule, made.

T h e  C a p e  C a t a l o g u e  o f  A s t r o g r a p h ic  S t a n d a r d  S t a r s  was completed in manuscript and sent to press in 
1902 August 6, but its publication was kept back by long delays on the part o f  the printer, so tha't the w6rk was not 
finally issued until 1906. Besides the places o f 8560 stars for the ‘equinox 1900, the work contains an appendix 
giving a complete detailed comparison o f the observed star places, with the results o f all previous accurate 
observations, and this comparison yields proper motions for fully two-thirds o f the stars o f the catalogue. Many 
of these proper motions, however, depend Only upon comparison with the Cordoba zones for their determination.

Having thus provided the meridian observations necessary for the reduction o f the measures of the Astrographic 
Catalogue plates, it became necessary, before the end o f 1899, to prepare a new working list to fully occupy the 
non-rfrversible transit circle until such time as the chief observing force could be thrown upon work with the new 
reversible transit circle, which was then in course o f construction.
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At the “  International Conference on Fundamental Stars,”  held at Paris in the year 1896, the following, 
resolution was adopted :—

Resolution 9.

(a) II y  a lieu d’adopter un catalogue commun d’dfcoiles zodiacales pour les observations de planetes 
effectu6es par les m6thodes h^liometriques ou par d’autres m6thodes diff6rentielles; et de prendre, comme point de 
depart pour sa construction, les positions du catalogue fondamental provisoire.

(b) La distribution des 6toiles sera celle qui a 6te proposee par M. Gill.
(c) L’Observation de ces 6toiles sera recommend^e d’une manure particuliere aux observatoires.

A list o f 2798 zodiacal stars for the equinox 1905 was prepared in accordance with the terms of the above 
resolution.

The limits o f the zodiacal zone covered by these stars are sufficiently wide to permit the determination of the 
moon's place at any observatory by heliometer measures of distance or position angle o f a lunar crater from 
suitable surrounding stars in any part of the moon’s orbit, or to determine in a similar way the position of any of 
the major planets; but care was taken to exceed as little as possible the minimum number of stars necessary for 
fully attaining this end.

The meridian observations o f these stars were made in the years 1900 to 1904, and the mean results are given 
in P a r t  I. o p  th e  Ca pe  G e n e r a l  Catalogue  for  1900. Besides the 2798 zodiacal stars, Part I. of this 
catalogue contains i \

(a) Stars not contained in the Cape Catalogue for 1885 and 1890 of which occultations have been observed at 
the Cape.

(b) Additional 'comparison stars, north of the Cape zenith, which have been employed in planetary and comet 
observations at the Cape.

(c) Stars, north of the zenith, employed in survey operations.
(d) Stars 8‘5 magnitude, or brighter, north o f the Cape zenith, which are contained in the Cape Photographic 

Durchmusterung, but are not contained in any catalogue of precision.
(e) Stars, north o f  the Cape zenith, requiring further observation in connection with queries raised in the 

revision of the C.P.D.
( f )  Additional reference or comparison stars used in  the heliometer observations of planets at the Cape since 

1897.*
Catalogue  1900 I. contains 3365 stars, all north o f the Cape zenith.
C atalogue  1900 II. contains 995 stars south o f the Cape zenith, selected as follows *”
1. All stars o f  8*5 magnitude, or brighter, south .of the Cape zenith, which are contained in the Cape Photo

graphic Durchmusterung, but not in any catalogue of precision. Exception is made of the stars between declination
— 40° and — 52°, because the few stars o f that class which do not occur in the Cape Catalogue of 8560 Astrographic 
Standards (1900) will be determined with all necessary precision from measurement of the Cape Astrographic plates.

2. Stars south o f the Cape zenith which require further observation in connection with queries raised in the
revision of the C.P.D.

3. Comparison stars, south of Cape zenith, used in observations o f comets, etc.
5. Stars used in survey operations.
Catalogue  1900 III. contains the places o f 63 faint stars of which occultations by the moon have been 

observed. Their positions have been determined by differential observations from the star whose number in 
Catalogue I. is given in the last column.

C a t a lo g u e  1900 IV. contains the places of 41 stars which have been derived from the measurement o f spccial 
photographic plates. The stars numbered 4431 to 4464 all occur in the C.P.D.t and are brighter than 8^ magnitude, 
but are not to be found in any catalogue o f precision. They form a cluster, the components of which are too 
close together for economical observation with the transit circle. The remainder of the list consists o f faint stars 
of which occultations by the moon have been observed.

T h e  C a p e  C a t a l o g u e  o f  1680 S t a r s  f o r  1900 f r o m  O bservations of 1905-1906.— WUou the work connected 
with T h e  C a p e  G e n e r a l  C a t a l o g u e  o f  S t a r s  f o r  1900 was completed, the attention of the meridian staff was

* Sinoo tho ond of 1897 all tlie oppositions of major pianola liuvu boon obiorvod at tho Capo with tho heliomrUr.
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chiollv diverted to observations with the now reversible transit circle, in order to create a new Fundamental 
Catalogue o f  Stars, for which the working list had been carefully prepared.

To avoid interruption o f the observations o f this list, the old transit oirde was employed for the observation 
o f miscellaneous stars, such as those whose places are required in connection with the Geodetic Survey, or o f which 
occultations had been observed by the moon, or which had been used as comet comparison stars, etc. About the 
same time a request was received from Professor Boss for observations of a series o f 1100 stars south of declination
— 80*. which he desired to have to strengthen the positions o f the New Catalogue o f Stars to the 7th Magnitude 
which he proposed to publish. These 1100 stars were accordingly added to the working list for the old transit 
circle, and the observations for the whole series were completed during the years 1905 and 1906.

In order to meet the wishes of Professor Boss, the reduction o f the observations received preferential treatment, 
so that the catalogue was printed in 1907. There are, as a rule, three observations o f each star. The results are 
corrected in R. A. for the personality o f the observer depending on the magnitude of the star, and in declination 
for variation o f latitude.

The next Star Catalogue to be issued will be a fundamental one based on observations with the new reversible ©
transit circle.

THE CAPE PHOTOGRAPHIC DURCHMUSTERUNG.

On the early morning o f the 8th o f September 1882 (civil time), Mr W. H. Finlay, then First Assistant o f the 
Cape Observatory, when on the way to his house after observing an occultation o f the star 5. Cancri, saw a bright 
comet-like object in the constellation Hydra, which proved to be the afterwards celebrated Comet o f that year. 
It  appears that the Comet was seen by various less responsible observers several days before its discovery by Mr 
Finlay; but the fact remains that the accurate observations o f this object which he secured, by returning to the 
observatory on the morning in question, are the first o f any scientific value that exist.

The remarkable observations subsequently made in full daylight, and the Comet’s sudden disappearance at the 
Sun’s limb previous to transit across the Sun’s disc on 17th September increased, in a high degree, the interest 
with which this remarkable object was followed by the Cape observers.

Gill was fully occupied at the time with heliometer observations for stellar parallax, and with a series o f extra
meridian observations o f the minor planet Sappho with the 7*inch equatorial, so it was not until 11th October, 
when the latter series was finished, that he was at liberty to devote much attention to the organisation o f other 
methods o f observing the Comet. It now appears certain that satisfactory photographic pictures o f the Comet 
might have been obtained wherever it was visible during the period between 8th September and 14th November.

So early as 4th October several photographers in South Africa had obtained impressions o f the Comet with 
their ordinary apparatus; amongst these were Mr Shoyer o f Cape Town, Mr Simpson o f  the U.P. School, 
Aberdeen (Cape Colony), and Mr Femyhough of Durban, Natal. Their photographs have no scientific value 
as representations o f the Comet, since they were taken without means for following the diurnal motion during 
exposure. It  happened that the axis o f the brighter part o f the tail was nearly parallel to the direction o f the 
diurnal m otion; and, the head o f the Comet being sufficiently brilliant to produce a nearly instantaneous 
impression, the effect of diurnal motion was to create a very elongated impression o f the nucleus, nearly coincident 
with the axis o f the tail, and sufficient to lengthen the impression of the brighter part o f the tail, so that, to the 
popular eye, a very brilliant picture o f the Comet was the result. To Mr Shoyer and Mr Simpson, however, the 
observatory is indebted for certain information that the Comet could be photographed. We had, at that time, 
nO suitable lens and no experience in the .development o f modern dry plates. Gill accordingly called upon 
Mr Allis, a photographer in the neighbouring village o f Mowbray, of whose skill as a photographer he had previous 
experience. No sooner were the objects of his visit and the conditions necessary for success explained to him, 
than he at once volunteered all necessary aid, and entered into the work with heart and soul. The most suitable 
lens in his possession was a doublet by Ross (the work o f the late Mr Dallmeyer, o f 2^ inches aperture and
11 inches focal length).* This lens was mounted on an ordinary camera, and the latter was attached to a stout 
board, which was then clamped to the counterpoise of the declination axis of the 6-inch Grubb equatorial. This 
counterpoise could be rotated with respect to the declination axis and then be clamped ; it was thus easy to adjust 
the optical axis o f the photographic lens in any required position with respeot to the axis o f the 6-inch telescope, 
so that, whilst the latter axis was directed to the nucleus of the Comet, the general image of the Comet occupied 
the centre o f the field o f the photographic lens. This done, and the counterpoise clamped, any motion given to the

* The lens is now the property of the observatory.
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decliuation axis was commou both to the telescope and camera. The cross, formed by the intersection of a pair 
of spider webs in the focus of the telescope, was now placed upon the image of the nucleus of the Comet or upon 
that of a neighbouring star, and, by means of clockwork aided by the slow motions in right ascension and 
declination, was kept accurately upon the object during the whole exposure. In three of the photographs thus 
obtained the nucleus was followed ; in three the image of a star was employed.

Paper copies of these photographs were forwarded to various astronomers and scientific societies, and they 
have since been published in vol. ii., part 1, of the Annals o f the Cape Observatory, these reproductions, how
ever, give a very inadequate idea of the details contained in the original negatives. The latter are deposited with 
the Royal Astronomical Society. Apart from their scientific interest as representations of the Comet itself, these 
photographs appeared to have a still wider interest from the fact that, notwithstanding the small optical power 
of the instrument with which they were obtained, they showed so many stars, and these so well defined over so 
large an area, as to suggest the practicability of employing similar, but more powerful, means for the construction 
of star-maps, on any required scale and to any required order of magnitude.

A  short paper by Gill, expressing these views and accompanied by paper copies o f the six photographs, was 
forwarded to Admiral Mouchez, and by him communicated to the Paris Academy o f Sciences on the 26th o f December 
1882 (Comptes Rendus, vol. xcv. pp. 1342-43).* In his accompanying remarks, Admiral Mouchez endorses the 
view that these photographs point to the possibility o f producing excellent, star-charts by means o f photography, 
and he afterwards told Gill that these pictures led him to encourage the brothers He.nry to devote their attention 
to the construction o f astrographic lenses, and the application o f  photography to astronomical work generally. The 
brilliant results which they soon attained are still fresh in the minds o f  astronomers, and mark an epoch in the 
history o f  astronomy in the nineteenth century.

Meanwhile, in November 1882, Gill wrote to Mr J. H. Dallmeyer requesting him to send him a lens o f 
moderate dimensions for further experiment, as a preliminary step to  ordering one for definitive work. Mr 
Dallmeyer, in reply, kindly forwarded a “ Rapid Rectilinear Lens”  o f 4 inches aperture and 33 inches focal length, 
which reached the Cape in April 1883, and preliminary experiments were made with it in course o f  the year. Early 
in 1884 Gill went on leave o f absence to England, and Mr Dallmeyer undertook to make a special doublet, which he 
hoped would prove to be better adapted for astrographic work than the ordinary “ Rapid Rectilinear Lens” ; but, as 
he could not at once obtain the glass which he required for the new lens, he very kindly lent a “  Rapid Rectilinear 
Lens ”  o f 6 inches aperture and 54 inches focus which he had in stock.

In September 1884 Gill applied for a grant o f £300 from the .Government Grant Fund o f  the Royal Society, 
partly for the purpose o f making attempts to photograph the solar corona by  the methods proposed by Dr Huggins, and 
partly to make star-maps by direct photography from the sky. The latter object was originally defined as follows:—

The photographs of the Great .Comet of 1882, which I  obtained here with the assistance of M r Allis, show that, with proper 
appliances, star-maps may be made by direct photography from the sky. I  am most anxious to carry out this work for the southern 
heavens, being convinced that an accurate knowledge o f star distribution according to magnitude can be more rapidly obtained in this 
way than in any other.*)*

I  can afford sufficient time for the organisation and supervision of the proposed researches, but to carry them out the services 
of a practical assistant are essential. . . .

In January 1885 the Government Grant Committee placed the sum o f £300 at Gill’s disposal, and Mr C. Ray 
Woods, whose services as photographic assistant had been provisionally secured beforehand, reached the Cape on 
18th February o f the same year.

After a number o f preliminary experiments had been made, systematic work was began on the 10th o f  April 
and continued without interruption till its completion.

The vote from the Government Grant Fund o f  the Royal Society was renewed for the year 1886, but in 
November o f the same year a resolution was passed postponing decision as to the continuation o f  the vote until after 
the meeting o f the Astrographic Congress at Paris in April 1887. Meanwhile the following correspondence had 
taken place between Professor Kapteyn and G ill :-—'

EXTRACTS FROM  CORRESPONDENCE W IT H  PROFESSOR. J . C. KAPTEYN.

J. 0 . K aitkyn  to David G ill. Liidrn , lGf/t Dtctmbtr 1885.
. . .  I  must hero break off, because this letter has to bo dispatohed an hour oarlior than I expocted. I  will therefore write you 

another letter, which will reach you a week later. In  that letter I  will mako bold to oxplain to you a proposal that I hop© you will

* Simultaneously, a vory similar papor was forwarded to Dr Huggins for aommunioation to tho Royal Soointy; but from some 
misunderstanding on his part it was not communicated to tho Sooioby,

t  "  Of course distribution by photographic magnitude might, in spooinl onsets, differ from that by eye estimation ; but knowledge of the one is 
just as vaiuablo as knowlodge of tho other, and as usoful for the purposes of coemical astronomy."

O
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not consular indelicate. It is, in tho main, what follows:— If you will confide to mo ono or two of tho negatives I will try my hand 
•I thorn, and, if tho result proves us I oxpoot, 1 would gladly dovoto some yoars of my lifo to this work, which would disburden you a 
little, as I hope, and by which 1 would gain tho honour of associating my narno with one of tho grandest undertakings of our time.

J . C. K a it e y n  to  D a v id  G ill .
LONDON, 23rd December 1885.

1 have still to explain to you tho proposal in my former letter, which I thought it bettor not to postpone, my resolutions boing 
taken. In doing this, you will excuse me in promising so much about my privato circumstances as seems necessary for tho purpose.

In the year 187S I was appointed Professor of Astronomy and Theoretical Mechanics at the University of Groningen, having 
been beforo, during a couple of years, obsorver at the Leiden Observatory. Directly on my appointmont I proposed to the Govern
ment to fit out a little observatory where, besides instruments for teaching purposes, a heliometer of 6 inches aperture would be 
mounted. . . .

Perhaps I shall succeed after some years in getting one or two instruments with which truly scientific research may be pro
secuted ; but at all ovents a very long time will have to elapse before any such result may be looked for.

The first years of my Professorship once passed, my lectures left me considerable leisure, which it has been always my desire to 
devote to astronomical observations. . . .

Now, after your success in stellar photography, and especially after your letter in which you tell me “ I am obliged to crave help 
where I can get it,”  it has occurred to me that by measuring and reducing your photographs I could contribute very effectually to
wards the success of an enormous and eminently useful undertaking. Since then I have revolved the idea in my mind, and I have 
come to the conclusion that if you will let me, and I  can secure the necessary help, there is no one can be in better conditions to 
undertake this work than myself.

The former point being granted, it is my plan as to the latter—
1st To request the Government to double the yearly subsidy of somewhat more than £40 that is granted for the acquisition of 

books and small astronomical instruments. •
2nd. To request another subsidy of £80 for a series of consecutive years from the Society of Teyler, a very rich society, that is 

always very willing to bestow some money on really scientific pursuits.
With this sum I think I can procure the constant help of three persons to do the most mechanical part of the work, the copying 

and the simple arithmetical processes, while I  myself would excute all the measurements, the computation of the tables of reduction, 
the comparison of catalogues, etc., for which work perhaps now and then the help of a student could be secured. . . .

Having once got the necessary information and tried the necessary experiments, a rough estimate of the time to be expended on 
fchft work may be made, and I will then be able to make you a definite proposal, stating the approximate time in which, and the 
approximate accuracy with which, I could undertake the whole business. Supposing that you are willing to leave the thing to other 
hands at all, I  do not doubt but that we will soon agree as to these points. . . .

I have kept the letter here some days to talk the matter of the Photographic Durchmusterung over with Professor Bakhuyzen 
and his brother. I  am bound to say that they wore not very enthusiastic about the matter. Of course they thought the results, 
once reached, of immense value, but the drudgery to be gone through before these results are once got into the form of a catalogue 
almost unbearable. However, I think my enthusiasm for the matter will be equal to (say) six or seven years of such work. . . .

D a v id  G il l  to J. C. K apteyn .
C ape o f  G o o d  H op e, 9th January 1886.

Such a letter as yours of the 16th of December requires au immediate answer; I  refer, of course, to the concluding portion, in 
which you offer some years of your life to co-operation with me in cataloguing the Photographic Durchmusterung of the southern 
heavens. . . .

Naturally, before you commit yourself to so serious a work, you desire to see a sample of the photographs on which so much
labour is to be expended; accordingly, I send you two photographs representing the same area.

(Here follows a long account of instrumental details.)

D a v id  G il l  to  J . C. K apteyn..
C a pe  of G ood H ope , 22nd January 1886.

. . .  It  will, I hope, be as satisfactory to you as it has been to me, that we have mutually, and almost simultaneously, confided 
to each other the objects of our work, our hopes, and our difficulties. I, with too much on hand, and you, with too little— both
interested in precisely the same kind of work, and both intent on having such work done. . . .

I think you will find that my letter of 9th January anticipates most of your questions, and that my new apparatus fulfils all 
the requirements which you have suggested the desirability of realising. . . .

(Here some technical matters are discussed.)
For my part, I will undertake the reobservation or rephotographing of all doubtful points, all necessary re-examination of dis

cordant magnitudes, all reobservation of stars with the transit circle, and so on. A ll such things are within the limits of my time 
and that of my staff. I think it would be of very great interest to continue the work to the Equator, for tho sake of comparison 
with Schdnfeld, but not until the work has first been completed from —90° to —23°. It  will be time enough, however, to settle 
that when we have seen how the work goes on. You probably know that I have obtained the money for this work from the 
Government Grant Fund of the Boyal Society. The President, Professor Stokes, takes great interest in it, and I think he will bo 
greatly pleased when he hears of your offer. Of course I shall not mention the matter till I hear definitely from yon on tho subject. 
I  do not think it would be right to go on without the full consent of the Boyal Society, but I do not think they will object to the 
plan if I do not ask for a larger grant than I receive at prosent . . .

J. C. K apteyn  to D a vid  G il l
G roningen , 19*A April 1886.

. . .  I  am now able to report almost perfect recovery (Professor Kapteyn had been ill). Tho answer from tho Minister has 
only just now arrived. He writes that he thinks my proposal fit for acceptance, and that for tho next seven years he will propose to
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raise my subsidy to £80. For this year, on tho contrary, the extra subsidy of £40 which I requested cannot be conceded. I have 
waited for this answer before addressing myself to the Teyler Society. So this money question is still in a somewhat unsatisfactory 
state. . . .

I am very grateful for your offer to endeavour to procure the money from the Government Grant Fund of the Royal Society, or 
even from your own pockot, . . . still, you will understand that for the honour of my University and country, I cannot accept this 
proposal before having tried to got from Dutoh funds the means for executing the Dutch part of the intended work. If I  fail in 
this, however, I certainly will reconsider your proposal. . . .

In the uioantime I wish to begin the work, even with the prospect that at first it will not advance at a very rapid rate. So 
if you will send to me the pictures — 77° to — 90°, I  will immediately set to work. With the help of one assistant, I think I can 
get through that, perhaps, in half a year; this work will enable me to try various methods, and to decide definitively on the method 
to be adopted for the rest.

By the pressure of other work accumulated during my illness, I have not examined the photographs of the Orion region as 
thoroughly as I wished. Still, I have examined them closely enough (I have measured and discussed some three hundred stars) to 
have a tolerably dear idea what they will’yield. They will certainly give as many stars as the Durchmusterung, up to magnitude 
9*4 , and by a single examination of one of the plates I have not found a single star wanting. Star-like specks of the magnitude 9*0 
or 9*2 seem to be very rare. On the contrary, the number of speoks equal to the fainter stars has somewhat exceeded my expecta
tions. I think, as you seem to do, that it will be absolutely necessary to examine two plates at the same time.

(The remainder of this letter discusses purely technical matters.)
David G i l l  to J. C. K apteyn.

Caps o r  Good Hope, 20th May 1886.
. . .  I am pleased to hear that your Government is prepared, so far, to meet your wishes. The best thing is to proceed with 

the means available, and prove by “ something attempted, something done,” that the work is worthy of continued support. . . .
I have sent the duplicate pictures —77° to —90°, of which the necessary particulars are enclosed. I shall send to Professor 

Stokes (Pres. E.S.) extracts from the correspondence that has passed between us on this subject, and request the approval of the 
Royal Society for what I have done, and what is proposed to be done.

It is unnecessary to follow this correspondence further. Early in 1887 the circumpolar plates were measured 
and reduced by Professor K apteyn; ample proof was given that the apparatus and methods employed were rapid 
and convenient in use, and afforded results o f all desirable accuracy for the purposes o f a Durchmusterung. It was 
also shown that the stellar images were sufficiently sharp to be easily measurable to a second o f arc, and a parallactic 
instrument capable o f  giving results o f  this accuracy was devised by Kapteyn and Gill, and worked out in detail by 
Messrs Repsold. The question remained whether, on the one hand, the catalogue from the already measured circum
polar plates should be used as a working catalogue for meridian observations o f  the circumpolar area, and the rest of 
the work be carried out with a more refined apparatus and an accuracy equivalent to a second o f arc; or whether, 
on the other hand, the circumpolar results should be accepted as part o f a general Durchmusterung to be continued 
with the same instrument, and a corresponding accuracy, to  the northern limit o f  the proposed work.

In April 1887 the International Astrophotographic Congress decided to undertake the work o f forming a 
catalogue o f stars to the 11th magnitude, and making charts o f the heavens approximately to the 14th magnitude.

Apparently the Committee of the Royal Society was o f opinion that this resolution rendered the Photographic 
Durchmusterung unnecessary. It was not then generally realised what a long interval o f time must elapse between 
the adoption o f the resolutions o f the Congress and the complete execution o f  the work. Be that as it may (for the 
Committee never assigns reasons for its grants or refusals), Gill was officially informed that the Government Grant 
Committee was not prepared to recommend that the vote o f £800 should be granted for 1887. The sum o f  £150 
for the first half o f  1887 was subsequently provided from the donation fund o f the Royal Society.

Gill had no doubt in his own mind as to the desirability o f this work, nay, its urgent need in the existing state 
o f astronomy, and, indeed, that the results o f  the Paris Congress were to increase rather than diminish the urgency 
o f  that need.

His most distinguished colleagues were unanimously o f  the same opinion, and generous offers o f pecuniary and 
other aid were not wanting. The late Professor J. C. Adams, Professor A. Auwers, and Herr Otto von Struve wrote 
strongly o f the subject in no uncertain terms. Gill’s one remaining difficulty was the question whether, having 
regard to other duties, it would be possible, without the support and sympathy o f  the Royal Society, to carry the 
work to completion. The difficulties were at last arranged. The work was carried on without external aid till 
1889 September 31, when Mr C. Ray Woods was employed by the observatory, aud the remaining negatives were 
taken by him pending the arrival o f the new astrographic telescopo. But tho tax on Gill’s private resources, which 
resulted from tho withdrawal o f  the Government Grant Fund, rouderod him unablo to proouro tho Ropsold apparatus 
which Kapteyn and he had designed. Consequently, the measurements o f  tho platos to tho single second o f arc, 
which otherwise would have boon carried out, had to be abandonod, and tho work was completed with Professor 
Kapteyn’s apparatus on tho plan which had boon employed for tho moasuromont o f  tho oiroumpolar plates; that is 
to say, with an accuracy o f a tenth o f  a minute o f arc. For similar reasons tho work was not carried beyond 
declination —18*.
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Tho equatorial stand was originally made for Gill by Sir Howard Grubb in 1879, to carry tho 4*inch Repsold 
heliometer. This type of stand is well known, and therefore needs little description, beyond the statement that it is 
o f  the size aud strength usually made by Grubb for his equatorials of 8 to 9 inches aperture.

The clockwork is placed at the head o f the pillar, and is provided with Grubb’s usual “  mouse-wheel ” 
slow motion iu right ascension, which is actuated by an endless cord passing round the grooved edge of the disc 
on which the mouse-wheel is mounted. The slow motion and circle reader in declination are conveniently accessible 
from the eye-end.

The camera has a square wooden tube 12 x  12 inches, stiffened near its centre by a stong internal diaphragm. 
A  strong iron plate is bolted to the flange o f the declination axis, and the tube o f the camera is screwed to 
this plate.

The rapid rectilinear Dallmeyer lens, o f 6 inches aperture and 54 inches focus, is mounted on the end o f a long 
square tube, o f half the length o f the outer tube, but fitting accurately only near its two extremities. This 
gives a very smooth motion for focussing, quite free from perceptible, shake. An index is attached to the inner 
tube, and, for focal reading, is referred to an ivory scale attached to the outer tube. Slow motion for focussing 
is provided by push-and-pull screws acting on the end o f the sliding-box. The Dollond telescope o f inches 
aperture, belonging to an old and now disused equatorial, was utilised as a guiding telescope. The field of this 
guiding telescope is illuminated by  a lamp, the light o f which is reflected to the field o f view by a small 
elliptical reflector in the axis o f the telescope. This reflector is mounted on the extremity o f a thin rod, which; 
by means o f strings attached to cross arms, can be slightly rotated so as to modify the illumination. With red 
glass in front o f the lens o f the lamp the colour o f the field is pleasant to the eye during long exposures, and 
comparatively faint stars can be followed without fatigue. The eye-piece o f the position micrometer has a 
range o f nearly 1° from the axis o f  rotation o f the position circle. The brightest available guiding star within 
58' o f the intended centfe o f the plate was selected; its position angle .and distance from that centre were com
puted ; the micrometer set to that position angle and distance, so that when the telescope is set by the circles .to 
the declination and hour angle o f the centre o f the plate, the star is found in the centre o f the field o f the eye-piece.

Instead o f  spider-lines the micrometer is provided with a flat piece o f watch spring perforated near one 
rounded extremity with a small hole subtending an angle o f about 30". The image o f the guiding star is kept 
by means o f the slow motion handles in the estimated centre o f this hole during the exposure o f the plate. 
Special brass adapters were made at the Cape, and by means o f  these the telescope was attached to the square 
wooden tube.

The second Dallmeyer rapid rectilinear lens, o f 6 inches aperture and 5 feet 9 inches focus, was mounted 
on a brass tube firmly attached to the cast-iron centre piece o f the tube of the Nasmyth telescope. The lenses 
were mounted in a brass draw tube with a focussing scale. The dark slide thus required no focussing adjustment, 
and rested simply on three points on the butt end o f the telescope, one rounded point entering a hollow cone, 
another a radial V-shaped groove, the third resting on a plane. The slide was pressed against these points of 
support by three spring-clips.

For the guiding telescope the object-glass o f the now disused Dollond transit instrument was utilised. Its 
aperture is 5 inches and focal length 10 feet. The tube is o f tinned sheet iron, but the support o f the cell of 
this object-glass is attached to that o f the Nasmyth telescope, and the butt ends o f both telescopes are firmly 
attached to each other. The illuminating arrangements were similar to those employed in the first apparatus 
already described, bnt intersecting spider-lines were used for guiding instead o f a small hole in a piece o f watch 
spring. The Nasmyth lens was generously presented to Gill by the late Mr James Nasmyth, o f steam-hammer 
fame, to couple with the Durchmusterung work the photography o f stars fainter than 9£ magnitude. The field 
o f  sharp definition does not exceed 2° square, but it was intended, when the instrument in question was 
designed and erected, to procure a picture, o f that area, central with each of the Durchmusterung plates, and 
having (since the exposure as well as the atmospheric conditions would be identical) a definitively increased 
range o f magnitude, depending on the increased light-grasp of the 9-inch object-glass over that • o f the 6-inch 
Dallmeyer lens. A  discussion o f the two series o f plates thus obtained would certainly have led to increased 
knowledge of the law o f stellar distribution according to magnitude. But when the International Congress 
had decided upon the work now in progress, and the Royal Society declined to continue their support o f the 
Photographic Durchmusterung, it was considered no longer necessary to continue the work with the Nasymth 
lens. The lens itself was subsequently utilised for rendering the rays from a source o f light parallel, in the 
process o f impressing the image o f the rdseau on the sensitive plate previous to exposure o f the latter in 
accordance with the International programme.
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It was hoped that the uew Dallmeyer lcus of 6 inches aperture and 5$ feet focus would prove better than 
the original one, but not only was its field of sharp definition more limited, but the stellar images were less 
sharp, and longer exposure was required to obtain measurable images of stars of a given magnitude. When 
Mr Dallmeyer learned that the second lens was inferior to the first, he kindly repolished the original lens, 
and the second lens was returned to him. The definition of the first lens, originally very good, was further 
improved by repolishing, and finally all the plates taken with the second lens were rejected, and the corresponding 
areas were rephotographed with the shorter focus lens. .

For working with the repolished lens, the sliding box for focussing was removed, the lens was attached 
to one end o f the wooden square tube, and the plate-holder and focussing arrangements o f the Nasmyth 
telescope were fixed to the other end o f it. The plan worked very satisfactorily, but indeed the original wooden 
tube never gave any trouble, and preserved its collimation, relative to the small guiding telescope, with surpaising 
constancy.

The first exposure o f the definitive Durchmusteruug plates was made on the 15th of April 1885, with the original 
Dallmeyer lens. The work was commenced at the South Pole and continued to declination — 57^°.

In November 1886 the equatorial stand used up to this time (viz., the stand of the 4-inch heliometer) was 
dismounted from its previous site, and remounted in the portable observatory which Gill had used during his 
observations of Mars at Ascension Island in 1878. The new Dallmeyer lens, with the other apparatus, was fitted to 
the stand in its new site— the dome in which the earlier part of the work had been done being too small for the 
Nasmyth and 5-inch Dollond telescopes.

With this apparatus the work was completed to declination- — 49i°.
TUI October 1887 the exposures had been entirely made by Mr C. Ray Woods, but from this date the services 

o f  Mr Henry Sawerthal were engaged, so that the work might be continued throughout the whole, or nearly the 
whole, night.

Early in April 1888, the original lens (repolished) was received from Mr Dallmeyer, and was re-erected in its 
original site on a new equatorial stand very similar to the 4-inch heliometer stand. This mounting was made by 
Sir Howard Grubb for the 6-inch telescope, belonging to the observatory. The photographic work o f the 
Durchmusterung was now carried out simultaneously in both observatories, Mr C. Ray Woods, with the original 
Dallmeyer lens, taking the zones —34° to —19°, and Mr Sawerthal continuing the zones from sr-50° to —34° with 
the new Dallmeyer lens till the end o f 1888.

Finally, the whole o f the area from —58° to —38°, taken with the new Dallmeyer lens, was rephotographed 
with the original (repolished) Dallmeyer lens from November 1889 ; the work was completed in December 1890, 
with the exception of a few plates which were afterwards rephotographed at the request of Professor Kapteyn.

Thus, the whole of the plates definitively used for the catalogue were taken with the shorter focus Dallmeyer 
lens either in its original or repolished condition.

The instrument devised by Kapteyn for measuring the plates is shown in the following figure.

Its construction is basod on the fact that if  an astrographic plato is placed at a distance from tho oye equal to 
tho focal length of tho lens with which tho plato was taken, and with tho film on tho sido of the plate furthest from
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tho oyo, it is then possible to co v e ra ll tho stars in tho sky by  their corresponding images on tho plate. Therefore, i f  
for tho oyo is substituted an iustrumeut by  which spherical co-ordinates are measured in tho sky, it m ust be possible 
to measure those co-ordinates as well on tho plates as on tho sky itsolf. There is o f  course one condition to be 
observed depending on tho Jinite distance o f  the plate, and which itj not required in the cuso o f  an ordinary equatorial 
telescope, vi«. that the three axes— the polar axis, the decliuation axis, and tho optical axis o f  tho telescope— m ust all 
iutersoct in ono and tho same point. The distance o f  tho object-glass from  this point m ust also be small. Since tho 
astronom er has tho portion o f  the sky under observation iu tho shape o f  a photograph in his own laboratory, it is o f  
course open for him to place his imaginary observatory in any latitude. O bviously  the m ost convenient one is the 
latitude o f  tho oquator, wheu the polar axis o f  his equatorial will bo horizontal— for every plate can then be observed 
in tin* horizon, aud m ay even be m ouuted on a fixed frame, and all plates bo mounted in the same site and measured, 
whetfcof different declination, by  sim ply rotating the apparatus about the vertical axis K . The hour circle C  is
divided to  10 seconds o f  t im e ; the right ascensions were read o ff by  estimation to  single seconds. BB  is the
declination axis, D D  the declination c irc le ; the latter is used simply as a setting circle and is read b y  a vernier to 
single minutes o f  arc. The actual declinations are read from  a glass scale in the com m on focus o f  the object-glass 
and eye-piece. Tho eye-piece o f  the telescope has a power equivalent to 23 diameters, and an excellent flat field 
corresponding to  6 7 ' o f  arc. The glass scale lias a single line on which the pointings in R .A . are made, and at right 
angles to this are 66 lines, one minute o f  arc apart. The scale proper is divided in to  60 parts easily readable by  the 
prolongation o f  each 5th line and the num ber attached to  every 10th line. Three division lines below  zero, and three 
beyond 60 arc, are em ployed fo r  overlapping parts o f  tw o contiguous zones.

It  is unnecessary here to g o  into further instrumental d eta ils ; for these the reader is referred to  K apteyn ’s detailed 
accouut o f  them, Cape A nnals, vol. iii. pp. 6 -1 9 . The great principles which guided K apteyn ’s work were to
em ploy m ethods teuding to freedom from  mistakes either o f  observation or o f  reduction, and to  quickness in the
reduction and final arrangement o f  the work, coupled with adequate precision in the co-ordinates and magnitudes. 
I t  was intended from  the beginning to  arrange the w hole on the general plan o f  Argelander’s Durchmusterung, that 
is to  say, to  publish the catalogue in  zones o f  on e degree in  breadth. The means fo r  so doin g  are best given in 
K apteyn ’s own w ord s :—

As the focal distance of the photographic telescope is about 137 cm., the plates were mounted on the same pier that carried the 
measuring apparatus, at a distance of 137 cm. from the point of intersection of the axis, and at 125'5 cm. from the objective of the 
telescope.

Small motions are provided by which the relative positions of the two plates may be changed at w ill; by means of these the 
corresponding star images on the two negatives were brought nearly, but not quite, to superposition, so as to appear in the telescope 
like double stars, and thus true star-images were at once distinguishable from the accidental specks on the plates.*

The frame rests on three foot-screws and can be rotated round a horizontal and a vertical axis. The amount of rotation about 
the latter is read off on a distant scale by means of a small telescope attached to the frame.

In the beginning we worked with a single plate-holder. This, however, caused some serious inconvenience, for, as two measures 
have been always made, and the first and the second measurement were always made by different observers, this involved a change of 
observer at the very irregular hours at which the first observation of the plate was finished. Likewise, after the end of the second 
observation, no new plate could be begun before it had been inserted in the frame and had been carefully oriented.

All this interfered very seriously with a strictly regular and economic arrangement of the work.
A  second frame-bolder was, therefore, mounted by the side of the first, and a corresponding second microscope was introduced 

for the reading of the hour circle. Two plates could thus be oriented before the beginning of the day’s work, and all that had to be 
done, in order to pass from the one to the other, was to rotate the whole instrument-about its vertical axis till a determined scale 
reading, carefully noted in orienting the plates, was obtained in the telescope L. A t the same time the observer at the hour circle 
had to change his place from one microscope to the other.

The sliding focussing tube of the telescope bears a projecting strip of steel, against which butt the end of two screws in the 
fixed tube of the telescope. By loosening one of these screws and tightening the other a small rotatiou can bo given to the ocular 
end. The hour line is thus easily set at right angles to the declination axis. In order to avoid the necessity for any correction of 
the observed right ascensions depending on the reading of the declination scale, this orientation of tho hour line was made with tho 
utmost care and was very often verified in the course of the work. As far as I can remember, the orientation was but once found 
sensibly in error, in consequence of which a small correction depending on tho scalo reading had to bo applied to the work of a certain 
number of days.

The first condition to be realised is that tho plates shall be perpendicular to tho line joining the centre of tho plate with tho 
point of intersection of the axis of the apparatus. Of course several methods aro available to socuro this end, but as the true contre 
of the plate (viz., the point where, in the photographic telescope, the perpendicular from the optical centre on tho plate meets this 
plate) was not very accurately known, I found the following very rapid method quito as good as any othor more refiued one. A 
couple of plates being inserted iu the frame and having been lighted up from bohind by moans of tho illuminating lamp, a copper 
wire of exactly the length of half the side of the plate was hung over tho middlo of it, so that its froo end indicated the geoiuotrical 
centre of the plate, which coincides approximately with the nominal contre. The telescope of tho measuring apparatus was then 
directed to this end; after that the light behind tho plates was extinguished and tho oyo put vertically abovo the centra of tho

* Duplicate photographs wore made o f each area— this was n part o f (Sill’s original plan to enablo faint stnr-inmgeB to bo distinguished from 
dust specks or other photographic faults.
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objective. The plate acting as a mirror, an image of the eye was seen, which, by a rotation of the vertical axis of the plate-holder, 
was brought ceutrally on the copper wire. Putting now the eye in a horizontal position relative to the centre of the objective, the image 
of tho eye, the centre of the image of the objective, and the end of the copper wire were brought on one horizontal line by means of 
the foot-screws of the frame-holder. This done, the verticality of the plate is evidently obtained.

Tho second condition to be fulfilled is, that the distance of the plates from the intersection of the axis of the measuring apparatus 
’ shall be equal to the focal distance of the photographic telescope. The ocular scale has been so made that one part corresponds very 
nearly with one minute of arc on the plate when at the correct distance. The correspondence, however, is not absolute, and had it been 
so when the observations were first begun, it would still have been in error after the repolishing of the objective of the photographic 
telescope in 1887, which slightly changed the focal distance.

At all times, however, the difference has been small enough to make it permissible to reduce it to zero (which, of course, is most 
essential for the convenience of the reductions), by slightly altering the distance required by strict theory. In fact, therefore, the 
distance of the plates was so regulated that the difference in declination of two widely separated stars, as measured in minutes of the 
ocular scale, coincided perfectly with its known value.

As soon as the distance fulfilling this condition had been once thoroughly ascertained, a rod was made of the required length by 
the aid of which the plates could at any time afterwards be brought back to the required position with the utmost ease.

It is easily demonstrable* that, with the method of orientation presently to be described, if the error in distance be a yth part of 
the whole Act and AS, the co-ordinates of a star relative to the centre of the plate, expressed in degrees, the error introduced into the 
results, expressed in degrees, will be of the order of the very small quantities—

—  Aa AS for the right ascensions, and

— Aa2 for the declinations.
VP

where p = 5 7 0' 296.
The error in right ascension is too much mixed up with other small errors to become noticeable: the error in declination proved 

nearly inappreciable, never exceeding 0,-l .  Besides this, the error was all but absolutely eliminated in both co-ordinates by the 
method of reduction in which the corrections varied from zone to zone of 1° in breadth, and in every zone, where necessary, slightly 
with the right ascension.

Both the operation— the regulating of the verticality and of the distance— have only to be made once for every belt of plates of 
constant declination. ■ From time to time, however, it was ascertained that no displacement had taken place.

As I wished the observations to give at once mean right ascensions and mean declinations for the equinox 1875'0, the point to 
be kept in view in this orientation is at once evident.

If we imagine for a moment the plate under consideration surrounded by all the other plates, forming together a complete set of 
photographs of the whole sky, and these put together so as to form a regular polyhedric surface, with the intersection of the axes of 
the measuring apparatus as a centre, and giving, as seen from this point, an accurate representation of the firmament, then it is 
evident that,f in order to make the instrument give for any couple of stars the actual differences of mean right ascension and declina
tion for 1875, all we have to do is to make the hour axis pass through the mean position for 1875 of the pole on this polyhedric 
surface.

The reverse, too, holds, i.e. the apparatus is oriented as soon as it gives the correct result for the difference in right ascension and 
the difference in declination for a couple of stars, chosen arbitrarily.

This being premised, the way in which the orientation is performed will be readily understood. First, the reading of the declina
tion circle is made to correspond to the declination of .the centre of the plate; then the instrument is turned about the vertical axis 
till the telescope points this centre. As for our plates, the accurate place of this centre is not visible; we thus get only a first 
approximation for the setting of the instrument. Now, taking two stars nearly on the same parallel, but widely apart in right 
ascension, the mean positions of which for 1875 are accurately known, the instrumental differences of right ascension and declination 
are determined. If these prove to be in accordance with the known differences, then the plate and the apparatus are perfectly 
oriented. If not, then, from the outstanding errors, we may compute at once the amount of rotation to be given to the instrument 
about the vertical axis (which, with the declination axis in a vertical position, can be read off by means of the ocular scale) and to the 
photograph about its centre, in order to make the adjustment perfect.} A  small table in which, for every degree of declination, the 
corrections to be made for errors of I*®0, and l mln' respectively in the difference of right ascension and declination of two stars I 1"*®' apart 
in right ascension reduced the work of orientation to a minimum.

The orientation proper being completed, a known star was pointed, and by displacement of the microscope the reading of the 
hour circle was made to agree exactly with the mean right ascension for 1875 of the star. This being done, the circle readings will 
evidently give at once the actual mean right ascensions for 1875 for all tho stars of the plate.

It  was found in practice that the identification of the stars, together with the orientations, could be generally mado in about 
ten minutes.

It  has been already stated that two plates were used in the observations, one in front of the other. By a preliminary examina
tion all the plates available for the same region of the sky, after having been thoroughly cleaned on the glass side, and dust having 
been removed from the film by means of a soft brush, were compared, and the two best chosen for use. Of theso two, in ease of 
the slightest differences, tho one on which the images were densest was employed to act as a cheek plate, to be mounted in tho plato- 
holder farthest from the measuring apparatus; tho other, to bo mounted in front, was omployod as tho moasuring plato. Tho
observations were made in a darkened room, and tho plates illuminated from bohind by a powerful lamp. Caro was taken, of courso.
to protect tho plates as much as possible from tho heat of tho lamp.

Tho power usod on tho telescope being, relatively speaking, a low ono, the differouco in focus of tho ituagos on the two plato*

* By moans of the formula) given, Bulletin du ComitS Pennanent de la cartr du del, i. p. 436.
t  Discarding all considerations of instrumental errors and of differential refraction and aberration.
| Tho indox error of tho doclination oirclo boing once ascertained, wo may as well make : 1st, difference of instrumental declination of two 

stars equal to ltnorm difference; 2nd, oirolo reading of ono of tho sturs + indox orror equal to known doclination. This method, too, VMM ofun 
used, ospooially in low dodinations.
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mul of tho images on tho same pinto nt different distances from tho contra, was hardly porooptiblo; those on tho ohook plato boing 
generally the denser quo* . but appearing somewhat fainter by being lookod at through the''.measuring plato, the corresponding images 
o f tho stars appeared as nearly oqual as possible. This proved to bo a groat advantage, not only in regard to tho number of stars 
certainly recognisable as suoh, but ospeoially in regard to the reliability of tho estimates of diamoter of tho fainter stars; for the 
estimation of tho diameter of thoso stars proves the more certain the more nearly tho two images approach equality.

The plates aro square, with a sido of about six degrees. As, howevor, tho bolts of plates lie genorally five degrees apart, only 5 
zones. • each somewhat over a degree iu breadth, were moasured on every plate, beginning with that nearest to tho equator. Thus, 
for instance, the first belt of plates of which the centre lies at 5 =  —21° 30'. On those plates were measured tho five zones, — 19°, 
—20*, —21', —22°, —23'. For tho observation of tho first, the zero of the scale was brought to coincide exactly with — 19° 0,-0 
(mean declination for 1875*0) on the plate, by bringing a star of this zone, of which the declination for 1875*0 is known, exactly on 
that division of the scalo that corresponds to the minutes and tenth o f minutes of its declination. This done, the slow motion in 
declinution was not further touched, and a sweep was made within suoh limits of right ascension that an overlapping of tho 
consecutive plates of from a half to a couple of minutes of time was secured, the overlap being taken the larger, the poorer the plate, 
in order to bo sure that a sufficient number of stars would be common to two successive plates.

In  making the sweeps, every star, of which both images could be distinctly seen, was observed between — 3' and 63' of the 
scale, in the order in which they presented themselves at the hour line. After the completion of the first zone, tho telescope was 
displaced 60 divisions of tho ocular scale, the setting was verified by another known star, the second zone observed, aud so on.

Two observers havo always worked together, one at the ocular, one at the microscope of the hour circle. A  clerk wrote down 
all the numbers called out by the two observers in ledgers carefully prepared for the purpose, which will be presently described. 
The observer at the ocular estimated the diameter, read off the declinations on the scale, and made the pointings for right ascension. 
These were road off by the observer at the microscope.

The diameters were estimated in tenths of a minute of arc. This unit, however, being found too large in practice, was sub
divided into three by the signs — and + ,  so that, for instance, the numbers —2, 2, + 2 ,  —3, 3, + 3 ,  . . . indicate diameters of 
0'*17, 0'*20, 0'*23, 0'-27, 0 '30 , 0'-33, . respectively. For diameters below —2, these estimates cannot be considered as actual 
measurements, for the reason that the fainter stars on the plates differ generally but relatively little in diameter but considerably 
in density. For these stars the scale was prolonged downward in such a way that — 0 represents the faintest stars on the plates, 
while 0, + 0 ,  —1 ,1 , + 1  represent intermediate shades of density between these and the stars —2, which may be generally con
sidered as the first stage really measured.

The declinations were estimated to tenths of the minute.
The pointings for right ascension were made by bringing the hour line on the centre of the star’s image on the measuring plate.
Every plate was observed twice. Only in exceptional cases, which will be referred to further on, three or more observations 

were made.
The first observation o f every plate (at the ocular) was made, in the beginning of the work, by M r Speckman; at a later epoch 

by M r de Vries. Both these gentlemen were wholly unfamiliar with any work of the kind before they began to take part in the 
observations, but they acquired considerable skill in it in  a remarkably short time, the former, however, always finding some 
difficulty in making wholly consistent estimates o f diameter (or rather density) o f the fainter stars.

In these first observations the whole breadth of the zone of 10 was observed at once, care being taken to observe the stars as nearly 
as possible in the order of their right ascension. In the second observations, especially towards the end of the work, and in order 
still further to diminish the danger of leaving stars out, the zone was mostly observed in two halves, the one below, the other above 30'.

The second observations were made quite independently from the first. They were written out for every star in a column 
arranged for the purpose in the ledgers, alongside the first observation of the same object. In order to obviate the danger that the 
clerk might unwittingly copy numbers of the first observations as well as to prevent errors for wrong hearing, it  has been the 
invariable custom for him to call out all the numbers which he wrote down. Every number was therefore called out twice, once by 
the observers and once by the clerk, and it is remarkable how readily any difference between the two is caught by the ear, even at 
those moments at which the observer is hardly aware of tho repetition of his own words. The result has shown that the danger 
adverted to has been quite overcome by these means, for, in the whole series of observations from —19° to —38°, but two cases have 
been found where comparison with other catalogues and subsequent verification on the plates has shown the same error to occur 
in both observations.

When a star, overlooked in the first observation, was found in the second, it was written down in a third column, the column 
of “  new ” stars.

As soon as the second observation <of a plate was completed, the two observations were carefully compared; all the differences 
in diameter, declination or right ascension which seemed to exceed tbo legitimate limits, and all the starB brighter than — 0 occurring 
in the first observation, but not in the second, were noted. A ll these, together with the new ones, were then reobserved and errors 
corrected. The second observations, as well as all the revisions, have been invariably made by myself.

I t  is unnecessary here to  fo llo w  fu rth er  th e  process o f  final red u ction — it w ill be ob v iou s  th at th e  final 
correction s w ere v e ry  sm all, and cou ld  be deriv ed  read ily  from  com parison  w ith  the places o f  num erous w ell- 
k n ow n  stars o n  each  plate.

The magnitudes were computed from the observed diameters, employing as standards the magnitudes of 
Schonfeld’s Durchmusterung for the first zone of plates (5=21^°), and for tho rest thoso of Gould’s Zone Catalogue.

Means were computed separately for the stars of the diameters 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, etc., and these afterwards 
condensed into 3 to 5 normals, from which the two constants in the definitive formula) of reduction

w ere com pu ted . M agn itude diamoter+ C

* On the plates having their centre at —35A* only four degrees wore measured, (he distance of this belt of platos to that of 31 J ' being only 
foar degrees.
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It  is im possible w ithiu the lim its o f  this h istory  to enter in to  a fu ll account o f  the great w ork thus carried 
ou t b y  Kapteyn. T he catalogue itself contains the m agnitudes, right ascensions, and declinations o f  454,875 stars, 
o f  which 481 are in the overlapping zone o f  declination  — 1 8 ° ; the others lie  between dec. — 1 9 °0 'a n d  the South 
Pole. This num ber considerably exceeds th at (4 3 1 ,7 6 0 ) catalogued b y  Argelander and Schonfeld for the whole 
o f  the rest o f  the sky. T he average num ber o f  stars in the C.P.D. is 32 '6 6  per square d e g re e ; th is figure ranges 
from  8 to  154 in different parts o f  the sky. T he right ascensions are stated to  the 08*1 and the declinations to  0'*1. 
T he probable errors are :—

Daolinations. Probable Errors in R.A. Probable Errors in Dec.

— 18* to — 58* 
— 58 to — 86 

Polar plate

’ H  
-i-  0 - 2 8 . .
±  (o -157 +  0 7 6 4  soc 8) 
=fc ||I|m  I 0*0353 see 1

±  0-044 
-1- 0-056
-1- 0 ’0 I2 7*

The probable errors o f  the m agnitudes it is m ore difficult to estim ate— indeed, until a better definition o f  
photographic m agnitude has been reached, i t  is im possible to  pronounce a  definite opinion as to  the system atic 
m agnitude-errors o f  th e  catalogue. 

T he accidental probable errors o f  the m agnitudes founded (in  the w ay above described) o n  com parison with 
the m agnitudes o f  G ould ’s zones, and com puted from  their independent determ ination on  different plates, are as 
fo llow s (C.P.D ., vol. i. p. 5 7 ) :—

Mag.
Mag. 7 ’o to „7 '9 . ±  0-09

8-0 to 8*4 i  0-04

8*5 to 8:9 o*o8

• 9 ‘° . to , 9 r4 •4- 0-085

9 ’ 5 to 9.9 ±  O'lO

As to  the com pleteness o f  the catalogue, G ill in his introduction  to  the C .P .D .,y ol. i. p. xxiii., writes.:— ,

Notwithstanding the care that Was employed to obtain uniformity in the' results, the- actual plates are far from perfect in  this 
respect. The most that ean be said is, that probably every catalogued plate shows every star which Argelander would have considered 
it essential to include in a Durchmusterung similar to his own, with the exception perhaps of a very few red stars of the fainter class. 
It  is, in fact, impossible to solve the practical: problem, “  to photograph all the stars in the sky to a given order o f magnitude, without also 
■photographing stars fainter than those required.”  . . .  Accidental circumstances, over which the observer has no control, such, for 
example, as the variations of definition, the presence of invisible haze, etc., will always render the problem practically insoluble.

T he result o f  K apteyn ’s final discussion (loc. cit., vol. i ii .)  is :—

It may be safely laid down as a rule that, if from the magnitudes as given in the catalogue for the faintest stars on any one 
plate we subtract |Ip|| we will obtain the limit of photographic magnitude to which the stars of the catalogue are practically com
plete. . . .

I t  is an advantage of photography that a generally reliable limit of magnitude can be at once assigned for every separate region 
covered by the plate. If this criterion is applied to the whole of the plates of the C.P.D., it will be found that we may safely assume the 
whole catalogue to be complete to stars of photographic magnitude 9'2. There is but one exception— viz., the plate No. 246 ( — 35$, 2h 
37m 54*). For this plate the faintest stars measured are photographically of the magnitude 9'23, and the limit of certain complete
ness would thus be 9‘03. However, considering that the images on the check plate are here sensibly denser than on the measuring 
plate, and further that not a single star of Gould's Zone Catalogue is missing on the plates, there seems reason to believe that here, 
also, the limit of magnitude to which the stars have been completely observed will not prove materially below 9 2.

Another question, of course, is— To what limit of magnitude would the plates be found complete, were the magnitudes of the 
C.P.D. reduced to a homogeneous set of photographic magnitudes of the whole sky ? A ll things considered, I  confidently believe that 
the C.P.D. will be found practically complete, in or near the M ilky Way, to stars which, in the scales of Gould, Schonfeld, and Thome, 
are of the magnitude 9*5, and for the rest of the sky to stars actually equivalent to these. The reason why this statement cannot be 
put into a simpler form lies, of course, in the systematic differences between photographic and visual magnitudes, depending on the 
galactic latitude (see O.P.D., Introd., vol. i. art. 7)- Whether these discrepancies are caused by errors of the visual ostimates, or by 
difference between tho colours of stars in different galactic latitudes, is hero, of course, irrelevant.

T he whole o f  K apteyn ’s w ork is m arked b y  extraordinary thoroughness and acouracy. H e discusses (C.P.D., 
vol. i. p. 23, and vol. iii. pp. 2 5 -2 9 )  the system atic errors o f  the m agnitudes depending on the position o f  
the stars on the plates b y  coun tin g  the stars in  different regions o f  a large num ber o f  plates, and com es to the

1 Tho polar plato was moasurod accurately in rootungular co-ordinatos with tho Ropsold machine of the Loidon Observatory, which » u  
kindly lont for tho purpoRe. Kaptoyn adopted this courso bocauso ho wished in somo way or another to got | fair idea of the accuracy of the 
positions whioh it woidd bo possible to arrivo at with suoh plates as thoso which woro used for tho C.P.D. Tho probable errors of the polar 
plates woro derivod from comparison with tho plaoos of tho Capo Ciroumpolar Catalogue of 1801. This faot increases the regret that, from want 
of funds (soo p. li), an instruinont capablo of moasuring tho platos rapidly in R.A. und Deo. with an aceumoy of ± 1 "  oould not be secured, 
as tho platos wero quite capablo of giviug rosults of that acouraoy.

t A lator note puts this figure at 0 ’2m.
II
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satisfactory conclusion that fo r  the plates taken with the lens in its original condition, as well as for those taken 
with the repolished lens, the systematic errors o f  the magnitudes depending on the position o f the stars on the 
plates must be all but ■ insignificant.

Besides the magnitudes, Kapteyn gives in tho catalogue references to all catalogues o f precision in which the 
star has been previously observed. The processions for twenty-five years are given in a very convenient form on the 
margin o f each page, and, aa an independent astronomer once told-the writer, “ form the most convenient 
approximate precession tables for Southern stars that exist.”  For the zone -*-86* the places are given for 1850, 
1875, and 1900, and the precessions for 1875 and 1900. For zones —87° and —88° the star places are given 
to 0**001, and the precession as for zone —86°. For the zone —89°, accurate places are given for 1875*0, and 
approximate places for each tenth year from 1900 to 1950.

The work has been subjected to a very complete and thorough revision. Kapteyn in his introduction 
gives the following lists i-—-

L list of 983 stars contained in catalogues of precision and missing on the plates. .
II. List of 8 stars in Schdnfeld’s Durchmusterung, and missing on the plates.
II bis. List of 309 stars, 9'0 mag. or brighter, in the first two parts of Thomp’s Cordoba Durchmusterung, and missing on the 

plates.
III. List of 20 stars, photographically 9*0 or brighter, contained in CJP.D., missing in Schdnfeld’s Dwrchmusterung.
III bis. List of 74 stars, 9'2 mag. or brighter, contained in the CJP.D., and missing in the first two parts of Thome’s Cordoba 

Durchmusterung.

Kapteyn began the work of measurement on 1886 October 18,. and completed it on 1898 February 1. The 
completed Durchmusterung was published in three large volumes o f the Annals o f the Cape Observatory, vols. iii. iv. 
and v. (corresponding to vols. L ii. and i i i  o f the C.P.D. in the years 1896, 1897, and 1900 respectively).

Probably no . work o f  the kind o f like extent has ever been issued so free from typographical and other errors. 
It is impossible to overestimate its value to southern sidereal astronomy, and still more impossible to adequately 
express the gratitude which is due to Kapteyn for his self-sacrificing labours.

Gill, in his Preface to vol. iii. o f the C.PJD., has endeavoured to express his own sense o f obligation as 
f o l l o w s "

Bat it is my colleague and friend, whose name appears on the title-page, to whom I am under the deepest obligation. At a 
time of great stress and discouragement he lifted from my shoulders a load of responsibility by his noble and spontaneous offer to 
undertake the measurement of the plates, the computation of the results, and the formation of the catalogue. He realised from the 
first the advantages and possibilities of the work, as well as the need for it in the present state of science, and he devoted over twelve 
of the best years of his life to the fulfilment of his undertaking. I now realise that my many other duties, and the difficulty .of 
obtaining adequate assistance, would probably have compelled me to defer a great part of the work of the catalogue to the years of 
my retirement from official life, and might even have prevented its completion.

I feel sure that Kapteyn has not laboured in vain, and that astronomers will duly appreciate what he has done for their 
science.

Such language-on the part of one joint author in regard to the work of the other is perhaps unusual. It can only be justified 
by the immensely greater share, and the distinctive character of the work done by Kapteyn; and how much greater has been his 
share than mine can only be appreciated by those who are acquainted with the technicalities of similar work.

In 1902 the Royal Astronomical Society marked its high appreciation of the value of Kapteyn’s work 
by awarding to him its Gold Medal.

But probably the most valuable result o f the C.P.D. to science is the fact that its preparation first directed 
Kapteyn’s mind to the study o f the problems of cosmical astronomy, and thus led him to the brilliant researches 
and discoveries with which his name is now and ever will be associated.

THE REVISION OF THE CAPE PHOTOGRAPHIC DURCHMUSTERUNG.

It is intended that voL. ix. o f  the Cape Annals shall ultimately contain the following, viz.

Fart I. Examination of questions which have arisen from a comparison of other star catalogues with tho C.P.D.
Fart II. Observations of variable stars.
Part III. Errata in Southern Star Catalogues.
Fart IV. Discussion of proper motions suspeotod by Kapteyn.
Part V. Revision of the magnitudes of the C.P.D.

Of these parts, I., II. and III. are published, and most o f tho observations in connection with Part IV. have been 
made, although the results have not yet been fully discussed ; Part V. has not yet been undertaken.

Part I. consists, in the first place, o f a revision o f all Kapteyn’s lists, I., II. II  bis., III., and this is due mainly
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to the labours of Mr R. T. A. In lies.# Indeed, except for a few observations made by Mr Finlay (marked F), 
the whole of the revisiou work contained in the volume in question is due to Mr Innes. Besides the revisions 
of Kapteyn’s lists, Part I. contains the following revisions:—

Nine stars contained in the Cape Catalogue for 1865, but missing in the C .P.D .; all proved to be below 9*5. 
magnitude. Thirty stars in Second Washington Catalogue, 1875, missing in C.P.D., all o f which are fainter than 
10th magnitude, except 1948, which, according to Innes (7 nights), has magnitude 9'3.

Seven stars in Madras General Catalogue, 1875, missing in C.P.D., all fainter than 9 ‘3, except two, both of which 
are in error in Madras Catalogue.

References to 48 C.P.D. stars contained in Second Washington Catalogue.
A  valuable series o f  remarks on lists I. and II. bis by  Dr Ristenpart.

Part II. contains, in the first place, a revision o f  Kapteyn’s lists o f 145 suspected variable stars published 
C .P.D ., vol. i. (9 8 ); A str. Mack., Bd. 142, c 76 ; and MS. lists from Kapteyn, dated Groningen, 27th August 1895 
and 3rd December 1896.

A  good many o f these stars were found to be variable elsewhere before Innes could take up their examination 
at the Cape. N o less than 41 o f these have turned out to be true variables. Innes’ first table, p. 7 B, shows the 
particulars o f his observations on each o f these 145 stars which are not ultimately proved to  be variable. In 
some instances observations (all o f  which are recorded) were made on 40 or 50 nights, without, definite proof 
o f  variability; for, as Innes very justly r e m a r k s -

“  It  is easy to suspect a star of variability— as witness the long lists published by the Cordoba Observatory in  the introductions 
to each volume o f its Durchmusterung— but proof is a different matter, and becomes in  m any cases very onerous. Nothing would 
have been easier than to have labelled all the stars missing in the C. P.D. as ‘ suspected variables ’ and left others to find the reasons 
for discordances.”

These remarks seem necessary, as the. credit for discovery is not always correctly assigned. In  this regard mention may be 
made of the star C.Z. X V . 3719. I f  the observer had been content with four monthB of the observation in 1896, or five months in 
1897, it  would have been said that the star is not variable, and its absence from the C.P.D., as in the case o f still many other stars, 
would have been inexplicable. I t  might therefore be suggested that the ordinary formula “  suspected by . . .  , confirmed by . . . 
should be replaced by “ found by . . . , previously suspected by . . .

Whenever a star was proved  to be variable it was transferred to a separate list containing, besides the 41 
variables resulting from Kapteyn’s list o f “ suspected variables,”  32 otherwise known variables.

These stars have been observed on from 28 to 228 nights each, the separate results being given for each 
night and the periods discussed, in many cases with curves showing the variation o f magnitude.

Next follows a list o f  104 stars drawn from various sources and put on Innes* working list because they had 
been suspected of variability or some other peculiarity. The details o f  the observations are given.

The next list consists o f results o f observations of 190 stars marked ? or x in the C.P.D. Of those marked ? 
all actually exist except 17, o f which a list is given. The results o f examination are given for each o f the 
remaining 173 stars. The stars marked x (denoting suspected nebulosity) sometimes prove to be double or 
triple stars, in one case a very red star.

Then follows a list o f 160 coloured stars observed during the revision o f the C.P.D., and finally “  statistical 
counts o f stars to magnitude 9*0 in the C.P.D." .

Part III. gives the known errata in Southern Star Catalogues. A  large number o f these errata were detected 
by Kapteyn in the course o f his work on the C.P.D., and a complete list o f them was forwarded to the Cape. 
Innes has added to  these lists other errors which had been previously published, or which had at different times 
been discovered at tbe Cape. Dr Ristenpart, when in charge o f  the Bureau des Commission /Ur die Oeschichte 
des Fixstemhimmels, most kindly revised the proof-sheets and added many errata only previously known to 
himself.

* Mr Innoa, beforo ho joined the staff of the Capo Observatory, was a merchant in Sydney, Australia, but was well known to axtronomers 
as an amateur devoted to the discovery and observation of double stars. He wrote to Qill offering his aervieoa as an assistant at the Cap* 
Observatory; but there was no vaeancy in that capaoity, and Gill oould only offer hint a temporary post as aecratary, librarian, and accountant. 
That poet was afterwards put on the establishment under tho titlo of clerical assistant. Mr Innes performed all the duties of that ofBeo in tho 
most satisfactory manner, but devoted ovory moment of his spare time, day and night, to pure astronomical work, moat of which is mentioned 
in the pages of this history. On tho conclusion of tho Boor War it was dotorminud to found nu observatory at Johannesburg, which, in thn 
first place at least, was to bo dovotod to meteorology j but it necessarily inoludod a timo department which, in energetic luwds, could be 
dovolopod into a rogulur astronomical observatory. With this ond in view Gill reootnuiouded tho appointment of Mr Innes to the poet, and he 
lias filled it with markod suocoss and distinction sinco 1903 Maroh 31.
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Th« catalogue* for which all theso errata arc given aro:—
Dotignfttod Designated

Stone's Cape Catalogue for 1880 . . a Taylor’s Madras Cataloguo (Downing), 1885 .
Cordoba Zone Catalogue . . . . . O.Z. Sohttnfold’s Bonner Durchmusterung —19° to —28® SD.
Gould's Argentine General Cataloguo . G. Porter’s Cincinnati Zone Catalogue 0 .

Gillisa' South Circumpolar Catalogue, 1850 . • 9‘ First Washington Catalogue (3rd edition, Frisby) . W.
Gilliss' Catal ogue. . . . . . • g- Bonn Bcobaohtungen, vol. vi., 1867 -  b.
Thome's Cordoba Durchmusterung . Th. Knm’s Catalogue from Ast. Naoh., vols. i.-lxvi. k.
British Association Lalande’s Cataloguo, 1800 „  „  „  Ast. Naoh., vols. lxvii.-cxiii K.
Paramatta Cataloguo (Brisbaue), 1825 . IBlfS Cape Catalogue for 1850’ | c.
Argelander’a Siidliche Zouen (E. Weiss), 1850 Riimker’s Preliminary Cat. o f Southern Stars. r.

The volume concludes with a short list o f additional notes and errata applicable to the Madras 1875 
Catalogue, the G.P.D., and other Cape publications.

A  final index is given to published lists o f errata in Southern' Star Catalogues.
This work o f Mr Innes was from first to last a labour o f  love, carried out by him with conspicuous energy 

and success.

RESEARCHES ON STELLAR PARALLAX.

The history o f Henderson’s discovery of the parallax o f a Centauri has already been given (p. xvii) in connec
tion with his life’s work. That discovery was followed up and confirmed by the observations o f Maclear with the 
new mural circle, which replaced the defective one originally employed by Henderson. The observations were made 
b o t h d ir e c t ” and “ reflex,”  thus eliminating the error o f “ zero point.”  The derived parallax is therefore in one 
sense an absolute one, but must be affected by such errors as may arise from abnormal refraction, change o f latitude, 
or seasonal change o f flexure, etc. The observations are discussed by Henderson (Mem. R.A.S., vol. xii. pp. 329-372), 
and give + 0 /,,91 for the parallax o f a Centauri and 20,/-52 for the constant o f aberration.

But previous to 1879 no systematic effort had been made in the Southern hemisphere to determine differential 
stellar parallax by extra-meridian methods, and all experience in the Northern hemisphere had gone to prove that 
the determination o f  stellar parallax by absolute methods offered no hope of satisfactory result. It seemed to Gill 
to be essential not only to continue the work so well begun by some of his predecessors, but to bring to bear upon 
it the most refined differential methods and to extend researches on stellar parallax to a wider range o f objects. For 
this purpose he purchased from Lord Crawford bis 4-inch heliometer, and, in conjunction with Dr Elkin, set to work 
to make an exhaustive determination of the parallax of a Centauri and o f others of the most interesting stars in the 
Southern hemisphere. As already mentioned, Gill first met Mr W. L. Elkin in 1879 as a student under Professor 
Winnecke, at Strassburg. Elkin was then engaged in preparing his “ Inaugural Dissertation”  for the degree of 
Doctor o f Philosophy at that University. The subject he had selected was the orbit and parallax o f a'Centauri, and 
he applied to Gill for any observations o f a Centauri as a double star, or any meridian observations o f ax and «2 
Centauri. When, in course o f conversation, Elkin learned of Gill’s purchase o f the heliometer and the purposes to 
which it was to be applied, he expressed much interest in the programme and his keen desire to take part in such 
work. It was finally arranged that on completion o f his curriculum, and after the arrival o f the heliometer, Elkin 
should come to the Cape and share Gill’s work. The heliometer reached the Cape at the end o f December 1880 
and was at once erected in an old observatory which had been built by  Maclear, in 1847, to cover a small telescope 
by Dollond.* The necessary alterations o f the building and the adjustments o f the instrument had just been com
pleted when, on 31st January 1881, Elkin arrived at the Cape: He lived there, as a guest and member o f Gill’s 
family circle, till the completion o f their joint programme. He sailed from the Cape on 16th May 1883— and his 
work there, from first to last, was a labour o f love.

The general idea in the preparation o f the programme was to make such a contribution to existing knowledge 
o f the parallax of Southern stars as could be accomplished in a series of observations extending over a period of 
eighteen months. It was also considered desirable that the parallax of several stars should be independently deter
mined by both observers, employing different comparison stars in order to test the reliability o f the results arrived 
at. The programme was finally constructed as follows

For observations by Gill and Elkin, a Centauri, Sirius, e Indi.
„  „  Gill only, Lacaille 9352, o2 Eridcmi, @ Centauri.
,, „  Elkin only, £ Toucani, e Eridani, Canopus.

* This observatory is described by Maolear (Mem. R.A.S., xx. pp. 31-86).
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In the case o f  a Centauri the parallax was determined not only by two observers, but each observer employed 
two pairs o f comparison stars, so that four entirely independent results were obtained, v iz . :—

Comparison Stars. Probable.
Obsorrer.

Magnitude. 
a b

Distance.
«  6

Position Anglos, 
a i

Maxima and Minima 
for Diatanoe (o—b).

Parallax. . of 
Parallax.

Weight Single 
Observations 

a—b.

I Gill . 7, 7* 3*3®. 3060 3*3. 14* Mar. 7, Sept. 10 • 074 7 ± 0*013 - 6 ±  0*114

a ». 8, 8 6oio, 5+60 *74. | 9° Fob. 3, Aug. 6 •760 ± 0*013 I
0*021 f m ±  0*111

3 Elkin c.'J'sa 7i 6230, 4970 " 354. 168 Apr. 3, Oct. 7 783 ± 0*028
■ B ±  0/161.

4 . Elkin 8 8 29+°i 2800 ? 75> ' 9* Feb. 3, Aug. 6 •676 ± 0*027 ,__i 8 ±  0*176

The results o f  series I and 3 depend on a large number o f observations— 100 and 87 nights respectively— and 
the probable errors attached to the results include the determination 'and elimination o f every source o f error that 
it is possible. to conceive; the results are therefore strictly reliable within such-Jimits as are indicated by their 
probable errors. According to these errors their relative weights are as 4'6 : 1 ;  but as different comparison stars 
were employed, and as there is always a possibility o f minute difference in the absolute parallaxes o f the comparison 
stars, weights 6 and 3 have been assigned.

I f  the result o f  series 2 can be assumed free from any systematic error which is a function o f  the hour angle 
o f observation (an assumption that is supported not only by the internal evidence o f the series, but by the 
collateral evidence o f Gill’s investigations o f the parallax o f Sirius, e Indi, and Lacaille 9352), then the probable 
error o f this series is ifcO^’OlS, and its weight is equal to that of'series 1. On the other hand, i f  the freedom 
o f the series from systematic error is held to depend entirely upon the evidence furnished by  the series itself, 
without taking collateral evidence into account, the probable error o f the parallax for this series becomes ± 0 //-021; 
thus its theoretical weight is higher than that from series 3. But considering that the freedom o f the series 
from systematic error was proved only from observations made at the close o f  the series, the* lower weight 2 
has been assigned to it.

To the results o f series 4 the weight 1 has been assigned, which is rather lower than, from its probable error, 
it should apparently receive; but this is justified by the fact that the systematic error which depends upon the 
hour angle o f observation is considerable, and the observations for its determination were made at the end o f  the 
series instead o f being distributed throughout it. With these weights the parallax o f  a2 Centauri relative to the 
stars o f comparison becomes 0//:752, and we cannot be far wrong in writing it =  0,/,7 5 ± 0 " '0 1 . This result 
renders certain the discovery made by Henderson, and confirmed by Maclear’s observations, viz., that the parallax 
o f  a Centauri is a real quantity o f the order o f a second o f  arc. The mural circles o f  the time could hardly prove 
more, but now the heliometer has yielded a result which may probably be regarded as certain within 2% o f its 
amount. The results for the parallaxes o f  the other stars named are quoted subsequently.

Important as these results were, experience showed that the choice o f comparison stars was hampered by the 
limited aperture o f the instrument, and a large amount o f valuable time was lost during observation in recording 
the considerable number o f scale-readings necessary with the micrometer then in use. W e also found that, with 
the images formed by the semi-lens o f a four-inch object-glass, the difficulty o f  observation was markedly increased 
if  comparison stars much fainter than 7\ magnitude were employed. Also, that it was possible to change the 
construction o f the micrometer box, and thus bisect the division o f one scale by means o f a pair o f  parallel webs 
which are fixed to the b o x ; and then, by the micrometer screw with the divided head, to bisect a division 
on the other scale with the movable pair o f  webs. I f  the reading for coincidence o f  the fixed and movable webs 
is zero, it is obvious that the reading o f the drum-head o f the micrometer screw becomes a measure o f the iuterval 
between the adjacent lines o f the scales attached to the semi-lenses; and, i f  the reading for coincidence o f  the 
fixed and movable webs is not zero, the difference from zero will simply enter into the index-orror and be 
eliminated in : the mean o f observations made in reversed positions o f the segments.

As all heliometer measures are made in positions o f tho segments, which are reversed at very short intervals, 
and as tho readings for coincidence o f the fixed and movable webs o f a micromotor aro not liable to rapid change, 
the necessity for separate readings o f  both scalos by tho same movable wiro disappears and a great saving o f time 
may thus bo offootod. Also, instead o f  reading a micromotor head and writing down tho number and dccimala 
o f revolutions in an observing book, it would obviously bo a groat gain in timo and convonieuco and a guarantee
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against erron* to provide for printing tho successive readings o f the drum-hoad on a ribbon of paper which could 
He twul off At leisure and Ira preserved for roforoneo.

Aa in observations o f position angle the angular separation produced in the field of view by a given change 
o f position angle is directly proportional to tho angular distance botwoon the two objects under observation, it 
is dear that greater variety of slow motions in position angle should bo provided than was available in the 
original heliometer.

lu the 4-iuch heliometer also no satisfactory means existed for determining the division errors o f tho scales, and 
although this was not an essential matter in determinations o f Btellar parallax, it became one o f much importance in 
researches ou the solar parallax and in other work for which the heliometer is well adapted.

The method o f  illuminatiug the scales by a lamp, held in the hand (or placed on a stand, the position o f which, 
on account o f the diurnal motion, had to be frequently changed) was not only inconvenient, but was detrimental to 
the accuracy o f  the observations, because a lamp is a source o f irregular heating, and it disturbs, by its glare, the 
condition o f  the observer's eye.

These seemed to constitute adequate grounds for urging the desirability o f procuring a new heliometer, and 
accordingly, after some preliminary interviews with the authorities during Gill’s visit to England in 1884, a letter 
was addressed to the Secretary o f the Admiralty on the subject, o f which a copy is given on p. 126 o f the 
present work.

The Lords Commissioners o f the Admiralty having approved the acquisition o f a heliometer o f the kind 
proposed, its construction was entrusted to Messrs Repsold of Hamburg. The instrument was completed in 1887 
and erected in an observatory specially built for its reception. This observatory is described at p. 127 o f the 
present work, and an account o f the heliometer itself will be found in the Annals o f the■ Gape Observatory, vol. vii. 
pp. 1-71, where the reader will find a detailed description of the methods employed to fulfil the above-mentioned 
desiderata.

In preparing the programme for a stellar-parallax campaign with the new heliometer, Gill was guided not so 
much by the desire to select those stars which, from their large proper motions, would probably have considerable 
parallaxes, but rather by the wish to make a contribution to cosmical astronomy on the lines indicated at the 
conclusion o f GiU and Elkin’s paper (Mem. R.A.S., vol. xlviii.), viz., ■■ The great cosmical questions to be answered 
are not so much what is the precise parallax o f this or that particular star, but—

1. “ What are the average parallaxes o f those o f the first, second, third, and fourth magnitude respectively, 
compared with those o f  lesser magnitude ? ”

2. “  What connection does there subsist between the parallax o f a star and the amount and direction o f its 
proper motion : or can it be proved that there is no such connection or relation ? ”

The work was therefore first directed to the brightest stars o f the Southern Hemisphere.
The parallax o f  a Centauri had already been so thoroughly investigated with the 4-inch heliometer that it 

seemed unnecessary to take up that work again.
Although the parallax o f Sirius had also been determined both by Gill and Elkin in 1881-1882 with the 4-inch 

heliometer, it appeared desirable, for various reasons, to make another determination with the new heliometer. 
Elkin’s remarkable result for the parallax o f Canopus, viz., +  0",0 3 ± 0 //-03, and Gill’s results o f 1881—1882, viz.,
— 0 " 018± 0'/ 019, for the parallax o f P Centauri, both required confirmation, because the limitations imposed by  the 
small aperture o f the 4-inch heliometer prevented the selection o f .the most suitable comparison stars.

The first series o f observations o f  f3 Orionis, made with the 7-inch heliometer in 1888-91, having given the 
results that no sensible parallax existed between it and the comparison stars employed, another series was observed 
by Mr Finlay in 1891-1892, employing different comparison stars, and this series entirely confirmed the first 
result.

j8 Orucis was observed by Gill in 1888 and 1889, by Mr Finlay in 1891-1892, and again by Gill in 1898; the 
same comparison stars were employed by both observers, and the series is important, showing that, with proper 
precautions, not only do two competent observers obtain the same result for parallax, but also the same position for 
j8 Crucis relative to. the two comparison stars.

The observations for the parallax o f a Scorpii were made by Mr Finlay, but, with this exception, the parallax 
determinations o f  the other first magnitude stars depend on Gill’s observations.

The star £  H ydri is the nearest star to the South Pole that is bright enough for observation with meridian 
instruments in full daylight, and it has consequently been largely used for determinations o f azimuth. The 
considerable proper motion (2"-23 on the great circle) indicates that the star has probably very sensible parallax, 
and Gill accordingly undertook its determination.
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Iu tlio year 1896, when on a visit to his friend and coilcague, Professor J. C. Kapteyn o f Groningen, Gill 
met Mr W. de Sitter, then a student o f mathematics land astronomy, who, whilst engaged in his studies in the 
University there, was assisting Professor Kapteyn in researches connected with the Cape Photographic 
Durchmusterung, • and especially in studies connected with the colour o f the stars o f the Milky Way. Struck by; 
Mr do Sitter’s oarnestnoss and oapacity, Gill offered him a post as computer, and the opportunity o f working 
at practical astronomy during his stay at the Cape Observatory. Mr de Sitter, having passed the preliminary 
examination for the degree o f  Doctor o f Science, joined the observatory staff in August 1897. After some general 
training in the use o f the transit instrument and portable theodolite, Mr Sitter, inter alia, engaged in regular 
work with the heliometer, and determined the parallaxes o f r  Ceti, Piazzi X IY .h 212, Z. C. V .h 243 (the star 
o f largest known proper motion), and Lacaille :2957. The results o f all the observations for stellar parallax 
with the Cape heliometers are given in the following table, taken from vol. viii. part 2 o f the Cape Annals 
(pp. 134B to 140B).

R e su l ts  f o r  P a r a l l a x  o f  B r ig h t  St a r s .

(Arranged in Order o f  Star’s Magnitude.) .

Note.— When the disoussion occurs in the Cape Annals (i.e. when made with the 7-inch heliometer) the reference is given to the section (§) 
of the work; when in the Memoirs R.A.S., vol. xlviii. (*'.e. when made with the 4-inch heliometer), the page is quoted.

Name of Star. Magnitude. Observer.
Reference

to
Publication.

Parallax 
and its 

Probable Error.

Adopted Parallax 
and

Probable Error.

Annual
Proper
Motion.

Magnitude
of

Comp. Stars.

a Canis Majoris. -1*76
Gill
Gill

Elkin

P* 97 
§ 3
p. US

0*370 ±  0*009 
0*370 ±  0*010 
<>•378 ±  0*0*1

| 0*370 ±  0*005 1*310

« 0 
7*0 7*0 
8 7  87 

.7 7  80

a Argus —0*96 Gill
Elkin

§ 4 
p. 183

0*000 -4-  O'OIO 
0*003 ±  °'°35 0*000 ±  0*010 0-014 ■ 8*5 8*5 

l*o 8*3

P Orionis . . . 0-35 GUI
Finlay

§ 1 
8 »*

0*000 ±  O'OIO 
o*ooi ±  0*0*7 0*000 ±  0*010 0*018 8*5 8*4 

8*0 8*0

cu, Centauri 0*40

Gill L
G iU H
Elkin I. 

Elkin II.

P- 33 
p. 51
p. 69 
p. 81

° ’747 H  0*013

m  i a i0783 ±  0*028 
0*676 ±  0*0*7

■ 0*751 ±  0*010 3*686

7*0 7*1 
8*0 8*o

7*° 7*5 
8*o 8*0

a Eridani . . 0-5* Gill 1 7 0*043 ±  0*015 0*043 0*015 0*083 8*5 8*5

P Centauri 0*83 Gill
Gill

p. 161 
§ *

o '000 ±  0*019 
0*046 ±  0*017 I 0*030 ±  0*015 0*067 only one 7*0 

8*o 8*0

a Crucis I '02 Gill S 8 ° '0 5 ° ±  0*019 0*050 ±  0*019 0*046 8*3 9*°

a Virginia . • I ‘SI GUI § 9 —0*019 ±  0*010 0*000 ±  0*010 0*067 8*6 8*8

a Piscis Australis 1-27 GUI 9 6 0*130 ±  0*014 0*130 i t  0*014 0*379 8*5 8*5

a Scorpii .. ,-3+ Finlay S >3 0*0*1 ±  0*011 0*011 ±  0*011 0*041 8*0 6*5

P Crucis . 1-49 GiU and Finlay S 11 0*000 ±  o*oo8 0*000 sfc 0*008 0*063 7*1 6*5

a Gruie i*9* GUI § 5 0*015 =b 0*007 0*015 rfc 0*007 0*105 8*o 8*0

1,1 Excluding possible systematic errors. m Including possible systematic errors.
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R e s u l t s  r o »  P a r a l l a x  o r  S t a r s  h a v in g  L a r g e  P r o p e r  M o tio n s . 

(Amtngod in Order of the Amount of Proper Motion.)

OWnTi Refvranc*toPublication.
Parallax anil (U Probablo Error.

Adopted Parallax andProbablo Error.
AnnualPronorMotion-

MagnitudeofComp. Start.

Hi . 8-5 do Sitter (•) de Sitter (p) S 16'" . 
§ 16®

<>“3190*3°8±±
tl

0*0*7
0*020 } 0312 dr

4!
0*016

it
870

a
8*5
8*5

8*2
8*5

Unill* 9jji 7*1 Gill P- >53 0*283 ± 0*016 0*283 ± o-oi6 7*00 7.9 7*3
«IwU 4*8 GillElkin p. 1*9p. 138

0*286
0*I70

±±
O'OII
0*032 } 0*273 ± 0*040 4*68 7*37*o 7*8

7**
*i Sridui . 4'S GUI p. 160 0*166 ± o'oi 8 o* 166 ± 0*018 4*06 7*o 7*3
*  Kndui . 4*3 Elkin p. 179 0*149 ± 0*017 0*149 =b0*017 3*09 6* 6*5

f i  Hydra . 19 GUI § »o 0*134± 0*007 0*134 =fc0-007 2*23 7.9 69

( Toucani , 4*3 Elkin p. 17* 0*138 ± 0*027 0*138 ± 0*027 2*03 p#'5 7*5
P. XI V> iii A 6-3 

B 7*9 | de Sitter § 8
A 0*162 Bo*i73 ±±

O'OII 1 O'OI 2 J 0-167 ± 0*008 2*01 r 'ff W 8*o
v Ceti

.
3*6 de Sitter 1 H 0*310 ± 0*012 0*310 ± 0*012 : ! t ' s 8*5

Lacaille 1957 6*o do Sitter § 17 0*064.± 0*024 0*064 ± 0*024 1 170 / , : h 8*o

'' Parallax determined by observations of distances from a pair of stars situatod nearly in the major axis of the parallaotio ellipse. 
m Parallax determined by observations of position angle of a pair of stars situated nearly in the minor axis of the parallaotio ellipse.

The above results represent all that is known of the parallaxes of stars situated in the Southern Hemisphere.
To discuss the relative precision of the different series of observations, the results are grouped as follows :—

7 - in c h  H e l io m e t e r .

Xote.— The reader should remember that these results represent the probablo error of the difference of two distances, and changes in this 
difference represent changes due to twice the parallax.

Section. Star’s  Name.
Sum o f 

the Distances 
=  S.

Difference o f 
the Distances 

=  D.
1  m  iR »U O = g-‘

Magnitude 
o f  Comparison 

S ta n  
Cl 3

Probable Error 
o f  One 

Observation 
=  r .

N um ber o f  
Equations.

O b server , G il l .

I B ig e l  . . . . 6,242 3 * 3 0*052 8*s 8*4 - 4- o * o 6i * 5
jS C e n ta u r i 10,662 9 7  1 •009 8*0, 8*o •085 22 .

3 S ir iu s 8.847 226 • o * 5 * | m 8*7 ■P7° 16
♦ C a n o p u s  . 11,352 s p a *062 8*5 8*5 ‘ *P73 *5
5 a  G rn is  . . . . 7,180 1 5 9 ■' *022 ; 8- o^ 8*o *042 12
6 F o m a lh a u t 7 ,7 3 * 7 4 7 • 0 9 / 8*5 8*5 •b79 12
7 A c h e m a r . 11,702- 9 9 * *084 8*5 8*5 *092 >5
8 a  C ru c is  . 12,048 510 •040 8*3 90 «»[*I2l l 16
9 S p ic a 3 .43 8 •002̂ - , 8-6 8*8 068 * 4

10 P  H y d r a . 8,890 3 5 9 7*9 7*9 •052 12
11 jS C ru c is  . 6,247 622 71 6*5 •O74 3 *

0) a  C r u c is  is  a  d o u b le  sta r  ( s = 5" - o ) .  T h is  c ircu m sta n ce , c o u p le d  w i t h  th e  fa in tn e ss  o f o n e  o f th e  co m p a r iso n  s ta rs , re n d e re d  t h e  o b se rv a -
t io n s  e x ce p tio n a lly  d ifficu lt.

O b se rv e r , F in l a y .

11 P  C ru c is  . . . . 6,247 622 6/100 i - S 6 *S ± 0 - 0 7 4 3 *
12 R ig e l  . . . . 9 .0 1 5 1057 1 B & m 8*6- 80 • *jl 22 12
13 A n ta re s  .  .  . 3 ,5 7 9 308 *086 8*o 6*5 ■p8 4 16

O b server , d b  S it t e r .

D ista n ces.

>4 . f  C e t i  * . 7 ,7 8 i 990 ■ 0*127 7*5 8*5 ± 0*075 *315*. P . X l V .h 212, A  a n d  B  . 10,323 5 0 3 •050 7*9 8*o •079 26
16 Z .  C .  V .h 243 . > 3 ,* 7 5 8 7 9 •06 6 8*5 82 •174 15
l 7 L a ca iH e 2975 . 7,899 88 — • o i i — 8*5 8-0 •138

J
B

P osition  A n gles.

>5 P- Z . C .  V » * 2 + 3  .

I 8*s 8*5 ± 0*114 12
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4-in ch  H eliom eter .

Page 
vol. xlviii.

Star's Name.
Sum of 

tho Distances 
=  S.

DifTeronco of 
the Distanoos 

= D. Ratio
Magnitmio 

of Comparison 
Start 

« &

Probable Error 
of One 

Observation
Number of 
Equations.

Observer, Gill.

iS a Centauri I. . 6,898 77* '0*112 7-0 7*2 ±0 *Il8 94
49 a Centauri II. . . >>.473 • 547 ‘048 8*o 8*o *111 4*
83 Sirius . . . . 7»3>| 56 : *007 70 7 0 *106 80

129 <Indi . . 4.7 75 507 ‘ I06 7‘3 7*8 •105 57
>49 Lacaille 9352 . " .* 3 4 2420 •215 79 1  7*3 ‘ 160 5*
160 o3 Eridani 12,768 230 •018 70 , 73 >3* 3°

Gill’s result from p  Centauri with a single comparison star is not included in the above series.

Observer, Elkin.
a Centauri L . 11,200 1260 • 0‘112 7*6 7*5 ±0*172 87 -

80 a Centauri II. . 5.740 M B ‘024 8-o 8-o •176 49
” 5 Sirius . . 9,980 80 ■008 W W 8'o •177 >9
138 « Indi . . 11,120 ^ ' 7*° •o6l 7*o 7”*:~ ‘ 190 50
171 £ Toueani S.*S° 130 . *011 7-5 rs ‘ *53 28
179 e Eridani . . . . *3.49° 350 *026 6*2 65 •138 *5 1
183 Canopus . . . . 2,570 190 ; "°74 8-o 83 •305 *5 -

From the considerable range of apparent precision in the different investigations made by the same observer 
with the same instrument, doubts may at first sight be thrown on the reliability of the values of the derived 
probable errors o f the single observations. The principal factors in the precision Of observations are necessarily 
the skill o f the observer and the goodness of the instrument; but the precision must further depend on other 
circumstances, such as the sharpness or distinctness of the images, the relative steadiness of the two images 
to be superposed (or, rather,crossed through” ), and the geometrical conditions by which the correction for scale 
value is -determined. If we assume that, in the mean, the atmospheric conditions are the same for all the 
investigations, and that the observer’s capacity for accurate pointing remains constant for similar objects under 
sim ilar conditions, then the precision o f observation in the different series must depend on the following 
considerations:—

(1) The brightness of the comparison stars (it. being assumed that the principal star is screened down 
to apparent equality of brightness with them.)

(2) The relative steadiness of the two images under observation. (This relative steadiness depends, cateris 
paribus, on the distance measured.)

(3) The accuracy with which the correction for scale value is determined. (This, cateris paribus, is a function 
o f the sum of the distances and of the ratio of the difference o f the distances to the sum of the distances.)

We may therefore consider the square of the probable error for a particular observer to be represented by—
a2, which depends on the instrument and the magnitude of the comparison stars, 

which is a function of the sum o f the two distances.
c2, which is a function o f the ratio o f the difference of the distances to the sum of the distances.
For his observations with the 7-inch heliometer, Gill endeavoured to find an empirical representation of the 

probable error attainable under different conditions, assuming

&*+ioo5>. 
io o o  S

araK S  - . M«g.Substituting o?| for a* whon the fainter comparison star is 8 o  or brighter,
: »  v a \  * , • . . „  ,» • It 8 *4  0 * 8 * 5 , .

„  a4,  „  „  „  ,i fainter than 8*5,

and forming equations o f condition of this type for all his observations oxoopt a Crucis, he found:—
a*, ——0*000333 
a®4l=3+ ‘000250 

*001875 
If m 4. *000416 
« • ■ +  *000144

I
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Th« obw vtnl aud computed value* o f t ho prolwiblo error o f tho single observation o f the difference of two 
opposite diattuicv* iu each investigation are then ropresonted us follows

1‘robabU Error of ono Ol>». by 0111. Arithmetical Diflorem
Obaervsd. Computed. 0 0

1. RJgol ±o"o61 ±0-065 — 0*004
a. P Contnuri ‘085 •071 +  ’014
3- Sirius •070 *068 — '002
4* Canopus •°73 '082 — '009
5* a Grain •041 ’062 — '020
6. Komalhsut •079 •077 .5 +  *002
7* Aahornar •092 '086 ." -|- *006
9- Spiet •068 "°4» +  *026

lo. p  Hydri •051 •071 ■' ' — ’019
11. P Crucis •074 .073 ' ’ -K ‘oo i

Having regard to the comparatively limited number o f observations in each investigation, and to the fact that 
the theory o f errors requires a large or even an infinite number o f observations for rigorous derivation o f the 
“  probable error," the agreement between the observed and computed values o f  the probable errors seems to be as 
precise as could be expected, and indicates a general consistency in the quality o f the observations throughout.

The negative value found for a2, indicates that ft2 and c2 are not true linear functions o f 8  and S  as was
> 8  ?

assumed to be the case, and that, if the true law were known, an even closer agreement might be found between' the 
observed and computed probable errors.

The investigations o f  Finlay and de Sitter with the 7-inch heliometer, and o f Gill and Elkin with the 4-inch 
are not sufficiently numerous to permit o f similar discussion, but it is evident from inspection that the variations o f 
probable error in these series depend on similar causes. To find the probable error o f the single observation for 
mean conditions in each series, we may take the square root o f the mean o f the squares o f the probable errors. We 
then h a v e I

Moan Value of Probable Corresponding Weight
Observer. Magnitude. Error of One (Weight 1 for Probable

s. S Observation. Error + o"‘io)

4-inch heliometer 1  - Gill 9°77 0*084 7‘5 ±0*124 0-65
II II * Elkin 8479 *°45 7*5 •194 P*z6 .

7-inch heliometer 601 8228 0*049 8*2 -4-0*071 1-98
n n * Finlay 6280 *101 77 •095 Klfll
it »  - De Sitter 9819 *064 8*4 . ' , , +

These figures show the great superiority o f the 7-inch heliometer. Gill is, unfortunately, the only observer 
with both instruments, his probable error in average conditions being ±0"*124 with the 4-inch and ±0"*071 with 
the 7-inch. In other words, one observation with the 7-inch heliometer has the same weight as three observations 
with the 4-inch. But this is not all. On account o f  the facilities given by printing readings, recording time on the 
slow-moving chronograph, and other improvements in working, a set of observations with the 7-inch heliometer 
occupies less than half the time that was required for a set o f observations with the 4-inch. The efficiency o f the 
7-inch heliometer is thus six times that o f the 4-inch heliometer. By this result alone the liberality o f  the 
Admiralty in granting the heliometer is amply justified.

Important as this advance is, the advance in freedom and proof o f freedom from systematic error is still greater. 
In the case o f  Elkin’s researches with the 4-inch heliometer, one must attach most weight to the results o f  those 
discussions o f his in which the systematic errors depending upon the direction o f measurement have been considered 
as unknowns in the equations o f  condition, because, with the 4-inch heliometer (i.e., without the reversing prism), 
Elkin seems to be liable to  errors depending on the direction o f measurement, whenever the screen employed does 
not exactly equalise the apparent magnitudes o f the two stars, under observation. In the case of e Indi one has, in 
consequence, assigned comparatively small weight to his result.

One is unable to detect any such error in Gill’s observations with the 4-inch heliometer, except in the case of 
a Centauri, series L , where the visible presence o f the fainter component, ax> created an unquestionable systematic 
personal error depending on the direction o f  the line o f  distance with respect to the line joining the observer’s eyes. 
The observations were in this case so arranged as to render the discussion and elimination o f this error both satis
factory and complete. In the case o f series II., the fainter comparison stars required so much “  screening down ’’
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that the fainter component, Centauri, was invisible. The final result for the parallax o f a Centauri from the whole 
of the observations may be considered quite definitive, except in so far as it may be affected by the parallaxes of 
the comparison stars.

The excellent agreement between the results given by both heliometers for the parallaxes of Sirius and 
Canopus confirms very strongly the conclusion that the results o f both instruments are reliable. It is true that in 
the case of jS Centauri the agreement is less perfect, but, in the observations with the 4-inch heliometer, only a 
single comparison star was used, and that is a far less reliable method than the one which depends on the difference of 
two opposite distances; it is also not impossible that the actual difference between the absolute parallaxes of the 
comparison stars in the two series may amount to 0"*03, in which case both series o f observations might be repre
sented within the limits of their probable errors.

In the observations with the 7-inch heliometer one is unable to find any source o f systematic error based 
either on theoretical or practical considerations. All the observations were made along the same apparent direction, 
that is to say, the reversing prism was turned so that a motion of the distance-bandle caused the images to separate 
or approach each other along an apparently horizontal line, and then, after each of the four pointings which constitute 
an observation, the prism was rotated 90s. Such symmetrical arrangement of the pointings must tend to completely 
eliminate any personality which depends upon difference o f magnitude in the two stars under observation, or which 
may depend on change o f the apparent direction of measurement.

The employment of two comparison stars, symmetrically situated with respect to the principal star, permits the 
complete elimination of all error depending on scale value.

Thus apparently the only possible remaining source of error is that which may be supposed to arise from a 
difference between the mean xefrangibility of the light o f the principal star and that of the comparison star. I f  it 
be assumed that the observer always bisects the optical disc which is formed by light of the refrangibility o f the 
star’s mean colour, there is no doubt that the heliometer measures of the distance of red-coloured stars from 
normally coloured stars would require special corrections for refraction. On the other hand, it is possible to suppose 
that the observer in “  crossing through I  the images may insensibly select .for superposition not the corresponding 
points o f greatest brightness of the two spectra under observation, but the points o f  similar colour. I f  this latter 
be the case, the observations would be entirely free from the effects o f chromatic dispersion. In the Monthly 
Notices R.A.S., vol. Iviii. p. 68, Gill has suggested a method for determining the “ redness”  of a star, and of 
ascertaining practically whether any systematic error produced by chromatic dispersion is a function o f that 
“  redness.”  Two series of observations were made under his direction in accordance with that programme (Cape 
Annals, vol. viii. part 2, pp. 124B-129 B).

The star selected was the remarkably red. star 1 Sagittarii. Its visual magnitude is 2 *8, while its photographic 
magnitude is 6'2.

One of the two opposite comparison stars selected was also slightly coloured; according to the C.P.D. its 
photographic magnitude is I '3 magnitudes fainter than its visual magnitude— but the star appears colourless when 
its image is brought into proximity with the very red, screen-reduced image o f 5 Sagittarii— and no other equally 
suitable comparison star exists.

Partly for the reason that his eyes had lost their former sharpness in observing, and partly because the 
observers might (if prejudice is possible in heliometer observing) be less prejudiced than himself in making the 
observations, Gill entrusted the work to Mr W. de Sitter and Mr V. A. Lowinger.

The selected comparison stars are situated nearly on the same parallel (position angles 271* and 90*), and at 
not very unequal distances from S Sagittarii (4610" and 5836").

The differences of these distances were observed at hour angles of 3-4  hours E. and W. of the meridian by both 
observers in the latter half o f June 1898.

If A #  tan £ is the amount o f the vertical displacement o f 3 Sagittarii relative to a normally coloured star, 
the correction for refraction in distance for normally coloured stars must be supplemented by the further correction 
A 0  tan £ cos (p -  q), whore p  is the position angle reckoned from the abnormally coloured star as origin, q tho 
parallactic angle, and | the zenith distance.

The available factors of A/3 were thus nearly + 3 '0  and — 8’0. J  •
Mr de Sitter’s observations gave the result A $  =  — 0"’035, probablo error r t0 " ‘o0.
Mr V. Lowinger’s observations gave the result Ai®“  +0"'085, probablo orror zn0w‘021.
It thus appears that tho mean value o f A fi is praotically zero, for tho two observers obtain vovv small 

values of A A  each o f which is of about tho same amount as the mean error of its determination, and t ho two 
values have opposite signs. Thus thero is strong evidonco, in face of tho very abnormal colour o f J Sagittarii,
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ihai Wth ohaorrot*, in "  orotiuug through," have not suporposed the points o f maximum light o f tho two imagOB, 
hut 1mvo unoouaeioualy supvvp&sod (Ac similarly coloured parts o f  the two spectra produced by ohromatio 
dUpertion o f the atmosphere. If, thon, in tho case o f such a vory abnormally coloured star as 8 Sagittarii, tho 
•yateinaue rnur produced iu observations o f distanco is insignificant ovon at largo zenith distances, it cortainly 
will bo entirely insensible in tho case o f  much less highly colourod stars observed at smaller zenith distances. Tho 
Mutte conclusion may be arrived at from tho results o f similar observations which have boon mado by Ohaso at 
Yale. There is furthor iudopondent proof o f  froedom from all systematic error in tho results obtained with tho 
7-inch heliometer to bo found iu Gill’s discussion o f his observations o f 0  Orion is and a Centauri, as also in the 
precise agreement o f  Gill's and Finlay’s independent observations for the parallax o f ft Crucis, and in do Sitter’s 
two independent determinations o f the parallax o f  the star Z. 0 . V.h 243, viz., one from measures o f distance, 
the other from measures o f  position angle. ;i 7

RESEARCHES ON THE SOLAR PARALLAX.

The traditions o f  the Cape Observatory are intimately associated with the great fundamental problem of 
determining the solar parallax. La Caille, during his memorable visit to the Capo in 1676-78, had made observations 
o f  the declination o f  Mars, and a comparison o f his results with those derived from similar observations in Europe 
gave 10" for the value o f  the mean solar parallax.

Henderson made a series o f observations o f the declination o f Mars with the Cape mural circle at the opposition 
o f  that planet in 1832, and a comparison o f his results with the simultaneous observations made at Greenwich, 
Cambridge, and Altona gave for the mean value o f the solar parallax (Mem. R .A .S., vol. viii. pp. 95 -103 ):—-

Solar Parallax.
From corresponding observations, Cape-Cambridge . 8"*588

„  „  „  „  Greenwich . . 9 " -343
„  „  | | Altona . . 9"105-

Maclear observed the opposition o f Mars in 1849-50 (Mem. R .A.S., vol. xx. p. 99) and that in 1851-52 
(Mem. R.A.S., vol. xxL p. 153), the former with the 8^-foot equatorial, the latter with the mural circle, measuring 
the difference in declination between the planet and the comparison stars given in the Nautical Almanac. 
Apparently proper corresponding observations were not made in the Northern Hemisphere— at least no important 
determination o f  the solar parallax was made from the combination.

The favourable opposition of Mars in 1862 was observed at the Cape and elsewhere, Winnecke having
previously issued a list o f suitable comparison stars and an observing programme.

Winnecke (Ast. Nach., lix. p. 262), from thirteen corresponding observations made at Pulkowa and the Cape, 
derived 8//,964 for the solar parallax.

Stone (Mem. R .A.S., vol. xxxiii. pp. 77-102) derived for the parallax :—
From observations at Greenwich and the Cape . . . 8"'918db0" 042

„  „  Greenwich, "Williamstown and the Cape . 8//*943±0,/,031

The most complete discussion o f the observed declinations o f Mars at the opposition o f 1862 was made by 
Simon Newcomb (Washington Observations fo r  1864, Appendix ii.), in which he includes the observations of 
Santiago and the Cape in the Southern Hemisphere and combines them with the observations made at Albany,'
Greenwich, Helsingfors, Leiden, Pulkowa, Washington, and Williamstown in the Northern Hemisphere. He derived
from the whole the value 8"’855±0"*020 for the solar parallax.

The Transit of Venus 1874 was observed at the Cape as well as at many other stations throughout the world. 
The result obtained for the solar parallax from a combination o f the observations of the British Transit o f Venus 
expeditions, according to the Parliamentary Report (Airy, M .N., R .A .S., xxxviii. p. 11) was 8"'76. Mr Stone, 
on receipt o f this report at the Cape early in the year 1878, at once set to work to recast the phases, that is to say, 
to select from the numerous phases which were noted at the different stations by the different observers those 
which appeared to him to be the epochs of true contact. By return mail he communicated a rediscussion o f the 
observed phases, and derived from the very same observations the very different result 8 ",897=fc0"-02 (M .N., R .A.S., 
xxxviii. p. 294).

That such discordant results could be derived by two competent astronomers from the same series of 
observations seems sufficient proof o f the inadequacy o f the method o f observed contacts in a Transit o f Venus to 
give an exact determination of the solar parallax. Obviously, the accepted value o f no astronomical constant, much
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less that of the fundamental unit of astronomy, could be left for its determination to observations that are capable 
o f more than one interpretation; for, in the case in question, the discordant results were neither due to any 
arithmetical faults on either side, nor to any errors in the method o f computation, but merely to difference of opinion 
about the meanings to be attached to the words employed by the observers in describing the phases of contact which 
they saw at partioular epochs. The outcome of the many costly expeditions of 1874 was thus a result of little value 
as regards their main object— the determination of the solar parallax,— but many valuable determinations of 
latitude and longitude were made throughout the world, and much general scientific experience was acquired.

The Transit of Venus in 1882 was therefore awaited at the Cape without the special interest with which that of 
1874 had been rogardcd, except for the fact that it brought to the Cape visitors of the greatest interest— viz., 
Professor Newcomb and his American party (who selected Wellington in Cape Colony for their station), Fathers 
Perry and Sidgreaves from Stonyhurst (who stayed at the observatory on their way to and from Madagascar), and 
Mr Marth (wfio observed in Cape Colony). That visit gave the Cape astronomers much pleasure, and led to much 
after co-operation with Professor Newcomb.

It would be unnecessary to trace here the gradual progress of the solution o f the problem of determining 
the solar parallax, were it not that the policy and work of the Cape Observatory have been so closely associated 
with it.

The reader will find an account o f the state o f our knowledge o f the problem towards the end of 1878 in 
a series of articles by Gill on “ The Determination of the Solar Parallax” (The Observatoi'y, vol. i. pp. 7, 38, 
74, 101, 129, 273).

The writer there comes to the following conclusions :—

(1 )  Observed  Contacts in a Transit o f Venus:

W e find at one station one series of phenomena described by the different observers in language often nearly identical; at the 
corresponding opposite station we find an entirely different series of phenomena described, and it is impossible satisfactorily to 
identify the corresponding phenomena at the two stations. Indeed, the final value of the parallax at the two stations will entirely 
depend on the interpretation put upon the language of the observers.

On the whole, from what we know of the uncertainties of the observations of contact and also of the results of the actual 
combination of various stations for parallax, we are.driven to the conclusion.that the method of determining the solar parallax by 
eye-observation of contact at a Transit of Venus has been a failure, nor can the method be looked upon as a means of affording a 
final and satisfactory solution of the problem. I t  fails in so far that its final result depends more or less on assumption, and so long 
as any assumption is made we have already shown that that method must be rejected (loe. eii., p. 103).

(2) P h o t o g r a p h ic  O b s e r v a t io n s . —The writer condemns the British, method (in which the solar image 
produced by the object-glass is enlarged by a secondary magnifier), on the ground that no satisfactory means 
exist for determining the instantaneous scale value nor the distortion of the image. He concludes (loc. cit., p. 133):

There are as yet no published data of the results of photographic measures upon which to found definite conclusions as to the 
probable accuracy of the photographic method when a secondary magnifier is employed; but for the reasons we have given, it seems 
improbable that in that way the required accuracy can be attained.

The writer views more favourably the method in which object-glasses o f long focus arc employed, which 
can form images practically free from optical distortion, and in which the scale value can be accurately determined 
by measurement o f the distance between the optical centre of the object-glass and the surface o f the photographic 
plate. But he has considerable doubt as to freedom from distortion produced by the heat o f  the sun in the 
heliostat mirrors employed to reflect the sun’s rays into the long horizontal telescopes. He writes:

I t  is probable that here we must look for any discrepancies in the results of the long foous telescopes, and all photographs 
taken by the aid of mirrors, in which sensible change of form is produced by exposure to the sun, must be rejected (loc. oil., p. 133).

(3) H eliom eter  O bservations of Transit o f Venus.— The writer, after describing all the possible sources of 
error and the means adopted to determine the effect on the observations, concludes:

That heliometer measures, in the case of the Transit of Venus, from the exceeding care and great labour bestowed to ascertain and 
eliminate all sources of error, will give a result of considerable accuraoy; but, at the same time, from the fact that these errors have 
to be independently determined and applied, and are not eliminated in the course of tho observations thomselves, they do not possess 
that entirely satisfactory character b o  desirable in a delicate investigation (loe. eii., p. 276).

(4) H eliom eter  O bservations of  M a r s*an d  M inor  P lanets .— The writer recalls tho fact that Airy had recom
mended observations of difference in R.A. between Mars and comparison stars both K  and' W. o f tho meridian, but 
points out how superior in accuraoy heliometer measures would be over observations o f transits ncros* wires,



and tho fad  that "su ch  moasuroa aro only affected by tho irregularity o f rofraction in tho short distance 
Uotwoou tho star tuid (ilanot" Tho final conclusion is :

rtw opi*>riuuiu<* o f olworving .!/>• .*.< in tho most favourablo circumBtnncos aro somewhat raro; and though a vory largo 
parallv-itc vlu|>l*<y)iuonl ran bo observed, thoro aro ntill ditllcultioa connontod with obsorving n disc, or rathor a disc alleoted by 

Vlunigh iho writor boliow.s thoso dilllcultios can bo ovoraoitio so ub to loavo no ayatomatic Bourco o f error, yot ho dooa not 
think i hat tho probable accidental error will bo so small na in tho case o ( tho minor plauoUi; but until tho observations now being 
tu*do by hiu> * aro roduood, it is not easy to givo a sound opinion on this subjoct. Tho mothod o f observing tho minor planeta does, 
howovor, alono promise an ontiroly satisfactory solution o f  tho problem. Its propor oxocution requires a heliometer capablo of 
do*lin£ with tho faintost stars of Argolander's Durohmustorung, an instrument of 6 or 7 inohcB aperture, and tho devotion o f two or 
throo voar* to tho study of its division errors aud constants and to the oxocution of tho observations. To such a work an earnest 
a->trono:uor would gladly give so much o f his lifo, and it is to bo hoped that oro long auoh a scheme will bo planned and executed 
(fee. a t .  p. 380).

Iu a previous part o f  the same paper ( loc. ext., p. 2 7 9 ), from an estimate based on the experimental observations 
on the minor planet **Juno ”  made at Mauritius in 1 8 7 4  (Dun Echt Publications, vol. ii.), the conclusion is 
derived, vis., that "Jour reasonably favourable oppositions o f favourable minor planets will give the solar 
parallax trith all the accuracy required by the present state o f  science,t  provided they are observed with a 
first rate heliometer by an experienced observer in a good station. The cost and labour o f  such an undertaking 
are as nothing compared with the sums required to equip a Transit o f  Venus expedition, and the results are 
capable o f  only one interpretation ”  (loc. cit., p. 2 7 9 ).

Now let us compare these anticipations with observed facts :—

( 1 )  O b s e r v e d  C o n t a c t s  in  a  T r a n s i t  o f  V e n d s .— So far, the only complete discussion o f  all the contact 
observations in the Transit o f  Venus o f  1 7 6 1 , 1 7 6 9 , 1 8 7 4 , and 1 8 8 2  made by  one astronomer has been that made 
by  Professor Simon Newcomb. H e gives the results at pp. 145 and 1 4 6  o f  his Astronom ical Constants (Washington 
Government Printing Office, 1 8 9 5 ).

The final result is mean solar parallax =  8,;’797.
The mean error o f  this result, viz., ~b 0W’023, shows that the determination falls far short o f the accuracy 

demanded, and it is not too much to say that i f  the phases had been cast and the weights o f the observations 
been assigned by  another astronomer o f  equal capacity and judgment, the resultant parallax m ight possibly have 
been quite a different one. All that can be reasonably said on the subject is that, whilst the contact observations 
o f  the Transit o f  Venus are incapable o f  giving a determination o f  the solar parallax, Newcomb’s discussion shows 
that they can be interpreted to accord on the whole with what we now know to be a very close approximation 
to the true value o f  that constant.

(2 ) and (3) P h o t o g r a p h i c  a n d  H e l i o m e t e r  O b s e r v a t i o n s . —  The results o f the British photographic
observations, in which a secondary magnifier was employed, proved, as m ight have been expected, to be a com
plete failure. N o results from the numerous plates, secured in  1874 and afterwards measured, have been 
published, and the method was abandoned in the British expeditions to observe the transit o f  1882.

Newcomb (loc. cit., p. 143) quotes the results for the American photographic observations o f  the transits o f
1874 and 1882 as follows :—

Solar Parallax. Probable Error.

1874. From distances measured on the photographic plates . . 8//-888 ±  0 " -040
„  From position angles measured on the photographic plates . 8/;’ 873 ±  0 " ‘060

1882. From distances measured on the photographic plates .. - .  8//-847 =±r 0//-012 J
„  From position angles measured on the photographic plates . 8//-772 ±  0//,050

The German heliometer observations o f  the Transits o f Venus were reduced and discussed by Dr Auwers with 
the following results (B ericht iiber die deutschen Beobachtungen, vol. v. p. 7 1 0 ):—

Probable Error.

Solar parallax from transit o f 1874 =  8//-876 i t  0;/,042
■ „  I  1882 =  8"-879 ±  0"*025

* This refers to the writer’s observations o f Mars then being made by him at Ascension in 1877.
t  A t loe. cit., p. 11, of the paper in question, the writer bases the requisite accuracy on a remark o f Le Vomer's, viz., “  Tho determination

of the solar parallax by means of the Transit of Venus (we take this to include all instrumental methods) still rotnins its interest, but 
conditionally on its being made with exceptional precision, so that the astronomer may be able to answer for it with an accuraoy exceeding 
-r^gth o f a second of arc.”

{  In the estimate of this probable error Newcomb remarks: “ Harkness does not include the probable error of the angular value of
the unit of distance on the plate, which may arise from a number of sources, including the possible deviation of tho mirror from a
perfect plane."

U \  HISTORY OP TIIK CAl'R OUSRHVATORY.
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Combining these photographic observations with the heliometer observations, and allowing for the probable 
error of the scale value in the photographic distances of 1882, Newcomb derives the value

Solar parallax =  8/;,857 with the mean error rh 0//,023.

Even if this determination was affected by no possibility of systematic error, the uncertainty of the 
determination is far too great, and therefore the methods adopted do not respond to the requirements of the 
problem. But Newcomb goes on very reasonably to point out that “ the deviation o f the above result from 
the mean of all the other good ones* is worthy of special attention. The deviation is more than three times 
its mean error. We must therefore accept one of two conclusions, either the probable errors have been 
considerably underestimated, or the method is affected by some undiscoverable source of systematic error, 
which makes it tend to give too large a result.” _ • .

* The writer’s belief is that the explanation of the matter lies in the chromatic, dispersion, of the atmosphere.
The effect of this is eliminated in heliometer observations of star discs (see p. Ixvii), but it probably plays an 

important part where the upper and lower limbs of the sun are; coloured in an opposite sense as the result of 
atmospheric dispersion, and where the intensity of the light surrounding Venus on the sun’s disc is. greater than 
that at the sun’s limb.

(4) H e l io m e t e r  O b s e r v a t io n s  o f  M a r s  a n d  M in o r  P l a n e t s .— The promising results of the experimental 
heliometer observations of the minor planet Juno, made at Mauritius in 1874 (see p. xxxvi), and the satisfactory 
results of the heliometer observations of Mars at Ascension in 1877 (see p. xxxviii) all tended to prove the 
soundness of the original conclusions arrived at under this head. The failure o f the Transit o f Venus 
expeditions o f 1874 and 1882 made in it the highest degree desirable to secure means for a decisive 
determination of the solar. parallax by observations of minor planets. This was one o f the considerations 
which induced Gill to urge the Admiralty to acquire a powerful heliometer for the Cape. Looking forward to 
the available opportunities, it was found that Iris in 1888 and Victoria and Sappho in 1889 would be exceptionally 
favourably situated for parallax determination.

The employment o f the diurnal method was at first seriously considered; it has certain advantages, such, 
for example, as the elimination of the effect of the errors of the star places by observing the same comparison 
stars in the evening and early morning. Gill’s other official duties rendered it impossible for him to be absent 
from the Cape for the long period requisite to occupy and observe at a station near the equator, and only in 
such a station couid the work be done in this way to the greatest advantage. Besides, it is hardly possible 
to carry out a long series of observations demanding the highest refinement without some approximation to 
the facilities and adjuncts of a fixed observatory; the highest accuracy o f hand and eye are only attainable 
in conditions of comparative physical comfort and in the absence of all other anxiety and nervous strain.

The observations o f Iris were originally planned in the expectation that the Cape and Yale heliometers would 
be the only co-operating instruments, and that only one set of observations each night would be made at each 
observatory. Under these conditions the-strongest determination of the parallax would be secured by selecting 
comparison stars situated in position angles of 135° and 315° from the planet, and as nearly as possible equidistant 
from it. These distances should be measured at a western hour angle o f about three hours at the Cape (r.c. in the 
early morning), and at an eastern hour angle o f about three hours (i.e. in the evening) at Yale. At these hour angles 
the line joining the stars would be nearly vertical at both observatories, and hence the maximum parallax factor 
would take place along the line of. measured distances. Further, since the difference in longitude betweeu the two 
observatories is about six hours, the’ measures would be nearly simultaneous, and small errors in the tabular motion 
of the planet would therefore be almost perfectly eliminated from the result for parallax.

This plan was modified to some extent by the co-operation o f the heliometers at Leipzig and the Radcliffc 
Observatory (Oxford)', which necessitated the abandonment o f the principle o f using only simultaneous observations, 
and demanded the addition o f a series of early morning observations at western hour angles at Yale. On a number 
of nights no suitable pairs of stars of 8*5 magnitude or brighter were available in tho required position angles, and for 
these, if a suitable star was found near the planet, its distance and positiou angle were to bo observed and the 
reduction constants for scale value and index error to be derived from a pair of standard stars observed at the same 
sitting. Between 10th October and 18th December 1888, 1107 measures of the planet, and comparison stars were 
secured, of which 1004 wore available for derivation of tho parallax of tho planot from groups o f observations 
involving only the same comparison stars.

* Newcomb hore roforo to tho roaulta from tho dotoriuination of tho solar parallax from tho aborration-couiUul and the ralodiy 
of light, tho parallaotio inequality, tho lunar oquation, oto.
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At the CkjH* tho observations wp.ro shared kotwoon Gill and Finlay, at Yalo by Elkin and Hall, and at Leipzig 
by Peter. Tho planet, itself and the thirty stare includod in tho programme for oompariBon stars wore observed on 
the meridian, at Berlin, Capo of Good IIopo, Dublin, Groonwich, Loidon, Loipzig, Molbourno, Oxford (Radcliffo 
OKserviitorv), and Pulkowa. Tho adopted placos of tho comparison stars wero derived by Dr Elkin with results only 
differing slightly from those of Dr Auwers* exhaustive discussion (Cape Annals, vol. vii. pp. 413-415). Tho 
original approximate ephemeris furnished by tho Berlin Jahrbuch office was omployed for tho formation o f  three 
normal placos derived from comparison with the meridian places— new elements derived from these normal places, 
with special perturbations of the rectangular co-ordinates computed for Venus, Earth, Mars, Jupiter, and Saturn 
furnished a more accurate ephemeris, and finally the values expressing Aa and AJ between the tabular and observed 
placos on the meridian wore plotted and daily corrections in both co-ordinates were derived by graphic interpolation. 
As tho observations were reduced itf groups, never extending over more than four days, in which the same 
comparison stars were employed in opposite hemispheres, neither small errors in the motion of the planet nor in tho 
star places can sensibly affect the resulting parallax.

The details o f  the observations are given in vol. vii. o f the Annals o f  the Cape Observatory, pp. 287-391, 
nnd those o f Dr Elkin’s discussion o f the parallax in loo. cit., vol. vi. pp. (5)-(169). The resultant value o f  the 
solar parallax is

8"*812, with the probable error ± 0 ,;*009.

For the observations o f  Victoria in 1889 a more ambitious programme was attempted. It  was proposed not only 
to make morning and evening observations in both hemispheres, but to attempt to determine the positions o f the 
comparison stars with such accuracy that their outstanding errors might be regarded as zero, or rather with such 
small accidental errors as would not systematically affect the resulting parallax. I f  effect could be given to this 
plan, no observation o f  Victoria would be lost, because every observation would help to determine the absolute 
position o f  the planet.

Accordingly, in April 1889 a circular was addressed by Gill to all the principal observatories containing pro
grammes for the proposed heliometric, photographic, and meridian observations, of which a copy will be found in the 
Cape Annals, vol. vi. pp. xix.—xxx.

Unfortunately, no co-operation was secured in the photographic part o f the programme, and therefore no 
measures o f  the photographs obtained at the Cape were made; but the response to the heliometer and meridian 
programmes was most hearty and complete. It was originally intended that the heliometer observations at the Cape 
should be shared by Gill and Finlay (as had been the case in the Iris observations o f 1888), because a breakdown 
in the Cape series (the only heliometer series in the Southern Hemisphere) might end in the failure o f the whole 
scheme, and Gill feared that a long series o f  observations every morning and evening from 10th June to 18th October * 
would involve a greater nervous and physical strain than a single observer could safely undertake. But, after these 
plans were settled, Gill received Admiralty instructions to make" arrangements for determining the longitudes of 
stations on the West Coast of Africa by exchange of submarine telegraph signals, with Commander Pullen as the 
travelling observer, during the period when the Victoria and Sappho observations were to be undertaken, and the 
services o f  Mr Finlay were necessary for this work.

Under these circumstances Gill applied to his constant friend and correspondent, Professor Auwers o f Berlin, 
who was not only a skilled heliometer observer, but had previously devoted no small part o f his scientific work to 
researches connected with the solar parallax. He replied at once that he would either come personally and share 
the work, or send an astronomer to do so who had been well trained in heliometer observing in connection with the 
German Transit o f Venus expeditions. Finally, Professor Auwers found it possible to come to the Cape in person. 
H e reached the Cape on 24th May and shared with Gill in the observations o f Victoria. Official duties in Berlin 
prevented his remaining to take part in the observations o f Sappho, and he sailed for Europe on 5th September. 
His prompt aid in this difficulty is borne in grateful remembrance.

In the Northern Hemisphere the heliometer observations were made at Yale by Dr Elkin and Mr H a ll; at 
Leipzig by Dr Peter; at Gottingen by Dr Schur; and at Bamberg by Dr Hartwig. Whqn the heliometer observa
tions were collected, it appeared that Victoria had been observed at one or more o f the heliometer observatories on 
every night, with only five exceptions, from 10th June to 26th August, and that the observations were nearly 
equally divided in number between the Northern and Southern Hemispheres: viz., 826 observations at the Cape, 
and 801 in the Northern Hemisphere, subdivided as follows: viz., Yale (531), Leipzig (158), Gottingen (87), 
Bamberg (25).

♦ The programme of the observations of Victoria extended from 10th June to 28th August and that of Sappho from 18th September to 
28th October.
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Meridian observations of the planet and comparison stars, in accordance with the programme, were made at the 
following observatories:—

Algiers. Dublin. Melbourne.
Berlin. Greenwich. Naples.
Bordeaux. Hamburg. Oxford (Radcliffe Observatory).
Cape of Good Hope. Mount Hamilton. Paris.
Cambridge (Eng.). Kdnigsberg. Pulkowa.
Cambridge (Mass.). Leiden. Vienna (Kuffner’s Observatory).
Cincinnati. Leipzig. Washington.
Cordoba.

The meridian observations were collected and discussed by Professor Auwers: a full account o f this admirable 
and exhaustive work is given by him in the Cape Annals, vol. vii. pp. 405-716. The results showed that whilst 
the agreement o f the declinations of the stars determined at the different observatories was, on the whole, sufficiently 
good, the right ascensions exhibited discrepancies which rendered it necessary to increase their accuracy by some 
independent process. Dr Elkin at Vale, and Dr Schur at Gottingen, having agreed to co-operate in the work, a final 
programme for a heliometer triangulation of the Victoria comparison stars was forwarded to them in January 1890. 
The work was begun in April 1890 (i.e. as soon as the stars could be observed in the early morning), and was 
continued till November, when the stars were too near the sun for further observation. At Yale the observations 
were made by Mr Chase, assistant at the observatory, Dr Elkin being himself occupied with the completion of some 
researches on stellar parallax. At Gftttingen the observations were made by Drs Schur and Ambronn. The Cape 
observations were made by Gill, Finlay, and Jacoby.*

In the Cape Annals, vol. vi. pp. 3-244, Gill gives details o f the heliometer triangulation and its combination 
with the meridian observations. The result of this combination was to increase the weights of the co-ordinates 
derived from the meridian observations as follows .

a I
Average weight o f a star place from meridian observation only . 6*0 8*7
Average weight o f a star place from combined meridian and heliometer observations 24*0 22*2

where weight unity corresponds with a mean error o f ±0**200. The triangulation thus increased the weights o f the 
star places in R A . four times, and equalised the precision of the star places in B.A. and Declination. The probable

x 0**20error o f the determination of a star’s place in any direction was therefore* =i:0*67 ■ =  =fc0"*03. Thus the re

quisite condition was realised, viz., that the star places should be so accurately determined that their residual errors 
might be regarded as zero, or rather as creating small additional non-systematic errors in the heliometer observations. 
It would therefore be possible to trace the path o f the planet in the heavens during nearly three complete revolutions 
o f the moon about the earth, with an accuracy equalling that o f  the determination of a star’s parallactic ellipse, and 
hence to determine the Mass of the Moon and to utilise every observation towards a determination of the parallax. 
From a preliminary attempt to discuss the observations of Victoria on the basis o f an ephemeris computed with 
7-figure logarithms, it was found that the accidental errors o f the ephemeris were greater than those of the 
observations. It seemed essential, therefore, that a new ephemeris of the plunet should be computed, beginning with 
a new heliocentric ephemeris o f the earth, in which the lunar perturbation is computed rigorously from the co
ordinates of the moon (not by the less exact methods o f Leverrier’s “  Tables du Soleil ” ), and in which the ephemeris 
of the planet is computed with 8-figure logarithms.

With great kindness Dr Tietjin undertook this work at the office of the Berliner Jahrbuch, where it was carried 
out under his direction, partly by Dr Bohlin and partly by Dr Kurt Laves, t

The final value o f the solar parallax from all the observations o f Victoria was

8"'8013, with the probable error db0w*0061

(loc. cit., p. 552), a determination which rests on a very sure basis.

* Mr Harold Jacoby was a mombor of (ho Amorioan Eolipso expedition to Cape Lado in 1890, and, on the riiit of the U.8. Ship 
Pensacola to Capo Town, with the oolipao party on board, ho ox pruned a wish to remain some months at the Cape Observatory. After 
acquiring aomo praotieo with the lioliometor, lie took part in tho triangulation of tho Victoria stars. Ho afterwards became a Prefeseor of As
tronomy and Surveying at Columbia Collogo, Now York, and is favourably known to astronomon by his measurement* and reductions of Huther- 
ford’a stellar photographs and many othor similar rosoarohes. 

t  For details see Oape Annals, vol. vl. pp. 480- 444,
K
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Hut n Mill moro remarkable result in arrivod at if wo confino tho determination to tbo Oapo Obsorvatory only, 
when tho reaultiug value o f tbo solar parallax was found to b o :

8 " ‘80l4, witb tbo probablo error =b0"‘0108

(Joe. t i t , p. 533). Thus, although tbo goomotrical conditions resulting from tho latitude o f the observatory and the 
declination o f tho planet are not at all favourable for determining parallax by the diurnal method, yet the value o f 
the parallax derived from Capo observations alone has not only a small probable error, but it agrees in tho mean quite 
perfectly with the value derived from observations in opposite hemispheres. No better proof than this could be 
given o f the freedom o f the general result from systematic errors.

In preparing the Sappho programme, Gill's intention was that the observations should consist, as far as possible, 
o f  measures o f  distance from stars on opposite sides o f the planet and situated as symmetrically as possible with 
regard to it.

Because o f tho faintness o f Sappho, the observations were limited to seventeen days before and twenty-four days 
after opposition, the closer limitation in the former case being due to the absence o f  suitable comparison stars in the 
required region o f the sky.

Meridian observations o f  the comparison stars were made at

Berlin. Cincinnati. Melbourne.
Bordeaux. Dublin. ^^^^^O Ta?(Eadcli|^^H
Cambridge (Eng.). Greenwich. Pulkowa. .
Cambridge (Mass.). .. Leiden. . .  ̂ ( -Vienna. .
Cape o f Good Hope. Leipzig. Washington.: .

These observations were exhaustively discussed by Dr Auwers (Cope Annals, vol. vii. pp; 615-693), and: the 
final places given in that work were adopted.

The object o f these meridian observations o f the Sa/ppho stars was to furnish places o f the planet sufficiently 
exact for determining the error o f the tabular motion o f the planet and for determining, from the sum o f two 
opposite distances, the heliometer scale value applicable to the difference o f these distances. But, because no 
provision could be made for the execution o f a heliometer triangulation o f the comparison stars, the star places were 
not regarded as sufficiently exact to furnish absolute positions o f the planet for parallax, etc., according to the method, 
followed in the case o f Victoria. The programme o f the heliometer observations included, in a few cases, the 
measurement o f short distances and position angles from single comparison stars when no suitable pairs o f stars were 
available. The considerable personal corrections, to which heliometer observations o f very short single distances are 
liable, was not realised at the time when the Sappho programme was arranged. But the observations o f Sappho 
afford no independent determination o f these personal corrections; and, as Sappho is much fainter than Victoi'ia, it 
is possible that, in small distances, the systematic corrections may be very sensibly different from those obtained 
from Victoria. On this account it is necessary to exclude the single distances from the parallax determination. 
Hence the parallax was determined solely from the difference o f  two opposite distances, when this difference -is 
observed relative to the same pair o f stars from opposite hemispheres.

The heliometer observations were made at the Cape by Gill (except on 23rd October, when they were made 
by Finlay), at Tale by Elkin and Hall, at Leipzig by Peter, at Gottingen by Schur and Ambronn, at Bamberg 
by Hartwig. They are published in detail, Cape Annals, vol. v ii pp. 210-284. The number o f pointings made 
at each observatory was as follows :— Cape, 1120; Yale, 1266; Leipzig, 500; Gottingen, 276 ; Bamberg, 80.

These observations are discussed by Gill, Cape Annals, voL vi.
The tabular places o f Sappho were interpolated from an ephemeris which was prepared at the Berliner 

Jahrbuch office and communicated by Dr Auwers. The ephemeris was corrected by the employment o f the 
heliometer observations in combination with the star places as determined by the meridian observations. The 
errors o f  the ephemeris were found to be represented by the expressions

# t s + M  *  f e
1  s= a i +  H p l  | B j l  I  : :: 1 1 1

■ ”  10 100 ,3
where t is the time, expressed in days from the date o f opposition (October 5‘5).
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If the errors o f the ephemeris had been capable of exact representation in terms of a+ /J -^  +  TTTTq ; i f  the star

places had been connected by heliometer triangulation and the ephemeris had been computed with the same 
precautions as the final ephemeris of Victoria, then the corrected values of A a and A<* computed from groups 
of observations at different epochs should have been identical within limits indicated by their probable errors. 
But as none of these conditions are fulfilled, and as the period covered by the observations embraces only 
l£  revolutions o f the moon about tho earth, it is impossible to separate satisfactorily the errors which depend 
on the lunar equation from the empiric corrections of the ephemeris which have been developed in powers 
o f the time.

The better agreement inter se of the final values o f A«S, compared with that o f the separate values o f A a, 
pointed to a more accurate determination o f the places of the comparison stars in declination than in right 
ascension, and probably also to greater accidental errors of the ephemeris in the latter co-ordinate.

The suspicion o f the latter circumstance would have led to the preparation o f another ephemeris had that 
been necessary for definitive computation o f the parallax; but, as this latter requires only a knowledge of 
the planet’s motion for periods not exceeding ±  two days, the present ephemeris is amply sufficient for our 
purpose.

I f  we could regard the star places as absolutely known and derive the parallax from the normal equations 
in each group, we should have the folio wing'values-of the parallax solution* :—

I. IL •/ Weight -

From Group I., solar parallax . . 8746 8 7 5 0 1 - M'.2
:.. „  HIM b m h h h •789 781 i 6;6 ..

in . ,  „  . :  . . • . •760 749 p B
„  .  w  „  • , 1 '799 700 3*9

i p *  v *» ». •780 794 13*
VI.. ' ; •829 MWM *3*9

•813 I *8*6 19-3 ,

Mean having regard to weights . 879* 107*1

Probable error . ±  0*015 ±  .0*0.14

But, without a more rigorous determination o f the star places, it is only legitimate to employ those com
binations of observations in which the same comparison stars have been observed in opposite hemispheres. 
It is obvious that the planet’s motion is sufficiently well determined for this purpose..

Accordingly, new sets o f normals were formed rejecting all the equations resulting from measures from pairs 
of stars that were not observed in both hemispheres, and the parallax was determined from the remaining obser
vations of each group. The results were—

Without personal corrections. With personal corrections. Weight.

Solar parallax, =  8"*0006 or 8"*0014 -  0*0017 d L i 71*31.

The effect o f any possible error in the adopted value of the lunar equation is therefore quite insensible.
But on examining the separate results, one is struck by the large discrepancy in the value o f the parallax from
group IV. when computed without and with personal corrections. The greater part of this discrepancy arises 
from the fact that the two stars t and x  are comparatively near the planet, and one o f the distances is more 
than double that of the other. Also, the star t is a double star (mags. 8*2 and 9*8, s =  0"*9, p  175°), and 
Dr Schur notes that one o f his observations was made without the prism and "stars scarcely visible—cirrus cloud.” 
It is thus doubtful i f  the pointings were made in the same manner by different observers. The obser
vations referred to the stars t x  (that is to say all the effective observations of group IV.) aro therefore 
rejected.

The resulting value of the parallax is then—

Without personal correction 8//*7923, with the probablo orror 0W*0183.
With personal correction 8"*7981, with tho probablo error 0W,0 114.

* In solution I. tho porsonal terms aro ragardud as zero. In solution II. tho values found for them from the discussion of Ihc 
observations of Victoria aro adoptod.

t  Uore dL  oxpressos tho numbor of ^  parts tlmt tho tabular lunar oquation has to be inoroasod.
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Thua iho i>cr*on«l corrections derived from tho discussion o f Victoria do sensibly improve tho agreement o f the 
rv«uU«, and wo accept those so corrected aa definitive. Divided into groups, wo have finally—

Weight, H
Group I. cbk — o-oi66 9*91 or 0 Parallax *187766 

„  II. -  *0093 13*35 ,1 - 7 9 1 8
„  111. — *011.1 u*4S n "  7 9 ° *
„  V. +  *03+0 8*66 ,, =  *8199
„  V I. +  -04.21 9*45 ' n =  *837°
„  VII. -  *0*61 11*83 =  7770

Moan « «  — o*oo»* 65*55 11 =87981

If tho probable error o f the resulting parallax is derived from the inter-agreement o f the six results, we get a 
probablo error for the parallax o f ±0"*0068. The smaller probable error thus arrived at tends to show that personal 
errors are to some extent eliminated by combinations o f a variety of pairs in groups ; but the number o f groups is 
too small to permit a definite conclusion on the subject. It is preferable, therefore, not to under-estimate the 
probable error, but to adopt as definitive the probable error ±0 ";0 1 1 4  derived from the separate combination o f the 
twenty-two results derived from observations from the same pair of comparison stars in opposite hemispheres, 
rather than ±0"*0068, derived from the six separate groups.

One cannot apply to the observations of Sappho the same independent test as to the Victoria results, viz., to 
determine the parallax from the Cape observations alone, because the considerable meridian zenith distance of 
Sappho, both at the northern observatories and the Cape, renders the parallax factors in right ascension very 
unfavourable. Besides this, the same comparison stars were not used for the morning and evening observations, and 
it was not possible to arrange for their connection by heliometer triangulation. The only available independent 
check is to determine the parallax by combining the observations of each northern observatory separately, with the 
corresponding observations at the Cape. The results are-—

Solar Parallax. Probable Error.

From Cape and Yale . . . 8797 . - 0*0210
„ Cape and Leipzig . . " . . ‘793 “r ^=lllii‘026
„  Cape and Gottingen . . . . *834 ±  *031
„  Cape and Bamberg . . . . ‘725 ±  .*056*

Of course any combination of this kind for the definitive value of the parallax is quite inadmissible, because, in 
some cases, the same Cape observations would be used three times over. The final result from the Sappho 
observations must be regarded as

8" *7981, with the probable error ±  0"*0114,

where each observation enters into the result with its proper weight. But it is very satisfactory to find that the 
values of the parallax as derived separately from the observations of each northern observatory, combined with the 
corresponding observations at the Cape, agree well within the limits to be expected from their probable errors.

Collecting the definitive results from these investigations, we have— ‘
Solar Parallax. Probable Error. Combining Weight.

From observations of Iris 8*8120 ±  0*0090 1*23
„  „  „  Victoria *8013 ±  *0061 2*69
„  „  „  Sappho *7981 *0114 0*77

The combining weights are the reciprocals of the squares of the probable errors (unity = ± 0 //-01). Having 
regard to these weights, the mean is—

Mean solar parallax = 8"*8036 ; weight 4*69 ; probable error ±  0*0046.

The value of the solar parallax found by Dr Auwers (Cape Annals, vol. vi. part 5, pp. (5)-(95)) from his 
discussion of the meridian observations of Iris, Victoria, and Sappho is—

From Iris, . . . 8*771 mean error ±0*130
„  Victoria, . . . . 8*845 „  „  ±0*051
I  Sappho, . . . . 8*626 „  „  ±0*118

* From observations on one night only.
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Combining these results with weights according to their moan errors, the parallax from the meridian observations 
alone becomes

8"'806, with the probable error db 0W*030.
The mean result is thus almost identical with that derived from the heliometer observations, but its 

comparatively large probable error makes its combining weight less than ^ t h  part that of the latter, and its 
inclusion or exclusion does not sensibly affect the mean result previously arrived a t It is only fair to the meridian 
observers, and to the meridian methods generally, to state that the derivation of the solar parallax from meridian 
observations formed no part o f the original programme, and that these observations of the planets were requested 
solely for the purpose o f affording preliminary corrections to their tabular motions. Had the primary object 
been to determine tho parallax by meridian observations, there is no doubt that a somewhat higher accuracy 
could have been attained.

The possible sources of inherent systematic error, which, so far, have not been already exhaustively discussed 
and shown to be absolutely eliminated, are:

(а) Error in the adopted tabular values o f the planet’s distance from the earth, expressed in terms of the earth’s 
mean distance from the sun.

(б) Error produced by systematic difference of refrangibility between the mean visual light of the minor planet 
and that o f the comparison stars.

(a) With regard to Iris, Dr Elkin has discussed this question, Cape Annals, vol. vi. part 4, p. (20), and finds 
that there is a small systematic difference between the values o f A derived from his special opposition ephemeris and 
those given by Briinnow’s tables of the planet. As the latter have represented the observed motions o f Iris very 
closely for many years, there can be no doubt that the value of A from these tables is correct, far within the limits 
required for parallax determination. A  small correction o f — 0"*003 was applied by Dr Elkin to the computed 
parallax to reduce his result to that which it would have been if Briinnow’s values o f A had been employed. Herr 
Lange and Lieut von der Proben have shown ( Cape Annals, vol. vi. part 6, pp. 30-32) that the elements employed 
for the computation of A represent the observations of Victoria and Sappho for so many oppositions that no 
question can be entertained as to the accuracy of the values of A employed in the computation o f the tabular 
parallax.

(b) The researches on the displacements of coloured stars, quoted at p. lxvii of the present work, prove conclusively 
that, in heliometer observing, the observer unconsciously superposes the similarly coloured parts o f the short spectra 
o f stars form ed by ch/romatic dispersion o f the atmosphere, and thus eliminates the error which might otherioise be 
created by a systematic difference between the mean visual light o f the comparison stars and that o f the planet.

When the original discussion of the resulting parallax from the combined observations of Iris, Victoria, and Sappho 
was made, the same evidence as now exists as to the freedom of heliometer observations from errors due to chromatic 
dispersion produced by the atmosphere was not available. Consequently, as Iris was suspected to be rather more 
ruddy in colour than the average comparison star, it was assumed safer to give half-weight to the Iris result as 
compared with those from Victoria and Sappho. This gave 8",802 for the solar parallax, instead of

8'';803.6, with the probable error =fc 0"'0046, 
which is the mean value when the combining weights are taken porportional to the reciprocals of the squares of the 
probable errors o f each result— and which we must now regard as the definitive value o f the mean solar parallax from 
the combined heliometer observations. More recently the Cape Observatory has made another interesting contribu
tion to the determination of the solar parallax.

When Gill visited Potsdam in 1891, Dr Vogel showed him some o f his photographs of stellar spectra under the 
micrometer microscope. After making a number of pointings, and finding they agreed inter se with extraordinary 
precision, Gill exclaimed: “  Why, here is a fine method for determining the solar parallax ”— his mind at that time 
being largely occupied with that problem. Vogel, after a moment’s reflection, exclaimed: “  Why, yes, of course.” 
At a subsequent meeting o f the Royal Astronomical Society, in June 1891, Gill gave a short account o f his visits to 
various continental observatories, concluding his remarks as follows (Observatory, vol. xiv. p. 214):—

I  was very much impressed with tho apparatus (Vogels spootrosoopo, otc.), and, having made a number of obsorvatiuua and 
measured a number of photographs of spectra whioh Dr Vogel had obtainod with it, odrae to tho conclusion, which 1 botiovo is not 
an extravagant one, that tho work dono by Professor Vogol with this apparatus is incomparably tho most aooumto yob dono; so 
much so, that with a 26- or 30-inoh toloacopo, woll mounted, and a spectrograph similar to this, employing tho largost dispersion that 
can be used, I  believe that, by obsorvation of tho brightest stars, it will be possiblo to moasuro tho volooity of tho earth in its orbit 
so accurately that tho solar parallax will be obtainod in this way moro correctly than by any othor method. That is an enormous 
advanco in oxact spootroscopio work, and I hopo that Potsdam will not be long boforo it has a toloacopo capablo of doing all that I 
havo suggested. I  also hopo that Potsdam will not bo tho only placo whonco wo shall soo suoh results.
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Some members o f  tho Socioty at tho time oppressed tho view that Gill was over-sanguine in his expectations; 
but Gill's hopes havo been to a great oxtent realized at tho Cape.

KUstner of Bonn, however, was the first to publish results which gave direct proof o f tho practicability o f the 
method. In his papor, "  Eino spectro-graphische Bestimmung der Sonnen parallaxe ” (Ast. Nctch., Bd. 169, pp. 241 - 
264), published in July 1905, Kustner discusses his measures o f 18 spectrograms o f Arcturus, made in June and 
July 1904, aud in tho end o f December and beginning o f January 1905, determining the velocity in each case with 
reference to the same sixteen lines. The resulting value o f the solar parallax is—

8w-844 =bOw*017,

or within 2£ times its probable error o f what we now know, within very narrow limits, to be its true value.* A  no 
less important conclusion was, that, whereas when assumptions were made as to the absolute wave lengths o f stellar 
lines the probable error o f the velocity as determined from a single, plate was zh 0 ‘6 km. per second, that probable 
error was reduced to d b 0 ’2 km. when purely differential observations. between different plates o f the same star 
spectrum were made, to the exclusion o f the effect o f assumed wave length of the stellar lines.

Kiistner’s determination o f the parallax was avowedly of the nature of a pioneer experiment, but he points 
out with much force the advantages o f the method, urging its employment on the ground that it  is one o f the 
most important duties o f astronomers to employ every possible method for the independent determination o f 
all the relations between the fundamental constants of- astronomy. But long before this work o f Kiistner’s had 
been undertaken at Bonn, careful preparations had been made at the Cape to put the method to an exhaustive test.

When, in 1894, Mr Frank McClean made his splendid offer, o f a 24-inch refractor to the Cape Observatory 
(see p. l ) ,  Gill’s first thought was— “ Now here will be an opportunity to try how accurately the solar 
parallax can be determined with the spectroscope.”  Gill devoted much time and thought to the design o f 
the spectroscope, and Mr Horace >Darwin added some beautiful details in, the working drawings. There was 
long delay in delivery of the telescope, and still longer in that o f the spectroscope. Then many experiments 
had to be made, and the whole spectroscope, after it was first sent to the Cape, had to be returned to Cambridge 
for structural alterations, such as the substitution o f a four-prism train in the place o f the original one o f three prisms, 
and the surrounding o f the whole in one air-tight enclosure with means for control and registration o f  the 
temperature. It was thus not until February 1906 that definitive work o f taking the parallax plates could be 
begun, although an enormous number o f spectrograms for miscellaneous purposes and experiments had been made.

Gill retired from the office o f H.M. Astronomer at the Cape in February 1907. Dr J. Halm was appointed 
Chief Assistant in July 1907, and the measurement and reduction of the spectrograms was placed under his 
control by Gill’s successor— Mr S. S. Hough.

The series o f spectrograms for determining the solar parallax was completed in May 1908, and their measurement 
and reduction was finished and the results prepared by Dr Halm for press by the 6th October o f the same year 
(Ca/pe Annals, voL x. part 3).. The reader will there find full details o f this admirable discussion. The principal, 
and by far the most satisfactory, series, o f measures was made with the now well-known Hartmann spectro- 
comparator, o f which a full description is given by its inventor in the Astrophysical Journal, vol. xxiv. p. 285.

The method o f observation was to bring those images o f the star-lines o f the standard star-plate, which are 
in the immediate neighbourhood o f  a particular iron-line o f comparison, into coincidence with the corresponding 
lines in the spectrogram under measurement, and then to bring the images o f  the corresponding iron-lines on 
the two plates into coincidence.. The difference between the readings for these two coincidences gives the 
difference o f the radial velocity indicated by the two plates, expressed in terms o f the micrometer screw. The 
equivalents o f the screw, in km. per second, vary for different parts o f the spectrum, but are easily determinable (loc. cit., 
pp. 19C-22C). In each plate the star-lines in the neighbourhood o f twelve iron-lines were measured, four standard 
plates were used for each star, and the absolute velocities for the standard plates were determined by comparison 
with the solar plates. The plates were taken at three epochs o f quadrature for each star. The results were—

Star. Epoch. Radial Volocity. Resulting Parallax. Weight. No. of Plates.
km.

a Tauri . . . . 1906*65 + 54-258 8**832 *0157 *sa Orionis . . 190675 22*236 /• 83s 26190 35a Can. Min. . . . 1907-31 4-071 763 3^37 61
P Geminoram 1907-13 + 3-829 7S3 16634 22
a Bootis . . . . l9°7’lS 4-881 ' '807' 21788 ssa2 Centauri . . . . 1907-33 — 23-188 •778 21305 54a Scorpii . . . . 1907-01 — 3*083 •805 *9825 So

* I f  one discrepant plate is excluded the parallax becomes 8*‘829±  0**0IS.
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Tho probable error o f a velocity derived from a single plate, so far as it depends on errors of pointing only, was 
found to be rfc 0 ’12 km. On the other hand, if the probable error is derived from the inter-agreement o f the above 
results, the probable error of a single plate is found to be dr 0*40 km.

The above values o f the parallax are derived on the assumption that the radial velocities of all the stars change 
uniformly with the time— and on that assumption, having regard to the weights, Dr Halm found—

Parallax -  8"*799 j j j  0"*0068.

The assumption just made, however, is not strictly correct. The Lick observers (Astrophys. Journal, vol. xxv. 
p. 58) had shown that a Scorpii is a spectroscopic binary, and Dr Halm (loc. cit., p. 56C) derives an orbit from a 
combination of the Lick and Cape observations, a Canis Minoris is also known to be a binary star, and its observed 
velocities at different epochs show some evidence that the epoch o f the Cape observations lies close to the epoch of an 
apex in a sinoidal curve representing the true velocity of the star in the line o f sight It seemed to Dr Halm, there
fore, reasonable to assume the change o f radial velocity of a Canis Minoris to be proportional to a quadratic term in 
time, and to compute the changes o f  velocity of a Scorpii from the orbit derived by him from the combined 
observations o f Mount Hamilton and the Cape. The mean result for the solar parallax then becomes

8"*803rfc0'*0057.

This latter result, which we venture to consider the legitimate outcome and definitive result of Dr Halm’s 
discussion, is in exact agreement with, and very nearly of the same precision as, that derived from the heliometer 
observations of Iris, Victoria, and Sappho.

Dr Halm further shows (loc. cit., p. 57C) that the measurements of the star-lines in each o f the twelve different 
parts o f the spectrum give the same value o f the parallax within the limits to be expected from the probable error of 
each result. Computing the parallax separately from the velocities derived from the shifts in the neighbourhood of 
each of the twelve iron-lines, he finds in the mean* the solar parallax

=  8//*804, with the probable error ±  0//*004,

where the probable error is derived from the inter-agreement of the twelve results.
This affords a strong confirmation o f the systematic accuracy of the observations.
Important as these results are, they form but a preliminary part o f what we may yet expect from the Cape; for 

Dr Halm writes (loc. cit., p. 57C).:— '

The present and future programme of the Victoria telescope embraces the determination of radial velocities of 365 stars, out 
of which at least 50 are suitable for solar parallax. Care has been taken in so arranging the observations that the spectra of these 
stars should be observed near their quadratures with the sun— a condition which may be complied with without endangering the 
continuity and progress of the general work.

It seems, therefore, that Gill’s prediction as to the precision attainable by the spectroscopic method will, ere long, 
be fully realised from the Cape results alone, at least in so far as the figures above quoted really represent determina
tions of the solar parallax.

As a matter of fact, this is not strictly speaking the case. I f  the generally accepted theory of aberration is 
rigorously true, what these spectroscopic observations have determined is not the solar parallax, but the ratio of the 
mean velocity of the earth’s motion round the sun to the velocity o f light— in other words, the constant of aberra
tion. But, as Dr Halm remarks—

* No stronger proof of the validity of Doppler’s principle can be afforded than the faot that the velocity of the earth, as derived 
from tho shifts of the lines of star-spectra, is practically identical with thnt found from tho geometrical displacements of stars caused 
by the aberration of light. In this respect the outcome of tho present investigation will no doubt strengthen our confidence in the 
correctness of the value of the solar parallax derived from either optical method.

Assuming the generally accepted theory o f aberration to bo truo, the only assumptions made in deriving the 
solar parallax from the spectroscopic observations were—

(1) that the elements o f the earth’s orbit are known ;
(2) „  „  velocity of light is 299860dr80 km. per. seo.;
(8) f§ v» equatorial radius o f tho earth is 6877*897 km. (Bossel).

The effect of any possible outstanding error under (1) is quite insensible, and, evon if sousiblo in particular eases, 
its effect on the moan result would bo completely oliminatod by tho distribution of tho observed stars in longitude.
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Tho uncertainties in tho dotormination o f (2) and (8) cannot affeot the resulting parallax by ± 0 ,;’002. 
Wo have thus:

Solar Parallax. ProbaBlo Error.

From heliometer observations of Jm , Victoria, and. Sappho . . 8*8086 ±  0*0046
From Capo spoctrosoopio observations . ; . . ■ • 8*8080 ±  0*0057

Mean j  . ' ‘ \ ’ f. _8*8084 ^ B q*0035

This result is in very close agreement with that finally derived by Mr Hinks from his admirable reduction of 
the numerous observations o f Eros at its opposition during the winter o f 1900-1901, and which were communicated 
by him to tho Paris Astrographic Congress in 1909, viz. :—

Solar Parallax. Probablo Error.

From measures o f tho photographic plates of Eros. . ... • 8*807 ±  0*0028
From direct micrometer measures o f JEros . 8*806 ±  0*0040

Mean . . . . •- Wt$8S>67. ±-Q '-fipi'ste

The agreement is just within the probable error o f each o f the foUr above-mentioned results.
It may be pointed out, however, that, so far as. the Eros results are concerned, it is by no means certain a 

priori that they are entirely free from the possibility o f systematic error. I f  the mean light o f Eros is redder than 
that o f  the average comparison star— even by an amount that is hardly perceptible to the eye,—phe resulting solar 
parallax from direct measures with a filar, micrometer or from photographic observations may be systematically 
affected to the extent o f 0//;0Q5 or even +0.,,*010 ; but it is shown, p. lxvii, that this’ Would not be the case when the 
observations are made with heliometers. The definitive settlement o f this matter for the case o f the Eros results 
can only be arrived at by  the independent determination of. the parallax from observations which, on the one handy 
have all been taken at comparatively small zenith distances, and, on tlie  other, at'very large ones. I f  the values of 
the solar parallax as derived from two such series agree, then obviously the light o f Eros has the same mean 
refrangibility, both for visual and photographic records, as the.average comparison star; and, if. the two results do 
not agree, the data exist for computing and eliminating the ; error. . Mr Hinks has informed the writer that , such 
data do not exist in the observations o f Eros in 1906-190.1,— it is. therefore essential, in arranging the definitive 
programme for the very favourable opposition o f Eros in 1931, to take care that observations are obtained at 
small opposite zenith distances (say +  and- — 25°), and at great opposite zenith distances (say +  and — 65°). It 
is only by securing two such series o f observations, that any assurance as to the. systematic accuracy Of the final 
result can be obtained. In the meanwhile the freedom of the Eros result from systematic error must be considered 
to depend largely on its agreement with the result derived from the heliometer observations. But we may look 
forward with confidence to the further Cape spectroscopic determinations o f the aberration constant, and afterwards 
to the opposition o f Eros in 1931 for the definitive settlement o f the great problem o f  the solar parallax. 
These observations should also decide the question whether the presently assumed law o f aberration is 
rigorously true.

Meanwhile the most probable value o f the solar parallax may be assumed to be

8"-804,

and the corresponding value of the aberration constant is 20w*47.

DETERMINATION OF THE MASS OF THE MOON.

When the observations o f Iris, Victoria, and Sappho, which have just been described, were planned, there was 
no intention o f making any determination other than the solar parallax. But, when the corrections to the original 
ephemeris o f Victoria were derived from comparison with the observations, it was found that when the values o f 
O — C in R A . and Dec. o f the normal places for the various epochs were developed in powers o f the time from 
opposition, the outstanding residuals were considerably larger then the otherwise known accidental probable errors 
would have led one to expect. Further examination, however, showed that the discordances in question would be 
very greatly diminished on the hypothesis o f an inequality having a period o f about 27 days.

Now, the point which describes an approximate ellipse in the Earth’s motion round the Sun is not the centre o f 
the Earth itself, but the centre o f gravity o f  the Earth and Moon. Hence the centre o f the Earth describes an orbit
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around the common centre o f gravity o f the Earth and Moon, which is similar, on a much smaller scale,* to the orbit 
o f  the Moon around the Earth. This is, o f course, the well-known “ lunar inequality" in the Earth’s motion, and the 
inequalities produced by it in the apparent positions o f any celestial object will evidently attain their maxima and 
minima at the epochs when the Moon’s geocentric longitude differs 90° from thut o f the object observed. That is 
precisely what the observed residuals o f Victoria in ocf ( =  Aa cos 5) did show, as will be more obvious from inspection 
o f the accompanying diagram, in which the observed values o f vl for each normal place are represented by small 
discs, and the curve represents the computed values o f derived from a preliminary discussion, made on th e . 
assumption that the tabular value o f the constant o f the lunar inequality employed in the ephemeris is incorrect.

But notwithstanding the great improvement in the representation o f  the observations by the introduction o f a 
correction to tho adopted value o f the lunar inequality, the residuals ( 0 — C) both in a/ and are larger than they 
should be according to the weights of the determinations— the residuals amounting in some cases to between three 
and four times the theoretical mean error, t  It is impossible with 7-figure 'logarithms to compute geocentric 
places wliich shall arithmetically represent the elements with an accuracy o f 0 "-01, nor can the heliocentric 
ephemeris o f  the Earth be computed with that precision by the data o f Leverrier’s “  Tables du Soleil.”

It  appeared probable, therefore, that, with a more accurate ephemeris, beginning with a new heliocentric 
ephemeris o f the Earth, in which the lunar perturbation is computed rigorously from the co-ordinates o f the Moon,
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the Victoria observations would furnish a new and valuable determination o f  the lunar inequality o f the Earth’s 
motion, and thence, combined with the independently determined value o f the solar parallax, the Mass o f 
the Moon.

W ith great kindness Dr Tietjen undertook this work at the office o f the Berliner Jahrbuch, where it was 
carried out under his direction, partly by  Dr Bohlin and partly by  Dr Kurt Laves; special perturbations o f the Earth 
by Mercury- were computed with ten-day intervals, and by Venus, Mars, Jupiter and Saturn, with twenty-day 
intervals. With the perturbations thus found, the places o f the Sun given in the Berliner Jahrbuch for 10th June 
and 18 th October were freed from perturbations, and the origin o f  the co-ordinates for these two dates was transferred 
from the centre o f the Earth to P  (the centre o f gravity o f the Earth and Moon). In this way two places o f the Sun, 
referred to P , were obtained, which-may be assumed to be situated on an undisturbed ellipse, one o f whose foci is P . 
From the longitudes and radii vectOres o f  these two places, elements o f the ellipse were deduced, and then tho places 
o f the Sun in this ellipse were computed for every two days. The special perturbations were applied to tho places 
o f the Sun so computed, and thus the true places o f the Sun, referred to the centre o f  gravity, P , were found.

From the Sun’s co-ordinates thus calculated, and the.heliocentric co-ordinates o f Ft’cto»*ia,J an ephemeris of 
Victoria referred to the centre o f gravity P  was computed for every second day. Eight-figure logarithms wore 
used throughout in the computations.

From this ephemeris the place o f Victoria was interpolated for every day and corrected to geocentric place,

assuming the Mass o f the Moon to be — and the mean solar parallax =  8"*88.

* Tho ratio of thoao sonlos roprosents tho ratio of tho Mass of tho Moon to that of tho Earth.
t  Tho maximum residual amountod in ono instanco to 0""13; thoso residuals of courso include tho combined errors of the heliomotar 

observations, the star plaoos, and the outstanding aocidental errors of tho ephemeris.
| For tho dorlvatlon of tho oloments of Victoria, by Dr Bohlin, from which tho holiocontrio co-ordinates wow computed, see Cap* 

vol. vii part 2, pp. 248 and 440.
L
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The whole o f tho computations wore repeated at the Cape de novo from the new ephemeris, and five small 
errors were found and corrected in the original interpolations o f the dcolinations, as also errors in one coefficient 
iu each o f  threo o f tho equations. A term depending on the lunar inequality was introduced into all tho equations; 
and, after a full re-discussion o f tho weights o f the observations and o f the personal corrections depending on the 
reciprocal o f  the moasurod distances, the equations were finally solved (see loc. cit., pp. 446-588). This solution 
(loc. ciL, p. 535) showed that tho value o f m' (which signifies the number o f tenth parts that the tabular value 
o f  the constant o f the lunar equality has to be increased) is

+  0-0664 probablo error ± 0 ’0187.

The tabular constant employed in computing the corrections o f Victoria to geocentric place was *

J Tahular value o f © r parallax _  8'88 _
0 Tabular reciprocal of Moon’s Alass + 1  84

The true value of this constant will therefore be

k =  k0 (1 1 0*10642 dc 0-000145. ■

To derive the mass o f the Moon, we have

| , l f |
where fJtt is the true reciprocal o f the Mass o f the Moon and x is the true value o f the solar parallax.

I f  x  be assumed =  8/,-80, we get

Mass o f the Moon = M  =  1-=-(81-691 d= 0*113+ 9-40 A*-).

Or i f  we adopt A =  +0*004, from last section, the Moon’s Mass becomes

M =  I - ; -81*73 probable error ±  0*ll3.t

The substitution o f the value o f t>! and the values o f the other quantities (which express the variation of the 
errors o f  the ephemeris and the personal errors) in the original 311 equations leads to normal places o f Victoria 
for various epochs, the comparison o f which With the ephemeris, and their rigorously computed weights, are as 
follows (see loc. cit., p. 503)’ :-— |

Aa
■^o-

COS t
7°- I

Weight. At
r -a Weight

June 8 + 0*07 4*9 _ 0*04 3-6
w M +  .. *<>4 . 11 "6 . V;o i ■ 127
it — •03 16*o - ;,"*oi 18-8
29 •0* * 3*5 : + •02 - 35*'

July- 6 . + •03 ix-o •00 *5*9
11 — ■•oi ~ IPS *°s
18 — *°4 185 — •03 22*2
* i*5 *°S ISO — *01 I2?6
24 H *°* ■ s •03 2S*I
26 '/ — ' '  ’O I i **9 — •02 n*6

Aug. + B + OI, 37*4
— ■ •07 'S '6 . — 02 19*0

*3 — •O* 217 :p ' s *3*3
19 + ' VOI; 148 oi. •9*4
*4 ‘OO 1 o* 1 . 'OI I2‘8

The representation o f  the observations is now entirely satisfactory, and the expectation expressed at p. xlviii, 
viz., “ it would therefore be possible to trace the path o f the planet iu the heavens during nearly three complete 
revolutions o f the Moon about the Earth with an accuracy equalling that o f the determination o f a star’s parallactic 
ellipse,”  is thus amply justified. The results o f the comparison are shown in the accompanying figure (p. lxxxiii).

* The actual formulae are given loe. eii., pp. 440- 441.
t  In Cape Annals, vol. vi. p. 537, the probablo error is given in mistake = ±  0 082.
t  The assumed mean error of an observation of woight unity was ±  0"-2 0 ; tho actual results from tho squares of the residuals, vi*. is 

[pw>]=11 5047; m = 18; hence ^ ^ = 0  03933; tho actual mean error of an observation of weight unity is thoroforo ±  0"-19S— a sufficiently 
close agreement.
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At not far from double that above quoted, or only a little less than that derived from the observations ot 
I'ictoria.

Iu estimating the relative possibilities o f  the heliometric and photographic methods, it must not be forgotten 
that tho geometrical conditions woro enormously iu favour o f Eros as compared with Victoria, as will be Been 
from tho following statement o f the distances o f  these planets from the Earth during the periods o f observation.

VICTORIA. I BROS.
A Mean. I A Mean.

1899 June >9 0*91 1900 Oct. 1 0*57
July 2 0*85 »- 3* 0*48

>9 0*83 o*88 Nov. 30 o*33
Aug. 6 o*86 Dec. 1° 0*31

„ 26 0*96 1901 Jan. 3° ° ’34 :

The comparison may be put into a few words, viz., that Eros was at less than half the distance o f Victoria 
from the Earth, and that the observations were continued for nearly twice as long a period o f time. On the 
whole, one may reasonably assign weight 2 to the Eros result and weight 1 to that from Victoi'ia, especially 
because in the photographic determination o f the lunar inequality the effect o f chromatic atmospheric dispersion 
does not systematically affect the resulting value o f the lunar equation, even if there is sensible difference in the 
mean wave-length o f the light o f Eros from that o f the comparison stars. W e have thus for the most probable 
value o f  the Mass o f the Moon

M  = 1 + 8 1 * 6 0 .

From the point o f view o f  the Cape astronomer it was a bitter disappointment that the high Northern 
Declination o f  Eros in (1890-9^ rendered it impossible for him to make useful observations with the heliometer 
or astrographic telescoped— But it has been a source o f great delight and satisfaction to him that the labours 
o f  his colleagues in the Northern Hemisphere, and their admirable discussion by Mr Hiuks, have led to 
results for the solar parallax and Mass o f the Moon from the Eros observations which agree within such narrow limits 
with those derived from the heliometer observations of other minor planets, under conditions o f far less geometrical 
advantage.

In 1931, however, the conditions ki the two hemispheres will be reversed.
The positions o f Eros will be *

1931 January 3p a==10h 32m 3=  -  4° 21';.
March 30 9 50 /  ; ;  - 2 3  20
March 31 9 22 - 2 0  28

Early in February the minimum distance o f Eros from the Earth will be 0 ’177, or less than half its minimum 
distance in  1900 -1 ; and otherwise, also, the conditions for determination o f diurnal parallax will be in an 
extraordinary degree favourable at southern observatories, since the planet w ill. culminate not far from the zenith 
o f  many o f them.

The maximum horizontal parallax o f Eros in 1931 will be 50", as compared with 10"'5 for Victoria in 1889 ; 
so that, ceteris paribus, observations fo r  the diurnal pa/rallax o f  Eros on a single night in Februa/i'y 1931 will 
home the same weight as equally good observations o f Victoria in 1889 on 22 nights.t The opportunity thus offered 
for a definitive determination o f the solar parallax, the Mass o f the Moon and their allied constants, is one o f 
supreme interest and importance to astronomy.

DETERMINATION OF THE MASS OF JUPITER AND THE ELEMENTS OF THE 
ORBITS OF THE OLDER SATELLITES.

Soon after Gill’s appointment to the Cape in 1879 he had a long discussion with the late Professor J. C. Adams 
on the subject o f the kind o f  observations required to improve the tables o f  the motions o f Jupiter’s Satellites.

Adams explained that he was then engaged in an endeavour to correct Damoiseau’s tables o f Jupiter's 
Satellites, with a view to their extension beyond the year 1890, but that there were no existing observations from

* Millosevich, Bulletin du OomitS Permanent de la Carte du del, 1909, p. 34B.
t  In 1889, with observations not specially arranged for employment of tho diurnal method, tho solar parallax was determined by E. and W. 

observations of Victoria, with a probable error of ± 0"-01'08 from Cape heliomotor observations only (seo p. lxxiv), notwithstanding that tho 
declination of Victoria was not so favourable as will be that of Eros in 1931. Eros, from similar but specially arraugod observations with tho
Cape heliometer alone, should, in 1931, yield a value of the solar parallax with a probable error of 4 -0*,QQ2 or less.
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which the Inclinations and Nodes o f the orbits could be satisfactorily determined. The Jovicentric Longitudes o f 
the Satellites could be determined with considerable precision from numerous observed eclipses, but there were no 
observations from which the corresponding Latitudes could be satisfactorily derived. He suggested that measures 
should be made, with a filar micrbmeter, o f  the difference o f  declination between the limbs o f  Jupiter and the 
projected shadows o f Satellites in transit. Gill’s view was that the limbs o f planets did not lend themselves to very 
accurate bisection, and he believed that accurate heliometer observations o f  position angles and distances o f the 
Satellites with respect to each other would better fulfil Professor Adams’ object, whilst such observations would also 
contribute to the determination o f  the other elements o f the system, and in particular would give a very accurate 
determination o f the Mass o f Jupiter i f  the scale value o f  the heliometer could be determined with adequate precision.

Gill promised to make a practical trial o f  the method, but was prevented from doing so, as will be subsequently 
seen, until the autumn o f 1891.

Heliometer measures had been employed by Bessel (1832t-39), by  E. Luther (1856), and by Schur .(1874-80) to 
determine the Mass o f Jupiter; but in all these observations the image o f the Satellite had been referred to the 
centre o f  Jupiter or to the opposite limbs o f  the planet, and that form o f  ‘ ‘ pointing”  is not capable o f the highest 
precision. The results were not very satisfactory. Bessel found that the probable error o f an angle, as observed 
with his heliometer, between a Satellite and the centre o f  Jupiter was + 0 //a20. I f  Bessel had observed the mutual 
distances and position angles o f the Satellites instead o f referring them to  Jupiter, there is no doubt but that he 
would have attained the same accuracy as he did in observing stellar distances, Viz., a probable error o f ± 0 //-10 for 
the single measure,' and with much greater certainty o f  avoiding systematic error.

The first astronomer to observe the co-ordinates o f Satellites relative to each other was Hermann Struve, who, 
in his classical investigation o f  the orbits o f  the Satellites o f Saturn, adopted this method, employing a filar 
micrometer attached to an equatorial telescope: and he attained results o f far higher accuracy than had ever before 
been reached in work o f the kind.

. The Cape researches for stellar parallax with the 4-inch heliometer, the subsequent dismounting o f  that 
instrument in preparation for building the observatory o f  the new 7-inch heliometer on the same site, the erection, 
adjustment, and preliminary experiments with the new instrument, which were immediately followed by the 
stellar-parallax campaign, the investigation o f  division errors o f  the scales, the observations o f Iris, Victoria, and 
Sa/ppho (1888-89), and the triangulation o f the Victoria comparison stars in 1890, together with a visit to England 
in 1891, prevented the fulfilment o f  Gill’s promise until his return'to the Cape in August o f the latter year. The 
series o f observations o f Jupiter’s Satellites made on Gill’s return to  the Cape extends from 1891 August 17 to 
December-14. Observations were secured by  Gill on 35, and by Finlay on 11 nights.

The programme wag to measure on each night all the available mutual distances and position angles o f  Jupiter’s 
four principal Satellites— in all six measures o f distance and six o f  position angle. O f course it sometimes happened 
that clouds prevented the completion o f  the observations, and sometimes one, or more, o f  the Satellites was occulted 
by the planet, or was invisible on its surface, or was eclipsed.

The observations actually secured were the follow ing:—

Distances. Position Angles.

Gill. ■ Finlay. - Gill. Finlat.

Satellites I . and II. 30 6 *9 6
I. and III. . .. . Y ~ 26 8 26 8
I. and IV. . . . *4 7 *4 7

II. and i n ..................................... *5 7 so 7
II. and IV. *7 8 26 8

III. and IV. 35 ‘ 10 3? 10

Totals - . 167 46 161 46

Each complete observation consisted o f  four pointings in distance and four in position angle, arranged as 
follows •

1. One pointing in position angle, and turn the reversing prism 90*.
2. One pointing in position angle.
8. One pointing in distance, and turn the reversing prism 90s.
4. One pointing in distance.
5-8. Reverse semi-lenses and repeat the same operations in reverse ordor.
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experioneo in the genoral use o f nstrouomical instruments, he uudertook, on Gill's suggestion, to make heliometer 
observations o f Jupitor's Satellites at tho two next oppositions of tho planet.

Tho observations wore made on 89 nights, between Juno 24 and September 27., in "1901, and on 48 nights, 
between Juno 10 and October 5, in 1902.

The total number o f observations secured was 1087, divided as f o l l o w s '

SUmlimls. • l.-It l.MlHi • I.-IV. t l l . - f l l . ’ • i’-JIi-W. -iillls -IV.11 Standards.

8. a. p. 1  p- i 8. p. ». Pv ?• P- . 8. P-
1901 36 37 . *9 30 27 28 28 28 27 28 • 30 3° *7 *7 ■ 27-28

190a +° 35 35 . 38 3« 33 33 1 37 37 - ^•-37,;, 37..;..;. - 43= 43 - I 22-22.

The standard stars employed in 1901 were 24 and 26 Sagittarii. Recent meridian observations at seven 
observatories (1895-1903) give

Aa =  7m 588,73 1 ; A<*=10' 49",34* for 1901-0fV; *
Earlier observations at eight observatories (1750-1890) were communicated by Mr W. J. Thackery and reduced! 

with the systematic corrections and weights of Newcomb’s Fundamental Catalogue to 1900*0. Equations were 
then formed, and solved by least squares to derive the places for 1900 and the proper motions. After applying- 
precession and proper motion, the following results were found'ptp||

Aa = 7m 588,7 3 2 ; A I  =  10' 50"'09* for 1901-0.

The values for A °  are in excellent agreement, but the values o f A ft differ by 0//-75 ! This discordance in A  ̂  
only affects the distance by one-tenth o f its amount, but considerably affects the position angle.

The finally adopted values were :
A o = 7 m 588;7 3 l ; A 1 =  10' 49";53. f

corresponding to s =  659l"*364; p  =  84° 20' 40" for 1901’0. .
The standard stars employed in 1902 were 21 and 23 Capricorni.
Recent observations at eight observatories (1895-1903) reduced to 1902 give :

A  a =  5m 5s-478 ; A^ =?.17' 9 V 9 $  for 1902'0.-
Earlier observations at ten observatories (1800-1902), J reduced to 1902,0, and discussed by least squares for 

place and proper motion, gave:
A a =  5m 58-455 ; A $ = # £  27^18 for '1902-© | ^

Giving weights 3 and 1 to the recent and earlier observations respectively, the following values were adopted
A a =  5m 58-47|§ A % l# -2 6 " :9 7 :f

The corresponding distance and position angle are I
j  =  4487"'355 ; j) =  76° 30' 32" ;

It  will be evident that in accuracy o f fundamental determination both these pairs o f standard stars are very 
inferior to those employed in .1891.

But in determining the Mass o f Jupiter it is not only necessary that the distance o f the scale-value stars 
should be absolutely known— it is not less necessary to know that the smaller distances measured with the 
heliometer— from 0" to 1000"— shall be in reality strictly proportional to their nominal value as expressed in terms 
o f the heliometer scale. Gill had proved conclusively from his observations in the Victoria triangulation and in the 
discussion o f the observations o f Victoria itself that, not only theoretically, but practically, all observed distances- 
with modern heliometers derived from observations o f standard stars required the correction

Ss =  s sin* §j M =
2s

where s is the distance measured, and and are defined below.

* The corresponding values from Boss’ General Catalogue are:
A a = 7m ; A8 =  10' 50''-06.

t  This results from giving weight 3 to the recent and weight 1 to the earlier observations. I f the values AS from tho discordant valuos of 
Pulkowa and Charkow are rejected, the value of AS from the recent observations becomos 10'  d9" '57.

}  Bradley’s values for Aa and AS aro considerably discordant, and were rojootod.
§ The corresponding values for Boss’ General Catalogue aro:

Ao =  5“  5- 464; A S -17' 26"-37.
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discussion of these heliometer observations as a very appropriate subject for his Dissertation for the degree of Doctor 
of Science at the University of Groningen.*

The suggestion was accepted. IIo had the aid of members of the observatory staff for the examination of his 
computations and for the heavy work of the formation and solution of the normal equations. But the plan of the 
investigation, apart from that of the observations on which it is based, and the final responsibility for its accuracy 
rest entirely on Dr de Sitter. The results, after final revisal by De Sitter on his return to Groningen, were published
by him, as his “  Inaugural Dissertation,” under the title Discussion o f  Heliometer Observations o f Jupiter's 
Satellites, made by Sir David Gill, K.C.B., and W. H. Finlay, M .A .; by W. de Sitter, Groningen. (J. B. 
Wolters, 1901.) The details of these observations have not yet been published. It is intended that they shall 
appear iu Part I. of Vol. XII. of the Cape Annals, and that this work shall also contain a revised edition of 
Dr de Sitter’s original Dissertation. The results from these observations gave strongly determined corrections 
of considerable amount to the Inclinations and Nodes of all the Satellites, and a very accurate determination of 
the Mass of Jupiter. But it was necessarily impossible to determine accurately the motions of the nodes and 
perijoves, the inequalities in the longitudes and radii vectores of the Satellites, or the amount and period of the 
libration,t without observations made over a much longer period of time— and these data are necessary for 
determining the dynamical compression of Jupiter and the Masses of the Satellites.

Accordingly, when Mr Bryan Cookson came to the Cape in 1901,J after he had obtained some practical

* Professor de Sitter’s connection with the Cape Observatory is described in the following extracts from one of his letters addressed to 
Sir David Gill:—

"W e  first met on the 2nd of October 1896. I was then a student in Groningen, and was working in Kapteyn’s laboratory, making the 
measures which are discussed in the Groningen Publications, Nos. 2 and 3. You were on a visit to Kapteyn, and I remember the circum
stances very well— you came to the laboratory with Kaptoyn and looked at the plates and the measuring microscope at which I was working, 
and had some conversation with me. Next morning I was having some breakfast in my rooms when a message came from the laboratory 
that you wanted to speak to me.

“ Professor Kapteyn was lecturing in the lecture room, but Mrs Kapteyn came to assist occasionally as interpreter of my (then) imperfect 
English. You asked if I would come to the Cape as a computer, and thereby complete my astronomical education—or rather begin it, for 
up to that time I had never made a speciality of astronomy and intended to become a mathematician.

“ It was agreed, after consultation with my parents, that I should first pass my examinations preparatory for the Doctor’s degree, and then 
come to the Cape. I reached the Cape on 1897 August 27 and left it on 1899 December 6. I came with the intention of making parallax 
observations with the McClean telescope. The telescope, however, as you know, was not completed in time. Beyond a very few occasional 
observations of meteors, comets, occultations, etc., the observational work I did at the Cape consisted of the photometric work (described 
Groningen Publications, 12) and the heliometer observations, viz., parallax of four stars, observations of red stars, and a part of the polar 
triangulation.

“ The reduction of the parallax observations was entrusted to me in my position as a computer. And finally I began, under your auspices, 
my work on the Satellites of Jupiter.”

On the retirement of Professor H. G. v. d. Sande Bakhuyzen, his office was divided into two parts; one the Directorship of the Observatory, 
with a Professorship of Practical Astronomy, the other the Chair of Astronomy in the University. Dr de Sitter was appointed to the 
latter post.

f  Between the longitudes, I, and the motions, n, of the three inner satellites, there exist the well-known relations:—
»j,—3/»s+ 2 n j=  0
/1- 3 / , + 2 / , =  180*

These expressions are rigorously true if the mean values of the daily motions and of the longitudes are considered. But Laplace found 
theoretically that the difference between the actual valuts at a particular epoch from the mean values can be expressed by a periodic inequality 
which he called “ the libration,” and which is distributed amongst tho Satellites in a fixed proportion. Delamblo actually found 180* + 0 ‘*0176 
(Laplace, Meclianique Celeste, vol. iv. p. 136), but ho neglected the difference from 180* as being within the uncertainty of its determination. 
De Sitter found, from Gill’s heliometer observations (1891,76) 180* — 0**1568 -4-0°*0125 (Groningen Publications, 17, p. 2), whence it would 
appear that the Laplace libration is real and measurable.

| Bryan Cookson, after having taken his degree at Oxford, travelled for two years, and near the dose of his tour of the world he visited 
the Cape Observatory. His tastes had always inolined him towurds astronomy, and ho there and then decided that, should his father concur, 
he would follow out a post-graduate course in astronomy at Cambridge and then como to the Capo Observatory for practical experience. 
Accordingly, ho came to the Capo in 1901, and, at Gill’s suggestion, made the two above-mentioned sorios of heliometer observations of Jupiter’s 
Satellites, and, after his roturn to England, ho reducod tho measures of thirty-fivo photographic plates of Jupiter and his Satellites, which had been 
mado at the Cape during tho opposition of 1902. During his stay at Cambridge, from 1898 to 1901, as an advanced studont, he designed and 
had constructed a now form of photographic zonith tolescopo (described Monthly Notices, U.A.S., March 1901), and on his return there from the 
Capo he mado a sorios of observations with tho instrument to dotormino tho constant of aborralion. Those photographs taken with the zenith 
tclescopo had been completely moasurod and reducod, but tho discussion wns unfinished' Tho duty of completing its preparation for pi*** w** 
undertaken by his colloagues, and tho work is now published (Mem. R.A.S., vol. lx. p. 83). Tho zonith telescope iUolf was given to Cambridge 
Observatory, and has boon lent by Sir Robort Ball to tho Greonwich Observatory for sovon yours, where it is now lieing employed iu similar 
rosoarch undor the dirootion of tho Astronomor Royal. As his work with tho zonith teloscopo approached completion, Cookson turned his 
attention to astrophysics, and in 1908 ho was appointod to the nowly croatod post of Assistant in Astrophysics at Cambridge. In injunction 
with his unolo, Professor Nowall, ho then began tho extensivo laboratory roscarohos on spectra, obtained under varying conditions which •era 
in progress whon, in Juno 1909, tho lllnoss bognu wltioh caused his doath, aftor nniolv suffering, on 13th September 1909. The writer has 
thus lost a vory dear friond, and astronomy ono of its most promising followors, at tho early ago of thirty-five years.
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Iu n tow oiiaos double the above number of pointings were made. Arranged in this way, the mean epochs of the 
measures in distaneo and position angle will be nearly the same, the latter boing therefore easily reduced to the

formor by the known value of ,
Tho holiometer cannot givo absolute determinations of distance and position angle, because the . scale value, the 

index error, aud the equatorial adjustment change with temperature as well as from other causes. (See Cape 
Annals, vol. vi. part 1, pp. 9-11.)

An exceedingly accurate scale value is essential for determining the Mass o f Jupiter. Other conditions being 
equal, the greater the mass o f a planet the less is the proportionate precision with which that mass cun be deter
mined by observations o f its satellites. In any case, if the1 adopted scale value used in reducing the observed 
distances betweon the satellites is systematically n per cent, in error, the resulting value o f the mass will be 3 n per 
cent, in error. On these grounds Newcomb (Astronomical Constants, p. 98) writes•>—-V

For reasons founded ou the construction and use of the heliometer, 1 doubt whether the absolute measures made with those 
forms of that instrument which have been used in determining the Mass of Jupiter can be relied upon within their three- 
thousandth part. I f so, the determination of the mass of the planet itself would be doubtful by its thousandth part in each separate 
case.

It  is on these grounds that Newcomb, in his summary o f the determinations o f the Mass o f Jupiter (loc. cit., 
p. 97), gives only weight I to all observations o f the Satellites, whilst he gives a combined weight o f 43 to 
its mass as derived from the action o f the planet on Saturn, certain comets and minor planets.

His conclusion is that the Mass o f Jupiter is l-r-1047‘35,. o f which the probable error is,'but one part in 
26,000.

To reach a corresponding accuracy with heliometer observations it was therefore necessary to devise means for 
securing the systematic accuracy o f the scale value with a probable error not much more than 1 in 100,000. A  
pair of standard stars was accordingly selected not far from Jupiter at its Opposition in 1901, whose position angle 
corresponded nearly with that o f the plane o f the Satellites (viz., the Stars S.D. — 8°‘5905, mag. 7*0, and S.D. — 
7°’5838, mag. 6*2), and these were measured in s and p  before and after the observations o f the Satellites, or in the 
middle o f those observations : this was done on every night o f observation. The delicate question then arises, how 
are the absolute distance and position angle o f these stars to be determined ? Probably there are no two stars in the 
sky whose relative positions have been so accurately determined for the epoch 1891—92 as the standard stars 
employed in the triangulation o f the Victoria comparison stars in 1890. Their definitive co-ordinates resulted from 
the complete discussion o f the meridian observations, made at twenty-two observatories, combined with the heliometer 
triangulation. The probable errors o f  these stars in R.A., declination, and proper motion were :

In B.A. ■ Iu Dec. n and fi. Epoch.
Star #  ± 0 " 0 2 0  ±0"*025 dbO ’̂O ll | i 889-55

„  t ± 0 ^ 0 2 1  -b0"'025 c ± 0 " -0 1 lJ  .

The Jupiter standard stars were therefore compared by heliometer measures in distance and position angle with 
the Victoria standards, and there resulted as the mean of nine observations in distance and three in position angle 
(equinox 1891’0 ; epoch 1891*75):

s =  6705"‘36 ± 0 " 0 6 5  ; #  =  68° 4' 30" ± 2 " - l .

(These probable errors include the probable error of the heliometer observations and of *tlie co-ordinates of the Victoria 
standards.)

The Jupiter standards were also observed with the Cape transit circle on fifteen nights (Cape Catalogue fo r  
1890), and from these observations, for the same equinox and epoch, these resulted:

1 1 6 7 0 5 " '2 9 ; 1 1 68° 4 ' 32".

The latter result is practically little more than a satisfactory confirmation o f the first, which responds to the 
required systematic precision, the probable error o f scale value being less than l-r -100,000. Gill was so occupied 
with the reduction o f the Victoria and Sappho observations, the observations for stellar parallax, and the general 
administrative work o f the observatory, that these heliometer observations had perforce to remain unreduced for 
nearly seven years.

Soon after Mr de Sitter’s arrival at the Cape, Gill suggested to him that he might take up the reduction aud
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The observer does not superpose the two images under observation, but places them so as to form a close double 
star whose position angle is parallel to a pair of wires in focus of the object glass and eye-piece at right angles 
to the line of separation of the semi-lenses. To produce this effect the heliometer tube is turned in position, angle 
through an angle >|/- from the true position angle p, so that the double star so formed has a distance = *. After the
first pointing in distance the star-images are “ crossed through” by turning the tube to a position angle = p —'\',
instead of p  + 'J'. Observers differ in their habit of observing. Gill always made k as small as possible, Finlay 
preferred a wider separation, and Cookson observed nearly in the same way as Gill.

For different values of * the corrections are as follows

If. 50". loo". 200". 500". 1000".

2*5 0*062 O'OJI 0*016 0*006 0*003
3fQ *090 •o+s ‘022 'OO9 *004.
3*5 *122 •061 •03I *012 *006
67 *449 •22+ *112 •o+S *022

In the observations of the Satellites, Gill observed * for the very short distances, and from these observations 
De Sitter derived the following values o f * :—

K
For definition 1, steadiness 1-2 2"*59 3 observations

»» ' "'*»> . 2 -3  2/;'91 12 observations
. . ...... - 3  ̂ ■ j - 3_4 3"‘55 5 observations

The influence o f the sharpness and steadiness of the images is very marked; in fact, when the images are very 
bad or disturbed it is impossible to estimate the apparent position angle of the artificial double star when the discs 
are closer than 3".

Finlay’8 directly observed values of ^  were not sufficiently numerous to distinguish between his value o f * 
in different conditions o f definition; his mean value for * was 6//-67. Terms depending on * as an unknown quantity 
were introduced in the discussion o f the observations of Jupiter, so that the mean value of * was determined in
dependently for both Gill and Finlay, v iz .:—

_ J ^ = 2//'9 5 ? Kr = 7",89.

The agreement is practically absolute, having regard to the small number (5) of observations on which the 
measured value of *F depends.

Cookson, to make quite certain of the correction depending on *, observed ^  with every pointing in distance, 
so that every observation could be at once corrected for an exact instead o f a mean value of «, and thus no terms 
depending on * had to be introduced into his equations of condition.

His values of k derived from the observations were:
1901. 1902. -

For images 1 or 1- 2, steadiness 2 -3  ; < .. =  2"*33 2//-44
„  „  2 or 2-3, ^  2 t o 3 t o  4 =  2;/-81 3"*07
„  „  3 or 3-4, | 3-4  2"*77 3"*70

which are very similar in amount to the values of * employed by Gill.
The very important question now arises, whether, after application o f the corrections depending on *, the 

observations are really free from systematic errors. It must be remembered that the elements of the orbits are the 
outcome of measured distances and position angles o f every possible variety. Thus the elongation o f the fourth 
relative to the third Satellite may depend upon a measured distance o f about 200" or 900", according as the third 
Satellite is at elongation on the same or the opposite side of the planet. Or, again, if two satellites are sim
ultaneously in any plane whicli is parallel to Jupiter’s axis, which plane also passes through tho Earth, tho difference 
of latitude between these Satellites can bo determined entirely by measures of short distances or by measures of 
position angle from tho other two Satellites. These are, of course, somewhat exceptional conditions, but when we 
also remember that the relative longitudes of all the Satellites are chiefly determined by moasures of every variety of 
distance, and if tho residuals from the complete discussion o f tho hundreds of holiometer observations made iu each 
of the three sories of 1891, 1901, and 1902 show no systematic errors depending on the diatauco, it becomes certain 
that no such systematic errors exist. Do Sitter (Dissertation, p. 64) and Cookson (Cape /tnrial*, vol. xii. part 2,
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p. 174) give tables o f tho residuals arranged in mean groups in ordor o f distance, and neither for Gill and Finlay* 
nor for Cooksont is thoro shown tho slightest trace o f systematic error which is a function o f the distance measured, 
at least for distances from 3" to 960".

Iu the years 1897-1900 a heliometer triangulation o f the Southern circumpolar area was made, the observers 
boiug Messrs Goodman, Ltiwinger, and De Sitter. The results, discussed by Mr S. S. Hough, are published in the 
Cape Annals, vol. xi. part 1.

Mr Hough found in this discussion that a self-consistent geometrical figure could be built up out o f this series 
o f distances, ranging from 917" to 7299", only by assuming that the directly computed instrumental distances 
required a correction which could be analytically expressed by the formula

' aj +  ys +  w8.
The term in ss is the only term o f importance, and the correction became zero for distances o f a little over 1000''.

Mr Hough found that when the distance s was expressed in terms o f 1000" as unit, the coefficient z had the 
following values:—

Lowinger +  0 '0224 \
Goodman +  0*0169 I mean 0*0210 
De Sitter +  0*0238)

Mr Cookson remarks on th is: “  I f  my observations are affected by a similar error, the measured distances of 
the Satellites would require a correction o f 0"*005, whilst those o f the standards for 1901 would require a correction 
o f  as much as 0"*911. I f  this error existed unknown to the observer, the effect would be the same as that o f adopting 
a distance o f the standards which was in  error by 0"*911— i.e. by  nine times the limit arrived at.”

Mr Cookson could only prove from the residuals in his discussion his observations o f the Satellites of Jupiter 
that the scale value (after corrections depending oh *) was uniform for all distances up to nearly 1000", and he was 
anxious to determine whether it was certainly so up to distances o f 7000".

Accordingly, he revisited the Cape Observatory with the British Association in 1905, and made the necessary 
observations in August and September o f that'year.

The following twelve zones o f  stars (the component stars o f each o f which are situated as nearly as possible 
in a great circle) were chosen, the successive measured distances being as follows :

e
es

Observed Distances. •aO
0
o'S5

O. O-O. s. Weight 
of s.gaBSsjS-v'rfl .-V’lrifc ' S-6: .

I 1447*618 12 54-077 1584-498 1610*609 76 -̂229 658(1‘198 10 6586*082 + 0*116 + 0-0034 1936
2 1384799 1030-547 2670*526 901 *098 5935*553 15 5935*560 — '°°7 — -0003 1767
3 360-837 886-867 ” 45*359 1765-262 500-670 4614-332 4 4614*276 +  *056 +  -OOO4 163
4 3383-440 3485-804 6834*814 5 6834-617 +  *197 +  ‘0085 364
5 2911-620 4006-036 6916-264 2 6916376 — •112 — -0085 116
6 £ '5163-120 743*3 >8 5900764 ' 2 5900*861 -  *097 — -0127 39
7 419*669 6037-913 6457731 2 6457*546 +  *185 +  *0365 l78 5859’* 31 766-218 6586-122 6 6586*136 s  *014 — -0016 >44
9 789-678 5893*34* . 6674-464 10 6674*700 — *236 +  *0*58 281

IO 5047-601 901-130 5935*855 8 5935*854 +  *OOI +  -oooi 2 ,511 ’ 55**65* 5566-434 6116-463 3 6116*328 + **35 +  *0220 '3>12 585-861 594i -469 6524-986 ,7 6525*084 — *098 -  *0143 n o

The above table gives the results o f Mr Cookson’s observations, under the general heading Observed Distances; 
the column O gives the observed distance o f the extreme stars of the arc; the other columns give the separately 
observed component distances of the same arc. The next column contains the number o f times that the complete 
zone was observed, and it is to be understood that each zone was completely observed in a single night— generally 
both forwards and backwards. The results quoted are the means o f the observations, so that they are independent 
'o f correction-terms depending on s. It is not necessary here to print the measures o f position angle, observed by 
Mr Whittingdale; they are quoted loe. cit. ', p. 187. With these position angles the observations o f the smaller 
distances were projected on the great circle passing through the terminal stars of each zone, and the sum o f these 
projected distances, given under column Cj should, apart from terms in s2, be equal to the corresponding values of 
column O. The residuals under O -  C provide the data for determining whether a term depending on the square of 
the distance exists.

*  Do Sitter's Dissertation, p. 64. 
t  Cape Annals, vol. xii. part 2, p. 174.
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Taking 1000" as the unit of s, wo should have from the observations of Zone 1 (since the terms proportional 
to s are identical):

0  =  a +  43*4*2* =  6586"*198
C =  a +  1*452 +  1*252+1*582+1*612+0*772 =6586 *082

Whence 34*082 =  0 - C  =  +  0"*116
and 2 =  +  0 *0034

as given in the column headed z.
The weights given in the right-hand column are assigned proportional to the number of times the zone has been 

observed, and to the square of the resulting factor of z (as obtained above), and inversely proportional to the number 
of separate distances in the zone.

The resulting value is
2 =  +  0"*0038 mean error ±0"*0024.

As this mean error is fully §  of the value, of z, it seems not improbable that the true value of z is zero. If z has 
reality, it implies that a correction of — 0"*0038 s2 is applicable to the heliometer readings after they have been 
converted into arc on some approximate and uniform scale value.* This correction depending on s2 for a distance 
Of 7000" would be «=* — 0"*18±0"*12. If the equivalent of that correction is not applied when the scale 
value is determined from measures of the standard stars, it is obvious that the observed distance between the 
standard stars (expressed in terms of the heliometer scales) will be too great, and consequently the derived scale

value will be too small. The resulting Mass of Jupiter will therefore be too small by 3\P ! !  =  — -— M— that is to
r J 7000 12763

say, the reciprocal of the mass will be too great by +  0*082. Otherwise the terms depending on z will have little
sensible influence on the result. The Mass of Jupiter is chiefly dependent on the larger measured distances—
say from 500" to 1000" (they never quite reach the latter figure). For such distances (apart from the effect on
the scale value as above described) the effect of the term z on the distances is practically insignificant, viz., for
500"=  -0"*001 and for 1000"= -0"*004.

With regard to Gill and Finlay’s observations, no special steps were taken to detect errors of this type, because 
the Victoria triangulation affords an independent test, of a very crucial kind, for distances which range from 600" 
to 7000".

In the Ca/pe Annals, vol. vi. part 1, p. 231, the following table is given, in which the observed distances are 
compared with the co-ordinates of the stars derived from the meridian observations at twenty-three observatories 
combined with the heliometer triangulation. The results are:—

Distances.
Gill. Fjnlay.

O-O. Weight O-O. Weight

o to 1500 O'OOO +0*011 * i*51500 to 2.5,00 . , . — •006 58-5 -  *023 366
2500 to 3500 +  *003 627 -  -034 39*8
3500. to 4:500 +  - *012 685 +  040 482
4500 to 5500 — ‘046 52-8 +  *024 3+*S
5500 to 6500 *016 5**6 -  *039 318
6500 to 7100 +  *°*9 - mem :. — 008 *7.*S

(Tho weights correspond to a mean error = 4 -o * ‘»o  for weight unity.)

There is not the remotest trace of systematic error, depending on the distance, in these results. For the 
smaller distances the residual errors from the observations of Jupiter's Satellites, already quoted (p. lxxxix), afford 
ample proof of like freedom from systematic error for distances from 3" to 950".

The origin of the systematic errors of the observers in the circumpolar triangulation remains a mystery, as yet 
unsolved; but within the limits above described there is ample proof that the heliometer observations by Gill and 
Finlay are affected by no such, errors, and there seems to be no certain proof that, in the case of Cooksou’s 
observations, any such errors exist.

Wo have dealt at considerable length with the history of this part of the work, because, as will subsequently be 
evident, it is desirable to state fully the grounds on whioh the proofs of its freedom from systematic error rest

A full account of Cookson’s observations, and of their reduction and disoussion by him, is published in vol. xii.

* It is here assumod, of oourso, that tho oorreotion doponding on k has boon first applied, u  was done by Cookson.
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port 2 o f tho Cape Annals, under the title Determination o f  the Mass o f  Jupiter and Orbits o f the Satellites, 
from  Observations made with the Cape Heliometer, by Bryan Cookaon, M.A. (1906).

Simultaneously with Cookson’s heliometer observations o f 1902 a series o f thirty-five photographic plates o f Jupiter 
and his Satellites was mado during the opposition o f that year. The photographs were taken by Mr Woodgate with 
the astrographic telescope, and measured by Mr Cookson and Mr Ltfwinger at the Cape. At Cambridge, in July 
1904, Mr Cookson applied as a candidate for one of the Mackinnon Studentships o f the Royal Society, and, by the 
award which was mado in that year and renewed in the following year, Mr Cookson was enabled to secure the 
assistance o f computers in the reduction o f the observations.

In taking tho plates, the aperture of the astrographic telescope was reduced by a circular diaphragm to six 
inches. Preliminary experiment showed that this aperture gave a measurable trail of the Satellites and also good 
images o f them. First o f all, the telescope was set so that the centre o f the plate coincided nearly with the middle 
point between the standard stars 21 and 23 Capricorni,* and three separate exposures o f ten seconds each were 
made, the telescope being moved slightly in declination between each exposure. The telescope was then directed 
so that the centre of Jupiter came, as nearly as possible, on the y  axis o f  the plate at a distance o f 10; from the 
centre o f the plate, and three exposures o f five seconds each were made, the telescope being moved in declination 
about 3' between each exposure. After these three exposures the telescope was unclamped and moved just 
sufficiently to allow Jupiter to trail centrally from one side of the plate to the other, and was left at rest until this 
had been effected. The telescope was next reclamped to the driving arc, and three more exposures on Jupiter, 
similar to the first three, were made; but, in order to distinguish them from the first set, the images were unequally 
spaced in decimation. . Thus the observations were made in the following order

3 exposures, of 10 seconds each, on the standard stars.
3 exposures, o f 5 seconds each, , on Jupiter.
Trail o f Jupiter.
3 exposures, o f 5 seconds each, on Jupiter.

The arrangement o f the plate is roughly represented in the subjoined figure.

The plates were measured with one o f the Gill-Repsold machines (described Monthly Notices, vol. lix. p. 61); 
and every image was bisected once in each of two positions o f the plate, by each o f two observers. Since there were, 
in general, six images o f each Satellite, this implies twenty-four measures for each plate.

The image o f a reseau was printed with parallel light on all the plates. No errors in the straightness o f the 
lines involved, nor in their spacing, were detected, and therefore no corrections for reseau errors have been applied. 
The co-ordinates o f the Satellites were referred to these reseau lines. The full discussion o f these observations 
was published ( Cape Annals, vol. xii. part 4) under the title Determination o f the Elements o f the Orbits o f 
Jupiter's Satellites, from  Photographs taken at the Cape in 1902, by Bryan Cookson, M.A. (1907).

Simultaneously with the heliometer observations o f 1891, a series o f forty-three photographic plates o f  Jupiter 
and his Satellites was taken, with five or six exposures of each plate. For the determination o f the scale value and 
orientation o f the plate, a pair o f standard stars was photographed on each plate in such position that the middle 
point between the two stars is approximately, the centre of the plate. De Sitter, in his discussion o f  the heliometer 
observations o f 1891, had expressed the view that the future discussion o f the positions and motions o f the orbital 
planes o f  Jupiter’s Satellites could be most advantageously based on heliometric or photographic observations; 
he suggested the mean epoch 1903'7 for a new series o f observations, as one not too remote to allow the determina-

*  This pair was also employed aa tho standard stars in tho holiometor observations of 1901.
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tion of new values o f these elements before the expiration o f the tables which are at present in use, and still 
promising a fair accuracy in the determination o f the motions o f the nodes.

Accordingly, a series of thirty-one photographic plates was taken at the opposition of 1903, and another series of 
thirty-two plates at the opposition o f 1904, all with the Cape astrographic telescope.

The plates of 1891 were made without trails; those of 1903 and 1904 were made precisely on the same plan 
as the plates o f 1901 already described. The standard stars for 1891 were the same as those used in the heliometer 
work of that year, viz., the stars S.D. — 8o,5905 and — 7°'5838 (see p. Ixxxvi).

Those used in 1903 were:
24 Piscium.(6'0)'and 27 Piscium (5 2),

and those used in 1904:
B.D. +  7 ° -2 4 0  (6-9) and B.D. +  8 ° -  258 (6*7).

All these plates were sent to De Sitter and were measured and discussed by him. His object in this work was, 
as already mentioned, to determine these quantities which alone, or nearly alone, determine the positions of the 
orbital planes.

For this purpose, instead o f measuring the usual x  and y  co-ordinates (R  A. and Dec.), he selected a system of 
co-ordinates of which the axis o f y  is the projection on the plate of Jupiter’s adopted axis of rotation, and the «-ris 
o f x  is perpendicular to this. Of these the y  co-ordinates o f the Satellites were alone measured. The reseau printed 
on the plate was therefore not used. Instead, by means o f the known position angle of the standard stars, and with 
the aid of the position circle of the Repsold measuring machine of the Astronomical Laboratory at Groningen, the 
plate was adjusted approximately at right angles to the computed position angle of the axis of y, and the co-ordinates 
of y  were measured directly with the micrometer screw of the microscope. The whole of the measured quantity 
thus never exceeds a few revolutions of the micrometer screw; and, since it is so small, the value of a revolution 
of the micrometer screw in arc does not require to be determined with the highest accuracy.*1

But it is in the highest degree necessary that, as the plate is moved along the axis *, the optical axis o f the 
microscope where it intersects the surface of the plate should describe a straight line, because any departure from 
that condition enters directly into the determination of the y  co-ordinates.

The plate-holder rests on a guiding cylinder with two V’s, and is pressed against it simply by its own weight; 
its third point of support slides on a plane parallel to the axis o f the cylinder. To determine the errors of the slide- 
motion of the plate, a long spider line was stretched on a brass frame which could be mounted parallel to the x  axis 
in the plate-holder in the same way as the plate. The y  co-ordinates o f this spider line at each alternate millimeter 
o f the x  axis scale was repeatedly measured, and thus, on the assumption that the stretched spider thread is a true 
straight line, the errors of the slide were readily determined. “  With the exception of the extreme ends, which are 
seldom or never used, the errors so found were smaller than 0‘2 micron, or 0,/a012 in arc upon the plate." The 
measures were made as follows:—-

(1) The plate having been approximately adjusted in the position angle of the standard stars, the distances of 
the images of these stars from a line parallel to the axis of the cylinder slide were measured by the micrometer screw.

(2) The microscopes of the position circle were read.
(3) The plate was then brought to the computed position angle o f x  and the position circle read as in (2).
(4) The images o f the Satellites were then successively bisected with the micrometer-microscope, first in the 

order o f increasing x, and then in the reverse order (i.e. with opposite motion o f the plate slide).
(5) The plate was then rotated 186°, and the above operations were repeated in the reverse order.

In the plates of 1903 and 1904 the trails were measured, in two positions of the plate differing 180*, before the 
first and after the last measure o f the standard stars. Pointings were mado on elevon points on the trail, viz., 
that point which has the same R.A. as Jupiter in the other exposures, and five points on each side o f it at the 
distances ± 1 0 ', ± 2 0 ', . . . ± 5 0 ', and'tho necessary corrections to reduce it to a straight lino were computed; so 
that, after these corrections, the extremities o f the co-ordinates will lie in a straight line, which is a tangent to the 
trail at its middle point. The details of tho discussion o f these observations aro published (Cape Annals, vol. xii. 
part 3) under the title A Determination o f the Inclinations and Nodes o f the Orbits o f Jupiter's Satellites, by 
Dr W. de Sitter, from photographic plates taken at tho Royal Observatory, Capo o f Good Hopo (1906).

* 10 revolutions of the micromotor •orow uorrottpptul to 1 mm. on tho pinto.
1 revolution « 0**04.
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Do Sitter published his further investigations on the libration o f the three inner Satellites of Jupiter in 1907, 
based upon:

(1) Gill and Finlay’s heliometer observations at the Cape in 1891, reduced by himself (.Inaugural Dissertation), 
but to be published, after revision, in tho Cape Annals, vol. xii. part 1.

(2) Photographic plates in 1891 to 1898 taken at Helsingfors by Donner and at Pulkowa by Kostinsky, and all 
measured by Benz (Mem. Imp. Acad. Sci. St Petersburg, 7th series, vol. vii. No. 4, and vol xiii. No. 1).

(3) Cookson’s heliometer observations at the Cape in 1901 and 1902 as reduced by himself and published 
Cape Annals, vol. xii. part 2.

(4) Photographic plates taken at the Capo in 1904, measured by De Sitter, and published Groningen 
Publications, 17, chap. iii.

Renz measured the differences o f R.A. and Decl. o f the Satellites on the Helsingfors and Pulkowa plates, 
and publishes the co-ordinates Aa cos 3 and AS referred to the centre o f the planet, corrected for refraction, 
orientation, and scale value.

The Cape plates o f 1904 were primarily taken for determination o f the Inclinations and Nodes, and for this 
purpose (see p. xciii) the co-ordinates y  (i.e. the latitudes) only were originally measured. When De Sitter began the 
investigation o f the libration, it appeared desirable to have a determination o f the mean longitudes for one or both of 
the oppositions 1908 and 1904. But, from a preliminary discussion, it appeared that the epoch 1904 was the more 
advantageously situated for a decision whether the libration-period was 7‘2 or 4*44 years— a point which appeared 
equally possible from the observations o f  1891, 1901, and 1902. Further observations were therefore confined to the 
series o f  1904.

The y  co-ordinates o f these plates had been already measured. These co-ordinates from their smallness could 
be measured with the micrometer alone; but to measure the $  co-ordinates it is necessary to combine scale with 
micrometer readings, and De Sitter found that this would occupy more time than he could spare, if different scale 
readings as well as different micrometer readings had to be made for each o f the six different exposures o f each 
Satellite. But, as the six images o f each Satellite are arranged on the plate nearly upon a circle o f declination, 
much time could be saved by measuring differences in R.A., because these measures could all be made for the same 
Satellite with the micrometer-microscope, and reference to the scale need only be made for one o f the exposures o f each 
Satellite. De Sitter remarks that “  the loss in factor of the correction to the mean longitude, which is a consequence 
o f the projection o f the co-ordinate x  on the parallel circle, is amply balanced by the gain in rapidity and accuracy 
o f the measures.” The reseau printed on the plate was not used.

The measures thus made are published in the Groningen Publications, 17, pp. 63-66.
The results o f  the Cape heliometer observations o f 1891, 1901, and 1902, and the above-mentioned photographic 

observations at the Cape, Pulkowa, and Helsingfors in the years 1893) to 1904 were combined by  De Sitter in his 
paper “  On the Libration o f the three inner large Satellites o f Jupiter ”  by W . de Sitter (Publications o f the Groningen 
Astronomical Laboratory, No. 17, 1907).

De Sitter (Proceedings Royal Acad, o f Sciences, Amsterdam, for 28th March 1908), in tho paper entitled 
“ On the Masses and Elements o f Jupiter’s Satellites, and the Mass o f the System,”  combines the above-mentioned 
researches and derives the most probable results from them.

W ith regard to the Mass o f Jupiter, which was originally a primary object o f the heliometer observations, the 
separate results were as follows

Reciprocal o f the Mass o f Jupiter.
Probable Error.

D e Sitter’s discussion o f Gill and Finlay’s heliometer observations 1891 1 0 4 7 '5 0 ± 0 ‘06*
Cookson’s discussion o f his own observations . . . ' 1901 *44=h0*091

\ V  . ; • 1902 *25=fc0'061

* The result originally published in Do Sitter’s Dissertation was 1047*226 (loc. oil., p. 72). Tho corrected figuro 1047,B0=t 0,06 given above 
arises from the following errors subsequently discovered by De Sitter:—

(a) The detection of previously undiscovered mistakes by Marth in the constant part of tho radius voctor (soo The Observatory, Doc. 19
p. 450).

(b) Owing to motions of the system during tho aberration timos (seo Do Sitter, Monthly Notices, R.A.S., vol. lxxii. pp. 602- 8).
(e) Some minor mistakes in tho revised computations which aro not yet published.
Tho probable error of this result, givon above, inoludes tho aoouratoly known probablo error of tho distaneo of tho standard stars (the 

standards of the Victoria triangulation).
t  These probable errors do not include the eflbots of tho orrors of tho places of tho standard stars, which may amount to 0"*2 or 0 ''8  at 

least, in both co-ordinates.
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Newcomb (Fundamental Constants of Astronomy, p. 97) derives his adopted reciprocal of the Mass of Jupiter 
as follows.—

Adopted Weight.
From all observations of the Satellites 1 1047-82* 1
Action on Faye’s Comet (Moller) .

1
Action on Themis (Krueger) . . . . .......  -54 \ 5
Action on Saturn (Hill) . . . f  .] •• • ,~r: ’*18,0’ y.a,7-
Action on Polyhymnia (Newcomb): c . , . -\l . 1  ■ U  • I 20
Action on Winnecke’s Comet (v. Haerdtl) 10

Mean ; 1047-35
Probable error ±  ’044+

It is not easy to understand why Newcomb has assigned such considerable weight to Haerdtl’s results from 
Winnecke’s Comet, for he expresses his distrust as to “ whether observations on a comet can be considered as having 
been always made on the centre o f gravity, of a well-defined mass, moving as i f  that centre were a material point 
subject to the gravitation of the Sun and planets.” De Sitter adds : “  It is very uncertain, if  not improbable, that 
the observed centre o f light should retain the same relative position:with respect to the centre of gravity through 
one apparition Of a comet, and a fortiori in different apparitions.”

On these grounds De Sitter proposes the rejection o f all results for the Mass o f Jupiter which depend on 
observations of comets, and he based his value of the reciprocal o f the Mass of Jupiter on the following results '

Reciprocal of the Moss of Japiter. Probable Error. Adopted Weight.

Krueger, from perturbations o f Themis . 1047*54 ±0*19 '. 5
B K l l j Saturn '■ . . •38 7
Newcomb; „  , ~ Polyhymnia . •34 ±  -06 2 0 ^
From the heliometer observations of 1891 •50 *06 10

•46 ± • 0 9 4
•25 i  m 6

. Mean > . .,;. ■__ ..., -... 1047*394 .. ±0*026

The probable errors are those quoted by Newcomb, or by the authors o f the discussions; the combining weights 
are based on judgment.

The simple mean is 1047'412 ;. the mean from the perturbations of planets alone is 1047-380; and the mean 
from the heliometer observations o f the. Satellites alone 1047’417. De Sitter thus adopted, with good reason,

1047-40± 0-03.

The next immediate object arrived at, after the determination of the Mass, was that o f the Incliuations aud 
Nodes. The following table gives the resulting values of tho corrections to Souillart as at tho different opochs by the 
heliometric and photographic observations. The right-hand column for each Satellite gives tho residuals from 
De Sitter’s corrections to Souillart’s theory.

* This result does not inoludo tho observations described in tho prosont work, but rofor* to oarlier holiomotcr and other obMnmtiom of the 
Satellites. Soe also Astronomical Papers of the American Ephemeris, vol. v. part 0. 

t  This is tho probable error, Nowoomb gives tho mean orror ± 0"*005.
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T able I.— Inclinations and Nodes, Epoch 1900'0.

Sari**. ObttrTud
Correction.

Probable
Error. Residual. Observed

Correction.
Probable
Error. Residual. Observed 

Go motion.
Probablo
Error. llosidiml. Observed

Correction.
Probablo
Error. Residual.

f t - P r Pi- P v

1891 H  
„  P 

1901 H  
1 9 0 : H  

..  P
*9 °3  P  
1904 P

+ 0*0360  
+  *03 7* 
+  -03 38 
+  ‘0091 
+  *oo*6 
+  '0 0 2 1 
— *0028

=fc *0045 
±  50 
=fc 7 » 
=fc 6 S 
±  80 
±  60 
±  78

+  'OO23
+  35 
+  20 
+  I 
“  64  
+  75 
-  58

+ 0 -0 7 5 2
+  ‘°733 
+  *1119 
+  *0923 
+  *0941 
+  *0526
+  *0158

±  *0031 
=fc 3  ̂
=fc 5* 
=fc 4°  
=fc 4 * 
d b  33 
H  4 4 .

+  *0025 
+  6 
~  ■ 64 
+  19 
+  ‘ 37 
-  33
+  . J !

— 0-0029
— -0024
— -0105
-  -0097
-  ,0° 9 S
-  -0199
— -0104

±  -0020 
=fc >9 
=fc 33 
=fc *5 
=fc *7 
=fc 22 
±  28

+  ’0032
+  .37 
+  18 
+  18 
+  * I
-  9 7 :
— II

+ 0 -0 6 3 0  
+  *0639 
+  -0564 
+  -0636 
+  *0612
+  -0583
+  -0648

4 -  " o o io
±  12 
zfc 17: 
±  13
±  14 
±  12 
=fc 13

+  -0022 
+  30
-  54 
+  16
-  8 
-  30 
+  27

iv dr ?»• Hr

1891 H  
P

1901 H
1902 H

P
1903 P 
•9 ° 4  P

-0 * 0 2 7 3
-  *0258
-  *0793 
i s  ‘0769
-  *0820
-  -0597
-  m  3s

=fc ‘0049 
±  61 
d b  79 
=fc 59 
=fc 62 
rfc 48 
=fc 77

-  *0063
-  48
-  57 
~  37
-  88
-  58
-  34

+0*0867 
+  ’0813
— *1658
— *1896
— - , 9 °4
— *2120
“  ’ “ 53

4 -  0029 
±  35 
=fc 45 
rfc 36 
=fc 37 
=fc 3* 
=fc 48

+  *0015
-  39
+  76
+  4 « 
+  33 

29
-  9°

— o ‘o6 8 i
-  -0748
-  -0369
-  *0430
-  *0384
-  -0442
-  *0177

±  *0017 
±  *3 
zfc 30
±  21 
±  22 
±  20 
±  26

+  -0016
-  5 * 
+  >03
-  4  
+  43
-  4  

54

-0 -0 1 3 7
— "0117
— -0191
— -0172
— -0170
— -0209
— -0210

±  *OOIO 
±  II 
±  16
±  13 
±  13
±  II
=fc 17

— -0005 
+  15

0
+  22 
+  24
-  6 

0

H denotes heliometer observations. P denotes photographio observations.

Herep = i  sin ( — Q,), q*=i cos ( -  SJ). The suffixes 1, 2, 3, 4 indicate Satellites I., II., III., IV., where i is the inclination of the Satellite 
and Q is the ascending node.

The probable error for weight unity, determined from these residuals, is
/> = ± 0 ° ‘0097.

The originally assigned weights corresponded to a probable error for weight unity of
p=zto°-oioo.

Comparing each residual with its probable error, we find the following:—

Number of Residuals.

Actual. Theoretical.

Smaller than p . 30-5 1 28-0
Between p and 2p ■ . . -. . 165 18-1
Between 2p and 3 p . ■ ......  . — 6— — 7' 5- “
Exceeding 3p . . . . *'4

Considering that these corrections, A p  and A q, are, for each epoch, the result of a separately made and 
separately reduced series of observations made by different observers with different instruments, the above agree
ment between the actual and computed errors, and between the actual and theoretical distribution of these errors, 
is very remarkable, and would indicate a general freedom of the observations from systematic error.

Exception may perhaps be taken to this conclusion on account of the persistent negative sign of the residuals 
in the case of gr1. This might be due in some degree to chance or to one or two other causes—viz., non-coincidence 
of the centre of gravity with the centre of light of the first Satellite, or outstanding errors in the theory. The first 
Satellite has sometimes been seen double or elongated, but it does not seem possible to derive anything definite from 
these occasional observations. As to the assumption of markings of unequal brilliancy on tho surface of the Satellite, 
De Sitter writes (Proc. Amsterdam Acad., 1907 June, p. 105): “ Any attempt to explain the observed discrepancies 
on this hypothesis would, however, involve so many indeterminate quantities that its success would be no proof of 
its representing a true fact of Nature.” It is also possible to account for a considerable part of the discordance by 
errors in the theory or its constants. In the table above quoted the motion of the node was roduced to a common 
epoch by Souillart’s theory from De Sitter’s preliminarily adopted masses of tho Satellites (Amsterdam Acad. Proc., 
1908, March 28, p. 666). De Sitter informs the writer that with new masses (derived, by estimate, as a mean from 
Sampson’s and De Sitter’s present values) about one-third of tho apparent systematic discordance can bo explained.
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It would occupy far more space than is at disposal to further follow the derivation o f the constants of the theory of 
Jupiter’s Satellites from the observations in question. It is sufficient to show that both the heliometer and photo
graphic observations are in systematic accord, and yield important corrections to Souillart’s theory.

Attention has already been called (p. lxxxv) to the unsatisfactory way in which the latitudes o f the Satellites 
can be determined from the observations o f eclipses only, and one cannot but regret that the data now at disposal 
were not utilised by Professor Sampson in the formation o f his new tables of Jupiter’s Satellites, which, so far as 
modern observations are concerned, are based exclusively on the photometric observations of eclipses made at 
Harvard College Observatory. •*

From the following comparison between the values of the inclinations and nodes *  (derived, on the one hand, by 
Sampson from the photometric observations o f eclipses made at Harvard College Observatory, and, on the other hand, 
by De Sitter from the above-mentioned observations) it will be seen that the discordances are considerably greater 
than the probable errors o f any single series o f heliometer or photographic observations.

Inclinations and Nodes. Epoch 1900, Jan. 0d*0 G.M.T.

- 1: De Sitter ~.' v . 0-0272±0’0028 and 60’2 ±7*0 -0-13614 t
Sampson . 0-0327 „  33-3 -0*13403

II. De Sitter . . 0-4683±0*0016 „  293-16±0 19 -  0-032335 <
Sampson . . 0-4644 „  290*55 -0-032699

III. De Sitter . - ' . 0-1839±0-0026 „  319-7l±0-52 -  0*006854 t
Sampson . . . 0-1970#p „  320-70 -0-006978

IV. De Sitter . . 0-2536=b0-0023 „  ll.-96±0-67 — 0-001772 t
Sampson . 0-2635 • 7*33- -0-001755

The complete photometric observation of an eclipse furnishes a more exact determination o f a Satellite’s 
longitude than a single heliometer observation, and about the same accuracy as a good photographic plate containing 
six exposures.t But the opportunities for the complete observation of eclipses, especially in the case of the fourth 
Satellite, are rare, whilst heliometric and photographic observations can be made at any time that Jupiter is 
visible at a suitable altitude. Up to the present time none o f the great modern telescopes o f long focus have been 
employed in making photographic observations of Jupiter’s Satellites; and the recently published stellar parallaxes 
determined at Cambridge (England) and Yerkes prove that with such telescopes the relative position o f two stars 
(and therefore that two Satellites) can be determined with an accuracy considerably greater than that derivable from 
a photometrically observed eclipse. {  It is obvious, therefore, that, for the future improvement o f the tables 
o f Jupiter’s Satellites, photographic observations made with the best telescopes o f long focus should be 
employed.

In order that astronomers may be in a position to supply the requisite observations, the writer has consulted 
with De Sitter on the subject, and has discussed with him the programme of future observation which would supply 
the data that are still necessary for a definitive determination o f the constants for a new theory o f Jupiter's 
Satellites.

*  Innes— The Observatory, Dec. 1910, p. 482.
t  The probable errors of one observation with resulting JoVicentric errors a r e '

I. II. m . IV. Authority.

Delambre.
Modern eelipsos 
Sampson .
Heliometer (<>"*087) 
Photographic (o"-05o)

• •
15 —0*035 
15 -0*035 
7-2 — 0*017 

003+ 
0*020

35 -o -o+ i 
15 — 0*018 
ii*3'—0*014 

0*022 
0*01 a

1 °
90 —0-052 
20 —0*012 
u*6—0-007 

0-013 
0*008

120 —0'030 
40 -0*010 
22*2 — 0-006 

0-008 
0*005

De Sitter, 
do.

Harvard Annals, Iii. pp. 295, 309. 
Caps Annals, xii., 3, p. 90. 

do.

From these determinations of stellar parallax, recently published by Profossor Honry N. Russel [from photographio observations made at 
Cambridge (England) by himself and Mr Hinks] and by Profossor Sohlesiuger [from photographs with tho Yerkes toloscopo], it appears that 
the avorage probablo error of the position of a parallax star derived from tho measures of a single plate is aa follows:—

Gambridgo telescope (19*3 feet f o e u s ) ............................................................... ±0**048 (4 exposures)
Yorkes tolesoope (63 foot f o e u s ) .............................................  ± 0 " ‘0a6 (3 exposures)
A oompleto holiomotor observation for stellar parallax (Oil!) . . . . .  db0Wl036 (18 pointings)
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Tho outoorao of correspondence on the subject may be stated as follows:—
The principal non-secular terms in the longitudes of the Satellites aro:

la, Tho Equations of the Centre. 16. The great Inequalities.
II. Tho Inequalities having periods between 400 and 500 days. III. The. libration.

(It is curious that the terms II aro called by Tisserand “ les grandes in6galitds,” whilst those under 16 are only 
called “  illegalities pfiriodiques:”)

In eclipse observations the period of 16 is 438 days; it is therefore badly separated from II (see De 
Sitter, Elements and Masses, p. 711). In the case of heliometer and photographic observations, la and 16 have 
nearly the same period (see De Sitter, Dissertation, pp. 68-70), *  and are thus also difficult of independent 
determination.

Accurate observations o f transits o f the Satellites and their shadows, such as those made by Innes at Johannes
burg, where both inferior and* superior conjunctions are combined, afford means of separating the terms 16 and II 
completely; in fact, 16 can be determined from a comparison o f the eclipses and occultations with the transits o f the 
Satellites and their shadows of. the same year. ?To separate la, from 16 a series extending over at least six years is 
required. Such observations alone, however, will not be sufficient to determine the libration. But if the in
equalities II and the libration are known, Innes’ observations, if continued, will give a good determination o f the 
equations o f the centre and especially o f the great inequalities: at present the latter are very uncertain. The 
equations o f the centre o f the third and fourth Satellites are now fairly well determined, but those o f the first and 
second Satellites are still practically unknown.

So far as can be foreseen, the only prospect of obtaining accurate data for a definitive determination of the 
libration lies in having a number o f series o f accurate photographic or heliometer measures. Each o f these series 
must be o f  sufficient extent not only to give the required accuracy, but, by  equal distribution of the observations 
over the orbits o f  the Satellites, to. eliminate in a great degree the effects of the unknowns, la  and 16. I f  these 
observations are taken at the epochs o f the opposition o f Jupiter—-i.e. about 400 days apart— then the inequalities II 
(whose real periods are 463, 482, &nd 486 days) will present themselves as inequalities with apparent periods of 8*1, 
6*4, and 6 2 years respectively. It will thus be very difficult to: separate them from the libration, o f which the'most 
probable period is 7 years. This could only be avoided by taking the observations not at opposition, but near the 
stationary points o f Jupiter. These latter occur about 2 months before and after opposition, so that nearly one-fourth 
o f the period o f  the inequalities II would occur between the two epochs in question,— that is to say, a difference of 
phase o f nearly 90?.

When the declination Of Jupiter and the latitude of the observatory have, the same sign it will generally be 
possible to obtain good photographs between 80 and 50 days before opposition, and between 50 and 80 days after 
opposition.

It  is desirable that the observations in-question should extend over at least one period o f the libration (to be 
quite safe, over 8 years)— that is to say, there should be at least 16 series of observations, at mean epochs about 60 
or 65 days before and'after each successive opposition o f Jupiter ; but these observations will have to be made at 
southern observatories until Jupiter has northern declination.

The following table gives a list o f  the oppositions o f Jupiter up to the year 1925. The values of P (the position 
angle o f Jupiter’s axis) are given for each o f the epochs.

Oppositions o f Jupiter.
Date. P.

h • 0
19 1 z May .31 . 16-6 —21 8
1913 July S i8 -9 - * 3. 353
1914 Aug. 10 22-3 340
1915 Sept. 14 23-+ 4 -'- 336
1916 Oct. 18 : , >-5 w m 338
1917 Nov. *+ 5-8 : + 2 0 34-7
1918 Dec. 27 + *3 1
1920 Jan. 31 8?9 + 18 16
1921 Mar. 6 I I '!  1 . EBEm 23
1922 Apr. 1? . • 3-2 -  8 22
1923 May 15 i'5‘4 - * 9
1924 June iff | i7v7 V-Pr2 3 11925 July 23 20' I — 20 348

Epoch for determining the 
inclination and nodos.

* There is a mistake in tho formulas which does not afToot tho argumont. For tho oorroot formula) soo Cape Annals, xii., part 4, p, 101, or 
Groningen Publications, 17, p. 48.
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A careful estimate shows that to secure the desired accuracy, at least fifteen plates will be required (with four to 
six exposures on each plate) at each o f sixteen successive libration series; there being two series in each year, 
beginning, let us say, 1914 (May 20-June 20) and (Oct. 1-Oct. 31); and these plates must be taken with telescopes of 
long foeus which give images capable o f measurement with like precision to those afforded by the stellar parallax plates 
at Cambridge aud Yerkes.w There is no need for elaborate determinations of standard stars for scale value, as that 
constant will be far better determined from the now well-known Mass of Jupiter. But a pair o f standard stars should 
be photographed nearly symmetrically with the centre of each plate; These standard stars should differ but little in 
declination; their difference in R.A. should be approximately known (say to =fc0B*05), and their difference, in declina
tion can be determined with an ordinary equatorial and filar micrometer measures with any required precision* There 
is, however, no necessity for extreme precision in the determination of the position angle of the standard stars; because, 
except fo r  two o f  the libration periods after mentioned, the position angle need only be known with sufficient 
accuracy to permit accurate determinations o f  the differences o f the longitudes o f the Satellites from measures o f the 
x  co-ordinate (i.e. along a'line at right angles to the position angle of Jupiter’s axis o f rotation).

To facilitate these measures it is very desirable that the successive images of Jupiter should be arranged on the 
plate, not, as usual, in the same circle of declination, but in a line parallel to the axis of Jupiter (i.e. in position 
angle P ). With successive images so arranged there would.be no need to read the scale of the measuring machine 
except for one o f the exposures ; the other- measures could be made with the micrometer alone (see .also p. xciv). 
This arrangement can be- effected either by  placing a-wire, fixed in the position angle. P , in the focus of the guiding 
telescope, or by computing before-hand the scale readings of the setting micrometer of the.guiding telescope tO give 
the required arrangement of the successive exposures. There should be no rdseau-image On the plates, and no trails 
are necessary.

De Sitter ( Cape Annals, xii., part 3, page 121) has already pointed out the desirability o f a further determination 
o f the. inclinations and.nodes o f the Satellites about the epoch 1920. The chief addition to the programme for this 
purpose is to provide very accurate means for determining the orientation o f the plates at two of the libration 
epochs. It is desirable that this orientation should be certainly known within 2" or 3", and that, for control, it 
should be determined both by trails and standard stars. Evidently, also, it would be well if  the determination by 
both methods could be freed from the. effects of errors o f graduated circles; and this result can be secured when 
the Satellites lie nearly along a parallel of declination, i.e. when F is nearly =0°. Fortunately this is the case at 
the opposition o f December 1918, which, for all practical purposes, is quite near enough to the epoch 1920. t

Trails made in the manner illustrated at p. xcii would not be available, because, when F is nearly = 0°, the image 
o f the planet would obliterate the images of the trails of the Satellites, and the trail left by the planet itself is not 
measurable with sufficient precision. But if  the trails are made o f limited length and are exposed only towards the 
preceding and following sides of the plate, the difficulty in question would be overcome.

The semi-major axis of the fourth Satellite is about 10 '; that of the third Satellite 6'. I f  we suppose these 
Satellites to be at elongation on opposite sides o f the planet, the arrangement o f the images of a trail and of the 
plate generally would be somewhat as follows :—

The two pairs o f images of the standard stars at a» and bl bn are shown above; the distance at Og should bo about 
60'. It is not advisable to employ a much greater distance of the standards, because it seems probablo that the 
optical distortion of the field may not be negligible beyond a radius of 80;. For a telescope of 85 feet focus this

* For tho Southern Hoinisphoro thero aro at prosent no instruments of that olass, oxoopt tho Victoria toloscopo of tho Capo Observatory 
(22*5 feet focus). But hy 1015 tho tolosoopos of 35 foot focus now under construction by Sir Howard Grubb for Johannesburg and Santiago 
should he available. In the Northorn ITomisphoro wo may hopo boforo 1916 to havo tho new 35 foet photographio refractor at Nikolai of, in 
addition to the othor poworful existing instruments at Oambridgo, Yorkes. and olsowhnro.

| Tho opooh of roduotion of the observations of tho proposed sorios of observations 1014-1023 would therefore ho most conveniently 1819*0, 
hut thore is ho objootion to any continuous sorios of oight yours todotormino tho libration, although tho epochs 1918 December and 1934 June 
aro tho oppositions most favourablo for determining tho inolinatibns and nodes.
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will givo a distance o f 180 mm., aud it would be well to employ plates of not less than 200 mm. in length in the 
direction o f  R.A., iu ordor that tho standard stars may not be located too near tho edge of the plato. The centres 
o f  the trail-imagos o f .Tupitor should be about 40' of aro apart. The difference of declination o f the standard stars 
should be dotermined for tho opooh of the satellite observations with a probable error not exceeding dhO ’̂OS : such a 
determination should present little difficulty; with a good equatorial and filar micromotor from 50 to 100 measures 
o f AJ should suffice, tho telescope being at rest and tho images bisected by the same miorometer web as they 
successively transit the centre o f the field. Stars, o f about 8-9 magnitude should be selected. The trails might be 
exposed for about four to six seconds, and must be accurately timed. The greatest care should be exercised in 
handling the exposure shutter, so as not to disturb the telescope between the two exposures. It  would greatly 
facilitate matters if slits were made in the cover o f the dark slide at 20; o f arc from the centre o f the plato, in the 
position angles 90® aud 270°. When the preceding limb o f Jupiter reaches the centre o f either o f these two slits 
the observer would be warned to make the necessary exposure for trail.

Thus, to secure all desirable accuracy for the libration epoch and the determination o f the. inclinations and 
nodes at tho epoch o f the opposition o f 1918-19, the observations should be begun about 1918 November 1, and be 
continued till about 1919 March 1. On account o f the high northern declination o f Jupiter in 1918r-19, these 
observations could only be made with advantage in the Northern Hemisphere. About 50 first-rate plates, well 
distributed over this period, should suffice. The total programme would therefore comprise :

15 plates taken at each o f 14 libration epochs with approximately determined standard stars,
but without trails . . . . . . '  7  . ..? A ' - v - - O  plates '•'

50 special plates (with trails, and standard stars determined with the utmost precision in
position angle) in 1918-19 • ffiyl i

Total ■ . . . 250 plates

Professor De Sitter writes

“  I f  these plates were made a/nd sent to Leiden, I  could undertake to measure them myself, or to have them 
measured by competent observers, either belonging to the observatory staff, or students (who could do the work as a 
dissertation fo r  the Doctors degree); I  would also undertake the ultimate discussion o f  the whole o f  the m aterial"

It is estimated that from these observations the Jovicentric longitude o f the second Satellite will be determined 
for each o f the libration epochs with a probable error not exceeding ± 0 o,0025.

There remains the determination of the mass o f the fourth Satellite (m^), which at present is very imperfectly 
known.

The equation o f the centre and inclination o f the third Satellite are given by equations o f the fo rm :

2E8 sin n 3 =  0°’1736 sin sx3 +  0o,0706 sin 
H sin &8 =  0o,1839 sin 08 +  0o,0305 sin 0t

and the same with the cosines.
The second coefficient is proportional in both cases to m4.
Evidently the equation o f the, centre is the most favourable; but consider, in the first place, the inclinations. 

In 1900*0 we have 08 — 04 =  2O8°; in 1919'0 we shall have 174°. A t both epochs we can suppose t8 to be determined 
with a probable error o f  =b0o,0020; the difference will thus have the probable error o f ±0°'0030. This difference 
will be about one-half o f the coefficient o f sin d4, which will thus be determined with an accuracy o f l/5th  o f its 
amount. This will also be the resulting accuracy o f ra4.

The determination through Es from modern observations is still more uncertain, notwithstanding that the 
coefficient is double that in latitude, because the determination o f  the equation o f the centre is subject to much 
greater error, and we cannot expect a probable error much smaller than ± l /4 m 4 in this way. But here advantage 
can be taken o f ancient eclipse observations, because they can determine longitudes, although useless for the deter 
mination o f latitudes. De Sitter in his Dissertation has pointed out (p. 82) that a re-reduction o f tho observed 
eclipses o f the third Satellite, made about the mean epoch 1790, will give the mass o f the fourth Satellite with a 
probable error o f This presupposes a probable error o f =fc0’010 for the unknowns /i3 jfc, at the epoch 1790,
and available observations o f 50 immersions and 50 emersions.* Now between 1772 and 1799 De Sitter has found 
in the literature of the epoch records o f 63 completely observed eclipses o f the third Satellite (t.e. observations of

* See table in De Sitter's Dissertation, p. 76.
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both immersion and emersion by the same observer with the same instrument), and of these several have been 
observed at two or three places. A probable error considerably less than ± 0 o,010 may therefore be expected.

The additional proposed modern observations will increase the weight of the determination considerably, and 
De Sitter thinks it possible that, by this method, the probable error of may be reduced to l/20th of m4. 
He adds:—

“  The reduction o f  these observations towards the end o f  the eighteenth century has fo r  a long time been among 
the things that I  desire to do when opportunity offers. I  think you can assume that sooner or later it will be done 
here in Leiden, either by m yself or by one o f my students."

In his Dissertation, De Sitter further refers to a new reduction of the eclipses of the fourth Satellite about the 
epoch 1750 to determine its secular motion, • This motion is already known, with a probable error of l/94th

of its amount (Elements and Masses, p. 672), and De Sitter is doubtful if a new reduction of the few observations 
of the kind which exist would repay the labour. It seems hardly probable, in his opinion, that the result for zj4 
would be more reliable than the values derived independently by Delambre and Damoiseau, which are in excellent 
agreement. Also, De Sitter (loc. cit.) found from the Cape observations of 1900, and Bessel’s heliometer observations 
of 1836, combined with the Delambre-Damoiseau value of vsi :

^ A  =  0° 001872±0°-000020; at

and Cookson, from the heliometer observations of 1836 (Bessel), and those of 1891 and 1901 and 1902. (Cape), 
obtained the confirmatory result:

^  =  0°-00l892±0°-000024,

which latter is entirely independent of eclipse observations.
Assuming the probable error 1/94, above quoted, and that the value of J6* is known, the mass of the third 

Satellite would be known, with a probable error of about l/40th of its amount
The probable error of J6* (to be derived from the motion of the node of the second Satellite between the epoch 

of the recent modern observations (Table L, p. xcvi) and those now proposed at the epoch 1919) will be about 
l/700th of its amount. This estimate may not be entirely trustworthy because of the influence of errors in the 
preliminarily adopted masses, especially in that of the third Satellite ; but a powerful and independent determination 
of the mass of that Satellite will be obtained from the period of the libration.

De Sitter, for the above-mentioned reasons, is of opinion that the value of Delambre and Damoiseau for the 
perijove of the fourth Satellite, (bt4), may be accepted.

In the case of E, the case is different; one cannot assume Delambre’s distribution of the complete equation 
of the centre over the two terms to be valid for any particular epoch, as no one knows how it was derived. The 
complete equation of the centre of the third Satellite at a given epoch must therefore be derived from a fresh 
discussion of the observations.

Enough has been said to show that means exist for determining, with all necessary precision, the constants of a 
new theory of Jupiter's Satellites; it is hoped that astronomers will combine to furnish the data which Professor 
De Sitter desires, in order that he may be enabled to complete the work- which he has already so well begun.

THE GEODETIC SURVEY OF SOUTH AFRICA.

The Abbd de Lacaille arrived in Table Bay on the 19th of April 1751, and the history of Geodetic Survey 
in South Africa begins about eighteen months after that date.

Whilst Lacaille was engaged in his survey of the stars in the Southern Hemisphere— a work which formed tho 
principal object of his expedition— he ascertained, by several excursions to the northwards of Cape Town, that it 
would be comparatively easy to measure an arc of meridian nearly. l£  degrees in length. There existed, at the 
time, no measurement of an arc of meridian in the Southern Hemisphere, and it was thus a matter of great 
scientific interest to determine whether tho form of the Earth in the Southern Hemisphere is similar to that in the 
Northorn Hemisphere, and this question had a special interest for Lacaille in conneotion with tho reduction of his 
observations for tho parallax of the Moon—an investigation which formed part of tho astronomical programme 
of his expedition.
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His uelostial survey lmving boon completed, a reconnaissance was undertaken in tho month o f August 1752 
for definitive selection o f the points for his aro o f meridian, and, on the 9th o f September o f the same year, Lacoillo 
left Cape Town for Klipfontoin, tho northern point o f his proposed survey. Astronomical observations were made 
for latitudo ou sixteen stars, oach observed on six nights between 16th and 24th September, and these gave, when 
compared with meridian zenith distances o f the same stars as observed in Capo Town, a difference o f latitude 
1* 13* 7$\

Lacaillo’s arc was made up o f two large triangles with the oommon side Kapocberg-Riebeck’s Casteel, the 
northern point being Klipfontein and the southern point his latitude station in Cape Town.* Tho measured base
line was connected with the common side by two smaller triangles.

The length o f a dogroe o f latitude (34° S.), derived by Lacaille from his survey, was, for a long time, a subject 
o f perplexity to all theoretical investigators o f the figure o f the Earth, as the resulting length was greater than it 
could be, if the form of the Earth in the Southern Hemisphere were the same as in the Northern, and Lacaille’s 
well-earned reputation for accuracy ensured respect for his result.

The discrepancy remained unexplained for nearly a century, when Sir Thomas Maclear, then Her Majesty's 
astronomer at the Cape, undertook the verification and extension of Lacaille’s arc. After much labour spent in the 
identification and accurate definition o f Lacaille’s points o f observation, Maclear connected them with a chain of 
triangulation extending to both north and south o f Lacaille’s arc, and including his four principal points. The 
precise terminal points o f  Lacaille’s base-line could not be identified ; but a new base-line, nearly in the same site 
as Lacaille’s, 8*1 miles iu length, was measured and connected with the chain o f triangles. The measurement of 
the base-line was begun on the 30th o f October 18^0, and, with continuous work, was completed on the 3rd o f April 
1841. The measurement o f the angles o f the triangulation was begun in October 1841* and the field-work and 
astronomical observations were completed in. March 1848. - A  full account o f Maclear’s work, edited by Sir George 
Airy, was published in two volumes by order o f the Lords Commissioners o f the Admiralty in 1866. Maclear’s 
arc has an astronomical amplitude o f 4° 37' in latitude, and prOves, within moderately narrow. limits, that the form 
o f the Earth in the Southern Hemisphere is similar to that in-the Northern Hemisphere.

The astronomical amplitude of Lacaille’s arc also proved to be very nearly correct, but a large local disturbance 
o f the direction o f gravity at the northern station (amounting to more than 8;/ o f arc) accounted for the greater part 
o f the apparent error o f Lacaille’s work.

Nothing in the way o f further systematic accurate triangulation was done in South Africa till 1859, when a 
triangulation o f the southern coast o f  Cape Colony and British Kaffraria was set on foot, the Colonial Government 
being urged thereto by the demands o f  the Admiralty for the accurate determination o f points on the coast-line in 
connection with the hydrographic survey which they were about to undertake, in order to correct the then very 
inaccurate and defective state o f the charts o f  the coast. It was evident also that SUch a survey would furnish means 
o f  better connecting the detached property surveys through that part of the Colony. The work was entrusted to 
Captain Bailey, R.E., aided by one sergeant and thirteen rank-and-file o f the Royal Engineers, five o f whom were 
selected from the Ordnance’ Survey o f  England. The cost o f the work was borne by the Colony; it was begun in 
1859 and concluded in 1862. The party embarked at Algoa Bay in the Wcddensian, en route for England. The 
vessel struck upon the rocks o f Struys Point and became a total wreck. On board were the instruments, drawings, 
original observation books, with full abstracts, and calculation books o f every k in d ; they were all lost, and have 
never been recovered. Fortunately, copies o f “  abstracts o f angles ” had been supplied to the Admiralty Surveyor 
engaged on the Coast Survey; other abstracts o f angles, with a diagram, to the Surveyor-General in Cape T ow n; and 
from these and sundry copies sent to the Government o f British Kaffraria, and to private individuals, an account of 
the work was compiled by Captain Bailey, and printed in a report presented to the Cape Parliament in 1863.

Soon after Gill’s appointment as Her Majesty’s Astronomer at the Cape in 1879, he began to study the general 
question o f the Geodetic Survey of South Africa. The traditions o f his office appeared not only to justify but to 
demand that some portion o f  his time and attention should be devoted to this work. Sir Bartle Frere was then 
Governor o f the Cape Colony and High Commissioner for South Africa. From his experience o f Indian administra
tion, His Excellency thoroughly realised the advantages and the necessity for accurate survey, and the true economy 
o f  basing all future surveys upon a principal triangulation o f  such accuracy that its results might be 'considered 
definitive for all future time, and he gave Gill’s recommendations his strongest and most cordial support.

These recommendations embraced a plan for a gridiron system o f chains o f  principal triangulation extending 
over the Cape Colony, the Orange Free State, Natal, and the Transvaal.

* Tlieso stubionii will bo found markod oil tho naaoinpnnying map.
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The political and financial situation in the Cape Colony at the time rendered it difficult for ministers to take 
action during the session o f 1880. The despatches, correspondence and papers on the subject were, however, laid 
upon the table o f the House o f Assembly (printed in form of a blue-book) in 1880, and ministers agreed to deal with 
the question the following session. Soon afterwards Gill had the privilege of meeting Sir George Pomeroy Colley, 
when His Excellency passed through Cape Town on his way to resume the government of Natal. After discussion 
o f the question, Sir George Colley (himself an accomplished surveyor) promised to advocate a survey o f Natal as a 
part o f the Geodetic Survey o f South Africa. In October 1880 Gill visited Natal as the guest of Commodore 
Richards (now Admiral of the Fleet, Sir Frederick Richards, G.C.B.) on his flag-ship H.M.S. Boadicea, in order to 
make preliminary experiments connected with the telegraphic connection o f the longitudes of Aden and the Cape of 
Good Hope, and to further discuss with Sir George Colley the steps which should be taken in connection with the 
proposed survey. The result was that Sir George Colley took immediate steps to forward the project by addressing 
a message to the Legislative Council proposing to place a sum o f £2000 on the estimates for 1881 for the initial 
expenses of the proposed operations, “  the expenditure to be contingent on the Cape Government undertaking to join 
in the proposed survey and bear its share of the general expenses connected with it.” One of the last documents 
addressed by Sir George Colley to the Legislative Council was a message of thanks for .their reply to the above 
proposal; this message was dated 21st December 1880. A  few days afterwards Sir George Colley left his seat of 
government, never, alas 1 to return..

Nothing was done till Gill again visited Natal in August 1881, in connection with the Aden-Cape longitude 
operations then in progress. He took advantage, of the opportunity to re-open the survey question, with the result 
that Colonel Mitchell (afterwards Sir Charles Mitchell, G.C.M.G.), who was then administering the Government 
of the Colony of Natal, decided to write to the Secretary of State asking that the War Office might be applied to 
for the services o f a captain and subaltern of the Royal Engineers, with a party of non-commissioned officers and 
men, to begin the survey, and Gill was requested to prepare the specifications for the necessary instruments.

The request for officers and men was granted, but very considerable delay from various causes (one of which 
was that the officer selected to command the party was engaged to proceed to Australia to observe the Transit of 
Venus) took place before the work was fairly begun in June 1883.

Meanwhile, in January 1883, Gill succeeded in arranging an agreement between the Governments of the Cape 
Colony and Natal to undertake the principal triangulation of both colonies as a joint work.

A  detachment o f Royal Engineers, consisting of Captain Morris, R.E. (now Sir William Morris, C.B., K.C.M.G.), 
Lieutenant Laffan, R.E. (now Colonel Laffan, C.M.G.), and fourteen non-commissioned officers and men, finally 
reached Durban in June 1883, and work was at once commenced by selecting, laying out and measuring the base
line. The subsequent movements of the survey party are described in the report on the Geodetic Survey of South 
Africa, presented to the Cape Parliament in 1896.

After the measurement and verification of the Natal Base had been completed, severe pressure was applied 
by the Government of Natal to accelerate the work at the expense of accuracy. The difficulty thus created was 
fortunately soon satisfactorily arranged, and Sir Charles Mitchell was convinced that the pecuniary saving which he 
anticipated from an isolated operation of inferior accuracy would not be so great as he at first supposed, and would 
be quite insignificant compared with the advantages to be gained from the definitive results that could be secured 
by the more comprehensive scheme..

To reduce expenses the proposed number of astronomical stations was somewhat diminished, and the services 
of Lieutenant Laffan, with four men, were transferred to the secondary triangulation, but in other respects the 
standard of geodetic accuracy was maintained. Captain Morris voluntarily undertook the additional responsibility 
involved in the discipline of a field party in charge of one officer only, and the additional personal labour involved 
in throwing the whole of the astronomical observations as well as the triangulation on himself, and he continued 
a close and intimate correspondence with Gill on all points connected with the survey.

On the 1st o f September 1885 the survey operations were transferred to the Cape Colony. Lieutenant 
Laffan returned to his duty with the detachment under Captain Morris, and the direction of the survey was 
officially placed in Gill’s hands.

On two subsequent occasions tho question of suspending the work o f tho survey was severely pressed, and it 
became necessary, for financial Reasons, to reduce the staff, first to one officer and nine men, aud finally to ono 
officer and five men, whilst, at the same time, urgent requests were mado to bring the operations to a close as 
quickly 0s possible.

The work had thus to be completed at high pressure with the lightest possible oquipment, aud under conditions 
far less favourable than those whioh are usual in the conduct o f geodotic operations.
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Tho experience which Colonel Morris acquired in the transport o f delicate instruments over rough places, 
iu the manngomont o f distant holiostat parties, in the care o f oxen and horses, and the regulation of his supplies* 
naturally increased year by year; the rapid rate of progress finally reached wns due to methods which he evolved, 
and rocommended from time to time, and whioh wore introduced as soon as opportunity offered.

Tho whole o f the astronomical observations in tho field (except those connected with the determination of 
the longitude o f Durban), and tho measurements o f the angles o f the whole triangulation (except those o f thirty-five 
triangles measured in Griqualand East by Lieutenant Laffan, and some angles o f the tie-chain north o f Mossel 
Bay, measured by Mr Pillans) were made by Colonel Morris personally, and the greater part o f the computations 
in his Report were made by himself, checked by duplicate computations o f Mr Robinson or Mr Pillans. Those 
results which depend on computations o f Colonel Morris or Mr Robinson alone have been checked by two independent 
methods. The ustronomical determination o f the longitude of Durban depends on the operations connecting the 
longitudes o f  Aden and the Cape, which were carried out by members of the observatory staff in 1881-82.

Mr Finlay, chief assistant at the Cape Observatory, devoted his leave o f absence during December 1887 
to a visit to Port Elizabeth in connection with a determination o f the difference o f longitude Port Elizabeth-Cape 
with exchanged observers.

The places o f most o f  the stars employed in. the astronomical determinations o f latitude and azimuth are based 
upon special meridian operations made at the Cape Observatory, and Mr Finlay, Mr Maclear, and Mr Pett, o f the 
observatory staff, co-operated in the longitude operations.

The completion o f this work, the results o f which are published in vol. i. o f the Geodetic Survey o f South 
A frica  (Parliamentary Report, Cape Town, 1896), enabled Gill to carry out a complete re-reduction of Bailey’s survey, 
as a complete chain o f Bailey’s best triangles was included in the work of the geodetic survey. Many errors in 
Bailey’s published work were detected, and the whole was reduced to systematic agreement with the geodetic survey. 
The results form vol. ii. o f the Geodetic Su/rvey, which was published in 1901.

The details o f both works will be dealt with later on. The next object was how to extend these operations in 
such a way as to best increase their geodetic value; ' In vol. i. o f the Geodetic Sv/rvey just mentioned (p. 157), 
Gill wrote on this point as f o l l o w s |

“ Looking forward to the practical and possible progress o f geodesy, the question may be asked, Should not the 
progress made in geodetic survey in South Africa be rega/rded as the first step in a chain o f triangulation which, 
approximately traversing the 30th meridian o f east longitude, shall extend continuously to the mouth o f the 
N ile?"

On the immense importance o f  the proposed work as a geodetic operation it  is unnecessary to dw ell; the 
measurement o f an arc o f  meridian 65° in amplitude would be a . gain to geodesy so vastly important as alone to 
justify its inception. But this is not all. By an additional chain o f triangles from Egypt along the coast o f the 
Levant and through the islands of Greece, the African arc might be connected with the Roumanian and Russian arc, 
so as to form a continuous chain o f L05° in amplitude, extending from Cape Agulhas to the North Cape— the longest 
arc o f meridian measurable in the world.

This object Gill has ever since constantly kept in view, and has never lost any opportunity o f forwarding it. .
Meanwhile, during the later stages o f the field-work in Cape Colony and Natal, questions connected with the 

delimination o f  the boundary between British and German territory in 8 .W. Africa had sprung up. That boundary 
is defined by an agreement between the Governments concerned which was signed at Berlin, in July 1890. It is 
defined to the south by  a line commencing at the mouth o f the Orange River, and ascending the north bank of that 
river to the point o f its intersection by the 20th degree of east longitude, and, running then northwards along the 
meridian to the point o f its intersection by the parallel o f 20° south latitude, then eastward along that parallel to the 
point o f its intersection by the 21st degree o f east longitude, and thence northwards to the point o f its intersection 
by the parallel o f 18° south latitude.

Mr Bosman had executed a chain o f triangles from the neighbourhood o f Vryburg westward to the 20th 
meridian. This chain rested on a base-line measured by Major Laffan, o f which he also determined the orientation 
and the latitude and longitude of one of its extremities by astronomical observations, exchanging telegraphic signals 
for the latter purpose with the Cape Observatory. It should be mentioned to Mr Bosnian’s credit that, although his 
work was paid for by the Bechuanaland Government at the tariff rates of secondary survey, Mr Bosman made it his 
ambition to render the work fit for incorporation as an integral part o f the geodetic survey. He procured a Repsold 
10-inch theodolite at his private cost, and came to the observatory for practical astronomical training, and ho made a 
rigorous least square solution of the complex figures of which some parts of the chain were composed.
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The work of Bosman and Laffan-practically settled the position of the 20th meridian in the neighbourhood of 
the Orange River, and as far northwards as Reitfontein ; but administrative troubles soon arose further northwards, 
where there appeared to be an uncertainty of 18 or 20 miles as to the true position of the 20th meridian.

A temporary settlement o f outstanding difficulties was made by Germany agreeing to withdraw from certain 
points near the boundary in dispute, and Great Britain undertaking that Bosnians triangulation should be extended 
northwards to the 22nd degree o f south latitude.

Matters were in this state of friendly suspense when Gill visited England in 1896, and was consulted by the 
Colonial Office as to the means necessary to carry this promise into effect.

He then pointed out that from Reitfontein (the northern point of Mr Bosnian's survey) the 20th meridian 
crossed the Kalihari Desert— a country so flat and waterless that it would be difficult, if not impossible, to triangulate 
it. If, therefore, the triangulation had to be extended northwards, it would have to be carried through German 
South-West Africa, and it was unreasonable to expect that a work which would thus be of such advantage for the 
survey o f German territory should be carried out entirely at British expense. He was accordingly instructed to pro
ceed at once to Berlin and endeavour tp come to some provisional agreement with the Foreign Office there.

The result of that mission was an agreement that Bosman’s triangulation should be connected at both its eastern 
and western extremities with the geodetic survey of Cape Colony and continued northwards to the 22nd parallel of 
south latitude, thence along that parallel to the 21st degree of east longitude, and for a short distance northwards 
along the latter meridian, the work to be done by a joint commission, and the cost of the survey north of 
Reitfontein to be equally divided between, the Governments concerned.

Major (afterwards Lieutenant-Colonel) Laffan, R.E., was appointed English Commissioner, and Lieutenant 
Wettstein German Commissioner, and the direction o f the work was placed by both Governments concerned 
in Gill’s hands.

Lieutenant Wettstein at a later stage o f the work was replaced by Lieutenant Doering.
The Commission assembled at Reitfontein, Gordonia, in November 1898. The Commissioners encountered 

many serious obstacles in their work on account o f the difficult and waterless character of the country— in fact, 
some o f the triangulation points were 40 miles distant from the nearest water supply; in other places much time and 
labour were required to clear trees and scrub ; and the work was not brought .to a dose till October 1903.

Meanwhile Mr Alston was employed by the Government o f Cape Colony in connecting the eastern and 
western extremities o f Bosman’s triangulation with the geodetic circuit in Cape Colony. This work was completed 
in 1899.

Meanwhile also, in 1894, Gill urged on the late Cecil Rhodes the great scientific and practical value of 
commencing geodetic work in Rhodesia., and o f the possibility of that work becoming part o f the greatest arc 
of meridian in the world. Such an arc would also form a basis for the co-ordination of all detached surveys 
through a most important and still unsurveyed part of Africa, and be a fit precursor of his great scheme for a Cape 
to Cairo railway.

Mr Rhodes was very sympathetic, but declared that Rhodesia was in the first place in need of roads, bridges, 
and other essential works, and he felt its resources must first be directed to these objects, but in the course of two 
or three years he hoped to set the work on foot. When later (in 1897) Earl Grey, as Administrator o f Rhodesia, 
on Gill’s strong representation, sanctioned the commencement o f the work, Mr Rhodes not only took a deep interest 
in it, but when it had nearly reached the Zambesi, he promised that funds should be provided to carry it to Lake 
Tanganyika. The field-work in Southern Rhodesia was carried out under Mr Alex. Simms, formerly a computer 
at the Cape Observatory, who had there qualified as a surveyor, and who was afterwards in charge of one of the 
field-parties engaged in the geodetic survey o f the Transvaal and Orange River Colony. It is unnecessary here 
to enter into a description o f the many difficulties encountered in the work on account of rains, smoke o f grass 
fireB, etc., which left only a few months available in each year for field-work.

The work was suspended during 1902 on account of the war, and recommenced in 1903. Gill selocted 
Dr Tryggve Rubin as officer in charge o f the work in Northern Rhodesia. He had been a member o f the Swedish 
Russian expedition for measurement o f the Spitzbergen arc of meridian in the summer of 1901, and was leader 
of the expedition which completed that work in 1902. After residence for throe weeks at tho Capo Observatory, 
he sailed for Chinde on 29th April 1903, accompaniod by Dr F. 0 . Stoehr, M.B. (surgeon o f the expedition), and 
Messrs Edward Stroud and Paul Chapman as assistants. They reached Chindo on 12th May, where they were 
detained a week in landing and reshipping their instruments for river transport to Feira. The party thon proceeded 
to Fort Jameson, where tho equipment of the expedition with native carriers was comploted, aud finally roachod 
its field of operations at Feira on tho Zambesi on tho 18th of July. Tho season had boon very dry,  grass fires had

o
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begun, and any work beyond reconnaissance, beaconing, and astronomical observation was rendered impossible by 
the smoko which completely obscured the horizon. On the way from Fort Jameson to Feira reconnaissances were 
made for a base-line, and an excellent site was selected, o f nearly ten miles in length, on a plain alongside the River 
Loangwa, near its intersection with the parallel o f — 15°. A  considerable amount of line-clearing and beaconing 
was then done, but the dense smoke o f the grass fires greatly hindered progress. Dr Bubin was therefore instructed 
to proceed with the demarcation o f a portion o f the Portuguese boundary which runs due south from the Zambesi, 
near Zambo, and to fix, by astronomical observations, the point where the 15th parallel o f south latitude crosses the 
River Loangwa.

Mr G. Tyrrell M'Caw, who was appointed Chief Assistant to Dr Rubin, left for . Feira vid Salisbury on 
5th October, having spent a month at the Cape Observatory for training in astronomical work. He took with 
him a second theodolite and nickel steel wires for the J&derin base apparatus. The reconnaissance, beaconing; 
and boundary work occupied Dr Rubin and his party Until April 1904.

The work o f the Geodetic Survey was then recommenced and the triangulation was carried northwards as 
far as Machechetti and Mokokomo. During September the operations were seriously delayed by haze, dust, and 
smoke from grass fires, so that further triangulation became impossible. The members o f the expedition were 
therefore assembled on 4th October at the site o f the base-line.

The clearing o f the line from bush, etc., was a very laborious operation, and this, with other preliminary work, 
occupied the party till 18th November. The Jaderin base-measuring apparatus, on arrival at Feira, had been 
deposited in the Government stores there, and the woodwork of the wire-stretching apparatus was almost entirely 
destroyed by the ravages o f white ants; seven out of the ten central blocks o f the tripods had also to be replaced 
by new ones. The repairs were satisfactorily done by Mr H. Johnston, a farmer, who lived near the site o f the 
base-liue, and he fortunately happened to be a good carpenter.

The 2^ metre standard— kindly lent by the Russian Government— 'had been lodged in the storehouse: o f the 
African Lakes Corporation, Ltd., and its cases were not attacked by ants. The actual measurement. o f  the base 
was begun on 25th November. A t first the progress of measurement was Very slow, as it was found very difficult 
to train natives to w ork; but as the work progressed its speed improved, although it never reached the rate 
obtained by  good European and American parties: the maximum amount measured in one day was 1920 metres 
on 14th December. The concluding (southern) terminal o f  the base was reached on 17th January. The remainder 
o f the month was ■ occupied in  recomparison o f  ’ the wires and iii copying, checking, and reducing the base 
measurement

The triangulation was resumed early in February and continued' until the end o f April 1895,_ but many 
difficulties and delays arose from attacks o f fever, and interruptions o f work by haze, mist, and rain, which latter 
on one occasion lasted continuously for a fortnight.

The work o f reconnaissance from Ulungu northwards was undertaken by Dr Stoehr, who was compelled to 
carry it more to the eastward than had been originally intended, owing to a high flat ridge, called Ngoli, which 
runs from east to west about ten miles north of Ulungu and ’“cuts off all view to the north. Also due north of 
Ulungu the country is high but very flat, forming further northwards the watershed between the Loangwa and 
the Luapiila (Congo) water systems. But, towards the Loangwa river eastwards, the plateau, although not 
reaching so high a level, is cut by rivers into steep mountains which ■ offer*longer sight-lines. The reconnaissance 
across the continental watershed, from the line Mesengule— Mtsense to Mukowonshi— Chipala, forms one large 
complex figure o f  13 points and 29 sides, the reconnaissance o f which was completed by Dr Stoehr in August.

In December 1905 and January 1906 Dr Stoehr completed the reconnaissance o f the survey northwards to 
latitude — i0 9. Both the season and the country were more favourable! The months in question are'the most 
favourable for such work, for it is only during or immediately after the rainy season that it is easy to identify 
the hills from their outlines, i.e. without the aid o f lielio-signals. This part o f the survey passes entirely through 
country drained by  the upper tributaries o f the Luapula (Congo) River.

Meanwhile Dr Rubin and Mr M ‘Caw were busily occupied from April 1905 with the triangulation from 
Machechetti and Mokokomo northwards. A  persistent haze was encountered in June, whilst July was clear— and a 
similar experience was encountered the following year.

In August and September one can seldom see further than 15 or 20 miles, but work can generally be continued 
if  aligned marks for the use o f heliostats have been previously erected.

These conditions, coupled with occasional mistakes on the part o f the natives employed as signallers, created 
frequent delays, because the only available method o f communicating with a distant point was by going on foot, and 
personal inspection by a European assistant was necessary in all cases o f the kind. Dr Rubin had struggled manfully
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and conscientiously with these difficulties, but, for some still unexplained reason, he ceased all communication not only 
with the Cape, but also with his relatives in Sweden.* His report covering the period immediately preceding 30th 
April 1905 was received at the Cape on the 5 th o f  July o f the same year; but from that date onwards Dr Rubin not 
only made no further reports from the field, but failed to answer any o f the many letters addressed to him., Sir 
David Gill was thus unable to reply to requests from the British South Africa Company for reports on the progress 
o f the work, and was compelled finally, on the 3rd o f January 1906, to report to the Company the cause o f his 
inability to do so. On the 13th o f  February a letter dated 27th January was received from the Company’s Secretary 
communicating the decision o f  the Board, viz., “ ( 1) to bring the survey to a point from whence it may, at some 
subsequent period, be again carried on without the necessity o f  retracing any steps already taken ; (2) to defray the 
cost o f the homeward journey o f the officials engaged on the w ork; . . . but under no circumstances is 
the expenditure to extend beyond June, by which date the Board is o f opinion that the survey party will have 
received sufficient notice o f their withdrawal.”

The grounds for this decision were stated to be induced “  solely by the need o f  retrenchment on all work other 
than o f  absolute necessity.”  A  strong appeal was at once made by Gill to the Board to reconsider this decision 
and to allow the work, now so far advanced, to be carried to Lake Tanganyika; but the same reasons were repeated, 
and the original decision was adhered to.

On the 24th o f February 1906 Dr Rubin received notice o f the Company’s decision, with instructions to 
complete all work south o f latitude —12° and bring his party to Fort Jameson not later than the end Of April. 
In the beginning o f  April 1906 the party converged to meet at Mpika, except Dx Stoehr, who took another way 
home (vid Karonga). On his hurried journey to Mpika, Dr Rubin contracted a fever that confined him to bed for a 
fortnight, and was thus prevented from seeing Mr Stroud and Mr Chaplin before they left.- After their departure 
Mr M'Caw joined Dr Rubin in the camp where he lay sick. Meanwhile, on the 25th o f February, Dr Rubin wrote 
to Mr R. Goode, the Acting Administrator, stating that “ under his agreement he was entitled to six months’ leave 
with full pay, on condition that he rendered such assistance to the computation o f the work as Sir David might 
desire— and that he was willing to exchange computation for field work and to continue the triangulation as far 
northwards as possible, on condition that his travelling expenses and the pay o f his native assistants was provided.” 
He concluded adong letter on these lines, stating “  that his sole reason for making this offer was his desire to see his 
work completed by work at his own expense with aid o f native assistants.”  Gill advised that i f  Dr Rubin would under
take to send regular reports o f  his doings, and i f  the Administrator (on whom the decision must rest) approved, he 
would be glad i f  Dr Rubin would continue field work for six months, instead o f giving aid in computations. Gill 
recommended that in this, case the best plan would be to complete the triangulation and astronomical observations as 
far as latitude 12° south and then beacon the points northwards as far as time would allow. This plan would 
simplify the completion o f the work at a future time when funds were available.

N o definite answer was given to D r Rubin’s proposal, except that Mr M‘Caw was permitted to remain until 
the end o f June, when he left the field and returned to Fort Jameson en route for England vid the Cape. Mean
while no reports came from Dr R ubin ; and the Administrator, Mr Codrington, on the 16th o f August 1896, sent 
him the following telegram, dated Fort Jameson, 16th August 1906 :—

From. Administrator to Dr Rubin, 16tli August 1906.
Y ou are hereby instructed to discontinue all work and expenditure on the Geodetic Survey from the date of receipt of this 

notice and to return at once to Fort Jameson, where you are required to clear up several questions connected with your accounts, 
after which you will leave for the Cape. A reply to this message should be sent by bearer to the Magistrate, Fife, who will 
communicate it  to me by telegraph.— R obert Codrington .

Dr Rubin thereupon sent special messengers to Fife (the nearest telegraph station) with the following letters 
and telegram sS^M

To the Officer in charge of Telegraphic Office, Fife.
Sir,— I  should be obliged if  you  would despatch the wire on enclosed paper. In payment I  enclose a cheque for 30s. The 

balance kindly return by the messengers. K indly tell the bearers to wait for the telegraphic reply to my messago.— I have the 
honour to be, Sir, etc.— T ryggvb Rubin.

Telegram from Dr Rubin to Sir David GUI, received at Cape Town 30th August 1906.
Administrator instructs me to discontinue work and return to Fort Jameson and Cape. Are thoso instructions confirmed by 

you ?— T ryggv e  R ubin.

* In Docombor Gill roooivod from Dr Rubin’s mother in Swodon an anxious lottor, dated 28th Novombor 1908, inquiring as to her sou’s health, 
adding that tho last nows sho had from him was datod tho 0th Juno, and that sovoral most important business letters had boon forwarded to him 
from Swodon, to which no roplles had boon roceived.
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Td*gr\im frxmx />r Rubin to Administrator,tent from Camp 24/A August 1906,r«flcAi?i<7 Fife Telegraph Station 30th or 31st August 1900.
Your wire of 16th August rocoivod on 23rd August. Presuming that tho instructions given are in conformity with Gill's

munitions, 1 mu preparing to loavo on tho receipt of his answer to my telegraphic inquiry.—T ryqove  Rubin.

Tho Administrator's immediate roply was as follows:—
Telegram from Administrator to Dr Rubin, dated 31 st August 1906.

My orders must bo oboyod explicitly without roforenco to Sir David Gill. You will be held personally responsible for any
expenditure incurred in consoquonco of your nogloct of orders, and all payments on account of your salary will be suspended 
from this date.— R obert Codrington .

G ill’s roply, sent 81st August 1906, was as follow s :—
Astronomer to Rubin: Fife, N.E. Rhodesia.

Your wire of yesterday: Chartered Company have stopped funds, duo to your entire neglect to answer letters or report 
regularly to them or me. I have no alternative but to confirm Administrator's instructions. Before leaving deliver report and 
all books and papers conneoted with survey to Administrator. I  sail for England on 3rd October.*

This latter message d id  not reach Dr Rubin until the 7th o f  Decem ber, because his messengers were sent back 
b y  the officer at F ife  so soon as the Adm instrator’s reply came. Subsequent events are perhaps best explained 
b y  the follow ing extracts from  a long letter written to Sir D avid G ill b y  D r R ubin  on his voyage hom e from  the 
Cape in Ju ly  1907 :—

The return of my messengers without your telegraphic reply gave me a welcome opportunity to bring the triangulation 
a bit further north without direct disobedience to you. I  could do so with so much more rejoicing as the delay of your telegram 
was not caused by any neglect of mine, but by the officer in charge of Fife station.

I therefore immediately wrote to Mr Codrington, acknowledging the receipt of his telegrams, exposing the view I was 
holding about the matter .under dispute, explaining the reason why I had not yet got your telegram, and expressing the hope 
that the official at Fife was forwarding same by special messenger. At the Bame time I  accepted the personal responsibility fo r any 
expenditure caused by my disregard o f his orders. . . .

My expectation that your telegram would be forwarded by a new special messenger from Fife was not fulfilled. In fact, 
it was posted, and therefore went to Fort Jameson and waited there until my arrival there in March 1907. I had of course 
ordered all my mail to Fort Jameson, since I was to return immediately there according to instructions from Mr Codrington. 
For reasons explained above I was by no means anxious to receive your order, and since it had gone astray through no fault of mine, 
I didn’t feel called upon to do anything towards bringing it to me, anyhow, not before I had obtained the object of my ambitions. 
I would first bring the triangulation to such a point where I could leave it  with satisfaction, and then inquire what had become 
of your telegram.

Since I was at that time leaving Cbinsali district and moving into Kasama and Tanganyika districts, there was also every 
prospect that I should be left undisturbed in that sparsely populated country, particularly after I  had ordered my mail to Fort 
Jameson and therefore lost every direct connection with the local Government offices.

However, the Administrator, presumably alarmed by your many telegraphic inquiries, sent a local official to find my 
whereabouts and interview me regarding my plans. This was on 22nd November.

To this interviewer (Mr Osborne) 1 explained my views, which you know from above, and said that I  was not anxious to get 
your telegram and would do nothing towards finding it, before I had reached a certain point of latitude. In the “  Memorandum ” 
that I  gave him after our interview, I also disclaimed any rights to pay or travelling expenses after end of August, except 
passage home and salary for September and October (which months were part of my six months’ leave; but for which pay had 
been detained).

Through Mr Osborne those concerned became aware of the fact that I  had not received your wire of the 31st August, and a 
copy of same was sent from Fife, which reached me the 7th of December on Mpange Hill (latitude 9° 41').

Receiving your wire, I immediately recalled my boys, who were reconnoitring round latitude 9°, and prepared to leave. On 
13th December I left Mpange and arrived at the end of the month at Chinsali, a native commissioner’s station, having measured 
on the way the angles on Kaseshya. Having got new carriers, I  left ChinBali on tho 2nd of January 1907, arriving at Fort Jameson 
on the 13th of March.

On the way I took those two angles left unmeasured by Mr M'Caw and myself, when reconnoitring iu the middle of previous 
year (1906), for reasons referred to above. The work thus done on my return journey was of course quite contrary to my 
instructions, but was essential unless tho arc should be left two degrees of latitude shorter. Even considering the delay 
caused by the work thus done, my return journey to Fort Jameson required more time than usual; but you must remembor that 
the orders of recall were much contrary to my wishes, aud that I could not be expected to show any enthusiasm in executing 
the same. I also had to go through books and papers of the Geodetic Survey.

My delay in returning seems to have oaused new alarm. . . .
In Fort Jameson I delivered all books and papers concerning the Geodetio Survey as per your order, and settled tho out

standing economical questions.
I left Fort Jameson for Broken Hill (the rail head) on the 25th of March, arriving there on the 22nd of April.

It was a great relief to all concerned when Dr Rubin finally arrived at Fort Jameson in safety aud handod 
over his books and papers in good order.

It seemed to be impossible to mako him understand that official work cannot be properly conducted in tho 
absence of reports regarding its progress; for no management can be justified that is ignorant of the details of its

*  Gill sailed for England on the day m entioned; ho officially retired from his oflloo ns TI.M. Astronoinor on tho 19th o f February 1907
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expenditure, nor is effective direction o f  work possible without knowledge o f the needs and difficulties that arise 
in course o f  its execution. I f  only Dr Rubin could have been persuaded to explain, even briefly but at reasonably 
frequent intervals, what he was doing and the difficulties that he encountered, these difficulties might have been 
to some extent overcome, and the work would doubtless have proceeded to its legitimate conclusion without 
interruption. But, notwithstanding frequent urgent letters and telegrams demanding an account o f  his pro
ceedings, no information could be extracted from him. Dr Rubin’s last report, covering the period immediately 
preceding the 80th o f April 1905, was received at the Cape on the 5th o f  July of that year. Thus, excepting his 
telegram o f the 30th o f August 1906, above quoted. Gill received no report from his executive officer for two years. 
It  can hardly be wondered at if, in such circumstances, the situation became intolerable.

Dr Rubin’s attitude o f mind and mistaken views regarding the obligations o f  his office and his relations with 
those to whom he was officially responsible are sufficiently indicated in his own account o f  his proceedings, above 
quoted. This is the more to be regretted because it is impossible not to recognise the true scientific spirit of 
the man, and to respect the earnestness and self-sacrifice shown by him in his endeavour to complete the 
survey.

The history o f the Survey o f  Northern Rhodesia has been given at greater length than that o f other parts of 
South Africa because, although the results are fully computed, funds have not yet been provided for printing, whilst 
full accounts have been printed o f all other sections o f the Geodetic Survey.

On the conclusion o f the war in 1901 Gill was engaged in much correspondence with Lord Milner, the 
Transvaal Officials, aud the Intelligence Department o f the War Office, on the subject o f the Survey o f the 
Transvaal and Orange River Colony. Lord Milner had become convinced o f  the fact that amongst the first 
essentials to good government are good maps o f  the country, but he felt that it would be premature to attempt 
a systematic commencement o f  the survey operations until 1902.

A t Lord Milner’s invitation Gill visited Johannesburg early in July 1902 to discuss survey questions and 
arrange preliminaries for starting the work. Gill’s other duties rendered it impossible for him to accept 
the executive superintendence o f the work, although he was ready and willing to act as its scientific adviser. 
He recommended that application should be made to the War Office for the services of Colonel Morris, R.E., 
(then commanding the Royal Engineers in Cape Town), as Superintendent o f the Survey; and made the following 
suggestions

(1) The general principle should be accepted that the cost o f the survey be ultimately divided between the 
Transvaal and the Orange River Colonies in proportion to the area surveyed in each.

( 2) That the whole o f the salaries and other costs o f the two surveys should be paid for in the first instance 
by the Government o f  the Transvaal.

These recommendations were adopted by the Executive Council on the 10th o f  July 1902, and at the same time 
“ the programme o f  the principal triangulation proposed .by Sir David Gill was approved as a basis for the 
Ordnance Survey.”

On Gill’s return to the Cape he addressed a letter to the Colonial Secretary, Pretoria, dated 5th August 1902, 
containing detailed proposals and estimates o f expenditure for the survey, and these were at once adopted and 
sanctioned.

Colonel Hoskyns, R.E., sailed from England on the 24th of September 1902 to relieve Colonel Morris from his 
duties as C .R E . at Cape Town, so that the services o f  the latter would be available for the geodetic survey of 
the Transvaal about 25th October.

Gill's connection with the Geodetic Survey o f  the Transvaal and Orange River Colony was defined as follows:—

H igh  Commissioner 's Office , J ohannesburg , S. A frica,
14th October 1902.

S ir,— The Governments of the Transvaal and the Orange River Colonies have, as you are aware, resolved to undertake an 
Ordnance Survey, and, in accordance with your advice, have appointed Colonel Morris, R E ., C.B., C.M.G., Superintendent of the 
Survey in question.

Having regard to the active interest which you have taken in tho promotion of accurate survey operations in South Africa, 
and knowing your desire to promote the extension of the Great Geodetic A rc along the 30th Meridian which you have projected 
and already so far carried out, 1 am desirous of having your advice on all matters connected with suoh operations in South Africa. 
I t  seems to me that in  this way only can that unity o f purpose and dosign be maintained which is essential for the efficient and 
economical arrangement o f the work in tho different Colonies, and their combination as a harmonious whole.

A s all accurato survoy operations in South A frica subsequent to 1879 havo been oarried out oither under your direction or in 
accordance with plans laid down by you, 1 trust that I may reokon on your assistance as Scientific Adviser to tho Government* of 
tho two Colonies in all matters connected with survey operations, and I enclose a copy of Colonol Morris’ lotter o f appointment, in
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writing which I vonturod,  basing mysel f  on your  verbal  nssurnnooB, to assume that you would bo prepared to accept  that honorary 
poaition.  , ... . ; 4 ' t ■"

In the moanwhi lo 1 should be glad if you  would tako steps to secure the instruments necessary for the work— the cost of which, 
I understand, will not exoeod £1000.— 1 havo the honour to be, Sir, your obodient servant, (Signed) M iln er , Governor.

Colonel Morris reached Pretoria on the 3rd o f  November .1902, and, having reported for duty as Superintendent 
o f  the Survey, began organisation o f the work.

The reconnaissance o f  the country, for the selection o f  points for the triangulation chains, was carried out
b y  Lieutenants W. A. de C. K ing aud T. N. Dunman, R.E., in 1903 and the first half o f  1904, and b y  Captain
C. H. Ley, 11.E., from 80th October 1908 until November 1904.

Tho beaconing was carried out by four beaconing parties, each party being provided with an open spring
cart, five mules, oue horse, and three natives. Their work may be summarised as follows |—

No. of Points.
Mr S. B. Morgenrood 1903 January 26-June 6 . I f l  12

„  „  1904 February 9-D ecem berp3 't ' . .
Mr J. F. Gill . 1903 July 17-1904 December
Mr C. de C. Middleton 1904 January 25-O ctober 20, ' . ^
Mr C. E. Ezzey 1904 August 25-1905 Ctuly 31. ‘ . I •.. I  B . 64

J p T ...
A dd  agT blase terminals . . . . 11

TH S
Deduct 5 points discarded o r &

*■:TotRl . .
The following base-lines were measured:—

Site of Base. S. L it E. Long. Duration of Measurement. Length (miles). No. of Sections.

Belfast . . . . H|p E M M Bfil+ 1903 July 1-1903 Aug. 21 BIHieSal
Ottoshoop . 2 5 44 1903 Sept. 11-1903 Oct. 23 . . . i o -8
Wepener 29-50 B r f f l 1903 Nov. 15-1904 Jan. 15
Kroonsfcad . ■ r m r f S r H 1904. Jan. 28-1904. Apr. 30 . . Ka mma 6
Houts River . *3 43-  ■ *9 §j 1 1904 May 27-1904 June 30 21‘ i n j H

The Belfast base-site was the training ground for the base measuring party, and four different sites in the 
neighbourhood were roughly surveyed before final selection was m ade: the ultimate decision as to the site was 
arrived at on 28th March 1903. The base-party consisted o f  seven Europeans and eleven natives, and was trained for 
three months by Mr Robinson, until the arrival o f Mr Simms on 28th June 1903, who took over responsible 
charge o f  all base measurement. The other base-lines were selected in advance by Colonel Morris, and were 
measured in rapid succession. This is unquestionably the most economical and efficient plan, because the 
organisation and training o f  a base-line party is a costly part o f  the work, and both the speed and quality o f 
such work grow with practice.

A t first only one trigonometrical party was employed in the field, viz. that under Captain H. W. Gordon, R.E., 
which commenced its work at Newcastle, Natal, towards the end o f  July 1903, and completed the observation 
o f  seventy-six points b y  the end o f August 1905.

Captain Gordon was transferred on 25th August 1905 to the Swaziland Survey, but returned to the 
service o f the Geodetic Survey from 1st February to 1st July 1906, for the reconnaissance, beaconing, and 
observing o f a subsidiary chain o f points between Cable Hill and Observatory Hill, Johannesburg. His party is 
responsible for  the following w ork :—

' Chain. Miles of Chaiu. No. of Points. Months to Coinplote. Points por Month.

Newcastle to Belfast . . . . *70 19 v >4 2*4
Belfast to Ottoshoop 300 «s
Newcastle to Kroonstad . -  .1 130 11 6 4’7
Kroonstad to Kimberley 205 17
Hopetown to Wepener'. H i ■4 3 4 7

990 76 23 3*3
Cable Hill to Observatory 34 >4 2 n

Totals . 1024 90 *5
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On completion of the' base measurement a second theodolite party became available under Mr Simms and 
commenced observing in the neighbourhood o f Pretoria. Mr Simms’ party completed the following work during 
the period 15th August 1904 and 28th February 1906 :—•

Chain. Milos of Chain. No. of Points. | Months to Complete. Points per Month.

Pretoria through Basutoland to Capo Colony . 4+0 39 • io. 3*9
Belfast to the Limpopo 2+0 18 7 2*6

Total* . 68o 57 17 3*4

After his return from reconnaissance, in November 1904, Captain Ley. reorganised and equipped his party 
for triangulation, and between 6th January and 28th August 1905 observed the triangles in the following 
chains:—

-Chain. Miles of Chain. No. of Points. Months to Complete. Points per Month.

Kimberley to Ottoshoop 2+0 51 6 8*5
Driekuil to Kroonstad . . . . 100 12 'y. 6' o '

Totals . I  34°. 63 8 7*9

The original intention was to carry lines of levelling from mean sea-level along all the lines of railway in the 
Transvaal and Orange River Colony, breaking off at suitable points to connect with the base-lines. The necessary 
time and funds, however, were not available, and, in consequence, accurate geodetic levelling was confined to the 
following chains— between August 1904 and August 1905.

Miles.

1. From Mean Sea-level at Lorenzo Marques through Belfast to Pretoria . 349
2. From Pretoria through Germiston. to Potchefstroom . . .  . . 134
3. Germiston to Kroonstad . . . . . . 126

609

The work was executed by Mr V. A. Lowinger, with the exception o f 102 miles from Machadodorp to Balmoral, 
which was done by Mr A. Cochrane, o f the headquarter staff, during the .temporary illness of Mr Lowinger.

Thus the heights of three of the base-lines above mean sea-level remain dependent on determination by 
observations of vertical angles. The probable errors are as follows:—

Wepener Base through 830 miles of chain . . . . ± 1 0  feet
. Ottoshoop - . .  j;2P-. - . . . ± .  8 „

Ilouts River 440 ,„r>- . „  . . . . . dfc 7^ „

The trig, stations at Observatory Hill (Johannesburg) and Muckleneuk, being comparatively close to bench 
marks of the main system of levelling, were connected by short supplementary lines of levelling, so that four 
points are available for comparing the system of heights determined by vertical angles with the direct system of 
levelling, v iz .:—

Levelling. Vert. Anglos. L—V.

Belfast Base . . . . * j 6399 9 feet 6391 4 feet +8*5 feot
Observatory Hill . . . . 5986*1 „  5930*0 „  + 6*1 „
Kroonstad Base 4684*4 „   ̂4691*7 „  —7*3 „
Muckleneuk . . . .  4748*6 „  4739*8 .» + 8*8 „

These discordances are within the limits of probable error of the results from vertical anglos.
After all this work had been completed thoro remained on the Aro o f Meridian a gap between tho Limpopo 

and the triangles in ‘ Southern Rhodesia, near Gwolo. Gill had urged tho Directors o f tho British South Afrien
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Company to take advantage o f the opportunity offered by the presence o f a trained trigonometrical survey party 
iu the neighbourhood to complete this link in tho ohain, but his efforts at a distance o f 6000 miles from headquarters 
were unavailing. Iio thoroforo appoaled to Sir George Darwin, as President o f the British Association and British 
representative o f the International Geodetic Commission, to ascertain whether funds could not be obtained elsewhere. 
Sir George was then on the point o f leaving for America to attend the Franklin Commemoration, and was absent 
from Eugland from the 14th o f March to the 1st o f May.

On 7th May 1906 Gill received the following message by cable

Money possibly forthooming— hold party together.— Dabwin.

Gill cabled that a decision was necessary before 24th May, and received the following reply on 19th M ay :—

I  have procured £1600 for completion survey. Can you guarantee it will be finished for this sum ? Impossible obtain 
more.— D abwin.

Meanwhile Gill ascertained that whilst Captain H. W. Gordon, R.E., the officer selected, was still available 
for the work, “  the delay had necessitated the return o f all transport equipment, which must be purchased de novo,” 
and that unanticipated charges for railway transport in Rhodesia would be made. Subsequently the transport difficulty 
was to some extent overcome by the kind consent o f the Council to allow all transport to be drawn from the 
Transvaal Government, especially the-immunised animals; a fair valuation to be put upon all items on taking over, 
and again on their return after completion o f the work (estimated to last eight months); on returning the items 
the difference between the two valuations only to be charged.

On the 31st o f May Gill cabled through the B.S.A. Company :—

Tell Darwin, Transvaal has granted loan of transport. Morris and I  believe can now finish connection for £ 1600. Delayed 
reply explained by post. Cable immediate advance £ 300.— G ill.

On the 8th o f June Gill received from the Secretary o f the B.S.A. Company, Cape Town, £300, and a copy of 
the following cable messageO ©

Inform Sir David Gill from Darwin £1600 has been granted, only provided he guarantees finish connection.

Gill cabled in reply

Gill accepts responsibility, acts of God and the King’s enemies excepted.

Thereafter the sum o f £200 was placed, to the credit o f Captain Gordon at Buluwayo on the 1st o f  August and 
on the first day o f each succeeding month.

It  remains to explain how the financial question was solved in England through the exertions o f Sir George 
Darwin. The Royal Geographical Society was the first to come forward with a subscription o f £100— the largest 
sum that its finances at the time could muster; the Royal Society subscribed £300 ; Mr Wernher on behalf o f the 
firm o f Wernher and Bight subscribed £1 0 0 ; and Sir George Darwin himself offered, if necessary, to be responsible 
for £100. -The British South Africa Company then, on Sir George Darwin’s suggestion, agreed to give £800, 
provided that a like sum was raised by subscription and a guarantee given that the work would be completed for 
£1600. Then the British Association offered £300, and Gill undertook the guarantee.

Finally, thanks to the fact that all the Government railways concerned generously agreed to accept half-rates, 
and to the energetic and economical management o f Captain Gordon, the work was completed, and the payment 
o f  a few pounds o f excess cost was not exacted by the B.S.A. Company.

So much for the history of' the operations o f the Geodetic Survey o f  South Africa. An accurate general idea 
o f the work actually done can be best gathered from inspection Of the map. The reader should note that the 
triangles indicated by dotted lines are all completed, they are merely used to distinguish the work o f  different 
observers. Thus the dotted lines in Southern Rhodesia indicate the triangles measured by Captain Gordon, which 
connect Mr Simms’ triangulation in Southern Rhodesia with the triangulation o f tho Transvaal; tho other dotted 
lines indicate Mr Alston’s triangles, connecting Mr Bosman’s triangulation in Bechuanaland with the system o f the 
Geodetic Survey. . ■ ;



The results of the geodetic operations may be stated as follows

TUB GEODETIC SURVEY. c x i i i

B a s e  L in e s .

The base lines included in the Geodetic Survey of South Africa are tabulated below in the order of the meridian 
arcs which are chiefly controlled by the base lines in question

Approximate 
Longitude of Aro. Name of Base. South

LaUtudo;
Length in feet 

at M.S.L. Measured with

19* E. ~ Zwartland Base : 33
feet.

4x819*065 Colby compensating bars.
N. Damarand Base . *3 310x9-97 Steel and Brass Jaderin wires.

1 Port Elizabeth Base* 34 17058-498 Troughton and Simms steel bars.
Wepener Base. . . . ,3° 71P3177 Invar wires.

x6* E. ■{ Kimberley Base f 29 14760*304 Troughton and Simms steel bars.
Kroonstad Base 28 65065-58 Invar wires.

H
Ottoshoop Base *S i 57199*61

I Natal Base . . . . 10800*457 Troughton and Simms steel bars.
The great 

Meridian Aro  ̂
along 30* E.

1

Belfast Base . . . . 2 S i 6xx98-I3 Invar wires.
Houts River Base 24 111427-72
Inseza Base . . xo 6x019-67 Steel and brass Jaderin wires.
Gwibi Base. "jn 6 yzj6 Nickel steel and steel Jaderin wires.

H Loangwa Base 15 1 '57088-41 ' Invar wires.

The Zwan'tland Base.
O f the accuracy o f measuring, with the Colby apparatus (employed by Maclear in his measurement o f the 

Zwartland Base) the writer cannot speak with experience; but, from Maclear’s frequent comparison o f the apparatus 
with the standard bar, there can be little doubt that the accidental error o f measurement .was smaller than that 
due to uncertainty as to the absolute length o f his standard bar. |

The 10-Foot Iron Standard.
This same iron standard bar, with new supplementary terminal lines, was compared in 1886 at the 

International Bureau o f  Weights and Measures, Sfevres, with the international standards ( Geodetic Survey o f 
South Africa, vol. i. pp. [ l l } - £ l 8]). The limits o f  certain accuracy attainable when a bar o f  10 feet, for example, 
is compared with metric standards, is stated by M. Benoit to be about 1 : 1,000,000.§ This is therefore the limit 
o f absolute accuracy attainable in the base lines o f the South African Survey.

The Troughton and Simms 10-Foot Measunng Bars.
The steel bars o f  the Troughton and Simms base apparatus are provided with bent mercurial thermometers, 

the bulbs o f  which are inserted in mercury-wells bored in the steel bars, and, as the latter are enclosed in wooden 
boxes and protected in course o f .measurement from direct sunshine by canvas-covered huts, they necessarily show 
very approximately the instantaneous temperature o f the bars.

These bars were compared at a variety o f temperatures with the iron standard bar, firstly in 1888 at the 
Royal Observatory, Cape o f Good Hope, and secondly in 1906 at Pretoria. The results for the length o f  each 
bar at temperature 23° C. (on the assumption that the standard bar remained unchanged from the time o f  its 
standardisation at S&vres in 1886) were:—

Bar A. B.. 0 . D. E. Sum.
mm. mm. mm. mm. mm. mm.

1888 3048*1662 3048*1616 3048*1852 3048*1784 3048*1862 15240*8726
1906 *1639 *1629 *1867 *1746 *1821 *8702

Difference =  0*0024
or 1 : 6,350,864

* Tho length of this base as moasurod with the bars was only 0000 foot; it was prolonged by triangulation with the 18-ineh theodolite, 
the observations boing made at night, and the theodolite and illuminated marks wore mioromotrioally centred (Geodetic Survty South 
vol. i. pp. 06-67).

t  Only 0000 foot measured with tho bars; baso oxtondod by triangulation as at Port Elisabeth (loc. cit, pp. 08-78).
)  For a discussion of the orrora of Maoloar's standard bar and the Zwartland base, see Qooilotic Survey q f South Afrioat vol. i. pp. 86- 71.
§ See loe. oil., vol. 1. pp. 04-60.

r
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It may therefore be assumed that between 1888 and 1906 there was no sensible relative change between 
the lengths o f tho steel measuring bars and the iron standard bar. The details of these comparisons are given 
iu tho Geodetic Survey o f South A frica, vol. i. pp. [46 ]-[55 ] and vol. v. pp. 165-180 respectively.

The Natal, Port Elizabeth, and Kimberley Base Lines.

The base lines at Natal, Fort Elizabeth, and Kimberley were measured directly with the 10-foot steel bars, 
aud each section o f  each base was measured both forwards and backwards; the accidental probable errors o f 
measurement can therefore be computed from the inter-agreement of these results, and are as follows

Natal Baao.* Port Elizabeth, f Kimborley.t

A ccid ental probable orror of measurement 

or

i n . ;  -
db 0*0*4 

1 : 4,500,000

1  in. 1  
=fc 0-015

1 :4 ,8 3 3 ,0 0 0

in.
•4-  0*026 

2,76 9,000

The. Transvaal and Orange River Colony Base Lines.

When measuring these lines the Troughton and Simms steel bars were taken to. the site o f each base, and 
a ground base o f 480 feet, terminating in fine holes drilled in the upper surface o f a truncated bronze pyramid 
cemented into deeply sunk concrete blocks; was laid down at each base site and measured from time to time with 
the 10-foot bars. The local ground base was also measured with the invar wires before and after measurement 
o f  each section o f each base, and in this way the instantaneous length o f the measuring wires was determined. 
Each section o f each base was measured forwards, then backwards, and finally forwards again. The details of these 
operations will be found loc. cit., vol. v. pp. 211-218 ; the resulting accidental probable errors o f  measurement 
for the different bases, as derived from the inter-agreement of these measures, are as follows ||||1||

Belfast. Ottoshoop. Wepener. Kroonstad. Houts River.

± 1 :  2,110,000; ± 1 :  3,764,000 ; ± 1 :  6,767,000 ; = fcl: 4,723,000; ± 1 :  6,533,000.

The Base Lines in Southern Rhodesia.
The Inseza Ease and the Gwibi Base, measured by Mr Simms in Southern Rhodesia, were the first in which 

the Jaderin apparatus was used in South Africa, and it was not found possible to send the Troughton and Simms 
steel bars for employment as standards at either base site; reliance had therefore to be placed on comparisons 
made at the Cape Observatory before and after the measurement o f each base. The apparatus was o f the 
original Jaderin form, and the wires were stretched by spring balances.§

A t the Inseza Base pairs o f steel and brass wires- were employed in measurement, and each 80 feet 
length was measured in terms both o f . the steel and brass wires; the order o f their employment was 
reversed in  alternate 80-foot lengths so as to eliminate, as far as possible, the effect o f increasing or falling 
temperature.

Three pairs o f wires were employed. The lengths o f  the wires were determined at the Royal Observatory 
before they were sent to Rhodesia and after their return. Their lengths, when both components o f a pair 
are o f the same lengths, were found to be

Pair AB.From comparisons.

1898 April 19-May 3 
1898 Oct. 22-N ov. 1

mm.
24381 ;05 
24378-87

Pair OD.

mm.
2438207
24381*84

Pair EF. 

mm.
24880-60 
24379 94

The pair CD was not employed in measurement o f the base, and was used for determining the instantaneous 
length o f the measuring wires AB and EF at the base site.

The following table gives the result o f the forward and reverse measures o f the base. The wires AB and EF

* Geodetic Survey 0 / South Africa, vol. i. pp. 46- 55. 
t „  - ,, . „  „  pp. 66- 67.
t »  H . »  »» PP* 68- 78.
§ In the Transvaal and Orange River Colony baao lines the wires wore stretohed by weights hanging over pulleys.
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were used alternately, so that each subsection of the base was, as a rule, measured forwards with one pair 
and backwards with tho other pair:—

Length o f  Inseza Base measured “  direct and reverse."

Section. Subsection. Wires used. Length (Direct). Length (Reverse). Wire* used. Discordance. Discordance on Total 
Length of Section.

mm. 111m.

I .  f
a * 1560611*98 1560613*95 I : 792,500 I • m t*r\ AAA

1 1 b E F 2948959*9° 2948940*52 A B 1 : 152,000 .
I .  2 3 9,000

1 a A B 4949423*04 4949403 47 E F I : 253,000 I
I L  \

b A B 251706*63 251706*51 E F l  : 2,097,000 > 1 : 184,000
c A B 9 9 9 6 3 6 19 999622*20 E F 1 :  71,400 Jr a A B 974933*53 974933-34 E F 1 : 513,000
b A B 975124*62 975120*81 E F l : 256,000
e A B 609162*00 609147*96 E F 1 : 43,400

i n .
d A B 731696*80 731691*89 E F I : 149,000 . i : ,1.7*16.000
«t A B  • 975550-59 975546-53 A B I : 240,000 * • T»/*fv/j
/ E F 589808*09 589822*17 A B 1 : 42,000
g E F 2194684*82 2194700*47 A B 1 : 140,000

■
h I 114 5 9 6 6 7 4 1145965*1! H i 1 : 753,000

Thus, so far as accidental error o f measurement is concerned, the Inseza Base, although very inferior in 
accidental and systematic accuracy when compared with those above mentioned, may be considered sufficiently 
satisfactory for a first experiment iu Jaderin measurement, but liable to a possible systematic error due to changes 
in the standard pair of wires CD between the times of their comparison at the Royal Observatory, i.e. before and 
after the base measurement. This systematic error can, however, hardly amount to 1 : 100,000.

In the measurement of the Gwibi Base in Southern Rhodesia, a ground base line 400 feet in length 
was established. The extremities o f this line were marked, as at the Inseza Base, by fine holes drilled in 
brass truncated pyramids ccmented into sunken blocks of concrete 2 feet square and 4 feet deep. In addition 
to the “ steel and brass" pairs o f wires, AB, CD, EF, employed in the Inseza Base, two additional pairs 
o f nickel-steel wires were added to the equipment, viz. P and PP and Q and QQ. Each of these last- 
mentioned pairs is composed of one wire of “  invar ” nickel-steel, and one wire o f another alloy of nickel and steel 
having a coefficient o f thermal expansion about the same as that o f brass. These coefficients for the wires P  and 
Q are only 1/I7th part o f the corresponding coefficient of steel or l/31st part of that of the wires PP and QQ. 
All the wires were compared at the Royal Observatory in August and September 1900, before the measurement 
of the Gwibi Base (November and December), and again in January 1901, after measurement of the base. Only 
the wires P  and PP and Q and D (the wire QQ having met with an accident) were used in the measurement o f the 
base, and these wires were compared with the 400 feet ground standard before and after the measurement of the 
base. The 400 feet ground standard was measured with all the wires on November 3, 4, and 5 (before the 
measurement o f the base), and its length was computed from the wire-constants determined at the Cape in August 
and September 1900. The ground standard was also measured (after completion o f the base measurement) just 
before the wires were sent to the Cape, and its length was independently computed from the wire-constauts 
determined on arrival at the Royal Observatory there in January 1901. There are thus two independent 
determinations of the length of the ground-standard, v iz .:—

l  n.

From standardisation and measurement before the base measurement 
From standardisation and measurement after the base measurement

mm.
12192368 
121924 13

mm.
121923*31
121923-35

If the length of tho ground standard is derived only from the wires which were not subjected to tho hard work 
of base measurement (that is, i f  the results from P and PP aud Q and QQ and D aro excluded), tho results given 
in column II. arc obtained. The value adopted was the mean o f the comparisons before and after base 
measurement.

The increased cxporienco in use of the apparatus led to a marked diminution in the accidental probable error

*  Moiumrod throo Union, vi*. “ d ire c t"  (AH , E F , A B ), and throo times " reverse "  (A ll,  A B , KK). 
ft Inudvortontly moasurod iu both directions w ith snmo pair o f wires.
{ Mousurod twico, viz. " d iroot"  b y  E F , A B , end “  rovorno " by A ll ,  KK.
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o f measurement, as will be evident from tho following table, where tho lengths of the measuring wires were 
determined from comparison with the ground-standard:—

Station. Snl>SooHon. Length from P mid PP. Longth from Q and D. Diicordance.

-  *
a

ram.
16465*5
4 0 2 0 15 2

1646530
+ 0 2 0 13 0

1 : ‘329,000 
1 : 183,000

n .
a

b
3 ' 4443+  
159 5383

3 H ++33
15 9 5 38 2

1 :3 ,10 0 ,0 0 0  
1 : 1,600,0001 |1 ?

37*53° +  I  
+ 0 + 3 6 4 0 / 7 75 8 9 26 1 : + 3 1,0 0 0

The Gwibi Base may thus, for all practical purposes, be considered satisfactory, and is probably absolutely 
accurate within 1 : 300,000.

The Loangwa Base (N.E. Rhodesia).

This base was measured with 20-metre invar wires, of which four were supplied. Two of these, An and A**, were 
used in the actual measurement of the base, and two, Au and Au, were reserved as comparison (or standard) wires.

The measuring wires An and A.2 were compared very frequently during the measurement of the base with the 
standard wires A§ and A*, and also with a 2£-metre steel standard, kindly lent by the Russian Government.

The base was measured between 26th November 1904 and 17th January 1905, the lengths o f the four wires 
were determined at the International Bureau o f  Weights and Measures, Sfevres, in July 1903 (before the wires were 
sent out) and in August and September 1905 (after the measurement o f the base), and the Russian 2£-metre steel 
standard was compared at the National Physical Laboratory, Teddington. Each 20-metre interval between the 
tripods was measured with the two wires A u and A*s, and the whole base was measured twice in opposite directions. 
As the results o f measurement and o f these comparisons the length o f the base was determined, viz.

6936 i |  +'58802 mm.
-or 867A„ + 5 9 3 6 9 mm.,

where Rjs denotes the length of the Russian standard at 25° C., and A„ is the mean length o f the standard wires 
=  §  (Ajg +  A**).

. , The value o f R*s as determined at Teddington was found to b e :—
250 0095 centimetres at 15°*00 C. (hydrogen scale)
250-0240 ; §S?f ;  »  »  I

and the mean coefficient o f expansion between 2°G. and 30° C.,
1 lmm-64 x  10” * per 1°C. (hydrogen scale).

..The thermometer B attached to the bar (thermometer A  was broken in transit) reads too high relative to the 
hydrogen scale as follow s:—

A t 3°*35 11°*9 18°*9 23-9  30°*5 35°*5
0-57 + 0 -6 0  +  0?*62 + 0 -6 0  +  0°*45 + 0 -3 7

From these data, together with the expression of the length o f the base in terms o f RH, the length o f  the base 
is found to be

17401*362 metres.

The results of the comparisons of the standard wires at Sfevres were :—
July 1903. August and September 1905. Monthly Change,

m. mm. nil. mm. mm.
A «  = 2 0 + 1  '84 A t8 =  20 +  2*15 +  0*0119
A «  =  20+  2-43 Aw =  20 +  2*70 +0*0104

I f  the comparisons o f 1905 are adopted, and the increase of length per month is +  0mm*015 (instead o f the 
average change between the comparisons, viz. 0*0112), the length o f the base comes out

17401*367 metres,
a result which is practically identical with that derived through the Russian standard.
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I f  the wires are supposed to increase in length in simple proportion to the time (i.e. at the monthly rate of 
0mm,0112) the computed length o f the base becomes

17401*897 metres.
But from tho behaviour o f similar wires used in the Survey o f the Transvaal and Orange River Colonies, o f  which 
the lengths have been frequently determined between 1908 and 1906, Mr Robinson concluded that the increment 
o f length in such wires is not constant; that, in fact, the wires at first contract and afterwards increase in 
length and that the rate o f  increase in length about the epoch 1905*0 would be 0b®*O|15 per month. .Mr 
Robinson had in fact adopted that figure for his report before the results o f the Teddington comparisons of 
the Russian metre bar were known. The mean o f the two nearly identical values derived from comparisons 
with Rk and A0 was adopted, and, since the mean height o f  the base above mean sea level is 1140 metres and 
the corresponding reduction to sea level is 0*948 metres, the adopted value o f  the .length o f the Loangwa 
Base at mean sea level becomes 17400*416 metres or 57088*49 feet.

The North Dama/rand Base.
This base o f verification was measured by Major Laffan and Lieut. Wettstein between the excentric marks 

o f  the trig, points "  Grill’s W ald”  and “ Danckelmann’s Kuppe,” employing Jaderin wires which had been compared 
at the Cape Observatory shortly before the measurement, and which were again compared after the base measure
ment. A  detailed account o f the operation is given in Appendix I. o f  the Report on the Boundary Survey 
between British Bechuanaland and Germa/n S.W. Africa"* (E. S. Mittler und Sohn, Berlin), issued jointly 
by  the Colonial Office, London, and the Colonial Department, Berlin.'

Although laborious efforts were made by the Commissioners to attain a high accuracy in the result, an 
unfortunate accident to the Paris wires R, R R  and S, SS deprived them o f the full advantages to be obtained 
from measures with nickel-steel. 'This compelled ultimate reference, for the instantaneous lengths o f the wires at 
the epoch o f  measurement, to comparisons made with a steel tape suspended in an enclosure or long hut, built 
o f  stakes and branches o f trees, and covered at top ends and along its north side with grass.

The following table gives the results o f determinations at the Cape Observatory o f the lengths o f  the steel 
tape and wires before they were sent into the field and after their return:—

May 1900.
I L

January 1901.

mm. mm. mm.
Steel tape a t 70* F . 2 4 3 8 1 7 9  - 24381*92 +  0*13
N ickol-steel w ires R = R R 24.380-56 t

„  S = S S 24 3 8 1* 14 t . . .
Steel and  brass w ires G = 0B 24 3 8 2-5 0 24 3 8 2-3 3 — 0 1 7

„  E = F  . 2 4 3 8 2 4 0 >4 382*16 -  0  *4.

Employing the results derived from comparisons with the steel tape whose length at 70° was assumed 
invariable, the length o f the base was found to be as follows

Direction of Measurement.

Forward R  and RR
Backward Rand RR
Forward S and 8S
Backward S and SS
Forward £  aud F
Backward C and D
Forward R and RR
Forward E and F
Forward C nudD

Wires employed. Resulting Lengths of Sections of Base.

*7o6^i<| m.
*8^° ( Section I. 2706-916 
•9*1 )

339°*S+® | Section II. 3390*547

3365*5S6 I I  . ,•540 V Section III. 3365*562 
•590 J

Roduction to mean boa-IovoI ( 139 6  m.) . . . .  . «
Koduction to beacons Gill’s-Wald and Danokolmann’s Kuppe .

Moasurod distance botwoen Gill’s*Wald and Danckelmann’a Kuppe 
Tho same oomputod through tho triangulation from the Qoodotio Surrey of 

Cape C o l o n y ............................................... - . . . ■ v

DiObronco =* 
or

9463*025 
- 1*075 
— 3*100

9457*850

9457440
0*410 

1:23*000

* See also loe. oil., pp. 110- 114. j- Those wires haring boon kinked in the aooident above referred to, were not reeompared at the Oip».
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Probable Errors o f Observed Angles.
Tho probable error o f measurement o f an angle in each of tho surveys has been computed for each section 

o f  tho survey. The error o f a triangle is the difference between the sum of the observed angles o f the triangle 
and (180s +  «), where e is tho spherical excess. The probable error o f an observed angle is then

±0-6745

where 2A 9 is the sum o f the squares o f the errors of the triangles, and N  is the number of triangles. The 
results aro:—

For Sir T. Maeleor’s triangles employed in Qeodetic Circuit . . - .......± 0 W,62 .
„  Cape Colony and Natal with 18-in. theodolite . . ..... , , . . . , , . ± 0 W,49#
.. „  with 10-in. Repsold ,. . . .  . • . ± 0 //,82
„  Southern Rhodesia ;>:ŝ t ‘ . ± 0 //,34
„  Transvaal and Orange River Colony •<»>.■,s', \ /  . , - . •. ztO^-33.
„  Chain connecting Southern Rhodesia and Transvaal . . . ± 0 W'39
„  North-Eastern Rhodesia . . . . . . .  . . iO ^ ’37 /
, ,.  British Bechuanaland . . See footnote t .
„  German South-West Africa . . . . ±0"*59
,, Mr Alston’s triangles connecting the extremities o f Bechuanaland Survey

with Geodetic Circuit . . . . - • ± 0 " ;5 8 '

Definitive Corrections of. Observed Angles.

In all figures contained in the chains of triangulation which are moi;e complex than simple triangles the 
corrections requisite to produce geometrical consistency; were computed by least squares. In computing the 
circuit corrections, the measured lengths of all base lines, reduced to mean sea-level, were regarded as fixed, and 
the angular corrections were thrown upon the single triangles in the chain.

The closed circuits o f triangulation in Cape Colony, as given loc. cit., vol. i. [that is to say, the points H og’s 
Back— Breakfast .Ylei (near King William's Town) and Elandsberg II.— Bester’s Kop (near De Aar)], were regarded 
as fixed. The corrections necessary for geometrical consistency were then rigorously computed for all the other
closed circuits in  the survey. The details o f these computations and the resulting corrections will be found
loc. cit., vol. i. pp. 153-190 and vol. v., pp. 125—150 respectively.

T h e  M e r id ia n  A rcs.

The outcome o f the whole work as regards Meridian measurement may be divided into three arcs, viz. :—
A, approximately along the meridian o f 19° E. longitude.
B ' ...
C — .... „ ............... - .............. 30° E. „

Arc A  depends in the south on Sir Thomas Maclear’s arc, part o f which has been re-observed by Colonel Morris 
and entirely re-reduced to the gridiron system o f the Geodetic Survey of Cape C olony; then on Alston’s 
triangulation to the Orange River, then on Bosman’s triangulation along the 20th meridian to South Reitfontein, 
and thence onward to latitude 22° South, through Damaraland, by theAnglo-German Boundary Commissioners, 
Laffan, Wettstein, and Doering.

The astronomical amplitude o f  the extreme stations o f the arc is 12° 25' 18M‘3 9 ; the geodetic amplitude
(Clarke’s elements) 12° 25' 18//-31.

This arc, properly speaking, rests on two base lines, viz. the Zwartland Base, measured by Sir Thomas Maclear, and 
a base o f which one o f  its terminals is the point Gill’s Wald, measured by the Anglo-German Boundary Commissioners. 

The length o f the latter base, computed through the long chain of intervening Motroa
triangles from one o f the sides o f the*geodetic circuit, is =  9457’850

The directly measured length was . . . =  9457*440
Difference, Computed — Measured, is therefore =  0'410

or |  1 :23,000
* See Geodetic Survey of South Africa, vol. i. p. (81).
t  Section I., 174 angles, flat country sides 3-8 miles (mirage) ±  1"*41 Section III. llettor country . 0"*66

II., 147 angles (rather better country and less tnirago) ±  0"‘92 „  IV. „  (good country) . -j_ 0"*43
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The geodetic amplitude of the arc has, however, been computed solely from the Zwartland Base, and it would 
have been increased by about 0"’5 if the Commissioners’ base had been taken into account. There is unquestionable 
evidence of strong local deviation of the direction of gravity at Klipfontein and Kamies Sector Berg.

The reason why the northern base was not taken rigorously into account in the computations is, that it is 
desirable in so long an arc to measure at least one other base, say in the neighbourhood o f Reitfontein, and it is 
only waste o f time, therefore, to compute corrections to the chain, which will certainly have to be replaced by 
others at a later date.

The geodetic amplitude could be greatly strengthened by a direct connection southwards, across the Orange 
River, between the sides Spitzkopje— Karasberg, with the sides Naib— Agenys of Alston’s triangles. We may 
confidently rely on the scientific spirit of Germany to measure at least another base and increase the number of 
astronomical stations on this arc.

Arc B.— This arc rests on closed circuits, supported by five very accurate base lines, and is of all desirable 
geodetic accuracy. Its geodetic amplitude is 8° 32; 7"'42.

Arc C represents what has been measured of the proposed great arc along the meridian of 30° E. longitude, 
and which it is to be hoped will ultimately be extended to meet Struve’s arc of meridian which runs through Russia 
along the same meridian to the North Cape in Sweden—the longest arc of meridian that is measurable on the 
earth’s surface. If this work is completed its geodetic amplitude would be 105°; up to the present time its 
connected amplitude south of the equator is 23* 55' 17//*13.

The results subsequently given may be regarded as nearly definitive; north of the Limpopo they are not quite so. 
The triangulation executed by Mr Simms in Southern Rhodesia (shown in solid black lines in the map as far north 
as the side Manyangau— Tondongwe) was discussed and reduced to a consistent geometrical figure having a scale 
consistent with the lengths of the Inseza and Gwibi Base lines. The original position of the station Salisbury 
was derived from Talcott determinations of astronomical latitude, and telegraphic determination of difference 
o f astronomical longitude from the Cape Observatory; the initial Azimuth was based on direct astronomical 
observations at Salisbury. In this way the preliminary geodetic latitudes and longitudes of the stations which 
are given in vol. iii. o f the Geodetic Survey o f South A frica  were computed. The subsequent completion of the chain 
of triangles (shown in dotted lines) connecting the points Standus— Wedza of the Southern Rhodesian chain with 
the northern points Pont— Dogola of the Transvaal system, rendered it possible to unite the whole of the geodetic 
triangulation in South Africa into the homogeneous system previously used south o f the Limpopo. To refer the 
results of the present survey to this system it was first necessary to reduce the geographical co-ordinates o f the 
Southern Rhodesian stations, given in vol. iii., to the same system.

The following data, relative to the points Standus and Wedza, were derived from the southern connection, 
by computation through the connecting chain o f triangles, referred to the general geodetic system (vol. v. p. xxxvii), 
as compared with the original results dependent on the isolated astronomical observations at Salisbury:—

Standus. W bdza.

Now. Seo. of Original; New. Sue. of Original.

S . latitude 20  z i  54-699 $8*202 20 14  5 5-891 59*43+
E . longitude *9 35 5+599 5S-20I J 29 51 42-042 42-669

H e ig h t above M .S .L . 4 1 1 4  ft. 4 15 2  ft. 43351 ? +379 ft-

Now. Seo. of O riginal.

Bearing of Wedza from Standus 244° 56' 81"’62 40"*51
Standus from Wedza 64° 51/ 2//,81 l l w*67

The difference between the new and originally derived length of the side Standus— Wedza was found to bo only 
2*64 inches or 1 :453,000, and was neglected. The corrections applied to the original data o f vol. iii. at Standus 
and Wedza were therefore :—

Latitude. Longitudo. Axiiuuth.

Standus . . . -8 "-50 3  -  0"*602 -8"*890
Wedza . . . .  -  3"-542 -0"*628 -8"*860

and all the vertical heights were diminished 40 feet*
The corrections to the data relating to the survey o f Southern Rhodesia derivod from vol. iii., iu order to

* Tho original datum for the vortical hoight was derivod by levelling from the data of tho railway survey at Buluwayo.
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refer tho whole to tho geodetic system, were traced through from point to point, starting from the points Standus 
and Wed so, by meaus of the following formula):—

Q
A </»x -  A </»0 -  g  8in a0Aa0

a  a
ALX = AL0 — ̂  sec <f>o cos a0Aa0 -  ̂  sec <p0 tan <p0 sin a0A<£i 

S SA a x =  A  a, + g t a n  <f>0 COS a0Aa„ +  ̂  sec* (po sin adA^,,

where <px and 4>0 denote the latitudes o f the initial and terminal ends o f any line; Lj, and Lq the longitudes o f  the 
points; «0 the bearing o f the point 1 as seen from point o ; S the distance between these points; and M, N, 
respectively, the radii o f curvature o f the Earth’s surface along and perpendicular to the meridian.

In this manner were computed the following data with regard to the points Manyangau— Tondongwe, which 
form the northern terminal points o f the Southern Rhodesian chain, and the starting points for computation of 
Dr Rubin’s chain o f triangulation in North-Eastern Rhodesia*

Manyangau.

S. latitude . 1 6 °  25' 41'/:213j
E. lon g itu d e ........................................ 29v *36' I# ^ 5 §2 ;
Height above M.S.L. . : . 4589 feet
Bearing o f Tondongwe from Manyangau 

'■ ■ „ ' ■ Manyangau ,, Tondongwe.

The length o f the Loangwa Base computed through the triangulation from Manyangau was found to be

57088-69 feet,

which agrees very closely with its length at M.S.L. derived from measurement (p. cxvii), viz.

57088-49 feet,
a discordance = 1 :  285,000.

This agreement bears ample testimony to the excellent quality o f the work done by Captain Gordon, Mr 
Simms, and D r Rubin. Until another base line has been measured near Lake Tanganyika it is unnecessary to 
make any correction for scale, so that the geographical co-ordinates have been computed without reference to 
the base lines measured in Southern or North-Eastern Rhodesia, because their inclusion could not at present be 
considered definitive, nor would their present inclusion sensibly affect the resulting geodetic latitudes.

Tondongwe.

; 22' 32"-423
30° 15' 42"*418 

3886 feet 
2 6 ^ ° 2 2 '4 6 " ,40 

85° 11' 36"*64

Astronomical Observations.

The observations for latitude have been made throughout by the Talcott (Horrebow method), with probable 
errors for the resulting latitudes which vary from ± 0 " -10 to ± 0 " ‘30. The Azimuths have been determined by 
meridian transits o f  close circumpolar stars, with, as a rule, an equal number o f observations o f stars at upper 
and lower transit; the results have small probable errors.

The Geodetic Co-ordinates.

The origin o f the Geodetic co-ordinates is the adopted Station Bufielsfontein, with the following data:—

Bearing o f Zuurberg from BufFelsfontein . . . . .  183° 58' 15"*000
Log. length o f  line Buffelsfontein Zuurberg (in feet) . .  . . [5*4332521]
Latitnde o f  Buffelsfontein .  .....................................................88° 59' 32"*000

• Longitude . “ : . . . . . . . 25° 30' 44" *622

Elements o f the Earth from Clarke's Geodesy, p. 319 . -f a  ~  20926202 f t
I ;b =  20854895 „

*  T h e  corrected geographical co-ordinates and bearings o f the triangulation in  Southorn Rhodosia w ill be published along w ith  tho account 
o f the geodetic survey of N .E .  Rhodesia.
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C om p a rison  o f  A stro n o m ica l a n d  G eo d etic  O bserva tion s.'

The following tables give a comparison between the Astronomical and Geodetic results for each o f these arcs ̂ 3

A .— A r c  n e a r  M er id ia n  o f  1 9 °  E . lon g itu d e.

Longitude.

Latitude.
Height above 

M .S.L.
Azimuth
A . - G .

Geodetic. Aat. j a . - G .

feet. . i, ■
G ape P o in t  .  ' .  ' IS *9 34 21 6%7 6*63 — 0*04 688

Z w a rt K o p  ( C .C .)  ' . . 1 8 *7 34 >3 33-68 3 2 4 1 - 1*27 2 0 3 1

R o y a l Observatory . , 18 * ? 33 3*06 53/54 ; + 0*48 . 5 * - r r , .  5*9 *

■ Tygorborg . • .■ ' 1 8 35 33 5 ' 127JS •474  - | + 1-98 1357 • -  3*°*

Robbon Is la n d  . .  . ■ . 1 8 *3 •33 - 4 8 . •5270 53*45 • + o *75 — 7*06

K lip f  ontoin (Sector Station) 18 29 3* 4 1 .5 3-26 60*68- - ! + 7 *4 * 379 /

Qeerenlogem ents Berg 1 8 35 3 * 58 9’ 89 9 *3* ^ K 9*57 23 8 0  ‘

R a m ie s Sector B e rg  . . . . 1 8 8 3P 21 .21*09 2 9 2 3 8 -14 5 * 3° .  r : - +  -1 -0 9

N o rth  E n d  (Sector Statio n)' 18 34 *9 44 17 :8 1 \+ 0 -1 2 3606 •

i U p in g to n  . . . .  . .  . S I. >4 28 2  6 37*°3 36-53
m

O-5O

V e t  R iv ie r  . . 20 26 49 1 7 -1 9 16 -2 3 j— O-96 2828 -  * 4 9
R ie tfo n te in  (L a titu d e  Sta tio n ) 20 4 26 4 + 40-40 4 1-0 0 ' ■ m o-6o *774 — 2^89

G ib e o n  . . . . . 46 * 5 - B
2 2 -5 1 ^ 3-28 , + .i°*7% * 3444 . 6 7 3

j G i l l s  W a ld  , 18 +7 22 57 4 4 '14 4 3-02 m r i i 4580 — 4-80

O lip h an ts K lo o f . 20. 22 11 , 24.7J5 , *7*78 , ; 3*02 4365  • —  4-02

E p a k ir o  . . . . . . . 20 57 2 1 5 5 ; 48-36 4 8 -24 — 0*12 384* -  3 *6 i ' : /

B .— A r c  near M erid ian  o f  2 6 ° 5. longitude. ,

Cape S t . F ra n c is  . *4 46 34 " lo  , .56:6.2 57-46 ; + 0-84 395
Buffelsfontein . . *5 3 * 33 59 32-0 0 O rig in 9 , 9 . O rig in

P o rt  E liz a b e th  (L o n g itu d e  P o in t) *5 '37 33 57 60*63 53 2 6  - — 7*37 2 1 1 — 0*90

Coega K o p  . . . *5 ’37 33 46 8 -18 0-28 : ;- 7 *9 ° ' 47*

D r iv e rs  H i l l  . 26 4 * 33, 17 1 1 -2 9 1*3-16 •+ 1*87 27 7 8  ;

Zuurberg . . . *5 34 33 *4 55‘ 56 6 6 -3 0 .. ; + 1 0 7 4 3*44

B e r lin  . • • . . • ; • * 7 - -37 3* 53 27 -8 2 3 4 6 1 ’+ 6*79 1699 +  o *53
G ra ss berg . . . *4 30 3* 5 * *7**7 3 7 8 2 j + 10*55 336o

Gw ecw oni . 28 ■ 2 3 * 5* * 3 « 3 2 8 4 3 + 5*3° 4 19 8 — 5-08

L u b is i . ' 'r .. * 7 , 30 3 > 4 6 30 -7 4 4**54 B
10*80 58*3

Tafelberg  . . * 5; 10 m 38 4 4 4 « . 44*73 + 5436

X e r k a 59 3 > - !7 53*59 5*59 : + 12*00 6 2 1 2

Bendearg . . .
i 17 59 31 6 36 -72 4 7-6 0 ; + 10*88 9085

1 H a n o v e r ......................................................... *4 26 3 * 4 2.-02 2-0 1 — 0*01 4687 -  0*43

H elv cly h ...................................... *7 . Y-.Jfi. 4* 10-23 8*55 i - i*68 8156

Aasvogelborg . . . . . *7 3 30 17 4 3 ?l 37*63 — 5*38 7*5*
De Peet (C.O.) . v .. *3 56 30 '4 Si'94 51-36 — 0*58 434*
Wepener Base (S. end) . . *7 3 *9 54 49-28 46*31 — 297 5*5*
Wepener Base (N. end) . . 26 59 *9 43 35 93 33*63 2*30 4803 +  3**6

Orange River (O.C.) . . . , *4 16 *9 39 53*40 52*92 j-f 0*48 3893 — i*6o

Kimberley (Long Point) . . *4 43 28 38 5-60 4*°4 - 1*56 3800 +  1*07

Sohoongosich t ...................................... 26 *4 28 >9 25*29 22*75 — •*54 4654
Theronskop . . . . . 26 47 ' 28 18 6o'8i 597* — 1*09 5 >77
BraunzijnKop . 26 5* *7 50 61-84 59*95 — 1*89 4815

Zoetvlei . . . . . . 26 21 *7 5° 28-39 29*29 + 0*90 43*7
Boschrand............................................... m 15 9  1 *7 44 24*60 23*62 - 0*98 475* +  » ’4°
Driokuil . . . 26 2 26 45 32*30 *8*49 - 3*8 i 5°54 +  5*46

Ottoshoop Base (N. end) • *5 55 *5 38 49*»° 44**4 S*o6 4690 +  3*36

Q
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C.— The Gh'ecit Aro o f Meridian along 80° E. longitude.

U m u ta

U  ml am ru n  a 

lvokstad (Long, only) 

Durban Observatory 

Zw art K o p  I.

S alt Lake . .

Newcastle . .

Hermitage .

Vierfontein  

K aal K o p  U .

Inkw elo .  .

Geuisbokborg 

Belfast Baso (S. end) 

Langekloof J

Mare’s Kop 

Belfast Base (N . end) 

H outs R iver Base (S . end) 

Schnells K o p  

Houts R iver Base (N . end) 

Loskop II .

Blaauwberg 

Lejuma 

Inugn 

Golati

M 'Q uilem begw e.

Thabas Inyorka .
Tsetsa . 1
Bulaw ayo (Long Point) 

Inseza Base (S. end)

Inseza Bose (N. end)

Qwelo I 

Iron M ine .
Zomtimba .

M aham ara.
Salisbury .
Marimba .
M uneni 
Baruka 
U m vukw e .
Manyangau 

Tondongwe 

Msambamsu 
K apsuku .

K an rashisi.
Macbechetti 

Mkokomo !
Chifukunyu 
K w eshi 
U lun gu . . .

Mtsense 
Msengulu .

M abyulo .
Maienze 
Lavusi 

Iwangwe .
Chipala 
Mukowonshi 

Kangawakadi 
M apange .

Longitude:
Latitude.

Height above 
M.S.L.

Azimuth
A .-G .

Geodetic. Ait. A . - 0 .

feet.
>8 39 3 * 35 46*55 49*46 + 2*91 2848 — 1*10

*9 57 30 44 16-43 18*03 + 1 -6o 2602 , — 2*12

*9 26 30 33 5*45 4269

3> Q 1 *9 50 45*21 47*40 n 2*29

30 ‘ 5 *9 35 3 * * 4 33*05 + 0*91 4758 -  **4*
3® ♦ *7 54 55-'5 6 l *22 + 6*07 4616

*9 56 *7 45 37-44 3 8 4 * 0*98 3909 — 1*96

*9 21 *7 45 3'97 j-O*: t — 0*95 7665
28 35 *7 - 4 * 3**49 28*71 — 3 7 8 5**3
*9 3 *7^ 35 .. m m 4-84 - 6388*3

*9 50 *7̂ 3 * 8-93 14-07 D 5**4 6809
O.ILC.

29 26 *7i *7 r *7*»fc; v *3*77 — 3*40 6870*5

30 ‘•-4 *5 •40 23*66 19*9* l$ £ | 3 7 4 6399*9 -  **44
*9 59 *5 37 675 i *95 - 4*80 6341*6

30 T jiB *5 34 39'3® 35*47 - 3*89 6 6 l 5‘4

30 ♦ *5 30 6-62 **44 — “ 18 6605*4

*9 «4 * 3'; 5 » 30-62 *7*45 u p 3**7 4658*4 — 0 7 0

* 9 STgg 23 4 7 ^ 50-00 44*57 — 5*43 6228 8

*9 20 23 34 4 *'* 3*36 - 0*76 3707**
*9 IcaH *3 29 E p * •7* 14 — 0*78 46787  B
28 59 23 :• 4' *4*5° 59*47 - *503 67097

*9 2 6 *3 26*81 1797 — 8*84 57*3*8
>8 *4 20 3° . .3-8* 6*96 + 3**4 47 9 *
28 36 20 29 7*86 12*28 + 4*4* 505*
28 45 20 *5 59*70 59**3 — o *57 5033
28 4 1 20 19 20*76 2405 + 3**9 49oo
28 22 20 Mk 42 9 0 4657 +  10*30
28 35 20 9 8*22 1*28 - 6*94 4407 4 - 9*66
*9 B E « 20 S.; 5313 5365 + 0*52 4904
*9 4 m 57%1 * $ s ; i*8o - ! 0*25 4470 +  6*29
29 49 *9 28 12*65 17*01 + 4*36 4841 +  8*66
30 2'2 *9 >9 1 6*86 5*95 — 0*91 4864
30 *3 *9 16 9 * 3 8*67 — 0*56 4864

:^ 3^6 *7 »9 4 * 7**4 26*15 ■ — o*99 4702
3*; . 2 *7 ! 5° 21*73 * 5**9 + 3*56 4998
3° 5° 17 46 55 09 53*94 115 4841

34 ML 29 41*83 39.90 — 1*93 5106
30 *7 g *9 *>•55 21*83 + 0*28 4457
30 4 * 11 37*17 33"*8 — 3*89 569*
*9 36 16 *5 41*21 34"89 6*32 4589 +  *3*44
30 >5* 16 22 3* 4* 3886
30 0 »5 53 54*46 50-03 s i 4*43 4039 +  *4*35

-3° : 17 *5 40 17*75 1503 — 2 7 2 348*
29- 47 '5 20 1*69 6 0 6 + 4 ’ 37 4613
*9 54 H 56 3 5'4* 36*72 + 13 0 435*
30 30 *4 46 5**37 53*18 + 1*81 3956
*9 5* >4 *5 48-19 57*33 + 9**4 4881
30 4° >3 57 36*87 38*22 + **35 4588
30- 4 >3 45 49*45 60*56 + i i *i i 4966
3* 6 >3 >4 36*05 5 **3* + <5*7 54*6
30 33 >3 •4 1*24 12*66 + 11*42 5445
30 57 12 53 31-18 34*66 + 3*48 5630
3 « 18 12 28 38-24 47*70 + 9 4 6 548*
30 5* 12 *3 43'44 49*05 + 561 5889 +  >5'**
3 1 37 11 59 19-68 3**39 + 1271 6018
3* 1 11 26 46*36 55*54 + 9* 18 4702
3 * 3 1 11 *5 24-88 30*50 + 5*62 5993
3 i 30 10 «4 * 9'34 38-90 + 9*56 47*9
3* 4 1 9 40 49 '4* S8-5* + 9*10 47*3
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It remains to mention the services of those who have carried out the work.
First and foremost comes the name of Colonel (now Sir William) Morris. To him, and almost entirely to 

the work o f his own hands aud eyes, we owe the observations in Cape Colony and Natal— ten years of strenuous 
service in the field and One year in office work, given with a singleness of purpose and a devotion and enthusiasm 
which are beyond praise. To his foresight is due the fact that no accident happened to mar the progress of the 
work, and to his tact the fact that he and his party were everywhere welcomed and no objections were 
seriously raised to his entrance on farms or claims made for damage to property. The rapid progress and the 
high efficiency of the work in the Transvaal and Orange River Colony are the result of his great experience 
and administrative capacity.

The difficulties which must beset an International Commissioner in another country than his own were 
overcome by the patience and tact o f Lieutenant-Colonel Laffan in the Anglo-German Boundary Survey, and 
high praise is also due to Lieutenant Doering, the German Commissioner, for his loyal co-operation. Both 
Commissioners had to carry out the work through a country presenting the greatest difficulties to survey 
operations. In some places the nearest water to the survey points was forty miles distant, and even then the 
supply was precarious; in others, heavy clearings o f shrub and forest had to be made; and the great distances 
from points where repairs of waggons, etc., could be executed, largely increased the difficulties.

Mr Alexander Simms rendered most valuable service in Rhodesia, where he directed the field operations 
and made all the observations south of the Zambesi. During the wet weather transport was impossible, and 
soon after the rains ceased the natives began to burn the grass— a process that filled the air with such dense 
smoke that no horizontal angles could be < measured. . Thus the patience and endurance of the observer were 
most severely tried, and the greatest credit is due to Mr Simms for the way that he stuck to his trying .work 
and the excellent results that he secured.

To Dr Rubin and Mr McCaw in. Northern Rhodesia fell a very heavy and. trying task. They had to
encounter similar obstacles, and even greater ones than those encountered by Mr Simms, and to train natives in
heliograph signalling,— a matter of. the, greatest difficulty, as natives are only willing to take short periods of 
service, and quit .the work almost before they are trained. They devised simpler methods, which natives could 
be more readily taught, and which are less liable to failure. In this and many other. ways they have shown 
an infinity of resource in trying and difficult circumstances.

Allusion has already been made (p. cxiii) to the excellent services rendered by Captain Gordon.
The survey owes much to the services of Mr Robinson, who has been long at the head o f the computing 

staff, and has raised himself by his energy and talent to that position from that of a computer at the Observatory. 
Mr Lowinger has done valuable work in a like capacity.

The computation o f the field work o f Dr Rubin and Mr McCaw in North-Eastern Rhodesia, and of Captain 
Gordon’s chain o f triangles (connecting that work with the Geodetic Survey o f the Transvaal), was made by Mr 
Whittingdale, o f the Cape Observatory staff, under the direction of Mr S. S. Hough, H.M. Astronomer at the C-ape. 
These results have not yet been published in detail, and are here given for the first time in so far as they relate to 
the Great Geodetic Arc along the meridian of 30° E. longitude.

To all these men and to their cordial co-operation the success of the Geodetic Survey o f South Africa is
chiefly due.

Addendum to Geodetic Survey.

With regard to the further, progress o f the Great Arc of Meridian. In the years 1906 and 1907 a joint 
Anglo-Belgian Boundary Commission was employed in surveying the region near the 30th meridian which lies 
between Lake Albert and the parallel of 1* south. The Colonial Survey Committee cordi&lly accepted tho 
opportunity, thus offered, to utilise a portion of the personnel of the joint Commission for the pufposo of measuring 
that part of the arc which would traverse the region in question. The Belgian Government readily agreed to take 
part in the work, and decided to send out a specially qualified astronomer to mako the necossary observations for 
latitude and azimuth. M. Dehalu, o f the Libge Observatory, was selected, and ho arrived at Taro in Uganda on 
the 18th of April 1908. The Government of the Transvaal generously placed two 10-inoh Repsold theodolites at the 
disposal of the party, and the War Office and Admiralty both lent instruments. These were put in charge of 
Mr G. T. MoCaw, who was selected as au assistant observer and left England on tho 27th o f Decombor 1907. The
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Royal Society, tho Royal Qoographical Society, tho British Assooiation, and tho Royal Astronomical Society together 
contributed £1400 towards the cost of the work.

The stations extend from latitude Is 10' S. to 1° 10' N. The results are so far published by the Colonial 
Survey Committee: Report o f the Measurement o f an A rc o f Meridian in Uganda, Vol! I., containing the base 
measurement, horizontal anglos, vertical measures, and geodetic values (London, published by H.M. Stationery 
Offico 1912). Vol. II., containing the astronomical determinations of latitude, longitude, and azimuth, will be 
subsequently published in Brussels.

The Geodetic Survey of Upper Egypt, commenced under the direction of Captain Lyons, F.R.S., is making 
steady progress from the Mediterranean southwards, and one may venture to hope that it will be pushed forward 
until it reaches the southern limit of Upper Egypt.

From that latitude to 1° 10'  north, however, the immediate prospect of progress is still far from clear. But, 
having regard to the scientific importance of the work and its great practical utility as a basis for all future surveys, 
it is obvious that its execution cannot be long delayed. All modern experience goes to show that the sooner such 
work is done the better, for no one can tell at what moment questions as to the boundaries of spheres of influence 
may arise, creating occasionally formidable diplomatic difficulties when these boundaries have not been delimited, 
and when no accurate maps exist as a basis for their definition. The precise definition and beaconing of the 
boundary between British Bechuanaland and German South-West Africa (see pp. civ and cv) may be cited as a 
case in point. It had hardly been completed when the native war in the latter territory began; and, but for the 
exact beaconing of that boundary, it would have been impossible to avoid the numberless international difficulties 
which, in the case of an uncertain boundary, must have arisen between Britain and Germany, but which, by the 
exact definition of that boundary, were happily entirely avoided.

I f  these expectations are realised there would remain unfinished in Africa only that portion of the arc from 
latitude 1° 10' S. to 9“ 41' S., which, except for about 70 miles in N.E. Rhodesia (viz., from the southern end of 
Lake Tanganyika to the northern point of Dr Rubin’s survey), lies along the eastern side of Lake Tanganyika— that 
is to say, in German East Africa. Estimates for the cost of carrying out this survey have been prepared at 
Potsdam, and one may confidently trust to the scientific enterprise of Germany for its early execution.

The final connection of the African arc with that of Struve in Russia, by triangulation round the eastern end 
of the Mediterranean, is a matter that probably involves international co-operation; but its scientific importance is 
so great that, in one way or another, the work must be done.

Dr Helmert has kindly written to me as follows about the results of the South African Arc o f Meridian :—  .

P o tsd a m , 4 f t  November 1912.

“  As to the results of the measurement of arcs of Meridian in South Africa I should call your attention to Dr 
Bahn’s discussion in 1910 in the Beitrdge zur Geophysik von Gerland and Rudolph* vol. x. pp. 519-551, based on 
the data which you sent in manuscript Dr Bahn has utilised 57 latitude stations in the neighbourhood o f 30° of
East Longitude and extending from Latitude —9* 417 to —34* l l 7. He finds it impossible to compute (from the
data in question) both of the two unknowns, viz. a (the semi-major axis) and a (the compression). On that account 
he has made two separate computations

“  1. Adopting a=  1 : 298‘3 (Helmert from pendulum determinations)
he finds a =  aC|nrka +  58m ±  179m (mean error) =  6378307m.

“  2. Adopting a = aCinrko =  6378249m
he f in d s o = l :  299 2 ± 1  '6.

“  From these data it is evident ‘that the new arc indicates a somewhat larger terrestrial spheroid than that of 
Clarke. Adopting a = l  : 289*3, it gives

a = 6378307m b =  6356925m,
whilst Clarke’s values are

a  =  6378249m, 6 =  6356515m.

b is thus increased 410m above Clarke’s value.
“  The new arc thus confirms the result of the Coast and Geodetic Survey of North America (Hayford), which is 

several hundred metres larger than Clarke’s.”
* . B y  the k iiid  permission of H e rr W ilhelm  Eugolmaun, Leipzig, a translation of this most interesting nrticlo is  given in  Appondix I V .
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THE PARALLAX OF THE MOON.

The direot determination of the parallax of the Moon was one of the principal objects of Lacaille’s expedition 
to the Cape of Good Hope in 1751 (see p. v.). By com paring his observations with those made at different 
observatories in Northern Europe, and assuming the ellipticity of the Earth to be j^ ,  he obtained 3433"*1 for the 
constant part of the Moon’s equatorial parallax; this is equivalent to 3424//-6 if the Earth’s ellipticity is assumed 
to be gjjjj. Henderson, from his observations at the Cape in 1832 and 1833, made a great number of observations of 
the Moon’s Declination with the mural circle; and, by comparing them with nearly simultaneous observations at 
Greenwich and Cambridge, derived the value 3421//,8 for the constant of Lunar Parallax when computed with the 
coefficients o f Burkhardt’s Tables, or 3422*'46 with the more, accurate coefficients o f Damoiseau ;*  the adopted value 
o f the Earth’s compression was ^  (Mem. R.A.S., vol. x. p. 294).

Breen {Mem. R.A.S., vol. xxxii. p. 115), from observations at Cambridge, Greenwich, Edinburgh, and the Cape, 
derived 3422"‘70 for the constant o f the Lunar Parallax; and Stone (Mem. R.A.S., vol. xxxiv. p. 11), from Cape 
observations (1856—61) combined with the corresponding Greenwich observations, derived 3422//*71, computed in 
both cases with the adopted value o f ^  for the Earth’s compression. In neither one or other of the two latter 
discussions are the instantaneous equatorial points o f the Transit Circle derived in a rigorous way.

In all these determinations of the Lunar Parallax the observers had placed the horizontal wire of the Transit Circle 
as a tangent successively on the upper and lower limbs o f the Moon, or sometimes on one limb, sometimes on the other; 
the observations were then reduced to the Moon’s centre— in the first case to the mean o f the observations o f both 
lim bs; in the second, by the application of a correction depending on the assumed known semidiameter.

Such observations are subject to numerous sources of error. The amount o f irradiation (or increase of the 
apparent over the true semidiametcr) is a variable quantity dependent on the aperture and defining quality of the 
telescope, the brightness of the background o f the sky, and on the character and steadiness o f the atmospheric 
conditions o f definition. Thus, even if the Moon’s limbs had no irregularities, and if all observers placed the axis 
of the observing wire or spider web exactly tangent to the limb, considerable systematic errors would arise. But 
the Moon’s limb is by no means a portion of a perfectly regular circle, and no two observers place the spider web 
in the same way tangent to the limb. The spider web has a very sensible diameter, so that, even if  no irregularity 
of the limb and no irradiation existed and i f  the disc under observation was at rest, it is probable that no two 
observers would agree exactly as to the micrometer reading at which each would estimate the axis o f the web to be 
a true tangent to the limb, because then the limb itself is hid by the web at the point of contact; there would 
therefore be a measurable personality in the observation even in these ideal conditions. When the uncertainty, 
thus created, is complicated by variable irradiation, irregularities o f the limb and unsteadiness of the images, it is 
not surprising that in such observations large personal, as well as accidental, errors are found to result

I f  instead o f observing the limbs o f  the Moon it was possible to find some well-defined point or feature 
on the Moon’s surface, the position o f which relative to the Moon’s centre is always known, most o f the 
difficulties would disappear. Since the days o f Bessel the crater Mdsting A  has been regarded, on the whole, 
as the most suitable object o f the kind. It is a small circular crater of about 4" in diameter situated 
not far from the centre o f the Moon’s disc, and its apparent position seems to be but little affected by change 
o f illumination. Schluter, under Bessel’s direction, made a series of observations (during the period 1841 
April 29 to 1843 November 6) with the Konigsberg heliometer, o f the distance of Mosting A from the 
Moon’s limb in a great variety of position angles, for the purpose of determining the physical libration 
of the Moon and the mean position of Masting A  relative to the Moon's centre (Ast. Beob. der K. Univ. 
Stemwarte zu Konigsberg, Bd. 88). These observations were reduced by Franz, and ephemerides of the position of 
Mcisting A  relative to the centre of the Moon, based on his paper (“  Darlegung der Ephemeridenrechnung von 
Mdsting A— Ast Nach.,” 8241), were published in the Berliner Jahrbuch from 1894 until 1907 inclusive. From 
1908 onwards the ephemerides o f Mdsting A  in the Berliner Jah/rbuch are based upon Hayn's discussiou o f the 
Moon’s libration (Abhand. der K. Math. Phys. Klasse. Gessel. der Wiss., Bd. 80).t Tho physical libration is

* W hen comparing rosults for tho "  Constant of tho L u n a r Parallax ” it  is  oBSontial to roinomhor that this constant w ill vary according to th* 
mode of dovolopmont omployed in  tho theory. (Soo Professor Adam ’s " Note on tho Constant of L u n a r P a ra llax ,"  Hon. Not. R.A.S., vol. xl. p. 482.)

t  Mr 8. A. Saundor k in d ly  forwards tho following notes: " H a y n ’s rosults aro based ou tho reductions of h is own observations made with 
the Alar miorometor at L eip zig  and a sories of hsllometor measures mado by Ila rtw lg  botwoon 1877 and 1879 a t Strassburg. The differauoe 
between the oooflloionts of tho p rincipal torms in  the oxproseione for physical libration obtained by Frans and Hayn is  about 0**3 in (geooentrie) 
longitudo and 0”*2 in  latitudo, Th e  dilforonco in  tho geocontrio oo-ordinatos of Mbating A amounts to 0**02 in  longitude and 0**23 in latitude. 
Stratton in  h is reproduction of SohlUtor’s observations ( il/ im , vol. lix .  part 4), obtains oo-ordinatos of Mttating A which differ from tho** of
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included in all cases. Tho ephemeris o f Mtistiug A in the Nautical Almanac depends, up to the present, on the 
results o f  Frans. The bost ultimate determination o f the Moon’s Physical Libration will probably result from 
measures o f  tho bost Lunar photographs. M. Puisoux is now engaged in measuring a selection from the fine series 
o f plates obtained with the Equatorial Coudd at Paris. It is very desirable, however, that the series should extend 
over a complete period o f  nineteen years.

Some time previous to his visit to England in 1904, Gill had made proposals for co-operating with the 
Royal Observatory, Greenwich, in makiug a fresh determination o f the parallax o f the Moon by meridian 
observations o f the Lunar Crater MSsting A. In tbo course o f  that visit it was finally arranged with Sir William 
Christie (then Astronomer Royal) that regular meridian observations o f the declinations of MOsting A  and the 
Moon-culminating stars o f the Nautical Almanac should be made, whenever practicable, at both Greenwich and 
the Cape, the series to commence after January 1905.

On account o f  possible errors in the tabular motion of the Moon and in the ephemeris o f Mosting A, it seemed 
in the present state o f the lunar tables to be essential for the highest accuracy to employ, in the determination of 
parallax, only observations made on the same night at both observatories.

It  was not at first anticipated that so many as six years would pass before 100 nearly simultaneous 
observations at both observatories could be secured; indeed, it was not until the end o f . 1910 that-the number 
in question was attained. The observations were reduced by Dr Crommelin, and the results were communicated 
to the Royal Astronomical Society in May 1911 |Monthly Notices, R.A.S., yol. Ixxi. p. 526)/3m

Observations were made at Greenwich both with the Transit Circle and the Altazimuth, and at the Cape
both with the reversible Transit Circle and with the old non-reversible on e ; but, especially at the Cape, it was
not possible to provide observers for both instruments on every night.

A t Greenwich both instruments were employed on 49 o f the nights in-question, at the Cape on 12 nights;
whilst only on 3 nights was the Moon observed with two instruments at each observatory. The total number
o f nights on which the Moon’s declination was observed during the period in question was at Greenwich 292 with
the Transit Circle and 236 with the Altazimuth and at the Cape 151 with the old and 166 with the new Transit
Circle,* this total yielding only 105 nights when observations were secured at both observatories; and o f the
105 parallax determinations 4 had to be rejected as anomalous.

In order to avoid the effect o f error in the adopted nadir-point, flexure, refraction, and division error o f the 
circles, the equatorial point was determined .from observations o f the declinations o f Moon-culminating stars. 
In ideal conditions the observed stars should be identical at both observatories, and their mean declination 
should be the same as that o f the Moon. In future researches o f the kind it would be desirable largely to 
increase the number o f comparison stars, since (especially at Greenwich) it was found sometimes necessary to 
employ other fundamental stars than those provided in the programme. As, however, the latter were all well-known 
and well-determined stars and all the adopted declinations of the comparison stars employed were reduced 
to the same fundamental system, it is improbable that any very sensible systematic error is likely to arise 
from this source.

With the equatorial points derived from the observations o f the comparison stars, the observed apparent N.P.D. 
o f Mosting A  was derived for each observation.

The tabular parallaxes were computed on two assumptions o f the earth’s ellipticity, viz.

v =  1/293 5 and 1/300,

and it was assumed that the value o f the Log. sine o f the horizontal equatorial parallax o f Mosting A, as given in
the Berliner Jahrbuch, is consistent with the parallax o f  the Moon’s centre as given in the Nautical Almanac
(viz. Hansen’s Parallax, with Newcomb’s correction applied to the Moon’s Mean Anomaly). After reduction
o f the observations to geocentric N.P.D. by  application o f the computed parallaxes, the Cape observation was
F ra n z  b y  0“ '54  in  lo ngitude and 0” -22 in  latitude. H u y n  th in k s th at h is  own fo rm u la  can be relied upon to givo tho position of M osting  A  
relative  to the Moon’s  centre w ith in  0" '2 : th is  is  c le a rly  too sa n g u in e ; the errors m ay w e ll exceed 0" -50.  M a n y attompts have been made to 
determine the p h ys ica l lib m tio n , o f w hich the most im portant are the observations o f Sch liite r, above m entioned;  tho values derived from them 
b y  F ra n z  were g enerally  accepted u n t il H a y n , in  1894,  published a memoir in  w hich he severely criticised F ra n z’s  method o f red u ctio n ;  and, in  
another memoir, published in  1906, he derived a  fresh series o f values for the p rin c ip a l coefficients w hich  were o f  about h a lf  the am ount of those 
found b y  F ra n z . D r  Y o k e l, in  reducing a short series of heliometer measures made b y  M ic lia ilo u sk i at Kazan, showed that, in  one of the steps most 
severely criticised b y  H a y n , F ra n z’s  method led  to p ra ctica lly  the same result as H a y n ’s, and a  complete ro-reduction of SohlUter’s  observations by 
Stratton has p ra ctica lly  confirmed F ra n z’s  results and shown th at the cause of the divergence between them and H a y n ’s  m ust lie  in  the observations.’*

*  1“  com paring these numbers w ith  G reenw ich, it  should be noted that at the Cape, except in  tho e arly  years, no attompt was mado to 
duplicate observations on the same n ight, but o n ly  to secure an observation w ith  one or other instrum ent on each possible occasion. T h e  old T ra n sit  
C ir c le  was on ly  used w hen it  was necessary to delegate a special assistant for the work.
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reduced to the same instant as the corresponding Greenwich one, the N.P.D. of the Moon’s centre being inter
polated with second differences from the Nautical Almanac, and the rate of change of the geocentric position 
o f Mosting A with respect to tho Moon’s centre being token from the Berliner Jahrbuch.

Each observation at Greenwich and the Cape should then give an equation of condition of the form

E t± & A P„ = n ,- n . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (A)
where 1% and IIe are the observed N.P.Ds. at Greenwich and the Cape reduced to geocentric N.P.D.

„  pg and p0 are the tabular parallaxes applied to the Greenwich and Cape observations to correct them to 
geocentric N.P.D.

„  p, and Ap9 are respectively “  Hansen’s constant of Lunar Parallax”  and its required correction to be derived 
from the observations.

Mr Crommelin, instead of solving the equations of condition by least squares, derived the correction Ap0 from 
each equation separately by means of the equation

Ap’ “ f t + p .  (n ’ - n *) ' ' ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ (B) 
giving weight 2 to the value o f Ap0 obtained when Mosting A was observed with both instruments at each 
observatory, weight 1^ when observed with two instruments at one observatory and with one instrument at the 
other, and weight 1 when observed with one instrument only at each observatory.

He thus obtains on the two assumptions as to the Earth’s ellipticity

e =  =  1/293*5 and 1/300

Ap0=  +0"-50 and +  0"-12,
or giving equal weight to all the determinations

If| p  + 0 " ‘52 and +0"'14,
and he concludes “  hence it appears that the result will be approximately the same for any reasonable system of 
weighting the separate days.”

Assuming for simplicity
Ap , = + 0 //*51 for I  -293-5 , 

e
and giving equal weight to each determination o f Apt, the probable error o f one determination o f Ap0 comes out 
± 0 W*60 and the probable error o f  the mean result ± 0 ;,-06.

The number o f +  and — residuals is then exactly equal, and the distribution of the errors is very fairly 
symmetrical. Since the original paper in question was published, the Astronomer Royal has kindly communicated

the results of another solution which Mr Crommelin has made, in which he assigns the farther weight to
P»

each separate value o f the parallax as derived by equations of the type B. (This is practically equivalent to a 
least square solution o f the equations o f condition of the type A .) Mr Crommelin in this solution has farther 
given % weight to the parallax values resulting from observations when the N.P.D. of the Moon is greater 
than 105*.

The mean result then becomes
+  0"*48 for 1 i  293*5 e

=  + 0"*10 f o r i  -300-0 . 
e

Or dividing the observations in order o f time:—

1 -  293-5. e
From the observations of 1905 and 1906 ...........................................................+0**50

. „  1907 and 1908 ....................................... .........  . +  0"*48
-■ i,v ^ ' ‘ »> :'■» 1909 and 1 9 1 0 .............................................................+ 0 " ’46

Although the probable orror of the mean result has not been rigorously computed, it seems evident that it will 
now be sensibly less than that which was derived from the original discussion, vis. ±0"-06.

Mr Crommelin remarks that “ the only sourco of orror to which tho method appears to be liable is that which
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may arise from personality in bisecting the image of tho crater" (or, to put it more rigorously, to difference in 
personality in bisecting the image of a star and of the crater), and that, "  if there is a general tendency both at 
Greenwich and the Cape to bisect the crater either too high or too low, this will systematically affect the value of 
tho parallax, since the Moon is always South at Greenwich and North at the Cape.” All such tendency would be 
completely eliminated by the use of an eye-piece fitted with a reversing prism; but Mr Crommelin thinks the use of 
such a prism would render the identification of the crater difficult, because “  it is by no means too easy to rapidly 
identify the crater under existing conditions, and it would be considerably harder if the familiar configurations 
were reversed.” *

Thus the probable error of the Lunar parallax, as computed with two not very improbable values of the 
Earth's ellipticity, differs by more than six times the probable error of the direct determination by observation.

In other words, the instrumental determination of the Lunar parallax affords a practical, simple, and direct 
method of determining the form of the Earth, provided—

(1) That the constant of the Moon’s parallax is determined by observations made by the diurnal method at a 
number of single observatories t in different parts of the world.

(2) Or is determined by. a sufficient number of pairs of meridian circles situated in different latitudes nearly 
in the same meridian.

(S) Or by comparing the absolute value of the constant of the Lunar parallax (as determined by observations 
of type ( l)  or (2)) with its theoretical value based on other data.

With our present knowledge of the data by which the theoretical parallax of the Moon is derived, it becomes 
possible, as is shown in the paper in question, to determine the ellipticity of the Earth on any meridian by 
comparing the constant of the Lunar parallax derived-from transit circle observations of the Moon’s Declinations
at two or more widely separated observatories on or near that meridian with the same constant derived from theory.

If p 0 is the Moon’s mean horizontal parallax.
M is the ratio of the Mass of the Moon to that of the Earth, 
n is the Moon’s mean motion. c
nx is the Earth’s mean orbital motion.
a is the Earth’s equatorial radius.
Oj is the radius of the Earth in latitude whose sine = 
g1 is the gravitational attraction in the above latitude.

Then the theoretical value of the Moon’s mean horizontal parallax is given by the equation

^ ( l + - £ V )  I ■ . (C)a8 p  1-+M". '9x '■ V 2n * / -■ 7
The factor 1 +  -^L_ represents a small correction due to the disturbing effect of the Sun on the Moon’s mean 

motion.
gx depends upon the determinations of the length of the seconds pendulum, which are referred to the latitude 

whose sine is
Oj is determined by geodetic operations which, on the whole, determine the radius of the Earth at the latitude 

whose sine is with high precision.
m has been determined with high precision from observations of the minor planets (see p. lxxx). Now, if e is 

the ellipticity of the Earth, we have (neglecting e!)
IPP® ! I a8 . I

5 ? = 1 + e -
*  It seems to the writer that the identification of the crator could be always made in one position of the reversing prism with whioh tho 

observer is familiar. After identification, the crater could be bisected by the horizontal web, the prism be then rotated 90* and another bisection 
made; the first bisection would ensure identification. As twelve,different observers took part in the observations at each observatory it seems 
probable that personality will be largely eliminated from the mean result. At the same time, if the serios should be repeated, it would be well to 
introduce the use of the reversing prism to guard against a possible common tendency in all observers suoh as that above indicated.

f  Method (1) was suggested by Gill in 1877 (The Observatory, vol. i. p. 75). There seoms to bo littlo doubt, with our present knowledge 
of the Moon’s physical libration, that at an equatorial station it would bo possible in course of six months to determino the constant of the 
horizontal parallax of the Moon with a probable error of ± 0" '05. Perhaps the bost method would bo to dotormine tho diurnal parallax of 
Mosting A  by observing vertical transits of the crater and neighbouring stars with a powerful zenith tolosoope. In this way tho ellipticity of 
the equator, if  it exists, could be determined (from such a serios of observations at eaoh of threo or more equatorial stations) with very 
considerable accuracy. j

J In th e  la titu d e  w h o se  Bine is th e  ea rth  a ttra cts  as if its  m ass w as con cen tra ted  at its  controj



To examine the effect on p 0 of small changes in the adopted data, differentiate equation C and insert numerical 
values in the coefficients, and we obtain :—

Ap0= +0;i8Aal-0*018A(2r)-i;2Â I + 0*17A(iy . . . . . 9

Newcomb (“ Astronomical Constants,” p. 194) gives a correction to Hansen’s mean parallax -  +  0';,45, based on 
the following data:—

Newcomb’s data. More recent values.*

THE PARALLAX OF THE MOON. c x x ix

a1 =  6371*004 km.
<7j=  979*77 in C.G.S. units.

—  = 81*45.
M

—  i  293*5. 
e

6370'843 (Helmert’s latest results).
979*76 (Helmert from pendulum observations 1901).

81*53 (Hinks, Monthly Notices, p. lxx).

The substitution of the more recent values of ax* gx and —  makes no change in Newcomb’s original value, viz.
Ap0 = +  0W*45, as the small corrections cancel each other.

Thus by the theory of gravitation, assuming that a\, gx and n are accurately determined, the value of the 
correction to Hansen’s value of the mean lunar parallax is

A pj,- +  0»-4S -» Q .^ a3A (S pN < >  ............................. (E)

and the result from the Meridian observations of Mosting A at Greenwich and the Cape, computed with the value

— — 293*5, g i v e s ^  '' ‘ ^
Ap0-+ p " * 4 8 -0 ;0 5 7 ^ 3 M R  • (® )

Solving the equations (E) and (F), we get
—  =294*2 
e

Ajp0=  +  0"*44.

This value of —  = 294*2 differs from that derived by Hayford, viz. 297*0, with the mean error ±1*2  (Helmert)

and from Helmert’s value 297*3, and it is not impossible that the difference may be due to a small personality 
common to most observers, and which would be eliminated by use of the reversing prism.

* With reference to the figures employed in Dr Crointnelin's paper, Dr Helmert writes under date 1912 November 4 :—

"The figure quoted (6370843m) as Helmert’s value of the radius vector for tho latitude whose sine is =» ■ — has probably been calculatedv  8
from a =  6378000, o =  l : 298*3, os these were the figures which I  supplied to Nowcomb somo time ago. The latitude is geocentric, and I find 
the somewhat different result, viz. 6370849, and that is tho value which at the present moment I  consider to be the best.

"  We may take in rouud figures a =  6378400.
“ Hayford has recently derived a=6378388 with the mean error± 5 3  I Mean errors were computed by myself; Hayford’s mean errors

a =  1: 297*0 with the mean error ±  1*2. J are rather smaller.

“ As to gravity in geocentric latitude arc sin the figure 979*76 is derived from my formula of 1901, viz.:—

978-046 cm. (1 + 0  006302 sin1 -0-000007 sin* 2$),
corrected later by —0*016 cm. as the result of a new absolute determination of gravity.

"The mean error of 979*76 is less than -4-0*01 cm. Tho figure 979*76 is not exact; I find 979*768."
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OCCULTATIONS OF STARS AND PLANETS.

Soon after Gill's appointment to tho Capo in 1879 he reeoivod a letter from Professor Simon Newcomb stating 
that ho was engaged on the completion o f a now Lunar Theory, and, for the more accurate determination o f the 
constants o f his theory, he was anxious to obtain a series o f  observations o f occultations o f stars by the Moon at an 
observatory in the Southern Hemisphere.

Gill, in reply, undertook to make such observations regularly, and, on examining the records o f the Observatory; 
he further found a large number of unpublished observations o f occultations which had been made under the 
direction o f  Sir Thomas Maclear. These h e , further undertook to reduce on a uniform system and publish with 
the least possible delay.

To give full value to these and all future observations which involve an accurate knowledge o f  Greenwich time 
it was essential that the longitude o f tho Observatory should be accurately determined.

The longitude o f Aden had been determined by telegraph in connection with the expedition o f Lord Lindsay 
(now the Earl o f Crawford) to Mauritius in 1874*; it therefore only remained to arrange for the telegraphic 
connection o f  the longitudes o f  Aden and the Cape.

On 1879 October 6, Gill wrote to Sir George Airy pointing^out that before the end o f the year the Cape would 
probably be in telegraphic connection with England, and raised the question as to whether immediate advantage 
should not be taken to determine the longitude o f the Observatory as soon as possible. Sir George Airy replied 
(1879 November 13): “  To mention the galvanic determination o f the longitude o f the Cape o f Good Hope Observatory 
is quite enough; the thing must be done as soon as may be.”

On 1879 December 28, the first cable message from England was received at the Cape, and on the following 
day Gill wrote to Sir George Airy, begging him to request from Sir James Anderson the use o f  the cable and 
permission to make the necessary preliminary experiments. On 1880 September 20, Sir George Airy replied: “ Sir 
James Anderson will be very pleased to do everything possible with the cable, Durban-Aden, and to join up, as 
desired, at the intermediate stations.”

After much preliminary correspondence and experiment a precise programme and detailed estimates o f  cost were 
submitted to the Admiralty.

' The requisite instruments finally reached the Cape on 1881 March 1, and the work was at once begun. Full 
details o f  the operation are given in the Cape Annals, vol. i., part 2 .t

The first series o f observations o f occultations was published in voL i., part 4, o f the Annals o f  the Cape 
Observatory, and contains 512 occultations observed between 1834 March 20 and 1880 December 12.

Further series were subsequently published as follows in the Cape Annals, viz.:—

VoL ii., part 3— 441 occultations observed between 1881 February 3 and 1895 November 5.
Yol. i i ,  part 6— 993 occultations observed betweeu 1896 January 7 and 1906 December 28.
In all, 1946 observed occultations.

The resulting equations are given for each observation and include symbolic expressions for errors in the 
assumed tabular places o f the Moon and star; in the time o f observation; the longitude o f the instrument; the 
geocentric latitude; Moon’s parallax and Moon’s semidiameter.

The comparisons are made throughout with Hansen’s Tables o f the Moon.
The assumed longitude o f the Transit Circle is

• - l h 13m 55*.

The most probable value o f the true longitude is

— H  13m 548,63 (see page xxxv),

the correction AZ applicable to all the published equations should therefore be +  0*‘37, o f which tho probable error 
is about ± 0 S'03.

The astronomical latitude o f the Transit Circle has been assumed to be uniformly
- 3 3 °  56/ 3"*4.

*  A detailed account of that determination is given in the Dunecht Publications, vol. iii.
t  For the results of these operations and their comparison with a subsequent diroot determination m'a Gvoon wiah-Ascension Island and 

Ascension Island— Cape of Good Hope, see page xxxv of the present work. The disoordanco botwoen the two results is only 0'07 seconds of tirno; 
this close agreement, considering the numerous liuks involved in the oarlior determination, points to the goneral systematic accuracy of 
both determinations. •



The corresponding values of </>, log. py and the assumed values of the Earth’s compression (e) are
(f>'= -3 3 °  45' . 26"-26 

Log. p =  9-9995512
■ H i

3®©),’.
I f  necessary, small corrections, depending on errors in the adopted mean geographical latitude, on change of that 
latitude or on the change of geocentric latitude due to the adoption of other elements of the Earth, can thus be 
readily computed, as the co-efficient o f A §  is given for each observation.

No corrections have been applied in the equations for the difference in latitude, longitude, and height above 
sea level o f the various observing instruments, but these can readily be taken into account from the data supplied 
in the Introductions to the published results.

OBSERVATIONS OF THE SUN, MOON, AND PLANETS.

At the request of Professor Simon Newcomb, a series o f Meridian Observations of the Sun, Mercury, and Venus 
was made in the years 1884-1892. with the non-reversible Transit Instrument. These observations were at first 
forwarded in manuscript to Professor Newcomb, and .the results were utilised by him in his "Astronomical 
Constants.” The observations have since been published and discussed in the Annals o f the (Jape Observatory, 
vol. ii., part 5. Having regard to the pressure of other work, it was resolved in  1892 to defer further daily 
observations of the Sun and Minor Planets until a  r e v e r s i b l e  Transit Circle could be erected and brought into 
systematic work, and accordingly .operations have now been resumed with the new Transit Circle.

For the observation of Major Planets, however, experiencein the observations of Mars at Ascension in 1877 
and the subsequent observations of Minor Planets appeared to show that Heliometer observations afforded the most 
accurate method of referring the position of .a planet to neighbouring stars. On these grounds it seemed desirable 
to institute regular, observations o f the Major Planets as part o f the observing programme with the Cape Heliometer, 
and accordingly since the year 1897 each o f the Major Planets have been regularly observed, with the exception 
o f Uranus in 1901, at which time the instrument .was undergoing repair.

These: observations from 1897 to 1904 are given and discussed in the Annals o f the Cape Observatory, 
-vol. viii., part 1. . The series of observations is continued to the present day.

THE INTERNATIONAL ASTROPHOTOGRAPHIC CHART AND CATALOGUE.

This work, in a .certain sense;, had its origin in some correspondence which took place between Gill and Admiral 
Mouchez, beginning, in December 1882 (see p. xlix). This correspondence was resumed in 1886, when Admiral 
Mouchez forwarded some.photographs taken at Paris with the new astrographic telescope, which, at his instigation 
and with his support, the brothers Henry had evolved and constructed. Gill then wrote to Admiral Mouchez, con
gratulating him and the brothers Henry on the very successful results attained, and suggested that the time had now 
arrived when steps should be taken to make a systematic international effort to apply like instruments and methods 
to the complete mapping o f the sky. Admiral Mouchez concurred, and Gill then suggested that an International 
Congress, meeting at Paris, seemed to offer the only practical way of arriving at joint action. A circular letter was 
then addressed to the chief astronomers and scientific societies—-to which the response was so unanimous and so 
cordial that Admiral Mouchez was; enabled to issue invitations to astronomers, in the name o f the Bureau des 
Longitudes, to attend a Congress to be held at’ Paris in April 1887.

Shortly before the Congress, assembled, Gill wrote to Admiral Mouchez and to some o f the leading astronomers 
suggesting that the original programme of the Congress should be extended to include a catalogue as well as maps of the 
whole sky. This proposal was finally agreed to by tho Congress, and it was resolved to chart the whole sky in duplicate, 
with sufficient exposure to include all stars to the 14th magnitude, and to take an independent series o f catalogue 
plates, of shorter exposure, to include all stars of the 11th magnitude. The plates both of the chart and catalogue 
series were arranged to overlap each other in such a way that every star ought to appear on at least two plates of 
each series. The co-ordinates of all the stars on the catalogue plates were to bo measured, so as to enable a cataloguo 
of precision of all stars to tho 11th magnitude to bo ultimately prepared when dofinitivo places o f  the comparison stars 
had been determined. The faot that such an International Congress was successfully convened and its deliberations 
brought to such important unanimous conclusions was due chiefly to tho enthusiasm, tact, and genial personality of

* Thin valuo of tho olHptioity of the Barth was adopted for uko of uniformity with that in use at Orwnwith.

OCCULTATIONS OP STARS AND PLANETS, AND THE INTERNATIONAL ASTROPHOTOQRAPHIO CHART AND CATALOGUE. p.t t t i
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Admiral Mouchez, thon Director of the Paris Observatory. To bim and to his successors, Lcowy, Tisserand, and 
Baillaud, coupled with tho liberal support of the Government of the French Republic, of the Institute of France, and 
of tho Buroau doa Longitudes, the successful progress of the work is largely due; for, strongly as the project has 
appealed to all astronomers, and enthusiastically as the co-operating observatories have worked, the common interest 
aud rate of progress could not have been maintained without the central organisation which has always found at 
Paris a common placo of mooting and a warm and sympathetic welcome.

Tho zone assigned to the Cape was that contained between declination —40° and —52°, and involved 1632 
areas, each 2* x  2*.

The design o f  the mounting o f the astrographic telescope had been fully discussed with Sir Howard Grubb, so 
that the order for its construction could be given so soon as sanction o f H.M. Treasury was obtained. The mounting 
o f  the instrument reached the Cape on 1891 June 12, and its erection was completed on June 21. The object-
glasses, rescaux, and dark slides arrived on August 9, and observations for focus, etc., were begun the same night. 
Unfortunately, it turned out on trial that the definition o f the object-glass was not satisfactory, and no astrographic 
images o f good quality could be obtained. Gill visited Europe in February 1902 to attend the reunion o f the 
Permanent Committee o f the Astrographic Congress o f that year, and took advantage o f the opportunity to return 
the object-glass to Sir Howard Grubb for correction o f its imperfect definition. The eye-end o f the guiding telescope 
and the breech-piece carrying the photographic slide were at the same time returned for alterations which experience 
showed to be desirable.

Sir Howard found a serious error in the figure o f the outer surface o f the crown lens, which he is certain did 
not exist when he applied his final tests, and he attributed the fault to intentional damage done by an evil-minded 
employee. The defective surface was refigured by Sir Howard Grubb, and, thanks to the kindness o f Professor 
Pritchard, was tested at Oxford by Mr Plummer, under his supervision. It was thus not until 1892 July 26 (see p. 
xliii) that regular work on the lines o f the resolutions of the Astrographic Congress could be begun.

From this date the photographic part o f the work was regularly continued, and by the end o f  1896 all the 
catalogue plates had been taken; but investigation under the measuring machine led to some repetitions. Preliminary 
measures o f 27 plates showed that the existing methods of measurement were too slow and laborious, and plans were 
made o f a machine capable o f more rapid but equally accurate work.

It was at the same time resolved to make a second series o f catalogue plates, in order to bring the epoch of 
photographic observation nearer to 1900, and to utilise the earlier series o f plates, when necessary, for the investiga
tion o f proper motion.

The new measuring apparatus, designed by Gill and made by Repsold o f  Hamburg, reached the Cape about the 
end o f 1897, and, after some small alterations, measurement o f the catalogue plates was systematically begun in 
August 1898. The apparatus is described by Gill (.Monthly Notices R .A.S., lix: pp. 61-72), and it was found to 
work so perfectly that a second instrument o f  the same kind was ordered from Messrs Repsold and was 
received in the end o f 1899. The work was now fully- organised, a proper room for measurement and storage o f the 
plates had been built, and a staff o f five ladies was trained to the work. Since that time the work has been steadily 
carried on, and, in his Report for the year 1910, Mr Hough, H.M. Astronomer at the Cape, states that “  the outstand
ing measures o f  the new series of catalogue plates have been completed during the year; and 363 plates o f the old 
series have been measured with a view to the determination o f the proper motions o f the standard stars. As a final 
control o f  the work a comparison is now being made between the results derived from the common regions o f pairs o f 
plates which overlap. To facilitate such a comparison, a preliminary application o f the plate-constant corrections is 
necessary, and it has now been decided to defer publication in order that the printed results may include the correc
tions thus applied.* During the year these corrections have been computed for 424 plates and applied to the 
measures for 355 plates. Subject to final revision from comparisons o f overlapping areas, the measures from 512 
plates have now been completely compared for press, and the discordances have been examined for 268 quadrants 
common to a pair o f plates. For the extreme northern zone o f the Cape series a similar comparison has been 
rendered possible by the courtesy o f Professor Dyson, who has furnished a manuscript copy o f the measures made at 
Edinburgh from the plates taken at Perth, Western Australia.”

There can be no doubt that, with these precautions, a rigorous elimination o f  errors will result, and that the 
Cape share o f  the work will be in the highest degree satisfactory. The chart plates are also completed, but no steps, 
as yet, have been taken for their reproduction. They are, however, stored in perfect order for reference— and probably 
that is all that is necessary for immediate practical purposes, although for general distribution it is desirable that 
means should be provided for their reproduction.

* Tbo work of printing was begun in 1912.
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INVESTIGATIONS ON THE POSITIONS OF CLOSE CIRCUMPOLAR STARS.

Since the pole is the origin o f reference to which all fundamental determinations of stellar position are 
referred, and as these determinations are usually made by means o f indirect observations on stars adjacent 
to the pole, it becomes an important matter to determine the position o f the latter class o f stars with the 
highest possible precision.

Having regard to the preoision that had been attained in the heliometer triangulation of the Victoria 
comparison stars, it appeared to Gill that, if the .relative co-ordinates of all . the stars within about 2° of the pole 
were rigorously determined by a similar system of triangulation, the position o f the pole relative to the 
same system o f co-ordinates could then be independently determined both from meridian observations of R.A. 
and from those of declination. The coincidence or otherwise of these two independent results ior  the 
co-ordinates of the pole would afford a crucial test of the systematic accuracy o f the. work, and a combination 
of the heliometer measures with those of the meridian observations would greatly diminish the accidental 
errors o f the final results.

For the original programme, 16 stars, all brighter than 8'5 magnitude, were included as o f primary 
importance; to these were added 5 secondary stars, between magnitudes 8*5 and 9*3, which were required to 
give high geometrical rigidity to the figure.

The programme of observation consisted in the measurement of every pair of stars whose mutual distance 
was within 7250"— which is the limit of range o f the Cape heliometer. Of such pairs 121 were available. 
Pairs involving one or other o f the secondary stars were observed three times each— whereas the remaining 
pairs, which involved two of the principal stars of the triangulation, were observed each six. times.

The observations were principally made by Messrs Goodman and Lowinger, but a considerable number of 
observations were also made by Dr de Sitter.

The variation of- the instantaneous scale value of the heliometer was determined by observations of the 
standard pair of stars (r Octantis and <r Octantis). In general the practice~ was to commence and finish the 
night’s work with an observation o f the standard pair, and to interpolate an observation of the standards after 
measurement of every three or four pairs in the triangulation. The observations were made between 1897 September 
30 and 1900 March 5.

Soon after Mr S. S. Hough joined the staff o f the Observatory, in October 1898, the reduction and discussion 
o f this series of observations was placed in his hands, and was taken up by him with much zeal and thoroughness.

Preliminary weights were assigned to different classes of observations by each of the different observers, 
derived from the inter-agreement o f their observations of the same pairs— that is to say, the probable error 
o f observation for each observer was determined for pairs of different distances and for different magnitudes.
In the latter case the classifying magnitude was that o f the fainter star, because the image of the brighter star
is screened down' to -approximate equality with that o f the fainter star. An a ipost&nori discussion o f the 
weights indicated that the relative weights assigned to the different observers were substantially correct.

A comparison was then made between the measures of different distances by the different observers, in
order to-reduce the results to a uniform system, viz., that o f Lowinger’s observations.

To reduce, for example, Goodman’s observations to Lowinger’s system, equations of condition were formed 
from each pair o f stars observed o f the form

x  p  y<r +  »r* =  L — g,

where L and g  denote respectively the measures of distance made by the observers Lowinger and Goodman ;

_  a —4000 
p i  1000

where s is the distance expressed in seconds of arc.
The weights assigned to L —g  in each equation were

_ Pi Pa 
pLxpa

A similar comparison was made for Do Sitter’s observations— *.«. for L  — S, with tho following results s—
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Dlstnnoo, -9- _ L -S .

1000 0*085 ± 0*070 + 0*037 =fc 0*104
2000 5J5 0-077 =b 0 0 3 9 + 0*039 =b 0*057
3000 0*059 ± 0-028 + 0-032 ± 0*009
4000 reaSB 0*033 ± 0-028 . + 0*016 ± 0*071
5000 ■ 9 0*003 d= 0-027 0*008 =fc 0-062

OOOO + 0-046 =b 0-028 — 0-041 db 0*079

7000 n j 0-099 zfc 0*051 0*084 ± <>•>53 .

(Tho comparatively largo probablo errors of the values L —S are due to the fact that De 
Sitter’s observations are confined to .io  pairs of stars.)

The above corrections were then applied to the observations of Goodman and De Sitter, and, having 
regard to the weights, definitive observed distances on the system o f Lowinger’s method o f observing were 
derived.

These distances were then compared with the distances computed from meridian observations, using only such 
pairs as depend, on well-determined meridian places, and weighting the equations in accordance with the precision
(a) o f the heliometer observations, (6) of the meridian observations; there resulted values o f x, y, and z, with their 
probable errors, viz. :—

x  =  — 0" 0515 ±  0"*044 j y  i  +  0"*0421± 0"-020; 2 =  + 0"-0285 ±  0"*011,

or, when expressed'in tabular form, the following" comparison between the heliometer (system Lowinger) and 
the meridian observations.

Distance. Difference H - M  
= L - M .

Probable
error.

Whence 
g — M- S — M.

1000?‘ V 0-079 d b 0 U 1 9 +  '0-164 +  0*042 .
2000 --- 0 ’0 2I ±  0-064 +  0*056 —  0*060
3000 0 ^ 6 5 d= 0*043 —  0*006 0*097 1
4OOO —  0-0 5l ±  0*044 —  0*018 —  0-067
5000 ■ S H !  | =fc 0 041 . + .  0*022 +  0 0 2 7
6000 +  o ' 147 -4-  0*040 +  0*101 . + .0 * l8 8
7000 +  0-331 - ±  0-070 +  0:232 +  0 *4 I 5

The curious result o f this comparison is that all the observers exhibit- a tendency to observe the smaller 
distances too large, whereas previous experience and theoretical considerations show that the opposite should be 
the case, although the probable-errors o f H —M in the above table hardly render this conclusion a certainty.

But in the heliometer triangulation the long and short distances are so intermingled, that, i f  all the measured 
distances are included in the discussion, the conditions requisite for geometrical consistency o f the figure are capable 
o f giving a very strong determination o f  any systematic errors, in the heliometer observations which depend on 
relative distances.

Mr Hough, therefore, undertook the investigation o f  these errors*, independently either o f the meridian 
observations or o f any other external evidence.

This investigation gave the following results, v iz .:—

Distance. U. "  g - M. S-M.

1000 +^0*115 ±  o"o33 - +  0-159 ±  o*o6c +  0*023 ±  o'oa*
2000 +  0*017 ±  0*018 +  0*064 ±  0*036 1  0*049 =fc 0*015
3000 0*038 ±  0*013 '■*£ +  0*002 0*021 — 0*073 ■ + - o*oi 8
4000 -  0*047 ±  0*013 — 0*026 ±  0*017 — 0*050 0 018
5000 0-012 -t- 0*012 — 0*020 =b .0*017 +  0*021 ±  o*oi6
6000 +  0*069 ±  0*013 +  O-OI9 7̂ 7 0*025 +  0*139 ±  0*019
7000 +  0*192 ±  0*021 +  0*093 db 0035 +  0*305 db 0*0*5

Having regard to the probable errors o f these quantities, it appears probable that, for some reason—‘personal
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or instrumental— the observers measured short distances too large— a result exactly opposed to all previous 
experience with tho same instrument.*

The corresponding corrections were then applied to the original observations o f  each observer, and the resulting 
distances were combined, having regard to  their respective weights. The distances, O', so formed were then 
compared with the values o f O', derived from the preliminary solution, and new absolute terms, O '—O', were 
formed for the original equations and normals. These were then solved by successive approximation for y  and z 
and for Aax, A<Sa> AaB, A Sa, . . . etc., for each o f the 21 stars A , B, . . . etc., and.so very approximate values of 
aA, JA, aB, <$B, . . . etc., were determined with their weights.

The substitution o f  the values o f  the ..unknowns showed the various distances in the triangulation to be 
represented in the mean as follows.:—

Distances. : No. of Pairs. Mean Residual.

B e lo w  2000 7 fill 0'009
2 0 0 0 -3 0 0 0 16 Ka •002

" 3000 — 4000 1 4 — •086
4000 — 5000 2 0 + •Ol8 , <
5000 -  6000 23 ■/■+•* •028

■; 6000 — 7000 *7 -  5  ' •023O0N1OOOIn , n  ■> + ‘0 1 2

The representation o f  the observations' o f different distances is now quite satisfactory, except perhaps in the 
case o f  the distances 3000" to 4000"— a discordance, however, which seems to arise solely from accidental causes—  
for it certainly cannot be attributed to faulty determination o f the division errors o f the heliometer scales— a 
hypothesis which the results o f the observations o f Victoria show to be untenable. .

W ith regard to the origin o f the discordance between the form o f  the corrections depending upon distance from 
those- found in the case of. the Victoria observations and those which result from the present research, it is very 
difficult to arrive at any sound conclusion.

In the Victoria observations it  was shown, both from theory and experience, that the only necessary correction 
to the observed distances, apart from a uniform correction for error o f scale value, was

tC"
8a =  « sin* =  — .

Reference to p. lxxxviii will explain this, and the table on p. lxxxix shows that, when the distances are not 
smaller than 1000", the corresponding corrections will be probably insensible.

Thus, as the smallest distance in the circumpolar triangulation is -917", there is no opportunity to determine 
the existence or otherwise o f a term depending on the reciprocal o f the distance. The origin o f the term depending

*  The reader’s attention may be here directed to a misunderstanding in Mr Cookson’s work on the Determination of the Mats of 
Jupiter. The quotation in question is given at p. xo of the prosent work. Mr Hough found (in the triangulation of the cireumpolar 
area) that a self-consistent figure could be built up only by assuming that the directly computed instrumental distances required a correction 
which could be analytically expressed by the formula

*+y«+»*.

“  Mr Hough found that when the distance s was expreesod in terms of 1000" as unit, the coefficient s had the following values

Lowinger +0'0224 \
Goodman +0*0169 > mean 0'0210.u 
De Sitter +0-0288 j

Mr Cookson adds: “  I f my observations are aQeoted by a similar orror, the measured distance of tho satellites would require a correction 
of 0*'005, whilst those of the standards for 1901 would roquiro a correction of as much as 0" '911. I f this error existed unknown to the 
obsorvor, the effect would be the same as that of adopting a distanco of standards whioh was in orror by 0***911— »*.«. by nine tiiucs the limit 
arrivod at.”  Mr Cookson’s misunderstanding arises from his omission to obeorve that if • represents the numbor of thousands of seconds of 
aro from zero, the actual expression used iu deriving the valuo o f • was

»+ V  ( * - 4000) +  • (• -4000)*,
or, in tho original notation,

«+V<r+*<r*,
where

< r-M -4000;

whence tho “-standards for 1901 ”  ( i « 0591") would require a correction of 0"‘143 and not of 0***911.

I
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on o4, i f  it be a reality, is as yet unexplained. The fact remains that tho observations o f the triangulation as a 
self-consistent figure aro now well represented; and, iis the co-ordinates o f each star are defined by measures o f a 
great variety o f  distances, the outstanding systematic errors o f these co-ordinates must be practically insensible. 
The probable errors o f  the resulting co-ordinates o f tho stars range from sfc0w,08 to ±0**05.

The values o f  a and 3 derived from the solution of normal equations which depend on heliometer observations 
only, define a figure with reference to an arbitrarily chosen pole and zero o f  R.A., and require corrections derived 
from comparison with meridian o b s e rv a t io n s*

in R.A. =  tv  (£ cos a tan 3 +  »/ sin a tan J) +  c 

in Doc. =  — '£ sin a +  >1 cos a +  1Q0 s cos 3,

where £ and »; are two constants serving to define the position o f the true pole in the figure; c a constant 
correction to all R.A.’s to reduce to the true zero o f  R.A., and s a constant depending on the scale o f the figure.

For the purpose o f  this comparison two series o f meridian observations were employed ;—

I. The places given in C ape C a t a lo g u e  1890, Appendix III., depending" on a discussion o f  all material 
previously available. To the stars o f the triangulation contained in this list, four stars, D, N, Q, R, were added 
after a similar discussion.

II. A  valuable series o f meridian observations made at Melbourne during thie^years 1884-92, communicated 
by Mr Baracchi. These have been reduced to the epoch and equinox 1900 with the aid o f the same precessions 
and proper motions as were used in the former series.

Only the places o f the 12 undermentioned stars in the triangulation which are common to both catalogues 
were employed in the comparisons.

The following are the resulting equations o f condition.
C and M represent the Cape and Melbourne meridian results respectively, and H the results from the 

heliometer observations :—r- |

F r o m  R i g h t  A s c e n s i o n s .

C = o  Ocfcantis 
D = L ac. 1884 .
B — Lao. 1848 
L  =  A Octantis .
B  =  Cape (1880). 6404 
N =Lac. 5235 .
Q =  Brisbane 4614 
S = z  Octantis 
I  = x  Octantis 
H = <r Octantis 
E = B Octantis 
A  = r  Octantis

0—H.

s
H  3’53f —■ 0*1917+0=+ 0-62 

USSI ? :'S@ — 2 “02 =  +  0-48
7  1 8 6  -  | p  ' = +  0 3 6
+  1-27 — 2-36 =  — 008
+  2-90 _  0-46 = +  0*32
+  5'oi +  o;ai =  — 0*04
f  2'95 +  1 *95 = -  112
+  ?|r.3§  +  1*08 = -  0*33
+  °[°3 +  1 -63 =  +  0-27

>‘3* +  4-95 = _  071
+‘ 55 +  30261 ■= — 1-24

+  1-91 +  0-39 = +  0-82

= +  2*01 
■ +  **59
= +  »-3« 
= +  0-33 
= +  014  
= -  0 44 
= -  0 99 
: +  O-OS 
: +  0-61 
= +  071 
< +  0-89 
.+  I 48

-  0-17 
— 0*05
-  .O’OI
+  0*13 
:— o'S3
-  °'4S 
+  o*8o 
+  0*22
-  0-27 
+  070 
+  1-65 
— 0-56

-  0*39 
+  O'OI

. +  0*02 
+  0*28 

0*20
-  0*36 
+  o*6i 
+  0-13
-  o-is
-  0-31
+  0*59
-  o *3 S

Prom Declinations.

C = 0  Octantis . . . .  
D —Lac. 1884 . . °;°S4f+*998,7+ 1 -89s =  +0*19 

i  .J 9 + 7 8 5  +2-04 = + 0  ,9
-  -55?  + :? ? s f 2,+9 =  + ° '° 9

_3 0*03 3 4 0*31 0M$
B =  Lac. 1848 0*07 1 2 — o**5 h e 0*07
L =  A Octantis . =  — 0*21 — o ‘ iS + 0*83
R = Cape (1880), 6404 
N  =  Lac. 5235 . . . .

_  +74 + 2-49 = - o - o 9 
. 57 -•987 +2*28 =  —o*i2 

, ~ '984 4- i *3*■ =  —0*21 
1  a5 ~ ' 8H  + i-8 8  = -0 *2 7
+  ■ » £  H  ± 3  94 — o-33

-  + 0*12
0*07

1 ' 2 
2

3
1

+
+

0*10
0*08

+
+

0*09
OMS

Q — Brisbane 4614 -  + 0*02 1 a + 0*10 + O'OI
S = z  Octantis -  + 0*06 § 2 + o**7 — 0*17
I  =  ̂  Octantis . . . . =  — 023 1 1 + 0*13 + 0*01
H =  <r Octantis . . . . . 0I7 +4*08 “  -rO‘44 

t  *? »  t '* S 8  +1*30 =  —0*15
+  \o \  S '.18,3 + I M 9 =  + ° '° 7  03 +  979 + * ’03 - - 0 * 1 7

=  — 0*28 2 3 + 0*17 — 0*13
E =  B Octantis . =  — 0*38 3 4 n ' — 0*02 + 0*04
A  = t  Octantis . . . . =  — 0*20 ■.* ■ 3 —. o*aa — O'lO

— — °'37 2 3 + 0*02 + o*i a
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The solution of these equations by least squares gave the following values of the unknowns:—

From Cape observations. ■ From Melbourne observations.

R.A. Deo. R.A. and Deo. 
simultaneously. B.A. Deo. R.A. and Dec. 

simultaneously.

{ 0:077 .. .. r -  0-251 — 0*103 , • — 0-286 — o*oi8o — 0*269
V -  0 ,,44 +  0*137 — 0*044 — 0-128 — 0-109 — 0*124
0 +  0*1*7 +  0-076 +  0-665 +  o*66i
8 — 0*0409 IsisT" 0-0418 — 0-0420 —. 0*0361

The residuals v0 vu are derived by substituting the results of the simultaneous solutions in the equations 
of condition corresponding respectively with the Cape series and the Melbourne series.

They are given in the sense heliometer minus meridian.
It will be seen that the discordances between the values as derived from right ascensions alone and as 

derived from declinations alone are most marked in tbe Cape series.
Mr Hough proposes to undertake a rigorous discussion o f the systematic errors which affect the various 

catalogues o f southern circumpolar stars, and defers the final combination of the heliometer results with those of 
the meridian catalogues until this work has been completed.

The proposed discussion will include -the places of circumpolar stars as now being determined with the new 
reversible transit circle at the Cape.

The preliminarily adopted places of 22 circumpolar stars,. together with a complete account of the work, are 
published in the Annals o f the Cape Observatory, vol. xi. part 1.

It was now obviously desirable to complete a catalogue of the Southern Circumpolar area on the same plan as 
that of the rest of the Astrographic Catalogue, employing as “ standards”  the 22 close circumpolar stars whose 
positions were determined in the manner above described.

Accordingly, the following plates were taken consecutively on one night; three exposures, of 6 minutes, 
3 minutes, and 20 seconds duration, were made on each plate, the instrument being moved through an arc o f 1' in 
declination between the different exposures on the same plate. The plates were arranged as follows:—

. Date. Rotation Number 
of Plates.

Co-ordinates 
of Centre.

Middle Sidereal Time 
of 6 Minutes Exposure.

hrs. h xn ■
1899 Sept. 25 5 54-* 21 - 8 9 20 3 50

3 •' XI - 9 1 20 21 554 O - 91 20 4° 40
5 O - 8 9 SO 57 10
6 South Pole 21 *5 20

H I 6 - 8 9 . 21 44 10
8 ' 6 ' — 91 S2 8 20

1 9 “ 9* 22 29 40
5550 3 - 8 9 22 +7 55

These plates were measured, for the 6 minutes exposures, by Mr Hough and Miss Bowman (head o f the measuring 
department) during Gill’s absence in England in the year 1900, in precisely the same manner as the ordinary 
catalogue plates, with the object of determining, from a discussion o f the results o f overlapping plates, the probable 
accuracy o f the derived co-ordinates in the Astrographic Catalogue. On Gill’s return he pointed out to Mr Hough 
the additional value of such a series o f plates for the investigation o f such questions as tho distortion o f the 
photographic objective and other possible sources of error; these investigations were accordingly taken up by 
Mr Hough, and are fully described by him in the Annals o f the Cape Obsei'vatory, vol. ix. part 2. His discussion 
shows that the plates are practically free from latoral distortion, but that a small but sensible radial distortion exists, 
which ho takes into account and applies in the derivation of the final co-ordinates. The probable error o f a star's 
co-ordinates from a single plate, including errors of measurement, errors o f the rrfwau, and any outstanding 
source of systematic orror which does not affect the images on all plates in common, is found to bo 
§|Q |ii§

Mr Hough gives a final catalogue of tho Rfiotangular Co-ordinates, X  and T, of 917 stars, mostly within 3* of
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tho South Pole, from which tho right ascensions and declinations for the epoch and equinox 1900 can be readily 
computed by means of the formulae—

tan a -X /Y
cot J ■* — X cosec a tan 1; = — Y  see a tan '

Mr Hough remarks that i f  meridian observations o f stars o f small polar distance be referred to the pole o f a different 
epoch, the necessary transformations for precession are very laborious in terms o f right ascensions and declinations; 
he then shows that it is more convenient to transform the meridian observations into rectangular co-ordinates 
referred to the pole o f  the epoch o f  observation and to apply the transformations for precession directly to these 
rectangular co-ordinates. He accordingly proceeds to investigate the formulse for this transformation (loc. cit., 
pp. 248-251), and gives convenient tables for their application, based on the constants both o f Struve-Peters and 
Newcomb.

The work concludes with a table in which the rectangular co-ordinates of 106 o f the principal stars are converted 
into their corresponding values in right ascension and declination— this conversion being limited to the stars of 
which meridian observations o f precision already exist.

Whilst the whole work forms a model o f thorough discussion, there is no doubt that the original material on 
which it is based might have been greatly improved. The work as it stands affords a very sound criterion o f the 
general accuracy that should be expected from the rapid methods necessarily adopted in the general work o f the Cape 
Astrographic Catalogue. But in view o f the special importance o f the circumpolar area and o f the facilities which 
that area offers for the investigation o f systematic errors, it appears desirable that the work should be repeated, with 
special precautions as to the “  squaring ”  and iuternal centring o f the object-glass, the elimination o f “  tilt ” o f the 
plates, the thorough investigation o f a new rdseau, and the selection of specially favourable conditions o f atmospheric 
definition, together with every possible care and refinement in the measurement of the plates.

DOUBLE STARS.

For many years the observation o f double stars formed no part o f the regular work o f the Cape Observatory. 
Fallows & Henderson had far too limited a staff to undertake work beyond meridian observations with the Transit 
Instrument and Mural Circle, and indeed they were unable to keep up the systematic reduction o f the observations 
which they accumulated with these instruments.

Maclear was, more or less, in a similar position; for, superadded to his necessary meridian work, he had 
undertaken the field survey o f his Arc o f Meridian and its subsequent reductions However, with the strong 
support o f  Sir John Herschel, he applied for and obtained a 7-inch equatorial by Merz, which appears to have 
been brought into use in 1849; and, whilst he chiefly devoted it to the observations o f comets, he made, in the 
years 1849—68, a series o f observations on a Centauri as a double star, on 196 nights, which, however, he did 
not publish. Gill placed these observations at the disposal o f Dr Elkin for his Inaugural Dissertation “  Ueber 
die.Parallax von a Centauri”  (Strassburg, 1880), and they are in part published in that work. Beyond these, 
the Observatory records contain only observations on 58 nights o f  12 other double stars by Maclear or his 
assistants.

Under Stone’s directorate (1869—79), and in accordance with the instructions given to him, the whole force 
o f the staff was devoted to Overtaking arrears o f  reduction and the observations for and preparation o f the 
(Jape Catalogue for 1880.

Thus, at the Cape Observatory, as has always been the case elsewhere, the subject of double star measurement 
on any great scale, waited for the proper man to undertake it.

The discovery and observation, of double stars to be successfully pursued requires special gifts—an inborn 
capacity, a delight. in the exercise of exceptional acuteness of eyesight and natural dexterity, coupled with a 
grasp of the true significance of what is observed, are all required to impart the necessary enthusiasm. No amount 
of training or direction could have created the Struves, a Dawes, a Dembowski, or a Burnham. The great double 
star observer is born, not made, for no extensive scries of double star discovery and measurement has ever emanated 
from a regular observatory merely through the influence of the director; highly important work of that kind 
has only been accomplished by men who were originally driven to it by the sheer compulsion of inborn taste.#

* Although I  onjoyed exceptionally good eyesight until ovor 50 years of ago, I seldom could soparuto certain very close double stars, which 
seemed evident as such to expert double star observers, using tho samo tolesoope on tho samo night, nor could I  pretend to monsuro tho distance 
between two intermixed discs which a solect few succeed in doing with olosely accordant results; and yet, with small or largo meridian instru
ments, or with a heliometer or filar micrometer, I  could always muke other observations as good as those of any of my contemporaries and perhaps 
better than some o f the double star observers.—D. G.
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These facts probably explain why the history of the Cape Observatory was so barren of results in the 
discovery and observation of double stars until Mr Innes joined its staff in 1896.*

The faot that, with comparatively feeble means and as an amateur in Australia, Mr Innes had in his spare 
hours discovered about 40 new double stars and published their estimated distances and position angles, led Gill 
to the belief that probably here was the man for the missing work, although it formed no part of his official work 
either to engage in astronomical observing or to contribute in any way to the publications o f the Observatory.

These expectations were amply justified. Mr Innes, before his arrival at the Cape, had made some progress 
in the preparation of a card-catalogue o f reference to the known double stars o f the Southern Hemisphere; this 
catalogue he not only completed within the first two years of his arrival, but during the same period he dis
covered upwards of 280 new double stars with the 7-inch equatorial. All these discoveries were incorporated 
in his “ Reference Catalogue of Southern Double Stars” (Cape Annals, vol. ii. part 2), published in 1899; and 
the work, by its excellent arrangement and completeness, has ever since proved an invaluable aid to all who are 
engaged in this department of astronomy.

The results of all observations o f double stars made under Maclear (1849-1868), and those subsequently made 
during Gill’s directorate (1899-1903)* were reduced and prepared for press by Mr Innes, and published in 1905 
(Ca/pe Annals, vol. ii. part 4), together with notes as to the discoverer of the star and its proper or orbital motion, 
when these facts are not dealt with in the Reference Catalogue.

The earlier observations were made with a Merz Micrometer attached to the 7-inch refractor, the second series 
with a micrometer by Repsolds adapted to the 18-inch visual refractor o f the Victoria telescope.

The observations were made as follows :—
By Sir Thomas Maclear . . . . .  . 177 sets.

Mr William Mann _•• . . . . . 19
„  Mr George Maclear . ' . . . . . . 43 „

• |||Mr R. T/^A."limes. : ; • • • • • • 1653
„  Mr J. Lunt ~ . . . . 231

?%»rf;Sir David1' . 1 1 ; ,
- k f t - - i  ^  . . .  . . . .  1 „

Each set of measures represents the observations of a single night, and, in general, includes observations 
both of position-angle and distances.

A  refracting telescope of 26 inches aperture, with object-glass and equatorial mounting by Sir Howard Grubb, 
and a filar micrometer by Repsolds of Hamburg, are now under construction for Mr Innes at Johannesburg, and he 
proposes to devote them to the farther measurement of double stars, so that the Cape Observatory will in future 
probably leave that department of astronomy entirely in his able hands.

ASTROPHYSICAL. OBSERVATIONS.

The first object to which the Victoria telescope was directed was a practical study of the conditions necessary 
to develop high accuracy in observations for the determination of stellar velocity in the line of sight. These studios 
involved not only long delay in the original design and construction of the spectroscope, but subsequent alterations, 
to promote ease of working, which were carried out at the Cape, also occupied much time. Farther dolay was 
caused by the necessity of returning the spectroscope to Cambridge for the substitution of four prisms of whiter 
glass, in lieu of the throe original prisms of denser glass and the addition o f appliances for maintenance of constant 
temperature (see p. lxxviii).

Then came a prolonged series of experimental work during which certain side issues intervoned.
In a paper road before the Royal Society on 1897 April 8 (Proc. R.S., lxi. p. 215), Mr Frank M'Cleon (from 

his study of the star spectra photographed by himself with a 20° objectivo-prism appliod to his toloscope of 12 
inches aperture at Tunbridge Wells) pointed out that, in addition to lines of hydrogen and helium iu the spectra 
of stars of tho “  Orion | or "  Holium ” type, there aro cortain additional linos of which tho origiu was thou unknown. 
He suggosted, from the rosomblanco of their grouping to the linos in Tlmlon’s spark-spoctrum of oxygon, the 
possibility that the unknown stellar lines were also due to oxygon.

* Tho oirouniBtauaoa undor which Mr Inuos oain« to tho Oftpo Olwomtory nro dMcribod in ft footnote on p. lix.
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Iu n farthor paper road before the Royal Society on the 3rd February 1898 (Proc. R.S., lxii. p. 417), 
Mr Frank M'Clean discussed tho origin o f the lines in question, basing his conclusions on star spectra photo* 
graphed by him at tho Capo o f Good Hope in the year 1897 (see p. xliii). In regard to the spectra o f certain 
helium stars ho found " a  close correspondence in the grouping o f the extra lines with the spectrum o f oxygen; 
the most remarkable correspondence is in the case of the large group on either side o f H5. A  slight shift o f about 
a teuth metre is required to briug tho groups into identical positions. However, the close similarity o f  the whole 
grouping o f tho two spoctra, as they appear on the plate, admits o f little doubt that the two extra lines actually, 
constitute the spectrum o f oxygen. If this be established, the spectrum o f the first division o f helium stars 
would be due to hydrogen, helium, and oxygen.”

In his subsequent work, Spectra of Southern Stars (Stanford, London, 1898), Mr M'Clean concludes : “ Taking 
evorything into account, the succession o f coincidences between the extra lines o f ft Crucis and the Oxygen Spectrum 
can only be accounted for on the basis o f the extra lines being in the main actually due to oxygen.”  :

Having regard to the fact that the Cape Observatory owes its entire astrophysical equipment to the 
munificence o f Mr Frank M'Clean, it seemed desirable to deVote its first research to the further confirmation o f 
his discovery. Thus the first spectra discussed were those o f certain helium stars. The results are published in 
the Pi'oc. RS., lxv. p. 196, and give the most complete confirmation o f  the accuracy o f Mr M ‘Clean’s conclusions 
as to the presence in these stars o f lines due to oxygen. The spectra o f ft CrUcis, ft and | Canis Majoris, and 
ft Centauri were all found to contain the lines o f hydrogen;'helium, and oxygen, the line 4267‘2 (probably carbon) 
and 4481*17 (probably magnesium); but, in addition| they all contained the three, then unknown, strong lines 
455279, 4567‘90, and 4574'68. The fact that these lines were due to silicon was cabled to the Royal Society 
early in November 1899. The message was.sent from the Cape early in that month, but was, for some unexplained 
reason, delayed in transmission, and was read at.the meeting of.the Royal Society oh':the ;23rd November 1899, 
v iz .: “ Lines o f ft Crucis 4552, 4569, 4575, .described unknown in.m y April paper, Lunt finds due to silicon; paper 
follows— G ill”  (Proc. R.S., lxv. 448).

Mr Lunt’s paper in question.was received on November.27, and is. printed in Proc. R.S. lxvi. p. 44. On the 
same day (November 23) a paper, by Sir Norman Lockyer was read, in which he also announced that the three lines 
in question w,ere due to silicon. During some experiments made with a view to securing the best elementary line 
spectrum o f oxygen, in which he had been led to employ the induced current from an 18-inch Apps coil with four 
large jars and an air gap, Mr Lunt happened to expose an Argon tube (marked 2 mm. pressure), and, on developing 
the photograph, was much surprised to find that the spectrum showed the well-recognised lines o f oxygen and the 
three unknown lines in the green part of the spectrum above mentioned. A subsequent photograph o f the spectrum 
o f  e Canis Majoris, in which the Argon tube was used in the above-described conditions, established the identity 
o f these three Unes not only in position, but in':relative intensity. It  was at first assumed that the . origin o f the 
unknown lines lay in  the gaseous contents of the tube, for four Argon tubes in succession gave precisely the same 
results, viz., the Argon spectrum with an ordinary discharge and the then unknown lines, together with the 
disappearance o f the Argon spectrum, as the result o f using the four jars and the air gap. But, later, on trying a 
specimen tube o f  pure Argon, presented by  Sir William Ramsay, neither the unknown lines nor those o f  oxygen 
made their appearance, even when the most intense disruptive spark was employed. Another tube o f helium, also 
the gift o f  Sir William Ramsay, gave withi the ordinary discharge the pure spectrum o f helium, but with the 
highly disruptive charge the* helium spectrum vanishedentirely, and was replaced by the unknown lines and the 
spectrum o f oxygen. With the ordinary discharge the pure helium spectrum reappeared. The helium tube had 
platinum electrodes; thus these last observations negatived the possibility that the gaseous contents o f the tubes 
or the metallic electrodes could be the'origin o f the substance searched for. Beads of. glass, o f sodium silicate, and 
o f  pure quartz fused on platinum wires gave spectra with the unknown lines. These experiments seemed to indicate 
that the abnormal spectra observed were due to  decomposition (by high disruptive discharge) o f the glass tube or 
o f  the fusible blue glass employed to attach the terminals, and to leave little room for doubt that the element 
sought was silicon. Nevertheless, it seemed desirable to confirm the result in another way, by examining the 
spectrum o f a gaseous silicious compound. Platinum wires wore sealed into tho ends o f a wide glass tube (§-inch 
-internal diameter), the ends o f  the wires leaving a gap o f only £  o f an inch for tho passage o f the spark. The tube 
was filled with silicon tetrafiuoride, and, after the gas had been passing for some time, it was scaled off at 
•atmospheric pressure. An ordinary discharge, without jars or air gap, passed through tho gas, gave a banded 
spectrum o f the compound itself. The disruptive discharge, obtained by using four jars and an air gap, at onco 
gave the unknown lines, which were thus indisputably proved to be due to silicon.

Sir Norman Lockyer (Proc. R.S., lxii. p. 65) states: “ Tho uso o f tho spark with largo jars in vacuum tubes
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results in partial fusion of the glass and the appearance o f lines which have been traced to silicium ” ; but he failed 
to rocoguise the lines 4552*79, 4567*90, and 4574*68 as due to silicon, because in the same paper he includes two 
o f these lines in a table of wave lengths of lines due to unknown gases; the remaining line he describes as an 
unknown lino in Bellatrix. In his paper {Proc. R.S., Ixi. p. 443) Sir Norman Lockyer regards two lines at 4128*6 
and 4181*4 as tho most conspicuous enhanced lines of silicon, and indeed they are the only two lines which he 
labels Si in his published photographs. Lunt also noted that, whilst Lockyer’s enhanced silicon lines 4128*6 and 
4131*4 and also Limit’s three lines 4552*79, 4567*90, and 4574*68 are all visible in the spectra o f Bellatrix, ft Crucis, 
and 6 Canis Majoris, the three latter lines do not occur in the spectra o f a Cygni, Sirius, and Rigel. Lunt in his 
preliminary experiments with the tube of silicon tetraduoride, employing the highest disruptive spark, found that 
Lockyer’s lines 4128*6 and 4131*4 are much enhanced with respect to Lunt’s three lines; indeed, it was foun£ 
possible, by suitable exposure, to obtain Lockyer’s two enhanced lines without Lunt’s three lines becoming evident 
He also found that Lockyer’s lines 4128*6 and 4131*4 in the silicon spectrUm from the argon and helium vacuum 
tubes are by no means so relatively prominent as they are in the silicon spectrum derived from the use o f an intense 
disruptive spark in silicon tetrafluoride.

Mr Lunt followed up this preliminary paper by a careful study of the spectra of silicon, fluorine, and oxygen, 
which is published in the Annals o f  the Cape Observatory, vol. x. part 2. . He there acknowledges that both 
Lockyer and he himself had overlooked a paper by A. de Gramont (Comptes Rendus, vol. cxxiv. p. 192), in which 
the three lines had, in 1897, been recognised as silicon lines in the spectrum o f fused silicates. Lunt also corrects 
the mistaken speculation advanced by himself (Proc. R.S., lxvi. p. 49), viz., that the spectra which contain the lines 
4128*6 and 4131*4 (enhanced), without the lines 4452‘79, 4567*90, and 4574*68, may be hotter than those which also 
contain the latter lines prominently marked; and he now admits that Lockyer is right in regarding Bellatrix, 
ft Crucis, and e Canis Majoris (where, all the lines in question are visible) as hotter stars than a Cygni, Rigel, and 
Sirius, where the three latter mentioned lines are wanting. The reader must be referred to the volume in question 
for further details and to Cape Annals, vol. x. part 2, Appendix I., for a diagram showing the lines which have been 
identified by Mr Lunt at the Cape in the spectrum of Canis Majoris, viz., those o f oxygen, hydrogen, helium, 
nitrogen, carbon, silicon, calcium, and magnesium.

Gill |Proc. R.S., Ixviii. p. 456) found a very exact agreement between the spectrum o f n Argus and that o f 
Nova Auriga, and concludes that “  whatever the causes of the origin of the Nova in Auriga, very similar causes have 
probably produced the historical changes in the brightness o f q Argus.”

It was not until the beginning o f 1906 that all the preliminary experiments with the four-prism spectroscope were 
completed and the instrument and methods of working were considered to be sufficiently perfected to warrant a 
Commencement o f the systematic programme of determination of stellar velocities in the line of sight which Gill had 
planned with the object of making a reliable independent determination of the Solar Parallax. From the time of 
Gill's retirement in February 1907, the observations were continued under the directorship o f Mr Hough, and were 
completed in May 1908. The photographs were made by Mr Lunt with assistance from Mr Simpson, and were 
measured by Dr Halm. A  complete account of the observations and their admirable discussion by Dr Halm are 
given in the Annals o f the Cape Observatory, vol. x. part 3. A  short account o f the work and its results are given 
at p. Ixxviii o f the present work.

Besides the plates connected with the parallax programme, there were many others taken before and during the 
progress o f the work. These plates have been measured by different machines, and the results are discussed and 
published in the Annals o f  the Cape Observatory, voL x. part 1. Four different measuring machines were 
employed, v iz .:—

(a) The well-known Hartmann machine (Astrophysical Journal, xxiv. p. 285).'
(b) The Toepfer apparatus, in which the motion o f the plate under the microscopo is made and measured by

a micrometer screw.
(c) The Zeiss apparatus, in which the movement of the plate is read by a scale and micrometer.
(d) Dr Halm’s wave-length apparatus, described in the Annals o f the Cape Observatory, vol. x.

part 1, pp. 135-139.

The results give the radial velocities o f thirty-three stars at a number o f epochs, based on measurements o f 
■ 658 platos. Further investigations on tho radial volocities of a large number of stars are now in progress, in which 
the four>prism spectroscope and Hartmann measuring machine are employed.
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MISCELLANEOUS OPERATIONS.

Tho miscellaneous operations which aro not separately dealt with elsewhere in the present work include such 
matters as the detoriniuation of the fundamental longitude of the Cape Observatory; the longitude connection of 
local stations in South Africa with the Observatory; the comparison of geodotic standards and determination of the 
lengths of invar tapes for geodetic base linos; the training of astronomical observers, surveyors and travellers; 
meteorological observations, etc.

The chief lougitude operations wore those connecting the Cape Observatory (a) with Greenwich via Berlin, 
Malta, Sue*, Aden, and Durban; (b) with Greenwich via Ascension.

Full accounts o f  oporation (a) will be found in the Annals of the Cape Observatory, vol. i. part 2 ;  and of 
operation (6) in a publication o f H.M. Hydrographic Office, entitled Report on Determination of Difference of 
Longitude, Greenwich-Ascension—Cape, fol., London, 1908. A  brief summary o f the results o f both these 
operations will be found at p. xxxv o f  the present work.

Besides the longitude operations connected with Geodesy, i.e. the connection of the following stations with the 
Cape Observatory, viz., Hanover, Kimberley, Port Elizabeth, Berlin, (C.C.), Umtata, Kokstad, Newcastle (Natal), 
Durban, Buluwayo, and Salisbury, the results of which are published in the volumes of the Geodetic Survey of South 
Africa, the following minor longitude operations have also been carried out

1881. Heidelberg, Standerton, Pretoria (all in the Transvaal), in co-operation with Major le Mesurier, R.E.
1882. Montagu and Aberdeen Road (Cape Colony), in connection with the British Transit o f Venus

Expeditions.
1883. Kimberley, on the occasion of a visit to that place by Dr Elkin.
1886. Barclay West and Taungs in  co-operation with the Bechuanaland Expedition, and Dryhartz in

connection with the Survey o f Bechuanaland.

In not a few other cases special time determinations were made at the Observatory and signals were exchanged 
with surveyors and travellers, but no records of the corresponding observations were received in return.

A  series o f telegraphic longitudes on the west coast o f Africa was determined in August, September, and 
October 1889. The results depend upon observations for personal equation between • Mr Finlay and Commander 
Pullen, R.N., at the Cape, and on subsequent observations for time made by Commander Pullen as travelling
Observer (employing vertical transits o f stars with a 14-inch vertical circle) and by Mr Finlay at the Cape with a
transit instrument. The work was brought to a very sad conclusion by the lamented death o f Commander Pullen 
from malarial fever, at Bonny on 2nd November. The last work o f his life was to exchange signals with Mr Finlay 
at the Cape on 29th October. These excellent observations were reduced and prepared for press at the Cape,'and were 
published by the Hydrographic Department o f the Admiralty in March 1891. The results give the latitudes and 
longitudes of Port Nolloth, Mossamedes, Benguelo, S&o Thom6, and Bonny.

In 1898 signals on three nights (with time determinations at both ends) were exchanged with the Cape 
Observatory by Capt. Close, R.E., and Dr E. Kohlschutter (members of the Commission for Delimitation o f the Anglo- 
German Boundary from Lake Nyassa to Lake Tanganyika), to determine the longitude o f Nkata on Lake Nyassa. 
The operation was entirely successful, and gave for the longitude o f the station occupied

§ j |  17“  78'6 E.

This station is 5*’2 W . o f .the shore of the Lake at Nkata B a y ; the previously accepted longitude was about 
six miles in error.

In this same year similar signals were exchanged on two nights with Captain Wathorstone, R.E. (a member of 
the Anglo-Portuguese Boundary Delimitation Commission), to determine the longitude o f Umtali. The results gave

I I  10® 418*2 E.

Towards the end o f 1904 Major Wathorstone, C.M.G., R.E., made at the Cape a satisfactory determination o f 
his personal equation on four nights relative to Mr Pett, the former observer employing a 14-inch Altazimuth and 
observing vertical transits o f stars near the prime vortical, tho latter a transit instrument in the meridian. The 
relative personal equation o f the two observers in sending and receiving mirror signals was determined by use o f  an 
artificial cable. On Major Watherstono’s return to Accra in February 1905, signals were exchanged for difference o f 
longitude on four nights with simultaneous observations for time at both stations.
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The final result gave
h m sec; p.*.

Accra, W. o f Cape Transit Circle . . 1 14 44*309 ±0*023
Cape Transit Circle, E. of Greenwich (p. xxxv) . 1 13 54*631 ± 0*022

Accra, W. o f Greenwich . . . . . . . 0 0 49*678 ±0*032.
The length o f the cable was 3648 knots and the current time +1*420 sec. The probable error o f the result 

includes the probable error o f the determinations of personal equation in time determination and in the sending 
and receiving of signals.

The liberality o f the Union Castle Steam Ship Company (which provided free transport for the observer
and instruments) enabled Mr Pett to devote his holiday, in the year 1905, to a visit to St Helena, and he took
advantage o f the opportunity to determine the longitude of the island. A t St Helena Mr Pett observed
vertical transits with the same 14-inch Altazimuth as had been employed by Commander Pullen in 1889 and by
Major Watherstone in 1904; at the Cape Mr Cox employed the transit circle. Observations were made at the
Cape Observatory for personal equation on five nights before Mr Pett’s visit to St Helena and on five nights
after his return— with the result:—  Pett—Cox.

f
Before exchange o f signals . . .  — 0*069
After exchange o f signals . . . . . .  — 0*103

Mean .................................................|...............................................—0*086
The personal equations in sending and receiving signals were found to be insensible.
The results were

“  The Briars," St Helena, W. o f Cape Transit Circle . 1 36 45*311 ±0*023*
Cape Transit Circle, E. of G r e e n w i c h .................................................  1 13 54*631 ±0*022
“  The Briars,”  St Helena, W. o f Greenwich . . 0 22 50*680
Johnson’s Observatory, on Ladder Hill, W. of “ The Briars” .2*722t

Johnson’s Observatory, W. of Greenwich . . . . 0 22 53*402
As mentioned at p. xxiii, Sir Thomas Maclear instructed Livingstone in the use of the sextant and gave^much 

of his own time to reduction of the observations subsequently made by the great traveller in course of his travels.
In 1874 Mr Stone (see p. xxvii) made an expedition to Klipfontein and there successfully observed the total 

solar eclipse on the 16th April o f that year. On the same expedition he made a valuable series o f magnetic 
observations in Namaqualand— the first series o f its kind in that region.

Daily meteorological observations are made at the Observatory, which are communicated* to the Cape 
Meteorological Commission.

TIME SIGNALS.

In accordance with Admiralty instructions a daily time signal has been given by the Observatory from the 
first days of its activity; indeed, one of the conditions which was held to be necessary in selecting the site of the 
Observatory was that it should be within sight of Table Bay, in order that time signals might be supplied for 
the use of shipping.

In the days of Fallows and Henderson, the Astronomer, a few minutes before the appointed hour, ascended 
to the roof of the Observatory, taking* with him a chronometer (of which he had previously determined the error) 
and a large brass-barrelled pistol. This ungainly weapon is still preserved as an interesting relic. When 
the second hand of the chronometer reached the appointed instant the pistol was discharged and its flash was 
observed by a signalman provided with a telescope, and he, by means of a rope attached to his foot, dropped a 
time ball in the neighbourhood of the Bay.

In the days of Maclear, a time ball was ereoted near the Observatory which was dropped in liou of the pistol 
signal.

Later, when the electric telegraph came into use, a time ball was dropped at the Docks in Cape Towu; a 
Disc at the end of an arm was dropped at Simons Town, and similar Discs at the Light House, Port Bliiabeth

* This probablo orror ii computed sololy from tho ngroomont of tho longitude* ou tho llvo nighU in September and October 1905, on 
which signal* were oxohangod between St Helena aud tho Gape, but dooa not inolude tho probablo error due to th* email uncertainty of the 
personal equation.

t  There is somo small uncertainty about tho difference of longitude botweon "  The Brian"  and “  John*on‘* Observatory." The above 
differono* of longitudo ia taken as nonrly as can bo estimated from th* Admiralty Chart.
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and at East London. Lator a gun was fired at the Imhoff Battery, Cape Town, and the time signal was distributed 
aloug the Government telegraph system for use in Cape Colony, the Orange River Colony, and the Transvaal.

Until 1892, February 8, these signals were made at noon aud one o’dook local mean time o f the Cape 
Observatory. On the date in question these signals were discontinued, and a single signal at Greenwich Mean 
Noon was substituted. A t the same time arrangements were made for changing the civil time'Of the Colony. 
Previous to the date in question, “ Observatory Mean Tim e”  was used for telegraph purposes throughout the 
C olony; the disconnected railway systems used the local time o f their principal terminal station. Each principal 
towu had clocks fitted with two hands, one showing local the other railway tim e; and even the smaller villages 
used local as distinct from railway time. On the junction o f the eastern and western railway systems o f Cape 
Colony, some change in the time arrangements became necessary, and it was decided that the meridian o f 22£-° 
(».«. one and a half hours) E. o f Greenwich should be adopted for all purposes throughout the Colony. Circulars were 
prepared giving a popular explanation o f the proposed change; and magistrates, field comets, and other town 
or village authorities were separately instructed that—  .

“  A t midnight on Sunday, February 7, the public clocks at should be set forwards ;
backwards .”

The change o f  time was thus made simultaneously throughout Cape Colony without the slightest hitch or 
inconvenience; i ndeed, a week after it took place it seems to have been generally forgotten that any change had 
been made. The system worked so well that soon afterwards the uniform time o f Cape Colony was adopted in 
the Transvaal and Orange River Colony (then the Orange Free State). When the change was made, Gill 
strongly urged that the meridian o f two hours E. o f Greenwich should be adopted, in order to adhere to the 
international programme by winch Civil Time is adopted for meridians o f even hours E. or W. o f  Greenwich, but 
Ministers feared to allow so great a change as three-quarters o f an hour and adopted one and a half hours E. o f 
Greenwich as an approximation to  the mean longitude o f Cape Colony. The change in time thus only amounted to 
about quarter o f  an hour, but Gill insisted that the time signal should be given at the even hour of'Greenwich 
Mean Noon. In 1893 an additional time ball was erected at Port Alfred, and-a clock with seconds dial was 
placed in the Harbour Tower .at Cape Town D ocks; this clock is electrically controlled by the Observatory normal 
mean time clock, and, by  means o f  a galvanometer on the clock face, its coincidence with the Observatory clock 
can be verified every minute.

In 1894 a new time ball was erected in a much more, conspicuous position near the Resident Engineer’s Office 
o f the Cape Town Docks. The instant when: this ball begins to.fall and the instant-when it descends to the bottom 
o f the shaft have been automatically recorded on the Observatory Chronograph since 1895 March 20. From 1901 
November 1, an additional hourly signal was sent from the Observatory by which, the minute hands on the station 
clocks on the railway lines can be set to time every hour.

As the result o f representations made from Natal and the Transvaal, the question o f Gill’s original proposal to 
adopt for the whole o f South Africa the^meridian o f two hours E. o f Greenwich was raised, and on 1903 March 3 all 
the clocks in South Africa w ere. set forward .half an hour.. The change was accomplished without difficulty by 
means similar to those which have been already described in connection with the change o f  Civil Time in Cape 
Colony in 1892.



THE CAPE OBSERVATORY, 1879-1907.
U n d e r  the preceding headings an endeavour lias been made to write a history o f  the work of the Cape Observatory. 
To have preserved strict ohronological order otherwise than under separate headings would have been but to produce 
an enlarged form of Annual Reports and to have sacrificed to a great extent such scientific interest as may be found 
in a continuous narrative of successive efforts to solve a particular problem. Few .astronomical problems can be 
taken up and definitively dealt with in the course of a single year, and it would have been wearisome to the reader 
to trace out the successive steps, or results, in a special line of work if pages of irrelevant matter intervened before 
the full progress made in any particular direction could be realised.

Some facts remain for record in chronological order with reference to subjects which come within th'e 
administrative work of the Astronomer at the time, and on that account it seems best to resume the form of 
personal narrative.

On arrival at the Cape, oil the 26th May 1879, my wife and I took up residence in a hotel in Cape Town 
until a certain amount of preliminary.painting, etc., had been carried out in our official quarters at the Observatory.

From the staff we received a most 'cordial welcome, and my first duty was to examine the state of the 
instruments, buildings, and grounds,' and to draw up a report for presentation to the Admiralty.

Being without previous official experience and the Admiralty having had no opportunity, of testing the 
soundness or otherwise o f ' my judgment in' such matters, it seemed desirable to refer that report for an independent 
local opinion before sending it to the Secretary of the Admiralty. I accordingly begged Commodore Richards 
(afterwards Admiral of the Fleet, Sir Frederick Richards,' G.C.B.), then Commander in Chief on the Cape Naval 
Station, to inspect the Observatory. He responded kindly and promptly to my invitation, and made a thorough 
examination of the buildings and grounds, afterwards forwarding my report to the Admiralty. I  can never forget, 
nor sufficiently express, my indebtedness- to Commodore Richards for the line o f action he took in this matter and 
for the keen interest he showed in the Cape Observatory from the first days of my directorate to the end of his 
life. Indeed, I cannot refrain from an expression of my belief that, without the benefit o f his wise counsel and the 
encouragement of his constant sympathy and support, the equipment of the Cape Observatory would have been 
less complete than it is at the present day, and its record would have contained fewer results o f value to science.* 

From every point of view I owe to him a debt of gratitude that can never be repaid. To use his own phrase, 
he “ parsed me on ” to his successor in office at the Cape; and so, from Admiral to Admiral,t there was formed a 
continuous link of co-operation and friendship which was not only one of the most delightful features of my life 
at the Cape, but which, I venture to think, was also conducive to the best interests o f the Observatory and o f the 
public service.

I found the Observatory grounds, buildings, and water-supply in a very unsatisfactory state, so that immediate 
steps were necessary to bring about a- better state of things. After heavy rains the road leading from the railway 
station to the observatory hill was nearly impassable for about 100 yards, the water in neighbouring swampy ground 
flooded the road, so that frequently the computers, and others not in residence on the hill, had to be carried across in 
carts. As a preliminary step in the right direction, Commodore Richards suggested tho employment o f three resident 
Kroomen to keep the grounds in order. These Kroomen come from the West Coast o f Africa, and are employed 
at Simons Bay for loading coal.and other heavy work in H.M. Dockyard there ; they also form part of the crews of 
all H.M. Ships on the Cape Station. At first the Admiralty granted two Kroomen and a resident carpenter, in 
addition to a small annual sum for repairs, and then matters began to improve. But years o f neglect had to be 
made good, and there ensued a continual struggle, for necessary funds until about 1886, when the Observatory vote 
for “  New Works ” and “  Repairs and Maintenance ” was transferred to tho department o f tho Admiralty Director 
of Works. The first report o f his Engineer convinced the Director o f  Works in London as to tho reasonableness 
and moderation of my demands, and the previous allowance for repairs and maintenance was immediately tripled 
in amount. Cast-iron pipes were laid to bring in a supply of pure water from the railway main ; the road to tho 
station was raised above tho highest water mark; tho avenue and walks in tho grounds— previously little better than

* Sir Frodoriok Richards wu Junior Lord of tho Admiralty 1882- 1880, Suoond Son Lord 1885- 1893, and Fir»t Saa Lord I8 D H W , 
He diod nit Horton Court, Olouooetarahire, on tho 28th Soptombor 1013.

t On tho appoiutraont of Sir Nool Salmon m  Sir Frodoriok Rioh&rdV auoooaaor, tho Capo wiw rutand to a ltaar- Admiral'* command*
t
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tracks down the hillside— wore graded, drained, and gravelled; the swamp at the bottom of the hill was filled 
up and planted with varieties of gum trees (Eucalyptus); fences were erected; and the whole of the buildings were 
thoroughly ovorhaulod and properly painted and maintained in good order. The worn-out floors of the Observatory 
were re-laid, and suitablo shelving accommodation was provided in the central hall for the valuable library. -In fact, 
as a previous Astronomer, Mr Henderson, would have put it (see p. xvii), the Observatory became “ an agreeable 
place of residence,” and “ suitable for the undisturbed cultivation of science.” When new buildings or any extensive 
alterations were required, it was now possible to call in the Resident Civil Engineer at Simons Bay, and, after 
consultation with him, to obtain plans and reliable estimates to be sent home for sanction. From first to last this 
arrangement has worked admirably, and it saved much of the misunderstanding and worry which in the early days 
of my service arose from the difficulty that then existed in bringing the Admiralty to realise the condition and 
needs of the establishment. Needless to say, all these improvements were not effected at once; they were carried 
out gradually as funds and opportunity permitted.

The only instruments mounted at the Observatory in 1879 were the transit circle, the 7-inch equatorial, and 
the photo-heliograph. An account of the steps taken to put the two first-mentioned of these instruments in proper 
repair will be found on pages xl and xli.

1880. The next points of astronomical interest were the arrival of the 4-inch heliometer in December 1880 and of 
Dr Elkin in January 1881. Descriptions of the instrument itself and of Dr Elkin's co-operation in the work done 
with it during the next two and a half years will be found at pp. xli and lx-lxvi. Upon the kind invitation of 
Commodore Richards, I accompanied him, on the 20th September 1880, as his guest on board H.M.S. “ Boadicea” 
to Durban, where I had the satisfaction of inducing Sir George Colley to forward the project of the Geodetic Survey 
(see p. ciii) and of proving that submarine signals for longitude could be satisfactorily exchanged between Durban 
and Aden without the necessity of employing an intermediate observer at Zanzibar. The particulars o f the 
experimental trial of longitude signals were communicated to the Admiralty, and, after some delay, the instruments

1881. necessary for the work reached the Cape on 1st March 1881. April and May of 1881 were occupied with inter
comparisons o f personal equation at the Cape. In the end of May I went to Natal, where I started the longitude
operations, and received from Sir Charles Mitchell (then acting Governor of Natal) authority to prepare the
specifications for the instruments required to commence the Geodetic Survey.

The longitude operations connecting Aden and the Cape occupied the remaining part of 1881, and final 
intercomparisons of personal equation were made in February 1882. A complete account o f the operations is given 
in the Cape Annals, vol. i. pp. ( l )  to (68) ;  the results are given at p. xxxv o f the present work.

1882. In 1882 appeared the great comet of that year, first accurately observed by Mr Finlay (p. xlviii)— an event of 
great astronomical interest, not only because of the small perihelion distance of the comet, its extraordinary 
brilliancy, its visibility by day, and its actual observation up to entrance on the Sun’s limb (see p. clxiii), but 
because it was the first comet to be successfully photographed; and that success, coupled with the fact 
that excellent photographs of the surrounding stars were also shown on the plate, led to the first application 
of photography to the general cartography of the sky in the form o f the Cape Photographic Durchmusterung and 
the subsequent great international undertaking of the Carte du d e l (see p. cxxxi). On 6th December of the 
same year occurred the Transit of Venus, which brought to the Observatory Fathers Perry and Sidgreaves (our 
guests both on their way to and from their station in Madagascar), Mr A. Marth (representing the British Transit 
of Venus Expedition), and Professor Simon Newcomb with his American party of astronomers, consisting o f :—  
Lieut. Thomas L. Casey, jr., U.S.A.; Ensign J. H. L. Holcombe, U.S.N.; and Mr Julius Ulke, D.C.

The observers in Cape Colony were
At the Cape Observatory H.M. Astronomer and staff, excepting Messrs Finlay and Pett.
At Aberdeen Road Mr Finlay (1st Cape Assistant) and Mr Pett (3rd Assistant).
A t Montague Road Mr Marth and Mr C. A. Stevens (formerly 3rd Assistant at Cape Observatory).
At Wellington . . Professor Newcomb and his American party.
Needless to say, our visitors were welcomed with the utmost pleasure and interest and received every assistance 

that the Observatory could give them. Plans were also arranged for subsequent co-operation with Professor 
Newcomb, which resulted in the work mentioned at pp. cxxx and cxxxi.

A  new 6-inch equatorial by Sir Howard Grubb, which had been specially provided for the observation of tho 
Transit of Venus, was erected, under a new dome, previous to 6th December. The equatorial mounting o f this 
instrument was subsequently exchanged by Sir Howard Grubb for a stronger one; and now, with the original object- 
glass and tube, forms the 6-inch equatorial described at p. xlii.
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The weather iu South Africa on the whole was not unfavourable, and many observations o f contact were made; 
but it is to be feared that neither these observations nor the numerous ones made elsewhere throughout the world 
contributed much o f value to the definitive determination of the solar parallax (see p. lxix).

In January 1888 I succeeded in arranging an agreement between the Governments o f the Cape Colony and 1883. 
Natal to undertake the principal triangulation of both Colonies as a joint work. In June of the same year, Captain 
Morris, R E . (now Colonel Sir William Morris, K.C.M.G., C.B.), and Lieuteuant Laffan, R.E. (now Colonel Laffan, 
C.M.G)., and fourteen non-commissioned officers and men of the same corps, came to the Cape, where I  joined them, 
and then accompanied the party to Natal. There I made a short stay, until the base measurement was fairly started, 
and left Natal with an assured feeling that the work was in good hands. An account o f the principal triangulation 
in Natal and o f all the subsequent survey operations has been given at pp. ci-cxxiv, and need not be farther 
referred to in this chapter.

My friend Dr Elkin, who had been my guest from the beginning of 1881 and had done such successful work 
with the heliometer during his stay (p. lx), left the Cape on the 16th May 1883 to take charge of the new 
heliometer at Yale College, Newhaven, U.S.A.— the instrument with which he has since made so many valuable 
contributions to our knowledge of stellar parallax.

In 1884 the results o f my own and Dr Elkin’s researches on stellar parallax were presented to the Royal 1884. 
Astronomical Society, and the work was printed in their Memoirs (Mem. R.A.S., vol. xlviii.). During my leave of 
absence in England in that year, I  was also able to pass through press the Cape Catalogue o f 4810 Stars fo r  the 
Equinox o f 1850; the Results o f Meridian Observations, 1879,1880, and 1881; Extra Meridian Observations,
1881, 1882, and 1888 ; and the Account o f  the Telegraphic Longitude Operations connecting Aden and the Cape 
(Cape Annals, vol. i.). I  also took advantage of the same visit to represent the necessity for a new and more 
powerful heliometer, to enable me to carry out further researches on stellar parallax, and to take advantage o f such 
favourable opportunities as might offer for determining the solar parallax by the observation of minor planets.*
The proposal was favourably considered by the Admiralty j and, on their recommendation, the necessary credit was 
sanctioned by H.M. Treasury. A  contract was accordingly entered into with Messrs Repsold of Hamburg for the 
construction o f a heliometer of 7 inches aperture, to be completed by the 15th February 1887. An Observatory (of 
iron, sheltered by open wooden louvre-work), and a dome (iron frame covered with papier-m&ch6), were ordered from 
Sir Howard Grubb. The plans for the foundation of this Observatory (including a fire-proof record room) were 
prepared in the Office o f the Admiralty Director o f Works. During the year 1884 it became evident that the 
disintegration of the inner surfaces o f the Crown and flint lenses of the object-glass of the Transit Circle (already 
considerable in 1879) were so rapidly increasing as to create an amount of false light in the field that rendered it 
almost impossible to observe stars below the first magnitude in daylight. This fact greatly diminished the value of 
the meridian observations of the Sun then in progress. Accordingly observations with the transit circle were 
discontinued on February 8, and the object-glass was sent to Messrs Troughton and Simms to be repolished. 
Advantage was taken of the opportunity to have steel microscope screws substituted for the gun-metal ones (which 
showed marked wear since they were replaced in 1879), also to have new collimators made and other changes carried 
out which are described on page xl. The object-glass, microscopes, etc., were returned to the Cape on 20th August, 
and observations were resumed on 24th August.

The photographic work of the Cape Photographic Durchmusterung was begun on 1885 April 2. Its progress 1885. 
is dealt with at p. xlix, and need not be further mentioned in this chapter.

In 1886 Professor Kapteyn began systematic work in measuring the plates of the Cape Photographic 1886. 
Durchmusterung (see p. liii). The Heliometer Observatory was also completed, and Messrs Repsold reported that 
the new heliometer would be ready for inspection in February 1887.

This year was, in Mr Finlay's hands, rich in cometary work. In September Mr Finlay discovered tho comet 
which bears his name; and altogether observations o f five comets were made by him on 123 nights during the year, 
including observation on 82 nights of Winnecke’s periodic comet which had escaped detection in the northern 
hemisphere. In the same year I took part, with Colonel Morris, in measurement of the base line near Port 
Elizabeth.

During 1886 also signals were exchanged with Captain Morris at Umtata on six nights and at Berlin (C.C.) 
on four nights for determination o f the longitudes of these stations in connection with the Geodetic Survey. The 
longitude of Dryhartz in British Bcchuanaland was also determined by exchange of signals with Lieutenant Laffan 
on five nights, in order to fix the origin of his then detached base line and triangulation in that neighbourhood.

The year 1887 was a very eventful one for tho Cape Observatory. During tho first six months o f the year 1887.
* A copy of my official letter of application for tliia instrument will bo found at p. 126 of tho praaaat work.
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1 was absent from tho Observatory for the purposes of iuspooting tho now heliomoter at Hamburg, attending the 
Aotrographio Congress at Paris, and passing somo Observatory publications through press. My first visit was to 
Hamburg, whero I was delighted with the beauty of workmanship and design of tho new heliometer. In a few 
minor particulars small alterations were desirable, and Messrs Repsold made them to my entire satisfaction, so that, 
when I inspected tho instrument after tho Congress, there was nothing to be done but to pack it up for shipment. 
It roached the Cape by the steamer in which I returned from England. It was erected without difficulty or delay, 
and, at the time o f its erection, was certainly the most powerful and convenient instrument for refined micrometric 
research in existence. Regular experimental observations with the instrument were begun without delay.

The Astrographic Congress was attended by fifty-six astronomers from all parts of the world. At its conclusion 
a permanent committee was appointed by ballot to carry out tho work, and I had the honour of being elected its 
seuior member by receipt of the largest number of votes in the ballot.

A short account of the origin o f the Congress and of the resolutions arrived at will be found at page cxxxi.
During my visit to England in this year the following works were passed through press: “  Meridian Observa

tions made during 1882, 1883, and 1884” ; “ Occultations of Stars by the Moon observed in the years 1835 to 
1880,” compared with Hansen’s “ Tables o f the Moon” (Cape Annals, vol. i. part 4 ); “ The Variations of the 
Instrumental Adjustments of the Cape Transit-Circle ” (Cape Annals, vol. ii. part 2).

Tho comet Barnard-Henry was picked up on the morning of 29th April by Mr Finlay whilst sweeping for 
comets, and he obtained on that, and three other days, the only existing series o f post-perihelion observations of 
that object. The remarkable comet 1887 I., which had no defined nucleus, was observed on five nights, and its 
orbit was computed by Mr Finlay (Monthly Notices, R.A.S., vol. xlvii. p. 304). - 

1888. In the previous year a fixed steam-engine of 10-horse power that could be connected at will with a force pump 
had been erected; this pump was connected with mains and storage tanks to supply means for fire extinction:. 
To this equipment a dynamo and set of accumulators was supplied in 1888 for the electric illumination o f all the 
instruments of the Observatory. | The progress of. .work; with the heliometer had been at first much hindered by 
frequent failure of the batteries employed for its electric illumination; but after the installation of regularly charged 
accumulators no further trouble was encountered, and electric illumination was extended, with great advantage, 
to all the detached instruments of the Observatory and also to . the main building, including the houses of 
H.M. Astronomer and the Chief Assistant, the library, computing room, and transit circle.

In February 1888 I began the regular researches oh stellar parallax with the new heliometer, o f which accounts 
will be found at pp. lxii-lxviii.

During the meeting of the Paris Astrographic Congress in 1887 I had made preliminary arrangements with 
Dr Elkin for observations of the minor planet Iris during its opposition in the months of October, November, and 
December 1888. The observations were to be made simultaneously at both Observatories, near the time when the 
planet is in a plane passing vertically through both Observatories and the centre of the earth. In other words, 
the angles between Iris and two stars (one above and one below the planet) were to be observed nearly 
simultaneously at both Observatories, viz., in the early mornings at the Cape when the planet is two hours west 
o f the meridian, and in the evening at Yale when it is four hours east of the meridian. As the difference of 
longitude is 6b, the observations become practically simultaneous. Dr Bruns afterwards joined in the scheme with 
the Leipzig heliometer, and a few observations were made with the Radcliffe heliometer at Oxford. Observations 
were obtained at the Cape on forty-four mornings between 10th October and 13th December. A  short account of the 
observations and their result will be found at p. lxxi, and full details in the Cape Annals, vols. vi. and vii. 
I also commenced the laborious operation of determining the division errors of the heliometer in this year.

In the early morning of 18th February the comet which bears his name was discovered by Mr Henry Sawerthal 
whilst he was engaged in exposing plates in connection with the Southern Durchmustei'ung. The Warner prize 
of £100 was awarded to Mr Sawerthal for his discovery.

H.M. Treasury having sanctioned the construction of the Astrographic telescope (described at pp. 120-121 of 
the present work), it was duly ordered from Sir Howard Grubb. The details of its design had been discussed and 
agreed to with Sir Howard Grubb after the Congress.

The 10-foot iron bar (Cape Standard A ) which had been employed by Sir Thomas Maclear in tho year 1841 as 
his standard in the measurement of the Zwartland base line, had been sent to Messrs Troughton and Simms to have 
new terminal lines cut upon the inlaid gold surfaces in the neutral axis of the bar on which the original terminal 
dots had been engraved. The bar was then sent to tho International Bureau of Weights and Moasures at Sevres, 
and, towards the end of the year 1886, its constants were very carefully determined there (Geodetio Survey of 
South Africa, vol. v. pp. 1-18). At the same time two Tonnelot thermometers were supplied, of whioh the errors
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were accurately determined at the International Bureau (loc. cit., pp. 19-26).. I had designed a Comparateur 
(described loc. cit. pp. 42-45), for determining the constants of the base measuring bars. , The apparatus was 
constructed to my working drawings by Troughton and Simms, and it was erected in the S.E. room of the Cape 
Observatory in the end of'the year 1,887. During , the year 1888 the field work of the Geodetic Survey was 
suspended, and Major Morris was engaged at the Observatory in determining his personal equation, the reduction of 
his field operations, and in comparing the five base measuring bars with the Cape Standard A ; the details of this 
comparison will be found, loc. «£., pp. (46)-(55); ..

During September and October of the same year, we had the great pleasure, of a visit, from the late Miss Agnes 
Clerke, so well known to astronomers b y  .her History■ o f Astronomy, in. the Nineteenth Century. Besides 
carefully studying the practical working of the Observatory, she made some original observations on the spectra of 
Southern stars.

During the whole of the year 1889, the heliometer was in constant use, in continuing the programme of 1889. 
observations for stellar parallax, which had. be.en begun in .-1888 and in the observations of the minor planets, 
Victoria and Sappho, made to determine the solar parallax. The latter observations were begun on the 10th June 
and continued almost-without break, night and morning, until the 18.th October. ; Short accounts of these operations 
and their results are given in. pp.-lxxiitOvlxxyi; the full details are published in vols. vi. and vii. of the Cape Annals..
One very noteworthy and delightful feature connected with these ̂ researches was the enthusiasm and goodwill with 
which astronomers in all parts of Europe and America responded to and took part in the programme of observation.
Above all, it brought us a visit from Professor Auwers of Berlin, who, under the circumstances described at p. lxxii, 
became Our guest from the 24th May until the; 5,th September, and..took a full share.with me in the work of the 
Victoria observations. We all look back upon that visit with the greatest .pleasure and interest. I  owe to him a 
debt of gratitude for the self-sacrifice, scientific devotion, and .friendship which prompted it, and which I  fear can 
never be adequately repaid;

On account of; the strain, on my eyesight wbicli;the9e .numerous; observations involved,; I found it necessary to 
suspend the observations for division 6rror of the heliometer scales from -the end of February until the beginning of 
November^

During the period o f the Victoria' and- Sappho observations, Mr Finlay, who had shared with me the 
heliometer observations of Iris in 1889, was engaged during August, September, and October of 1886 in exchanging 
signals with Commander Pullen, R.N.,.for the purpose of determining a series o f longitudes on the West Coast of 
Africa. That capable and zealous officer had volunteered for this service upOn quitting (on promotion) the 
command of H.M. Surveying Ship. “  Stork” ;-and Mr Finlay, from his previous experience in like work on the 
East Coast o f Africa (p. clxiii), was selected as .the co-operating observer at the Cape; Commander Pullen 
worked at’ th e - Observatory from lOth'w J u n e -till; 31st July to acquire familiarity with the use of the 
Altazimuth, and to ascertain his personal equation relative to that o f Mr ^Finlay both in time determinations 
and the observation of mirror, signals.* At that time it was considered undesirable, from fear that lightning 
might destroy .the insulation of the cable, to cp.nii.ect submarine cables with land lines. Accordingly an excellent 
sidereal . clock was set up in the Cable. Office, Cape Town, and this was compared with the Observatory 
transit clock by the intervention, - of a .mean, time chronometer, carried by Mr Finlay (two miles by railway and 
about half a mile on foot), and. compared with both clocks  ̂both before and after' signals. On account of pressure of 
Other work on the cabl§, four or five hours had sometimes to elapse between the two comparisons; and yet there is 
no single instance inw hich  a discordance; between the first and second comparisons amounting to one-tenth of a 
second can be traced, so that even .if: another astronomer had been available (which was. not the case at the time) to 
compare the Cape Town and Observatory clocks by telegraph signals, no practical gain in accuracy would have 
resulted. Although signals were exchanged and time determinations made at the Cape Observatory nearly every 
night, only a small portion of these could be utilised for longitude purposes on account o f the cloudy weather 
prevailing on the, West Coast, [go tjiat the operations became very trying and laborious in proportion to the number 
of results obtained; Commander Pullen was seized on 27.th September with malarial fever on the day of his arrival 
at Bonny, but recovered so far as to make time (Observations and exchange signals on 29th September, and died at 
his post on 3rd November. He was honoured and beloved by every member of the Observatory stall, aud his loss 
cast a gloom over our little community.

The. Observatory and dome for the Astrographic Observatory (doscribed p. 122) wore built and erected in 
the course of this year.

* Commandor Pullen attained groat skill In tbo uso of the Altaximnth. Hie probablo error from a time determination at station* near the 
Equator, from observod altitudos of two stars, one East and tho othor Wost of the Moridlan, turned out to be lose than -fc;0*‘03>
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1890. In 1890 there was completed a series o f zenith telescope observations (Talcott’s method), begun in 1887, on 414 
pairs o f  stars, uniformly distributed over tho heavens, and so selected that in each pair the times o f upper (or lower) 
culmination o f  the two stars differ only a few minutes o f time, and the difference o f their opposite zenith distance 
does not exceed 10' o f  arc. The range o f zenith distance is from 2° to 80°. Each pair has been observed on at 
least six nights. All these stars aro included in the list o f the Cape Ten-Year Catalogue fo r  1890, and will 
therefore be connected by meridian observations with all stars to the 5th Magnitude South o f the Equator, and 
with all stars in Autoers’ Fundamental Zone lists, and all stars in the British and American Nautical Almanacs, 
the Connaissance des Temps, and the Berlinei' Jahrbuch of that epoch, which culminated within 80* Z.D. o f the 
Cape. This series o f observations was made partly for control on the law o f flexure o f the transit circle and 
for connection o f northern and southern systems o f declination, and partly for the use in connection with 
the Altazimuth observations for determination o f latitude by Kapteyn’s method (see p. xliv). Pressure o f work 
has prevented the final discussion and publication o f this series o f zenith telescope observations, but it should 
not be lost sight o f  when the time comos for discussion o f a fundamental system o f declination in connection 
with the results o f the new transit circle.

The observations for determining the division errors o f the heliometer scales were suspended in February 
o f  last year, because I  found that, when observing every evening and every early morning, I  'could not expose 
my eyes to the additional strain o f making observations for division errors by day. This laborious and tedious 
work was resumed after the Victoria and Sappho observations o f  1889, and was continued without intermission 
till its conclusion in February 1900; this research depends upon 50,000 observations, and determines the individual 
error o f each o f  the 200 divisions o f  each scale with a probable error o f  less than ± 0 "  01. An account o f  the 
operation is given in the Cape Annals, vol. vii. pp. 29-42.

In February and March o f this year, farther heliometer observations o f  zones of stars were made with a view 
to determine whether, in converting observed distances into arc, it is necessary to introduce a term depending 
on the square o f the distance, and, so far as the investigation could be carried, no such term appeared to be required. 
From April to November the important work o f the heliometer triangulation o f the Victoria comparison stars 
was carried out between 12th April and 14th November, the objects o f which are described at p. lxxiii and o f 
which a complete account is given in the Cape Annals,'vol. vi. The new astrographic equatorial, by Sir 
Howard Grubb (described p. 120), reached the Cape on 12th June, and was erected and adjusted by 21st June. 
A  complete series o f overlapping plates (constituting a photographic survey o f the Iris, Victoria, and Sappho 
comparison stars) was taken with the astrographic telescope; but their definition was not satisfactory, owing 
to a then existing fault in the curvature o f  the outer surface o f  the crown lens, and the plates were not utilised 
in the discussion o f  the definitive places o f  the comparison stars.

On the 18th January 1890 the U.S.S. “  Pensacola,”  with the American eclipse party under Professor Todd, 
visited the Cape. Mr Preston o f the United States Coast Survey and Cadet Patton o f the U.S. Navy made 
a complete series o f pendulum and magnetic observations. Professor Cleveland Abbe carried out various 
meteorological investigations at the Observatory. Every facility was given to the Observatory staff by  Professor 
Todd and by every member o f his party to examine and, in some cases, to test their fine collection o f  astronomical 
instruments. This visit is still associated with many very pleasant memories on part o f the older members o f the 
Cape staff. Mr Harold Jacoby, Assistant at the Columbia College Observatory and also a member o f the Pensacola 
eclipse party, elected to remain at the Cape Observatory and study the practical working o f  the heliometer. 
Mr Jacoby’s services were o f great value not only as an observer but as an excellent computer (see p. lxxiii). 
He remained at the Cape till 6th August, and found his reward' in making the acquaintance o f the lady, 
Miss Annie Maclear (daughter o f  Mr George Maclear, and granddaughter o f Sir Thomas Maclear), who is 
now his wife. :

Partial effect was given in this year by  the Admiralty to my recommendations with reference to a more 
adequate supply o f computers. A  sum o f  £100 was offered by Miss Bruce, through Professor Pickering, and 
was gratefully accepted. This helped very materially the forwarding o f the reduction o f the great mass of 
heliometer observations until more adequate provision for tho purpose was officially made.

1891. In February 1891 I went to Europe to attend the reunion of the Permanent Committee of the Astrographic 
Congress of that year, and advantage was taken of the opportunity to return tho object-glass of the astrographic 
telescope for alteration to Sir Howard Grubb (see p. cxxxii). After completion in 1890 of the first series of zenith 
telescope observations, the instrument was dismounted and overhauled. Its definition was greatly improved 
by a new oxis-prism; a new level box with two levels instead of one and a now self-recording micrometer were 
added by Repsolds in preparation for a series of observations to determine the constant of aberration.
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On my return from England I at once commenced a series o f heliometer observations o f the mutual distances 
and position angles of Jupiter’s Satellites for the purpose o f determining the mass of Jupiter and such elements 
of the orbits o f the Satellites as were essential for that purpose. The series extended from 1891 August 17 to 
December 14, with observations by myself on thirty-five and by Mr Finlay on eleven nights. An account of these 
observations and the results of their subsequent reduction by Dr W. de Sitter will be found at pp. lxxxiv-lxxxvii.

The inadequacy of the computing force for the past ten years had led to large and growing arrears o f reduction 1892. 
which no efforts on part o f the existing staff could overtake. Some addition having been granted, it appeared to 
me that the time had arrived to make a supreme effort to overtake these arrears. Accordingly, all meridian 
observing not absolutely required was suspended during 1892, so that much additional time could be given to the 
work of reduction, and much progress was made.

I devoted twenty-four nights to completing my series of heliometer observations for stellar parallax, and began 
a course of zenith telescope observations for determination o f the constant of aberration. The season 1892 was 
abnormally damp and cloudy. Many preliminary experiments had to be made before all practical details connected 
with the plans of the Astrographic Congress could be satisfactorily worked out, but regular work with the re
polished object-glass of the astrographic telescope was begun on 26th July.

The results o f Dr Auwers’ invaluable discussion of the great mass of meridian observations o f the comparison 
stars had been received, as also the heliometer observations made at the various co-operating Observatories. It thus 
became possible, in the first place, to make a definitive reduction o f  the places o f the Victoria comparison stars from 
the combined heliometer and meridian observations which yielded co-ordinates having probable errors o f about 
±.0"'03. A  preliminary reduction of observations of Victoria showed that for the first time in the history of 
astronomy the absolute path o f a planet for a period of nearly three complete revolutions of our Moon had been 
observed with greater precision at every point of its path than .had even the differential parallactic ellipse o f any 
fixed star.* At the same time it was shown that, to obtain a definitive determination o f the lunar equation from 
the observations, a recomputation of the tabular distances and position angles would be required, based on new 
heliocentric ephemerides of the Earth and Victoria; also, in order to respond to the accuracy of the observations, 
it would be necessary to perform all the computations o f the ephemeris o f Victoria with 8-figure instead of 7-figure 
logarithms, and that the lunar perturbations in the apparent place of Victoria, instead o f being taken from Le 
Verrier’s Tables, must be rigorously computed from the co-ordinates of the Moon.

Professor Kapteyn reported that the last plate o f the Cape Photographic Durchmusterung had been measured 1893. 
and that the first sheets of the Catalogue would be ready for press in 1893.

The field work of the Geodetic Survey of Cape Colony and Natal was completed on 1892 September 30, and 
Major Morris took up residence as my guest at the Observatory to complete the reductions with the aid of 
Mr Robinson and Mr Pillans, members o f his staff.

Mr George Maclear was, through severe illness, unfit for duty from April 1892, and he retired on pension in 
June 1893. Two other members o f the staff were seriously ill during this year, and Mr Cox was absent for six 
months in England on well-earned leave o f absence. Undesirable as it is in the interests of astronomy and the 
healthy conduct of an Observatory to suspend the continuity of its observations, it seemed to me necessary, under 
all the circumstances, to continue the policy o f the previous year, viz., to give up all meridian observing not 
absolutely required for immediate purposes, and to continue efforts to overtake arrears o f reduction. Dr Tietjen 
of the office of the Berliner Jah/rbuch having kindly supplied the necessary new ephemeris of Victoria, computed 
with 8-figure logarithms, the heliometer observations of Victoria were definitively reduced with the results given 
at pp. lxxiii and lxxxii. The observations responded in a remarkable way to every refinement o f reduction. The 
reduction of the observations o f Sappho was also completed in 1893, and resulted in a value for the solar parallax 
differing only 0"'003 from that derived from the observations o f Victoria. Soon afterwards Dr Elkin communicated 
the results o f discussion of the Sappho observations (p. lxxii).

The three admirably accordant resultB for the solar parallax w ero :—
Solar Parallax. Probablo Error.

From Observations o f Iris 8'8120 sfc0*0090
IIIv* .V,,,.'-. • of Victoria *8018 ±0*0061

„  ,, of Sappho *7981 -fcO'OlU

In 1898 Professor Kapteyn reported that tho first of tho throo volumos of tho Cape Photographic Durch- 
musterung, containing places and magnitudes o f 185,000 stars, was ready for pross.

♦That this haauraoy v u  ultimately attained will be boat roaliood by reference to the residuals " O —C "  on page lxxxii.
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Iu Septembor 1893 Colonol Morris completed the computations o f the Geodetic Survey and left for England ; 
his departure made quite a blank in our family circle. It remained for me to write the Introduction and put the 
work in form and pass it through press as Volume I. o f the Ocodetic Survey o f  South A frica.

1894. Meridian observations were resumed in 1894, but were restricted to those absolutely necessary for completing 
the observing list o f stars to be contained in the General Catalogue for 1890.. Observations of the Sun, Mercury, 
and Venus were not resumod. I regretted the necessity for this policy ; but the post vacated by Mr Maclear’s 
retirement had not been filled, and there had been farther illness in'the staff ; there remained for me only the choice 
o f  adding to the already largo stock o f  unreduced and undiscussed observations, or of limiting the work in some 
way till an adequate staff was provided.

The year 1894 is memorable in the history o f  the Cape Observatory chiefly by  Mr Frank M‘Clean’s offer o f a 
great telescope and spectroscope with buildings and dome complete, and by the 'acceptance* o f this noble gift by the 
Admiralty. The official correspondence connected with this offer and its acceptance^ is given at pp. 1-3 o f the 
present work.

An interesting variable star was discovered by Mr C. Ray Woods in the constellation Vela from a 
comparison o f plates taken on 1893 March 18 and 1894 January 20 ; it proved' to be o f the Algol type, having a 
period o f 5d 22h 24“  4*. A  large number o f plates were taken to determine its light curve. The Cape General 
Catalogue o f  Stars 1885 0 was passed through press in 1894, as also the Meridian Observations 1885-87. 
Professor Harold Jacoby o f  Columbia College, New York, paid a second visit to the Observatory in 1894.

1895. On 1895 February 20 the post of second-class Assistant, vacated by the retirement o f Mr G. Maclear in 1893, 
was filled by the promotion o f Mr Cox to be'secOnd-class Assistant; Mr J. Power was appointed Junior Assistant. 
Great progress was made in overtaking the arrears o f reduction and publication during this year, and a very large 
amount o f my own time was occupied in the preparation o f  original sketches and designs connected with the 
construction o f the new telescope and its Observatory and in correspondence with Mr Frank M‘Clean and 
Sir Howard Grubb.

1896. I was absent on leave from 1st April to 1st December. During this visit to Europe I attended the meeting o f  the 
Permanent Committee of the Astrographic Congress held at Paris in May o f that year. I  also represented the 
Observatories o f the Southern Hemisphere at the Congress o f Directors o f  National Ephemerides, held at Paris in 
the same month, to decide the question of adopting a uniform catalogue o f fundamental stars and uniform constants 
in the National Ephemerides. It  was’very gratifying to find that the definitive values o f the astronomical constants 
determined.by the heliometer observations of Iris, Victoria, and Sappho *  weretliose recommended by the Conference 
for use, a.nd which have since been-adopted fo r  use, in the National Ephemerides, viz.

From Heliometer Observations. Recommended by tbe Conference.

Mean Solar Parallax . . . . 8,8 0 2 ± 0 :0'05':;- i : ' 8‘80
The Constant o f Nutation ; . , 9-207±0*003 (a ) ;?  ???<: :.v 9 ‘21
The Constant o f  Aberration . . r <t20,473±0'012"i(6)i‘ ; >r F -'r • 20*47
Mass o f  the Moon V * . . : i v vlfe^i^l81;:702=fc0'094 ...

(a) Derived from the constant o f prfecession and mass of the Mooii.
(b) Derived from the solar parallax and the Newcotab-Michelspn velocity o f light.

. The same year, at the request, o f . Mr Chamberlain, I  went on a mission to Berlin, to endeavour to effect an 
agreement with Germany on the deli'mitatipn. o f the boundary, between British Bechuanaland and German South 
West Africa,'and a provisional, agreement was. drawn up for submission to both Governments. The origin o f the
mission arid its results are described at pp. cry. and cv. For this service I received the ,thanks o f the Foreign Office.

Whilst in London I reported officially to the Admiralty on the long-standing needs o f the Cape. Observatory in 
regard to an increase o f staff and the supply o f a reversible meridian circle,, mounted in a proper detached and 
properly ventilated Observatory, suitable for refined fundamental determinations. The Lords Commissioners o f  the 
Admiralty and o f H.M. Treasury favourably considered the proposals, and provision was made for giving effect to 
them in the Navy estimates for the financial year 1897-984

Mr R. T. A. Innes,- who- joined the Observatory staff on the 1st January, applied the 7-inoh equatorial to a 
search for new double stars, and discovered no less than 104 o f them, of which 45. are o f distance 0W,6 to l w'0, 31 o f 
1"  to 2", 7 have very faint comparisons exceeding .5" distance,, the remainder being within the limits o f 2" to 5".

*  A n  advance proof of tbo results had boon placed in  the hands of the Com m issioners boforo tho Congress, 
t  Printe d  in  m istake 20''*467, Oape Annals, vol. i.  p. 24 , p art 6. ’
{  T h e  reader w ill1 find a  statement o f the variou s stages o f the establishm ent in  A p p e n d ix  I I I .
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The 36-foot dome o f the new M'Clean Observatory, made by T. Cooke & Sons of York, was erected in course 
o f the year by one of the foremen of the firm (Mr Selby), who was sent out for the purpose. It  proved to be 
a thoroughly satisfactory piece o f work, excellent in design as well as in workmanship, and easy and convenient 
in use.

I visited Dublin in November, to find that unexpected delay had occurred in completion of the telescope. The 
rising floor with its hydraulic machinery reached the Cape in October. Its erection was completed early the 
following year.

In 1897 the two volumes, Cape Annals, vols. v i  and vii., containing all details connected with the 1897. 
“  Determination of the Solar Parallax and Mass of the Moon,” was published and circulated. The second volume 
of the Cape Photographic Durchmusterung was passed through press by Professor Kapteyn.

Mr Innes did a great deal of valuable work in connection with his revision o f the C.P.D. In course of this work, 
and partly' as the result o f special search, Mr Innes discovered 128 previously unrecorded double stars during 1898.

In this year was set on foot the series of regular heliometer observations for determining, if possible with 
higher accuracy, the positions o f the major planets, and these observations have been continued up to the 
present time.

The series o f observations, made by Mr Finlay and myself with the zenith telescope 1892—94, to afford a 
determination of the constant o f aberration, was reduced and. discussed in 1897 ; a preliminary note prepared by Mr 
Finlay is published in the Monthly Notices, R.A.S., vol. lviii. p. 34. The results were not entirely satisfactory. The 
weak point was apparently the quality o f the levels, which gave occasional signs of “  sticking.” The probable error 
o f a single determination of a single latitude from one pair of stars was =b0"*168, and the final result for the value 
o f the aberration constant 20"*57 with the p.e. ± 0 //-01. The origin of this abnormally large value o f the constant 
may be either some systematic error produced by defects in the levels, or some small meteorological effect which 
renders the refraction unsymmetrical with respect to the zenith by a variable amount that systematically affects the 
value of the aberration. There are apparently similar sources o f systematic error in other series of investigation on 
the aberration constant.

To myself and every member of the staff one of the most interesting events of the year 1897 was the visit paid 
to the Observatory by Mr Frank M'Clean, to which reference is made at p. xliii. There was but one regret to record 
in connection with this visit, viz., that the telescope which the Observatory owes to his liberality did not arrive 
from Dublin before he left the Cape, and that' Mr M'Clean was thus deprived o f the pleasure of witnessing its 
erection. The hopes and expectations o f every member o f the staff were that Mr M'Clean would soon revisit the 
Observatory and see the working of the splendid instrument which he had presented. But, alas! this was not to be.
His health soon afterwards began to fail, and he died on the 8th November 1904.

Mr (now Professor) de Sitter came to the Observatory in 1897 August 27 to study practical astronomy. He 
rendered very valuable services to the Observatory during his stay of over two years at the Cape. The circumstances 
o f his coming are described at p. lxxxvii.

The new measuring machine* which I  designed for measuring the astrographic plates, reached the Cape towards 
the end o f 1897; it is described in the Monthly Notices, R.A.S., vol. lix. pp. 61-72.

During 1898 some very important changes took place in the staff and equipment of tho Observatory. Mr 1898. 
S. S. Hough, M.A., Fellow of St John’s College, Cambridge, was appointed Chief Assistant vice Mr W. H. Finlay, 
who retired on account of bad health on 28th August (see also p. clxiv). Mr Hough entered in residenco at the 
Observatory 24th October. A skilled optical fitter, Mr T. Miller, was also added to the staff of the Observatory. The 
Admiralty also approved of my proposals for the erection of a physical laboratory attached to the M'Clean 
Observatory, and.of a new record room providing suitable accommodation for the measurement and preserva
tion o f astrographic photographs.

The equatorial mounting and the object-glasses of tho M'Clean telescopo, packed in forty-four oases, reached Table 
Bay on 11th April. When the cases reached the Observatory the contents were found in perfect order. The work 
o f erection was at once commonced with the aid of Cape workmen, under my constant supervision, and in six weeks 
all the parts were mounted and adjusted. The most troublesome part of tho work, however, remained to be done, 
as Sir Howard Grubb had only erected the stand in the open air and no trials of the instrument in work had 
been made.

It is unnecessary hero to enter into details of all the deficiencies o f the stand as it was originally sent out,
Mr M'Clean most generously authorised tho carrying out o f all necossary alterations. Tho requisite iron castings 
and stays . were designed, made and fitted at tho Capo, and now the stand is in ovory respect most steady, 
satisfactory, and oonvenient (see pp. 10 and 11).

u
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Tho olootrio lighting of the circles, micrometers, etc., with the switches, rheostats, and fuses, had to be made 
or remodelled at tho Oape.

The hydraulic motor for rotating the dome, with its reversing gear and valves, arrived on 4th July, the 
hydraulic nun and valves for automatic clock-winding on 11th October, and by 1st November the whole of the 
essentials of the Observatory and stand wore fitted and in working order. Thus the raising or lowering of the 
floor and the rotation of tho dome are commanded by cords, which can be operated by the observer at the eye-piece 
o f the telescope with the utmost ease and delicacy, whilst the hydraulic gear automatically winds the clock at 
short iutervals, without communicating the slightest vibration to the telescope. All the hydraulic gear was made 
by tho Qlenfield Company of Kilmarnock.

The 18-inch visual objeot-glass proved to be a very fine one, both the spherical and chromatic corrections 
being practically perfect as far as the flint and crown glass which are at present procurable in discs of that 
size will allow.

The 24-inch photographic object-glass, unfortunately, has two faults— the marginal images showed decided 
coma, and its minimum focus, instead o f being for light o f the refrangibility of H<y (or, if anything on the violet 
side o f Hy), is for rays about midway between H/3 and H7. Sir Howard Grubb stated that he would willingly 
remedy these defects.

The slit spectroscope, for line-of-sight-work, made by the Cambridge Instrument Company, was shipped from 
London on the 21st December. The 24-inch object-glass could not be conveniently returned to Sir Howard Grubb 
until tests have been made with this spectroscope as to the position of the slit in relation to the focal point of the 
object-glass; because, from the construction of the spectroscope and the method of its attachment to the telescope, 
only a limited range of focal adjustment is possible.

During the year Mr Innes discovered fifty-three double stars not.previously catalogued.
The provisional arrangement for delimitation of the Anglo-German boundary between British Bechuanaland and 

German South West Africa, which had been submitted in 1896 by Baron von Danckelmann (the Geographical expert 
, attached to the Berlin Foreign Office) and myself, was finally approved on the 1st January 1898 by both Governments 

concerned, and the direction of the Survey was- put into my hands (pp. civ and cv). Various minor longitude 
operations were carried out

1899. The new physical laboratory and the record room were completed for use in July 1899; the latter provides 
suitable accommodation for the measurement and preservation of astrographic photographs, and both buildings have 
proved to be admirably adapted for their purposes. A  chronograph room was also built near the site o f the new 
transit circle.

The 24-inch object-glass of the M'Clean equatorial was returned to Dublin on the 31st October 1899, at the 
request of Sir Howard Grubb, for rectification of faults in the marginal images and in the general chromatic 
correction.

The Cape General Catalogue o f 3007 Stars fo r  1890, with appendices, was distributed, and the Cape Catalogue 
o f 1905 Stars fo r  the Equinox 1865, based on the. Cape Meridian Observations 1860 to 1870, was passed through 
press. The latter work completes the arrears o f publication of the Cape meridian observations. A  list of 893 
occultations observed at the Cape between 1881 and 1898 was, at the request of Monsieur C. Andi-6, published in 
the Astronomische Nach/richten, Nos. 3599-60. Mr Innes’ Catalogue of Southern Double Stars ( Cape Annals, 
vol. ii., part 2) was passed through press. Much time was given to investigations with the M'Clean telescope and 
spectroscope on the systematic errors to which measures of velocity in the line of sight are liable.

Mr de Sitter completed the series of observations with the Zollner photometer for the purpose of determining 
the relation between the visual and photographic magnitudes of stars in different gallactic latitudes (see Gfroningen 
Publications, No. 12), and he sailed for Holland on 6tb December. During his stay of over two years he had 
done very valuable work, especially in aiding in the reduction of the observations for. stellar parallax and in 
the reduction o f heliometer observations of Jupiter's Satellites (see p. lxxxvii). A series of seventy-eight photographic 
plates, with six exposures on each, o f  the minor planet Iris (from 1899 July 11 until the middle of January 1900) 
was taken, with the view o f utilising the measurement of the plates, in combination with meridian observations of a 
number of comparison stars, to make a determination of the mass of the Moon. But the discovery of tho minor 
planet Eros, its subsequent extensive observation at many different Observatories, aud the much larger coefficients 
which Eros offered in consequence of its near approach to the Earth, seemed to render it undesirable to expend 
the large amount of labour that would have been necessary to complete such a determination, seeing that the 
materials for a far more powerful one were available.

Two of our computers, the optical fitter, and the carpenter, who were all members of the Capo Volunteer
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Artillery, were oalled out for active service at the seat of war; the work of the Observatory necessarily suffered by 
their absence.

On 8th April 1900 I visited Europe on leave, Mr Hough remaining in charge until my return on 20th 1900. 
November. I had many objects in view during this visit, viz., to inspect the new transit circle, then nearly completed, 
in the workshops of Messrs Troughton and Simms; to attend the meetings of the Permanent Committee of the 
Astrographic Congress and o f the International Geodetic Association which were held at Paris in July and September 
respectively; and to be present, as a delegate of Cape Colony, at the meetings held at Burlington House for 
organisation of the International Catalogue of Scientific Literature. I was also much occupied in promoting 
matters in connection with the great African Geodetic Arc of Meridian.

The material for the steel Observatory o f  the new transit circle reached the Cape in April, and its erection was 
completed in December. A description o f the Observatory is given at page 41 o f the present work. The transit 
circle was ready for preparatory inspection in May. Mr Simms took the utmost care in ' carrying out suggested 
alterations and improvements made by me from time to time, and the instrument was finally passed in October as 
ready to be dismounted and packed for shipment. The third and last volume o f the Cape Photographic 
Du/rchmusterung (Cape Annals,■ vol. v.), having been passed through press by Professor Kapteyn, it was 
distributed in 1900. This brought to conclusion the great work to which Kapteyn had consecrated over twelve of 
the best years of his life. An account o f the history of its inception and manner o f execution is given at pp. xlviii 
to lviii.

Vol. viii., part 2, of the Cape Annals, containing the results of “  Heliometer Investigations on the Parallaxes of the 
principal fixed Stars of the Southern Hemisphere,”  was also passed through press in this year (see also pp. lx to lxviii).

The 24-inch object-glass of the M'Clean telescope being in Dublin for alteration, the 18-inch visual 
telescope, with the Repsold micrometer attached to it, was devoted to the measurement of double stars, o f which 228 
were made by Mr Lunt and 588 by Mr Innes. The stars selected for measurement have been, as a rule, pairs which 
Were never before measured, or which have not been observed since Herschel’s expedition to the Cape in 1885 ; of 
these, seventy pairs are under 1"  distance and fifty-six between 1" and 2", and the series includes a number of 
Observations of a Centauri as a double star.

The machine for measuring astrographic plates which I devised gave such complete satisfaction that a second 
one of the same description was ordered from Messrs Repsold and brought into use early in 1900. In the 
physical laboratory, Mr Lunt was much occupied with investigations on the spectra of oxygen, silicon, aluminium, 
boron, and sulphur.

The 24-inch objective of the M'Clean telescope, which was sent to Sir Howard Grubb for correction in 1899 1901. 
October 31, was received on 1901 February 16. It was tested with varying separation of the lenses until 18th April, 
when it was finally adjusted and accepted. This completion of M'Clean’s munificent gift was marked by the 
uncovering of the Inscription Stone by His Excellency the Governor (The Hon. Sir Walter Hely Hutchinson) on 
19th September. | An account of the ceremony will be found at page 3 of the present work. The somewhat yellow 
colour o f the three prisms in the line-of-sight spectroscope produced an undue absorption of light in the region 
between H $ and H<J, and Mr M'Clean, with his wonted generosity, provided for a new battery o f four prisms of very 
transparent glass giving together rather less dispersion and the same deviation as the three prisms of very heavy 
glass. In consequence of a cable message from the Cambridge Instrument Company to the effect that the new 
prisms, by Hilger, were ready, the spectroscope was shipped to Cambridge on 18th April— unfortunately a few days 
before the appearance o f the great comet. The objective prism was employed by Mr Lunt with the Victoria 
telescope in photographing faint stars having peculiar spectra and for visual searching for star-like nebula-—of 
which two were found by Mr Lunt. A number of long-exposure photographs of remarkable objects were also made 
by him.

The iron bed-plate o f the new transit circle reached tho Observatory in Maroh, tho piore and remaindor of tho 
instrument, except the collimators, in April of this year. No difficulty was experienced in erection and adjustment, 
but a great deal of time was given to experimental work in conneotion with insulation o f tho piers from heat and in 
improving the methods of illuminating tho microscopes, etc. Tho most serious difficulties encountered were in con
neotion with tho installation o f the meridian marks, in consequonce o f tho goologioal conditions o f tho site. Rock- 
drill borings showed that the solid quartzito rock o f the Malmosbury bods (underlying the whole S.IS. corner o f Africa) 
lies at the site of tho transit circle at a depth varying from 16 to 80 foot below tho surfaco— the rock being more or 
less weathered down to thoso depths. It is evident that if  tho lensos and marks woro orectod on piers founded at 
such depths there would bo groat risk of ohanges in tho piors themselves, apart entirely from tho fact that a small 
angular tilt in tho foundations of such height would produce a considerable linoar displacement of the lens or mark.
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Accordingly I devised n plan by which tho positions o f marks attached to the solid rock can be transferred vertically 
abovo ground level, or, rather, by  which the lens or mark can be instantaneously adjusted vertically over the 
referring mark attached to tho solid rock below. Theso conditions and the means by which tho difficulties they 
created wore overcome are fully described at pp. 88 and 47 o f the present work.

Mr Innos mado a large number o f measures o f double stars with the Repsold micrometer applied to the 18-inch 
refractor, and Mr Lunt was engaged in an elaborate investigation o f the spectrum o f silicon with the new laboratory 
spectroscope by Hilger.

An admirably working plan was derived and carried out for opening and closing the transit circle Observatory 
by an electro-motor instead o f the hand motion originally supplied. The Annual Results o f Meridiem Observations, 
made under the direction o f  Mr Stone, 1878-79, wore printed this y ear : their publication completes the issue of 
results o f  all the work done under his direction.

The heliometer which had been in constant use since 1887 was dismounted in March 1901 and completely 
taken to pieces. Its various parts were repainted, repolished, lacquered, etc., all defects made good, and some 
convenient changes in the way o f now switches and carbon resistances for regulation o f  the illumination were intro
duced. Tho work occupied three aud a half months, and was admirably done by Mr Miller, the optical fitter attached 
to the Observatory, who had just returned from service at the front.

Between 1901 June 24 and September 27, Mr Bryan Cookson made heliometer measures on thirty-eight nights 
o f  the mutual distances and position angles o f  Jv/piter's Satellites on the same plan as that o f my observations in
1891, and considerable progress in their reduction was made in course o f the year.

1902. Although my original plan was to line the pits for the under-ground azimuth marks of the transit circle 
with cast iron, the Admiralty Director o f Works advised that an attempt should in the first place be made to 
exclude water by brick and cement. The plan was tried for two o f the pits, but it completely failed; and, after 
considerable delay, the plan o f lining all the shafts with coal iron cylinders was sanctioned. The solid cast-iron 
flanged tubes (which form the bottom of the iron lining) were received at the end o f 1902, and were embedded in 
the solid rock.

The investigations o f the errors o f all the micrometer screws and o f  the pivots o f  the transit circle were 
completed in 1902 (see pp. 60 and 66).

Parts 13 2, and 3 of vol. ix. o f  the Cape Annals, containing his revision o f the Cape Photographic Durch
musterung, was passed by Mr Innes through press during his leave o f absence in England.

Vol. x., part 1, o f the Cape Annals, containing his investigations on the spectra o f silicon and oxygen, was 
passed by Mr Lunt through press during his stay in England.

Many spectra o f stars from 3'5 to 5*5 magnitude were photographed during, the year with the 24-inch objective 
and Grubb objective prism o f the Victoria telescope, and a number o f successful photographs o f interesting objects 
were secured without the prism. With the 18-inch visual objective o f the Victoria telescope Mr Innes made 384 
complete sets o f measures (distance and position angle) on 239 pairs of double stars; the measured, pairs include 27 
stars which had not been previously catalogued as double. Mr Innes also discovered two new variable stars, viz., 
C.D.M. —42°’825, period 260 days, and C.Z. 3h No.. 721, period 95 days.

Mr Power gave considerable time to the investigation of questions raised by Dr Ristenpart in connection with 
possible errata in the Cape Catalogues for 1840 and 1850. These were all carefully dealt with by him, and the 
whole o f these manuscripts were collected, arranged, and bound.

Mr Bryan Cookson at the opposition o f 1902 continued his observations o f  the relative position angles and 
distances o f Jupiter's Satellites; he obtained 570 observations on forty-eight nights. He also completed the 
reduction and discussion o f the whole o f the observations o f a similar series made in 1901. Astrographic plates o f 
Jupiter's Satellites were taken for the same purposes as the heliometer measures (see p. xcii). The work of 
measuring the catalogue plates has been very seriously hindered by the resignation, early in the year, o f five out of 
the six ladies previously employed on the measurement— a result due mainly to the high rates o f pay given in 
Johannesburg. The training o f  a new staff cost much time. '-

Field operations on the Anglo-German boundary between British Bechuanaland and German S.W. Africa were 
suspended in May, it being absolutely necessary to give the observers rest and change of climate. The northern part 
o f  the work proved peculiarly trying and difficult and only possible o f execution during certain months o f the year. 
Major Laffan, R.E., the British Commissioner, returned from England, and sailed from Simon’s Bay for Swakopmund, 
in H.M.S. “ Pearl,”  on 12th December, to meet his German colleague, who went then direot from Germany. Mr 
Heatlie, formerly engaged on the Geodetic Survey o f Rhodesia, was engaged to accompany and assist Major Laffan, 
so as, if  possible, to complete the work during the short season that water melons aro available, as tho juice o f this
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fruit is the only source o f water-supply in some o f the arid districts through which the northern part o f the 
boundary passes.

The lining with iron o f  the pits which give access to the azimuth marks o f  the transit circle was completed, so 1903. 
that it became possible to build the collimator piers and the houses covering the collimator and meridian marks.*
It also no.\v became possible to determine exactly the.foci o f the four object-glasses required for adjusting the upper 
marks vertically over the underground marks.

A  very large amount o f  work was devoted in 1903 to the investigation o f the division errors of both circles of 
the transit circle, and Mr Hough communicated a paper to the R.A.S. on the methods employed (Monthly Notices, 
R.A.S., vol. lxiv. p. 461). The new travelling wire eye-end for the reversible transit circle made by Repsolds (see 
p. 48), provided with .means for bright wire illumination in a dark field, and registration o f the readings o f the head 
o f  the declination micrometer, arrived and was mounted. Much time was spent in preliminary experiments in this 
mode o f observation. The spectroscope o f the . Victoria’ telescope, which had been in the hands o f the Cambridge 
Scientific Instrument Company since M ay,-1901, arrived at the Cape on 27th May of this year. It is now fitted 
with four new very transparent glass prisms, and with the very beautiful thermostatic arrangements described at 
pp. 26—29 o f the present work. The very considerable cost o f these alterations and additions was generously paid 
by Mr M'Clean.

In February and March. Mr Innes made with the 18-inch telescope 106 measures o f 108 double stars, two of 
which were o f new pairs, the series including ten sets o f measures o f a Centauri.

During Mr Lunt’s absence, Mr Goatcher measured and discussed all the lines visible in the spectra o f Canopus 
and Sirius taken with the three-prism spectrograph. Within the limits o f 4202, 4584, he finds the spectrum of 
Canopus to contain the lines o f H, Fe, Ti, Sc, Ca, Mg, Ba, Sr, Y, C, V , Zr, and these -elements account for all the 
lines visible. The spectrum o f  Sirius within the same limits shows the. presence o f H , Fe, Ti, Cr, Ca, Ba, Sr, Mg.
H e has also measured and reduced photographs o f the spectra o f and. oj Centauri, ft Orionis, a Pavonis, and 
a Scorpii.

Previous to July, the Victoria telescope was employed by Mr Goatcher in photographing star clusters and 
nebulae. Between 22nd July and 7 th November the instrument was dismounted for the purpose o f adapting the 
remodelled spectroscope with its automatic temperature control and the Callendar recorder, which registers 
continuously, the.temperature o f  the interior of. the prism box. The mounting o f the numerous electric leads, the 
rebalancing o f  the telescope, the fitting and adjustment o f all subsidiary apparatus ana switches occupied some 
months. One hundred and four photographs were taken for the focussing and adjustment o f the spectrograph—  
mainly by Newall’s method. In this method one part of the slit is used, and the image o f  the spectrum is formed by 
rays passing through one half o f the cOllimator objective and through the thinner half o f the prisms; immediately 
afterwards another adjacent part o f the slit is used and another spectrum is photographed on the same plate by rays 
which have passed through the other half o f the collimator object-glass o f  the camera telescope, but it is 
impossible to obtain coincidence o f the lines in two such photographs throughout the entire length o f  the spectrum.
With proper adjustment the lines coincide for a certain distance and then deviate like those of a very fine vernier.
In the remodelled spectroscope a screen is provided, which moves in a slide, so that it can be pushed in front of 
either half of the object-glass, or clear of it. This slide is worked by a rod coming outside the aluminium case, and a 
spring dropping into proper notches enables the observer to place the screen exactly in any one of the three 
requisite positions. Experience with the original spectroscope showed the necessity for this, as a perceptible 
systematic difference in the-apparent radial velocity, amounting to several kilometres per second, was obtained from 
measures of lines, in different parts of the spectrum. This anomaly has its origin in the different exposure required 
for rays passing through a greater or less thickness of glass. If the spectrum is over-exposed, the mean image of a 
line photographed with the full aperture would depend in greater proportion on tho rays which pass through tho

* A sad accident occurred in course of the final olosuro or rusting of tho joints of tho flanged tubes which lino the collimator pits. Some of 
the joints in the pit under the north long focus lens had given groat trouble by leaking. The Observatory carpenter had made up a pail of tho 
nuting mixture (iron filings, sulphur, and sal-ammoniac) immediately before dinner; and, after dinner, deaoondod tho pit to fill up tho leaking 
joints; All Was well at two o’clock, for one of the staff delivered a message to him, to which ho gave n chooiy reply. Ton minute# later someone 
had occasion to visit the spot, and was unable to enter on aeoount of dense sulphnr fumes which filled the pit and lower room of the N. eollimatoi 
house. Immediately on report to me, water spray from fire hoses was omployod to wash down tho fuuios, but some ton minutes elapsed before reerae 
could bo attempted. The bodies both of the oarpenter and tho Kroomon who assisted him were found at tho bottom of tho upper ladder. 1 hoy 
had obviously made a rush to on cape from a suddon outbreak of fumes, had climbod up one ladder from the point where they were at wwk. but 
had become stupefied whon ascending tho upper ladder, and fallen to tho temporary platform on whioh it rested. All efforts by artificial respiration 
failed to restoro life. Subsequent experimont proved that a mixture of tho same kind as that whieh tho carpenter had prepared, if kept in hulk, 
would rapidly riso in temperature and in little more than an hour would reaoh tho temperature of boiling water, when a sudden violent ditehatgfe 
of steam, strongly ohargod with sulphurotted hydrogen, takas place; and this was precisely what had occurred in the ease in »\ue»tton. The sad 
occurrence threw a very heavy gloom over our little community, for both the oarpenter and the Krooman were moet worthy and reliable men.
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half of tho prism next to tho base than would bo tho ease in an undor-oxposod spectrum; and it is practically 
impossible to maintain an exact relative density between the image of the comparison spectrum and that o f the star. 
The remedy appears to be to uso for determinations o f radial velocity only those lines which are in perfect 
coincidence when separately photographed through the thick and thin halves o f tho prisms. For this purpose the 
rule was laid down to take through both halves o f the prisms a plate o f the iron comparison spectrum immediately 
before or after any photograph intended for determination o f radial velocity, and to use for the velocity 
determinations only the part or parts o f the spectrum in which the linos in the two adjacent spectra are in perfect 
coincidence. The whole o f the experiments and adjustments were completed on 7th November, but, in consequence 
o f  the exceptionally unfavourable weather, only twenty-two plates o f  spectra could be obtained on thirteen nights 
before the end o f the year.

The most remarkable result obtained is the rapid radial velocity o f  a Phcenicis, which, in December, was 
receding at 105 kilometres por second from the Earth and 82 kilometres from the Sun.

The new objective prism of 24 inches aperture and l l£ °  o f refracting angle, in a new mounting (which permits 
its use alone or conjunctly with tho Grubb prism), was received from Messrs Zeiss at the end o f November, but 
has not yet been adapted to the telescope.

The work of the Anglo-German Boundary Survey between German S.W. Africa and British Bechuanaland 
was completed. Reference to the valuable services rendered by Colonel Laffan, British Commissioner, and 
Lieutenant Doering, the German Commissioner, will be found at p. cxxiii.

The geodetio operations in the Transvaal and Orange River Colony were actively, commenced in January 1903, 
under the superintendence o f Colonel Morris.

For the measurement o f  the arc o f meridian from the Zambesi to Lake Tanganyika 1 selected Dr Tryggve 
Rubin, who was a member o f  the Swedish Russian Expedition for measurement o f the Spitzbergen arc o f meridian 
in the summer o f  1901, and leader o f the expedition which completed that work in the summer o f  1902. After 
residence and work for three weeks at the Cape Observatory he sailed for Chinde on 29th April, accompanied by 
Dr F. 0 . Stoehr, M.B. (surgeon o f the Expedition), and Messrs Edward Stroud and Paul Chapman as assistants. 
The party arrived at Chinde on 12th May, where they were detained a week in landing and reshipping their 
instruments for Feira. The party proceeded to Fort Jameson, where the equipment o f the expedition with native 
carriers was completed, and it finally reached its field o f operations at Feira, on the Zambesi, on 13th July.

An account of the subsequent operations will be found at pp. cv to cix.
Mr Franklin Adams arrived at the Cape on 28th July o f this year. His assistant, Mr Kennedy, reached the 

Cape a month before him, to erect the fine photographic equatorial with a triple lens by Cooke o f 10 inches’ 
aperture and 45 inches’  focal length. Mr Franklin Adams had made a series o f  charts o f the Northern Hemisphere 
with this instrument. I d 1902 he fell ill, and came to South Africa with the somewhat incongruous double 
purpose o f curing the rheumatism and neuritis from which he suffered and o f  photographing the Southern Heavens. 
He occupied rooms near the Royal Observatory during one half o f  each m onth; and during the other half o f the 
month, when moonlight would fog his long-exposure plates, he went to the Sanatorium o f  Caledon, about sixty 
miles distant from the Observatory, where he took a course o f treatment at the celebrated hot chalybeate springs 
there. It  was in vain that the doctor and his friends urged him first to complete his cure and then to do his 
astronomy— nothing would turn him from his purpose. He would come back from Caledon at the end o f a 
fortnight, greatly benefited, and undo a great part o f that benefit by long exposure at night, to return, as cheerily 
as ever, to Caledon at the end of a fortnight A t first he could not dress without assistance or walk without 
difficulty and pain. His condition o f  health slowly improved; but his enthusiasm, optimism, and mental energy 
told against the permanent improvement o f  his health and the ultimate quality o f  his first series o f  Cape 
Photographs. H e had made a plan for doing his work which left no time for preliminary experiment, for his 
previous experience did not enable him to realise how numerous are the precautions, trials, and tests required to 
obtain perfect astronomical photographs o f  plates 15° square, taken with a telescope o f 10 inches’ aperture and so 
short a focus as 45 inches. The object-glass was a very fine one, the stand and clockwork practically perfect, but 
the mounting o f the lens did not allow o f its accurate “  centering ” and “  squaring,”  nor were the wooden tube and 
plate-holder capable o f  the necessary precise adjustment, .or o f preserving the perfect parallelism o f the axis o f 
the guiding and photographic telescopes. In spite o f advice, he insisted that the work must go on according to 
his programme before these faults could bo altered. But when he returned to England, and some o f  tho necessary 
changes were made, he realised the value o f these improvements in a new series o f photographs o f  the Northorn 
Heavens, which he immediately proceeded to make.

In November 1909 he proposed to return to South Africa to rephotograph the Southern Heavens, but
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recurrence o f  his illness defeated this plan, aud he finally presented his fine instrument to the Observatory at 
Johannesburg, and provided an assistant to carry on the work. On his lamented death in 1912, Mr Innes 
uudertook the coutiuuation of the photographic work; the plates arc now (1912) being discussed for stellar distribution 
at the Royal Observatory, Greenwich— a discussion which will undoubtedly yield results o f much interest and value 
to cosmical astronomy.

During this year 1 was absent, on leave, from 25th March to 25th October, and during my visit to England attended: 1904. 
the Congress of the International Association o f Scientific Academies as a delegate of the Royal Society, and was also 
rnuoh occupied with preliminary arrangements in connection with the approaching visit of . the' British Association 
to South Africa in 1905.

A  very large amount of labour during the year was devoted to work connected with the installation and 
determination o f the constants of the new transit circle, the investigation o f the errors o f graduation of the circles 
for every division line, on the fixed circle (5' to 5'), and, for the movable, circle, the error of each line marking the 
degrees. The observations were begun 1903 September 28, and completed 1904 October 24 ; ten different observers 
took part in the work. The investigation involved 76,524 pointings for the fixed circle, and 22,300 for the movable 

. circle. Mr Hough’s derivation of the division errors from these observations is given at pp. 84—114 of the present 
work.

Four complete and independent series of investigations of the errors of the pivots were made during 190.4, viz., 
two with clamp E and two with clamp W  ; all agree with each other and with the results obtained in 1903. Investi
gation o f the flexure and torsion of the axis, flexure of the tube and circles, constancy of the Nadir under opposite 
conditions of motion from the Zenith, have also been made, as well as determinations o f  the circle and eye-end 
micrometer screws, and the screw-value and contact intervals o f the Repsold travelling wire micrometer. All these 
operations were carried on day and night, to the practical exclusion of ordinary meridian observing with the new 
transit circle, because it is only by such observations and their immediate discussion that instrumental defects can 
be discovered and remedied and a sound observing system with a sound instrument be established.

The observers have all passed through a course of training in observing by the Repsold method with the 
travelling wire ; that is to say, in the original method proposed by Dr Repsold; in which no clockwork is employed 
to aid the observer. The apparatus for the automatic motion of the travelling wire at approximately the apparent 
rate of the star’s motion across the field was then under construction by the Soci6t£ Genevoise.

A  large number of observations have also been made to test whether the travelling wire method is free from the 
personal error in Right Ascension depending on magnitude. The result goes to show that, by the travelling wire, 
this source o f systematic error is almost, if  not entirely, eliminated. The actual mean for the six observers makes a 
fainter star observed later than a bright star by 0**0026 per magnitude, or about one-sixth part of the corresponding 
personality, for the same observers when employing the usual method o f chronograph observing. The mean result, 
however, scarcely exceeds its probable error, and it seems likely that, with more experience of the method, an almost 
complete elimination o f personal error will result, not only in personality depending on magnitude, but also independent 
of the velocity and direction of motion of the stars.

The work of the old transit circle during 1904 was confined to the few observations necessary to complete the 
Catalogue of 2798 selected Zodiacal stars, and to a redetermination of the personal equation of the observers depend
ing on magnitude, and the necessary determinations of time.

Owing to an unfortunate accident, which occurred during the absence o f the regular observers, the driving worm 
and sector o f the Victoria telescope were damaged, and the moving portion of the instrument, iucluding the polar 
axis and telescope tubes, had to be raised in order to remove the damaged sector. The sector, driving worm, and 
slow-motion gear were sent to Sir Howard Grubb for alteration and repair.

The instrument was in consequence only in use till 26th August, and was employed principally for the 
photography of star-spectra intended for determination o f motions in tho line of sight. Seventy-four star-spectra 
were photographed during the period, o f which thirty have been measured and radial velocities deduced for 
a Phanicis, a Tauri, a Argus, a Canis Majoris, a Canis Minoris, ft Oeminorum, a Bootis, and «* Centauri.

Part 1, vol. xi. o f the Cape Annals, containing a discussion, by Mr Hough, of tho holiometer triangulation of 
tho southern circumpolar area, and Part 2 o f the same volume, containing tho results of his discussion o f star- 
places in the same area derived from tho measurement o f photographic platos, were passed through press. A short 

/  account of these works will be found at pp. cxxxiii-cxxxviii.
Tho close o f the year was saddened by the nows o f the death o f Mr Frank M'Clean on the 8th November 1904, 

by whioh I lost a very dear friend and the Observatory a most sympathetic and gouorous patron, whose many 
benefactions to tho establishment are above recorded. His genuine devotion to scieuce, coupled with his nmuy act*
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o f  personal kindness, had endeared him to all with whom ho eamo in oontaot during his stay at the Oape in 1879, 
and his loss is felt by ovory member o f the staff as that o f a true and warm-hearted friend.

1905. The object-glasses for use in the meridian-mark pits o f the reversible circle, after repeated returns to the makers, 
have at last beon received o f the requisite foci and o f good definition. This result speaks well for the skill and 
patience o f  Mr Simms, for it is not an easy matter to make a series o f  four good object-glasses, each o f 4 inches' 
aperture, and varying in focus from 20 to 40 feet, and these fooi within an inch o f four different specified lengths.

The meridian marks themselves, and the lenses of long focus by which the marks are viewed, can, by the 
methods described at pp. 39 to 41 and 46 to 48, be rapidly centred vertically over the optical centres o f  the four 
4-inch object-glasses which are bolted to the bottom o f the flanged cast-iron tubs that are cemented into 
unweathered rock. This adjustment can be made by a single setting with a certainty o f  O'OI mm.— corresponding 
to 0*02 seconds o f arc at the distances between the lenses and the mark.* Already, in 1905, there is evidence, 
from discussion o f  the observations o f the marks, o f  a systematic variation o f  the azimuth o f  the transit circle 
itself between sunset and midnight and always in the same direction, amounting from 0 " ‘3 to 0"'5.

The new reversible transit circle has been devoted to observations o f standard stars during the whole year; 
the transits o f  stars have been observed by the Repsold travelling wire method, but without clockwork to aid the 
observer. Experiments, however, have been made with the Cone apparatus constructed by the Soci6t6 Genevoise, 
bnt the method was not brought into general use, as the original motor required modification (see pp. 54—56).

The new transit circle was reversed on its bearings every Monday morning, and the object-glass and eye-end 
were exchanged in the end o f 1905. The constant temperature enclosure o f the standard sidereal dock  was 
completed. The temperature within the clock-case can now be maintained constant within ± 0 ° ’l  F.

The old transit circle was employed, at the urgent request o f  Professor Boss, to determine the positions of 
1154 stars south o f Declination —36°, o f which he was specially desirous to obtain observations in connection with 
the completion o f  his standard Catalogue. Stars o f which occultations have been observed, or which have been 
employed for latitude determination in connection with the Geodetic Survey, were also included in the new working 
list with the old transit circle.

The driving sector o f  the Victoria telescope, which had been sent for repair to Sir Howard Grubb early in 
November 1904, was received in April 1905, together with a “ quick slow-motion”  in R.A. devised by him, which is 
o f great convenience for rapidly bringing a star on the slit o f the spectroscope. The instrument was brought into use 
on 4th May.

The Victoria telescope was devoted to the photographing o f star clusters and nebulae, and photographic 
observations o f  the Satellites o f Uranus and Saturn. A  number o f good photographs o f Saturn’s Satellite Phoebe 
have been secured. An unsuccessful search was made on six nights for Comet Temple III.; Comet b 1905 was 
observed on two nights. Fifty-four star-spectra have been measured and discussed for motion in the line o f sight. 
An interesting series o f heliometer observations was made by Mr Bryan Cookson in 1905, to determine whether, in 
the case o f his observations with the heliometer, the scale value is affected by a term depending on the square o f  the 
distance measured. The question has an important bearing on his determination of the mass o f Jupiter, and it was 
eminently satisfactory to find that the term in question is practically insensible (see pp. xci and cxxxv). Two 
German military officers, Captain Fiisslein and ober-Leutnant von Stephani, engaged upon the determination o f the 
longitude o f Swakopmund, were provided with accommodation for their instruments at the Cape Observatory.

The longitudes of Accra and St Helena were determined (see p. cxliii).
In August of this year the British Association visited South Africa, and much of my time had to be devoted to 

organisation of the general arrangements. Although each centre visited had its own Committee, which was 
responsible for its own local arrangements, yet, admirably as these Committees worked, the demands on my time and 
thought as General Secretary were very exacting. By the exertions of the Committees, the cordial co-operation by 
various Governments, and the admirable arrangements of the railway service, everything worked out to the satisfaction

* The invariability in the azimuths o f these underground marks has proved to be quite remarkable, and, indeed, it soems as if tho great 
mass of the rock which comprises the Malmesbury beds, to which the four lenses are attached, remains as a wholo rigid in position with respect 
to what we may call tho mean axis of the earth's rotation. I f tho earth does not always revolve about tho same axis, tho “  change of latitude ”  so 
produced will of coureo change the astronomical azimuth of the marks. In other words, if tho marks aro roally stablo with rospeot to the earth as 
a whole, their changes of astronomical azimuth should form a means of determining tho ohango of latitude. Mr Hough informs mo that in ono 
year, for which he had completed the definitive azimuths (derived from his recont fundamental dotorminations of tho right asconsions of 
circumpolar stars), the curve of “ change of latitude”  derived from the observations of tho marks agroos prooisoly, on tho whole, with that 
derived at the Potsdam Geodetic Institute from the discussion of the Talcott observations mado at tho International Jjatitudo Stations. Ia  no 
mean of a fortnight’s observations (the instrument being reversed ovory Monday morning) does tho difloronco from tho Potsdam smoothed eurve 
amount to 0" ’ l, and is generally much less. In fact, the two smoothed ourves agroe porfeotly. Mr Hough’s determination of tho periodio 
errors in the right asconsions of the recent fundamental catalogues gives furthor proof of tho stability of these marks and tho importance of 
their systematic employment (.Monthly Notices, R.A.S., Junuary 1913, p. 138, and The Observatory for February 1013),
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of our guests. The outcome of the visit was the creation of many private and scientific friendships between the 
Colonies and our visitors, and a very great impulse was given to the promotion of science in South Africa. A large 
number of the members availed themselves of tho opportunity to visit the Observatory. The following astronomers 
made frequent visits and careful studies of the instruments and of the working of the Observatory generally :—'

Dr Baoklund, . . . Pulkowa.
Dr do Sitter,* . . Groningen.
Professor Donner, . Helsingfors.
Professor Harzer, . . Kiel.

Mr A. Minks, . . . . Cambridge.
Professor Joly, . . .  Dublin.
Dr Rambaud, . . Oxford.
The Earl of Rosse, . . . Birr Castle.

At the same time I had the pleasure and privilege of having as my guests at the Observatory during the 
stay of the Association at Cape Town, Professor J. C. Kapteyn of Groningen, who announced at the meeting his 
discovery of the two great star-streams; Admiral Sir William Wharton, President of the Geographical Section ; Sir 
George Darwin, President of the Association ; and Lady Darwin.

The death of Sir William Wharton was the tragedy which terminated the otherwise happy visit of the British 
Association to South Africa, and which, for me personally, has always shadowed the memory of it  He was attacked 
by sudden illness on the return journey from the Victoria Falls; but fortunately his friends, Sir Lauder Brunton and 
Sir David Bruce—both eminent physicians—travelled in the same train, so.that he had the most skilled and tender' 
care by the way ; and, on arrival at Cape Town, he was brought straight to the Observatory. He was then suffering 
from pneumonia, but two days later typhoid fever developed, and, after ten days in a state of semi-unconsciousness, 
he gently passed away, to the inexpressible grief of all who’ loved him. A few days later he was buried with Naval 
honours at Simon’s Bay, and laid in the Naval cemetery, overlooking the sea that he loved so well. By his death I 
lost one of my oldest and best friends. Our friendship began when we were both engaged in longitude operations 
at. Mauritius in 1874 (see p. xxxv), and it continued unbroken to the last. He held for twenty years (1884-1904) 
the post of Hydrographer, and, from the soundness and width of his knowledge, his moderation and sound judgment, 
filled that important post with singular distinction. Hia knowledge of astronomy and his great interest in the 
subject were fortunate circumstances for the Cape Observatory, and enabled him to give sound opinions when 

: questions dealing with its interests were referred to him (see also footnote, p. xxi).
The new 'reversible transit circle was in regular use throughout the year, being employed in observations for 

the new Fundamental Catalogue and in certain researches on the “  magnitude equation ” in connection with the after
mentioned heliometer observations. The Repsold-Struve method of observation was continued, without the use of 
clockwork. Experiments were continued with the clock-driven wire, and, so long as the electro-motor preserved a 
nearly uniform rate, the cone apparatus and differential gear worked to perfection, and the star could be maintained 
in perfect bisection on the travelling wire throughout the transit by pressing one or other of two keys, of which 
the action of one is to accelerate the other to retard the rate o f motion of the wire by 4 per cent. But, unfortunately, 
the rate of the motor varied by quantities greater than 4 per cent., so that, until this variation of rate was corrected, 
the perfection of bisection during the transit of a star could not be maintained, t

The old non-reversible transit instrument was employed in continuation o f the observation o f the list of stars 
^undertaken last year, and that work was completed in the beginning of August From that time a series of observa- 

tions of selected stars, whose relative positions were accurately fixed by heliometer measurement, was made, in order 
I to determine the personality of the observers depending on magnitude both with the old and new transit circles. 
I That is to say, a bright star, having two much fainter stars, the one preceding the other following i t  is selected, 

all three stars being situated nearly symmetrically with respect to tho brighter star. Heliometer observations of 
|the position angle and distance o f the bright star with respect to the fain tor stars obviously determine the right 
»  ascension of the bright star relative to the fainter stars, with results that are free from personality depending ou 
■ the magnitudes of the stars or of the adopted scale-value of the heliomotor. Tho results aro published in tho Monthly 

Notices, R.A.S., vol. lxvii. p. 248, and show; for tho observers with the old transit circle, personal equations 
Hnearly identical with those derivod by the method of soroens, and nearly insensible personal equations for those 
cderived by the moving wire method with tho new trausit circle. Tho Victoria tolosoopo was employod principally 
I for the determination o f tho radial velocities of stars by means of spectra photographed with tho four-prism spectro*

* Now Professor at Lriidbn.
t  This diflloulty has now boon overcome by tho employmont of a simple shunt-wound electro-motor of much greater aise and power than is 

really roquirod to do the work, and whioh thereforo runs without niuoh heating (or consoquout change of internal reaiatanoe aud rate), and is not 
practically uffeotod in rate by the amall excoss or dofeot of work dono (<.#. according as tho motion of the travelling wire ia nooeletated or retarded). 
Also, instead of produoing differential motion in tho manner suggested at p. 50, tho differential motion is given at the eyooml by a convenient 
arrangemont, whioh will be subsequently described by Mr Hough.

X
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graph. Mr Lunt discovered evidence of the presence of europium in the spectra of the stars a Bootis and /3 
Gmninorum. His paper on the subject is published in the Proceedings o f  the Royal Society, vol. lxxix. p. 118.

Tho 18-inch visual telescope of the Victoria equatorial was employed on seventeen nights for observations of the 
comet Finlay and comet Metcalf by Messrs 'Hough, Lunt, Baldwin, and Simpson, and daylight observations o f the 
position angle and distance o f the components o f a Centauri were made on eight days by Messrs Baldwin *  and Innes.

The Cape Catalogue o f  S660 Astrographic Standard Stars between declinations —40° and 52° for the equinox 
1900, containing also comparison o f the star-places with those of other catalogues and the derivation of the proper 
motions o f all the stars for which previous observations exist, was, after many delays in printing, finally passed 
through press in 1906.

The Cape General Catalogue fo r  1900, based on observations with the 8-inch transit circle during the year 
1900-1904, containing 2798 Zodiacal stars and all C.P.D. stars not fainter than 8’5 magnitude (except those of 
Zone —42* to —50°), which are not previously contained in any catalogue of precision, was passed through press.

Vol. x. part 2, of the Cape Annals, containing researches by Mr Lunt on the spectra of silicon and fluorine, 
was printed and issued.

Part 2 of vol. xii. of the Cape Annals, containing Mr Bryan Cookson’s observations with the Cape heliometer 
o f the relative distances and position angles of Jupiter’s satellites, and his derivation from them of the mass of 
Jupiter and the inequalities of the satellites, and Part 3, vol. xvi., containing Mr de Sitter’s discussion o f the 
inclination and nodes of the orbits of Jupiter’s satellites derived from measures of photographs taken at the Cape 
in the years 1891, 1903, and 1904, were sent to Greenwich for distribution. (See pp. lxxxviii and xciii.)

Part 5 o f vol. ii., containing meridian observations o f the Sun, Mercury, and Venus during the years 1884-92, 
part 6, vol. ii., containing the results of occultations of stars by the Moon during the years 1896-1906, and 
part 1, vol. vii., containing heliometer observations o f the major planets during the years 1897-1904, were forwarded 
for press.

Colonel Morris completed the reductions of the Geodetic Survey of the Transvaal and Orange River Colony, 
and returned to England early in 1907.

The chain of triangulation connecting the northern, end of the 30th meridian arc in the Transvaal with the 
existing triangulation in Rhodesia was completed by Captain Gordon, R.E., in course of the year.

In the early part o f this year my health became very unsatisfactory. I had fainted, without apparent cause, 
on two occasions.; and my medical adviser strongly recommended that, if possible^ I  should retire before another 
hot season at the Cape, and live afterwards in a more bracing climate. By the. age-limit o f service my retirement 
would tfccur automatically on the 12th of June 1908. Under these circumstances it seemed the proper course 
to intimate to the Admiralty my desire to retire on the 19th of February 1907 (the date on which I would 
complete twenty-eight years of service), and to apply for leave of absence from October 1906. Their Lordships most 
kindly replied that the leave I  applied for was readily granted; but they expressed the hope that the proposed 
change would be so beneficial to my health that I would be able to return to duty after the hot season at the Cape 
had passed. I could, in reply, only express my gratitude and warm thanks for their Lordships’ considerate kindness; 
but added that, having regard to the strong opinion expressed by my doctor, I desired to confirm my proposal of 
retirement, and would, with their Lordships’ permission, sail for England in October.

CONCLUSION.
It  is impossible to close this history without special reference to the staff and their services.
On my arrival at the Cape in 1879 the staff consisted o f:—

First Assistant.— Mr W. H. Finlay, M.A.
Second Assistant. —Mr G. W. H. Maclear.
Third Assistant.— Mr R. T. Pett.
Fourth Assistant.— Mr Isaac Freeman.
Computers.— Messrs J. T. Butler, C. R. Pillans, I. J. Venner.

* Mr J- H. Baldwin, a research student in Astronomy from Melbourne University, arrived at tho Observatory on 18th July for a six months’ 
course of study in practical Astronomy. He devoted himself to the study of a Centauri, both visually and spectroscopically, and he assisted in 
the work of the heliometer and the Victoria telescope.
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Reorganisation of the staff became necessary from time to time from the fact that the work at the Observatory 
gradually enlarged, both in variety and in extent, and the responsibilities of the Astronomer and his staff ultimately 
became quite as groat as those at Greenwich. Iu 1880 there had been the introduction of the heliometer researches 
for stellar parallax, followed by the erection of the new heliometer in 1887 and the extensive researches made with 
it from 1888 onwards. To this was added the work of the Astrographic Chart and Catalogue, and to this again the 
Astrophysical work of the M'Clean telescope, and the erection, testing and working of the new reversible transit 
circle. It was therefore but reasonable that the first assistant at the Cape should in future hold the same rank as 
the Chief Assistant at Greenwich, and that additions to the staff with corresponding promotions should be made.

In Appendix I. will be found a complete list of all officers and other employees of the Observatory 
from 1820 down to the end of 1910, together with data by which the successive changes in promotion and 
reorganisation of the staff may be traced.

When I retired in 1907 the staff was constituted as follows:—

Chief Assistant.—Mr S. S. Hough, M.A., F.RS.
Assistants.—Messrs Joseph Lunt, B.Sc.; R. T. Pett; W. H. Cox; and John Power.
Established Computer (Higher Grade).— Mr Robert Woodgate.
Established Computers.— Messrs J. A. Pead, Robert Cheeseman, A. W. Goatcher, J. A. Wilkin, C. W. Jeffries.
Secretary, Librarian, and Accountant.— Mr Arnold Pilling.
Uncovenanted Computers.— Messrs J. A. Jackson, H. F. Mullis, J. A. Simpson, F. H. Scragg, 

W. Whittingdale, J. C. Wood.
Typist.—Miss L. Carney.

The following ladies were employed on the measurement of the plates and in computing and copying the work 
connected with the Astrographic Star Catalogue:— Misses E. Van Lingen (in charge), M. S. Backwell, M. Coates, 
N. Crosby, N. Maclear, M. Stevens, M. E. Straith, H. F. Twamley.

The following Artificers were also employed

Established Optical Fitter.— Mr T. Miller.
Supernumerary Artificer.— A. Baines.
Stoker.—J. Short
A Resident Carpenter, borne on the books of the Director of Works Department under the Resident 

Engineer at Simon’s Town. .
Three Kroomen— J. Crow, P. Glasgow, and King Solomon— borne on the books of H.M.S “ Crescent” at 

Simon’s Bay, as labourers on the grounds, messengers, and cleaners.

A few words must be said relative to the services rendered by some of the more prominent members of the 
staff; but in the case of Mr Finlay I feel that a fuller notice of his services should be given, as in the case of Mr 
Piazzi Smyth (p. xxviii) and Mr Mann (p. xxviii).

W il l ia m  H e n r y  F in l a y  was born at Liverpool on the 17th June 1849. He was educated at Liverpool 
College School, where he specially distinguished himself in the departments of Mathematics and Science. He gained 
a Minor Scholarship at Trinity College, Cambridge, in 1869, and a Foundation Scholarship in 1871, graduating as 
33rd Wrangler in 1873.

On the retirement of Mr Mann, Mr Finlay was selected on 1873 April 9, to fill the post of First Assistant at the 
Cape Observatory. He arrived at the Cape on the 21st June 1873, and very rapidly mastered the more routine 
duties of his office, which, during Mr Stone’s directorate, were chiefly confined to the reduction of the arrears of 
Maclear’s meridian observations and the current meridian re-observation of Lacaille’s stars. Mr Finlay took his 
full share in these observations, and in their systematic reduction and preparation for press in catalogue form. He 
observed the transits of Venus of 1874 and 1882; at the latter he occupied an isolated station (Aberdeen Road), of 
which he determined the longitude.

. Under my directorate he was assigned the prinoipal share in the longitude operations connecting Aden and the 
Cape, observing both at the Cape and Aden. Besides his official work in these operations, in course of his voyages to 
and from Aden, during the short stoppages of the steamer at Dclagoa Bay, Quilimano, Mosambique, and Zanzibar, 
he determined local time at the two first-mentioned stations with a sextant and artificial horizon, and at the two 
latter by means of vertical transits with a 14-inch theodolite by Troughton & Simms, and at all of them he 
exchanged time signals with tho Cape. Tho observations and tho resulting longitudes are published by him 
(Monthly Notices, R.A.S., xliii. p. 488).
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Ho dovotod himself with groat zeal to tho observation o f  comets and occultations o f stars; tho numerous and 
accurate observations o f comets which emauated from the Cape Observatory between 1880 and 1898 are mainly due 
to him. Ho iudopondontly discovered tho great comot of 1882, and made tho first, determinations of its position 
(Monthly Notices, 1LA.S., xliii. p. 488). Along with. Dr Elkin, he observed the disappearance o f this comet at the 
Sun’s limb with tho 7-inoli equatorial. O f this unprecedented oiroumstanco he writes (loc. cit., xliii. p. 22) : “  By 
keeping tho Sun’s limb at the edgo o f the field I was able to follow the comet continuously right into the boiling at 
the limb. 1 lost sight o f it suddenly at 4h 50m 58* Cape M.T., when the Sun’s limb was boiling all about it. I 
fanciod I caught a glimpse o f it 8* later, but was not sure. I then examined the Sun’s disc very carefully, but could 
not see the very slightest trace o f the comet. I swept round the limb before the Sun disappeared behind ' the Lion 
Hill, but saw nothing. The Sun was then very low and the definition bad. Two measures with the micrometer about 
half an hour before the disappearance gave 4" for the diameter o f the comet’s disc.”

To Dr Elkin, observing with one segment o f the 4-inch heliometer object-glass, the nucleus of the>comet 
disappeared six seconds before the time recorded by Mr Finlay. He writes (loc, cit., p. 23 ): “ I  actually observed 
it (the comet’s nucleus) to disappear among the undulations o f the Sun’S limb at 4h 5.0m 528 Cape M.T., the observa
tion being considered at the time as accurate as an occupation o f a star, say, o f the fourth magnitude, at the bright 
limb o f the full Moon. The moment noted was when the last trace o f the comet was suspected amidst, the boiling 
o f the lim b: 4* before it was still plainly visible. The undulations were, however, already some 5" in magnitude, 
aud the comet was probably still some fraction o f this distance from the Sun's true liinbi . .. . A  red glass sunshade was 
used, and it appeared to  me that the intrinsic brilliancy o f the nucleus, and o f a small portion o f the emanations 
from it, could scarcely have been inferior to that o f the Sun’s surface itself. Immediately, after noting the times, I 
changed the low power (60) with which the previous observation was made for one o f 180, and carefully scrutinised 
the place where the comet had disappeared, and its probable path, for about quarter o f  an hour without being able 
to, detect any traces of a body, dark or bright, on the face o f the S.un. The definition was, however, with increasing 
zenith distance, becoming worse and Worse, and I noted at the. time that possibly an.object o f  1" or less (in 
diameter) might have escaped unnoticed, to. which I might add that at the time o f disappearance at the limb the 
nucleus was estimated to be still some 5" in diameter. A t that time it was not possible to say with certainty 
whether the comet was passing behind the Sun or between us and the Sun, the available observations not admitting 
o f  any reliable conclusions being deduced from them. As this latter proved to be the case, the fact o f a comet’s 
invisibility on the Sun’s face, to ordinary instrumental means at least, lends an additional interest to the observation.”

In conjunction with D r Elkin, Mr Finlay published the first elements o f the comet, and pointed out their 
strong resemblance to those o f the great comets o f  1843 and 1880. He discovered the comet (1886 e) which bears 
his name; his computed elements o f this cometare published, loc. cit., xlvii. pi 302.. .

H e also independently found comet i.886 f  after its perihelion passage, and his are the only post-perihelion 
observations of-the comet that .exist. In the same year he succeeded in observing Winnecke’s periodic comet, 
which had escaped detection in the Northern Hemisphere. He also published approximate elliptic elements of 
comet 1884 (Barnard) (loc. cit., xlv. p. 54) and approximate parabolic elements of comet. 1887 a (loc. cit, xlvii. 
p. 303), which was remarkable for an almost entire absence o f  nucleus or condensation. : The elements o f  the latter 
comet, although thus of. necessity “ rough,”  prove conclusively that the comet belongs to the family o f “ Sun- 
grazers,”  of. which :1843 I. and 1880 I. and 1882 II. are members.

He was an admirable observer with the heliometer, as is evidenced by the results o f .the observations made 
by him in -connection with the triangulation o f the Victoria comparison stars, the observations o f the satellites 
of-Jupiter, and o f  stellar parallax, already quoted. Astronomers arc indebted to him for the excellent “ Star- 
correction Tables,”  which are now so largely used.. They are first described by him in the Monthly Notices, 
R.A.S., vol. i. p. 497, and are published as an Appendix to the Cape Meridiem Observations, 1890-91. The 
corresponding “  Day-Numbera ”  are published annually by the Cape Observatory.

He became a member o f the South-African Philosophical Society from 1881, and its General Secretary 
from 1881 till 1887, when he was elected its President— an office which he hold for two years. Ho was also 
a member of the Cape Meteorological Commission and an examiner iu Mathematics for the Cape University. In 
1897 he fell into bad health, and in August o f the following year was obliged, On this ground, to retire on pension.

Mr G e o r g e  W. H. M a c l e a r  was the eldest son o f Sir Thomas Maclear; on his father’s recommendation he was 
appointed Second Assistant in June 1852, when only sixteen years o f age. In August 1884 he became 2nd 
Class Assistant, under the, new reorganisation o f  that year, and retired on pension, in ill health, in Juno 1898. 
His services during my directorate, and I believe in that o f Mr Stone, woro primarily connected with the Time 
and Time-signal service, and he was responsible for the reduction o f all meridian. observations iu Right Ascension.
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Iu his early days he made a few observations o f double stars, was a diligent observer o f comets and occultations, 
and during his whole oareer was an active observer with the transit circle. He took part in the longitude operations 
connecting Aden and the Cape, and in many smaller operations of the kind. He was an earnest, diligent, and 
accurate worker in all the departments in which he was engaged ; but his limited education, consequent on his too 
early adoption of strenuous practical routine work, prevented the possibility o f the farther promotion to which 
his long and devoted services would otherwise have entitled him. He died at his house, in Mowbray, on 
1895 June 26.

Mr R. T. P ett  joined the staff of the Observatory in 1876, to fill the position o f 3rd Assistant, vacated by the 
retirement o f Mr Calcott Stevens. In August 1884 he was promoted to the rank of 2nd Class Assistant, and in 
September 1900 to that of Assistant. He rendered great assistance in 1879 and 1880 in the preparation o f the 
Cape Catalogue o f  1850 for press, and did excellent work in the department o f miscellaneous computations. Until 
1891 Mr Pett was in charge of the library and accounts, and throughout the whole of his service has been a regular 
and very accurate observer with the transit circle. On the retirement o f Mr Maclear in 1893, Mr Pett succeeded 
him in charge of the Time Department and the reduction of all the Meridian Observations in Right Ascension. He 
has taken an active part in nearly all the longitude operations since 1879 and especially in the determination of 
the longitude of. St Helena.(p. cxliii) and in the connection o f the longitudes of Greenwich and the Cape via 
Ascension (p. xxxv).

Mr W. H. Cox, on the' retirement of Mr Isaac Freeman, was appointed a Junior Assistant at the 
Cape in 1883. In 1893 he was promoted to an Assistant (2nd Class), and in 1905 to be Assistant His work 
has been confined almost exclusively to meridian observing and the reduction o f meridian observations in 
declination. He has discharged these important duties in a most earnest and. accurate manner down to the 
present time.

Mr J. Power, after long experience (dating from 1875) as a Computer at Greenwich, joined the staff of the 
Cape Observatory in 1891. The secretarial work of the establishment had so increased that I found it impossible, 
without the-neglect o f scientific work, to continue it single-handed; and Mr Pett’s astronomical duties, above men
tioned, had so developed in amount that it was impossible for him also to take effective charge of the library and 
accounts. To Mr Power was, therefore, assigned, the duties o f Secretary, Accountant, and Librarian, and these he 
performed admirably till 1897. Upon the reorganisation of the Observatory in that year, Mr Power was relieved 
of these duties, and was put at the head o f the'miscellaneous computing department, in which position he has shown 
remarkable industry and devotion to the service, and has achieved an exceptional amount o f valuable work, particularly 
in connection with the preparation and proof-reading of the Cape General Catalogue fo r  1890 (published 1898); the 
Cape General Catalogue fo r  1865 (published. 1899); the Cape Astrographic Standard Star Catalogue (published 
1906); the Cape Catalogues o f  Special Stars fo r  1900 (published 1906) ; and the Cope Catalogue (Boss’s Stars
S. of —36°) (published 1907). He has also rendered very valuable services in connection with the revision and 
control o f the co-ordinates of the “ Catalogue plates” and their preparation for press. Throughout his service ho 
has performed regular and active duty as a transit circle observer. He was promoted to the rank of Junior Assistant 
in 1895, Established Computer (Higher Grade) in 1897. and Assistant in 1905.

Mr R. T. A. I nnes joined the staff o f the Cape Observatory in 1897 as Secretary, Accountant, and Librarian. 
He devoted all his spare time from these duties to active astronomical research— a voluntary service entirely outside 
his official duties, and by his zeal and capacity made valuable additions to the work of the Observatory. His work 
in the revision of the Cape Photographio Dv/rchnvusterung is dealt with at pp. Iviii to lx, and that connectod with 
double stars at p. cxxxviii. He retired, on 1903 March 31st, on appointment to the Directorship of the Transvaal 
Observatory * (see also p. lix).

The gift of the Victoria telescope by Mr Frank M'Olean, with its provision for spectroscopic research, 
necessitated the appointment of an additional assistant with previous training in Physics and Chomistry. On the 
recommendation of Sir Henry Roscoe, Mr J oseph L u n t  was appointed to the post iu July 1897, and reachod the 
Cape on 24th October of the same year. ' But long delays occurred before regular speotroscopio work could bo under
taken. The telescope only reached the Capo in April 1898, and, after long and exhaustive trials, it was found that 
tho large object-glass was defective. At the request of Sir Howard Grubb, it was returned to Dublin for correction 
in October 1899, and was roceived at tho Capo again iu Fobruary 1901. After a series of experimental trials the 
object-glass was definitely accepted as satisfactory. Duriug this time Mr Lunt was omployod iu many varieties of 
work, including tho experimental tests and tho oquipmont o f tho Astrophysical laboratory. As related under the 
hood of “  Astrophysical Observations'* (p. cxxxix), further dolays occurred in eonneotion with the completion o f the

*  Now Govormnont Astronomer at tho Union Observatory, Johannesburg.
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spectroscope, aud Mr Lunt was sent to Cambridge to suporviso tho alterations. At pp. cxl-cxli will be found an 
account of Mr Luut's subsequent work at the Cape.

On the retirement of Mr Innes, Mr A r n o l d  P il l in g  was appointed on 1908 November 3, after competitive 
examination, to the post of “  Clerical Assistant,”  to perform tho duties of Accountant, Secretary, and Librarian, and 
these official duties he has most satisfactorily performed to the present date.

Mr R. W o o d g a tb , after some years of service at the Royal Observatory, Greenwich, joined the Cape staff of 
Computers in 1897. He was promoted to be Established Computer on 1900 March 31st, and Established Computer 
(Higher Grade) the following year. On Mr Ray Wood’s resignation, in 1901, he was placed in charge of the work of 
the Astrographic Chart and Catalogue. By his skill as a photographer, and his thoroughness and accuracy 
in supervision o f the photographic work, he has rendered very valuable service in this department, as he had 
also done in his previous capacity of meridian observer and oomputer.

Mr C. R a y  W oods , appointed “  Photographer ” in 1889, did good observing work in connection with the Cape 
Photographic Durchmust&'ung and in the earlier parts of the international astrographic work. He was promoted to 
be Established Computer in 1897, and resigned in bad health in 1901.

Mr H e n r y  S a w e r t h a l  entered as a Computer from 1885, and took part in the work of the Cape Photographic 
Durchmusterung. During this work he discovered the comet which bears his name. He left the Observatory to 
enter the service of the Survey in 1889.

Special mention, however, should be made of the services of the following gentlemen who left the Observatory 
and did exceptionally good work in the Geodetic Survey:—

Mr W. B. R o b in so n  joined the Observatory as a Computer in 1883, where he did excellent work. He left the 
Observatory at the end o f 1888, where he rendered very valuable services both in the field and in office, and by 
private study passed as a Government Surveyor. He attained great skill and facility in the reduction and adjustment 
of complex trigonometrical figures and in all operations connected with Geodetic Survey. The computations of the 
re-reduction o f Bailey’s Survey (Geodetic Survey o f  South Africa, vol. ii.*) are entirely his work, and he rose to be 
head of the Computing Department of the Transvaal and Orange River Colony.* He is now Assistant Surveyor- 
General of Southern Rhodesia.

Mr A l e x a n d e r  S im m s  was a Computer at the Cape Observatory from 1891 June 1 to 1893 January 31, when 
he became a Government Surveyor, and finally joined the Geodetic Survey. He was an admirable observer, and was in 
charge of the field work of the Geodetic Survey of Southern Rhodesia (Geodetic Survey o f  South Africa, vol. ii.). 
He rendered excellent service there, and also in the Geodetic Survey of the Transvaal and Orange River Colony.*

Mr V ic t o r  L o w in g e r  came as a young Computer to the Observatory in 1895, and did good work in that 
capacity until the end of 1900. He then devoted himself chiefly to Survey matters, but was available for occasional 
observing duty at the Observatory until 1903 April 30. He took a large part in the heliometer triangulation o f the 
Southern Circumpolar area 1897-99 (Cape Annals, vol. xii. part 2), and shared with Mr de Sitter in the 
heliometer observations of S Sagittarii (Cape Annals, vol. viii. part 2, pp. 124B to 129B), and with others made 
heliometer observations of the major planets (Cape Annals, vol. viii. part 1) until the end o f April 1903. He 
afforded great assistance to Mr Bryan Cookson in the heavy computations connected with the solution o f the normal 
equations in the discussion of his heliometer observations of Jupiter’s satellites (Cape Annals, vol. xii. part 2, 
p. 5). Mr Lowinger was then attached to the Geodetic Survey of the Transvaal and Orange River Colony, where he 
carried out the greater part of the levelling operations (Geodetic Survey o f  South Africa, vol. v. pp. 229-242). He 
now occupies an important position in the Survey of the Malay Free States.

I  must refrain from acknowledging in detail the services o f officers of lower rank, but I am very far from 
implying that only those of higher rank than Computer t  have done first-rate service. On the contrary, I should 
state that during my directorate no Computer was recommended for Civil Service examination, previous to promotion 
to an established post, unless he had proved himself to be of reliable character, a good observer, and an accurate and 
painstaking Computer. Much of the work o f a great Observatory depends far more upon these qualities than upon 
the mathematical powers o f those who perform it. A  man may be a good mathematician, but quite useless as an 
observer; or he may be wanting in that painstaking care, concentration, and sustained accuracy which are essential 
in most departments of Observatory computations. No ordinary Civil Service examination is capablo of deciding a 
candidate’s worthiness in these particulars.- One must, therefore, insist that before promotions to established posts 
in Observatories where regular observing and routine computations are the chief duties, that tho supreme condition

* See also Geodetic Survey of South Africa, vol. v. pp. iii and vii.
t  The word “  Computer "  is here employed to denote a special rank or grade of service, and *does not imply that the corresponding duties 

are confined to computing. By the time I left the Cape every Computer was also an Obsorvor; those incapablo of observing having been 
weeded out.
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for appointment should be a thorough probationary trial o f capacity in the above-mentioned essentials. Of course, 
when these qualities are coupled with high intelligence, insight, and adequate mathematical attainment, we have the 
ideal practical astronomer; but the combination is rare. The great observer is born, not made, as is also the great 
mathematician; and it is very rarely that both faculties are united in a high degree in one individual; the like 
limitations often hold good in men o f more moderate attainments in both departments. In the creation o f the 
staff of every Observatory it should constantly be borne in mind that no mathematical treatment can convert 
poor observations into good ones, and that the best observations can be robbed o f their value by improper or 
inaccurate reduction. For these reasons the Director o f every considerable Observatory should be in a position to 
select his staff as far as possible with strict regard to the duties which any particular candidate is to perform; and, 
if  the staff is sufficiently large to permit the exclusive devotion of a particular officer purely to the mathematical 
and computing side of work, or to nearly exclusive employment in observations demanding special] skill, it is advisable, 
as far as possible, to divide the duties o f the officers in accordance with their special aptitudes. However earnestly 
the Director o f an Observatory may strive to regulate promotion on his staff in accordance with these principles, 
he must frequently be thwarted in his desires by circumstances over which he has no control He may from 
time to time find a man amongst his uncovenanted staff who, in a comparatively short time, shows special or 
even general capacity, and who would unquestionably be a valuable addition to his permanent staff. But, as time 
goes on and no vacancy o f the kind occurs, the aspirant for a position more in accordance with his capacity is apt 
to become impatient. It may be sometimes possible to gratify his desires in the matter of higher work, but the 
Director too often has no means of granting him corresponding pay and a reasonable prospect o f suitable permanent 
employment. In my own experience, some of our very best men in every sense have been thus lost to the service; 
and when at last a vacancy occurs the best man to fill it has gone and perhaps one with lower claims has to be 
appointed. Some o f the best Computers and established Computers left on these grounds during my directorate 
to fill positions in the Geodetic Survey, or to become permanent Government Surveyors in South Africa, the Malay 
Free States, etc. Others o f the most promising men have left for similar employment since my retirement in 1907. 
The Observatory can at least congratulate itself on having trained many men who have subsequently done useful 
scientific work in other directions; and I know that the best of these men would have preferred to remain doing 
work for astronomy had it been possible to offer them suitable permanent positions at the Observatory, and that 
both Mr Hough and myself were no less eager to retain them. It is not easy to see how such cases can be avoided, 
unless some system of temporary or brevet rank and pay could be sanctioned for the retention o f specially valuable 
men until vacancies on the permanent staff occur.

The ladies employed on the measurement o f the Catalogue Astrographic plates have worked steadily and well, 
although at first it was difficult for them to realise the minute accuracy required. This necessity was gradually 
instilled, and now the work is on an entirely satisfactory basis. Mention must also be made of the services 
rendered by Mr T. Miller, optical fitter to the establishment. When the Astrophysical Department was founded, 
as the result of Mr Frank M‘Clean’s munificent gift, it became necessary to have the services o f a qualified optical 
fitter, to keep the complicated apparatus in order, and make, from time to time, such auxiliary apparatus as the 
exigencies o f research require. Mr Miller was appointed to the post in 1898, on the recommendation of Mr James 
Simms (of Troughton & Simms). He has fully realised the high recommendation which he received. He is 
a first-rate all-round mechanician, and an earnest, inventive, resourceful man, devoted to his work and the interests 
of the Observatory. His services have been o f the greatest value, and he was placed on the permanent establish
ment on 1903 November 14.

When Mr Finlay retired, in 1898, I  begged the Admiralty, in considering the question o f his successor, to 
have regard to the desirability o f seeking for a man having adequate theoretical- knowledge and such taste for 
astronomy as to fit him ultimately for the Directorship of the Observatory, provided that, after trial at the Cape, 
he showed himself to have also the necessary administrative capacity.

The choice fell on Mr S. S. Hough, then a Fellow o f St John's College, Cambridge, and holder o f one o f the 
Isaac Newton Scholarships in Astronomy which were founded by Mr Frank M'Clean.

Mr Sydney Samuel Hough was born at Stoke-Newington, London, on the 11th June 1870. On the nomination 
of Mr George Moore, of Copestake, Moore, Crampton & Co. (in whose service his fathor was employed), he was 
admitted to Christ’s Hospital School. There ho highly distinguished himself aa a student in tho department of 
mathematics, gaining, amongst other prizes, tho Thomson Gold Modal for Mathomatics in 188(5, tho Tyson Gold 
Medal for Mathomatics and Astronomy in 1887, and an Open Foundation Scholarship at St Johns College, Cam* 
bridge, in Dooombor 1887. Ho did not, howovor, proceed to tho University until tho following year, obtaining, by 
re-examination, an Open Foundation Scholarship at St John’s College in Decomber 1888.
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Id Oetober 1889 he left Christ’s Hospital, and proceeded to Cambridge, having been awarded by the governing 
body of the School an Exhibition tenable at tho University and a further prize Exhibition from the Trustees of the 
Pitt Club.

At St John's he became Wright's Prizeman and Hughes Prizeman, and graduated as Third Wrangler (B.A. 
1892, M.A. 1895). He was awarded First-Class 3rd Division in Part II. of the Mathematical Tripos 1898.

His further University honours were:—Smith’s Prizeman, 1894; Isaac Newton Studentship and Fellow of 
St John’s College in 1895.

On completion of his University course he devoted himself largely to research work, supplemented by taking a 
few pupils at Cambridge. Mr Hough in these researches originally had in view the application of the methods of 
analysis employed in hydrodynamical problems to the elucidation o f certain phenomena connected with the Earth's 
rotation. His earlier researches related to the physical significance, as regards the structure o f the Earth, of the 
anomalous period of the Eulerian nutation, or variation of latitude, which was first detected by Kiistner and after
wards fully established by Chandler, and to which Mr Hough’s attention had been directed by Sir Robert Ball in the 
course of his University lectures. A  development of the methods o f analysis therein employed led Mr Hough 
to an investigation of the tides by the dynamical methods indicated by Laplace, and in his hands led to a far more 
complete solution of the tidal problem than had been previously obtained.

Mr Hough's later researches, principally undertaken in consultation with Sir G'eorge Darwin, related to the 
theory o f Periodic Orbits in the form developed by him.

He was elected a Fellow of the Royal Society in 1902, and in 1906 was awarded the Hopkin’s prize by the 
Cambridge Philosophical Society for his researches on the tides.

His appointment as Chief Assistant is dated 14th September 1898, and he reached the Cape on the 25th of 
October of the same year. He threw himself into the work of the Observatory with much earnestness, ability, and 
interest, rapidly acquiring familiarity with those departments of practical astronomy in which he had no previous 
experience. Our relations from first to last during my directorate were of the most cordial character, and they so 
continue to the present day. During my absence in England in 1900, and again in 1904, Mr Hough, when then in 
charge of the Observatory, showed such admirable administrative capacity that no doubts remained as to his fitness 
for Directorship o f the Observatory; so that, on the day following my retirement, he was gazetted my successor. 
Throughout the period o f his Chief Assistantship, Mr Hough’s co-operation was of the greatest value, and added much 
to the importance and interest o f the publications o f the Observatory.

It was thus with an easy mind that I prepared to leave the Cape and bid farewell to the staff that had worked 
so faithfully with me for so many years, being assured that the interests of the Observatory were in good hands. 
I rejoice to know now that this assurance has been fully justified by the extent, thoroughness, and interest of the 
work that has been accomplished under Mr Hough. He has also thrown himself into the advancement of 
science in South Africa by becoming President, in 1907, of the South-African Philosophical Society; so that, on the 
reconstruction o f that Society as the Royal Society of South Africa, he was elected its first President. His labours 
and researches are mentioned in this volume, where a list o f his original papers will also be found 
in Appendices II. and III.

The home where a man has spent the best twenty-eight years of his life amidst stirring national events, in 
surroundings rich in every natural beauty, and with a life full o f the work that he loves, cannot be quitted without a 
sharp pang o f regret. But the decision had been fully considered. I realised that the most vigorous years of my 
life were behind me, and that the time had now come to turn over to younger hands the work in which I had so long 
rejoiced.

Therefore, on the 3rd October 1906, my wife and I bade good-bye to our beautiful home, taking with us treasured 
memories of the many happy days spent under its roof, of the loyal and cordial support of my fellow-workers, and of 
the many other good and true friends we left behind.

It remains now only to record with gratitude my sense of the completo consideration and generous support 
which I have at all times received at the bauds of the Lords Commissioners of the Admiralty during the twenty- 
eight years I had the honour to serve them.
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Nime. Appointed. Arrived Duty. Left. Remarks.

H.M. Astronomers.

Fallows, Rev. Fearon 1820 O ct 26 1821 Aug. 12 1831 July 25 Died.

Henderson, Thomas. 1831 Oct. 15 1832 April 8 1833 May 27 Resigned.

Maclear, Thos. 1833 July 12 1834 Jan. 5 1870 O ct 21 Age limit

Stone, Edward Jas. • 1870 June 4 1870 Oct 13 1870 May 27 Retired; ill-health. Became RadclifFe Observer.

Gill, David 1879 Feb. 19 1879 May 26 1007 Feb. .49 Retired.

Hough, S. S. . . .. j . 1907 Feb. 20 1907 Feb. 20 Date.

First Assistants.

Fayrer, Jas. . 
Scully, Rev. . ■
.Ronald, Capt. Wm. . 
Meadows, Lieut. Wm.
Smyth, Chas. Piazzi 9  . 
Mann, Wm. . 1 
Finlay, Wm. Henry

1820 Nov. 28 
1822 Nov. 20 
1824 Nov. 29 
1831 May 30

1846 Jan. 6 
1873 April 9

1821 Aug. 12
1822 Nov. 20 
1826 Dec.

1835 ,Oct 9 
1847 Dec. 23 
1873 June 21

1822 Nov. 10 
1824 Oct. 5 
1831 Mar. 29 
1834 Dec. 25 
1845 Oct 22 
1872 Dec. 14 
1807 Aug. 12

To become “  Labourer.”
Dismissed.
Resigned; ill-health.
Resigned; ill-health.
Resigned to become Astronomer Royal for Scotland. 
Invalided.
Promoted to Chief Assistant.

Second Assistants.

Mann, Wm. ■ ■aSp'8; . ' 1R §; 1839 April 13 1839 Oct. 22 1846 Jan. 5 Promoted to First Assistant.

Cliilde, Rev. Geo. F.

Maclear, Geo. Wm. Herschel . 1852 June 26

1846 Juno 13 

1852 June 26

1852 May 1 

1884 Aug. 10

Resigned to bocomo Profossor of Mathematics, 
South African College.

Promoted to Second-Class Assistant

Third Assistants.

Smalley, Geo. Roberts 

Morton, Pierce

1846 April 17 

1851 Nov. 1

1846 Sept 8 

1851 Nov. 26

1851 Oot 31 

I860 April 18

“  Superseded at own roquest.”  Was Professor of 
Mathomatics at South African College.

Died in oilioe.

\ Christie, G. A. . j . 1859 April 19 1859 April 19 1861 Sept 30 Resignod to enter Holy Orders in Kngland.

Fisher, Chas. D. • • •• 

Stevons, Callcott Maximilian .

• 1861 Oct. 1 

1873 Juno 13

1861 Oct.*. 1 

1873 Juno 13

1870 June 8 

1876 Jan. 31

Diod in office after sick lonve (1800 August -7 -  
1870 Juno 8). Phthisis.

Resignod to join Cupo Civil Service.

Pott, Robt. Thos. . 1876 Juno 15 ; 1876 Aug. 1 1884 Aug. 10 Promoted to Sooond-CIaM Assistant.

Fourth Assistant*.

Morton,jPiorco Edward . 
Freeman, Isaao . .

1859 April 10
1860 Oot. 1

1850 April-10 
1860 Oot 1 1

1860 July 15 j 
1883 June 30 i

Resigned. Went to Amorim. 
Invalided.

Tit le of Fourth Assistant changed to Junior Assistant.

Cox, Waltor Hubert . . 1883 Aug. 23 1883 Sopt 26 1803 Juno 80 | Promoted.

Y
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N»mo. Appointed. Arrived Duty. Laft. Remarks.

Staff roorgonisod to consist of 1 First Assistant, 2 Second-Class Assistants, and 1 Junior Assistant from 1884 August 11.

First Assistant.
Finlay, Wm. Hy. . | 1884 Aug. 11 1 | 1897 Aug. 12 | Promoted to Chief Assistant.

Second-Class Assistants.
Madear, G. W. H. . . 1884 Aug. 11 1884 Aug. 11 1893 June 30 Invalided.
Pott, E. T. . 1884 Aug. 11 1884 Aug. 11 1900 Sep.t. 7 Promoted.
Cox, W. H. . . 1893 July 1 1893 July 1 1905 Jan. 19 Promoted.

Junior Assistant.
Power, John j . | 1895 Feb. 21 | 1895 Feb. 21 | 1897 Aug. 12 Promoted.

Staff reorganised July 1897,,and ranks made Chief Assistant, Assistant, Established Computer (Higher Qrade),
Established Computer, and Clerical Assistant.

Photographer.
Woods, C. Ray | 1889 Nov. 1 | 1897 Aug. 12 Established Computer.

Secretary, Accountant, ancl Librarian.
Power, John . \ 1891; July 25 1895 Feb. 20 Junior Assistant.
Innes, R. T. A. '1897 Jan. 1 1897 Aug. 12 Clerical Assistant.

Chief Assistants.
Finlay, Wm. Henry . . . 1897 Aug. 13 1898 Aug. 29 Invalided.
Hougb, Sydney Samuel . 1898 Sept. 14 1898 Oct. 25 1907 Feb. 19 Promoted to be H.M. Astronomer.
Halm, Jacob Karl Ernst . 1907 April 25 1907 July 1 Date.

Assistants.
Lunt, Joseph . . . 1897 July 15 1897 Oct. 24 Date.
Pett, Robt. Thos. 1900 Sept. 8 Date.
Cox, Walter Hubert 1905 Jan. 20 Date.
Power, John . . . . 1905 Jan. 20 .  Date.

Established Computers (.Higher Grade).
Power, John . . . . 1897 Aug. 13 1905 Jan. 19 Promoted.
Woods, Chas. Ray . 1897 Aug. 13 1901 Mar. 31 Resigned.
Woodgate, Robt. 1901 April 1 Date.

Established Computers.
Pead, Joe Alfred John 1897 Aug. 13 Date.
Woodgate, Robt. 1897 Aug. 13 1900 Mar. 31 Promoted.
Cochrane, Alfred • . 1897 Aug. 13 1903 Apr. 30 Resigned.
Goodman, Simon L. . . 1897 Aug. 13 ■ ... 1900 Sept. 30 Resigned.
Cheeseman, Robt. . 1901 June 26 Date.
Goatcher, Alfred Winton. 1901 O ct 11 1907 Mar. 31 Invalided.
Wilkin, Albert Jas. j 1901 Dec. 10 Date.
Jeffries, Chas. W m .. 1903 Dec. 22 1907 Aug. 20 Resigned.
Simpson, Jas. A lex.. 1907 Aug. 16 Date.
Whittingdale, W m .. . • . 1907 Aug. 21 Date.

(Mr Banks appointed Established Computer 1901 September 17. Refused appointment)

* Clerical Assistants.
Innes, R  T. A. . . I 1897 Aug. 13 1903 Mar. 31 To becomo Government Astronomer nt Johannes
Pilling, Arnold 1903 Nov. 3 Dato.

burg.
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Clerks or Computers. (Not on the fixed establishment.)

e l x x i

Name. . From. To. ■ Remarks. Name. From. To. • •

Bacon, W . - . . 1889 Feb. 1 1889 Apr. 30 Morgenrood, S.B. (B.A.) 1892 Apr. 1 1895 June 30
Bade, C. . . 1880 Dec. 29 1881 May 14 1897 June 1 1897 Sept. 30

* Banks, One H. 1897 May 22 1902 May 21 Morris, H. L. . 1871 Oct. 1 1872 Nov. 21
Bergh, F. E. 1S9S Aug. 9 1901 Oct 31 Morton, Fierce E. 1857 Apr. 1 1859 Apr. 18
Biccaid, L. T. . 1881 Sept 1 1882 June 5 \Mullis, Harold F. 1901 July 20 Date.
Billinghurst, S . . 1878 Oct. 23 1878 Nov. 10 Needham, H. C. 1884 Dec. 1 1885 Feb. 28
Bishop, Henry . 1886 O ct 12 1893 Apr. 15 Nicholson, R. L. 1852 July 1 1854 Feb. 28
Black, J. . . . 1873 Apr. 1 1875 Feb. 13 Norris, J. -Hr* . 1889 May 1 1890 Mar. 31
Blore, C. B. 18(15 Sopt. I 1868 July 31 Omerod, W; G. 1854 Feb. 1 1855 Sept. 30
Bowern, Alfred. 1883 Feb. 1 1886 Oct. 7 Orpen, T. R. M. 1855 Nov. 1 1856 May 31
Braine, C. H. Dymond 1901 Nov. 1 1901 Doc. 31 Osborn, Pi B. * . 1885 Apr. I 1885 June 30
Brocrs, F. J. 1888 July 13 1888 Doc. 31 Papillon, J. S. . 1879 Aug. 1 1880 July 5
Butler, J. T. 1878 Nov. 15 1880 Dec. 31 Payne, Geo. B 1853 Jan. 1 1853 Apr. 30
Carney, L. 1900 Mar. 15 Date. Typist *Pead, J. A. J . .  . 1890 Feb. 11 1897 Aug. 12

* Oheeseinan, Robt. 1900 Nov. .24 1901 June 25 Established
Computer. Pillans, C. R. . 1877 Apr. 1 1879 Jan. 31

Christio, G. A. . 1858 Oct 7 1859 Apr. 18 3rd Assistant. 1879 Aug. 1885 Aug. 31
Conkes, G. S. . 1882 July 9 1882 Dec. 31 Rankin, H. B. . 1900 Jan. 8 1900 Apr. 30

* Cochrane, Alfred 1890 Mar. 25 1897 Aug. 12 Established Bead,. Robt. 1849 July 1 - 1851 Sept. 30
Computer. Reay, G. H. 1892 Apr. 1 1892 May 31

Crane, H. G. 1889 Nov. 3 1890 Mar. 5 Reid, J. L. 1882 Oct 25 1882 Dec. 31
Crcmonini, G. . 1895 Oct. 21 1896 Apr. 15 Richardson, Jas. 1855 Nov. 1 1856 June 30
Crosby, Agnes G. 1895 Feb. 1 1896 Apr. 15 Robertson, Jas. . 1830 Dec. 1 t  ■
De Korte, Douglas . 1907 Oct. 8 1908 Dec.' 11 Robinson, W. B. 1883 July n 1888 Dec. 31
Deneys, A. . . 1855 Nov. w ! 1856 Jan. 31 Rosenthal, Richd. 1891 Aug. 20 1892 Feb. 29
De Sitter, William . 1897 Aug. 27 1899 Dec. 31- Routledgc, T. . 1890 Feb. i 1S90 Apr. 15
Doogan, Thos. . 1856 O ct | 9 1858 Jan. 23 Rowe, V. E. S . . 1894 Feb. i 1894 Dec. 15
Duncan, George A. . 1910 Jan. 1 Date. Sales, Douglas . . 1901 Jan. i 1901 Dec. 14
Fisher, Chas. ©j 1861 Sept 1 1861 Sept. 30 3rdA8sistaut Sawerthal, Henry 1885 Sept i 1889 Nov. 20
Forde, James . 1883 Feb. 13 1883 June 30 iScragg, Fredk. H. 1905 July 27 Date.
Forde, W . J. . 1876 Aug. ■m 1878 Apr. 30 Selden, Fredk. . 1848 Apr. i 1849 June 30

* Fowler, Robt. . 1907 Dec. 19 Date. Simmons, E. (B.A.) . 1895 June i 1896 Feb. 29
f 1860 Sept. 1 I860 Sept 30 4 th Assistant. Simms, Alex. . 1891 June ■ 9 1893 Jan. 31freeman, Isaac . \1883 July .1 1889 Aug. 5 Pensioned Simpson, Jas. Alex. . 1903 Nov. l 1907 Aug. 15

Assistant.
Goodman, Simon L. ; 1890 Jan.- 10 1897 Aug. 12 Established Sinfield, John C. 1861 Feb. D 1871 Sept. 18

Computer. Smith, Sheldon C. 1852 June i 1852 O ct 31
Greathead, Milner /1877 Apr. 

1l878 Jan.
8

n
1877 Aug. 13
1878 Nov. 15

Stevens, Gcdlcott M. : 1868 Aug. .1 1873 June 12

Greathead, Wilson 1875 July 16 1876 July 31
*Gummer, Wallace A . . 1901 Jan. 19 1903 Mar. 13 Stevens, Chas. . 1871 Dec. i 1876 Jan. 31

Harrison, H. 1894 Jan. 1 1895 Dec. 31 Stoltenhoff, G. ■ 1877 Nov. 19 1878 June 30
Hemming, J. . 1855 Nov. 1 1856 Jan. 31 Tarbutt, C. E. . 1856 Aug. i 1856 O ct 31
Hemming, R. C. 1854 Apr. 1 1854 Dec. 31 Theal, M. W. . 

Trill, Maud M. .
1880 Dec. 20 1883 Feb. 3

Herbert, A. L. H. 1900 Sept. 10 1900 Nov. 10 1895 Apr. 15 1895 Sept 30
Hickson, James. 1856 June 1 1856 July 31
Hiii. H. W . i " . 1888 Feb. 13 1888 Apr. 28 Venner, Joseph J. 1848 Apr. i 1855 June 30
Jackson, John Wallace 1903 Aug. 1 Date. 1856 Aug. i 1882 Oct 31

* Jeffries, Chat. W. . 1902 Aug. 23 1903 Dec. 21 Established Vincent, L A . . 1855 June i 1856 Sept 30
Computer. Vogelmann, A . . 1885 Sept i 1886-Jan. 31

* Johns, Ferdk. J. 1897 May 22 1901 Feb. 14 War nail, F. G. . 1856 June i 1856 June 30
Jurisch, Theo. . . 1897 June 1 1899 Aug. 9 * Whittingdale, IKm. . 1902 Jan. 18 1907 Aug. 20
Kretzchmar, J. M. 1889 Apr. 27 1889 O ct 31
Kuys, D. T. . 1855 Sept 1 1855 O ct 31 * W W d n , Albert J. . 1900 Nov. 24 1902 Sept 17
Le JJeau, 0. 1903 May 16 1903 Deo. 31 Invalided.
Leigh, G. . 1898 Sept. 1. 1898 Sept 30 1901 Dee. 9
LoiBel, M .. 1885 July 10 1885 Aug. 31 Wilkinson, Herbert A. 1855 Aug. 1 1866 June 30
Ltiwinger, Victor A. . 1895 Jan. 14 1900 Dee. 23 Continued to Williams, Raleigh M. 1905 Feb. 1 1909 Nov. 15

observe till Williams, Fredk. 1910 Jan. 1 Date.
1903 April Wilson, H. 1902 Oct 1 1902 O ct 31
30. Wingrove, Wm. 1851Oot 1 1854 Mar. 31

Lotorie, R. 1873 Dec. 27 1875 Juno 7 Died 1875 Wood John (M.A.) . 1895 Dee. 16 1896 Deo. 6
Juno 7. Wood, John Caliler . 1903 Aug. 1 Date.

M‘Lachlan, W. D. . 1889 Jan. 31 1897 Jan. 31 * Woodgatc, Robt. 1890 Mar. 25 1807 Aug. 12
Martin, W. J. . 1875 Mar. 20 1879 Mar. 20
Meldrum, Maurice . 1902 Deo. 1 1905 Mar. 31 Wren, G. 1889 Jnn. 1889 Jan.

Merriman, John Xavior 1863 July 20 1863 Aug. 27 Wright, George 1897 Juno 1 1S08 Mar. 31
Miluham, John . 1866 June 1 1857 Mar. 31 W right J. W . . 1883 July 1 1884 Jan. 31

• Previously served u  Computer nt Koyal Observatory, Qreenwloli. 
t  Previously served a s  Computer nt University Observatory, C ifim l. 
j  For temporary service till the arrival o f Lieut. Meadows.

Observer* in Italics.

Remarks.

4th Assistant.

Established
Computer.

Established 
Computer. 

Diedin office.

Antedated to 
1871 Oct 17 as 
3rd Assistant.

To Astrogra 
phic work.

I Established 
Computer. 

Established 
Computer. 

Antedated.

E stablished
C om puter.
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Ladies employed on Astrographic Measures, etc.

Name. From. To. Name. From. To.

Backwell, M . S . . 1905 Sept. 1 Dato. Maclear, N. . . . . 1902 Oct. 1 1904 May 31
Berry, L. 1903 May 16 1903 Deo. 31 1906 Mar. 1 1909 June 30
Bowman, M. . , 1897 Jan. 16 1902 Mar. 27 JNcss, D ...................................... 1902 Apr. 1 1902 Nov. 12
Borgh, S. B................................ 1899 July 1 1902 Mar. 31 Rolls, S...................................... 1898 Sept. 19 1898 Deo. 31
Coates, M................................... 1902 Sept. 1 Date. Speight, E. . 1899 Feb. 1 1901 Dec. 30
Crosby, N.................................. 1904 Apr. 1 1905 Nov. 15 Stephens, M. 1897 July 1 1899 Jan. 31

1906 Apr. 1 Date. 1902 Apr. 1 Dato.
Eedes, M.................................... 1899 Nov. 6 1902 Mar. 31 J Stephens, T. . . . 1895 Oct. 16 1897 Mar. 31

fGattv, B. 1897 Apr. 14 1897 Juno 30 Straith, E. . . . 1901 Sept. 1907 Feb. 28
Halkett, C................................. 1897 Nov. 1 1900 Feb. 28 {Trill, M. M. . . . V 1895 Oot. 1 1896 Dec. 31
Holtxer, I ................................... 1899 May 19 1900 Sept. 30 Twamley, H. 1906 Jan. 1 . Dato.
Hutcheon, J. 1899 Feb. 6 1902 Mar. 31 Van der Lingen, E. 1902 Mar. , l - ' i Date.
Jackson, M................................ 1904 Dec. 1 1905 Feb. 25 Warren, E. . . . . . 1900 Oct. 1 1901 July 31

$ Did not meaiure.

Mechanicians.

Names. From. •. Toi';' Remarks.

Mailer, Thos. . . . . 1898 July 9 1903 Nov. 13 Supernumerary. Optical Fittor.
1903 Nov. 14 Date. Established. „

Baines, Alfd. 1 1903 June 8 Date. Supernumerary. Artificer.

Labourers, etc.
Scully, Rev.................................. 1822* 1822 Nov. 19 Established. Became Assistant. Dismissed.
Fayrer, Jas................................... 1822 Nov. 20 1834 Sept. 30 „  Was Assistant. Dismissed.
Bowler, Thos. . . ; 1 1834 Oct. 1 1835 July 8 „  Labourer. Dismissed.
Harrison, J. 1835 Aug. 1 1836 Sept. 30 „  Dismissed.
Auret, Benedictus . 1836 Oct. 1 1837 Jan. 31
Gibbs, Joseph . . 1837 Jan. 1 1878 Aug. 3 „  Carpenter.
Munns, G. . . . 1878 Sept. 1 1879 June 4 Supernumerary. Carpenter.
Bergsma, D. . . 1879 June 6 1880 Sept. 30 „  Carpenter.
Chaplin, Jno. . . . . 1880 Oct 1 1888 May 6 „  Carpenter (transferred to D. W . D., May 7V
Rice, Jonathan 1888 June 9 1895 June 30 „  Artificer.
Boswell, W . J. 1895 July 1 1901 May 8 „  Artificer.
Short, Jas. ! . . . 1901 May 20 Date. ,, Stoker.
Kingston, R. . 1902 Sept. 6 1903 May 23 Established. Electrical Fitter.

* Employment sanctioned by Admiralty Letter of 1822 April 8. Two Kroomen 1880 November to 1900 December 17 ; three from 1900 December 18.

Visits o f  Astronomers.+
Auwera, A.
Baldwin, J. M. 
Cookson, Bryan 
Elkin, W . E. . 
Franklin-Adams, J. 
Jacoby, H.
M'Clean, Frank 
Perry, Rev. S. J. 
Sidgreaves, Rev. W, 
Marth, A. 
Newcomb, S. . 
Abbe, Cleveland. 
Preston, E. D .. 
Todd, D. P. .

1889 May 24 to 1889 September 5 (see p. lxxii).
1906 July 18 to 1907 January 28 (see p. clxii).
1901 March 26 to 1903 March 15, and in 1905 (see p. xc), visit of B. A.
1881 January 31 to 1883 May 16 (see pp. xxxix and xl).
1903 July 28 to 1904 March (see p. cl viii).
1890 January 18 to 1890 August 13 (see p. cl).
1897 May 18 to 1897 October 27 (see p. cxxxix).
1874 July 20 to 1874 September 17, 1882. Transit of Venus \

1882 ”  ", ”  >(«eep. cxlvi).
1882 1  p  I  „  • „  )
1890 January 18 to 1890 February 5. Eclipse |

n H “  Pensacola ”  > (see p. cl).

t  See alto p. clxi for name* o f Astronomer* who inspected the Observatory during the visit of the British Association to South Africa in igos.
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CAPE OBSERVATORY PUBLICATIONS.

MERIDIAN OBSERVATIONS.
1829-1831. Published in R.A.S. Memoirs, vol; 19 ■ ' . 4tOE London, 1851.
1832-1833. London, 1846.
1834. Separate Publication . . .  . . - i ; . . .  .. 4to;> Cape Town, 1840.
1835.- »> »  • . • 4to. Cape Town.
1836. ii 'III ' ■' * . ' . . . 4to. Cape Town.
1837 (S.P.D.). )> 4t0- Cape Town.
1856. IJ )) ■ . - ■ . * - • • •• • • 8vo. Cape Town, 1871.
1857-1858. 8yoi';. Cape Town, 1872.
1859-1860. *> - • • . ’ • m Cape Town, 1874.
1861-1865. » . 'Jji * V . . ' .* ■ • H M |& ' ' r • 8vo: London, 1897.
1866-1870. i>.  ̂ -•'' . • ’ . ... 8vo. Edinburgh, 1900.
1871-1873. »> j> * . -  ' . ' 8vo;, Cape Town, 1876.
1874. yi • '■ ' V̂Oi' Cape Town, 1877.
1875. »> ‘ »  • - • H jjaSaKC 8vO. Cape Town, 1877.
1876. » 11 • ■ ■ . 8vo. Cape Town, 1879.
1877. II • . " .  .. Edinburgh, 1901.
1878-1879. i> ' - • • jSgjp!*:.'-.' .' 8vo. Edinburgh, 1901.
1879-1881. . ... . . .  . 8v.O; London, 1883.
1882-1884. ti 1 ■ H • • 8vo. London, 1887.
1885-1887. . . . . Folio. London, 1894.
1888-1889. •• ■ ■ '■■■. Folio. London, 1895.
1890-1891. Separate Publication and Appendix (Star Correction Tables) . . . . Folio. London, 1895.
1892-1895. . . Folio. London, 1896.
1896-1897. H S H Folio. Edinburgh, 1901.
1898-1899. a »i »  ii »» B i g g  Folio. Edinburgh, 1901.
1900-1904. ii ii ii ii . . . . Folio. Edinburgh, 1906.

1881-1883.
HELIOMETER OBSERVATIONS.

ANNALS.
Vol. I. (Complete):—

Part 1. .-Observations of Comets, 1880-1894 . j . . . .
Part 2. Telegraphic Operations connecting Aden and the Capo of Good Hope, 1881-1882 
Part 3. Telegraphic Determinations of the Longitudes of Loronqo Marquos, Mozambique, and Zanzibar, and 

the Longitude Of Quilimane j j . , , . .
Part 4. Occultations of Stars by the Moon, 1836-1880 . . . . . .
Part 5. Variations of Instrumental Adjustments of tho Cape Transit Circle . . . .

Vol. II. (Completo)
Part 1. Observations of the Qreat Comet of 1882 . . . .
Part 2. Reference Catalogue of Southern Doublo Stars . . .
Part 3. Ocoultations of 8 tars by tho Moon, 1881-1895 . . . .
Part 4. Micrometrical Moasuromonts of Doublo Stars, 1849-1868 and 1899-1903 
Part 6. Rosults of Meridian Observations of tho Sun, Moroury, and Vonus, 1884-1892 
Part 6. Ocoultations of Stars by tho Moon, 1896-1906 . . . .

Vol. III. (Complote) i—-
Capo Photographic Durohmustorung (vol. 1) . . . ,

4to- London, 1893.

4to. London, 1898.
4to. London, 1884.

4to. London, 1884.
4to. London, 1884.
4to. London, 1885.

•1 to. Ixiudon, 1886.
4 to. Edinburgh, 1899.
4 to. Edinburgh, 1901.
4to. Edinburgh, 1904.
4 to. Edinburgh, 1907.
4 to. Edinburgh, 1007.

4to. Lomlon, i m .
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ANNALS— continued.
Vol. IV . (Complete)

Capo Photographio Durchmusterung (vol. 2) . 4to. London, 1897.

Vol. V. (Complete):—
Capo Photographio Durchmusterung (vol. 3) . 4 to. London, 1900.

Vol. VI. (Complete):—
SoUr Parallax from Heliometer Observations of Minor Planets 4to. London, 1897.

Vol. VII. (Complete):—
Solar Parallax from Observation* of Iris, Victoria and Sappho . . . . . 4to. London, 1896.

Vol. VIII. :—
P arti. Heliometer Observations of Mujor Plauots . .. 4to. Edinburgh, 1909.
Part 2. Researches on Stellar Parallax made with the Cape Heliometer 4to. Edinburgh, 1900.

VoL IX. :—
Parts 1, 2, and 3. Revision of tho Capo Photographio Durchmusterung . . . . 4 to. Edinburgh, 1903.

Vol. X .:—
P arti. Determination of Radial Velocities . ;.4to. Edinburgh, 1911.
PartS. Spectra of Silicon, Fluorine, and Oxygen . . . . . . 4to. Edinburgh, 1906.
Part 3. A  Spectrographic Determination of the Constant of Aberration and of the Solar Parallax 4 to. Edinburgh, 1909.

Vol. X I . :—
Part 1. Heliometer Triangulation of the Southern Circumpolar Area . . . . . 4to. Edinburgh, 1905.
Part 2. Catalogue of 917 Ciroumpolar Stars . . . . . 4to. Edinburgh, 1905.

Vol. X II .:—
Part 1.
Part 2. Determination of the Mass of Jupiter and Orbits of the Satellites . : . 4to. Edinburgh, 1906.
Part 3. Determination of the Inclinations and Nodes of the Orbits of Jupiter’s Satellites . 4 to. Edinburgh, 1906.
Part 4. Determination of the Elements of the Orbits of Jupiter's Satellites . . . . 4 tO. Edinburgh* 1907.

CAPE CATALOGUES OF STARS FOR THE EQUINOX. 
1840. . . . . .  . ■ .
1850. . :  . . . . . . . .  - . .
1860. . . . . . . 
1865. .  . .  . . . .
1880. . . . .  . • . . . . . .  .' 
1 8 8 5 ^  . ' . . . . .
1890. ' ‘ • ' - . • . ’ ■ • ;
1900. General .  ̂ - . . ' . '
1900. Astrographic . . . .  .
1900. (1905-1906). . • . . . . .
Phioes of 8 close Southern CiroUihpolar Stars ' '• • "* • •
Catalogue of 87 Southern Circumpolar Stars for 1882 .
Catalogue of 2798 Zodiacal Stars for tho Equinox 1900 . .

1897-1912.

1850.
1854-1855.
1879-1889.
1889-1892.

INDEPENDENT DAY NUMBERS.

REPORTS TO THE SECRETARY OF THE ADMIRALTY. 
1893-1905. Published yearly . .
1906-1907.
1908.
1909.

8vo.
Svo.
Svo.
8vo.

Folio.
Folio.
Folio.
Folio.
Folio.
Folio.

8vo.
8vo.
Svo.

Cape Town, 1878. 
London, 1883. 
Cape Town, 1873. 
London, 1899. 
London, 1881. 
London, 1894. 
London, 1898. 
Edinburgh, 1906. 
Loudon, 1906. 
Edinburgh, 1907. 
Cape Town, 1874. 
Capo Town, 18S2. 
London, 1899.

8vo. London, 1897-1909.

4to. London, 1851-1910.

LONGITUDES.
Difference of Longitude between the Observatories of Madras and the Cape of Good Hope, from corresponding Moon-oulininating Observations. 

R.A.S. Mem., xii. pp. 133-140.
Longitude of Grahamstown : . . . ■ .- 8vo. Capo Town, 1S50.
Telegraphic Determinations of Longitudes on the West Const of Africa Folio. London, 1891.
Telegraphic Determination of tho Longitude of St Helena . . Folio. London, 1906.
Telegraphic Determination of the Longitude of Accra . Folio. London, 1906.
Report on Determination of Difference of Longitude, Green wich-Ascension-Cape Folio. Loudon, 190S.

REPORTS ON THE GEODETIC SURVEY OF SOUTH AFRICA.
Verification and Extension of La Caille’s Arc of Meridian at the Capo of Good Hope, by Sir Thomas Maclear. 2 vols. 
Vol. I.— Report on the Geodetic Survey of South Africa, executed by Liout.-Col. Morris in tho years 1883-1892, 

together with a Re-discussion of the Survey, executed by Sir Thomas Macloar in tho years 1841-1848 
Vol. II.— Report on a Re-discussion of Bailey’s and Foureado’s Surveys and their Roduction to tho Systom of 

the Geodetic Survey ‘ . . . , j . , , , , ,
Vol. III.— Report on the Geodetic Survey of Southern Rhodesia . . . . . . .
Vol. IV.—Report on tho Boundary Survey botweon British Bookuanaland and Gorman South-WobI Africa 
Vol. V.— Reports on the Geodetic Survey of tho Transvaal and Orango llivor Colony, excoutod by Col. Sir \Y. G. 

Morris, and of its Connection, by Capt. H. W. Gordon, 11.E., with tho Geodotic Survey of Southorn Rhodesia .

4 to. Loudon, 1S66.

Folio. Capo Town, 1S96.

Folio. Capo Town, 1901.
Folio. Capo Town, 1905.
Folio. Borlin, 1906.

Folio. London. 1908.
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SCIENTIFIC PAPERS PUBLISHED BY ASTRONOMERS AT THE CAPE OBSERVATORY 
OTHER THAN THOSE CONTAINED IN CAPE OBSERVATORY PUBLICATIONS.

FALLOWS, REV. FEARON.

Communication of a curious appearance (luminous spot) lately observed upon the Moon. Phil. Trans., 1822, pp.- 237-238.
An account of some Parhelia seen at the Cape of Good Hope. Quart. Joum. Sci., xvi., 1823, pp. 365-366.
A  catalogue of nearly all the principal fixed stars between the zenith of Cape Town, Cape of Good Hope, and the South Pole, reduced to the 1st 

of January 1824. Phil. Trans., 1824, pp. 457-470.
An easy method of comparing the time indicated by any number of chronometers with the given time at a certain station. Quart. Joum. Sci., 

xvii., 1824, pp. 315-316.
Observations made with the invariable pendulum (No. 4 Jones) at the Royal Observatory, Cape of Good Hope, for the purpose of determining the 

compression of the earth. Phil. Trans., 1830, pp. 153-176.

HENDERSON, THOMAS. '

On the latitude and longitude of the Cape Observatory. R.A.S. Mon. Not., ii. pp. 183-185; R.A.S. Mem., vi. pp. 125-132; viii. pp. 137-140.
Positions of stars near the South Pole, from observations made at the Cape of Good Hope. R.A.S. Mon. Not., ii. pp. 185-186; R.A.S. Menu,

vi. pp. 133-136.
Observations of the periodic Coinet of 67 years, made at the Observatory, Cape of Good Hope, between 18th November 1832 and 3rd January 

1833. R.A.S. Mem., vi. pp. 159-168.
Observations of the Moon and Stars, made with the mural circle at the Cape of Good Hope, for the determination of the Moon's parallax.

R.A.S. Mem., v i  pp. 205-206; viii. p. 232.
Observations of Mars and Stars, made with the mural circle at the Cape of Good Hope, for the determination of the parallax of Mare. A .4.&  

Mem., vi. pp. 207-215.
Observations on the Comet of Encke, made in June 1832. Phil. Trans., pp. 549-558.
On the mural circle of the Observatory at the Cape of Good Hope. R.A.S. Mon. Not., iii. pp. 57-59 ; viii. pp. 141-168.
Observations made at the Cape. Attr. Nachr., xi. col. 293-298.
Letter to Professor Airy, on the Son’s parallax, as deduced from various observations made at Greenwich, Cambridge, and the Cape of Good Hope.

R.A.S. Mem., viii. pp. 95-104.
Places of tho Comet of Biela, deduced from observations at Slough and the Cape of Good Hope. R.A.S. Mem., viii. pp. 240-242.
Places of Encke’8 Comet from observations made at the Cape of Good Hope aud at Buenos Ayres. R.A.S. Mem., viii. p. 243.
Notes to M. Mosotii’s observations of the Comet of Encko. R.A.S. Mem., viii. pp. 244-250.
The constant quantity of tho Moon’s equatorial horizontal parallax, deduced from observations made at Greenwich, Cambridge, and the Cape of 

Good Hope in 1832 and 1833. R.A.S. Mon. Not., iv. pp. 92 -94 ; R.A.S. Mem., x. pp. 283-294.
On the parallax of a Centauri. R.A.S. Mon. Not., iv. pp. 168-170; R.A.S. Mem., xi. pp. 61-68; Bibl. Univ., xxi. pp. 391-393.
Observations at the Cape. Aslr. Nachr., xiv. col. 81-96, 103-106.
Refraction of stare near the horizon, observed at the Cape of Good Hope. R.A.S. Mem., x. pp. 271-282.
On the parallax of Sirius. R.A.S. Mon. Not., v. pp. 5-7 j R.A.S. Mem., xi. pp. 239-248.
On the determination of tho parallax of a Centauri, by rccont observations mado by Mr. Maclear at tho Capo of Good Hope in 1839-40. R.A.S. 

Mon. Not., v. pp. 171-172; R.A.S. Mem., xii. pp. 329-372.
The parallax of a Centauri deduced from Mr. Maoloar’s observations at tho Capo of Good Hope in tho years 1839 aud 1840. R.AJS. Mon. Not., 

v. pp. 182-183.
On tho parallaxes of certain Southorn Stare. R.A.S. Mon. Not., v. pp. 223-225.

MACLEAU, SIR THOMAS.

Observations on Halloy’s Comet. R.A.S. Mon. Not., iv. pp. 73-74 j R.A.S. Mem., x. pp. 91-156.
On tho position of La Caillo’s stations at the Capo. R.A.S. Mon. Not., iv. pp, 189-194 ; R.AJS. Mem., xi. pp. 91-138.
Stars to bo obsorved for rofraction at Groonwioh, Palermo, and tho Capo of Good Hope. Attr. Nachr., xiv. ool. 115-148.
An account of tho fall of | motooric stone at Cold Bokkovold, Capo of Good Hopo. Phil. 1'ratts., 1839, pp. 83-85.
Observations mado at tho Capo of Good Hopo in tho year 1838, with Hrndloy’s Zonith Nor tor, for tho vorilloAtion of tho amplitude of the Ahh*

La Caillo’s Aro of Meridian. Roy. Soc. Proc., iv. pp, 192-193 j R.A.S. Mon. Not., v. pp. 43-18.
Further particulars of tho fall of tho Cold Bokkovold motoorollto. Phil. Trans,, 1840, pp. 177-182,
Observations p[ tho Oomot of Encko, May 1842. R.A.S. Mon. Not., vi. pp. 68-69 j R.A.S. Mom., xv. pp. 211-228.
Observations of tho second Comet of Mnuvnis. R.A.S. Mon. Not,, vi. pp. 148-150, 200-301, 918-219, 231-234, 250-251 ; A»fr. ,V<i.*A> . x\:i 

ool. 349-352; R.A.S. Mem., xv. pp. 244-250.
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Olwerv.it urns of Uto great Comot of 1844-45. R.A.S. Mon. Not., vi. pp. 213-214,234-235, 2 5 2 -2 54 ; R.A.S. Mem., xv. pp. 251-256 ; Attr. 
Nttchr., xxiii. c<5. 141-144, 173-176. 

Dnplioily of Biela’* Comot. R . A M o n .  Not., vii. pp. 99-100.
Remcasuromont of Ea Cnillo's arc. Nachr.. xxiv. ool. 359-364.
Observations o f Urauus. R.A.S. Mon. Not., ix. p. 6.
Observations of Noptuuo. R.AJS. Mon, Not., ix. pp. 7-8.
Observations of Wilmot's Comot. R.A.S. Mon. Not., ix. pp. 130-132.
Mean places of tho stars which woro compared with Mauvais’ Comot at tho Royal Ohsorvatory, Capo of Good Qopo, in tho years 1844, 1846, 

reduced to 1st January 1845. R.A.S. Mem., xvii. pp. 107-110.
Observations of Gambart's (Biola’s) Comet R.A.S. Mon. Not., x. pp. 8-15 ; Attr. Nadir., xxx. ool. 103-112, 113-114.
Opposition of Mars iu 1849-50. R.A.S. Moti. Not., x. pp. 156-158.
MicKtmotrical Measures of Doublo Stars. R.A.S. Mon. Not., xi. pp. 39-40.
Determination of tho parallax of a. and tij Centauri. R.A.S. Mon. Not., xi. pp. 13 1 -1 32 ; R.A.S. Mem., xx. pp. 7 0 -9 8 ; Attr. Nachr., 

xxxii. col. 243-244.
Report of Her Majesty’s Astronomer. R.A.S. Mem., xx. pp. 1-30.
Particulars relating to tho mounting of two oquatoreal instruments in 1847 and 1849. R.A.S. Mem., xx. pp. 31-41.
Gompatisoii o f the southern stars of the British Association Catalogue with tho heavons, for the detection of errors; with tho method of conduct

ing tho examination. R.A.S. Mem., xx. pp. 4 2 -6 1 ; xxi. pp. 121-135.
Observations of the Comet of 1843, re-examined and reduced. R.A.S. Mem., xx. pp. 62-69.
Opposition of Mare, 1849-50. R.A.S. Mem., xx. pp. 99-114.
On the parallax of /? Centauri. R.A.S. Mem., xxi. pp. 141-152 ; R.A.S. Mon. Not., xii. p. 174.
Observations of Petersen’s Comet, made between 6th September and 15th October 1850. R.A.S. Mem., xxi. pp. 136-140.
Opposition of Mare, 1851-52. iJ.i4.iS. Mem., xxi. pp. 153-156.
Observations o f Comet II. 1853. R.A.S. Mon. Not., xii. pp. 274-275 ; xiv. pp. 1 -8 ;  Gould, Astron. Joum., iv. pp. 73-75.
Observations o f the Comet I. 1850. Attr. Nachr., xxxvi. col. 181-186.
On the observations of Schweizer’s Comet (Comet II. 1853). R.A.S. Mon. Not., xv. pp. 73-79.
Micrometrical Measures of Antares. R.A.S. Mon. Not., xvi. pp. 222-223.
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THE SOUTH AFRICAN ARC OF MERIDIAN.
By D r W ILHELM  BAIIN.

[Translated from tho original article in Beitrage zur Geophysik. Band x. 1910. Printed by the kind permission of
Dr W ilhelm  E nqelmann , Leipzig.]

T he measurements made to dotermine the length of a degree, which were used by Bessel in the year 1841 and by Clarke in 1866 and 1880, in 
their computation of tho dimensions of tho earth, are very unequally distributed over the globe. For the most part, they lie in the higher latitudes 
in Europe, and the solitary measurement of considerable length in lower latitudes is tho East Indian. The French Arc of Meridian iu Peru does 
not come into consideration iu consequence of its shortness (3*). Moreover, while the European measures mutually supplement each other, the 
Indian Arc of Meridian is without substantial control, and remains the only measurement of great weight in the vicinity of the equator.

How much this Meridian Arc has influenced tho rosults is seen from the fact that both Bessel’s and Clarke’s ellipsoid represent it equally 
well.* But it is precisely in India, on account of tho great mountain masses in the north, that considerable disturbances of the plumb-line 
aro to be expected, whioh may give rise to no inconsiderable errors of amplitude. The dimensions of the earth are, therefore, computed from the 
results of the measures in such a manner that these orrors of amplitudo are rendered as small as possible, and the results are, therefore, affected 
with a systematic orror. Although Pratt demonstrated from determination of gravity that the Himalaya Mountains are compensated by a 
subterranean deficiency of mass, yet, according to Helmert, the doubts which attach to Bessel’s and Clarke’s results for the ellipsoid, consequent 
on tho influence of tho Indian measures, aro not sot asido.* r

For our knowledge of tho liguro of tho earth, it is on this ground of the highest importance to determine the curvature of another Arc of 
Meridian in a lowor latitudo. David Gill, tho former distinguished Director of tho Cape of Good Hope Observatory, suggested the measurement 
of an Arc in Africa, which should extend along the Meridian 30* E. of Greenwich from the south of Natal to near Cairo j ultimately, the Arc 
was to bo extended thonco through Asia Minor and be connected with the Eastern European Arc, so that the whole should embrace 105*.

How high a value this work would possess for Geodesy may be readily understood, since up to the present the most extended Arc of 
Meridian in existence does not amount to 30*.

Tho measurements have now advanced from the English side to Lako Tanganyika, and it falls to Germany and to Belgium to continue the 
work on tho boundary of German East Africa and of the Congo State, thence for England to carry it down the Nile to its conclusion. Up to 
the presont, however, so far as is known, no stops havo been taken by tho German Government to take the measurement in hand, and possibly 
another decado may elapso before the comploto material is before us.

It is, howovor, of interest to ascertain tho curvature of this Arc of Meridian, and, as it has already a length which falls only slightly short 
of tho two European Arcs, it is worth while investigating tho curvature for the portion in question.

Tho Arc of Meridian reaches from S. latitude 9* 41' to 32* 54', thus extending over 23* 13', while the length of the East European Arc 
is 25* 20', and of the West European Arc 27* 2'.

Tho number of Latitude Stations is, howovor, considerably largor bore than in the European Arcs, there being fifty-seven stations against 
thirteon of the east and thirty-eight of tho west European Arcs.

Thore are, besides, in tho southern part, a whole sories of determinations of the deviation of the plumb-line, which have not to be taken 
directly into account in tho Moridian Arc, sinoe thoy nre too far distant from the 30th Meridian; but they are, however, together with others, 
admirably adaptod for drawing conclusions as to tho arrangements of masses in tho oarth’s orust for thoso regions.

THE MATERIAL.
(a) GEODETIC OBSERVATIONS.

Tho material on which the following investigation is based is published in tho Reports of the Qeodeiic Survey of South Africa.t The first 
volume doals with tho moasuremonts in Capo Colony and Natal, and in addition, tho methods aro described by which these and all later 
moasuroinonts woro carried out.

Tho triangulation was oxocutod in the yoars 1883 to 1892, under Gill’s direction, by Liout.-Col. Morris. At the commencement the 
anglos woro moasurod with an 18-inch thoodolito by Troughton it Simms. Lator on it was roalisod that this was too elaborate an instrument 
for oonvoniont transport, and a smallor 10-inch instruinont by Ropsold of Hamburg was procured, whioh evon surpassed the former instrument in 
prsoision. Tho moan orror of an anglo moasurod by tho Troughton & Simms thoodolito was found in the final triangular error* to amount 
to 0*78", whoroaa that of ono moasurod by tho llopsold was only 0'49". It was, of oourse, not only the oxoellence of tho instrument, hut, above 
all, tho high standard of work, and of tho motliod of observation, whioh lod to those small values. J

* K. R. Holmort, 11 Nouu Kortsohrltto In der Erkanntnlss der mstli. Erdgostalt,”  Qtogr. Xeitsihrtft von IftUntr, 1000.
+ Davlil 0111, Report on the Ocotlelio Sum y of South / tfriea, vol. 1., Oiqio Town, 1800. Qtodclit Siirtvy o / South Afriea ,• vol. Hi.. AVyvrf «•* tk* i M * '  

Sum y ef part of Southern Rhodesia, Gnpo Town, 10011. Vol. v., 'Reports oh th* Qtatstie Surrey of the Transvaal mmit Ora up* River tWimjf, London, IPOS.
J Tho lowor nvournoy of tho result* obtainod with Min 18-lnoh thoodolito was not duo to any Inferiority of tho instruinont »» eoflipawd with th* IO IwK btd t* 

improved methods of working tho lntlor. When tho 18>lnolt was omployod In tho verification of the Natal Base, with all uecv*<ary |n*r*uU»u*, the jinnfuW* « w  « f  a 
sluglo anglo proved to bo only ± 0" ' 180. (Oeod. Survey i f  South stfrica, vol. I., p. [70]). D.G,
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Evory precaution was taken to detect error*. For determining the length of the aide*, three base-line* were measured, two o f which aro 
utilised for the Meridian Arc, and, for tho measurement of these, steel bar* of 10 feet (>3*047 m.) in length wero employed. These were 
enclosed in mahogany oases, from which only their ends projected.

The mean error o f the base-lines, as deduced from the probable error* specified by Qill, is Pw? en^ r0 *y*tem >8 80 adjusted
that all measured base-line* agree with thoso computed from tho chains of triauglos, and all connections agroe. Vol. III. of the Geodetic Survey 
contaius the aurvey of South Rhodesia made by Simms in tho years 1897-1901.

Tho auglos were measured with tho llepsold instrument, and their accuracy is almost identical with that obtained in tho Cape Colony, 
v ia.:— mean error—±  O'CO".

Two base-lines were moasured with Jitdorin Invar wires, which permitted the length of tho extended base-lines to be detormined in a 
comparatively short time. N o statement is mado as to the accuracy, but it will agreo with those of later operations.

The survoy of the Transvaal and Orange Colony, under Colonel Morris’s direction, was comploted in the year* 1903-1904, and is published in 
Vol. V . of the Geodotic Survey. Tho angular measurements were made by tho samo methods as in Rhodesia, and tho mean error of an angle 
measured eight times was 0*45", and that of one moasured four times was 0 ’58".

For determination of the length of the sides five base-lines were measured, two o f which were situated near the 30th meridian. The measure
ment was made with Jaderin Invar wires. For an average length of base-line o f 22 km., tho mean error amounts to rnrlinnr °?  ĥ® length.

The triangulation in the Transvaal and Orange Colony is regarded as a continuation of the original one, and so adjusted as to form with it 
a uniform system in which the old chain of triangles remain unaltered.

In order to have a standard by which to judge the degree o f accuracy obtained, the mean errors of a single angle in the best surveys 
are brought together in the following table. According to the resolutions of the International Geodetic Commission the measure of accuracy 
is expressed b y :

S B
where A represents the triangular error and n the number o f triangles.

Locality. Epoch. H. m.

Saxony . . .. . 1867-1877 >97 . o-3S
South Africa ( 10-inch Repsold) . . . 1883-1905 526 0*50
P r u s s i a ...................................................  . . - . 706 05 3
France . . . . . . . . .  . . . . » ___ 186 0 5 6
R u s s i a ......................................... . . . . . . 146 0*64
Japan . .  . * . . . ' . 3+5 0*66
South Africa ( 18-inch Troughton £  Simms) 100 ° 7 3
Mecklenburg . . 69 i m 6
German South-West Africa . . I 1906-1907 +» 1*29
Great Britain . ... . . . . -  . . 55* 1-83

It will be seen from the above that the angular measures in South Africa are, up to the present, among the best available observations in 
this doss of work. It  is, therefore, now desirable to determine from the reports on the accuracy o f the angular and base measurements, the mean 
error o f the entire extent of the chain of triangles of the Arc of Meridian, in order to be able to determine finally the influence which errors o f the 
geodetic observations can exert upon the final results. But while, in similar investigations, the errors arising from the measurement of length 
as opposed to those accruing from the angular measures are neglected, this simplification cannot here be adopted without further consideration, 
because the mean error of the base-lines, as compared with those of angle, appear to be fairly large.

According to Jordan,* the relative error of a chain of triangles, arising from angular measure, that is to say, the relation of the error to the 
length is

H H
fi 3 V

where • /a= mean error of an angle of a triangle

P = -^ T T , =  206,265 .. .•larcl'

v =number o f triangles.

This formula holds good approximately for the ideal case, in which tho baso lies in the centre of a chain consisting o f true equilateral 
triangles, and where the number of triangles is very largo.

The triangular chain of the Arc of Meridian consists of about 150 triangles, and possesses 7 base-lines which are fairly uniformly distributed, 
so that about 21 triangles fall on the average on one base-line. Consequently, for the part of the chain of triangles depending on a single 
base-line:—

°*5 1 1 
” *“ 206,265 3 v  21 “ 275,000.

For the whole chain o f triangles of sevenfold elongation

W “  275,000 7 "  104,000.

This value, which naturally only represents a rough cstimato, suffices in tho present instance.
Tho orror arising from the base measurements can bo still less exactly ascertained. Upon tho first trianglo side of tho triangulation, tho so- 

called enlarged baso, the errors of moasuremont of length come in with considerably increased magnitude; in tho case of tho short primary base
lines in Cape Colony we may at least accept tho fourfold if  this moasuromout is compared with others in which the aircumstancos aro similar.t

* W. Jordan, Ifandbuch der Vcrmcssuiigskundc, Bond iii.
+ Verhandlungen der internationalen Erdmcssung zu Stuttgart, 1808, Borioht von Qeu. Ferrero.
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The relative side error of the extondod base-lines in Capo Colony is thus about

1
150.000.

For tho measurements with the Invar wires there aro no similar data as yet availablo, but since these base-lines are considerably longer and 
are almost as long as a side of a triangle, wo shall not bo wrong in considering tho increase of tho error as doubled, viz.

1
265.000.

Since the influence of the two primary base-lines iu Cape Colony is small, we may consider that the sides of the triangle are determined from 
the base-lines on the average with a relative error of

1
230.000.

As the determination of the errors of base measurement is at present very uncertain, it is of little use'investigating them with extreme precision : 
the error is therefore taken too large rather than too small.

The relative error of the whole triangular chain arising from the combined effect of errors of angle and of length is then:

1 1 
Ml* — . -4 - ■

104,000* 230,000J

90,000.

Since the entire extension of the Arc amounts to 23°*2, or about 2600 km., the mean error to be anticipated from the geodetic observations 
is 0*92' or 28 metres.

(6) ASTRONOMICAL OBSERVATIONS.

The geographical latitudes of tho points in question were determined in Cape Colony and Natal by the Horrebow-Talcott method with a 
zenith telescope by Troughton and Simms.

The values obtained are expressed as provisional, since the star-places employed could not be regarded as final.
They were derived from existing catalogues without adequate determination of proper motions or the systematic differences between different

catalogues. Tho mean error is not stated; it may, however, bo ascertained with sufficient accuracy from the information at hand. Single 
observations are not all quoted, but only the mean for tho evoning of observation, and the number of the observed pairs of stars. The final mean 
is then expressed with reference to the various weights of the evening means.

The mean error of a determination of latitude derived from the difference between the mean of the evening and the aggregate mean was 
0*11". The value varies between 0*07" and 0*15."

In the Orange River Colony and the Transvaal the determinations of latitude were carried out by the Horrebow-Talcott method with the 
Repsold theodolite. For ten out of the nineteen stations within the range of the Arc definite star-places could be used, while these do not yet exist 
for the computation of the remainder.

The accuracy is somewhat less than in Cape Colony, as the observations were frequently completed in a single evening.
All single observations were collected and the probable errors computed. When these are reduced to mean errors, we obtain tho

average value:

m =  ±  0*22": maximum 0*45*, minimum 0*16".

The method of observation was the same in South Rhodesia as in the Transvaal. We have for tho average mean error of the seventeen 
stations 0*27": greatest value 0*49", least value 0*17". It is not stated if the star-places used are final.

We must not place too high a value upon the deduced mean errors, which only represent the result of computation, and give no unconditional 
trustworthy measure of the correctness of tho observations. The uncertainty is, on the other hand, appreciably greater. Since all tho observations 
were mado by one method alone, they are affected by systematic errors. These would have been eliminated if measurements had also been earned 
out by other mothods. In any case, tho comparatively small mean error is good proof of the care bestowod by the observer on the observations 
and of tho excellence of the instrument used.

It was originally intended to apply to all astronomically dotormined latitudes a correction of the magnitude

J -  0*052" H  sin 2 &

in which H signifies tho height in foot above tho sea-lovol, and <f> tho geographical latitude.
This correction is, in fact, applied in vol. i. of the Qeodetio Survey, whilst lator on, in vol. iii., it is certainly mentioned, although not

considered. In vol. v. it is not furthor taken into account.
For the sako of uniformity, tho valuos taken from vol. i. are for the present work reduced to thoir original form.

(o) DEVIATIONS OF THE PLUMB-LINE.

As a starting-point for tho calculation of geographical latitudes (Geodetic Survey, vols. i. and w), the station Butlelsfoutoin, naar Port 
Elisabeth, was omployed for the southorn region. From this point tho latitudes of the ramaiuing stations were derived by means of the measured 
directions and distances, Clarke’s olomont* of tho oarth’s dimensions (1880) boing omployed.

Tho northorn portion at first formed an independent system, having as it* origin the geographical oo^rdinatas of point Salisbury. Tim
gsodotio commotion of tho two system's was carriod out later by Captaiu Gordon, R.E., and is published in vol. \\
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Th® following moan difference* in the aouso south minus north wore obtainod from tho point* common to the two triangulation*:—

Latitude —3*52"; longitudo —0 62";  azimuth — 8*88".

Tho difference of latitudes is without special significance; it has its origin in local disturbances of the plumb-lino at tho starting-poiut. In 
order to connect the plumb-lino deviations of the northorn system with those of the southern, it is only neccssary to alter the values of the formor 
by the specified difference.

On tho other hand, the doviation of tho azimuth of 8'88"  appoars disproportionately large. I f  it is to be given its weight in tho orientation 
of the two systems, tho northern must bo turned round by this amount, and, acoording to tho position of the points, their latitudes enlarged or 
diminished. But various reasons are opposed to thoso assumptions. I f  a local disturbance were to occur at the starting-point of the northern 
system tho fivo other stations on whioh the azimuth determinations depend must on tho average furnish at least approximately the expected 
amount of the disturbance, but with revorsed signs. But if we take the mean of tho deviations of azimuth in Southern Bhodesia we obtain 
+ 0 ‘89“, this being a quantity which constitutes no ground for the assumption of a faulty orientation of the systems. In the same way the values 
for the southern system come out +0*66”  in tho Transvaal and —1*81' in Cape Colony. Although these values differ, the deviations are too 
small for any conclusions to be drawn from them.

A further control is furnished by Laplace’s equation, which represents a relation between the plumb-line deviations and the azimuth:—

a — o '+ (L —L') sin B =  0. 
where a == astronomical; a' =  geodetic azimuth.

L  s  astronomical; L ' =  geodetic longitude.
B —geographical latitude^ !;/ ■ ’. , ,

It has been demonstrated by Borsch * that the controls are very well satisfied by Laplace’s equation. In particular in Southern Bhodesia, 
where, except at the starting-point, longitude and azimuth were only simultaneously determined at one station, the equation gives the value of 
6'90” for the final error, which is an excellent proof of the accuracy of the azimuth determinations.

There also appears to be no error in the orientation of the northern system. It must therefore be looked for in the geodetic connection 
of the two triangulation systems.

For this reason the deviations of the plumb-line in the northern system are only to be increased by the amount of the difference 
of connection.

In a more recent discussion of the measurements made at the Cape of Good Hope Observatory, this method has not been followed, as appears 
from a manuscript communication from the Director, but the northern system has undergone a rotation; the same was also done for North Bhodesia.

These latest results are not yet published, but are derived from the manuscript referred to. They are also intended to be employed in the 
further researches on the original system corrected in the manner specified which are contemplated.

The deviations of the plumb-line are defined as the angles which the normals of the geoid aud those of the computed ellipsoid (the so-called 
ellipsoid of reference) form with one another. In the present case the meridional components only are concerned. They are, except for 
unavoidable errors of observation, dependent on the selected dimensions of the earth, and upon the distribution of visible and invisible masses. 
For this reason, that particular ellipsoid should first be computed which best conforms to the deviations of tho plumb-line, and then it should be 
ascertained how tho masses in the earth’s crust are distributed, and if they are compensated by defects of mass.

These questions must be decided by investigating the circumstances of the curvature in the separate parts of the Arc, and the distribution 
of the plumb-line deviations from the coast inland.

It has then to be ascertained if a connection exists between the plumb-line perturbations and the geological and tectonic structure of the 
district. The geoid will only be represented in the rarest cases, since the points do not lie sufficiently near together to enable us to make a safe 
interpolation of the values from point to point.

In the catalogue, at the end, all the stations are given, with their geographical co-ordinates, longitude and latitude, and height above the sea- 
level ;  also, the plumb-line deviations of the Geodetic Survey, and various results of tho adjustments, are brought together.

ADJUSTMENTS AND DISCUSSION OF RESULTS.

For the purpose of computing the adjustment, only those points in the southern region are dealt with which are situated in the neighbour
hood of the 30th meridian, and 2* from it was taken as the outside limit of such points. Only tho most southern station, Berlin, is situated some
what further off, since by its consideration the Arc is extended by a considerable amount.

In Rhodesia the triangulation only traverses a narrow track, so that here all the points can be utilised. Two stations, viz. Blaauberg and 
Lejuma, in latitude 23° south, were left out of the computation, because they show a large local disturbance of the plumb-line, which does not 
conform to the usual .progression of this value.

The point Buluwayo also shows a greater local deviation. It is nevertheless included, because the points hero lie fairly close together, so that 
their influence is harmless. For the adjustment, each two neighbouring points, which exhibit almost an identical deviation, are twico included.

The relations existing between the deviations of the plumb-line and the variations in the dimensions of the earth are thus expressed by 
Helmert. f

For the present case the equation has the simple form—

(i = / i  t da.

where /< =  the observed relative deviation of the plumb-line in the geodetic sense, minus astronomical latitude.

^ = unknown relative correction of tho equatorial semidiameter.

da =  unknown correction of sphoroidicity.
. ' ' . p  

Jc(= o ——  sin B cos B. 
v : p-

h,' =■ — 21 cos2 B+A*< gjnl B. 
x —unknown constant.

=  plumb-line doviation of tho zero-point 
=  outstanding amount of plumb-lino deviation.

* V erh a n d lu n g en  d e r  12fen u n d  lBten a llg cm cin cn  JCon/crcm  d c r  Jn te r  n u tion a len  K rd m rssu n g . 
t  L o la b w cich  u n y en , Ileft I., V erO ffen tlichum j d e r  K g l .  I'rcu ss, Q todutisch cn  In st H uts, Iktliu, 1SS6.
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Iu tho coefficients—
b = difforenco of latitudo \

• / = difloronco of longitude > between the point and the origin.
B  — mean latitudo J

Strictly speaking, x  is not to bo regarded as a constant; but the coefficient with which this quantity agrees is still dependent on the semi
diameter of tho transvorso curvature and tho difference of longitude from the point of origin. It reads—

R  i
- r 00" 1

But sinco the semidiameter of the transverso curvaturo differs very little, and cos I approximately = 1 , the coefficient at its maximum 
deviates from unity only in the third decimal placo, and may also be stated as 1, since the deviations of the plumb-line are only given to the 
second decimal place.

The point where the 20th parallel cuts the 30th meridian is taken as the starting-point for the computation of the coefficients, as it 
represents about the middle o f the Arc.

In ordor to keep the unknown quantities of nearly the same order of magnitude, the unknowns are introduced in the equation as follows:—

10, 000—  = y  
a

and . _ a'-.-. lOjOOO da=z. .
The coefficients are therefore abbreviated by four decimals—

1  %10,000
H

=  c<-10,000
I f  these coefficients are computed for each point, the resulting equations of corrections take the following form:—

(1 — % +  b<y +  +  ft- W f a
£< =  *  +  b y  +  p i  +/«. A

1 +  + 634 — 6-520 +  Itl;8 +  10-48 3°  . “ k ^ 9° • : ^ 4*50 4  4*3*
2 +  +’*70 ^ 9 fg|fo4 +  5*3° +  8-67/ ■as -  0-245 . +  0-406 - 1 - 0 7

3 +  +->73 - 5 - 9 8 0 +  3*>> • +  6:41 3* — 0-263 . ^ ¥ '^ *43 7 ^ ; o ?+7 - 0 7 1

4 +  3-866 ^  5*597 +  183 +  +’9* . 33SS' “ i ° 1333.. +  9-554 — 092 -  >**3
5 +  3-5+3 =  M °5 +  **>9 +  5-06 3+ -  0-777 +  1-310 ^ ^ 3*5* +  “2-80
6 +  3453 ^ 5 -0 8 5 +  >’*4 : + - 4"05* 0-797 +  >*345 — 1 -i 6 ; if'igo

7 +  *'850 ■ ■ s -  4-292 +  6-07 +  8’++ 36 — 0-901 + .  i*5** -  >*9 > ' =  2-75
8 . +  *794 ^ 3 +**i5 +  i '*7 +  3-60 37 ° ’963 1 +  1-624 +  0-35 K  0-55

P i s P +  *790 • =; +'207 -  o*95 +  1-37 38 — 1 -009 +  >’7 >> — 3*86 -  4*8 >
10 +  V767 v 4*180 J 0 3 7 8 -  >*+7 39 — 1-28; +  *">96. — 6m 8 -  7*39

-  5 86fr' i i  ‘ • ■',+  :*'73 o " -  4 *1*5 g  >*°3 +  w j M +0 -  1*476'.' +  **53* E p f i
+  2 7 0 7 * — 4-094 • +  5**4 r ^ f T 7 ‘4° 4 > -  I S58 +  2-688 ^ 3**79 :̂ S +-27
+  2*684 “  f ° i - 1 *4° — 1-16 +* — 1-680- -j- 2-896 +  4*37 +  *77

>4 +  2*162 -  3̂*337 • — 9-66 - 7 - 8 2 +3 — 1-820 +  3 ' 46 +  1**9 H EM  o*45
.15 +  2*067 1 3-204 -  5-26... -  i + s  v- ++ — 1*879 : : +  3*55 +  >*7 > — 0-09
16 +  2*042 — 3-16.0 -  3 7 + — 2-00 , +5 — 2-005 +  3 *+8+ +  9‘ >3 +  7**>

1 3 9 +  *:°*3  ’ 3M33 , — 4-80. -  p i p l l 46 -  **>74 3*794. . ^ g g * * | — o-86
18 • +  2*008 — 3-111 -  3-89 +7 -  2-245 +  3*9*3 +  11-07 +  8*91
19 +  1*980

W aSB B m “  5' 18 - 3+9 +8 -  2-43! .-+ 4**71 + > 5*07 +  >*’7 >
i- *0'. +  *1*389 — 2-196 -  3*i7 — rSo^2 49 -  2+ 36 +  4**77 J r i l* 3 > +  8-93

21” * 2-165 -  5’+3 B a ll-  v m '" ^50 -  Z'S$7& +  4*5°> +  3*3* +  0-83
—  2-010 ■1  — 077 +  k£3 4 ; I H -  * 7 0 7 +  4 7 8 * . +  9**3 +  059

23 +  3' 5° ' +  ff l66 ■■■ -  273 7 +  4*837 +  5*45 +  278

*+ — 0-287 +  +75 +  m M 53'.. -  2*882 +  5*°>* +  >**45 +  9*68
*5 H S m H

— 0-26 — 0-12 5+ 7 +  5+84 +  8-86 +  5*83
26 1 +  3*59 +  3*69'*' 55 . B — 3*086 :5*498 H H  5*37 +  **34
*7 v.T# :?o!o'£3$5 — 0-091 — 0*64 _ - . ^ ‘59 56 I B a i f i +  6-314 +  9*3 > +  5*83
28 +  °7 7 +  o*8o 57 -̂ i*^s f 3'7>3 +  6-699 +  8*82 +  5‘ >*
.29 — 0-017 ■+■ 0-029 — o-.oo . ■ — 0*02

Prom the equations of correction, according to the rules of adjustmont-computation for that ollipse which best agrees with tho obser\od 
deviations of the plumb-line, the squares of tho corrections being thus brought to a minimum, the following normal equations arc obtained:

57 -0*4 - 9*53 y ~  >*40z +  9>*+3 ■  0
+  9*53 *  +  3° i *>5 V -  +79*5 9 25 +  *76*+5 ■  0
+  1-4 0 * +  479-59 y  -  777-18 e +  504-2* -  0.

Solving these equations, they yield quito impossible results; a proof that it is out. of tbo question to soparato tho influence of the two 
unknown quantities y  and z, and, at tho samo timo, to dotormino tho magnitudo and form of tho somi-olli|>so.

But wo have from other observations a value for tho sphoroidioity which is moro exact than tlmt whioh con bo calculated from the measure'- 
ment of tho Arc; thus Helmert,* from measures of gravity, lias deducod tho voluo

• . 1 J 
298*3

with a moan orror of tho denominator of ±  1*1,

and Clarko’s value of tho sphoroidicity whioh is usod in tho goodotio computations is—

-0003407BB.
293*103

* P. It, Holmort, "  Dor nornmlo Toll dor Soltworjttaft 1m Muoveimlvmtu," SitxungiberirhU (ter Ayl. /Whm. .»Vr l*0h
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It follows that to convert froiu Clarke's to llolmort’a ellipsoid

dam - 0  00005522 
or (a)-  10,000<fa -  - 0  6522.

If this value i» introduced into tho oquations of correction, tho now absolute members f  are obtained, which aro already given in the com
parison, and the equations o f  correction then have the form—

( , - x + b y + f ' ,
in whioh the eoeflioienta 6 aro of course the same aa boforo.

Tho normal equationa for this caso work out
57 0  x  +  9 * 5 3 + 9 2 -1 6  —0 

9'53 u> + 3 0 M 5 y - 11-71 - 0 .
As results wo obtain

as- —1*632" ± 0 -6 4 7 "  
y -  +  00905" ± 0 -2 8 1 " .

The mean error of a single equation is ± 4 '8 7 " .  Tho sum of tho squares of .the outstanding errors is decreased from 1457 to 1305. The
single values for tho samo aro collected in the table at the conolusion o f the paper.

From v=» 10,000 —  follows as tho correotion to Clarke’s equatorial semidiameter a = 6378  249 m. 
a

da =  + 5 8  ±  179 m.

The decrease of the squares of the errors is only slight, because tho unknown quantity y, which has been determined, is very small. 
Therefore,*no large errors are caused by placing y =  0 m., in the original equations of correction by way of trial, to obtain a value for the

spheroidicity of tho most favourable ellipse, that is, in regarding Clarke’s equatorial semidiameter as invariable.
From the normal equations:

57-0 x  — l - 4 0 z +  9 1 -4 3 = 0 ®
-  1 -4 0 *+ 7 7 0 -2 8  2 +504-22 =  0

it follows that:
*  =  -1 -6 2 "  ± 0 -6 4 "
2 = -0 -6 5 7 6  =fc 0-175.

The mean error of an equation is ±  4-86". The sum of the squares of outstanding errors is 1299.
As z=  10,000 da, therefore da=0-00006576, and the spheroidicity a of the ellipse =  0-0033418 =  the mean error of denominator being 

±  1-6.
This value is accidentally similar to Bessel’s spheroidicity ; as, however, only a subordinate significance is to be attributed to this, the out

standing errors are not individually specified in this case; moreover, they do not difTor considerably from the former.
It  may be incidentally remarked that i f  Bessel’s value for the spheroidicity be introduced in the equations of correction, instead o f Helmert’s, 

we should obtain approximately da=0, with almost the same mean error as before. With da = 5 8  m.^ve obtain for the equatorial semidiameter 
for the adopted ellipse a =  6378 307 m. ± 1 7 9  m.

But the mean error is only a result o f computation in the adjustment. We must bear in mind that for the adjustment, the geodetic and 
astronomical observations have been regarded as free from error. But the geodetic observations, as previously ascertained, have a mean error 
o f to.otto or 0-92*= 28 m. The influence which this uncertainty exercises upon the equatorial semidiameter is easy to find differentially, while 
we regard the earth as a sphere. It  follows indeed directly from the given equation that exists between the deviations of the plumb-line and 
changes in the dimensions of the earth. While we regard all outstanding influences of error as nil, we obtain

t a
but as k is approximately equal to the difference of latitude, b, we have:—

- £  ( . a  0-92" 16378200
60-60 ~ 7 0 m -

The uncertainty of the results, conditioned by the geodetic measurements, is thus 70 metres.
The influence o f errors arising from the astronomical observations is inconsiderable, as on the average an astronomical latitude is determined 

with a mean error of ±  0'25". This value, then, does not come into consideration, as compared with the mean error of a point (4-S7"), as 
determined in the adjustment.

Much larger, but not to be expressed numerically, are the systematic errors whioh have their origin in the regional irregularities of mass. 
These will be more closely investigated later in the determination o f the conditions o f curvature in individual portions of the are.

For comparison, the values obtained in recent years for tho dimensions of the earth are set forth hero. The values obtained in Europe are 
published by Helmert.*

They are the two measurements of degrees of latitude already cited, and the measurement of a degree o f longitude iu latitude 52*. This last 
includes 69 degrees o f longitude, corresponding to about 42 degrees of latitude. For Bessel’s value for spheroidioity we obtain—

From the East European Arc
a =6378455 m. 127 m.

From the West European Arc

From measurement of a degree of longitude
a  =  6377935 m . .±  155 m. 

a  =  6378057 m. ±  105 m.

Besides these results, there exist other measurements in the United States of America.f For tho most favourable ellipsoid, a =  G37S2S3 ±  50 m. 
with a spheroidicity of v-pr-? was obtained thore.

This result was attained by methods essentially different from Iho others. Horo, no arcs were dealt with, but for a surface o f 19* in latitude 
and 56° in longitude that ellipsoid was computed whioh accords best with the geoid in this region.

F. R. Helmort, "  Die Griisso der Erile,”  S ik u n g s b c r i c h t e  d e r  K g l .  P r e u s s .  A k a il , d e r  Hris s cn se tu {flen , 1906. 
t  y e r h a n d l .  d . I B .  a l lg e m e in tn  K o n f e r e n z  d . In tern a / . E r d m e s s u n g .
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Further, the adjustment was made on tho supposition that down to a depth of 114 km. below the earth’s surface a uniform isostatic compensa
tion of tho visible masses exists. For this purpose it was necessary to apply corrections to the observed deviations of the plumb-line in latitude 
and longitvido. I f  we undertake the adjustment in the usual manner by direct observations of the deviations of the plumb-line, the result is a 
spheroidicity of aud a =  6,377,945 m.

The mean error of this value would bo rather larger than the above. To apply these values to the spheroidicity n-gYiri they must be reduced 
by somo 10 m.

The South African Arc of Meridian gives for this spheroidicity
a = 6,378,249 ±  179 m.

We perceive from this comparison that the results agree within narrow limits; the South African result corresponds almost exactly with the mean 
result of the others. Tho two European Meridian Arcs show the greatest difference.

The value previously given by Helmert as the most reliable for the great semi-axis of approximately 6378*2 km. receives thus a new confirmation.
For geographers, the transfer from Bessol’s to Clarke’s equatorial semidiameter has only a slight significance, in so far as every determination 

of area basod on tho earlier dimensions would bo increased by 0*03 per cent, and the total area of the earth’s surface by 150,000 square kilometres.

Now that the result of the complete Arc has been evaluated, the conditions of the curvature in the separate parts of the Arc have to be 
investigated. In the equations of correction for the spheroidicity the value -rv ii  introduced.

First the southern portion of the Arc is dealt with, which covers the eastern part of Cape Colony, Natal, Orange Colony, and the Transvaal.
It extends from 32* 53' to 23* 32' south latitude, with a length of 9* 21'. The total number of stations is 22.

The normal equations are—
22*0* +  59*57 y +  3112 =  0
59*57 x + 180-45 y + 163-68 =  0,

from which wo have—
* =  +  9-81" ± 2 -0 2 "
»/= -4 -1 4 7 " ± 0 -7 0 5 ".

The mean error of an equation is ±  3*09"
da =  —2645 m. ±  450 m.

The large mean error of the constant is caused by the fact that the starting-point for the calculation of the coefficients does not come within 
this portion of the Arc.

The northern portion extends through 10* 50', viz., from 20* 30' to 9* 40' south latitude, over south and north-east Rhodesia, and includes 
36 stations.

From the normal equations:—
. I  V +  6 9 E B I

-50*04 x + 120-70 y - 17539 =  0,
there follow

* = + 0 -3 9 "  ± 1 -1 0 "  
y - +1-616" ± 0 -6 0 2 '.

The mean error is ±  4'31"
da — +1031 m. ±  438 m.

As these two Arcs do not touch one another, but are separated by an interval of 3* in which no stations occur, a third intermediate section of 
the Arc was adjusted which connects the other two and partially overlaps them. It extends over the Transvaal and South Rhodesia from 25* 46' 
to 16* 26' south latitude, thus including 9* 20', and has 25 stations.

The normal equations are
25-0* +  8 0 8  y —27-04 =  0 

80 8  x + 3 1 - 9 1 y - 18-54 =  0.
The solutions are—

* = + 0 -9 7 ' ± 0 * 6 8 " 
y = + 0*3 35 '± 0 -60 4".

The mean error is ±  3*27"
da =  + 213  m. ±  385 m.

The outstanding errors referred to these three ellipsoids are given in tho table on page cxc.

ARRANGEMENT OF MASS AND TECTONIC STRUCTURE.

The three sections of the Arc thus possess an essentially different curvature, and it must therefore be regarded as an accident that the 
complete result yields so plausible a value. For the southern part wo get by far the smallest ellipse, but it agrees better with the observations 
than that of the entire Arc, as is shown by tho agreoment of the outstanding errors. In the south the ellipsoid sinks and thus reduce* the large 
positive deviations.

The middlo Arc has a comparatively smaller curvature, and tho ellipsoid is so inclined towards the principal ellipsoid, that the errors are 
increasod in a positive sense.

The northern Arc has a still smaller ourvaturo with respect to tho olllpsoid of the entire Arc, so that finally the result of the entire Aw again 
leads approximately to Clarke’s nomidiamotor. , »

These essentially difforent curvatures in the separato portions are, in goneral, dopendont on tho orographical conditions.
Wo are horo situated in tho region whoro tho olevatod plateau of South Africa falls towards the Indian Ocean. From the coast which at the 

southern termination of tho Are slopes down stoeply, wo prooeod, as wo follow tho 30th meridian, through tho rising hill country of Natal 
over tho ridge of tho Drakensberg and on to tho uplands of the Transvaal.

The samo goneral soquonce as is shown by tho physioal surfaco of tho land is represontod in miniature in tho geoid and in the ellipsoid 
which coincides with it. This fact is oxhibitod in the ohango of tho deviations of tho plumb-line from tho coast inland. In the south we find 
largo positivo valuos whioh gradually bocoino smallor towards the north ; that is, tho geoid rises in relation to the reference ellipsoid.

As soon as tho ridgu is roachod, tho sigu ohangos—a proof that tho geoid again dosoonds with roforeneo to the ellipsoid; and this procedure 
is, in faot, ohsorvable throughout tho Transvaal, North of tho Limpopo tho geoid begins to rise for a short distance, then falls as far as the 
Zambesi, and from thoro to tho end risoa again. Tho ridgo of the Prakonsborg and tho valleys of the great river* thus form the turning points 
of tho geoid.

3 A
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Throw conditions of tho curvature of tho sopnrnto portions of the Aro also prove this undulating form of the geoid. In tho south, owing 
to the ihflueuco of the Drnkcnaborg nnd the abrupt doscont of the coast, a ooneiderublo reduction takoa place in the ellipse, whioh rises towards 
the iutetior, and tho geoid rises correspondingly. Tho absolute amount of tho hoight of tho gooid above tho ollipsoid cannot be stated, because 
wo do not know the absolute deviations of the plumb-line in reforonco to tho oarth ellipsoid, but only tho relative values in respect to the 
ollipsoid of reference.

The middle ellipsoid is depressed towards the south, corresponding to tho case of the gooid, and in relation to tho ourvature forms a transition 
to the northern Are, whioh, owing to the depression of tho geoid in the Zainbosi Valley, possesses a markedly reduced curvature. From the 
circumstance that, in general, tho geoid adapts itself to tho terrestrial surface, it follows that tho elevations, particularly the Drakensberg, 
are not compensated by deficiencies below the surface, or only |>artially so.

According to the isostatic theory of the equalisation of weight, the opposite is mostly the case; it has usually been found that the visible 
masses are compensated by defects occurring below them.

This abnormal condition has its origin iu tho geotectouio structure. South Africa is one of the oldest continents, and was, until the Triassic 
period, united with the Indian peninsula. Through a collapse, the Indian Ocean was then formed, the result (according to Suess)* of a 
fracturing of the crust

This theory has found many supporters, and Passarge,f in particular, maintains this point of view. Then, in more recent times, Penck, J from 
his own observations, and from tho more recent geological researches by Rogers, Molengraaf, Anderson, and Du Toit, comes to the conclusion 
that the South African Tableland may present a surface of orosion, which falls towards the Indian Ocean, not along a fault line, but by the 
erosion of its margin.

Penck § leaves it an open question whether the modification has followed on the elevation of the continent or the sinking of the ocean. 
The reason why eminent iuvestigators have arrived at essentially different conclusions as to the formation of these mountain ranges, is that, 
in this case, the original forms have been completely destroyed by denudation, and it is difficult to form an opinion as to their structure from 
geological researches alone. It is, therefore, of interest to decide which theory is best supported by tho distribution of the masses, as shown by 
the deviations of the plumb-line.

W o may here make a slight digression in order to estimate the value of researches bearing on the present case which have been conducted in 
other regions.

For the younger faulted mountains, so far as they have been investigated, it has everywhere been shown that they are entirely, or for the 
most part, compensated by subterranean deficiencies of mass, as, for example, the Alps and tho Himalayas.||

It is otherwise in case of horsts. A  typical example is offered by the Harz Mountain*, which have been exhaustively investigated by the 
Geodetic Institute with reference to the deviations of the plumb-line U and the measurement of gravity.** Here a great excess of mass 
has been found, and, according to Doocke,tt the cause is to be sought in the fact that the Harz is a hard compressed horst with bounding 
faults, especially where the sunken block has been forced under that which remains standing, thus causing a great excess of mass. The 
circumstances are similar in the rift valley of the Rhine and the mountains which enclose it.

Thus we find almost everywhere low values of gravity along tectonic rift valleys, and high values J} over horsts.
In the Thuringian Forest, on the contrary, where there is no marginal faulting, no excess of mass is present.
It may thus be conjectured that the same circumstances existing on a small scale in the Harz are repeated on a large scale in South Africa.
W e thus return to the old conception of Suess, that a fracturing of the worn-down surface has here occurred. Simultaneously the sunken 

block was forced under the masses which maintained their position, and has thus been the cause of the accumulation of mass. This block must 
lie at a considerable depth, since throughout the whole of the Transvaal the deviations of the plumb-line are negative, which cannot be regarded 
as accidental, aud are greater at further distances than nearer.

If geological and not tectonic causes have brought about this phenomenon, the inclinations of the plumb-line must, at least partially, tend 
towards the north, because there the oldest rocks and those of the highest specifio gravity, for instance granite, occur; whereas further to the south 
the more recent strata appear. The powerful compression may then, perhaps, have pressed the magma upwards, as we find in the case of the basaltic 
and amvgdaloidal rocks of the Quatldamba Mountains and in the intrusions, which aro widely distributed as far as the interior of the Transvaal-

As, however, nothing is certainly kuown of the age of the eruptions in this respect, there is nothing to contradict the assumption. 
It is not necessary to assume that volcanic outbursts followed upon the main line of faulting; these would much more likely be closed by the
pressure of the blocks against each other, while the adjacent portions underwent a collapse in the readjustment of strain.

W e thus arrive at this theory of the connection between dislocations and eruptions, since otherwise the excess of mass which is present
is not explicable. But in volcanic regions the opposite is the case.

Helmert §§ gives an example in the Caucasus, where an excess of compensation occurs. This behaviour may thus be explained; owing 
to an explosive eruption, huge masses were ejected from the depths, and that the space they formerly occupied oould afterwards bo only 
partially filled.

But it is not necessary to conceive hollow spaces; because the pressure of the molten magma charged with gases would be less, tho density 
will also be correspondingly smaller.

In the case of the Drakensberg, on the other hand, we may rightly interpret the appearances by assuming that eruptions are a consequence 
of dislocation; fracture and volcanic outbursts have together occasioned the excess of mass.

I f  we should assume with Penck that the Drakensberg was caused by bending, tractivo forces only would have been exerted, whether a
sinking of the ocean level or an elevation of the land took place. The density of the strata concerned would therefore be reduced, and the
consequence must be a defect of mass, which would bo all the more perceptible if the eruptions occurred independently of the dislocations.
Furthermore, Penck assumes an upheaval of tho land and a lowering of the bed of tho ocean to ho still proceeding at tho present day, in order
to explain the evidences of elevation and depression observed on tho coast of Natal; this, according to tho position of the flexure in relation to 
the sea-level, would give rise to the movoments on the coast in one or another direction. Tho grounds which Penck puts forward for this theory 
are hydrographic in their nature. He infers the elevation of the land from the youthful typo of tho valloy-forms and from tho fact that the 
rivers have not yet graded their beds; the lowering of the bed of the ocean he deduces from the fact that a sliolf of deposition at the

* E. Suess, D a s  A n t l i t z  d e r  E r d e , 1883- 1886.
tS . Passarge, S u d a fr ik a . E i n e  L a n d e s - V o lk s• u n d  W ir ls ch a fls k u n d e , 1P08.
I  A. Penck, “ Der Dmkcnsbcrg und dor Quatblambabninli,”  S itzu n ysb erich te  d e r  K y i .  /*reu ss. A k a d . d. W im n s c h a fl c n , 1008.
§ A. Penck, “ Sudafrika und die SainbetifHUe," Qcogr. Xeitsehrift, 1008.
D F. R. Helmert, “  Die SchwerkraCt ini Hocligobirge," VtrO ff. d e r  K y i .  1 ‘ reu ts . O eod . I n s t . ,  1800.
H A. Galle, L ota b iceid iu n g en  im  H a r z  u n d  se in e r  xceiteren  U m gcbu n g , 1008.
** L. Haasomann, B e s lim m u n y  d e r  S eh to e rk ru fl a n f  66 S ta tio n en  im  H a r z  u n d  se in e r  u v i te m i  U m g ebu n g , 1006.
f t  W. Deecke, “  Erdmaguetismus und Solnvoro in ilirem Xu»anunonliang init dom guologisuhon Ban," So., Mites J a h rb u eh  f i i r  M in ,,  Q eot. u n d  P a liio n t., jisii. 

Beilageband, 1006.
t t  O- v* d. Borno, “  Dio phytik. Grundlngoii der tnktonisohen Theorien," O tr la n d s  B e itr d y e  m >• Oeo/ihiisik, 1008.
§§ F. R. Helmert, M a t hem . u n d  p h y s ik . T h eo rien  d e r  hOheren G eodasia, Bd. ii., 1884.
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mouths of the rivers is absent. Tho distribution of masses should first be considered, as the cause of the displacement of the beach, but the data 
at present do not admit of any trustworthy conclusion on this question. It is not known with certainty how far a general compensation of the 
South African continent has taken place, and upon this tho cause of movement in one or other sense depends. From the distribution of the 
plumb-line deviations, and the large differences in the conditions of curvature of the separate parts of the Arc, it certainly appears to follow that 
no complete compensation has been attained. How far it has occurred cannot be decided. On the other hand, it may be conjectured, from the 
great age of tho continent, that in the course of long ages all differences of tension have been equalised, and complete isostasy prevails. Then the 
further supposition is warrnuted, that the land masses were progressively carried away by erosion and deposited upon the floor of the ocean, 
thereby occasioning the upheaval of tho land.

However, we still need further researches to elucidate these questions.
For this Pendulum observations would be specially suitable, for conclusions as to the arrangement of masses in the earth’s crust are attained 

far more perfectly by measurements of the force of gravity than by observing the direction of gravity as indicated by the deflections of the 
plumb-liue.

In order to be better able to follow the distribution of the disturbances, the deflections of the plumb-line are graphically represented upon 
the accompanying diagram.* The scale t  of the map is the same as that of Bartholomew’s map of South Africa, viz., ?  j ,000. This is the only
serviceable topographical map of South Africa. It  was originally intended, by tising a map showing heights on a large scale, to compute the 
amount of the deviations of the plumb-line from the orographic forms and to compare them with those observed. But, unfortunately, no adequate 
maps for this purpose were obtainable. In the diagram the arrow indicates the deflected plumb-line and its length the amount of deflection.

'We also observe here that, as a rule, south of the Drakensberg the plumb-line is deflected towards the north, and north of the Drakensberg 
towards the south. In the southern portion lines of equal deflection are drawn; in other regions the points lie too far apart for us to derive any 
conclusions upon the progression of the deflection.

Although in the south in some places the position of the lines are not quite accurately located, their general character is well determined 
from the existing points. W e may easily recognise that the lines show a dependence upon the direction of the mountains; the maximum lies at 
the foot o f the mountaiu range.

In Natal, where the Drakensberg takes a north-south direction, these appearances cannot be followed, because there the meridional 
component of attraction disappears. The behaviour of the deflections near Port Elizabeth is striking. Whilst elsewhere on the east coast the 
deviations of the plumb-line are positive, the opposite condition prevails here; the plumb-line is deflected towards the south. This phenomenon 
may have its origin in the local character, of the coast. Off Natal the coast descends much more abruptly than in the south, owing to which the 
continent appears to be prolonged towards the south. But this does not appear to be the only cause, for, if it were so, the influence would have 
a similar effect upon the neighbouring stations. This is not the case. W e must assume, on the contrary, that between Port Elizabeth and 
the Zuurberg there exists a defect of mass, which produces a repelling effect. In this way the large positive deviation on the Zuurberg is 
explained. Upon the southern edge of the Zuurberg a fault occurs, and, on the fracture line, lava and tuffs have been emitted. | It is possible 
that the deficiency of mass is connected with this fissure. At the outbreak a breaking up took place, so that the zone of crushing was only 
partially filled up, and offered a free outlet to the eruption. But there may be also other causes purely geological for the defect of mass, and 
the cretaceous Uitenhage beds between Port Elizabeth and the Zuurberg may be the cause of the differences in mass. But, since the Grassberg 
Station shows the same deviation as the Zuurberg, so also here the defect of mass will exercise its effect, for the Snow mountains, the mass of 
which has the same influence, lie further off. But as the cretaceous beds do not extend to this point, tectonic causes must exist. At Cape St 
Francis, on the other hand, there appears no further influence of the defect, which seems to follow the line of the mountain ranges.

In the neighbourhood of tho sources of the Vaal we have more observations, and as here fairly large differences of altitude exist, the 
doflections of the plumb-line show great divergencies. W e can, nevertheless, conclude from this that the centre of attraction of the mass is 
situated somewhere within the ridge of the Drakensberg, since tho station Inkwelo, whioh is situated on one of the highest positions where the 
trend of the mountain takes a west-easterly direction, shows a positive deflection; and the stations Kaalkop and Hermitage, which lie to the west 
of the Drakensberg upon a spur of the same, are without deflection. Here, then, the maximum accumulation of mass appears to lie. Un
fortunately, in the region of the Mont-aux-Sources, where interesting conclusions might be expected, we have no observations.

The greatest deflections of tho entire Arc are to be found in the two most northerly stations in the Transvaal, Blaauberg and Lejuma, situated 
on the Blaauberg and Zoutspanberg. Here the orogr&phical forms themselves cannot be the only reason; other causos, besides, must co-operate. 
Perhaps the name Zoutspanberg offers an explanation. Here, and especially in Northern Transvaal, tho larger salt-panB occur in the chalk and 
sandstone, and it is not inipossiblo that here, perhaps, also a salt-bed may be the cause of the perturbations.

No suitable maps of Rhodesia giving altitudes exist; tho geological conditions are also vory little known. Thorofore, it is not possible to 
discover tho relations existing between the distribution of masses and the tectonic structure. It is only at separato points that a certain 
dependence of the deviations of the plumb-line on the orographio structure appears to exist; and tho best existing map, that in Stieler’s Hand- 
Atlas supports this conclusion. The station Buluwayo, which, in relation to tho neighbouring stations, shows a largo negative deviation, is situated 
on tho north side of a smaller mountain rango, which probably causos the local disturbance. The distribution of tho plumb-line deviations in 
Northern Rhodesia is striking, for here the lines of equal deviation show a direction running from south-wost to north-east.

Even if the linos at individual places had been given a somewhat different form, they would still retain the same direction, because tho 
stations lie pretty closely together. Tho reason for this condition is not statod.

|

REPRESENTATION OF THE GEOID.

W o aro able, by moans of tho deviations of the plumb-line, graphically to roprosent tho gooid along a meridional section.  ̂ We assume that we 
aro acquaintod with tho distribution of tho plumb-line deviations botwoon tllo individual stations, but for this purposo only those localities where 
it is possible to oonstruot linos of equal doviation will come under consideration, i.e. essontially only those on tho south coast and in Hhodoein.

Tho doviation | may bo takon as the doprossion anglo of tho tangont of tho gooid, as compared with tho tangont of tho ellipsoid of reference
(which is tho basis of computation) in tho moridian section.

I f  we tako tho values of (  as ordinates and tho distances as nbsoissro of a rectangular eystorn of co-ordinatos, and draw a curve through the
points obtained, tlion tho difforonoo in altitudo of tho gooid from tho ollipsoid

-V-:; -

whoro /> — 200,205, i.o. tho numbor for the roduotion from dogrocR to oiroular measuro. Tho integration is otrriod out graphically by a prowlure
* Pinto XXIX. t Here half this icalo Iim been employed.
i  8. Pasinrgo, S(l<l<\frika, 8 K. It. Helmert, ifalhtm. It. phytik. ThtorU* Htr AflArrm M o > ,  Bd. It, 1S*«
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introduced by Prof. Ilunge. We replace tho ourvo to be integrated 1/  «■ / (x) of the deviations of the plumb-lino by n variablo ourvo of stop-like
form, so that the airfares enclosed by the first and second on both sides nro equal.

If F* ( / ) ■ [ /  (x ) ilx and K (x) is tho intogral of tho stop-curvo, then

F* (x) -  F  (x) at thoso places whoro y  ■■/(*) and tho horizontal parts of the broken ourvo out one another.
F  (x) consists of virtually rectilinoar pieces; for, if x  from 0 to * , incroases, y, is constant, and similarly the derivative from F (x).

F  (x) is therefore a straight line, and the tangent o f its direction is tan a = y l.

This straight line may be constructed, as a is the angle of a right-angled triangle, the catheters of whieh are y, and 1 ;  since y  =  — , in this 

case the catheters become | and p.
By continuing this process, i f  we place the succeeding straight line always at the last point of the preceding, and continue it up to the ordinate 

o f the nearest point of variability, we obtain the integral curve F  (x). Now, if we describe a free-hand curve through the comer points of the 
lineation this represents the required geoid.

In this way three profiles have been drawn, the first on the meridian of Port Elizabeth 25* 40' E. o f Greenwich, the second on the meridian 
27* E., both starting from the coast; the third profile relates to the meridian 30£* E. in Rhodesia. (See Sections I., II., and III.)

The elevations of the geoid appear in all, by suitable choice of the units, to be increased 10,000 times.
The elevations of the physical surface of the earth are represented on a 100-fold scale, but correspond, especially in the third figure, only

to a rough approximation to the actual circumstances, since they should only be used for comparison.
From the first profile we recognise how the geoid, in consequence of the above-mentioned defects of mass between Port Elizabeth and the 

Zuurbergen, falls below the ellipsoid and then rises uniformly. We notice the same ascent in the second figure. The geoid follows the land 
surface. I t  may, perhaps, at first sight, appear that the rising of the geoid over the ellipsoid is insignificant, amounting in the maximum to 
about 1 1 m. Now, the ellipsoid is so determined by the adjustment that it is adapted as closely as possible to the geoid, while the deviations 
of the plumb-line are made small and their algebraic sum almost nil. The geoid, accordingly, is found almost as often above as below the 
ellipsoid obtained. This relation, however, scarcely corresponds to the natural conditions, for, although a general compensation has indeed taken 
place, it  is assumed that the geoid always lies above the earth-ellipsoid. The actual elevations cannot be computed from the deviations of the 
plumb-line, as we only have to deal with relative values. Helmert *  computed, under certain assumptions, the deformations of the figure of the 
earth, and found*the elevation of the geoid in Central Africa, towards tho coast, to be about 400 m. From more recent investigations of the 
isostatic compensation we may conclude that this amount is not approximately reached.

I f  we take, in order to have a value, 100 m., and assume that the ascent is proportionate to the distance, the geoid beneath the Stormberg 
would be already raised to 20 m. instead of 11 m.

In  the third figure the position of the geoid is arbitrarily assumed, in order that its lowest point may rest on the ellipsoid; this does not 
coincide, as we should expect, exactly with the lowest position of the earth’s surface in the valley of the Zambesi. Both minima would at once 
take up a common position if  we were to lower the ellipsoid o f reference so as to bring it to the probablo position o f tho ellipsoid o f rotation.
A  rotation would thereby take place, and the minimum would be displaced towards the south. Besides, the negative deviations in the Transvaal
would then become smaller, but the conclusions drawn from these values remain confirmed, because relative magnitudes only are concerned.

TERRESTRIAL MAGNETIC PERTURBATIONS.

Beattie f  has recently published a report upon a terrestrial magnetic survey in South Africa. Since, in othor ports on the earth's 
surface (especially by Eschenhagen {  in the Harz mountains), relations havo been demonstrated betwoen disturbances in the arrangement 
of mass and terrestrial magnetic perturbations, it may be of interest to determine if a like connection also exists here.

In the work referred to by a method first employed by RUcker and Thorpe,§ centros of perturbation havo been determined and represented 
on maps. For this purpose the terrestrial magnetic force in each place was analysed into its throo components, directed towards the north, 
the west, and the zenith. The differences between obsorvod and normal values gave tho disturbing forces. Tho direction of tho resultant of the 
two horizontal components and the vertical intensity indicatod the seat o f tho disturbing forco. A  rogion which attracted tho south polo of the 
muguet was designated a line or ridge of attraction; and one which ropolled it, a valley line. Tho point of intersection of two ridges forms a 
point; that of two valleys a depression; and that of a ridge and a valloy a saddle. A  fow ridges and valleys are indicated on tho accompany
ing sketch.

* F. R, Helmert, Mathem. u. physik. Theorien tier Mheren Qeodtisie, Bd. ii., 1884,
t  J. C. Beattie, "R ep ort o f  n Magnetic Survey o f  South Afrion,”  published in tho Roy. Soe. Loiul., 1000.
£ M. Eschonliagen, “  Magnetisclie Untenuohungen im Harz,”  Forschungen sur deulsehen Landes- u. Valkskutuie, xi. B ind, 1809.
§ A . W . RUcker and T. E. Thorpe, " A  Magnotio Survey o f  tho British Isles," Phil. Trans. Hoy. Soc., 1800.
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Wo oasily recognise that in the southorn part a certain dopendenco exists between magnetic disturbances and deviations of plumb-line;
Tho magnetic valley lines between Port Elizabeth and the Zuurberg agree with the defect of mass shown to exist in these regions. The 

magnetic attraction lines lying further north follow in their course fairly exactly tho maximum values of plumb-line deviation. Even the 
smaller convexities in tho direction from Grassberg towards Zuurberg and in the vicinity of Berlin correspond with the secondary ridges, which 
appear to be somowhat displaced. Tho principal ridgo ends in the east, where the plumb-line deviations assume smaller values. The inter
section of the 30* meridian with tho Drnkensborg may be cited as a second example. Hero the greatest excesses of mass were shown to exist 
beneath one of the wostorly spurs of the mountain rango somewhere near the points Kaalkop and Hermitage. At the same spot a magnetic 
ridge occurs. But whilst in the south the magnetic crost lines coincided with those points which show maximum plumb-line deviations, 
here magnetic attraction and attraction of mass fall together.

Conjectures only can bo advanced as to the cause of this behaviour. As is well known, the two theories for the explanation of anomalies 
of terrestrial magnetism are opposed to each other. According to one supposition,' magnetic disturbances are caused by the magnetic properties 
of the rock masses. According to the othor, maintained by E. Naumann,* anomalies arise through deviations of the earth currents, which 
produce terrestrial magnetism.

This deviation should be studied on tectonic lines.
It ..would bo beyond the scope of the present work to attempt to fathom the connection existing between attraction of mass and magnetic 

forces. It must suffice to indicate the self-evident connection which exists.

CONCLUSION.

The most important results are here grouped together.
The reduction of the plumb-line deviations for the South African Arc of Meridian, adopting Helmert’s value for spheroidicity, resulted in an 

insignificant enlargement of Clarke’s equatorial semidiameter.
The mean error of the results comes out somowhat larger than from similar investigations of other Meridian Arcs.
A  groat difference is observable in the curvature in the separate parts of the Arc.
Its origin was sought for in the tectonic structure, and a certain dependence was found between the mass-arrangement as determined from 

plumb-line deviations and the tectonic conditions occurring in this region.
A theory for the origin o f the Drakensberg was formed, founded on our knowledge of mass arrangement, as determined from plumb-line 

deviations— a theory which all evidence seems to justify. It may, perhaps, from lack of sufficient material, possess only a theoretical value; it 
may, however, show how it is possible, by tho aid of the results of exact observations, to throw light on tectonic questions.

A  certain connection is established between deflections of the plumb-line and terrestrial magnetic disturbances. It has long been known that 
terrestrial magnetism has given us knowledge of the condition of the earth’s crust in the lower depths, which could never be accessible to direct 
observations. Further investigations are, however, necessary to enable us to draw trustworthy conclusions from the results obtained.

With reference to the geographical distribution of irregularities of masses which manifest themselves in the course of the work, various 
questions which are left open await solution, but above all adequate data are needed to enable us to understand the general connection between 
mass distribution, the structure of mountain ranges, and the secular elevations and depressions which are connected with them.

W e have also to decide whether mass arrangement is constant or whether it suffers changes from the operation of outside forces. In the 
latter case especially, we should not be justified, on the basis of present conditions, in drawing conclusions upon widely remote occurrences in the 
earth’s history. When all these problems have received a satisfactory solution, it will be possible for us to approach more closely to the goal 
towards which all these investigations tend, namely, to discover the laws which have been predominant in forming the figure of our planet.

| Verhandlungen d. 12 Gtographenlagcs zu Jena, 1897.

A Table o f Plumb-Line Deviations.

/ =  Plumb-line deviations in the Geodetic Survey System.
£ =  ,> | from the Ellipsoid of the Whole Arc.

I., II., III. =  • „  „  I  Ellipsoids of portions of the Arc.

No. Station.
Geographical

Latitude
Sooth.

Geographical 
Longitude 

East of 
Greenwich.

Altitude 
in Metres. /• I. 11. in.

Cape St. Francis . 34 11 *4 46 120 4 - o*86 +  2*9
Port Elizabeth 33 58 *5 37 60 -  7*36 -  5‘3 ... : ...
Coogakop 33 46 37 140 -  7-87 -  57 ...
Drivers H ill. 33 *7 26 4* 850 +  2'00 +  4'3
Zuurberg . 33 15 *5 34 990 4 -IO*89 +  , 3'2
Berlin . . 3* 53 *7 37 520 4- 6-88 +  9 * 7 4- | o 7

... Grnssborg . . 3* 5 1 *4 3° 1030 4.10-71 4-13*1
2 Cwccwoni . 3 ' 5* 28 2 1280 +  5'3° +  7'43 +  0*77

Lubisi . . . . 3 i 47 *7 30 1780 4-10*80 4-12*9
Tafolberg . . 31 39 p 10 1660 +  o*S7 +  * 7 ....

3 Umtata . 3 * 36 28 45 870 +  3’ 1 1 4- 5*16 — 1*09
... Xuka . , . 3| 18 28 0 1890 4-12*00 4-14*0

Bondearg . . . 31* 7 *7 59 *770 4-10*88 4-12*9
Hanover 3 * 4 *4 20 1430 4- 0*21 4- »*a ...

♦ Umtamvuna. . 30 44 *9 57 790 +  1-83 +  3^4 -  «’J0
... Holvelyn . . . 30 4* *7 17 2480 -  i-68 4 -o*» •••

Ansvogolborg 30 18 *7 3 2210 -  $-38 -  37



11 Table o f  Plumb-Line Deviations—continued.

0X0 HISTORY OP THE OAPE OBSERVATORY.

/  •-= Plumb-lino deviations in tho Geodetic Survoy System.
£ »  „  „  from tho Ellipsoid of the Wholo Aro.

I., II., 111. -  | „  | Ellipsoids of portions of the Aro.

No. Station.
Geographical

Latitudo
South.

Goographicnl 
Longitude 

East of
Altitude 
in Motres. n I,'. H. III.

Green wioh.

Do Put , . . 30 >5 23 56 1320 — 0*38 +
//

r 3
... Wepener Base S. . *9 55 27 3 1600 -  297 — m M

S Durban . . . *9 5* 3* 0 ... +  2-19 ;':.+ 375 + o 'i8
. . . Wepener Bnso N. . 29 44 26 59 1470 -  2-30 — 2 ‘5

. . . . Orange River *9 40 24 1190 — 0*48 + I
6 Zwart Kop . *9 36 30 *5 1450 +  >’24 + 273 . — 0-46

... • Kimberley . 28 38 24 43 1170 -  !:;4° — 0'2
>■> Schoongezicht 28 1*9 26 24 1390 S  2 '54 — 13
. . . Thoronskop . 28 >9 26 47 1580 — 1 •09 + 0*1

7 Salt Lake *7 ; 55 30 4 14.10 +  6-07 + 7-07 + 6-43
... Brannzijn Kop . ! . 27 51 26 56 •47° —  ^89 — 0-9
... Zoetvlei . . *7 5° 2 6 22 1320 4- 0-90 + ! '9

8 Newcastle . . * 27 46 29 56 1190 +  i -27 + 2'22 + r8a
9 Hermitage . 

Boschrand . . 27
45
44

29
27

21
i i " -

2320
1450

-  ° '95
— o’98

O’OI
O’O

o-39

IQ Vierfontein . *7 41^ ' 28 '35 1770^- -  378 — 2-86 — 3**3
m l Kaalkop M U 35 29 3 1940 -  1-03 ■ •— 013 - 0'26 vl-l'L':
12 Inkwelo . . *7 31 29 5° 2080 -h 5**4 m 6’oi — 5*98
>3 Gemsbokberg *7 27 29 2 6 2090 -  3'4° — 2-55 — 2*48
... Driekul 26 45 26 2'/;.' 1540 B  3'81 — 3'i ...
*4 Johannesburg 26 ' M T ' 28 1810 V . — 9-66 9-2 5 — 6̂ 98

*5
f Muckleneuck . . 1 
| Meintjeskop. §  • f *5 4 5 ; 28 12 , >45° -  5'2<3 4 ’94 — 226 - 1*83

16 Belfast Base S. . . ' 25 40 30 4 1950 -  374 — 3‘44 o-66 — o*35
Ottoshope B.N. *5 39 |  2;5 55 1440 — 5-o6 — 48
Langekloof . 25 37 29 .59 1930 - — 4'8o — 4 ‘52 I ‘6S ... **42

i8 Mards Kop . . . 25 .34 3° 11 2220 -  3*89 — 3-62 — 0*69 — 0*53
*9 Belfast B.N. . . . *5 39 30 4 2220 — 4‘94 — 1*89 .r— 1-86
20 Houts Biver B.S. . . . - *3 5* 29 14 1420 -  3 ''7 — 3'47 2*09 ’ — o*53

. z, Sohnells Kop 23 48 29 57; ; 1900 -  5'43 575 — ■6'ib — 2-81

22 |  Hoifts River B.N .. . V 
1 Loskop : : . | 23 32 29 20 i  1 !3°  I 

\ 1430 1 -  ° 7 7 - n 8 +  4'88 + 173
Blaauberg . - . . 23 - .4 28 2040 — I 5 *02 — *5*5
•Lejuma . s fS B P W 23 I 29 26 -  8-84 9'3

4-69- 2 3 i Inugu'v.. 1 2OT 3° 28 24 1470. +  3' 5° '  + 2-05 B 4'34 H
*4 (Golafci . 20 29 28 36 >55° +  4 7 5 + 3'3° + S-58 5*94
25 M'Quilembegwe j 20 26 28 45 1550 — 0’26 — >74 ;.v-. + ° '53 + o’9o
26 Iliabas Inyorka . v 20̂ ? *9 28 1510 +  3-59 + 2-07 + 4 '27 470

1 *7 w,OBmuwayo . 20 9 28 35;:-’: .1406 — 6-6 4 — 8-23 — 6m 1 — 5-60
^ 1 8 ''  ' Inseza Base S. % 2?', 6 " 2.9 ' 9 1260 +  077 — 0-83 + 1*26 178

29 » ~N-' H f l H H •9 W m 29 4  1 1370 ' O'OO — 1-65 ... + 9*34 + o*94
3^ S Gwelo •. 28 29 50 - 1490 i  4-50 + 2-67 + o'4o + 5*23

■ 3? Iron Mine -> ’ 9 1 9 39p 22 1500;. - • — o‘85 .272 — — omS
■ a Zomtimba j . i . .. 19 16 ■:" 3® 13 .1500 !'',',!ii.-'bi4 7 “ — 2-37 ... — 074 + 0-17

33 Mahamara . - . -j •9 ■ M 3° 1440 — 0*92 — 2-89 ... ■' rr:' r 38 o*37
34 Salisbury . . ^ 7!*>:'5P •• 3 i ■y_2 >53°  . +  3-52 + •'JO + 1-95 + 3*5*
35 Marimba g i '7 . 47.~ „ 30 5° 1460 — i ; i  6 — 3-60 — 2-80 . 1*20
36 Muneni . 30 3,ol 34 1570 -  HI — 4-46 ... — 3*S 1 — 2'08
37-- Baruka *7 E 9M • • 3.3 1370 +  0-35 — 2-27 ■ ~~ 170 B O' 10
38 •Unvukwe . ' ; I : 17 K 3 4 1 •‘ >75° — ■ 3*80 — 6-53 — 6’05 4-18
39 Manyangau . . 16 26 29 36 1410 -  6-18 — 9-12 — 9’o8 6*85• -- Msambamsou H I 54 30 0 1230 -  4 '4^ 7-62 — 7-85
4 1 Kapsaku 15 E H ag&S 17 1060 -  279 — 6*04 — 6-40

m ,i*. ■ Kaurasbisi . >5 20 29 ?47 1410 +  4'37 + ° '9 9 + 0-46
43 Macheohetti . *4 57 £9 r54 . 1330 +  >'29 — 2-24 •*. — 3’oo
44 Mkokomo . ' '  W 47 30 3©> •' 121 pps'. +  1 7 ' — 1*90 Ml — 274
45 ' Chifikunya . 26 29 52 1490 +  9- , 3 + : 5'4° ' + 4*37 « • • «
46 Kwesbi >3 58 30 40 1400 +  ^23 269 — 3'98

. 4 7 - . Uhmgu ... H .. *3 46 30 I 5 1 O ' : -£11*07 B 7'o8 5'67
48 Mtense. ;.®8|j 13 BKM • 3>:. 1670 " + 1 5'07 +10*85 + 9*1 S
49 - Msengule '  ; *3 '.■H . 3° 33 1660 +  >gij,3> + 7'oS + 5-3'S

•• \s°- Mabyulu 12 54 3° 57 1720 +  3'3 * — V°3 — 2*91
M l Maienze . •' -. aBig^ 29 H Q W 8 - 1670 ’ +  9 '13 + 472 IM + 2 '62

52 Lavusi. . if * 1 ^ 9 12 30 B 179°  ; +  5‘45 + O'OO • •• — 1*25
53 Iwangwo . 59 31 37 1830 +  12-45 +  778 + 5*4 *
54 Chipala . •.■ 11 27 ' 32 ■ ■. 1 ■' >43° +  8-86 + 3.92 • •• + 126

Sf'SSr' Mukowonshi 25 31 3 > 1830 +  5*37 + 0-43 • •• — 2*26
56 Kangawakadi . lo? *4 31 30 1440 +  9 '3» + 3*88 + ° ’ S5
57 Mapange . 9 4 1 31 4 1 1440 +  8-82 3’ H 0*48
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PART I.

T H E  V I C T O R I A  T E L E S C O P E
AND ITS OBSERYATORY.

THE VICTORIA TELESCOPE.
T he history of this instrument, so far as the Cape Observatory is concerned, begins with the following letter, which 
was received by H.M. Astronomer in the beginning of September 1894 : —

Rusthall H ouse, Tunbridge W ells,
10/A August 1894.

D ear Dr Gill,— It has been my wish for some time past to offer a large Telescope, equipped for Photographic and 
Spectroscopic work, to one of the Public Observatories in the Southern Hemisphere—and by preference to the Royal Observatory 
at the Cape of Good Hope.

With this object I  have now arranged with Sir Howard Grubb for the construction of a Photographic Refracting Telescope 
of 24 inches aperture and 22 feet 6 inches focal length. Also for an Object-Glass Prism to work with it, having a refracting 
angle of 7£ degrees, and the same aperture. Coupled with the Photographic Telescope there is to be a Visual Refracting Telescope 
of 18 inches aperture. The Telescope Mounting is to give circumpolar motion to the Telescope up to 30 degrees within the 
Zenith; the Mounting to be sufficiently elevated to allow a fair-sized slit Spectroscope, for the determination of Stellar Motions 
in the line of Bight, to be attached to the Photographic Telescope. Such a Spectroscope will be subsequently provided, and also 
an Observatory of light construction.

May I ask if you, as Astronomer-Royal at the Cape, would be willing to accept such an Instrument, and in that case if the 
Official Trustees of the Observatory would be prepared to provide any assistance necessary for its efficient use ?— I remain, dear 
D r 'Gill, yours faithfully, (Signed) Frank M'Clean.

P.S.— I should perhaps mention that the Telescope has been for some time in progress, and that by the end of January last 
the large Prism, in the rough, had boon delivered, and the glass for the lenses had for some time awaited instructions for moulding. 
Also the complete design, as it stands (with the exception of the decision as to making the Object-Glass convertible or not), bad 
been practically settled. Subject to an alternative in the same respect, the definite order for the Instrument was givon on the 
4th May last. It  has now been further decided not to make tho Object-Glass convertible, but the delay in this respect has 
scarcely been thrown away, as it has resulted in the addition of the 18-inch Visual Telescope to tho Instrument.

This letter gave rise to the following correspondence :—

Dr G i l l  to F r a n k  M 'C l e a n , Esq., M.A.
R o y a l O bservatory , Cape or G ood  Hors,

1894 September 11.
D ear M r  M 'C lean,— Your lotter of tho 10th August duly roached mo by last mail, and I havo no words which can

adequately oxpross my feelings on receipt of it. .
Tho splondid generosity of suoh a gift, the great scientific nood which it fulfils, the prospect of tho gratification of scientific 

hopo and aspirations whioh I havo long ohorishod and had sorrowfully bogun to abandon—all thoso havo boon constantly in tny 
mind sinco tho arrival of your lottor.

As Hor Majesty's Astronomer at tho Capo I thank you for tho noblo gift which you proposo to mako to this Obsorvntory; and 
subjoct to tho approval of tho Lords Commissioners of tho Admiralty, I cordially and gratofully accopt it

Ono can hardly doubt that such an offor will bo mot by tho Lords Commissioners of tho Admiralty and by H.M. Treasury
in a liko gonorouB spirit, and that thoy will bo proparod to considor tho quostion of providing tho additional assistance ucoiwsary
for tho offioiont uso of the instrument.

A copy of your lottor will bo forwardod by this mail to tho Admiralty, togothor with a copy of this roply.— I irmsin, dear 
Mr M'Cloan, yours faithfully, (Signed) David Gill.

I
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DESCRIPTION OK THK OAPK OBSERVATORY.— PART I.

T u b  S borbtary  of th e  A d m iralty  to Dr G il l , H.M. Astronomer.

A d m i r a l t y ,  24th November 1894.
Sib,— I imu commanded by My Lords Commissioners of tho Admiralty to send you a copy of a letter from Mr F. M'Clean, 

dated 26th Ootobor, offering to prosont to tho Observatory an Astronomical Telescopo with its equipment, together with copy of 
their Lordships' reply accopting this geuerous offer.— I  am, eta, (Signed) Evan M'Gukgor.

Enclosures:—
M r  F r a n k  M 'C l e a n  t o  S e c r e t a r y  ok  t iie  A d m ir a l t y .

D ear Sir,— I beg to submit for the consideration of the Lords Commissioners of the Admiralty, the offer on my part to 
present to the Royal Observatory at the Cape of Good Hope, the Astronomical Telescopo with its Equipment, described in the 
accompanying Memorandum.

This proposal has been already communicated to Dr Gill, the Astronomer-Royal at tho Cape of Good Hopo, aud meets with 
his approval.

I venture to hopo that tho Lords Commissioners of the Admiralty will accept the offer, and that they will also furnish any 
assistance necessary for the efficient use of the Instrument— I am, dear Sir, yours faithfully, (Sgd.) Frank M'Clean.

M em o ra n d u m  accompanying letter of same date to the Secretary of the Admiralty.

It has been my wish for some time past, to offer a large Telescope equipped for Photographic and Spectroscopic work, 
to one of the British Observatories in the Southern Hemisphere, und by preference to the Royal Observatory at the Cape of 
Good Hope.

With this object I have now made arrangements with Sir Howard Grubb for the construction of a Photographic Telescope of 
24 inches aperture and of 22 feet 6 inches focal length; also for an Object-Glass Prism to work with it, having a refracting angle 
of 74 degrees and the same aperture. Coupled with the Photographic Telescope there is a Visual Refracting Telescope of 18 inches 
aperture. The Telescope Mounting is to allow of the circumpolar motion of the Telescope for 30 degrees within the Zenith.

The Mounting is also to be sufficiently elevated to allow a fair-sized slit Spectroscope suitable for the determination of Stellar 
Motions in the line of sight to be attached to the Photographic Telescope. Such a Spectroscope will be subsequently provided,
and also an Observatory of light construction, for the whole Instrument

I should mention that this Telescope has been in progress for some time. In January last the glass intended for the 24-inch 
Object-Glass was awaiting instructions for moulding, and the Object-Glass Prism, in the rough, hud been delivered by the 
manufacturers. The design for the Telescope Mounting had been then practically settled. The definitive order for the Instrument 
was given on the 4th May last, subject to one alternative as to Object-Glass. The arrangement to have both a Photographic and a 
Visual Telescope was subsequently made. (Sgd.) Frank M'Clean.

Secretary or the Admiralty to M r Frank M'Clean.

A d m ir a lt y , 14th November 1894.
Sir,— I have laid before My Lords Commissioners of the Admiralty your letter of the 26th ult., offering to present to the 

IRoyal Observatory at the Cape of Good Hope, an Astronomical Telescope, with its Mounting, Observatory, and Equipment-for 
Photographic and Spectroscopic work, as described in the Memoraudum which accompanied your letter.

My Lords direct me to state that they accept, with warm appreciation of your generosity, the offer of this splendid Instrument, 
the possession of which will greatly increase the utility of the Cape Observatory, and may be expected to result in considerable 
advantage to science.— I am, etc., (Sgd.) E van M'Greqor.

The subsequent correspondence with M r M'Clean and Sir Howard Grubb relative to structural details 
would constitute several large volumes, and need not be quoted. It  is sufficient here to state that the observatory 
building and dome were erected iu 1896, with the exception o f  such internal parts o f  the building as could not 
be finished until the telescope was erected.

The rising floor and hydraulic machinery arrived in the end o f  1896, and their erection was completed 
in 1897.

The equatorial mounting and object-glasses, packed in forty-four cases, reached Table Bay on the 1 1 th April 
1898, and within six weeks all the parts were mounted and adjusted. It  was found that tho stand required consider
able modification to secure the necessary rigidity, aud Mr M'Clean most generously authorised tho carrying out 
o f  all necessary alterations. The requisite iron costings and stays were designed, made, and fitted at the Cape, 
and the stand was rendered in every respect most steady, satisfactory, and convenient. Tho fitliugs for electrical 
illumination o f  the circles, scales, and micrometers, including tho switches, rheostats, aud fuses, wero made or 
re-modelled at the Cape.

The hydraulic motor (with its reversing gear and valves) for rotating the dome arrived at the Cape on the 
4th July, and the hydraulic ram and valves for automatic clock-winding on the 11th October 1898. By tho 
1st November the whole o f  the essentials o f  the observatory and stand wero fitted and in workiug order.

The 18-inch visual object-glass proved to be a very fine one.
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The 24-inch photographio object-glass had two f a u l t s t h e  marginal images showed well-marked Coma, 
and the minimum foeus, instead of being for rays of the refrangibility of H y (or, if anything, on the violet side 
of Hy), is for rays of refrangibility about midway between H|8 and Hy.

After many proof plates and other trials with different distances of separation between the lenses, the 
object-glass was returned to Sir Howard Grubb on tho 21st October 1899, and was received back on the 16th 
February 1901. After a series of experimental tests it was definitely accepted as satisfactory.

This completion of Mr M‘Clean’s munificent gift was marked by the insertion in the north-west front of 
the observatory of a stone bearing the following inscription, which had been cut! in accordance with the donor’s 
instructions during his visit to the Cape in 1896.

• v U 8 9 7

T h e  V i c t o r i a  T e l e s c o p e  

T h e  G i f t  o f  F r a n k  M cC l e a n  

& j l | | iA k L -  K e p t  -  - ' 

D a v i d  G i l l  H  M A s t r o n o m e r -

The ceremony of unveiling the stone was performed by His Excellency the Governor, the Hon. Sir Walter Hely 
Hutchinson, .G.C.M.G., on the 10th September 1901.

His Excellency stated that it had been the desire o f H.R.H. the Duke o f Cornwall and York (now Prince of 
Wales) to perform that ceremony on the occasion of his recent visit to the Cape; but, owing to the great number 
o f public engagements which had been pressed upon His Royal Highness, it had fallen to his (the Governor’s) 
part to do so.

The following address was delivered on the occasion by H.M. Astronomer

“  M a y  i t  p l e a s e  Y o o r  E x c e l l e n c y ,— The ceremony which I am about to ask Your Excellency to perform is 
one regarding which some explanation seems to be necessary. We all understand the significance of the laying 
o f a foundation stone or the formal opening of a new building, but it is evident that the function of to-day 
represents neither the one nor the other. Your Excellency will therefore perhaps permit me to enter into a 
short account of the origin and history of this great telescope, and of the observatory under the dome o f which 
we are now assembled. I f  in so doing I appear at first somewhat discursive, I trust to be forgiven on account 
of the interest o f the 'subject and of the occasion. Until about forty years ago the science o f astronomy 
concerned itself chiefly with the positions of celestial objects. It occupied itself with the observation of their 
apparent places in the sky, tracing the origin of their motions, and finally computing and predicting these motions 
for all past aud future time. It has measured not only the dimensions and determined the elements of our 
planetary system, but it has also made no small progress towards a knowledge of the dimensions of the Sidereal 
System and of the amount and direction of our sun’s motion through space. It has catalogued the stars to a 
high order of magnitude, and determined many facts as to their distribution in space. There is no subject to 
which higher genius has applied itself than that of unravelling the celestial motions and the laws which govern 
them. Thus the old astronomy, from the difficulties o f her task, the beauty and precision of her methods, and tho 
proved accuracy of her predictions, has earned for herself the acknowledged position o f Queen of the Sciences. But 
her task is by no means ended, for tho so-called old astronomy still provides, and for ever will provide, a boundless 
field for resoaroh and for exercise of the highest efforts of the human intolloct.

*' Sixty years ago no one believed it possible that astronomy could embracc tho study of tho constitution as well 
as the motions of celestial objects. It is true that the speculations of Laplace seemed so well baaed, and to fit so
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well with known facta and scientific possibilities, as to afford the belief that the sun and planets had been evolved 
from common primordial matter. But' Laplaco's views could only be regarded in the light of a hypothesis; they 
were not capable o f that proof which is necessary to raise speculation, however plausible, to the level of scientific 
truth. Comte, in his Cottrs de JPhilosophte Positive, expressed the opinion, of his time thus: ‘ We may speculate 
with some hope o f success on the formation of the Solar System of which we form a part, for it presents to us 
numerous perfectly well-known phenomona, susceptible perhaps of giving proof of its true immediate origin. But 
what, on the other hand, could possibly form a rational basis for our conjectures on the formation of other suns? 
How confirm or disprove by the evidence of phenomena any cosmogonical hypothesis when no phenomena o f such 
a kind aro known, nor, doubtless, are even knowable ? ■ In other words, the philosophic dictum o f sixty years ago 
was that the chemical constitution of other systems than our-own is a subject which, from the nature of things, 
must be regarded as unknowable. But the discovery of the lines in the Solar Spectrum by Fraunhofer, the inter
pretation of the meaning of these lines by Kirchlioff and Bunsen, and the application of the spectroscopy to other 
celestial objects has upset that philosophic conception of the unknowable, and given to us the new astronomy.

“ This new astronomy deals not so much with the position os with the constitution of celestial objects/ Its aim 
is not so much to answer the question where is such a star, but what is it, what can we find out about its chemical 
constitution, and the chemical history of its development | But with all this distinctive difference between the new 
and the old astronomy, it is impossible to divorce the one from the other.: .There is perhaps no finer illustration of 
the co-relation of the physical sciences than is to be found in the outcome of this new development of astronomy. 
The old astronomy required the combined efforts of the optician, the..mechanician, the engineer, the observer, and 
the mathematician for its pursuit, the new astronomy adds those of the'physicist and the chemist, and we are every 
day finding out not only how each and all o f these branches of science contribute to the advancement of astronomy 
in general, but also how their common application to astronomy has contributed to the advancement of those 
separate sciences. I may perhaps be permitted to dwell briefly on this most interesting subject. The fftCt that 
light travels with a measurable velocity was first demonstrated by Roemer in 1675, because he found that the 
eclipses of Jupiter’s Satellites apparently occurred too soon when the earth is near Jupiter a.nd apparently too 
late when far from Jupiter— a phenomenon that could only be accounted for on the assumption that light travels 
with a measurable velocity. Here, then, is a •notable.- contribution by the old astronomy to the science o f physics. 
Newton, as every one knows, showed how sunlight, after passing through a slit and a prism, was split up into its 
component colours.— Fraunhofer in 1815. proved that this spectrum, or coloured , ribbon, viewed with more perfect 
Appliances than Newton employed, is crossed by fine dark lines; in other words, that certain very definite kinds of 
refrangibility, or colours of light, are wanting in the solar spectrum. Fraunhofer actually measured the position 
in the spectrum of 600 of these lines, but their significance remained a mystery until 1859, when the explanation 
was found by Kirchlioff and Bunsen.... They showed that - substances in a state of vapour absorb rays o f the same 
refrangibility as they themselves, when sufficiently heated, emit— and that the dark lines in the solar spectrum are 
produced by the absorption o f vapburs of metals, etc., which exist in the solar atmosphere, many of these metals, etc., 
■being the same as those with which we are familiar, such as iron, calcium, sodium, magnesium, hydrogen, etc. With 
this discovery the new astronomy sprang into life. Sir William Huggins, the present President of the Royal Society, 
■was the first to apply, in a really crucial and scientific manner, this new engine of research to other systems than our 
own.' With infinite labour and ingenuity he designed and had constructed a spectroscope applicable to analysis of 
the light of celestial o b je c t s .rIt was requisite that this spectroscope should be mounted on a telescope, so that the 
comparatively faint light o f a star might be collected by the object-glass, and be projected at its focus on a slit of 
one or two thousandth parts of an inch in width, and-be retained steadily on that slit, in spite of tho diurnal motion 
of: the earth. Farther, it was necessary to provide means by which the infinitely small point of light formed by the 
star’s image should be widened, so that there should be. seen in the field of view, not a mere coloured liue, but a 
coloured ribbon of appreciable width. Finally, means had to be contrived for introducing into the slit (just as if  it 
had come from the star) the light given off by terrestrial substances in a state of incandescence, so that the dark lines 
in the spectrum of the star might be compared with the bright lines of the spectra of terrestrial substances. The 
labour of overcoming all these difficulties was great, but great also was the reward. To use Huggins’ own words : 
‘ The time was, indeed, one of strained expectation and of scientific exaltation for the astronomer, almost without 
parallel; for nearly every observation revealed a new fact and almost every night’s work was red-lettered by some 
discovery.’ Time does not allow me to proceed in the order of history nor to classify tho work done by Huggins 
and his successors. The spectra of vast numbers of the stars were shown to be identical with those of the sun, the 
spectra of others were less complex, of others more so, but all contained evidence of the existence of chemical 
substances which are contained in our globe. As powerful telescopes had shown many objects, previously supposed
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to be only nebulous, to consist o f separate stars, the belief naturally began to be held that all nebulae were in reality 
distant systems of stars which would be seen as such if  only adequate optical means and sufficiently clear and steady 
atmospheric conditions were available. But Huggins’ spectroscope showed that many nebulse were not stars at all, 
that many well-condensed nebulse, as well as vast patches of nebulous light in the sky, gave only bright lines in the 
spectroscope— lines which proved that such nebulse were not stars at all, but inchoate masses of luminous gas. 
Evidence, upon evidence has accumulated to show that such nebulse consist of the matter out o f which stars (i.e., 
suns) have been, and are being, evolved. The different types of star spectra form such a complete and gradual 
sequence (from simple spectra resembling those o f nebulse, onwards through types of gradually increasing complexity) 
as to suggest that we have before us, written in the cryptograms of these spectra, the complete story of the evolution 
o f suns from the inchoate nebulse onwards to the most active sun (like our own) and then downward to the almost 
heatless and invisible ball. The period during which human life— nay, even life of any kind— has existed on our 
globe is probably too short to afford observational proof o f such a cycle o f change in any particular star, but the fact 
of such evolution, with the evidence before us, can hardly be doubted. I most fully believe that when we have 
farther studied the modifications of terrestrial spectra, under sufficiently varied conditions of temperature, pressure, 
and environment, our certainty of the fact will be greatly increased. But in this study we must also have regard 
to the spectra o f the stars themselves. The stars are the crucibles of the Creator. There we see matter under 
conditions of temperature and pressure and environment, the variety of which we can hardly hope to emulate in our 
laboratories, and on a scale of magnitude beside which the scale of our greatest experiment is less than that of the 
drop to the ocean. I believe we must look to the new astronomy for aid in the solution of many great chemical 
problems.

“  The astronomer o f the new school has to thank the physicist and the chemist for the foundation of his science, 
but the time is coming— we almost see it now— when the astronomer will repay the debt by wide-reaching 
contributions to the very fundamenta o f chemical science. Thirty years ago there was -first observed, in the 
spectrum o f the sun’s chromosphere, a very remarkable bright yellow line, near the position of the well-known 
D lines o f Sodium. So distinctive was this line, and so certainly not due to any known terrestrial substance, that 
it was called the Helium line. In 1*894 Lord Rayleigh, who was engaged in determining the densities of the 
principal gases, found what was then to liim an inexplicable, difference between the weight o f a volume of nitrogen 
prepared from atmospheric air and the weight of the same volume o f nitrogen prepared from ammonia or by other 
chemical means. Repeated experiment showed that the weight of the constant volume of atmospheric nitrogen 
was about greater than that o f the chemically prepared gas. After exhausting all means of testing the purity 
of the chemically prepared nitrogen, Lord Rayleigh and Professor Ramsay, in January 1895, finally traced the 
cause of their perplexity to a hitherto unknown gas present in our atmosphere which they named Argon. Here 
was a great chemical discovery due to the co-operation of the physicist and the chemist On the publication of 
this paper Mr Meirs of the British Museum directed Ramsay’s attention to a paper by Hildebrand, in which the 
author had found that the mineral uranite contained nitrogen; and Ramsay naturally was desirous of examining 
every source of nitrogen. Accordingly he boiled cleveite— a uranite of lead containing rare earths— with weak 
sulphuric acid, and after collecting the evolved gas he found that its spectrum gave not only the now known Argon 
lines but also new lines, one of which,, to Ramsay’s intense surprise and delight, absolutely coincided with the 
Helium line, which had been known for twenty-six years in the spectrum of the solar chromosphere. Of course, as 
soon as Helium was prepared, its spectrum was thoroughly studied, and then Lockyer and M'Clean were quick 
to show that many of the lines, which occurred in the spectra of a large class of stars, were due to this same Helium. 
Here was another chemical discovery in which the astronomer and the chemist were mutually helpful—a discovery 
also that is yet destined to throw much light on the evolution of stars.

“  One more illustration, and 1 am done. The study of the phenomena of light has compelled the conviction that 
light is the result of vibrations or waves in ether, as sound is the result of vibrations in air, and that just as slow 
and rapid vibrations of air produce respectively low- and high-pitched notes, so do slow aud rapid vibrations of 
ether produce red and yellow orjjjue and violet light respectively. I f  now one imagines oneself standing beside a 
railway track and that an engine oomes along sounding its whistle, it is clear that as the engine approaches the 
bystander more waves of sound o f the whistle would reach the ear in a second of time than if tho eugino woro 
at rest. As a consequence of this, if the engine is travelling at a rato in any way comparable with tho volocity of 
sound, a sharper note will be heard than if  the engine were at rest— on the othor hand, if the ougiue is running 
away from the bystander the pitch of the whistle will, for a like reason, bo lowored. Tho mattor is easily put 
to tho teat by any one who chances to be beside a railway traok when an engine blowing its whistle is approaching 
at high speed; the instant that tho engine passes, a sudden lowering of tho whietle-note will bo perceived. If
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one had a tuning-fork, emitting the exact noto given by tho railway whistle when at rest, it would be possible, with 
the aid o f another suitable whistle that oould be tunod to the noto of the moving whistle, to determine the 
velocity o f approach or recession of the train from the difference o f tho number o f vibrations per second between 
tho two forks. Just in the sarao way, if we knew tho exact wave-length of a* particular line in the spectrum of 
a star, and if we observe the wave-length o f the same ray as it reaches the earth, we have a means of determining 
the velocity o f approach or recession of the star, provided that the velocity o f the star’s motion has a measurable 
relation to the velocity o f light. Doppler pointed out this possibility in 1841, but it was not until Huggins had 
begun stellar spectroscopy that, about 1865, he turned his attention to this possibility of the new astronomy, 
and in 1866- made the first attempts to determine motions in the line of sight. Such a task was, of course, 
impossible until the lines of the star spectra had been identified with those of known terrestrial substances, just as it 
would have been impossible for an observer to determine the velocity of a railway train at any moment by means 
of the note o f the whistle that reached his car, unless the observer also had a tuning-fork emitting the same 
note as the whistle o f the engine when at rest. But Huggins had already identified many star lines with those of 
terrestrial spectra, and, so far, was in a position to attempt the task. He showed in 1866 that such work was 
possible, but it required the application of photography (first used for this purpose by Vogel) and exhaustive study 
o f the theory of the spectroscope, and the greatest refinement in its construction and its use, to give the hew 
engine of research the requisite reliability. These preliminary difficulties are now overcome, and daily results of the 
greatest importance are being added to our storehouse of knowledge.

“  It would occupy too long were I to enter on the numerous problems to which this branch of the new astronomy 
is applicable, but it will be evident how great an advantage to astronomy must be this new power to determine not 
as formerly, only angular velocity at right angles to the line of sight, but the actual linear velocity o f  motion in the 
line o f sight itself. These examples, which 1 fear I have quoted at too great length, enable me. to explain in a few 
words the full significance of the ceremony which we have assembled to-day to witness.

“  Until the year 1894, there existed neither at the Cape nor in any observatory in the Southern Hemisphere, any 
adequate equipment for pursuit of the new astronomy, nor was there apparently much hope of the need being 
supplied. For forty years the new astronomy had been vigorously prosecuted in the Northern Hemisphere, the first 
great harvest o f results obtainable with moderate means had been reaped, and great establishments were founded for 
research in the new fields of work. It thus became obvious that if anything was to be done to equalise the possi
bilities of research in these new fields in both hemispheres, no small outlay wOuld be required. On my appointment 
as H.M. Astronomer in 1879, Mr Newall, who then possessed the largest telescope in England, offered the loan o f it 
for a period of years to prosecute research in the new astronomy at the Cape, but it was considered by the 
authorities at home that the cost of its transport and the erection of a suitable building and dome could not be 
entertained unless the telescope might remain permanently the property o f the Observatory. Mr Newall had good 
reason for limiting his offer to loan ; for his son, then a young man, gave promise of scientific tastes, and he is now 
using that instrument at Cambridge, and obtaining with it the most refined spectroscopic results that have yet been 
secured in England. The busy years rolled on, and I had almost resigned myself to the idea that, during the period 
of my directorate at least, the Royal Observatory at the Cape must limit itself to the pursuit of the old astronomy, 
for which purpose it was well equipped. But in 1894 arrived a letter from Mr Frank M'Clean, offering to present, 

-fat: the use in the Southern Hemisphere, and preferably to tho Cape, a telescope and observatory the specification for 
which corresponds with the instrument now before us aud the building in which we are now assembled. Mr 
M'Clean further stated that the optical part o f the instrument had been for some time under construction by Sir 
Howard Grubb, of Dublin, and the whole would probably be completed before the end of 1896. The new instru
ment was also to be fitted with object-glass, prism, spectroscopes, etc., so that, upon the completion o f all, the Cape 
Observatory might enter on the pursuit of the new astronomy with every advantage possible in the way o f equip
ment. Here was indeed a revival of hopes almost dead, o f ambitions almost abandoned. Tho value of the gift was, 
if possible, enhanced by.the fact that Mr M'Clean is himself a distinguished worker in Astrophysics. One had seen 
his splendid photographs o f terrestrial spectra, one knew something, but not all, o f the great work on which ho was 
then engaged, viz., o f obtaining intercomparable spectra o f all tho stars to the order o f magnitude, and one felt 
that his gift was due solely to a clear and well-founded perception o f the needs o f science and of an earnest and 
helpful desire to fulfil them. The Lords Commissioners o f the Admiralty accepted, with warm appreciation o f Mr 
M'Clean’s generosity, the offer o f this splendid instrument and expressed the view that its possession would greatly 
increase the utility o f the Cape Observatory, and might bo expected to result in considerable advancement to science. 
The year 1896 saw the Observatory building ready for reception of the telescope and the dome orooted. In the 
following year Mr M'Clean visited the Cape, attached his object-glass prisms to our photographio telescope, and was
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thus enabled to complete that remaining portion of his spectroscopic survey o f the whole heavens which could not 
be completed from his own observatory in Kent. His work at the Cape was also memorable by his discovery of the 
existence of oxygen in the spectra of a certain class o f stars, and for this discovery and his spectroscopic labours 
generally he was awarded the gold medal of the Royal Astronomical Society o f London in 1899. With the fullest 
expectation that the instrument would be erected during 1897, Mr M'Clean had ordered the inscription stone which 
Your Excelleucy is about to uncover to be prepared. It was not until April 1898 that forty-four cases containing 
the telescope arrived from Dublin, nor until November of the same year that all was complete and ready for testing. 
Then another disappointment was in store. The large object-glass was, after exhaustive trials, found to be defective 
in some particulars, and, at the request of Sir Howard Grubb, it was sent to Dublin in October 1899 for correction, 
and was not returned to the Cape until early in the current year. The insertion of the inscription stone had been 
delayed until the telescope might be regarded as complete, and it is only within the past two or three months that 
the final tests have assured us that this may now be regarded as the case. It remained only to wait for a fitting 
time and occasion to perform the ceremony o f uncovering the stone-—a gracious office which you, Sir, have kindly 
undertaken to perform to-day. It will be found when you have done so that the stone bears the inscription, ‘ The 
Victoria Telescope,’ and the date 1897, the year when the donor intended'that the telescope should be completed 
and this ceremony performed. It is named the Victoria Telescope in honour of the great and good Queen whose 
jubilee it was intended to celebrate, and to whose beloved memory only it must now stand. I venture to hope it 
will long stand to< honour that memory and to fulfil, by useful wOrk, the noble intentions of its large-minded donor.”

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF PLATES I., II., I I I . AND IV.

Before describing any parts of the Victoria Telescope in detail, it may be well, in the first place, to deal with
the general arrangement of the instrument and the plans of the observatory.

Plate I. is an elevation and vertical section in the plane of the meridian.
Plate II. a ground plan showing also the hydraulic gear employed for raising and lowering the floor, for turning

the dome, and winding the driving clock.
Plate III. gives an external view o f the observatory from N.W. by W.

% Plate IV. shows the observatory and laboratory from the east.
The equatorial mounting o f the telescope is supported on the pier A  (Plate I . ) ; the latter is built on a deep 

foundation of concrete as shown. The base of the mounting rests on three iron blocks, A l, A2, and AS 
(Plate I I . ) ; the points o f strong screws, which pass through flanges of the iron base of the mounting B, bear in 
slots cut in these iron blocks.

The screw which bears on block A3 serves for the final adjustment of the altitude o f the polar axis. 
When this has been adjusted, two other screws, bearing on horizontal iron surfaces at A4 and A5, are screwed up 
just tight enough not to disturb a sensitive level mounted on the iron pier. These screws, so adjusted, remove 
a tendency to tremor which otherwise might exist.

The hollow cast-iron box B supports the equatorial mounting proper, which is attached to the single casting 
CD. The upper flange o f B and the lower flange of CD are accurately planed. The final adjustment o f the polar 
axis in the plane of the meridian is effected by moving the northern end o f CD in the direction east or west by 
a pair o f powerful opposing screws, whilst the southern end is prevented from lateral motion by a pin which passes 
through the centre o f  the southern flanges of B and CD. When this adjustment has been effected, tho flanges of 
B and CD are secured together by bolts which pass through elongated holes in the flanges.

The casting B encloses W the clock-weight 5 a is a hydraulic valve operated by tho weight W ; the latter, on 
nearly reaching the bottom of its fall, opens the valve of a and admits water at high prossure to the nun ft, which 
winds up the driving clock contained in C (see subsequent description o f the hydraulic gear).

The upper part of tho casting CD contains all things conneoted with tho lowor end of tho polar axis, such as 
the driving sector, the driving screw with its mounting, the wheels and appliances for ooutrol o f tho driving dock, 
the means for giving quick and slow motion in Right Ascension, etc.

At y  (Plate I.) is one of a pair o f wheels for moving tho instrument in RA. when pointed to an object near 
the pole, or for sotting in R.A. by tho hour oirole.
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Tho Declination axis oarrios at one extremity three telesoopes, v iz :—
Tho Photographio Telescope, 24 inches aperture and 22£ feet focus.

„ Visual »» 18 „  ? p Tj, :
„  Guiding 8 „

The Photographio Telescope is shown carrying the Spectroscope as originally designed.
For convenienco in observing, the floor is made to rise through a range of 9 feet, so that at all altitudes at 

whioh good observations can be made the observer has easy and comfortable access to the eyepiece. The rising 
floor consists essentially of an equilateral triangle formed of three rolled steel girders of great strength. Upon this 
steel triangle is mounted a well-designed cantilever system of pitch-pine girders to which the planking is nailed; 
the whole is suspended by strong steel ropes from the three corners of the steel triangle.

When at its lower point the floor rests on the piers 6, A; when- at its highest point it occupies the position 
shown in dotted lines (Plate I.).

The floor is double-planked, the lower planking of pitch pine, the upper of teak; the seams of the teak run at 
right angles to the seams of the pitch-pine flooring. The whole is a most rigid construction weighing 12 tons. 
Ten persons can stand together at any point or position of the floor with perfect safety.

The wire ropes for suspending the floor hang over the three larger pulley wheels m, and support the twin 
weights <«>— each pair of which weighs 3£ tons; one of these wheels, m, is shown in Plate I. Attached to a>, as 
shown in Plate 1., is a thinner wire rope which, passing over the pulley wheel ttv goes (Plate II.) to the pulley wheel 
p (attached to the western end of the hydraulic ram), thence to the triple pulley wheel <r (attached to the end of the 
plunger of the ram), and the end of the rope is made fast at r. Another wire rope similarly attached to another of 
the double weights posses over the pulley wheel ir2, then over the pulley wheel <j>lt thence round the triple wheel <r, 
and is also made fast at t . The third rope passes over the pulley wheel ir8 ,  goes directly on to the triple pulley <r, 

and is made fast at t .

If now water is forced into-the hydraulic ram, the piston (or plunger) will move out towards and wiU 
simultaneously and equally pull the three wire ropes which pass over the pulleys irv t 2, and ir3, and thus raise the 
floor at twice the velocity at which the piston moves.

The weight of the floor being 12 tons, the tension on each of the three suspending ropes will be 4 tons. 
The counterpoises weigh 3£ tons each, therefore there will be an outstauding tension of half a ton on each of the 
thinner wire ropes, which is amply sufficient to cause the piston to return when the escape-valve of the hydraulic ram 
is opened.

The water supply to the ram, at a pressure of 500 lbs. to the square inch, is given by the hydraulic 
accumulator E, of which a description is subsequently given at p. 12.

Water is pumped into the cylinder of the hydraulic accumulator by the 3-cylinder force-pump F (which is 
subsequently described), actuated by the electro-motor G ; the latter is connected through the automatic switch S 
with an accumulator battery of 27 cells contained in an adjoining building.

The reader will gather from Plates I. and II. that all the hydraulic machinery is mounted below the level of the 
floor, excepting the electro-motor and force-pump which stand in the entrance-hall.

H  (Plate II.) is the tank from which the water is pumped through the pipes 1 and 3, and into which the cscape 
water returns through the pipe 2.

K is a valve which at the observer’s pleasure either admits water from the cylinder to the ram through pipe 4, 
or allows water to escape from the rain through pipe 4, and thence through pipe 2 to the tank H.

Water is supplied to the ram which winds the clock through pipe 5, and escapes to H through pipes 6 and 2.
M is a water-motor, subsequently described, which turns the dome, and L the valves which connect it with 

the hydraulic accumulator and enable the motor to be started in either direction or stopped at the astronomer’s 
pleasure.

The steps N  give access to the landing 0 , and thence through the door P (Plate I.) by the descending steps Q 
(Plate II.) to the solid floor of the foundation on which the base of the hydraulic accumulator rests. The iron frame 
of the hydraulic accumulator is 27£ feet in height; it projects through the floor and reaohes the ceiling of the minor 
entrance-hall.

The automatic switch S for starting and stopping the electro-motor, which was originally mounted in the lower 
chamber of the hydraulic accumulator, has been removed to tho corresponding position in the upper half of that 
chamber, which forms the minor entrance-hall. Its object is to automatically start tho motor when the piston of 
the hydraulic accumulator has fallen through half of its stroko, and to stop tho motor when the woights of the 
hydraulic accumulator are raised to their highest point. Tho current is admitted, nt starting, first to the fiold
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magnets only through a series of diminishing resistances, then to the armature through continually diminishing 
resistances, till all resistance is out out. In stopping, the reverse takes place. The switch is actuated by a small 
hydraulic ram, the valves of whioh are worked by a sliding rod on the frame of the hydraulic accumulator.

The motor takes a current of 30 amperes at 50 volts, and raises the piston of the hydraulic accumulator at the 
rate of about 1 foot per minute.

One full stroke of the hydraulic accumulator will raise the floor twice from its lowest to its highest point.
The floor and the hydraulic gear were designed by Mr Osbert Chadwick, C.M.6., C.E., and made by

the Glenfield Company, Kilmarnock.
The whole arrangement works with the utmost smoothness and perfection, and has given no trouble.
The floor can be raised 9 feet in 20 seconds, or it can be raised as slowly as desired and stopped within one- 

fifticth of au inch at any required height. Besides the immense convenience of giving comfortable access to the eve-end 
of the telescope, the rising floor was employed 
with great advantage in mounting the in
strument, and it provides an easy means of 
attaching or detaching, the spectroscope, 
etc.

The building was designed by Mr 
Herbert Baker, architect, of Cape Town, 
in consultation with H.M. Astronomer.
The original design did not include the 
Laboratory, which was subsequently added.;,.

The general plan of the building can 
be sufficiently gathered from inspection of I 
Plates I., II., III. (view looking from N."W.), 
and IV. (view from the N.E.).'

The dome, of 36 feet internal diameter, 
was constructed by T. Cooke & Sons, of 
York. The framework is of angle steel, 
and is covered with sheets of papier m&ch£.
The circular cast-iron girder, to which the 
steel uprights are attached, carries the 
wheels on which the dome revolves. The 
toothed rack by which the dome is rotated 
is formed in the casting of the girder. The 
wheels run upon a circular planed cast-iron 
rail, which is bolted to the stone coping of 
the wall; this rail was most carefully 
centred and levelled by a training rod 
from a shouldered pin fixed on a temporary 
central pillar of brickwork that was built 
for this purpose. The accompanying figure 
gives a section-through the girder and rail.

r  is the rail; S tho stone coping of the wall; w one o f the wheels mounted on the girder; t the toothed rack cast 
on the girder; p  one of the wheels mounted on the girder that preserves the centring o f the dome; v a toothed wheel 
gearing in the rack; x  a bevel wheel on the axis o f v ; y  another bevel wheel conneeted by the spindle * with the 
hydraulic motor which rotates the dome.

The opening of the dome is covered by two shutters of the form shown in Plate III.
These shutters do not touch the dome at any point except whore they pivot at V (Plates I. and IV.), or whore 

they run on circular rails (whoso centre is V), as shown in Plates III. and IV. Tho shutters opon aud shut with 
great ease, and, having adequate overlap, effectually exclude rain. They aro opened or closed simply by ropes 
passing directly over pulleys; the ropeB hang down alongside tho wall, aro always accessible aud never in 
the way.

One of the ropes, ^  (Plato I.), acts on a catch whioh fastens each shutter after it has been closed ; the other 
rope unfastens it.

8

Soiilo o f  Indies.
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Tho workmanship o f  tho dome is most excellent, and with the h/draulic machiuory it works to perfection at any 
volooity up to I revolutiou per minute.

Tho design, however, is faulty if the greatest ease of motion by hand is desired. For that purpose a live ring 
would be preferable, or the bearing surfaces of the wheels should be portions of a cone of which the centre of the 
obsorvatory is the apox, and the axes of the wheels should correspond in position with the axis of such a cone when 
laid upon a horizontal surface, thus:— .

When the axes of the wheels are horizontal, as in the present case, the tendency of each wheel is to run as a 
tangent to the circular rail, whereas conical wheels, properly made aud mounted, run on the circular rail without 
side-slip, and thus much friction is saved. With such cone wheels, however, the outer pivot should bear on an end- 
bearing and not on a shoulder.

The Instrument-room contains the switch-boards connected with the thermostat of the spectroscope, and a bench 
fitted with a Wheatstone-bridge, resistnnce-box, and galvanometer, for the ready determination of resistances. This 
room also serves to contain the spectroscope on its stand when that instrument is not in use.

In the Laboratory, h (Plate II.) is a fume-cupboard, with ventilating appliances; k is a sink; mm are slate 
tables resting on brick piers standing on foundations which are insulated from the walls and floor of the building; 
n n, etc., are six cupboards with glass shelving for the storage of chemicals and apparatus; o a wooden panel designed 
to admit sunlight from a heliostat which it is hoped will ultimately be mounted. The windows of the Laboratory are 
fitted with balanced sliding shutters which, when closed, convert the whole room into a perfectly dark chamber.

THE TELESCOPE.

The general plan o f the telescope will be gathered from Plate I.
Plate V. shows the telescope as finally erected, equipped for astrographic work.
The floor is shown raised up as far as the top o f the lower casting B (Plate I.). The heavy lead counterpoises, 

rshown at 1 near the dark slide (Plate V.), are removed when the spectroscope is attached as in Plate I. The struts
2 and 3 formed no part o f the original desigu, and are not shown in Plate I. The projections 4 and 5 are hollow 
cast-iron boxes, attached to the pier, which were made at the Cape to prevent possible injury to the extremities o f 
the driving arc which projects to the west when the sector is fully run back, or to the east when nearly run out. 
Electric contacts are provided which cause a bell to ring when the sector is near its working extremity at either end.

The curved casting in front o f the pier, in which the holes 6 and 7 ure shown, was also cast and fitted at the 
Cape, as well as a strong cast-iron piece to fill up the large opening at the back o f the pier, as shown in Plate VI. 
{from a photograph taken in course o f the erection o f the instrument). Both these castings were necessary us stays 
to stiffen this pier.

The only photograph which we have that illustrates the instrument before the alterations in question were made
is given in Plate VII. This conveys the impression o f weakness and liability to “  twisting spring ”  in the

pier, and careful tests showed that any motion given by hand to the eye-end did produce such
a motion when a “  noddy was applied to the pier. The coverings o f the open front aud back of
the pier (which were bolted and steady-pinned to the flanges), o f courso, greatly stiffened it.

!! But another element o f  weakness remained. The long side o f the casting DC (Plate I.) was not
f rT *** -Ti sufficiently ribbed internally, and an internal flanged web o f cast-iron was mado at the Cape, ex-

pj0 3 tending from X  nearly to Y. This had to 'b e  made in two pieces, and its construction can be gathered
from fig. 9.

Bolts and push screws made this diaphragm practically as efficient as if it had been cast in situ, aud rendered 
the whole o f the lower part o f the stand quite rigid.

* A “ noddy”  is a pendulum with the bob upwards provided with n sufficiently stiff spring to preserve tho pendulum in n vertical position 
(fig. 3). The slightest movemont of the baso in tho direction of tho pliino of vibration causos suoh a ponduluin to vibrato.
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The overhanging support o f the Polar Axis remained an element o f instability. We were therefore very unwill
ingly compelled to sacrifice the complete circumpolar motion in photographic work for stars up to Decl. — 60°, which 
the construction o f the instrument provided, and to insert the strong solid-drawn tubular steel struts, 3£  inches in 
diameter, shown at 2 and 3 in Plate V. These effectually rendered the whole structure rigid; indeed, I  know o f no 
large equatorial more satisfactory in this respect than the Victoria Telescope now is.

The smaller hole 6 in- the curved face plate (Plate V.) serves to give access to the sliding piece which has 
to be unclamped in winding back the sector. The larger hole 7 is a “  man-hole” which gives access to the interior 
o f  the pier.

The general plan o f the Polar and Declination Axes and the arrangements, for relief-friction do not differ 
materially from their construction in  other well-known examples o f Grubb’s large equatorials.

For relief-friction o f  the Polar Axis the principle originally invented by Repsolds as described in the 
Encydopadia Bi'itannica, vol. xxiii., p. 151, has been adopted, but with some modification in detail.

This plan consists in balancing the moving parts o f the equatorial in unstable equilibrium upon a conical bearing: 
near the upper end o f  the Polar Axis.

That is to say, if  p p ,  fig. 4, is part o f the surface o f  a cone whose axis is coincident with that of the Polar Axis, 
and whose angle at the apex is twice that o f the latitude, and i f  w is a wheel pressing vertically upwards on p p ,  and 
0  a point vertically over the centre o f  the axis o f  w. I f  now we adjust the weights o f all the moving parts o f  the 
instrument so that 0  becomes their centre o f gravity (which can easily be done by an adjustable weight in the- 
interior o f the Polar Axis), then we can simultaneously relieve the pressure o f the pivot q q on its bearings and that 
o f  the axis on its lower bearings to any extent that may be desired, simply by increasing the vertical upward 
pressure on w.

In the Pulkowa Telescope, and subsequently in our Astrographic Telescope, the surface p p  was hollowed out 
and that o f  w rounded to correspond. Sir EL Grubb feared that, in consequence o f  the great weight o f our telescope,, 
a broader bearing surface would Be required, but that the introduction o f the broad rolling surface o f  a cylinder like 
w upon a cone p p  Would certainly lead to a tearing o f the surface because o f the unequal linear velocity o f different 
parts o f the conical bearing surface and the equal velocity o f motion o f all parts o f the bearing cylindrical surface. 
He therefore divided the wheel w into three parts, mounted as shown in figs. 5 and 6, the edges o f the three wheels 
being slightly rounded.

The screw a and the levers b, c, d afford the obvious means of regulating the upward pressure of w upon p.
The whole has worked very well, except that the surface o f the pivot o f  one o f the outer wheels had to be 

re-ground and a new set o f  cylindrical rollers made at the Cape. The motion both in Right Ascension and 
Declination is very easy, having regard to the great weight o f  the instrument and the large size o f  the pivots 
employed— the diameter o f the upper pivot o f  the Polar Axis being 17 inches and that o f the Declination Axis 
12 inches.

THE TUBES.

The construction, o f the tubes o f  the three telescopes may require special description. Plate VIII., from a 
photograph taken in course o f erection, shows the double-tubed cast-iron central piece on the poiut o f being hoisted 
into position for bolting to the head o f  the Declination Axis. To the flanges o f this casting the remaining parts o f 
the 24-inch and 18-inch tubes are attached.

The 24 -inch tube is shown in Bection in the following figure, 7, and is of great strength.

The tube o f the 18-inch object-glass is cylindrical, and made o f rivotod stool pinto, also vory stiff and strong. 
These tubes at their outer extremities aro attached to singlo iron castings, one o f  whioh carries the threo object" 

glasses, the other the three eye-ends.
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The form o f th® casting nt tho objootive ond is well shown in Plato X., as oIbo tho mounting of tho Grubb 
34*tuch objective prism. Tho prism is shown foldod back (out o f uso). This folding back is very easily
accomplished by n key appliod to tho squared arbour at a, whioh carries two pinions that aot on the racked rods
b and i\ Tho disc </, covering tho contre o f tho 24-inoh object-glass, happened to be applied for testing the aberration

of the objeotivo at the time when the photograph was 
taken, and is, of course, removed in ordinary use.

The “ eye-ends ” of the tubes are also bolted to a
similarly shaped casting, as will be seen from other
plates of the instrument which have been, or will sub
sequently be, described.

The tube of the 8-inch telescope is made of light 
sheet-iron, and is supported near the centre of its length 
by brackets attached to the flanges of the central casting.

THE HYDRAULIC APPLIANCES.

The pump which forces water into the hydraulic 
accumulator, already mentioned at p. 8, is shown in 
Plate IX., and. its construction will be evident from 
inspection.

The electro-motor which actuates the pump is o f two- 
horse power, taking in practice a current o f 30 amperes 
at 50 volts. Motion is communicated, to the pump by an 
india-rubber cylinder (mounted on the spindle o f the 
armature) which, by  friction on the broad cylindrical 
surface o f  the fly-wheel, communicates a noiseless and 
easy motion to the axis o f the excentrics which work the 
triple-cylinder pump.

The pump and motor stand on the tiled floor o f  the 
principal entrance-hall, in the position shown in Plate H. 
The course of the pipes connected with the pump has 
already been described in connection with Plate II.

The Hydraulic Accumulator.

Scale of Feet 
F ig . 8:

Fig. 8 represents the hydraulic accumulator. It 
stands on a solid foundation in the chamber underneath 
the smaller entrance-hall, passing through the floor above 
(shown at F) and reaching the ceiling.

' The piston is shown at the top o f  its stroke. Water 
is forced into the cylinder from the pump through the 
pipe a ; the same pipe acts also for delivery to the ram 
through the valve K  as shown in Plate II. The piston is 
8 inches in diameter, has a stroke o f 10 feet, and is loaded 

with eight square cast-iron-weights which together give a water pressure o f  500-lbs. per square inch. The 
cylinder has been tested to 2000 lbs. per square inch.

The guide-frame is o f  f-inch thick angle-iron braced in the manner shown. The pressure can be reduced to 
450, 400, or 350 lbs. per square inch by thrusting bars provided for the purpose through the square holes shown 
in the frame, and so preventing the fall o f one, two, or three o f  the upper weights. In practice all the 
weights are used.

When thepiston  reaches the upper point o f its stroke the arm b draws up the rod c, which, acting on the 
valve h, connects the pipe d with f  and e with the exhaust g. This causes the automatic switch S to stop the 
electro-motor o f  the pump as described at p. 8. Should the switch fail, the catch m draws up the rod n which
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raises the safety-valve p . When through use o f the rams or water-motor the piston falls below half-stroke, the catch 
q encounters the arm k o f  the valve; this opens the pipe /  to e and puts the pipe g  to the exhaust, and causes the 
automatic switch to start the motor (as described at p. 9), because the pipes d and e are connected with a small 
double-aoting hydraulic ram on the automatic switch S. As such switches are matters o f commerce, S need not be 
further described.

As one half-stroke of the hydraulic accumulator-piston will raise the floor from its lowest to its highest point, 
there is never any waut of available power.

The methods of working the rising floor are fully described in connection with Plate II. (pp. 8 and 9).

MACHINERY FOR ROTATING THE DOME (Plate XI.).

The machinery for rotating the dome, under the rising floor, is shown at M in Plate IL The details of its 
construction may be gathered from Plate XI., which is from a photograph of the apparatus taken in situ.

a  is a three-cylinder hydraulic engine, having pistons o f I f  inches diameter and 2^-inch stroke. It  is run by 
water from the hydraulic accumulator at auy speed from 30 to 200 revolutions per minute, according as the valves 
are partially or fully opened.

The valves (shown on the left hand of Plate XI.) are operated by the square axis b, passing through the 
rising floor, and can be conveniently turned by the observer in any position of the floor. Rotation of the axis b 
starts the engine a, causing the axis c d to rotate, and, with that axis, also the conical fnction-clutches e and f .  
The bevel wheels g  and h are fitted loose on the axis c d, and the cones e and /  slide on the axis, but are made to 
rotate with the axis by a “ feather ” or guide attached to the axis.

Underneath the axis is a small hydraulic ram that operates the clutch-levers, which are jointed at m and n. 
When the axis b is turned to the right, the valve connects the hydraulic accumulator with the left-hand end of the 
small hydraulic ram and the right-hand end of the ram with the exhaust, so that the friction-dutch /  is forced 
into the bevel wheel h, which then rotates so that the spindle z turns, let us say, in the direction of the hands of a 
watch. But if the axis b is turned to the left, the piston of the small hydraulic ram is moved to the left, the 
clutch-cone /  is withdrawn from the bevel wheel h, the clutch-cone e is thrust into the bevel wheel g, and the 
spindle z is turned in the opposite direction to that of the hands of a watch.

The spindle * in Plate XI. is the same spindle that is marked z in fig. 1, whence it will be seen how the dome 
may be rotated in either direction.

This apparatus has worked exceedingly well; in fact, it has never failed. But it is necessary to re-grind the 
face and bearing of the rotatory valve from time to time to prevent waste of water power in working.

Fig. 9  illustrates the connection o f the clock governor o f the driving clock with the “ sun and planet”  gear
and the driving screw, which are all arranged on Grubb’s well-known plans and need not be further described.

MACHINERY FOR W IND ING  THE CLOCK (Fig. 9).

Fig. 9 shows the lower part o f .the equatorial stand which contains the driving clock and the hydraulic arrange
ments for its automatic winding.

o 6 is the iron casting on the planed upper surface of which the bearings of the train of clock-whcels ore 
mounted, c is the first wheel of the train, turning freely on the same axis as that which carries tho winding barrel. 
The barrel on which the cord of the weight is. wound is also free to revolve on the axis. The wheel d  is attached to 
the axis, the wheels e and /  are mounted on studs whiob are fixed on the end of tho barrol. The wheels e and/gear
both into tho wheel d and also into pins which form an interior lantern gear in the wheel c. When tho axis of d  is
turned by a winding key the wheels e and /  are compelled to rotate. But as c and /a lso  gear on tho innor pin tooth 
of the fixed wheel c, they can only rotate when their eentros travel round the axis of d  as "planet wheels" in tho 
same direction as the winding axis. As the studs which carry e and /  are attached to tho end of tho barrel, they
compel the barrol to turn and so wind up tho weight.

It is obvious that in so doing the pressure of the toeth of the wheel c upon tho first pinion of tho train will 
remain the samo whether tho olook is beiug wound up or not. Tho arrongomont therefore constitutes a perfect 
“ maintaining powo%" and we may oither wind tho clock continuously and slowly, or rapidly and at intervals. When 
it became evident that hand-winding was impracticable, an oloctro-motor, running nearly continuously and acting
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through screw and worm-wheel gearing was thought of. But when hydraulic orrangomonts woro planned for raising 
the floor, it became ovident that hydraulic power presented a loss troublesomo and more certain method o f doing 
tho work.

g is a small hydraulic ram connccted by a coppor pipe with the valve h.
When tho eud k o f tho arm of tho valve is raised, tho inlot pipe (connected with tho hydraulio accumulator) is 

put in connection with tho ram g, and tho pulley I at tho end o f tho plungor is forced upwards, pulling the ropo m. 
This rope is wound upon a barrel, whioh, by a ratchet and pawl, causcs tho wheel n to turn in the direction of the 
arrow-head when m is pulled. This wheel n gears into the wheel o, whioh is fixed upon tho winding axis of the 
oloek, and so the driving weight 10 is raised, as well as the small weight s.

When the catch q encounters tho block p, the latter is raised, the end o f the valve-arm k is forced downwards, 
aud the water in the ram g  is connected with the exhaust The weight of the plunger and pulley, together with that 
of the weight of s, aro now sufficient to force back the plunger of the ram to the bottom of its stroke.

The clock thus winds itself up every four minutes without communicating the slightest vibration to the telescope; 
care has therefore only to be taken to stop the clock when tho driving arc is “ run out"— of which, as already 
mentioned (at p. 10) timely warning is given by an electric bell.

THE CLOCK-WORK AND SLOW MOTIONS.

The clock-work is o f Sir Howard Grubb’s usual design, as described by him in the Monthly Notices, R.A.S., 
vol. xlviii. p. 352, and it is controlled by means of instantaneous galvanic currents given by a platinum point, at 
the end o f a seconds pendulum, which cuts through a globule o f mercury at the middle point of the swing o f the 
pendulum. These instantaneous currents are diverted by means of a revolving triple wheel, or detector, to one of 
three “  wipers ” which form contacts with teeth cut on the wheels of the dotector. During 98% of one second, 
spring 1 is in contact with one tooth of one wheel, spring 2 comes then instantaneously into contact with a sharp- 
pointed tooth o f wheel 2, and then, during 98% of the following second, spring 3 comes into contact with a tooth 
on wheel 3.

The instantaneous current will therefore pass through spring 1 if the driving clock is fast, through spring 2 if 
the pendulum and driving clock are in coincidence, and through spring 3 if the driving clock is too slow.

The three springs are connected with three magnets of a relay or distributor on the plan first described in 
Monthly Notices, R.A.S., vol. xxiv. p. 34, and in a slightly modified form in Sir Howard Grubb’s paper above 
quoted. This relay, if the instantaneous current comes from spring 1, excites a retarding magnet for nearly one 
second; i f  through spring 2, it interrupts any current that may have been previously exciting either the retarding or 
the accelerating magnet; if through spring 3, it excites the accelerating magnet.

In the first clocks made on this system o f control the accelerating and retarding magnets acted on the rate of 
the governor by increasing or diminishing friction; but by the far more elegant contrivance of Grubb’s “  sun 
and planet”  differential gear the rate of the governor is not affected, but merely interposed differential gear 
accelerates or retards the rate of the driving screw without affecting the rate of the clock itself.

A  figured description of this differential gear will be found in the present volume iu connection with the
regulator-motor of the Cone Apparatus which is attached to the Reversible Transit Circle.

In one detail only does the clock-work and control of the Victoria Telescope differ from that described and 
figured by Sir Howard Grubb in the paper above quoted, viz. in the form of the wipers of the detector.

In the Astrographic Telescope and the Grubb Chronograph, which have been in use for a good many years at
the Cape, we found that the teeth of the detector became gradually destroyed in accuracy by wear from sparking.

I W e  also found it extremely undesirable, when accumulator bat
teries are used, to employ the body of an instrument as “ an
earth,” for thereby undesirable faults in the system are apt to 
be introduced, by putting the charging dynamo to earth, and 
so on. I therefore suggested to Sir Howard Grubb that, instead
of employing his simple wipers, double springs should be
employed as in fig. 10. These springs should bo insulated from 

the body of the instrument and from each other, and the tip t of the lower spring should be o f agate. When 
the agate tip is raised by the wheel, contact is made between the platinum anvil on spring b and the rounded 
platinum point on spring a. This system has worked to perfection, and the teeth of the detector show no sign 
of wear.

F i g .  1 0 .
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The slow motion is given by the independent “  sun and planet ” gear, acted upon by a double key held in the 
hand in the manner described by Sir Howard Grubb.

Grubb’s “  quick-slow motion ” is also a most convenient addition. It provides, after the driving arc has been 
clamped to the Polar axis (i.e. to the clock motion), the means of moving the image of a star in the field of view at 
about the same rate as the diurnal motion. This is a great convenience for rapidly bringing the image on the 
micrometer wire or the spectroscope-slit.

This “  quick-slow motion ” is given by rotating one disc of the differential gear rapidly in either direction by 
means of a small motor, the motion of the motor being controlled by a suitable key either held in the observer's 
hand or suspended from the eye-end.

ILLUMINATION, E t c .

In an adjoining accumulator-house there is a battery of 30 Epstein accumulator cells of 400 ampere hours' 
capacity which is devoted exclusively to the service o f the Victoria Observatory.

The following separate circuits are led from this battery:—

а. 50 volts for the electro-motor that drives the pump of the hydraulic accumulator.
б. 50 volts for lighting the laboratory, offices, and the observatory itself, as well as the lamps in the interior of

the telescope, and underneath the rising floor for examining the working of the different parts of the machinery.
c. 50 volts for maintaining uniform temperature in the interior o f the spectroscope.
d. 4 volts for the thermostat of the spectroscope.
e. 6 volts for illumination of the circles of the instrument, the scales of the guiding telescope, the field of view

of the finder, the 8-inch and the 18-inch telescopes.
f  8 volts for the clock control and slow motion.
g. 22 volts for supply o f current to the large induction coil.

The illumination of each separate part of the instrument is controlled by a separate switch and provided with a 
carbon cloth rheostat. The whole of the arrangements for illumination have been re-made at the Cape, and are now 
most complete and satisfactory.
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PAET II.

THE SPECTROSCOPE
A N D  ;

OBJECT-GLASS PBISMS.

THE SPECTROSCOPE.

GENERAL PRINCIPLES OP CONSTRUCTION.

T he  general principle o f  the construction of the Spectroscope may be gathered from the following fig. 1, which is a 
copy o f  my original schematic design.

This was forwarded, with the following descriptive explanation, to Mr Horace Darwin, by whom the working 
drawings were prepared. From his drawings the instrument was constructed under Mr Darwin’s supervision by the 
Scientific Instrument Company o f Cambridge:—

The leading idea in designing the Spectroscope was to construct an instrument suited as perfectly as possible 
for determining star-motions in the line of sight, by displacement of lines in the neighbourhood of Hy.

The three prisms to give a total deviation of 180° and to be mounted permanently, without adjustments, 
rigorously in minimum deviation for Hy. For this purpose the prisms are to be contained in a cast-steel box the 
form of which is shown in figs. 1, 2, and 3.

Fig. 1 shows, inter alia, a sectional elevation of the prism-box.
„  2 „  a plan of the box, the top being removed. «•
„  3 „ a vertical section and elevation of the box through the refracting edge of the middle prism.

The adjustment of the prisms for minimum deviation is to be obtained solely by filing and grinding or scraping 
the projections at a, b, c, d  (fig. 1) which are cast on the bottom of the box. For reasons afterwards explained, 
these projections, or points of support, are not along the central b'ne of the base of the prisms, but at one side, as 
shown at c in fig. 3.

We have next to secure the further rigorous condition that the refracting edges of all the prisms are parallel 
to each other, and the approximate condition that the three planes, which pass through the centres of the 
refracting edges at right angles to these edges, are coincident.

For this purpose it is best to rely on three projections e , f  g (figs. 1 and 3), cast on the side of the box.
If the box is laid upon its side so that the prisms rest upon the points e, f ,  g, with their bases touching the 

projections a, b, c, d, all the optical adjustments can be tested and perfected.
It remains then to provide proper spring-pressuce :

1; To preserve the side of each prism in contact with the points e , f  g.
2. -To preserve the bases of the prisms in contact with the points at a, b, c, d.
3. To prevent movement of the base of the first prism in direction of the line a b, of the second along b o, and 

of the third along c d. Very small movements along these lines are of no consequence; therefore spring pressure 
is not necessary.
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Evidently the best method for the first o f these purposes is to have three pins pressing each prism at points 
exactly opposite ei%f, g. These pins, smoothly fitting holes in the side o f the box, are pressed against the side of 
the prism, as shown in fig. 8, by a spring o f the shape shown in fig. 4.

To preserve the prism in oontact with the points nt a, b, c, and d, the vertex o f each prism is cut away in the 
manner shown in figs. 5 and 6, so as to expose a cylindrical surface suitable to receive the necessary pressure, at 
right angles to the base, by a spring pressing in a direction parallel to the base.

This arrangement explains why the projections a, b, c, d were not placed1 in the centre o f the base of the prism, 
because in that case it would have been necessary to apply the pressure, for keeping the prisms against these 
points, at the centre o f the refracting edge, where it is undesirable to do so. h and h (figs. 1, 8, and 5) are 
projections attached to one side of the prism-box; screws pass through these to regulate the pressure of the spring 
on the prism.

In preventing motion o f the prism along a line parallel to the axis o f the base of the prism, it should be 
remarked that very small motion o f a prism in this direction is o f no optical consequence, so that springs against 
stops would be an unnecessary complication. But, to prevent possibility of chipping, somewhat similar notches 
are cut at the corners o f the base o f each prism next the side that rests on the projections e, g, so that the stops 
m and n, fig. 5, may also bear as tangents to cylindrical surfaces. These stops m and n are attached to the side 
of the box, but the prism may . have a slight freedom between these stops, and indeed there must be enough of 
freedom to prevent the possibility o f  crushing the prism by the greater contraction o f the iron if  the spectroscope 
should be exposed to very low temperatures.

This plan o f prism-mounting limits exactly the geometrical degrees of freedom, and seems to be the best 
possible for securing permanence o f adjustment in all positions o f the instrument without fear of undue pressure on 
any part o f the prisms.

The general schematic plan of the instrument will be gathered from fig. 1.
A  is the collimating telescope, B the slit, C is theg camera-telescope with interchangeable object-glasses o f 

different foci so that the dark slide may be attached either at the flange E or F  at pleasure.
H is a fixed telescope for viewing the slit from behind, by reflection from the first surface o f the first prism, 

K a sliding telescope, movable by a rack and pinion at M, and fitted with a prism o f total reflection D. When 
in the position Dx this telescope can be used to view objects in the plane o f the slit, or, by withdrawing its eyepiece, 
to examine whether the object-glass of the collimator is filled with light. In the position D2 the prism is removed 
from the path of the rays which come from the collimator object-glass to the first prism.

The flange G o f the spectroscope is to be attached to the telescope by bolts through the flange of a breech-piece 
capable of rotation.;

The tubes which support the plates Q R  (to which the prism-box is attached) are of solid-drawn steel tube, 
flanged at P, L, and G, there being a strong diaphragm at L  to stiffen the whole, and to afford support for the 
forward bearing of the collimator tube. The after-bearing of the collimator tube is in the plate Q R ; the steel tube 
from G to L  to be a quarter of an inch thick, with apertures as shown to give access to the slit and tho comparison 
spectrum apparatus.

The tube carrying the slit B is to slide on geometrical bearings in the collimator tube, in order to adjust the 
slit in the principal focus of the collimator object-glass; and the collimator tube to slide in geometrical bearings in 
the direction of its length, in order to adjust the slit in the principal focus of the 24-inch object-glass.

The general principles to be followed in planning the details are:—

1. No unnecessary finishing or polishing to be attempted; all parts that do not involve fitting or working 
surfaces to be painted.

2. When a telescope or tube has a sliding motion for focal adjustment, the ordinary optician’s plan must not be 
followed, viz. to have one tube to slide within another, the outer tube being split and squeezed together on the inner 
tube by a clamping ring. This plan is quite unsound. Every slidiug tube must be o f solid-drawn stool with outer 
or inner stiffening collars at the two sections where the tube touches its boarings. I f  internal collars ore used the 
tube must be turned of slightly smaller diameter than the cylindrical parts which slide in tho bearings. Tho parts 
of the tube which slide in the bearings must bo truly finished coaxial cylindon.

Those true cylinders on tho tubo must fit smoothly in their boarings and tho lattor bo then scraped away so that 
the cylinders on tho tubes may slide in throo symmetrical sogmontal boarings. Any minuto freedom of tho tubo 
withiu the sogmontal boarings can bo eliminated by a plug passing through the oontro of ouo of tho bearings iuul 
pressed against tho oylindor by spring pressure.
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Throughout, the greatest Attention is to bo paid to tho solidity o f all bearings and tho roduotion o f  tho number of 
hearings to tho minimum nocessnry to limit the goomotrical degrees o f freedom.

Those notes (here somowhat ooudensed) wero forwarded to Mr Darwin on tho 18th September 1895.

THE. SLIT AND COMPARISON APPARATUS.

The following instructions and schematic sketches for construction of the slit and comparison apparatus were 
forwarded to Mr Darwin on the 14th October 1895.

The mounting o f  the slit is shown in figs. 7, 8, and 9.
Tho objects o f this form o f proposed mounting are:—

1. Tho jaws o f the slit must bo preserved perfectly true and perfectly parallel, must never be permitted 
absolutely to close (for fear o f injuring each other), must move symmetrically apart with respect to the axis of the 
collimator in a true plane at right angles to the collimator axis.

2. It must be possible to have easy access to the whole length o f the slit.
8. It must be possible to place the image o f a star without trouble or difficulty on the centre o f  the slit.,
4. It must be possible to introduce light from an artificial source, at the slit .without trouble and with the 

certainty that the object-glass o f the collimator will be filled with light from that artificial source.
5. It must be possible to limit the length o f the slit aud to use only its exact centre.
6. It must be possible to cut out the exact centre o f .the' slit and to expose to the artificial light a narrow portion

o f  the slit on each side o f the centre.
7. The edges o f the slit, and those limiting the length o f .the slit or those cutting out part o f its centre, must be 

as nearly as possible in the same plane.

(1) It will be evident from figs. 7 and 9 that the two halves o f  the slit are inounted on the steel slides A B  
■which move in the cast-iron gUide-box a, b, c, d, fig. 7. The slides A and B are carefully ground so as to move 
easily and without shake.

Bpth these slides are pressed together by strong spiral springs in the manner shown in fig. 9 (which is 
practically the’ same as that adopted by Troughton & Simms in their micrometers). - The strong steel pins e and f  
screw into the slides B and A  respectively, and project through slots in the bottom, o f the guide-box a, b, c, 'd. (It 
would be better still i f  solid projections cast with the slides were substituted for the steel pins.) There is an arm y 
(figs. 7 and 9) turning upon the screw g, and a screw hk  (fig. 9) prevents this arm from turning. W e have thus 

.the pin f  o f the slide A  pressed against one-end o f the pivoted .arm by the spiral springs in slide A , and the pin e of 
the slide B  pressed against the opposite end o f the .pivoted arm by the spiral springs o f  slide B — that is to say, all 
the four spiral springs are pressing against the end o f the screw k h.

It is clear, then, that by  turning the screw h k the jaws o f  the slit, (which are attached one to A , the other to B) 
will be moved symmetrically with respect to the collimator axis, and, i f  the slides are well.fitted, with perfect 
accuracy o f motion.

A  stop between the slides A  B prevents their closing farther t-hau to correspond with a width o f  o f  an
inch in the slit.

The graduated head at h (figs. 8 and 9) enables the width of the slit to be read off—the reading for minimum 
distance and the minimum distance itself being known. (These constants may be most readily determined with a 
micrometer attached to the telescope by which the slit is viewed from behind, when the prism of total reflection is 
interposed.)

A convenient value for the screw would be two threads per millimetre; thus one revolution of the screw would 
move each jaw of the slit. 0*50 mm.— i.e. would, widen the slit itself 1 mm.—which is enough for any purpose; 
thus the motion of the slit may be .limited to one revolution, so that the readings of the head will become the 
measure of the width of the slit.

(2) In fig. 7 there is shown in section at v to an accurately fitting outer slide, which is moved by a rack and 
pinion m m over a limited range so that the notch q or t (fig. 8) can be brought to the point p.

In fig. 8 the jaws of the slit are indicated at a;,’and the outer slide is shown in such a position that the central 
perforation in it is opposite the jaws of the slit. This perforation is a rectangle about 0*15 inch in width aud about 
0-5 inch long, so that when it is desired to clean the jaws of the slit (by drawing a quill between them), or to expose 
tho whole length of the slit (say to photograph the solar spectrum in order to determino the curvature of the lines),
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the outer slide, will be iu the position shown in fig. 8, and be there held by. the Bpringclutch n  o,.whose wedge- 
shaped points p  (one being hid by the other) rest in notches cut in the two ribs o f the outer slide.

(8) I f  now we wish to place a star accurately in the middle o f the slit, we raise the spring clutch by lifting it 
at n, and thus remove tho points p  from the .notches, turn the pinion by. the handle m  till the notch q is moved 
uuder the wedges^), aud then drop the dutch into the notch q. By this process we bring the thin spcculum-metal 
plane mirror a centrally over the slit. This plane mirror is formed on a thin wedge-shaped piece o f speculum-metal, 
so that its lower surface is parallel to the motion o f the slide, and ju st clea/rs the plane o f the slit. The optical 
surface o f  tho mirror is a plane inclined at such an angle to the axis o f  the telescope as to reflect the light falling 
from a star (whose image is formed near the slit) to the prism P o f the small, telescope T (fig. 10). _ The centre of 
■the speculum-metal is perforated by a small hole (say O'OI inch in diameter) whose, axis is coincident with that of 
the collimator (and therefore passes through the centre o f the slit) when the wedges p  rest in the notches q. .

Thus all the stars within a radius o f some minutes o f arc from the centre o f the slit will be .visible in the field 
o f the very low-power telescope T  (fig. 10), together with a less sharply defined image o f  the edge o f the small hole, 
which will appear as a black spot. (It may be necessary to slightly illuminate the surface o f the mirror by light 
from a small ruby glass electric incandescent lamp.) By the slow-motion handles in R.A. and Dec. it will be easy 
enough to put the image o f the star on this black spot, when it will disappear, and will then necessarily be in the 
centre o f  the slit.

This method has practically been already used by Huggins, only that he made the surface of .the speculum- 
metal jaws o f the slit serve as the m irror; and in this way the images o f the star aud slit were in the same focus.

. But the outer surfaces o f  the slit were necessarily no! longer in a! plane normal to the optical, axis, o f .'the 
collimator, and I prefer to have the small difference in focus between the star’s focus and that o f the slit (which-with 
a very low-power telescope will be o f no consequence) and preserve the outer surfaces o f the metal (iridio-platinum) 
jaws o f the slit rigorously in a plane at right angles to the collimator axis.

Of course, the thinner the metal and the closer the back surface is to the slit, the less will be the difference of 
focus in question.

(4) Let us now lift the spring clutch and move the notch t under the wedge p ;  we then bring-a 60° prism t 
over the slit so that its base is normal to the collimator axis, and the latter cuts the base o f the prism at one-fourth 
of the base from oiie" angle o f the prism. \ Then, in the manner shown in fig. 10, light from a source S will enter .the 
slit and fill the collimator object-glass.

The condensing combination C  (fig. 10). should be very accurately figured; that is a point which, so far as I 
know, has been too much neglected in all spectroscopes hitherto employed.

The best optical construction for- C will be two well-made object-glasses, each o f i-inch aperture and 7 inches 
focal length; i f  made in'the usual way their Crown lenses should be turned towards each other. The position o f C 
will be half way between the artificial source o f light and the slit, measured along the path o f the central ray ; the 
slit will be in the principal’ focus o f one object-glass, the source o f artificial light.in the principal focus o f the other. 
Care should' be’ taken that the common optical axis o f the combination is inclined exactly 60° to the optical axis of 
the principal telescope, and so as to intersect.the prism exactly at the proper point. I f  the arm canying C is 
attached to the collimator (as shown in fig.' 10), then the adjustment o f the slit to the focus o f the principal telescope 
will not affect the above adjustment, which may therefore be permanently made once for all, and the object-glass C, 
which is next the slit, may be permanently fixed so that the siit itself is in its principal focus. A  small adjustment 
may .be given to the object-glass C2, which is next to the source o f light S, for adjusting the latter in its principal 
focus ; but probably it will, not require to be touched after it has once been adjusted, provided that the necessary 
precautions are adopted in the method o f  mounting the artificial source o f light at S.

The plate D  G  carries the vulcanite pillars (not shown) which form the mounting o f the vacuum tube, or for the 
iron terminals electrically , connected with tho induction coil. This plato D G  is mounted on two slides at right 
,angles to each other having about4 - inch o f  motion in either direction by means o f the screws E aud F. (The heads 
o f these screws should be o f  ivory or vulcanite.)

. By means o f the screws E  and F the centre o f the vacuum tube or tho spark between the iron points cau be 
accurately adjusted to coincidence with the optical axis o f C. This adjustmont can bo very quickly mado by means 
o f tho diaphragm H. This diaphragm should be just o f the size to pass all rays converging on tho slit from a point 
at S, when all the adjustments aro perfect. I f  S has sensible dimensions, the margin of tho hole in H will bo 
symmetrically illuminated when tho adjustments are perfect— any want of symmotry in this illumination can bo 
corrected by moving the source o f  light by the screws E aud F.

(5) Let us now suppose that the Bpring olutoh n o  is again liftod, and the notch s (fig. 8) is brought under p,
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•o that ft kola in the outer slido at a (about 0*1 inch in diameter) is opposite the eontre of the slit. It  is required 
to limit the length of tho slit by auothor slit at right angles to tho spoctroscope slit proper, and as nearly as 
possible in the same plctne, so that tho odgo o f the photographod spectrum shall bo as sharp as possible. For this 
purposo there will be scrowod to the lowor sido of tho outor slide (i.e. tho sido next tho slit) two pieces of.iridio* 
platinum forming a slit at right angles to the slit proper, and of a thickness sufficient to. just dear its surface. If 
the work is well done the edges o f the two slits need not bo more than O'OOl inch apart, and that without fear of 
fouling each other.

Tho width o f this cross slit should bo tho width which it is proposed to give to the spectrum of the star by 
trarersiug the star backwards and forwards along the jaws of tho spectroscope slit proper during the exposure, by 
means of the slow motion in R.A. Probably tho most useful value for the leugth.of slit will be about 0*4 mm., 
but it will be easy enough to make the width slightly adjustable so that the jaws can be ultimately set at the most 
convenient width.

(6) When an artificial spectrum is to be compared with the star, it is necessary to stop out the central part of 
the slit so that the fine bright iron lines shall not obliterate the corresponding dark lines o f the stellar spectrum ; but 
it is also desirable that the comparison spectrum should slightly overlap the edges o f the stellar spectrum.

For this purposo it will only be necessary, where the notch, r  is central with the slit, to have a corresponding 
aperture in the outer slide, about 0*1 inch in diameter, opposite to the centre of the slit, and to attach a narrow bar 
o f iridio-platinum across the back o f the aperture.

This will preserve the centre o f the star spectrum from being affected by the light of the comparison spectrum, 
and allow it to slightly overlap on each side o f it, and it. will give a convenient length for the lines o f the comparison 
spectrum (0'9 mm.) on each side o f the star spectrum.

GENERAL NOTES.

The drawings sent are to be regarded as schematic, not as working drawings.
In fig. 10 especially the following important improvements can be made

1st. Abolish the sliding tube which is provided for adjustment of the slit in the principal focus of the collimator 
object-glass in fig. 10, and shift this adjustment to the other end of the collimator tube. This adjustment being 
once made (for H?), experience goes to show that it will not require readjustment. There is therefore less need for 
easy access to it, and it will be much better to attach the box containing the mounting o f the slit rigidly to the 
flange o f the collimator tube, providing a larger flange on the slit-box for this purpose.

2nd. Let the position of the slit-box shown in fig. 1 remain unchanged on this account, but bring the collimator 
tube and its flange up to it as in fig. 10.

3rd. Increase the length of the collar or bearing in which the pivot of the collimator tube slides by about three- 
quarters of an inch ‘towards the slit, so as to allow the clamp to be accessible through the aperture in the adapter- 
tube; or, better, bring the key o f the clamp outside the adapter.

4th. Shift the position o f  the right- and left-handed screw K  in fig. 10 (by which the slit is set to the. focus of 
the 24-inch object-glass) to the other side, where it will be more accessible.

5th. Shift the apparatus for reading this focal adjustment to the other side; and, instead o f attaching an index 
to the flange and the scale to the pillar, attach the index to a pillar and the scale to the flange. In this way the 
iudex and adjoining divisions o f the scale can always be read by a small fixed telescope passing through a hole in the 
adapter, and be illuminated by a small fixed incandescent lamp, which is lighted by a switch at pleasure.

With regard to fig. 8, it has since occurred to me that no very accurate adjustment is required for the position 
of the slide in the positions r ,p , s ; therefore the point of the clutch may be made o f a much larger angle than shown 
at p, so that the action of the rack and pinion alone will be enough to raise the clutch. For tho positions q and t, 
which require to be very accurate, stops will be more accurate than auy dutch, and these stops can have screw 
adjustment. The slide can be moved against these stops by the rack and pinion, and tho clutch can be arranged to . 
keep the slide against these stops.

From these schematic plaus and instructions, the working drawings for the instrument, os subsequently 
described, were made by Mr Horace Darwin, F.R.S. The improvements in tho original design, introduced by Mr 
Darwin, are acknowledged in the text. The work was carried out under his supervision in tho most admirable 
manner by the Cambridge Scientific Instrument Company, and Mr F. H. Newall, F.R.S., very kindly undertook the 
.final examination of the optical adjustment of the prisms, etc., before the instrument was originally sent to the Capo.
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THE SPECTROSCOPE AS CONSTRUCTED.

The Slit and Compai'ison Apparatus.

In the original design o f  the spectroscope the inclined speculum plane z (fig. 8) was not intended to be used for 
keeping the star on the slit during exposure, but merely when interposed as a means o f finding the star on the slit 
The slit was then to be viewed from behind by reflection from the first surface o f the first prism, or by interposition 
o f the prism D  (fig. 1). Then the telescope was to be moved by the slow motions in R  A. and Decl. until the star, as 
viewed in the manner described, was seen at its brightest in the centre o f the slit. The centre o f a spider-line in the 
focus o f the 18-inch telescope, representing the slit and defined in length by two other spider-lines at right angles to 
the first one, was then to be adjusted micrometrically to coincidence with the star’s image. The spider-line, so 
adjusted, would then serve for guiding throughout the exposure in the same manner that the guiding telescope is 
used in the exposure o f carte du. ciel plates— or the star’s image from behind the slit might be watched by the 
telescope H or K.

But, on the strong advice o f Sir William Huggins, his original plan o f having the slit made o f speculum-metal 
and using its front optical surface for guiding the star during exposure was finally adopted, and found, on the whole, 
to work so well that little use was made o f  the telescopes for viewing the slit from behind.

Plate I. is from a photograph o f the slit and slit-box taken from a point nearly in the direction o f  the axis of 
the collimator.

1 is-the graduated head o f  the screw which regulates the width o f  the slit; its point presses against two 
similar levers, shaped like bell-cranks, whose fulcra are at 3 and 4.

5

2 is the speculum-metal slit whose outer surface is .an optical plane; but the plane is slightly inclined to the 
normal to the collimator axis, so that a star may be viewed by reflection from it by means o f  a telescope and 
prism 14, Plates IV. and X II.

The plates which carry the two halves o f the speculum-metal slit are mounted on rails planed on the base-plate 
of the slit, as shown schematically in fig. 11.

To keep the slide cd  in contact with the rails in all positions o f the instrument the following elegant method 
was adopted by Mr Darwin :—

a & is the base-plate o f the slit, c d  the slide which carries one jaw o f the slit, e and f  are pillars screwed into
o d, and passing through slots in a b. g h is a steel spring which, by means of the screws at g  and h, can be 
made to exercise any desired tension on the pillars e and f  I f  this tension is greater than the weight o f the slide, 
then c d  cannot fall off, and for very small motions o f the slide, such as aro required for the adjustment o f a 
spectroscopic slit, the tension is constant. O f course, at the side o o f the slide the furrow iu the slide is out away, 
except for two short bearings near the ends o f the slide; and at the side d there is only a bearing at the centre of 
the slide.

It  will be seen now from Plate I. that tho action o f tho screw 1 is only to opon the s lit ; tho slides aro dosed by 
pressure o f the bent hardened and tomperod steel wire spring 5, aoting directly opposite tho points whore tho bent 
levers bear on tho slides.
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6 U the head o f  a tine screw which provents the slides from dosing sufficiently to produce contact betwoen the 
edges o f the slit.

7 is the perforated gold plate which, when moved by tho screw 9 to the centre o f the slit, is employed to 
detine the width o f  the star spoctrum. It is o f the form shown in fig. 12 on the scale o f 20 times thatr o f  the 
original.

The bars aft and y  J limit the length o f  tho slit along which the star is traversed during exposure.'
8 is another thin perforated gold plate which, when moved by the screw 9 to the'centre o f the slit, covers

the portion o f  the slit used in taking the spectrum o f the star, and exposes the portion o f the slit used for the
comparison spectrum. It is of the form shown in fig. 18. Here the centre o f the Slit .is .cut. out and light 
admitted at « and £. These bars are about 0'25 mm. in width.

As already mentioned, the plate 10, which carries the perforated gold plates 7 and 8 with their adjusting 
screws, is traversed by the screw 9. This plate 10 travels with great precision on a slide with geometrical 
bearings arranged on the following prindple (fig. 14):—

S is the slide to which the plate 10 is attached. The wheel W  is urged by spring pressure against, a plane
rail on the slide S, and this whed keeps the slide in contact with the bearings.

Besides the perforated gold plates, the slide carries the 60° prism 11, shown in Plates II., III., and IV., and 
which reflects the converging cone o f rays from the spark apparatus to the slit, so that the axis o f the. cone is 
accurately coinddent with the axes both o f  the principal telescope and o f the collimator. This prism is removed in 
Plate I. for sake o f  dearness.

12 is a sted spring which presses the slide 10 against the end o f the screw 9.

13 is the wheel forced by a spring against the slide 10, as in fig. 14. Upon the axis o f  the screw 9 is a 
hollow drum on which is cut a screw o f the same pitch as that o f the screw which moves the slide 10. The object 
o f  this drum is to mark the points when the perforated gold plates are in their proper positions in front o f  the slit. 
This was effected by a rounded point pressed by a spring into the thread o f the drum-screw, which entered a notch 
in the thread when either the perforated plate 7 or 8 was in its proper position.

Instead o f  a notch in the thread of drum 9, to mark when the comparison prism is in its place in front o f  the 
slit, it was found more convenient to have a pin 16, Plate II., on the end o f  the drum 9 which, when 9 is unscrewed 
until the prism is in position, comes in contact with the stop i7.

But as the slit can be viewed by the telescope and prism 14, Plates IV. and V., when illuminated by the small
ruby-coloured electric lamp 15, the much better plan was introduced o f setting these perforated plates to three lines 
ruled on one jaw o f  the slit at right angles to the length o f the slit. These lines are about 0-25 mm. apart, and the 
central line at its intersection with the slit marks the collimator axis.

■ The tube 18, Plates IV. and XII., carries two achromatic lenses. One o f these has the slit (when viewed 
through the prism) in its principal focus, the other objective, is moved by the screw 19 till the spark or vacuum tube 
is  in its principal focus. 20 is a vulcanite block carrying the adjustable sparking points, a vacuum-tube holder and: 
terminals for connection with the secondary o f  an induction: Coil. This block is mounted on the Jointed arm 23, iuid 
can be adjusted by means o f  the screws 21 and 22 so that the image of the iron sparking points, as viewed in the
telescope 14 by reflection from the slit, is formed exactly on the slit. Since one lens is permanently fixed and :the;
prism 11 permanently adjusted,' so that when it is interposed a ray o f  light from the optical centre o f  the collimator 
object-glass passing through the slit will be reflected, by the:prism I t  along the optical axes o f the two lenses and, 
as the angle o f the cone o f rays falling on the slit has a much larger angle than tho collimator objective , subtends at=
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the slit, then if the image of the spark falls in focus on the slit the collimator objective must be filled with 
light.

The practical method o f adjusting the image of the spark in focus on the slit is as follows:— A  small ruby-coloured 
electric lamp 53, Plates VI. and VII., is fixed at the end of the bent arm outside the vulcanite block 20, and nearly 
in the optical axis o f the lenses. Then in the field of telescope 14, which is focussed upon the slit, are seen the 
images o f the iron sparking terminals. The head 19, Plate IV., is next turned until the images of those terminals are 
in sharp focus, and they are then adjusted symmetrically with respect to the centre o f the slit by means of the 
screws 21 and 22.

Of late an additional precaution has been adopted, viz., a disc of ground glass has been mounted on the lid of 
the slit-box, so that it can, when desired, cover the hole through which the cone of rays from prism 11 passes to the 
slit. This practically ensures that, even with considerable error of adjustment, the object-glass of the collimator will 
be filled with light.

FOCUSSING AND CLAMPING ARRANGEMENTS.

As already mentioned, the box containing the slit is attached permanently to the strong steel tube of the 
collimator. This tube moves in ground segmental bearings which are formed in the centre of the diaphragms o f the 
strong steel tubes by which the prism-box is attached to the telescope.

To bring the slit into the focus of the 24-mch object-glass the collimator tube must be moved in the direction 
of its axis. This is accomplished by a lever, shaped like a bell-crank, of which the joint or fulcrum and the mode of 
attachment are shown at 24, Plates I. and II., and schematically in fig. 15. This lever is moved by a screw o f

which the head 25 is shown in Plates IV. and XII. One cylindrical end of the crank-lever enters a slot in the 
collimator tube, the other end enters a slot in a block which is moved at right angles to the collimator axis by tho 
screw, as shown in fig. 15.

The focussing scale is shown at 26, Plate XII. It is divided to o f a millimetre and can be read to riw  ° f  n 
millimetre by estimation. The graduations are figured at each millimetre. This scale is read by tho microscope 27, 
Plates V. and VII.

The clamping o f the collimator tube is very satisfactorily arranged by rings which fit smoothly and accurately 
on the tube alongside its two bearings, as in fig. 16.

Each ring is kept up to its adjoining segmental bearing by scrows which, without damping tho ring rigidly to 
the bearing, prevent the ring from being drawn by tho tube away from tho bearing. Each ring is attached 
to the bar b, fig. 16, by a rod, and when tho bar is drawn towards tho outer tube by tho fingor-nuts 28 and 29, 
Plates IV. and XII., the collimator tube becomes rigidly dampod, and, as tho rings accurately fit tho very strong 
and accurately turned tube, no deformation of tho tubo is possible. This excdlont plan is duo to Mr Darwin. 
Tho strong spiral spring 80, Plato IV., is provided for provonting rotation of tho collimator tube in its bearing*
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when it ia unulaiuped and beiug adjusted for foous. Tho spring pulls tangontiolly to the tube, keeping the bar 
which carries tho scale (tho beariug edge of this bar being parallel to the collimator axis) in contaot with the 
rounded end o f a scrow. This scrow obviously serves to adjust the slit at right angles to the refracting plane of 
the prisms, an adjustment which, onco rnado, requires no subsequent alteration.

31, Plates III. and XII., is a counterpoise which balances the collimator box about the axis of the collimator..
32, Plates III. aud XII., is the head o f the rod that turns the screw by which the collimator object-glass is 

adjusted so that tho slit is in its principal focus. The focussing scale of the collimator object-glass is divided to 
0*1 mm., numbered at each millimetre, and can bo road by estimation to O'Ol mm. by the microscope 33, 
Plates V. and VII.

The collimator object-glass is mounted on a truly cylindrical solid-drawn steel tube which, moves in 
geometrical bearings inside the collimator tube. A  single screw draws the object-glass tube into contact with four 
geometrical bearings inside the collimator tube. This clamping screw is turned by a rod with squared end which 
can be entered through the slot 34, Plates V. and XIV.

THE PLATE-HOLDER.

Plate IX. shows the plate-holder attached to the long-focus camera telescope.
a j8 7  is an oblong brass frame formed from a solid plate of brass 130 mm. long, 62 mm. broad, and 12-5 mm. 

thick. Its interior is 111 mm. long and 43 mm. broad (4§ inches 1 1 ■}■$•). This admits freely the half o f an 
ordinary “  quarter-plate ” (4£ x I f  inches). This box is closed at the bottom by the dark slide e, which moves 
smoothly in a groove machined out of the solid frame. The lid of the box is jointed at a and /3 and closed by the 
screw-button y. The sensitive plate rests on three silver projections from the side of the box, and springs on the 
side of the box, pressing on the plate opposite these projections, keep the plate from moving during exposure.

The box rests upon S, and is held in place by the latches 3, n, §! which are provided with strong spiral springs 
{one o f which is well seen at «).

The box can be tilted in the cylindrical bearing X, and the plate clamped at any desired inclination to the 
normal by means o f the screws m and v and by two similar screws on the other side. The axis of this cylindrical 
slide is the centre of the sensitive film of the plate. The angle of tilt, up-to ± 1 0 °, can be read upon the 
graduated arc yfs.

By removing the plug | the focussing scale can be read with the aid of a hand magnifying-glass. It is 
■divided, like the other focussing scales, to 010 mm. figured at each millimetre, and can be read by 
■estimation to 0*01 mm.

The focussing screw is on the side, not shown in the photograph. The leather t, which is tied round the 
aperture in the enclosure 37 and round the mounting of the slide, excludes cold air and yet does not interfere 
with the motion for focussing.

THE PRISM-BOX AND. ITS ENCLOSURE. p*'-

Instead of making the prism-box double-sided as in the original plan, Mr Darwin omitted one side of the 
prism-box, but carried out the original principle by attaching the tribrach springs (which press opposite to the 
bearing points of the prisms) to brackets which are attached to the rib a b c d, as shown in Plate XI.

The projections near o, 6, c, and d, Plate XI., which serve to define the position of the prisms in minimum 
deviation, are not visible in Plate XI. on account of shadow. The crank levers, actuated by spiral springs at 
and g, press upon the flattened comers of the prism* (where the refracting edge is cut away near one corner) 
and so keep the prisms in contact with these projections.

H, Plate XI., is the telescope for observing the back of the slit by reflection from the first surface of 
the first prism.

K, Plate XI., is a telescope with a right-angled prism of total reflection D, which, by means of a rack and 
a pinion, turned by M, can be moved so that D intercepts the rays from the collimator, aud the slit 
can be viewed by the telescope K.

The three original prisms, constructed by Brasher, were somewhat coloured and found to absorb an undesirable
* The object of cutting out or flattening a small portion of one refraoting corner of each prism is to allow tho ends of tho lovers «, /  o to press 

upon a flat surface parallel to the base of the prism, as it would obviously bo dangerous to allow pressure on tho edgo of tho prism. Seo p. 17.
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amount of the blue and violet rays. Four alternative prisms of much whiter glass, and together giving a 
deviation o f 180°, were afterwards made by Hilger and were mounted in a manner precisely similar to that just 
described. The new prism-box mounted in its place is shown in Plate V.

In this prism-box no provision was made for the telescopes H and K, Plate XI., because experience had 
apparently shown that, with tho front surface reflection of the slit, they were not necessary, and their 
introduction would greatly have complicated the enclosure of the prism-box with a covering, the air in which 
could be maintained at constant temperature. Experience with the spectroscope in its original form, as shown in 
description of the telescope, Plate I., had proved this precaution to be necessary in any accurate determinations of 
motion in the line of sight. Wrapping the spectroscope in an eider-down quilt was tried, but this precaution was 
found insufficient.

Accordingly, when the spectroscope was sent to Cambridge in 1901 to have the new 4-prism box made and 
adapted, a mahogany flange 86, (Plates V., VI., and VII.), was added, to which an outer covering, enclosing the 
prism-box, could be clamped. Also an enclosure 37, surrounding the upper part o f the camera-telescope tube, was 
added, in order to ensure uniformity of temperature in the steel bracket which constitutes the upper support of the 
camera tube. This precaution prevents change in the parallelism of the axis of that tube relative to the axis o f the 
collimator during exposure.

Another important adjunct was a shutter of half the diameter o f the collimator object-glass moved in a slide 
by the rod 35, Plates V., VI., and VII. This shutter can, at the observer’s pleasure, be placed so as to cut off 
either that half of the cylinder of parallel rays (emerging from the collimator object-glass) which enters the prisms 
next to their base, or the other half which euters the prisms next to their refracting edges, or it can be removed 
so as to allow the full pencil to pass. A spring catch slipping into notches in the sliding-rod makes it easy to 
place the shutter in any desired one of the three positions.

This screen enables the observer to test the focal adjustment by Newall’s method, viz. by photographing two 
contiguous spectra o f the iron lines, one spectrum being taken through the thick, the other through the thin half 
of the prisms. Where the lines o f the two spectra are coincident, the apparatus is in perfect focal adjustment for 
rays o f that refrangibility. Control spectra of that kind are taken before and after each “ line of sight” spectrum.

The prism-box has been enclosed in a close-fitting coyer o f copper, so that heat may not only penetrate more 
slowly to the prisms but be distributed by conduction more nearly equally to all parts of the prism-box.

Means, subsequently described, for automatically controlling the temperature of the air outside the prism-box 
were provided, as well as means for causing air included in the outer cover to circulate through the box surrounding 
the camera telescope as well as around the outside of the protected prism-box.

Plates VI. and VII. show the spectroscope with the enclosing outer cover attached. This cover is made o f 
double sheet aluminium, the space between the sheets being filled with eider-down feathers. Two doors 38 and 39, 
closing on cloth joints, give admission to the interior at pleasure, but it only involves the work of a few minutes 
to put on or remove the whole cover. Plate VIII. shows the lower part of the spectroscope still further enclosed 
iu a thick eider-down cover, which is readily attached, and which, by reducing the loss of heat, limits the amount 
of electrical energy required to preserve a constant temperature.

Other Mechanical Details o f the Spectroscope.

The cylindrical body of the spectroscope is formed o f two flanged solid*drawn steel tubes ^-inch thick, and the 
whole is very rigid.

The method of rotating the spectroscope about the collimator axis is well shown in Plates V., VI., VIII., 
and IX.

The powerful hand-wheel 40, Plate V., is connected with a worm screw which acts on teeth cut in the 
edge of the upper flange o f the body of the spectroscope. The cast-iron ring 52, which forms tho attachment of the 
spectroscope to the butt-end of tho tube, is turned out to roceivo the turned end of the tube and the shoulder 
of the flange. To keep tho shoulder of tho flange in contact with 52 there aro six wheels liko 41 mounted in tho 
manner shown in Plate V. and adjusted for pressure on the flange by tho nuts 42. Tho rounded projection on 
each wheel runs in a groove in the steel flange.

48, Plates V. and VIII., is an iron rod which passes through the spectroscope and can bo removed at pleasure ; 
it supports tho spectroscope when mounted on tho stand— tho uppor end o f the latter is shown iu Platos IV. and XII. 
In Plates VI. and VII. tho rod 48 is replaced by a wooden plug whioh stops tho holo.

It will be noted that the stand shown in platos IV. and XII. is not wido onough to admit tho flange 36. A wider
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atond and longer bar have aince boon made, and tho spootroscopo in position for attachment to the telescope is 
ahowu ou the new stand in Plate X.

Tho stool door 44, Plate VII., gives access to tho so row-head I, Platos I. and X II., by whioh tho width o f the 
alit is adjusted, aud to the scrow-head 82, Plato X II., for sottiug the collimator object-glass in focus with tho Blit.

45, Plato VII., is a th rot*-way eleotrio switch which—

а. cuts off the 6-volt ourrent
б. lights the small electric lamp which illuminatos scale 26, Plate XII., by whioh tho slit can bo set to the focus 

o f  the 24-iuch object-glass.
e. lights the small lamp which illuminates tho graduated head o f the screw by which the width o f tho slit is 

regulated.

The door 46, Plates VI. aud VIII., gives access to the screw by which either o f the perforated gold platos
7 or 8, or the prism 11, Plates I., II., and III., can be brought in front o f the s lit The cover o f the slit-box is 
also conveniently reaohed through this door, so that the aperture in front o f the slit can be conveniently opened 
or closed to exclude dust, or a ground-glass screen be thoro interposed, a3 explained at p. 28.

Door 47, Plates VI. and VIII., giveB access to  tho slide (moved b y  the screw -head  2 5 ) w h ich  acts on the bell- 
crank lever that moves the co llim ator tube, so as to b rin g  the slit into the focus o f th e  2 4 -in ch  ob ject-g lass  (see 

P* 2 8 ).
Door 48, Plate VI., gives access to the scales o f a thermometer whose bulb is in the prism-box.
49 is a three-way eleotric switch which—

a. cuts off the 6-volt current
b. illuminates the scale by which the collimator object-glass can be set so as to adjust the slit in its focus.
c. lights the ruby-coloured lamp 51, Plate X II., which illuminates the back o f the slit (this is practically 

■never used).

50  is a  four-way electric switch which—

а. cuts off the 6-volt circuit
б. controls the ruby-coloured lamp 15, Plates IV. and X II., which illuminates the slit.
c. controls the ruby-coloured lamp 58, Plate V II., behind the sparking points, and so enables them to be 

focussed on the slit (see p. 28).
d. controls the lamp which illuminates the scale o f the thermometer whose bulb is the prism-box.

52a is a compressible carbon cloth resistance to regulate the intensity o f the light o f the ruby lamp which 
illuminates the slit

THE THERMOSTAT.

When the spectroscope was sent back to Cambridge in 1901 in order to have the new 4-prism box made and 
means applied for preserving uniform temperature, I  suggested that the temperature-control might be arranged 
somewhat on the plan o f the Callendar recorder. That is to say, i f  the air surrounding the prism-box is maintained 
above that o f the outer air by means o f  a current o f  electricity passing through coils o f wire inside an outer cover, 
the amount o f current could be regulated by some system o f automatic changing o f the resistance in the circuit—  
such resistauce being outside the cover.

In the well-known Callendar recorder a Wheatstone bridge having three arms of manganin and one o f copper is 
*brought to balance by automatically changing the position o f  the balance point on the bridge-wire, the amount of 
this change being a function o f the temperature to which the bridge is exposed, because the electric resistance of 
•copper varies with temperature whilst that o f manganin does n o t The slider, whioh changes the resistance to 
balance the bridge, then becomes the recorder o f  the temperature, and similar means might be omployed to turn off 
■and on an electric current or to clamp the resistance iu a circuit, and so maintain the bridge in balance— i.e. preserve 
-a uniform temperature.

‘ Mr Darwin developed the following most elegant apparatus to carry out this idea— introducing methods by 
which not only was the resistance varied in a circuit through which a current is constantly passing, but also periodic 
increments of additional current through a parallel circuit were given when required.

The apparatus finally took the form shown in Plate XIII. 1 is the armaturo o f a small 4-volt electromotor
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which rotates in the field of the permanent magnet 2. A  worm on the axis of the armature runs in the teeth of 
wheel 3, on the axis o f which is a pinion that drives the wheel 4, the latter making about 1 revolution per minute.

Sliding on the fixed axis of 4, and turning on it (because of the guiding rods fixed to 4 and to a disc hidden by 
5), is a sleeve which carries two excentric cams 5 and 17 and a portion o f a brass cylinder 6, which has a circular arc 
o f 240° at its end next 5 and tapers to zero at its end next the uncut wheel with rounded edge 7. These pieces, 
5, 17, 6, and 7, all revolve together on the axis of wheel 4, but their position on the shaft may be anywhere between 
that shown on the photograph to that when 7 would be close alongside 4, the position along the axis being defined 
by the tooth o f rack 8 in which the cam 5 happens to be engaged.

9 is the point of suspension of a coil of insulated wire, which, on the principle o f a d’Arsonval galvanometer, 
hangs by a flattened phosphor-bronze strip in the field of the powerful permanent magnet 10.

15 is a tube which protects an aluminium wire that is attached to the suspended coil. When no current passes 
through the coil the suspension of the coil is adjusted so that the aluminium wire hangs, at rest, coaxial with the 
tube. When the coil is connected in circuit with what is usually represented diagrammatically as the diagonal of 
the bridge (see p. 26), then if the temperature of the air about the bridge is above that at which the bridge is 
balanced, the end o f the aluminium arm next to 14 will move to the right of the line 14, but if  below that tempera
ture the aluminium arm will move to the left of 14.

Now the ebonite piece, whose edge is marked -14, is at the end o f an arm which is attached to an axis at 13, and 
to the same axis is attached at 11 the arm whose platinum-tipped end is at 12.

The rack or comb 8, already mentioned, is attached to the arm 13, 14.
It will now be obvious that when the cam 5 revolves it will lift the comb 8 at each revolution, and with it the 

end 14 o f the arm 13, 14.
Let us now suppose the apparatus to start from the position of rest shown in Plate XIII., and that the cam 5, 

the portion of brass cylinder 6, and the wheel 7 all rotate together in the direction indicated by the arrow-head. 
Then, when the rack begins no longer to press on the largest diameter of the cam 5, the piece 14 will begin to 
descend, and, if  it is not interrupted by the end o f the aluminium arm of the galvanometer, it will continue to 
descend until it comes to rest on the point of the screw 16. At the same time the platinum-tipped end 12 o f the 
bar 11 will also descend. When the edge of the periphery of 6 comes round it will slightly raise 12, and then an 
electric circuit is completed which includes a 50-volt accumulator battery and the heating coils inside the 
spectroscope cover. The duration of the contact will depend on the position of the moving piece 5, 6, 7 on the axis. 
I f  7 is moved close up to 4 the duration of contact would be 40* in each minute, if  in the position shown in Plate 
XIII. it would only be 2 or 3 seconds.

But if  the air inside the spectroscope cover is above the normal temperature (i.e. the temperature at which the 
.bridge is balanced) the end of the aluminium arm of the galvanometer will have moved to the right and will 
intercept the fall of 14, so that 12 cannot descend far enough to make contact with 6, and so no current can flow 
through 12 to the heating coils.

This action alone, if  the contacts were long enough, would ensure a fairly constant temperature, but it would 
demand that the increments of temperature should always be much greater than the loss o f heat in one minute.

Mr Darwin aimed at supplying automatically, as exactly as possible, the required increment.
For this purpose he devised the beautiful plan by which the partial brass cylinder 6, on which the point 12 

makes contact, shall be automatically moved along its axis so that, when the galvanometer allows two successive 
increments of heat in two successive minutes, the second increment shall be greater than the first. On the other 
hand, when no increment of heat is required in any one minute the next heat increment shall be smaller than its 
predecessor. The instrument thus adjusts itself so that “ heating” and “ no heating" occur nearly alternately in 
alternate minutes.

That is the reason why the partial cylinder 6 is of the peculiar shape already described— so that, when it is 
moved along its axis till the wheel 7 is close to 4, the point 12 could be in contact with its periphery for 40  seconds 
in each minute, and when moved as far as possible from 4 the contact would last only 2 or 8 seconds.

The method by which this shifting is effected is as follows:— The rim 5 of tho cam is not at right angles to tho 
. axis, but is part o f a left-hand screw such that during its engagement with a tooth of the fixed rack 8 it forces 6 to 

slide the distance o f one tooth space away from 4. I f  tho aluminium rod of the galvanometer is not in tho way, 14 
will then drop on the end of screw 16 and the cam of smaller radius 17 will engage a  tooth o f the rack. Tho edge 
of this cam is of the form of a right-hand screw which, in course of its engagement with a tooth of tho rack, force* 6 
to slide a distance o f two teeth o f the rack towards 4, tho sum of tho two shifting* being a  movement o f  6 along a 

distance equal to one tooth interval towards 4.
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But if tho aluminum) rod of tho galvauomotor arrests tho fall of 14, tho rack does not doscond far enough to 
allow it to engage ou 17, aud so tho original motion of 6— ono tooth away from 4— remains.

In additiou to thoso intermittent increments o f heat thoro is a shunt-current allowed to flow constantly through 
tho hoatiug coils, and tho amount o f this shunt-ourrent is also automatically regulated.

The uucut whoel 7 with its roundod edges has continually pressing upon it one o f five brass plates which are 
mouuted aido by sido (with a very short interval between them) upon a bar of vulcanite 18. This bar is mounted 
ou a pivoted frame, shown in the plate, so that ono of tho insulated brass plates always presses on the wheel with 
the resultant weight o f the pivoted frame.

Each of tho brass platos is connected by a separate (insulated) wire through a resistance with the heating circuit, 
except that tho current may pass from the plate next to 4 without resistance. The next plate has an interposed 
resistance of 10 ohms, the next 20, the next 60, and the lust 120 ohms.

Thus, if the machine is started when the spectroscope is cold, there will be, so soon as 7 has worked up close to 4, 
a constant 50-volt current flowing through the heating coils without sensible external resistance. As the temperature 
of the air about the prism-box rises approximately to the normal— that is, so soon as 14 is occasionally stopped in 
its descent by the aluminium arm— the wheel 7 becomes gradually drawn along away from 4, the shunt is connected 
with higher and higher resistance, and the “ heating” and “ no heating,” by the contact 12, become more nearly 
alternate.

Plate XIV. shows the covered prism-box, the outer aluminium cover being removed. 19 is the armature and 
20 the permanent magnet o f a 4-volt electro-motor which drives an aluminium fan drawing air downwards through 
the tube 21. The action of this fan thus diminishes the air-pressure in the lower half o f the body of the spectroscope. 
The air accordingly enters from the aluminium enclosed space alongside the camera tube, as indicated by the arrow, 
passes through the enclosure 37, Plate VI., over the top o f the aluminium partition 54 (shown by a dotted line in 
Plate VI.), returning to the aluminium enclosure by the tube 21, Plate XIV. This tube 21 is, in reality, extended 
post the prism-box, but the extension was removed temporarily before the photograph was taken to allow the motor 
to be seen. The Wheatstone bridge is mounted at the outlet of the extension tube, in the draught produced by 
action o f  the fan.

The slit 34, Plates V. and XIV., which gives access to the means of Clamping the collimator object-glass at focus, 
can be closed so as to intensify the draught alongside the tube of the camera telescope.

The heating coils are arranged around the inside wall of the aluminium enclosure, but not against the doors 38 
and 39. Each coil is parallel to the axis of the telescope, and extends nearly the whole length o f the enclosure. 
There are twenty-four coils in all, joined in two groups of twelve coils in parallel. These groups are then joined in 
series, their total resistance being then 20 ohms. The coils are each completely shielded from direct radiation on the
large tube which encloses the Wheatstone bridge, and through which the blast of air from the fan passes.

THE CALLENDAR RECORDER.

Inside the prism-box are the copper coils of another Wheatstone bridge which is connected with the Callendar 
recorder. This recorder automatically and continuously registers the temperature inside the prism-box.

What is requisite in refined spectroscopy is not only that the temperature o f the prisms and the various parts 
o f the spectroscope shall be uniform during exposure, but that the temperature of the prisms for at least eight 
hours before the exposure should be constant. The Cape prisms are 2-25 inches in height, and thus, on account 
o f the low conductivity of glass for heat, the temperature of the thicker and thinner parts o f the prism aud of 
the exterior and interior parts of the prism are apt to differ unless the above condition is fulfilled. Hence the 
value o f the record given by the Callendar recorder.

These records show that with the appliances above described the temperature o f the prism-box can be 
maintained within ± 0 o,10 F. for days together.

The Callendar recorder is now a regular article o f manufacture by the Cambridge Scientific Instrument
Company, and need not be here described in detail.

Plate XV. is from a photograph o f the south end of the Instrument Room.

L, Plate XV., is the Callendar recorder.
IL, „  „  the 4-volt switch-board.

III., „  the 50-volt switch-board.
IV., ,, :  ^ the thermostat.



V., Plate XV., is a resistance for regulating the difference of potential between the terminals of the heating 
coils; when the cells are being charged the E.M.F. of the cells rises.

 ̂ !•> n are the resistances connected with the frame 18, Plate X III .; these stand on a condenser which 
is used to reduce the spark when the poiut 12 breaks contact with 6.

The switohes, etc., on the switch-board are:—

On II. (the 4-volt switch-board): On III. (the 50-volt switch-board):
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1, Main fuse + . 11. The main fuse + .
2. Distributing box. 12. Main fuse —...
8. Main* fuse —. 13.*Switch to illuminate fork of recorder.
4. Switch o f thermostat motor. 14. Voltmeter switch.
5. Voltmeter switch. 15. Heating coils + .
6. Control bridge switch + . 16. Heating coils —.
7. Fan switch. 17.*Switch to illuminate galvanometer scale.
8. Recorder bridge switch + . 18.tSpare terminal switch.
9. Recorder break-switch. 19. The voltmeter (10 to 60 volts).

10. The voltmeter (0 to 5 volts).

MISCELLANEOUS ADJUNCTS -OF THE TELESCOPE IN USE DURING SPECTROSCOPIC 
WORK— AS SHOWN IN PLATES VI. a n d  VII.

55a, Plate VI., is the distributing box for the 6-volt circuit employed for illuminating the Declination Circle, 
the red light field of the finder, the guiding (8-inch) telescope, the Repsold micrometer, and the various lamps 
of the spectroscope.

56 is the finder.
57, Plate VII., is the axis Of the balanced interior shutter for exposing the slit or the photographic plate.
59 and 60, Plate VII., are compressible carbonised cloth resistances for regulating the illumination of the webs 

of the guiding telescope and the scales of its eye-end.
61, Plate VIT., is the eye-end o f the guiding telescope, precisely similar in construction to that o f the 13-inch 

astrographic telescope, but of twice the scale ; it need not therefore be further described.
62, Plate VII., is a convenient handle for moving the telescope.
63, Plate VI., is the reader of the Declination Circle.
64, Plate VI., is the Repsold micrometer applied to the 18-inch telescope; a full description of this instrument 

will be found in vol. xvi. of the Encyclopedia Bntannica, pp. 246, 247.
65 is the flexible cable of twelve strands which conveys to the spectroscope the 4-volt currents required for the 

Wheatstone bridges, and for actuating the fan-motor, and the 50-volt current required for the heating coils. All 
these wires connect to a plate with insulated connections, and the latter attaches by a bayonet joint to a correspond
ing plate on the lower end of the aluminium cover, whence the connections are continued to terminals in the 
interior o f the enclosure.

' 66 is a strong teak table mounted on castors which carries on its top an 18-inch spark induction coil, by Apps, 
an ammeter and a voltmeter, and beneath a large condenser by Harvey & Peak containing sixteen sheets of glass on 
which sheets of tinfoil 28 x 15 inches are mounted, of which any number from two to sixtoen can be inserted in the 
secondary circuit, also a regulating spark gap, and a self-induction coil that can be used in the secondary circuit. 
The use of this secondary circuit gets rid of the air lines in the iron spectrum of comparison.

Eleven accumulator cells are used in connection with this coil, and conveuient terminals (connected by under
ground wires to the building, and thence by thick flexible wires to the rising floor) are provided. These terminals 
are attached to the posts of the rail that surrounds the aperture in the floor, both on tho east and west sido of tho 
telescope pier, so that the wires connecting them with 66 need never be in the way of tho observor.

67, Plate VI., is a double key connected with the magnets o f tho “ sun and planot" wheels of tho motion in
* Tho small lamp controlled by 18 illuminate* tho fork at tho ond of tho boom of tho rooordor, so that its position relative to tho revoking 

wliool with which it makos contact can bo viowod by a mirror, Tho 0-volt lamp is in serios with tho 50-volt lamp which illuminates the ecal* 
of tho Thomson "air dond-boat galvanometer,” which is pormanontly mounted, ready for dotorminiug resistances. Switch 17 must therefore 
also bo turnod on whon 13 is used.

t  The sparo torminals are oonvoniont for miscollanoous use; tltoy are soon at 20 on tho loft-hand sido of Plato XV.
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Right Asoensiou. By pressing ono o f thoso tho rate o f tho driving screw is accelerated 8%, and by pressing the 
other koy it is retarded 8%. Tho dotails of this “  sun and planet" gear are desoribed by Sir Howard Grubb (Monthly 
Notion, vol. xlviii. pp. 858 and 854).

By shifting another koy, not soon, thoso keys can be connected with Grubb's “  quick-slow motion,” by which a 
motion can bo communicatod whioh is about o f tho same rate as the diurnal motion, and which serves, after the 
telescope has been clamped approximately in R.A., to bring the star rapidly on the slit.

The slower ‘ ‘ slow motion”  is used for traversing the star backwards and forwards along the slit to give width 
to the spectrum, or to keep the image o f the guiding star upon the cross wires of the guiding telescope in the 
ordinary photography o f celestial objects.

THE OBJECT-GLASSES.

The objectives hitherto employed in tho spectroscope were made by John A. Brashear Company, Limited, of 
Allegheny, Pa., who kindly supply the following information :—

Collimator.— Cemented doublet. Aperture 2‘4 inches. Focal length *22-5 inches. Flint lens in front.

I Flint 0*15 inch thick in centre.

|Crown 0-25 „

R l +  12-01 
R 2 -  5-65 
R3 +  5*65 
R4 +  44-46

Long Focus Camera.— Cemented doublet. Clear aperture 2-66 inches. Focal length 30 inches. Flint lens 
in front.

R l +  19*80 inches.
R2 -  9-08 ^  / I[ Flint 0.‘15 inch thick in centre.

R3 +  9*08
K4 +  70 30 t Crown O MI  1

Short Focus Camera.— Composed of two light flints and ordinary crown. Clear aperture 2*4 inches. Focal 
length 16 inches.

R l +  8*80 inches.
R2 — 4*19 *
R3 +  4*19 :^V-
R4 +  6*56 „  .
R5 6*56 :
R 6 +  24*20 „

All give excellent definition, but it is necessary to incline the plate to get the best definition from H* to H*. 
The achromatism is adjusted for minimum focus at Ĥ .

Bat it seems to be impossible with such lenses to get perfect coincidence of the lines over the whole range of 
the spectrum photographed when tested by NewaJl’s method, owing to the imperfect achromatism and correction 
of spherical aberration for all rays inherent to the glass employed. When two adjoining spectra are photographed, 
one through the thicker, the other through the thinner half of the prisms, it is easy, by varying the focal adjustments 
and the tilt o f the dark slide, to get perfect coincidence of the lines of the two spectra at any desired part o f the 
spectrum or at two points o f the spectrum, but impossible to do so from H^ to Hj— much less for greater raugc 
o f the short-camera telescope.

We have thus been in the habit of adjusting the focus for those parts of the spectrum o f a particular star which 
are most suitable for accurate determination of velocity in the line of sight, and confining tho measurements to that 
range o f the spectrum within wliich the lines of spectra taken through the thick aud thin parts of tho prism aro 
coincident We are now endeavouring to obtain more perfect lonseB, but as yet without success.
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TH E PRISMS OF THE SPECTROSCOPE.

The four prisms now in use were made by Hilger o f London from gloss made by Chance Bros.
Each prism is 2^ inches in height, their faces o f the following lengths:—

Prisms 1 2 3 4
3*7 3*9/ , 4*1 ■ 4*4 inches. *

Messrs Chance have supplied the following particulars o f the light flint o f which the prisms were made. Two were 
from the first melting, two from the second.

No. of Medium Dispersion
Partial Dispersion.

Melting. forD. C-F. ^ A * . '
cmd. ; D-F. F-G.

*s» 1 *S7 S3 0*01398 4 1 * 0*00401 0*00997 0*00838

187 1-57+6 *oi 396 +!** *00404 *00992 *00816

Hilger supplies the following particulars as to the deviation o f  the prisms:—

Prism 1,. 45° O' 15
. . 45 -;i '  : - ■15

¥  3, H  - : 45 H e 45
. 45 0 40

Total deviation . . . . . .  180° 3X 55;/ for X =  4340.

The glass is very transparent and free from striae and bubbles; the annealing appears to be nearly perfect
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THE O B J E C T -G L A S S  PRISMS,
The Victoria Telescopo, os originally constructed, was provided by Mr M'Clean with an object-glass prism of 24-inchcs 
aperture, made by Sir Howard Grubb, having a refracting angle of 8°. The mod'e of mounting this prism is figured 
in Part 11 Plate X., and described at p. 12 in connection with the mounting of the Victoria Telescope. When 
experiment showed that the dispersion of this prism was insufficient to distinguish between- the spectra of the Helium

Fig' 17.

stars and those o f other stars of Type I., Mr M'Clean provided for the construction o f an additional object-glass 
prism having the largest refracting angle that Messrs Zeiss would undertake to make with an aperture o f 24 inches. 

The outcome o f this generosity was a splendid prism having a refracting angle of 12°.
The mode of mounting this prism is shown in fig. 17, and it will be. seen that either the 12° prism alone, or 

the 8° and 12° prisms together, can be used at pleasure.
The exclusive devotion o f the telescope to researches on radial velocity has hitherto prevented the practical 

employment of these prisms in astronomical research.
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PART III.

THE REVERSIBLE TRANSIT CIRCLE.

Soon after m y  appointm ent to the Cape in 1879 I  drew the attention of the Lords Commissioners of the Admiralty 
to  the fa ct that there existed at the Cape no refined means for fundamental Meridian observation.,

The Cape Transit Circle could neither be reversed on its bearings nor could its object-glass and eye-end be 
interchanged, and therefore it was impossible to introduce into the fundamental work of the Observatory those 
instrumental conditions of symmetry in use which are essential for the elimination of a certain class of possible 
systematic errors. I also endeavoured to show that a meridian instrument which is placed in an observatory where 
it is impossible to equalise the internal with the external temperature, could not be relied upon for the determina
tion o f fundamental Declinations, on account o f the abnormal refraction introduced by the conditions of the 
installation.

These views, however, were, not accepted for many years, and it was not until 1897-that estimates-for the 
construction of a new Transit Circle and observatory were sanctioned.

Specifications were at once prepared, both for the Transit Circle and its observatory.
The general ideas embodied in the design o f the Transit Circle were
1. As far as possible all parts of the instrument were to be o f cast iron or steel, so that, for example, a 

minimum o f change in Collimation or in Nadir should result from a difference between the coefficients of expansion 
of the micrometer screws and the boxes in which they are mounted.

2. The piers to be hollow boxes of cast iron, united by a common iron foundation, so that, when the distance 
between the two graduated circles is changed by rise or fall in the temperature o f the axis, the microscopes reading 
both circles should still continue in focus.

3. The piers should be lined externally with a thick coating of some substance as nearly as 'possible a non
conductor of heat, in order to protect them from local radiation of heat from the observer’s body. They should 
also be filled with water, so as not only to cause the change of temperature of the piers to be very slow, but to 
insure the further condition that the temperature (if not necessarily identical at the top and bottom of each pier) 
will be uniform throughout any horizontal section of the pier, because the water will tend to arrange itself in 
horizontal layers o f equal temperature. This latter condition will prevent twisting or bending of the pier as the 
results of difference of temperature in different parts of the pier.

4. Similarly, to protect the iron hollow cones (which form the tube of the telescope) from local heating, they 
were to be surrounded by double conical envelopes of sheet copper, attached only at the base of each conical iron 
tube. This outer envelope, if  locally heated by radiation from the observer’s body (as, for example, in the 
determination of the Nadir point) would be heated on one side only; but, by its high conductivity, the copper 
envelope would begin to distribute the heat, and at the same time would set up a current of air between the two 
copper envelopes so that only a very small proportion of the original heat would reach the inner envelope; this 
inner envelope would, in a similar way, distribute the residual heat and set up a similar protective current o f air 
between it and the iron conical tube.

5. The circles, 30 inches in diameter, to be solid discs o f cast iron, without the usual radial arms, the gradua
tions to be made upon an inlaid band of iridio-platinum (30 per cent, iridium and 70 per cent, platinum). The 
cost of this alloy was, however, found to be so great—viz. £60 per circle— that it was finally determined to employ
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it for one o f the circles only (the fixed circle) and to use silver in case o f the movable circle. The iridio-platinum 
alloy was selected because of its hardness, permanence, and capacity for taking fine divisions, and also because of the 
near equality of its coefficient of expansion by heat to that of iron. In the case of the movable circle, the difference 
between the coefficients o f expansion o f iron and silver, as has been pointed out by Bigourdan (Comptes Rendus, 
26th Sept. 1904), might oreate ohange in the division error, if the elasticity of the silver band is insufficient to 
yield to the changes in the dimension of the iron in which the silver is imbedded. But as the fixed circle alone is 
generally used in regular observation, and the movable circle for investigations connected with division error of 
the fixed circle, it is extremely unlikely that any change of division error in the movable circle would take place 
duriug the period ocoupied by a special investigation. In fact, the agreement between the results given by the 
two circles, after correction o f the division error o f each, is so complete as to show that, for the present, at least, 
no such changes as M. Bigourdan fears have actually occurred.*

6. The circles , to be protected from local heating by copper discs, which might be expected to distribute the
heat on the same principle .as the copper envelopes o f the tube. These discs to be each further enclosed with an 
outer copper enclosure, the microscopes reading the circles through holes in the latter.

7. Each circle to be read by six fixed microscopes. Four subsidiary microscopes are also to be provided,
situated at diameters 20° and 25° from one pair of opposite fixed microscopes, so as to allow the rigorous subdivision 
o f  the circle into 5° spaces, on the plan o f the old transit circles at Greenwich and the Cape. Two subsidiary 
microscopes with divided object-glasses are also to be provided, suitable for subdivision o f the 5° spaces into single 
degrees. These six subsidiary microscopes to be interchangeable for use with either circle.

8. The tubes o f the . microscopes to be o f steel, passing through steel tubes in the cast-iron upper part of the 
pier. The space surrounding the steel tubes through which the microscopes pass to be filled with water.

9. The illumination o f  the graduated part of the circle opposite each microscope to be light from a small 
incandescent electric lamp reflected upon the circle, symmetrically with the axis of the microscope, from a dead 
white surface such as that of plaster of Paris.

10. The pivots to be o f flint-hard steel and to rest upon V-shaped bearings (having slightly rounded surfaces)
presenting only very narrow lines o f contact to the pivots— and not upon long bearings, which must introduce 
great uncertainty, as the slightest change in level of the axis must in that case cause the pivot to bear
sometimes near one, sometimes near the other end o f itself.

11. The pivots to be perforated and to carry at one end an object-glass having a focal length slightly greater 
than the length of the axis, and at the other end, in the principal focus o f this object-glass, a circular dot 
mounted on a transparent plate, capable of being centred to approximate coincidence'with the axis of rotation 
of the horizontal collimator so formed.

12. A telescope, fitted with an accurate micrometer, that can be attached to either pier, for measuring the 
•co-ordinates of the dot as viewed through the object-glass mounted on one of the pivots, when the axis is 
rotated, and so to determine-the effect of errors o f the pivots upon the azimuth and level of the axis.

13. The object-glass o f the Transit Circle to be 6 inches in diameter and 8 feet focal length.
14. The eye-end, like the rest o f  the instrument, to be of cast iron and steel. The Declination micrometer to 

be provided with a type-wheel and means for embossing the reading of the head on a tape, as in the micrometer 
of the Repsold heliometer (Cape Annals, vol. vii. p. 22, fig. 8). The micrometer frame and tube to be cast 
in one piece.

15. The object-glass and eye-end to be interchangeable.
16. The collimators to be of the same aperture and focal length as the object-glass of the Transit Circle.
17. Means to be provided for micrometrical rotation of the collimators upon their axes, in order to provide 

a simple and accurate method for determining the inclination of the Declination wire of tho Transit Circle.
18. Lenses of about 290 aud 240 feet focal length to bo provided for viewing tho Meridian marks.
19. A  convenient apparatus to be supplied for reversing the instrument, which can also bo .employed 

as a stand for the observer in making observations of tho Nadir point.
20. Tho illumination o f the field to bo from light coming through the axis of tho pivot, thence reflected to a 

mirror in the centre of tho objeotrglass, and thence to the field.

* Hftd on® known at the time that niokol*stool was cnpablo of taking it blnok polish and lino graduation with littlo liability to m*t, U 
might have boon proforablo to uso that inatorial for tho oirolos, ho that tho graduation could bo niado upon tho samo material «» tho circle 
iUolf. Thoro would, kowovor, remain tho objootiou that tho oooflloiont of oxpanaion of tho oirolo, whoro it flU ou tho axil, would It# different 
from that of tho axis itaolf. Porltaps, in futuro, transit oirolos may bo mado ontiroly of nick ol-« tool.
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THE OBSERVATORY.

The moving part o f  tho observatory to bo constructed o f angle* and sheet-steel. The walls to form a rectangle,
in plan measuriug 20 feet cast to wost and 20 feet uorth to south (inside measurement). The roof to be semi-
cylindrical in shape, tho axis o f the cylinder coinciding with that o f  the Transit Circle. The whole observatory 
to roll apart into two halves symmetrically with tho Meridian o f the instrument, leaving au observing 
aperture 6 feet in width.

The floor o f  tho observatory to be o f iron plate (engine-room flooring) carried on a framework, suitable also 
for carrying the rails on whioh tho superstructure rolls, the rails for the observing chair, and the rails for the 
aftermentioued inner covering for protecting the instrument from dust.

The whole frame carrying the floor and superstructure to be supported by suitable cast-iron pillars to a 
height o f 3 feet above the ground, so as to allow a free current o f air beneath the building.

The structure o f the observatory to have triple sides o f thin steel, and to be -open at the bottom so as to
form a double series o f  ventilating shafts to carry off, by convection currents, all heated air arising from the 
effects o f sunshine on the external cover. All convection currents o f air to be carried to suitable chimneys on 
the east and west ends o f  the building, and therefore removed as far as possible from the 6-feet observing opening.

Sheet-iron wind-screens, 7 feet in height, to surround the whole building internally, to protect the' observer 
from strong w ind; but providing an opening at pleasure, 3 feet in width, to permit observation o f the collimators 
and Meridian marks. Insulated pillars to be attached to the masonry pier on which the instrument stands 
to support the rails which carry the travelling mercury tray for observing stars by reflection.

The construction o f the mechanical parts o f  the Transit Circle was entrusted to Messrs Troughton & Simms 
o f  Charlton, that o f the observatory and the object-glasses to Messrs T. Cooke & Sons o f York.

After much personal discussion, and later by-correspondence, the working plans were arranged.
It  was not until April 1900 that the observatory reached the Cape, and it was erected in course o f that year.
The Transit Circle was inspected in Messrs Troughton & Simms’ workshops by H.M. Astronomer in 1900, and 

it reached the Cape in April 1901. Little time was lost in mounting it, but great difficulties were encountered 
before the instrument could be brought into working order.

The most serious o f these was in connection with the geological conditions o f the site.
In sinking the pier for the Transit Circle itself on the only suitable site on the observatory grounds, the 

upper underlying rock was found to be weathered to such an extent that at first it seemed as i f  no proper 
foundation could be reached without an excavation o f such depth as would involve very serious expense. 
Even then, from the water-bearing character o f the rock, it was probable that no advance in stability would be 
attained, as the action o f water would probably induce changes in any pier that could be built.

After sinking  to the depth o f 16 feet, a block o f  concrete, 18 x 16 feet in plan and 8 feet thick, was cast in 
situ, and upon the foundation was erected a brick pier, finally capped by a rectangular pier built o f dressed 
blocks o f Table Mountain sandstone.

In order to  exclude all water from the masonry o f the pier, trenches were excavated completely surrounding 
the observatory to a depth o f 10 feet. The bottom o f  the trench was graded and cemented so as to form a 
drain leading to  a single end, and advantage was taken o f  the slope o f the hill to introduce a pipe leading 
to an exit below the level o f  the bottom o f the surrounding trench, in order to carry off any water 
that might percolate into the trench. As a still further precaution, the whole surface o f the ground surrounding 
the observatory and collimator-houses was covered with concrete, having a waterproof cemented surface 
sloped so as to carry off all surface-water to proper drains.

In this way the mason work o f the pier remains perfectly dry, and puch changes as may arise in the 
Azimuth, Level, and Nadir o f the instrument will 'chiefly depend upon changes due to disintegration or 
swelling o f the rock produced by the action o f water underneath the concrete foundation. Such changes would 
probably be o f the character and order o f those which we experienced with the old transit circle, which rests on 
a similar foundation, and o f which an account by M r W . H. Finlay will be found in the Cape Annals, vol. i. part v.

But, as already stated, the original design o f the instrument provided that, in addition to the ordinary 
collimators there should be, mounted on the collimator piers, lenses o f  about 800 feet focal length, and in the 
principal foci o f these lenses there should be marks attached to well-founded piers both to north and south of 
the instrument. These lenses and marks, i f  founded with sufficient stability, should servo as an Azimuth
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reference o f groat permanence, and be used as a control on tbe Azimuth o f the instrument from hour to hour, 
aud perhaps for very much longer periods.

Ou sinking for foundations o f  the collimator piers, disintegrated rock, sufficient for the foundation o f  any 
ordinary building, was found at a very short distance below the surface, but even at 12 feet depth the rock was
cracked aud disintegrated to a degree that would have rendered it quite unsuitable for the refinements aimed at.
Accordingly, a rock-boring apparatus was erected successively over the sites o f  the collimator piers and o f  the 
Meridiau-mark pillars, and the bores were continued at each site until the cores, brought up by the diamond drill, 
showed that the unweathered rock o f  the Malmesbury beds had been reached.

T be corresponding depths w ere :—

A t south collimator pier, 3(U- feet. South Meridian mark, 24^ feet.
A t north 1 „  34 I  North - , ,  „  16£ R

It is evident that i f  lenses and marks were erected on piers founded at such depths there would be great risk 
o f  changes in the piers themselves, apart entirely from  the fact that, a small angular tilt o f  the foundations o f  piers 
o f  such height would produce a considerable linear displacement o f  the lens or mark. Accordingly a plan was 
devised-(which is subsequently described) by  which the positions o f  marks attached to the solid rock below could be 
transferred vertically above ground level. But as the execution o f  this plan would involve considerable outlay 
o f  time and money, Professor Corstorphine, Director o f  the Geological Survey o f  the Cape Colony, was consulted as 
to the probable permanence o f  marks so founded. His report ran as fo llow s:—

The site of the new Transit Circle house is, like the rest of the observatory grounds and the surrounding district, underlain 
by the oldest rocks of this part of South Africa— the slates and quartzites known as the Malmesbury Beds. These rocks form the 
whole south-western corner of the Cape Colony and extend over many hundred square miles of country. Up to the present no 
fossils have been discovered in any of the outcrops, so that the series cannot be correlated with any of the European formations. 
At the same time, there is no doubt that the old slates and quartzites were deposited at some period long anterior to the Devonian 
rocks of Europe. The so-called Bokkeveld Beds of the Cape Colony contain Devonian fossils. Between these beds and the tilted 
Malmesbury slates there are 4000 to 5000 feet of Table Mountain Sandstone, which is itself separated by a very marked unconformity 
from the old slate series. Such an unconformity means a long interval of time, and, combined with the presence of the 5000 feet 
of Table Mountain Sandstone, throws the Malmesbury Beds back to very early Palaeozoic times.

In petrographical character the rocks resemble some of the Silurian slates and grits of the southern uplands of Scotland and, 
to a less extent, the Cambrian slates of South Wales. Although usually described as slates, the beds are all fairly quartzose, and 
in many instances “ cleaved quartzite ” is the most accurate petrographical description.

The whole series dips usually at a high angle and strikes in a general N.E.-S.W. direction. Its actual thickness cannot be 
measured, but it must extend to at least 10,000 feet.

Extensive granite intrusions occur in the slates, but the observatory lies three miles in a straight.line from the nearest 
granite.

The various outcrops of the Malmesbury series show considerable variety in weathering. About a mile north of the observatory 
the hard rock is found practically at the surface; the test bore-holes put down in connection with the new Transit house struck the 
fresh rock at depths of nine, sixteen, and thirty feet respectively. For ordinary buildings the surface material at these holes would 
be regarded as perfectly safe foundation.

In connection with the proposed arrangement for the Azimuth marks at the observatory, if the surface material is excavated 
and the apparatus placed upon the hard blue unweathered rock, there will, in my opinion, be as much certainty of stability as can 
be looked for ou any part of the earth’s surface. The lenses and reflecting surface of mercury will lie upon the lowest and oldest 
local rocks. In such a series as the Malmesbury slates there is little probability of sudden jerks or displacements now occurring, 
though secular movements may prevail. Neither in the observatory grounds nor throughout the surrounding country is there any 
evidence either of landslips or of dislocations or faults in the rocks.

In conclusion, it may be said that, so far as the geological aspect of the stability of the proposed apparatus is concerned, tho
underlying rock will afford a perfectly sure foundation. It will only be when the destructive effect of the atmosphero and of 
percolating water makeB itself felt on the now fresh rock that any change will occur, and this certainly belongs to the remote futuro.

With regard to possible faulting, it is extremely unlikely that any such process should now begin in the vicinity, and still more 
improbable that any warping or twisting should set in around an axis somewhere between any of the points chosen for tho proposod 
apparatus. There is, therefore, every ground for believing that tho foundation chosen will remain good for many gonorations— for 
a period, in fact, much longer than, I understand, the best-made telescope can be expected to endure.

Having regard to the depth below the surface of tho ground, and the ago, thickness, extent, and uniformity 
of the Malmesbury beds, it seemed probable that the proposod system of Meridian marks would prove to be 
exceptionally stable.

The proposal of II. M. Astronomer for employing marks situated below grouud is based on Bohnenbcrger's 
method of determining the Nadir.

Object-glasses of the requisite focal length are to bo attached to suitable mountings connected as directly tis
possible to tho bed rock itself. Tho vortical planes passing through the optical contres of thcso four objoct-glassos
define the lines of Azimuth reference.
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A A f

Let A, fig. 1, bo one o f  theao object-glasses mounted on the cast-iron frame B, the latter being attaohed to
the bottom D of*a strong cast-iron tub cemented into a circular recess in the rock which forms the lower part

of tbo lining o f one o f the pits. C is a dish o f  mercury contained in the 
cover B. E and* F are two points, or, say, the section o f two spider webs 
parallel to the Meridian and in the principal focal plane o f the object-glass* 
A. M is one o f  the Meridian marks (vertically over the optical centre o f 
one o f the long-focus lenses). E, F, and M are mounted in rigorous connec
tion together upon a horizontal slide, which can be moved only in a 
direction at right angles to the Meridian. I f  the horizontal slide is now 
moved until M is vertically over the optical centre o f the object-glass A, 
and i f  E and F are symmetrically fixed with respect to M, an image o f F  
will be formed at E, and an image o f  E at F. Therefore, i f  a microscope 
o f low power, T, and fitted with a prism o f  total reflection p , is fixed to the 
slide in the position shown, and focussed upon E, the image o f F  will be
seen in coincidence with E. This, therefore, affords a method o f  accurately
centring an overground mark vertically above an underground one,, pro
vided that E and F have been originally fixed symmetrically with, the 
Meridian, when M is in the Meridian. I f  E and F  are not rigorously 
symmetrical with M, the only result would be to centre M  a small distance 
east or west of the Meridian— a matter o f  no consequence so long as that 
distance remains constant. The only possible origin o f  a change in the 
distance in question would be a change in the horizontality o f the slide, 
which would have the effect o f tilting M to east or west by  a quantity

As=*h. sin A 6, 
where As is the linear change o f M  to east or west,

„  ' h „  „  height o f M  above the focal plane o f  the object- 
glass A  (about 0*5 foot),

Fig- 1- and A b „  „  change o f  level o f the horizontal slide.

The resulting change in the Azimuth o f the mark as viewed from the Transit Circle would therefore b e :—O O
I  h.  sin A bsin A a =

/
where f  is the focal length o f  the viewing lens (in round numbers, 300 feet).

A  change in the horizontality o f the slide amounting to 60" would thus only produce a change o f  0"*1 in the 
Azimuth o f  the mark. But, as the slides which carry the long-focus lenses and marks are mounted on well-founded 
piers, it is exceedingly improbable that any change in the horizontality o f the slides o f half o f this amount would 
take place; but perfect protection against such a contingency is provided by attaching rigidly .to the slide an axis 
having pivots like those o f  a theodolite, and measuring by means o f  a striding level the change' in level of this 
axis.

To anticipate matters somewhat, it may be well to remark here that, in practice, it was found not only very 
difficult to illuminate spider lines satisfactorily, but tedious and, unsatisfactory to  superimpose the image o f  the 
web F  upon E. All difficulty vanished, however, by  using in place o f F  a small hole (about 0*5 mm. in diameter) 
cleanly bored in  a piece o f  thin metal, and illuminating this hole, on the side farther from the object-glass A, by  the 
light o f a small electric incandescent lamp reflected from a plane (painted dead white) inclined at 45 degrees to the 
vertical. This gave a sharp image o f a bright disc at E  capable o f  very accurate bisection by the web E, or still 
more accurately by  a wire o f  0*25 mm. diameter in place o f  E. In this way it was found that tho probable error 
o f the adjustment o f M  to a constant quantity east or west o f  the Meridian (os defined by  the opticial centre of 
the lens A ) did not amount to ±0*005 mm. for the single pointing, or about ± 0W*01 as viewed from the Transit 
Circle.

This probable error is only roughly stated, because the scales provided for- measuring the motion of the 
horizontal slide are graduated to 0*1 mm. and can be read by. estimation only to O’OI mm., or at best to 0*005 mm., 
and an experienced observer can make a large number o f  successive bisections o f the disc F by the web E without 
being able to estimate with certainty any change in the scale reading.

Before the collimator piers could be built it was clear that their pits must be excavated and rendered water-
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tight by iron linings or other means. The excavations were made in the dry season, and the Admiralty engineers 
decided that, instead of adopting the iron lining proposed by H.M. Astronomer, brick walls would be sufficient to 
exclude water if the space between the walls and the surrounding rock was filled with a mixture of good Portland 
cement and sand. But, so soon as the wet season set in, this plan proved useless, and it was ultimately found 
necessary to line the pits with hermetically jointed cast-iron cylinders.

It is unnecessary to go into a full account o f  the many vexatious delays which occurred before the whole was 
perfected, bu t some idea o f  them may be gathered from the following facts

1st. The completion of the iron-lined pits was necessary before the collimator piers and houses could be built.
2nd. Until the long-focus lenses were mounted on the collimator piers the precise positions o f the pits for the 

Meridian marks could not be determined with all desirable accuracy, for the position o f  the centre o f the Meridian- 
tnark pits had to be determined within 3 or 4 inches. This limitation arises from the fact that, for convenience o f 
access, the support o f  the object-glass had to be fixed near one side o f the pit (see Plate I.), and it was desirable on 
grounds o f economy not to make the diameter o f the pits larger than absolutely necessary for convenience o f  
access.

3rd. Also, until the pits were completed and lined— indeed, until the long-focus lenses and overground marks 
were erected— the foci o f the object-glasses (defining the underground marks) could not be exactly determined, and 
there then remained the difficulty o f getting these object-glasses o f 4 inches aperture, and o f foci from 40 to 20 feet, 
made to exact focus within 1 or 2 inches. Messrs Troughton & Simms found great difficulty in executing this 
task ; but after many trials, involving more than a year’s delay, they were satisfactorily completed.

It was, indeed, not until September 1905 that these lenses were procured and mounted.

THE OBSERVATORY AND ITS SURROUNDINGS.

The general designof the observatory-and its surroundings will be best gathered from Plates I., II. and IU.
Plate I. shows a section through the plane o f the meridian o f the Transit Circle, its observatory, the collimators, 

their houses, and the collimator pits.
Plate II., a plan o f the same, showing also the chronograph house.
Plate III., a section'through the prime vertical.
These plates, coupled with the previous remarks, are almost self-explanatory o f the general design.
In Plate I. the reader will recognise the heavy concrete foundations (the excavations for which were originally 

made in the hope o f finding sufficiently stable foundations for the Transit Circle and the piers of the collimating 
lenses), the brick-lined pits surrounded by concrete (which had subsequently to be lined with iron cylinders), and 
the brickwork which carries the stone pillar on which the Transit Circle rests. H e will also note, in Plates I. and
III., the excavated drain for keeping the brickwork o f the transit pier free from water, and the cemeut protection 
from surface moisture.

a  a, Plate I., are the iron ladders (attached to the iron cylinders) which give access to the object-glass and 
mercury trough at the bottom o f  each pit.

b b are the mountings o f these object-glasses, which also enclose the mercury troughs.
c c are the lenses o f  long focus, by  which the Azimuth marks are viewed by the Transit Circle. The north 

mark is distant 295 feet from its viewing lens, and the south mark 235 feet.
d d  are ventilating shafts which, bending off at an angle o f 45° from the point where they appear to end in 

fijr. i ,  pass through the western walls o f the collimator houses and terminate in the vertical shafts c  e. These 
Ventilating tubes were found to be necessary in order to keep the interior o f  the pits free from condensed moisture. 
They have been found very effective, although provision is made, i f  necessary, to increase the draught by heat 
from an electric lamp placed at the lower entrance o f  the tube.

f  f  is the sheet-iron wind-screen.
g  g, the light framework, covered with thin papier-mftchd, which is run over the instrument to protect it from 

dust, or during observations o f the sun in-the manner afterwards described.
Plate II. is a plan o f the observatory illustrating farther tho points already described.
A is a turn-table which allows the reversing instrument (subsequently desoribod) to bo run to tho position A, 

where it remains when not in use. This apparatus servos also as a stand for tho obsorvor when making observa
tions o f Nadir, or for reversing the Transit Circle.

6
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m shows tho position o f tho olectro-motor and worm-whool pillar used to open and oloso the observatory, the 
aotion o f  which is subsequently described.

Plato 111. is a seetional elevation through the prime vortical as seen from tho north. It shows, inter cdia, the 
stops which givo ontranco to tho observatory; these roll back as tho observatory opens. A  piece o f iron flooring, 
o f  tho width o f  tbe ontranco door, is attached, and overlaps the rest o f the floor by 4 feet when the observatory 
is closed. When the observatory is fully opened this slides backwards 8 feet, but leaves a bridge between the outer 
ontranco door and tho door o f tho wind-screen enclosure f

Plato IV., from photographs taken during the erection o f the observatory, illustrates its construction.
No. 1 shows the iron framework which supports the iron flooring and the rails on which, the wheels 

carrying the superstructure roll. Tho Devil’s Peak o f Table Mountain is seen in the distance.
No. 2 shows the internal structure o f the observatory, where only the middle plates o f the triple enclosure 

are as yet erected. These plates are omittod at the top in order to allow all the funnels, formed by the ribs, to 
enter the sloping passage to the ventilating chimney.

No. 3 shows the vertical funnels at the ends o f the observatory, all o f which also lead to the ventilating chimney.
No. 4 shows one half o f the observatory, in which the outer steel sheeting has not been yet attached, and the 

other half which is complete, except the cowl o f the ventilating funnel.
Plate V., No. 1, shows the completed observatory, before the surrounding ground has been levelled and 

whilst the Transit Circle is in course o f erection.
No. 2 shows the completed observatory with the houses for the collimators and the chronograph room.
Plate VI. shows details o f the method o f opening and closing the observatory.
m is a J-horse-power electro-motor connected with the 50-volt lighting circuit A  worin on the end of 

the armature shaft turns the worm-wheel a. On the axis of a  is a worm which turns the wheel b that is mounted 
upon the vertical shaft c. The bevel-wheel d. on the end o f this vertical shaft gears into the bevel-wheel e, on
the shaft o f  which are also the wheels f y g, and the bevel-wheel h. The wheels /  and g  gear into the racks I and o
and so cause the wheels p, q to roll on the rails r, s.

The shaft k communicates equal and opposite motion to the other half o f the observatory.
The motor is started in either direction by an ordinary starting switch. When the observatory is fully open 

the circuit for “  opening ”  is automatically cut, and when closed the closing circuit is automatically cut. The 
■whole has worked to perfection.

The motor and starting switch were made by the Ediswan Company; the automatic cut-outs were designed by
H.M. Astronomer, and made in the observatory workshop.

THE TRANSIT CIRCLE.

The Adjustable Base-Plate.

Plate VII. gives a plan and elevation o f the adjustable base o f the hollow iron piers o f the instrument.
Resting on the top o f  the stone pier is a strong cast-iron base-plate A  B C D, made in the form o f an open tank. 

The reason for the adoption o f this form was that it might be filled with oil far enough to prevent the rusting 
o f  the inner adjustable parts.

The inner bottom o f  the tank is planed flat and finished to a true plane.
Resting upon this finished surface is an iron casting, having the form o f two rectangular pieces o f  iron E H 

and K  F  connected together by six broad radial arms and the side-pieces shown in the plan, and besides eight vertical 
lugs (marked M in the plan). The whole casting constitutes the adjustment in Azimuth, because it can be moved 
about the pin G as a centre by means o f  the screws N  N, shown at the eastern end o f the plan, which act upon 
a block 0  attached to the bottom o f  the tank. The under-side o f this casting is planed, and rests truly 
upon the finished bottom o f the tank.

The elongated bolt-holes in the casting at P, P, P, P, permit motion in Azimuth, and when the adjustment 
has been effected, by  aid o f the screws N  N, the bolts at P  are tightened up.

Q R  S T is a strong, cast-iron frame, fitting between the eight lugs M, its surface opposite these lugs and the 
inner surfaces o f  the lugs themselves being accurately finished so that the frame Q R  S T  can move between 
these lugs, but without shake. This frame affords the means o f  adjusting the instrument in Level. For this 
purpose it will be seen that the frame Q R  S T  rests only at three points upon the casting E H K  F, viz. upon the
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THE REVERSIBLE TRANSIT CIRCLE. 4a

two bearing points W  W, and upon the wedge Y  at X . This wedge is moved by the screw Z and can, 
within certain limits, tilt the frame Q R S T as may be desired. When the adjustment in Level has been 
effected, the levelling frame can bo damped to the eight lugs M! by means o f  bolts passing through elongated 
holes in the lugs, so that the whole iron foundation then becomes practically one solid structure.

It will be seen from the section and elevation that the strong foundation plates o f the transit piers, truly 
planed on their upper surface and to which the piers are bolted, form also a part o f the levelling frame.

In mounting the base-plate or tank upon the stone pier it was first placed approximately in the Meridian by 
means o f  truly oriented lines laid down with the aid o f a theodolite. It was wedged up about half an inch 
above the surface o f the stone pier, and its finished inner surface levelled as nearly as possible. The rest o f  
the iron work and the piers having then been erected, a small auxiliary telescope mounted at right angles to an 
iron tube, and provided with gun-metal pivots o f the same diameter and the same distance apart as those o f the 
Transit Circle, was mounted on the piers. With the aid o f the transit instrument thus formed, and by tapping 
the wedges, the adjustment in Azimuth and Level was then made practically perfect, whilst the fine 
motions for Azimuth and Level remained in the middle o f their range.

This done, a surrounding wall o f clay, about one inch in height, was made round the edge of the stone pier, 
and a thin mortar (equal parts o f  Portland cement and sand) was grouted underneath the tank, being worked 
in with strips o f  hoop iron from one side till the cement flowed out at the other and finally rose to an equal 
height all round the base-plate to the level o f the d a y  wall. When the cement had nearly set, the clay wall and 
all outstanding cement beyond the iron base were removed, so that the instrument rests without bolts and 
without constraint on the stone pier, with about half an inch o f  solid intervening cement.

The Transit Circle.

The Transit Cirde proper is shown on Plate VIII.
1, 1 are the hollow cast-iron piers, which are bolted to the planed cast-iron foundation plates Q and R, shown 

in the sectional side-elevation o f the adjustable base o f the Transit Circle, Plate VII. They are coated to the 
thickness o f inches with a mixture of paraffin wax and powdered pumice-stone melted together and run into slabs 
entirely covering the pier. The pier is then covered externally with sheet-copper to present a clean surface.

2, 2 are cast-iron boxes which are bolted to the iron piers. . There is a strong arched rib on this casting, shown 
in section at 3 ; it is flattened at the top to carry the pivot-bearings. The boxes 2, 2 also form the supports of the 
micrometer-microscopes, which are omitted to avoid confusion in the present figure.

The positions o f the microscopes are shown on the figure on the left-hand side o f Plate VIII. There are six
principal microscopes on each pier ; they are marked A, B, C, D , E, F  on the east "pier, as shown in the figure, and
on the west pier, G, H, I, K , L, M.

0  is the low-power reader, which gives the reading of the circle to the nearest 5'. The graduations of the cirdes 
are numbered to each degree; the field o f the low-power reader embraces fully 1° o f the circle.

Besides the six microscopes, which are read with every observation o f a fundamental star, there are two pairs of 
auxiliary microscopes on each pier, placed at diameters 20° and 25° from the diameter A B ; these latter microscopes
are employed only in  the investigation o f the division errors o f  the circle.

Each microscope is supported on bearings attached to opposite sides o f the cast-iron box. The solid-drawn sted 
tubes o f the microscopes pass freely through larger steel tubes, which are fixed like “  boiler tubes " in the cast-iron box.

The micrometer boxes and screws are o f steel, the slides o f iron, the micrometer heads o f celluloid.
The iron boxes, 2, which carry the microscopes, are coated with ^-iuch-thick slabs o f the same non-conducting 

material as the piers, and then, like the piers, sheathed with copper. But, in the case o f  the iron boxes, they are 
further lined outside the copper with ^inch-thick mahogany— not so much as an additional protection against change 
o f temperature, but as a convenient material for the attachment o f electric conductors, switches, etc., connected with 
the illumination o f the cirde microscopes. The flanges o f  the piers and iron boxes are endosed in mahogany (seo 
Plate VIII., 4 and 5).

The axis o f the Transit Cirde is o f cast iron— a remarkably' fine example o f the founder’s skill, being quito 
homogeneous and free from “  blow-holes.” It has the form o f two truucated cones with a central cube, the latter 
having short, flanged cylinders, forming the means o f attachment for the truncated cones that complete the tubo o f 
the telescope; the whole is strongly diaphragmed, as shown in the figure. The conical parts and tho diaphragms are 
turned both inside and outside.

i
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Tho pivots oro hollow cylinders o f  ftint-hardonod stool shrunk into tho cast-iron' ends of tho axis, as bost shown 
in Plato IX. Mr Simius encountered vary grout difficulty in hardouing such musses o f stool, and it would cortainly 
have boon preferable to huvo simply shrunk thin hollow cylinders o f hardonod stool upon tho pivots in tho manner 
first suggested to him. He, howevor, took tho more heroic course and finally succeeded in hardening tho pivots, 
Although probably not so homogeneously as if  tho hardening process had boon confined to a much smaller mass. 
Tho bearings o f the pivots arc shown at 6, Plate VIII. Those are not tho sogmontal boarings usually adopted with 
non-hardoued pivots, but truo V  bearings with slightly rounded faoos set at an anglo o f 90°, and presenting, at first, 
only two poiuts as boarings for the pivot. Those points, o f course, soon wear to boarings o f appreciable width, but 
exactly adapted to tho hard pivots whioh have produced the wear. Long segmental bearings give unreliable results, 
because the slightest chauge in tho relative heights o f the two supporting piers must 'cause one pivot to bear only 
on the inner edge, and tho other only on the outer edge o f their respective bearings. It  is necessary, however, with 
either form o f bearing to determine the errors o f the pivots from time to time in order to ascertain whether the pivot- 
orrors change as the result o f  change in the bearing or wear of the pivot. The pressure o f the pivots on their 
bearings is relieved by the ball-bearing rings, which are attached to chains, and the latter to the -levers and 
counterpoise weights, 8. The residual weight left bearing upon each pivot is only a few pounds.

7, 7 are vulcanite rings on which copper rings are mounted, pressed upon by wipers. Through these wipers 
and rings the electric connections for illumination o f the eye-end and field and for the connections with , the 
chronograph are made.

9 is the end-bearing o f the western pivot. It  is held in position by the screw 10.
11 is the end-bearing o f the eastern pivot. It slides within the hollow screw 12, and it is pressed against the 

end o f  the pivot by a strong spiral spring, the coils o f which are shown at 13 (see also Plate IX.).
The female screw, 14, is provided for withdrawing the pressure o f 11 upon the pivot before the Transit Circle 

is reversed.
The circles are shown at 15 and 25, together with their protecting copper discs; it will be seen that the disc 

farthest from the microscope is turned over so as to protect the edge o f the circle, but yet to leave the divisions 
visible by the microscopes.

15 is the fixed circle, 25 the movable circle— that is to say, 25 can be independently rotated on the axis with 
respect to 15. As originally constructed, the circles were further surrounded by copper enclosures attached to the 
piers; and the circles were read through apertures in the enclosures. It  was found, however, that with these outer 
enclosures the circulation o f  air about the circles was so impeded that, after damp weather, moisture was deposited 
on the graduated surfaces to such an extent that the divisions could not be accurately read, and we had reluctantly 
to abandon the use o f  the fixed copper enclosures.

16 is the clamp, o f  which a larger scale drawing is given on Plate X.
17 is the head o f  the clamping screw, which can also be operated by the handles 18 (Plate X .) j 19, 19 are the 

slow-motion handles. 20 is a most useful relief-friction wheel, the axis o f which is mounted on a spring, and 
this wonderfully relieves the friction o f the clamp on the axis when the screw 17 is .unclamped. The action o f  the 
dam p and slow motion will be evident on inspection o f Plate X . When the instrument is reversed it is neces
sary to  remove the screws which attach the piece 22 to 21 and to bolt 22 to tbe similar piece 21 on the opposite pier. 
23, 23 are the hand-wheels which are used for setting the telescope to the required Zenith distance previous 
to  observation.

24, 24 are the slots into which the head-pieces o f the reversing apparatus enter.
26 is a piece which counterpoises the weight o f  the clamp 16 ; it can be turned and clamped with respect to the 

axis o f  the Transit Circle, and is provided with means for giving small motions o f rotation to the circle 25.
Each o f  the two flanged truncated cones, 28, which form the tube o f the telescope, is a single iron casting; 

both cones are turned to perfect similarity externally and internally; they are bolted to tho flanges o f  the short 
cylinders 27 that form part o f the axis o f the instrument.

29, 29 are projections cast on the tubes, and form the attachments for the double copper envelopes which 
surround .the tube to protect it from unequal heating on its opposite sides.

30a is a 6-inch aperture, strongly ribbed to prevent weakening o f the axis, through which the collimators 
can be mutually sighted upon each other.

The object-glass mounting is attached by eight screws to tho flanged end o f one cone at 80, and tho oye-ond 
micrometer to the flanged end o f  the other cone at 81. The fittings o f  both ends are exactly similar, so that the 
object-glass and eye-ends can be interchanged. Tbe copper envelopes are entirely independent o f  tho conical 
iron tubes except at their point o f attachment, 29.
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THK KRVKR8I11LE TRANSIT OIROLB. 45

32 is tho cone apparatus which (by moans of the rod 33, tho bevel-wheels 34, and the aluminium tube 35) 
trausmits motion from the regulating motor 36 to the drum head of tho Right Ascension micrometer, causing 
the latter to turn so that tho travelling web moves across the field at any required rate (e.g., the rate at which 
a selected star will move in transit). Detailed descriptions are subsequently given of the cone apparatus, 
the travelling wire miorometer, and the regulating motor.

37 is the iron pillar which supports the regulating motor. This pillar is divided into two parts, so that 
the upper part, together with the regulating motor itself, can, when the instrument is reversed, be removed 
without difficulty and bo placed on the standing lower part of the corresponding pillar, on the eastern side. 
The fittings for the electric connections are permanently brought up to the dividing-point on both pillars, so that 
the complete installation of the motor on the other side can be made in. the course of a few minutes.

The cone apparatus is attached, in the manner shown, by three thumb-screws to the piece 10. It may be 
attached in the same way to the piece 12 on the opposite pier. It is only necessary in the first place to draw 
out the square rod 33 before transferring the cone apparatus, then, after reversal o f the instrument, and re
mounting of the cone apparatus on the other side, to replace the square rod.

Plate XI. is from a photograph of the instrument taken from the north.
The following points may be noticed which have not been dealt with in the description of previous plates := K j
3S is an electric lamp. 39 is a lens which focusses the light of the lamp upon a small plate of parallel 

glass that can at pleasure be mounted on the eyepiece at an angle o f 45° to the axis of the telescope when the 
latter is directed to the Nadir. This gives a much sharper image and far better definition than the Bohnenberger- 
eyepiece in determination of Nadir by the reflex method.

40 is the rheostat-switch which regulates the intensity of illumination of. the field or o f the wires.
41 is the switch which controls the current for. illuminating the heads of the microscopes and the

illumination o f the wires in a dark field; there are switches similar to 40 and 41 .at the other end of the
telescope, for use when the object-glass and eye-end are interchanged.

42 is another switch, also existing at both ends o f the telescope, which puts the spring that makes contact
on the drum-head of the micrometer intp circuit with the chronograph.

43 is the reader which we have mounted in a convenient position fo r . setting the instrument to the 
required altitude.

44, 45 are the funnels for filling the upper iron boxes with water.
46, 46, similar funnels for filling the hollow iron piers with water.
47, 47, the stop-cocks for running off the water from the upper boxes; the stop-cocks for emptying the piers 

are below the observatory floor. The photograph also shows the brass strips on the mahogany casing which 
connect the small lamps for illumination of the circles with the small keys, beside each micrometer head. 
The observer presses a key to illuminate the portion of the circle under the particular microscope. So soon as 
the division of the circle has been bisected, the removal o f  pressure on the key extinguishes the lamp; thus 
there is no unnecessary heating of the air in the neighbourhood of the circle.

48 is the observing chair, either half of which can be used as a back inclined at any desired angle to support 
the observer’s head; 49 is' a movable set of steps which enables the observer to reach the eyepiece when the 
telescope is pointed on the collimators or the Meridian marks.

The switch for starting or stopping the chronograph is mounted on the south side of the eastern pier, and 
is therefore not shown in the photograph.

The ropes mounted on iron stanchions attached to the floor have been found very convenient for pulling the 
observing chair into a convenient position when the observer is on the chair in a position for observing.

Plate XII. shows tho reversing apparatus in the position for lifting the instrument. This is effected by turning 
tho handle 50; the spindle that is so turned carries a bevel-wheel, which gears upon another bovel-whoel that is 
mounted upon a male screw cut upon the lower part of the cylinder 51 (Plate XIII.). When the axis is raised to 
a point that is marked upon the spindle 52, the pivots are then central with the slots 53 (Platos XI., XII.). 
The chains are then unhooked from the roller boarings, and the reversing apparatus, carrying tho transit with it, 
is then rolled out towards the north, when the instrument can bo reversed in tho manner shown in Plate XIII.

Plate XIV. shows tho reversing apparatus, with "the pulpit” mounted upon it for giving easy and 
comfortable access to tho eyopioco in observing tho Nadir.
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The Collimators (Plates XV. and XVI.).

Plates XV. and XVI. show one o f tho collimators. It is impossible, within the limits o f space o f the colliihator 
house, to obtain a photograph showing all necessary details in a single plate.

Plata XV. shows tho oye-ond and southern support of the south collim ator; Plate XVI. the northern support 
and long-focus lens in its mounting.

The collimator object-glasses are o f 6 inches aperture and 8 feet focal length, being in both respects identical 
with the object-glass o f the Transit Circle itself. The tubes are o f  steel, with gun-metol rings or pivots, 1 and 2, 
which rest in bearings on the supports.

The two collimators are alike in every respect with one exception, viz. that in tlie case o f the' south collimator 
the axis o f the micrometer screw is vertical, and in the north collimator it is horizontal'; the former is used" to 
make coincidences with the horizontal wire o f the north collim ator'in1 determinations o f Horizontal Flexure, the 
latter to make coincidences with the vertical wire o f the south colliinator in the determination "of Collimation;

The eyepieces o f  both collimators are fitted with reversing prisms.
3 is the focussing screw.
4 is an arm attached to the gun-inetal ring next the eye-end.' This arm is loaded with the heavy weight 5, 

which, were it not for the screw 6, would cause the tube to rotate on its bearings. This screw, However, with its 
divided drum-head enables the observer to communicate a: delicate and measured rotation o f the tube-about its 
axis. The object o f this is to provide an easy and accurate means o f measuring the inclination o f ’ the horizontal 
wire o f the Transit Circle.

For this purpose the Transit Circle is turned upon the north collimator and pointed*so that its horizontal 
web is nearly in coincidence with that o f the collimator; Then; by  m eans'of the screw 6, the north‘ collimator is 
rotated upon its axis till its horizontal web is parallel with that o f the- Transit Circle. A  number o f  readings of 
the screw can be made, and the screw finally left at its mean reading^ v

Then the north collimator is viewed through" the aperture in' the axis o f; the Transit Circle b y ; the l-south 
collimator, and the horizontal wire o f the latter is brought by the micrometer to near coincidence^ with the 
horizontal wire o f the north collim atorthen,-by-m eans- p'f: the screw 6 ’o f the •south collimator; the; horizontal 
wire o f the latter is made parallel to the horizontal wire o f the former. Lastly, the Transit Circle is turned upon 
the south collimator, when the horizontal wires o f the two telescopes: will make an • angle ■ with: respect to each 
other equal to twice the angle between the axis of -rotation o f'th e  Transit1 Circle1 and the horizontal wire of the 
collimator. This angle may either5 be measured’Iby^mearis'of: the screw 6 o f the south; collimator- or by- making 
coincidences between the image o f the horizontal: web o f  the" coUinaator and the horizontal web o f  the: Transit Circle 
at known opposite.distances' from ’-the line o f Collimation and taking'the Declination micrometer readings for these 
coincidences. The latter method has been generally adopted.1

The inclination o f  the axis o f the Transit Circle is known, and, i f  it is sensible; is- added to the derived inclina
tion o f the web.. This method is very much less laborious and far more accurate than is. the derivation o f  the 
inclination o f  the wire from'the observation o f Declinations at small hour angles: •

7 is the lens, in the focus o f  which the south mark is mounted at a distance of 235- feet.- In the case o f the 
north mark this distance is 295 feet.'

8 is the screw-head’ by  which this ‘ lens can’ be traversed in “its slide until' the1 microscope 9 • shows that the 
requisite adjustment o f  the optical centre o f the lens 7 over the underground mark is obtained in the manner 
subsequently described.

10 is the microscope for reading the scales by which the movement o f the lens 7- relative to the underground 
mark is measured.

iS -11, 11 are V-shaped notches cut in the projections on the iron lens-mounting into Which a cylinder can be 
laid and its horizontaUty tested by a striding level. The object o f this is to ascertain'whether the horizontality of 
the slide changes sufficiently to produce .any sensible variation in Azimuth between the optical centre o f  the lens
7 and the illuminated disc on the slide.

• Moimtings; o f  the Long-Focus Lenses and Meridian Ma/rks (Plate X VII.).

The method of mounting the long-focus lenses is shown on Plate X V II., as constructed by Troughton & Simms 
in accordance with working drawings made by H.M. Astronomer.
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THE REVERSIBLE TRANSIT CIRCLE. 47

Fig. A  shows the apparatus viewed from the south, fig. B from the east.
A B is a strong iron casting, the three feet of which are bolted to the heavy slate slab on which the stand 

of the collimator is mounted.
The frame C D E F moves in bearings planed and ground with care. The conical point of the screw a 

enters a hollow cone in the block /9 (fig. B) near one end of the slide, and there is a similar screw and 
block uear the further end of the slide. By these means a perfectly smooth movement of the frame, entirely 
free from shake, is easily secured.

Q (fig. A) is a tube screwed into the side EC of the moving frame, carrying at its extremity the hook 
to which one end of the spiral spring K is attached; the other extremity of K is attached at L to the iron 
base AB. This powerful spring forces the slide against the polished end of the screw H, so that the most 
delicate motion can be communicated to the slide with certainty and precision by means of the screw. The 
spider webs which were originally employed were mounted at. y  8 (fig. A), and illumination was provided, as in 
a Bohnenberger-eyepiece, by light from the small incandescent electric lamp V falling on the lens W, and 
thence reflected from the first surface of the transparent parallel glass plate P, the exact adjustment of which 
was made by means of the spiral spring S and the screw R and by rotation of the cylindrical brass box TT 
(in which P is pivoted) about its axis. The spider webs were viewed by means of the microscope M L and the 
prism of total reflection N, the latter being mounted in the iron box W and provided with the necessary 
adjusting screws, as shown.

When the use of spider lines was abandoned in favour of the small hole and wire, already described (p. 40), 
the plate of metal, containing the hole and carrying the wire, was attached to yJ, and the plate P was 
removed.

At X (fig. B) is shown a section of a scale graduated on a silver bar to 1 mm., and reading by estimation 
relative to a scale of 1 mm. sub-divided to 0‘1 mm. on the block Y to 0‘01, or even 0*005 mm., by the powerful 
microscope Z. This scale is also illuminated by the same lamp V, in the manner shown in fig. B.

6 is an iron casting of the form shown in figs. A and B, which is attached to the slide C D E F to carry 
the long-focus lens 0.

The edge of the lens is rounded, so that it rests on the bearings c and £ (fig. A) and is pressed against these 
by the spring 9.

The screws at n , and v2, acting against opposing spiral springs, serve to centre the lens upon the Meridian 
mark. This operation is accomplished in practice with the aid of a centring telescope (see E n cyclo p ed ia , 
B rita n n ic a , vol. xxiii. p. 153, fig. *35).

M o u n tin g s o f  th e O b jec t-G la sses w h ich  a/re f ix e d  a t th e  bottom  o f  th e P its  (Plate XVIII.).
The method of mounting the object-glasses, whose optical centres form the marks of reference at the 

bottom of the pits, is shown in Plate XVIII.
A is a section, through the prime vertical, of the bottom of the cast-iron lining of the shaft which is

imbedded on the solid unweathered rock.
BB are projecting rails running north and south, cast as part of the 3-inch-thick bottom of the flanged 

iron tub that forms the bottom of the lining of the shaft. These rails support the planed parallel square iron 
plate C, to which the mercury-trough D is attached.

The rails B B are 14 inches in length, in order to leave some margin of error in original fixing of 
the axis of the pit..

After the long-focus lenses and marks were definitively fixed on the collimator piers, the plate C was
shifted on the rails B till its centre, as determined by a plumb-line, was vertically under the mark or under the
centre of the long-focus lens. Then the rail was chipped away with a chisel, leaving only two projections on one 
rail and one projection on the other, such that the plate C might rest on three points, two of which are near the 
corners of one side and one near the middle of the opposite side of C. These projections were then filed and 
scraped until, when C C was laid on these points, its upper surface was perfectly horizontal. Tho plate C C was 
then bolted to B B by three bolts, one of which is shown at H.

The mercury trough D is of cast iron, accurately turned and finished on all its surfaces. Threo screws, one 
of which is shown at K, pass through tho bottom of D and support tho sloovo E, into which tho focussing tube F 
very accurately fits; the latter carries the object-glass G.
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lu the lower edge of E there are / -̂shaped radial slots into which the rounded ends of the screws K enter. 
The leugths of the screws K. and tho dopths of the slots wore carefully adjusted, so that when the upper surface 
of C is level tho upper llango of F is also level, and therefore, if tho objoct-glass is well centred in its cell-, 
its axis will bo nearly vertical and will certainly bo in sufficiently good “ squaring adjustment.”

The final process of adjustment is first to accurately foous the object-glass Q- so that tho small hole and wire 
carried at y& (Plate XVII.) aro in its principal focal piano. This was done on each object-glass by sliding F  in the 
sleeve E (Plate XVIII.), making trials at different distances between tho flanges at m and n. When tho best 
focal adjustment was securod tho tube F was clampfed by a screw at P. Then D was carefully centred by 
tapping so that when the axis of tho long-focus Ions was accurately centred with the axis of the telescope of the Transit 
Circle, the image of the illuminated disc on tho slide of tho long-focus lens was bisected by tho wire on'the slide. 
This done, the circumference of D upon C was tracod with a sharp point, and then D was permanently attached to C 
by three screws, one of which is shown at Q. The circular trough in D, in which the foot Of E  stands upon the three 
screws K, was then nearly filled with morcury. This lias tho effect of rendering the space between the object-glass 
and the pool of mercury nearly air-tight, and effectually excludes dust, so that the surface of the mercuiy remains 
for a long time bright without cleaning. If  need should arise for cleaning it, one has only to lift the object-glass 
and the pieces E and F  together, to get acoess to the mercury, and with the certainty of being able' to replace the 
whole in identically the same position. The mercury in the circular trough also effectually prevents the surfaces 
of the radial slots and the ends of the screws from rust. All the rest of the iron work was then painted in situ.

The object-glasses under the marks are similarly made and adjusted.
The design and working drawings for the object-glass mountings were made by H.M. Astronomer, and 

the work was executed at H.M. Dockyard, Simon’s Town.

The Travelling Wire Eye-End (Plate XIX., figs. a, 6, c, d).

Many plans for observing stars in Right Ascension other than the ordinary “ eye and ear” and “ chronographic 
methods have been proposed with the object of eliminating the “ personal error” to which these observations are 
subject. This “ personal error ” depends upon a temporary habit of observing, which varies with the state of 
the observer’s health, upon the velocity of the apparent motion of the star, upon the direction of motion (right or 
left) across the field, and upon the star’s magnitude. In the design of a new fundamental Transit Circle it was 
obviously desirable to consider all these proposals, because unquestionably such variability in the “ personal 
equation ” is one of the chief outstanding difficulties in exact Meridian--work.

All these proposals have.been of two distinctive types:—

A. To cause a wire in the field of view to move so that the wire shall appear at rest with respect to the star; 
the revolving head of the micrometer screw that causes the wire to travel being fitted with electric contacts,- which 
automatically register on a chronograph the instants when the star is at known angular distances from the line of 
Collimation of the instrument.

B. To allow a star to photograph a trail on a plate in the focus of the telescope and to interrupt the action o f 
the star’3 light upon the plate by a shutter worked by an electro-magnet, the currents for which are sent by the 
clock at known instants Of “ clock time.” If  now the line of Collimation of the instrument is in some way marked 
upon the plate (for example, i f  the webs are photographed upon it) the angular interval between the star and the 
line of Collimation at the beginning and end of each interruption of the light can be measured.

I was very anxious, if possible, to test both methods, and for this purpose arranged to have a Taylor-3-lens 
object-glass as made by T. Cooke & Sons of York, which is almost perfect in its chromatic-correction, and can 
therefore be used practically at the same focus for photographic and visual purposes. But, after some experience 
of an 8-inch object-glass of this construction which Messrs Cooke made for our old Transit Circle, it was found that 
such object-glasses are not suitable for use in transit instruments. Their largo field, their freedom from coma, the 
sharpness of the images, and the collection of all visible rays to a common focus are admirable qualities; but the 
deep curves of the central flint lens render the combination liable to very marked change of focal length when 
there is a comparatively small difference of temperature between the two outor lenses and the central one. In practice, 
it was sometimes found that whilst in the beginning of the evening’s work tho reflex images of tho wobs in the 
Nadir observation were formed in perfect coincidence with the plane of tho wobs themselves, at a later stage of the 
work there would be such a change in the focal length that when the webs wore in sharp focus the eyepiece had to 
be moved more than quarter of an inch to focus their reflox images. Experiment showed that when all tho lenses
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are at a common temperature, the change of foous is very nearly identical with' the change of length of the iron 
tube, and that consequently the normal focal setting remains praotically constant-; but a very small difference in 
temperature between tho orown and flint lenses, such as may easily ocour during observation, creates such serious 
change in tho focal longtlv as to unfit that description of object-glass for use in any kind of astronomical instrument 
where it is essential that the focal length should be oonstant— e.g., tho transit circle and the heliometer.

I had therefore, very reluctantly, to give up the 3-lens object-glass, and Messrs Cooke exchanged it for a 
most excellent one of the same aperture of the ordinary 2-lens form, which seems to be quite free from the 
defect in question.

This experience interfered with my original intention of working out a photographic method, of Meridian 
observing.

Unquestionably, successful results have beon obtained by photographic methods, but at the expense of 
considerable inconvenience. The taking and subsequent development and measurement of plates of single trails is a 
time-consuming operation, and trails of stars cannot be observed in daylight; so that, unless the photographic 
process can be conveniently combined with some kind of visual process, it would neither be possible to observe stars 
near the sun nor planets in daylight.

Unless the ratio of aperture to focus is very large, trails could only be obtained of the brighter stars; and it 
is not possible at present to obtain lenses of large aperture in proportion to their focal length which give good 
visual and photographic definition at the same focus.

For these reasons the i<Jea of combining photographic with visual methods of observation had to be 
abandoned.

In the Astronomische Nachrichten, No. 2828, Dr J. Repsold proposed the use of a transit instrument capable of 
limited parallactic motion; so that, if  it were driven by clockwork and its hour angle automatically registered on 
a chronograph at short intervals, a star apparently at rest in the field of view would automatically register the 
clock times when the wire reached certain hour angles. If, by suitable delicate slow motions applied by the 
observer, the star could be kept constantly bisected, an ideal method of observing transits would be attained. 
But the instrument would of necessity become very massive, and the difficulty of accurate determination of the 
instrumental corrections be so great that the method was never put in practice.

In the Astronomische Nachrichten, No. 2940, Dr Repsold proposed a method of Meridian observing which 
consists in causing a web to follow the image of the star in transit by motions communicated by the observer’s 
hands alone, whilst electric contacts on the drum of the micrometer screw register on the chronograph the instants 
when the star is at corresponding known intervals from the line of Collimation.

The purpose of his paper was to show that if the axis, which imparts motion to the slide on which the 
travelling web is mounted, is provided with two discs at its extremities, so that the observer can use the thumb 
and finger of both hands in rotating it, there is no difficulty, after a little practice, in keeping the web constantly 
bisecting the star, and the mean of the absolute errors in following the star becomes nearly zero.

In the Ast/ronomische Nachrichten, No. 3377, Repsold gives a detailed description of two forms of eye-end of 
transit circles, fitted with means for observing in this manner, to ' which he gives the name of “ the impersonal 
micrometer.”

This method of observation has since been very successfully employed under Professor Seeliger at Munich, in 
an extensive series of Meridian observations, and, under the auspices of the Geodetic Institute at Potsdam, in 
Telegraphic Longitude operations.

One evening in 1896 I had an opportunity of trying the method at Messrs Repsold’s with a portable transit 
instrument mounted on the roof of their workshops in Hamburg. I was not. convinced by that trial of the 
advantages of the method, but must now admit that my feeling of disappointment was largely due to want of 
previous practice. I felt an undue sense of strain, which to a large extent passes off with moro oxperienco of the 
method; but I had the instinctive feeling that, if a satisfactory method of communicating tho chief motion by 
clockwork could be devised, leaving to the observer only the task *of perfecting tho guiding, a decided advance in 
accuracy and in ease of observing could be attained.

Under the date March 1901, Dr Struve published in the Astronomische Nachrichten, No. 8719, an account 
of the application of clockwork as an aid in Repsold’s method. Unfortunatoly, this communication escaped 
my attention until the publication of Dr Cohn's paper on tho same subject, Astronomische Nachrichten for 1902, 
No. 3767.

The method consisted in having motion transmitted to tho micromotor scrow from an axis that is turned by 
a disc which presses upon a cono revolving uniformly by clockwork. Tho velocity of rotation of the micrometer
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screw could therefore bo varied for stars of different Declination by varying tho distance from tho apex at which tho 
revolving disc presses upon tho revolving couo.

1 wrote to Dr Cohn ou tho 15th March 1902 as follows:—
" 1 hnvoyfttuduHl your pnpor with tho grontost interest and satisfaction, because I believe that you have given an absolute proof 

chat tho Struve-Ropsold luothod of obsorving transits has completely solvod a problem which is of the greatest importance in rofined 
practical astronomy.

“ From tho point of view of one who has not soon tho apparatus, nor even a drawing of it, I venture to send you the following 
notes, first of all poittidng out what soom to mo its chief deficiencies, and secondly indicating how I think it  might be improved.

" Its  dofccts appear to mo:—
“ 1. Tho irrcgularitios to which a clock of continuous motion is liable in changed positions with respect to the vertical. I imagine 

that somo form of governor on tho principle of Foucault’s governor is employed— depending on revolving weights, springs, and 
expanding fans.

'• 2. Tho uncertainty of friction-contact on a cone and the liability to slip seem to me considerable, and also that it must be very 
difficult to adjust the scale which changes the velocity with the necessary accuracy.

" 3. Tho disturbance of tho rate of tho clockwork when the screw is turned independently of the clock, because tho attachment 
of the screw to tho clock deponds on friction, and any independent motion must increase or diminish the force acting on the governor.

“ 4. Tho undesirability of attaching a clock weighing three kilos to the eye-end in a position necessarily unsymmetrical with the
axis.

“  M y suggestions are:—
“ (a) Instead of a clockwork attached to tho eye-end, employ a small shunt-wound electro-motor attached to the cube of the 

instrument, and transfer its motion to the eye-end by means of a light revolving rod.
“ (6) Instead of a cone on the axis of tho screw for changing its velocity of rotation, let the rod Coming from the electro-motor 

terminate in a toothed wheel or pinion acting on a toothed wheel fitted loose on the axis of the screw, but provided with sufficient 
spring-friction to turn the screw and yet to enable the screw to be turned independently of the revolving wheel (this friction setting 
would only be used for preliminary pointing), and provide means to change the velocity of rotation of the rod.

“ The property of a well-made shunt-wound electro-motor is to preserve the same speed of rotation under considerable change of 
load (or work done) so long as the electro-motive force of the battery remuins constant, and to vary its speed nearly in proportion to 
tho electro-motive force of the battery. Now, it is easy to provide a very nearly constant electro-motive force by means of good 
accumulators, and to , vary the electro-motive force of a given current by the introduction of resistances. I t  is also easy to make 
resistance, with a numbered dial, which would give 100 different resistances, any one of which could be used at will, and this 
resistance regulator could be attached to and move with the observing chair. I  think it  would be easy enough to change the speed 
of the motor from .1 to 4 by means of resistance only. By means of change wheels it would be easy to change the velocity of the 
terminal pinion of the rod from 1 to 4; that would give a total change of 1 to 16, and by other change wheels 16 to 64. This range 
of 1 : 64 would correspond with a range of Declination from 0° to 89°.

“ The change of resistance could be reduced to smaller steps by the use of two or more dials, so that the most perfect adjustment 
of rate could be obtained, and experiment would give the precise resistance and change wheel-setting requisite for following a star 
of any Declination.

“ (c) For delicate keeping of the star on the travelling wire during transit it  would be easy to add to this apparatus a pair of Sun 
and Planet wheels on the plan of Grubb’s slow motion in Bight Ascension. When one of these wheels is stopped, by pressure of the 
armature of an electro-magnet, the velocity of rotation of the axis is increased 5 per cent., and when the other wheel is similarly stopped 
the velocity of rotation of the axis is diminished 5 per cent. Thus the observer, by tapping on one or other of two keys, held in the 
hand, could give a delicate motion of the travelling wire with respect to the star. The Sun and Planet wheels for slow motion could 
be attached to the cube.

“ (By a more elaborate arrangement it would be possible to arrange resistances acted on by a rubbing spring on the circle so that 
the resistance would be automatically changed to give the right speed by the mere setting of the telescope, but it  would involve 
considerable complications which could be avoided by use of the plan I propose.)

“ There is still another plan,vi2. to use one of Kelvin’s rheostats, in which the resistance is changed by winding a long platinum 
wire from one barrel on to another. With such an apparatus the observer could not ouly set- the rheostat to give tho required 
resistance very approximately, but by turning the rheostat he could keep the star bisected by the travelling wire. I  prefer, however, 
to use the Sun and Planet slow motion, because in that way the velocity of the motion of the motor would not bo changed, and the 

-observer would only apply such small corrections as are due to errors of pointing, irregularities of the screw, or vibrations of the 
image produced by irregular refraction.

“  I have a good many other ideas to facilitate the application of the method, especially in regard to observing both li.A. and 
Decl. at the same transit; but I should be glad in the first place to hear what Prof. H. Struve and you think of the above suggestions, 
as, not having seen any detailed account of your apparatus, I  may be in error about some of its advantages and disadvantages.”

D r Cohn, in  reply to this letter, seemed to attach com paratively little  im portance to accurate going o f  th e clock
w ork he used th e clock on ly  as an a id ; he lets the clock go a little  slow, aud keeps up th e bisection o f tho star 
b y  hand.

I  wrote on the 9th June 1902 to R epsold’s, enclosing a copy o f m y  letter to D r Cohn, g iv iu g  the sense o f  his 

reply, expressing the view  that a  great advance could be made on the K on igsberg method, and asking if  their firm 
would undertake to m ake a  new eye-end for our T ran sit Circle, and the necessary change-wheels, etc.

D r  Repsold replied th a t “  th e addition o f  a  clockwork was neither necessary nor desirable in the use o f  his 

unpersonal m icrom eter; th at i f  a  clock was used at all it  should be mounted independently o f the instrum ent, not
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fixed to the tube or axis at all, but be oonnooted with it ouly by a light rod passing through a perforation in tbe 
pivot, a second rod leading to tbe eyepiece.”

Dr Repsold declined to have anything to do with making the change-wheels, etc.; but on my promising to 
give a trial to the use of the Repsold method both without as well as with clockwork, he finally consented to make 
the tangent screw necessary for communicating motion from the spindle.

In November 1902 the original eye-end of the Transit Circle was sent off to Messrs Repsold to enable them 
to gauge accurately the adaptation of a new eye-end carrying an “  unpersonal micrometer ” of their latest design.

The completed "unpersonal micrometer” was received from Messrs Repspld in the end o f 1904, and 
observations with it  were begun early in 1905.

The apparatus is shown in Plate X IX ., figs. a, b, c, and d.

Fig. a  represents the eye-end, the moving slide which carries the eyepiece and the cover of the micrometer-box 
being removed.

Fig. b gives a side,view of the micrometer, the nickel shield being removed which protects the eyepiece-slide 
from the moisture arising from the breath and nostrils of the observer.

Figs. c and d  give end-views of the instrument and show the nickel shield.

1 (fig. a) is the frame which carries the travelling wire. Its motion is guided by the rod 4, 5, and by the 
screws 6 and 7. The polished point of the screw 6 bears on a plane surface on the bottom of the b o x t h e  head of 
screw 7 bears upon the under side of the cover of the micrometer-box. These screws can thus be easily adjusted to 
make the movable web move in a plaue parallel to the fixed webs, and at the same time to eliminate any movement 
of the slide about the axis of the cylinders 4, 5. The rod 4, 5 is cylindrical, but of two different diameters. The 
bearing at 2 fits the larger, that at 3 the smaller diameter. The difference of diameter of these two cylinders 
forms a shoulder between which and the bearing 3 is the strong spiral spring, shown -in fig. a, which presses the 
slide always towards 5.

8, 9 (fig. ct) is a steel spindle which terminates towards 9 in a carefully finished screw working in the slide 1, 
and beyond 8 passes through the side of the micrometer-box terminating in the drum-head 10. The spiral spring 
on 4, 5 thus forces the polished end of the micrometer-screw against its end-bearing, so that the readings on the 
drum-head define the position of the movable web.

The drum-head consists of three parts, viz. a brass disc with milled edge by which the observer can impart
small movements to the screw in observations for Collimation, Level,, etc.; a celluloid disc, attached to tbe brass disc,
and graduated into 100  parts; and a nickel-silver disc into which are let pieces of agate, the nickel and agate being 
ground to a common cylindrical surface. This latter is the contact-disc, and a platinum-tipped spring presses 
lightly upon it, so that, when the spring presses on the nickel-silver part of the circumference, the electro-magnet 
of the chronograph is excited, and when it  presses on the agate no current passes.'

Beside the composite disc 10 is a second disc 11. This disc fits easily on the axis, so that it can be turned 
independently, and it also is composed of three parts, viz. a nickel-silver disc, a graduated celluloid disc, and a 
brass toothed wheel.

The nickel-silver disc of 11 has a special purpose : it allows the contact spring 1 2  (fig. d) to be in contact with 
the disc 10  only during such part of the star’s transit as it  is intended that the observer shall keep the star’s image 
rigorously bisected by the travelling wire, and -thus avoids a number of otherwise unnecessary and confusing records 
on the chronograph. As will be seen later, the disc 11 turns very slowly as compared with the drum-head 10, 
being, in fact, the counter of the number of revolutions of the screw, whilst 10  records the parts of a revolution.

The nickel-silver disc on 1 1  is made of rather larger diameter than the contaot disc on 10, and the platinum 
end of the spring 12  is made broad enough to cover both the nickel-silver disc of 1 1  and the contact-disc of 10 . 
It is then only necessary to cut suitable notches in the nickel disc (two of them as shown in fig. a) to correspond 
with those revolutions of the screw over which it  is intended to guide the star, and then contact between the spring 
and the contact disc can only occur at these revolutions of the screw. The graduated celluloid disc on 1 1 , as
already stated, records the total number of revolutions of the sorew.

Between disc 11 and the edge of the micrometer-box is a steel wheel of thirty teeth (fig. a) attached to tho 
spindle 8, 9. This steel wheel gears in a wheel 18 (fig. d) of ninety teeth, whioh, in turn, gears into another wheel 
of ninety teeth that is mounted on the spindle 14, 15 (fig. a). This wheel slides on the spindle 14, 15, having a 
slotted fitting so that it can be slid out of or into gear with tho wheel 18, and be hold in either of these positions 
by the clamping scrow 16. Concentric with and attached to wheel 18 is a pinion of sixteon teeth which gears in 
tho toothed wheel upon disc 11. This latter wheel has 144 tooth. Thus ouo revolution of 14 causes 10 to make
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three revolutions and 11  to make ono-niuth of a revolution. Thus the celluloid drum1 of H  is graduated into 
twenty -seven parts, oaoh of which corresponds with one revolution of 10 .

The celluloid disoa 14 and 15 aiford tho moans of rotating tho micromotor-head by tho use of the finger and 
thumb of both hauds, and iu that way, after some praotioo, tho star can be kept continuously bisected.

*17 is a bridge-shaped pieoo of brass as shown below in Fig. 2.
A t a  it slides on the spindle 14, 15, and at b is moved by a screw out upon th e’spindle; thus the bridge-pieco 

travels when tho axis is turned. Thoro is a hole at o (shown also in fig. a  at 17) into which a pin in the eyepiece 
slide outors, and this causes the oyepiece to move along with the wire, the pitch of the screw on the axis 14, 15 
being three times that of tho miorometer screw 4, 5, becauso tho latter rotates three times for one revolution of 
the former. In this way the travelling wire appears to be at rest in the field of the eyepiece.

Between the micrometer box and the head 15 is a frictionrclutch, consisting of a cone on the axis 14, 15, 
which is ground into a hollow cone in 18; the latter has worm-teeth cut on its edge, as shown in fig. a. 2 1  (fig. c) 
is a worm-screw which, in the manner afterwards described, is turned by clockwork at such , a rate .as will cause 
the moving wire, when actuated by tho wheels connected with the spindle 14, 15, to follow’the star during transit. 
The amount of friction in tho cone-clutch is regulated by pressure of the screw 20 (fig. c) acting on the springs
19 (fig. a). When this pressure is properly adjusted the travelling wire will follow the motion of the clock, and
at the same time the observer can independently move i f  by the drum-head 10 .

It will be seen that the upper bearing (22, fig. a) of the screw is fixed by screws having elongated 'holes (the 
screws are removed to show tho elongated holes), so that the worm-screw can at pleasure be thrown out of gear, 
and therefore the micrometer oan be used at pleasure either with or without clockwork.

Jo 1,----
a

F ig. 2.

No /Yo
Contacts Contacts Contacts Contacts Contacts

F ig . 3 .

To complete the description of the appliances of the parts connected with the observation of Eight Ascension:—  
There is a fixed frame 23 connected rigidly with, the bottom of the micrometer box. On this frame I have finally
adopted six fixed webs at intervals of two revolutions of the screw apart.

These webs have nothing to do with the observation; they simply serve to warn the observer when the 
travelling wire is about to reach that part of the field when the drum will record contacts on the chronograph.

The above diagram, Fig. 3, shows the arrangement. One revolution of the screw corresponds to 3**783 for 
^n Equatorial star, i.e. 7**566 for a wire interval.

Suppose, now, an Equatorial star to be entering the field from the left. The observer, as the star approaches 
wire 1 , begins to be very careful about keeping the star accurately bisected by the travelling wire, for, so soon as 
the star has passed wire 1 , the notch in the nickel-silver disc on drum 1 1  allows the spring 1 2  to drop upon the 
contact drum of 10 , and signals representing the successive “ makes” or “ breaks” on the drum-head are recorded 
on the chronograph. A  low-resistarice sounder, attached to the south side of the east pier, is joined up in series 
with the chronograph electro-magnet, and so the observer can hear that his signals are going on to the chronograph. 
So soon as the star reaches wire 2 the spring 12 is lifted from the contact drum, and signals to the chronograph 
cease. The observer has now about 22-£ seconds in which to make Declination pointings— that is to say, until the
star comes to wire 5, when he;must again preserve bisection of the star by the travelling wire till the star reaches
•wire 6 ; then the contact spring is lifted from the contact disc by the nickel disc, and no more records are made on 
the chronograph during that transit. The chronograph record for quick moving stars thus contains three groups 
of signals, viz. those between wires 1  and 2, between 3 and 4, and between 5 and 6. No attention, however, is 
paid to the middle group of signals, as the observer was at that time occupied with observations for Declination.

For Polar stars the Declination pointings are made between wires 2 and 3 and between wires 4 and 5, the 
Right Ascensions from wire 3 to wire 4.

The following (Fig. 4) is a copy of a chronograph record of the transit of an Equatorial star from one group of 
signals, referred to two clocks.

I t  would probably be of no advantage to record all these signals, and in praotioo we only read off the instants 
marked with a numeral, giving in all twelve signals for the two groups which form the complete record of the transit
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of an Equatorial star. For a Polar star, the signals of the single central group are alone employed— ten in all— as 
in Fig. 5.

Fra. 4.

t  3 * s

/  2 3  + 3 6 7  8 9 / 0

f i g . b .

The Declination wire is mounted on a slide near the bottom of the micrometer box, of which the only parts 
clearly visible in fig. a  are the two projections 24, the upper surfaces of which project only just sufficiently above 
the frame of the fixed webs to permit the Declination web to clear the fixed webs mounted on 23. This slide is 
mounted in a manner precisely similar to that of slide 1 , 25 being the cylinder on which it  moves, 26 the drum
head of the screw which communicates motion to it  and measures the amount of that motion (see also fig. 6).
27 and 28 are the screws which form the third bearing of this slide, and they perform the same functions for the
Declination slide as 6 and 7 for slide 1 .

26, fig. b, shows the graduation on the face of the drum of the Declination screw, and also the. bevel-wheel 
and pinion gear by which the observer can, with great convenience and delicacy, H  
rotate the screw by means of the brass disc 27.

The pointer is a lead pencil point, which on pressing the push-piece 28 draws 
a fine line upon the face of the celluloid disc, and at the same instant records on 
the chronograph the instant of the observations in Declination.

These markings can then be read off by means of the broken microscope 
29! The marks can be instantly removed by rubbing with a moistened rag. Or, 
as the face of tlie disc is illuminated directly b y  light from a small incandescent 
electric lamp in the enclosure 30, the position of the pencil point relative to the 
graduation's can, by means of the broken microscope 29 and the mirror 34, be 
very quickly read off, without making any marks. The screw 51 regulates the 
length and force of the pencil mark on the drum.

The dxum-heads 10 and 11 are read with reference to the index line which 
is placed between them but. cannot be read directly b y  the observer. I t  is, how
ever, much more conveniently read by reflection from a mirror (only seen in
distinctly in fig. &). The drum-heads 10  and 1 1  are illuminated ’ by light from 
the lamp 30, which is concentrated by the lens 32 upon the mirror 33 (figs. 6 

and d), whence it  is reflected , on the index and drum-heads 10 and 1 1 . The 
illumination of the wires in a dark field is effected in a particularly elegant 
and efficient manner.

35 is a segment of a plane convex lens, shown in Fig. 6.
In fig! b, in which 35 is shown, this lens is partly hid by interposition of the lamp-enclosure 30 and partly 

by the lens 32. In Fig. 6 ,- 30 is the lamp in the focus of the lens 85.
The parallel rays from 36 to .37 and from 38 to 39 are therefore in.planes parallel to the Meridian and at 

right angles to the axis of the" telescope. They fall on speculum metal reflectors underneath the ends of 24, 
and are reflected by. them, at right angles to the plane of the diagram, upon mirrors inside the ends of 24, and 
thence up'on the webs as shown in Fig.. 7.

36 37 &  '
Fio. 7. , , ,  ̂ .. Fio. 8,

This provides illumination of the six fixed webs and the travelling wobs by light falling on both sidos of 
them at right angles to their lengths, and also for illumination of the Doclination web, and of tho two fixed 
webs parallel to it, by light falling nearly along their axes.

Tho parallel rays from 37 to 38 are reflected, half from tho mirror a (fig. 8) and half from tho mirror 6, to
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the mirrors o and d  respectively, which are mounted on the slide 1 , and these mirrors reflcct tho light upon the 
web*, illuminating the travelling R.A. webs along their length and tho Doolination wobs at right angles to thoir 
length. Iu this way a most perfect and uniform illumination of all the webs is given, and it can bo regulated at 

will by a rheostat.
40 (figs. c  and d) is a shutter which, in tho position shown, cuts off the light that otherwise would illuminate 

the webs. It can be folded back at pleasure by the fluted head 41 (figs. a and d). The interposition of this shutter 
is obviously necessary when observations are made with dark wires in a bright field.

42 is the eyepiece mounted on its slide ; 43 (fig. 6) is the graduated ring by rotation of which the eyepiece can 
be focussed; 44 (fig c) is the head by which 43 is clamped after adjustment.

45 (figs. o and d) is the screw for accurately focussing tho webs in the principal focus of the object-glass; 
screws 46 and 47 (figs. b and o) combine the duties of orienting the micrometer and of clamping it when finally 
oriented and focussed, by their pressure upon the inclined planes of 48.

49 and 50 are convenient heads for removing or replacing the micrometer, and for handling the Transit Circle.
The micrometer-box, its tube and mounting, are of cast iron, the screws are of steel, so that the'whole 

material employed has the same co-efficient of expansion by heat as that of the rest of the instrument.
The workmanship is of the excellent character that one expects of Messrs Repsold, and the convenience and 

elegance of the design and the perfection of the illumination of the webs leave nothing to be desired.

R e g u la tin g  M o to r  o f  th e  C o n e  A p p a r a tu s (Plate XX.).

The contrivance of a satisfactory motor for driving the cone apparatus occupied my thoughts, for some time. 
It was undesirable to employ a powerful clock driven by a weight, because it  would be difficult to arrange for the 
necessary fall of the weight, and, even if  that difficulty were overcome, it would be very inconvenient to dismount 
the weights, pulleys, etc., every week— that is to say, every time that the Transit Circle is reversed..

It was undesirable to employ a spring as motive power, because it would be difficult to obtain sufficient power 
without too frequent re-winding; it appeared, therefore, preferable, from the point of view of convenience, to. employ 
some form of governed electro-motor.'

But the working out of a good form of governed electro-motor at six thousand miles distance from workshops 
where such things are made would probably haye needlessly wasted much time and energy, and it was therefore with 
relief that I  found, on inquiry of the Soci6t4 G6nevoise, that such motors had actually been made by them, and that 
one such motor had been in satisfactory use at the Geneva Observatory for many years. The motor in question is 
described in the MSmoires de la Societi de Physique et d’Mistovre naturelle de Genbve, tome xxix., No. 1 , 1884, 
in a paper entitled “ Description de I’equatorial Plantamour de l’Observatoire de Genfeve,”  by. M. le Professeur 
Thury.

I had subsequently, on the occasion of my visit to Geneva in 1904, an opportunity of seeing two such motors 
at work in M. Thury’s private observatory, and- at the time was satisfied that it  would be a very suitable form for 
the purpose in question.

After considerable discussion of detail at Geneva and subsequent correspondence, working plans were arranged 
and an experimental motor was constructed. This motor was not provided with differential gear by which 
increments of change of rate could be instantaneously applied b y the observer; but the bisection of the star could be 
perfected b y applying corrections to the micrometer whilst in motion, i.e. either by the brass disc, of drum 10  or by 
the discs 14 or 15 (Plate XJX.).

D r Cohn had apparently found that corrections could be applied to a moving screw with all necessary 
precision. After trial I  did not feel this to be the case. I felt more and more that, i f  the motion of the wire could 
be accelerated or retarded at. the will of the observer without touching the screw or affecting the rate of the motor 
itself, a  great gain in convenience and accuracy would be reached.

The first experimental motor that was tried .was found to be insufficiently powerful, and a more powerful 
motor, fitted with differential gear, was planned and made.

Plate XX. shows the apparatus as finally constructed. 1 and 2 are tho field magnets of tho electro-motor, 3 its 
armature, 4 the soft iron piece connecting the two electro-magnets, 5 the commutator, 6 tho brush-holders, 8 the 
fly-wheel mounted upon a sleeve which can slide easily on the axis of the motor. This sl'eeve is suspended at 9 from 
the disc 10  b y  the springs 1 1 . The balls 12  are attached to these suspending springs.

Current is transmitted from three or four accumulator cells to the spring 14 through the lever 13 to the screw 
15, and thence to the motor.
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It will be seen, from inspection of the left-hand elevation and the plan of the lever 13, that if by any means 
the balls 12 are dragged apart, the lever 13 will be raised from the point of the screw 15, and so. connection between 
the accumulator battery and the motor will be broken. When tho rotation of tho motor (and consequently that of 
the fly-wheel 8) attains a velocity of 4500 revolutions per minute, the centrifugal force acting in opposite directions 
upon the two balls becomes sufficient to force them apart, notwithstanding the strength of the springs and the weight 
of tho fly-wheel and sleeve, aud so the point of the lever 18 is raised from tho point of the screw 15 and the supply 
of current is cut off from the motor. This immediately produces a diminution of the velocity of the fly-wheel, and 
consequently contact is restored between 13 and 15. In practice the contact is being made and broken so rapidly 
as to produce an apparently continuous spark between 13 and 15. To minimise this spark a shunt resistance 
between 14 aud 15 is introduced which allows a constant current of about half the normal intensity to pass, and the 
regulation is maintained by the lever 13 making or cutting off the remainder of the supply. It is obvious that the 
rate of the motor can be regulated by raising or lowering the point of the screw. The divided head of the screw 
enables this to be done with certainty. •

The shaft of the fly-wheel terminates in a worm-screw that acts tangentially on the wheel 16 of sixty teeth, which, 
when the motor makes 4500 revolutions per minute, makes 300 revolutions per minute. Another worm-screw upon 
the axis of 16 acts tangentially upon another wheel 18 of sixty teeth, and communicates to  it a velocity of 20 

revolutions per minute. The axis of 18 carries. two wheels, one (19) of forty teeth and the other (20) of 
-one hundred and twenty teeth.

The axis 21 carries two wheels (22 and 23), the former with forty, the latter with one hundred and twenty 
teeth. These wheels, 22  and 23, are conected together, and can be slid along the axis 21 by the lever 24, so 
that either 19 gears with 23 or 20 with 22.

There is a steel feather on the axis 2 1  which proven to rotation of 2 1  relative to 22 and. 23.
When the wheels 19 and 23 are in gear (as shown in the drawing), the axis 2 1  makes one revolution in nine 

^seconds. When 20 is made to gear with 22 (which is easily effected by pulling down the handle 24), the axis 21 

makes one revolution per second.
The wheels 25, 26, 27, 28, and 29 together with the ratchet-wheels 30 and 31 constitute the well-known Sun

and Planet differential gear invented by Sir Howard Grubb, and employed for giving fine slow motion in Right
Ascension in all his recent equatorials.

These wheels are mounted in the manner shown in the drawings. 25 has one hundred teeth, 26 and 27 have 
ninety-six teeth, and. the pinions 28 and 29 thirty teeth each. The whole of these revolve together as one block 
with the axis 21 and the electro-magnet 34.

B ut if the electro-magnet 32 is excited, the ratchet-wheel 30 is stopped by the catch attached to its armature.' 
As 30 is free upon the axis 21, and as 26 is attached to that axis, the axis of 28 ceases to revolve aibout 21, and 
motion of rotation is communicated to 25 from 26 through the common pinion 28. But as the wheel 26 has ninety- 
six teeth as compared with one hundred in wheel 25, the velocity of rotation of 25 becomes 4 per cent slower than 
that of 26. As the disc 31 is not clamped, then so long as the' pinion 29 does not turn relative to its own steel 
■axis, the two wheels 25 and 27 will remain fixed relative to each other, and a motion 4 per cent, slower than the 
axis 21 will be communicated to the upper part of the axis which carries the electro-magnet 34.

On the other hand, if the disc 31 is stopped by the catch on the armature of the electro-magnet 83, and if the 
disc 30 is free to revolve with the axis 21, then 25 will drive 27 through the pinion 29 ; and as 27 has 4 per cent, 
smaller number of teeth than 25, it will rotate 4 per cent, faster than 25, and so the electro-magnet 34 will rotate 
4 per cent, faster than the axis 21. .

Below the electro-magnet 34 two insulated metallic rings, 35 and 36, are fixed upon the axis, and upon these 
press lightly the two contact springs 85 and 36. The metallic rings are connected with the extremities of the 
winding of the electro-magnet ‘34, and so, through these springs, the electro-magnet 34 can be excited.

The armature of 34 is an iron disc, 87, to which is attached tho toothed crown wheel 38. When 84 is excited, 
i t  draws down the armature against the spiral spring 39 until the single tooth on the arm 40 (which revolves with 
the electro-magnet) enters between two of the teeth in the wheel 88, and this causes the axis 41 (which connects 
■with the cone apparatus) to rotate. Thus

(1) The motor can be run independently without turning tho cone apparatus.
(2) B y exciting the magnet 34 tho cone apparatus can bo instantly started at its propor speed.
(8) B y exciting electro-magnet 82 the speed of rotation of tho oono can bo instautly retarded 4 per coat, for 

as long or short a period as may bo desired.
(4) B y exciting tho electro-magnet 83 tho spood of the cono may bo similarly increased 4  ̂ per cont



(

Thus on tho south sido of tho east pior and on tho north sido of tho west pier of tho Transit Circle there are 
fixed switches, easily accessible to tho observer's hand, by whioh tho maguot 84 may bo oxcitod. Iho key employed 
is shown of uutural size in Plato XXIII., figs. A  aud B. It can bo hold very conveniently in one hand’ whilst the 
forefinger of tho same hand presses either tho smooth-hoadod koy (tho accelerator) or tho groove-headed key (the 
retard or) as may be required. Tho moving wire is sot at a point corresponding to some fifteen or twenty seconds 
before the star roachos the first wire that marks the commencement of tho first group of automatic signals. So soon1 

as the star reaches the movable wire the cone apparatus is started by moving one-of tho two switches just mentioned.- 
The star immediately appears to be at rest beside or on tho wire. The bisection is perfected by a'rapid motion1 

of the screw by hand, and then by pressing tlie accelerating or retarding key, as may be required, throughout 
the transit. When the transit is over, the cone apparatus is stopped by turning off the switch.

Tho motor is mounted on an iron pillar, shown in Plate VIII.' The upper part of this pillar can be lifted off,, 
along with tho motor, and transferred to the other side of tlie pier when tho instrument is reversed. There is a 
corresponding pillar on the other side on which the motor can be placed.

When the motor is running well this system of observation leaves nothing to be desired,’ except that the 
differential motion is too slow when circumpolar stars are observed. But, for some reason which we are unable to 
trace, the motor is subject to sudden changes of rate which are greater than- the observer can control, by means of 
the differential gear. Steps are now being taken by Mr Hough to secure a more ppwerful and more perfect motor. 
At the same time the differential motion given by the observer will be made more rapid in action than formerly, 
and will in a given time displace the moving wire by the same angular amount for stars of all Declinations. 
This latter effect is produced by placing the differential gear on the axis between the cone apparatus and the 
micrometer, instead of between the cone apparatus and the motor, and by driving the differential gear by an 
independent motor which is-continually running, but which is only brought into action when the observer presses 
the accelerating or the retarding key.
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The Cone Ajppa/ratus (Plate X XI., figs. a and &).

The object of this apparatus is to vary the rapidity of motion transmitted from the motor to the movable wire, 
in order that the latter may move as nearly as possible at the same, rate as a star of any required Declination in 
transit. As it  was impossible to get a good photograph for descriptive purposes when the apparatus is mounted 
in situ, i t  was attached to a piece of wood covered-with paper and photographed in another-place, as shown in 
Plate X XI., figs. o  and 6.

| 1 is a tube connected at its lower end with the motor and suspended at its upper end from the Hooke’s joint 2.
The Hooke’s joint: (2) clamps upion the lower >pivot of the axis of wheel 3. The shoulder of this pivot runs on 

ball-bearings, so that the weight of the connecting rod 1 and its Hooke’s joints may not create undue friction.
3 gears into wheel 4, and that into wheel 5. The reason for connecting the tube 1 to wheel 3, instead of 

directly to the axis of 5, was to make 1, and consequently the motor itself, vertically under 6 (the axis of the wheel 
that transmits'motion through the pivot of the Transit Circle). An unsymmetrical position of the-motor would 
have created inconvenience to. an observer who desired to read the microscopes of the circle.

7 and 8 are the bevel-wheels which transmit motion to the cone. For this purpose they are both mounted on 
a sleeve which can slide, but not rotate, oh the axis of 5 ; either 7 or 8 can be made to gear with the bevel-wheel 9, 
which is attached to the base, of the cone 10. : The object is, o f  course, to provide for making the moving web 
travel in the direction suitable for stars at upper or at lower transit. When 7 is in gear (as in the plate) the 
motion imparted to the web corresponds with that required for stars at upper transit; when 8 is in gear, with lower 
transit. The change is rapidly effected by raising the catch and pulling .the sleeve downwards until the catch drops 
into another notchl

10, l l  is the cone. This is of hollow brass, carefully turned to a true cone and roughened on its surface 
by a sand-blast. Under the action of the regulating motor it makes one : revolution per second or one revolution in 
9 seconds, according as the handle 24 of the motor is set to “ quick” or “ slow” speed.

12 is a wheel which is turned by friction-contact with the cone. It consists of a thin disc of india-rubber 
slightly larger than the brass disc that is fixed upon the same axis, and it is pressed against this brass disc by a 
second brass disc of the same diameter as the first, and fixed to it by the screws shown in the figures. In the 
original construction of the apparatus a disc of compressed paper was employed, but its frictional contact with tlie
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cone soon became uncertain. The axis 6 of the wheel 12  is mounted on a rocking bracket, 18, to which is connected 
an arm that terminates in a screw, 14. Pressure of a spring on the end of this screw forces the wheel 12  into 
contact with the periphery of the cone, and the amount of pressure between the wheel and cone can be regulated 
by the screw 14. As the axis of the wheel 12 is designed to transmit motion through the axis of the pivot of the 
Transit Circle, it  is obvious that the axis of 12 must also coincide with the axis of the Transit Circle. Also, the 
axis of the wheel 12  must be capable of travelling rigorously in a. straight line coincident with the axis of the 
Transit Circle. The end of the slide for this purpose is shown at 15 in fig. b.

The wheel and its rocking support are traversed on this slide by means of a screw which terminates in the 
milled head 16, by means of whioh, with aid of the scale 17 and the eyepiece 18, it  can be set to any point on the 
scale with great accuracy. For rapid motion from one poiut of the scale to another the wheel 19 gearing into the 
pinion 20  is provided. ,

The cone is mounted with its axis in the same horizontal plane as the axis of the wheel 12 , but so that the 
line formed by intersection of this plane by the surface of the cone on the side towards the wheel is parallel to the 
axis of the wheel, and distant the radius of the wheel from its axis.

The cone has an angle at the apex of 80°, and the base of the cone is 120 mm. in diameter.
The wheel 12 is made nearly of the same diameter as the base of the cone.
The scale is graduated into equal parts numbered from 10 to 100. The index reads 10 when the wheel

is set so that ten revolutions of the cone produce one revolution of wheel 1 2 , and 100  when one revolution of
the cone corresponds with one revolution of wheel 12 . In this way the scale-readings are proportional to the 
velocity of rotation of the wheel 1 2  relative to the cone.

The axis of the regulating motor was constructed to make one revolution in one sidereal second at the “  quick 
speed,”  and one-ninth of a revolution per second at “ slow speed” ; one revolution of the cone corresponds with one 
revolution of the clock spindle. Repsolds arranged the tangent screw and wheels of the micrometer so that ten 
revolutions of the worm-screw correspond with one revolution of the micrometer screw.

Numerous observations have determined the value of one revolution of the micrometer screw to be equivalent 
to 8*788 seconds of time for an Equatorial star; thus the period of rotation of the spindle which turns the worm- 
screw should be one revolution = 0 ‘3783 second, and therefore the bevel-wheels which transmit the motion of the 
axis of the wheel 12 to the spindle of the worm-screw should be toothed in the proportion of 10000 : 3783 or of 
111  : 42 very nearly.

The two bevel-wheels have accordingly been cut with 1 1 1  and 42 teeth— a proportion less than 1  in 5000 parts 
in error— and which, i f  required, can be corrected b y  causing the driving-shaft at quick speed to make 5287 
revolutions in 5286 sidereal seconds.

Thus, if  the regulating motor is .properly timed, the setting of the scale which will cause the micrometer web 
to follow a star accurately is

Setting for quick speed = 10 0 'cos S 
„  for slow speed = 100 cos J x  9

when 8 is the star’s Declination.
A  table of natural cosines thus enables the observer at once to set the slide of the wheel in the proper 

position for observing any star whose Declination is known. The proper slale-setting is entered opposite every 
star in the regular observing list.

2 1  is a small 6-volt lamp (controlled by the switch 22), which illuminates the scale by light reflected from 
the surface of a perforated diagonal reflector mounted in the interior of the eyepiece tube and inclined at an angle
of 45° .to its axis. This aid renders it a very quick and easy process to set the wheel of the cone in the required
position.

In moving from one setting of the scale to another, the finger should be pressed upon the screw-head 14, so 
as to remove the edge of the wheel from contact with the cone, before turning the wheel 19. This precaution 
prevents wear of the surface of the cone or of the periphery of the wheel.

The regulation of the motor is accomplished by sotting the scale to 100 and allowing the motor to record an 
imaginary transit of an Equatorial star on the chronograph, alongside the olock-record. The interval between the 
first and last registered contact will correspond with ten revolutions of the screw, and should therefore correspond 
with 37 '88 seconds of time. As this intorval can be read off to 0*'01 or 0*'02 on our ohrouograph, a single run 
determines the error of the rate with ample accuracy, and, as the effect of one revolution of tho regulating screw 
of the motor is known, the required correction can be applied.

For transmission of the motion of wheel 12  to the micrometer, it will bo soon from Plato XXI., fig. 6, that
8
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the pivot* 6 of wheel IS tiro hollow, and this hollow spoco is square in section. A  long square shaft slides smoothly 
\n tho centre of the pivot. ■ .

A system of bevel-whoels is driven by tho squaro shaft-above mentioned. Those wheels are mounted on the 
iron plate which is fitted and boltod to the strong and accurately turned diaphragm of the transit-axis, as shown 
upon a small scale at 84 in Plate VIII.

The square shaft is entered through tho axis of 12 , passes through the pivot, and enters a square hole upon 
the end of the axis of tho bevel-wheel of one hundred and eleven teeth, being guided in entrance by the hollow 
cone shown in the figure, Plate VIII. The hollow aluminium rod 85, connected to the axis o f the bevel-wheel of 
forty-two teeth, transmits the motion to a ball aud pin joint on the inner extremity of the axis of the worm-screw 
21 (see Plate X IX ., figs. b and c).

The Circle Microscopes (Plate X X II., figs. o  and b).

Plate X XII. shows the western end of the western pier; fig. a  the installation for Clamp .West, fig. b for 

Clamp East.
It will be remembered that the fixed circle, which is tbe circle that is ordinarily read, is attached to the same 

end of the axis as the clamp, and the illumination is introduced through the adjoining pivot. Thus fig. a  shows 
the enclosure of the small 6-volt lamp from which light falls upon a prism in the axis, whence it  is reflected to a 
speculum metal mirror that is cemented on the inner face of the object-glass, and thence to the field of the 
transit.

In order to insure uniformity of illumination at all Declinations it is necessary that the lamp should be exactly 
in the axis of rotation of the Transit Circle. This adjustment is effected by means of the screws 2 and 3. The 
colour of the illumination can be changed by use of brown, red, or colourless glass in the wheel 4.

The microscopes in ordinary use are shown in their proper positions; the spare microscopes a, 6, c, d, used only 
in investigation of division error, are removed. Their removal permits the photograph to show the plan on which 
they are mounted.

Plate X X III., fig. 1, shows one of the microscopes together with the iron collars by which it  is attached to the 
iron box that forms the upper, part of the pier.

The tube is of solid steel, finished at its extremities to true cylinders, so that it  enters, a. smooth fit, into the 
iron collars. The microscope passes freely through the boiler tube, and is clamped by square-headed screws in the 
manner shown in the plates.

Besides the collar, the microscope-tube first is passed through the adjusting piece 7 (Plate X X II., fig. a), which 
can also be clamped to the tube of the microscope. The square-headed screws  ̂ 8 then give delicate means of 
adjusting the webs parallel to the division lines, and the screws 9 (Plate X X III., fig 1) of focussing the microscope.

Each microscope is 18 inches in length from the webs to the object-glass, and the object-glass is about 4£ 
inches distant from the circle. The microscopes, with the eyepieces in general use, magnify an object 42 diameters 
as compared with an object viewed at 10  inches from the naked eye.

; Illumination o f  'the part of the circle under the microscopes is effected by reflection of the light of a small 
incandescent 6-volt lamp from a surface of plaster of Paris inclined at an angle 45° to the axis of the microscope. 
The tube, containing the plaster of Paris surface from which-the light is reflected, is mounted on a pillar attached to 
the wood casing of the pier; its axis is coincident with that of the microscope, and it is independent of the 
microscope itself— a little screen of black velvet only is employed to exclude extraneous light between the end of 
the tube and the microscOpe-objective. The plaster of Paris reflector has an elliptical hole in its centre, through 
which the divisions on die circle are viewed. A  smaller tube at right angles to the other carries the small 
incandescent lamp.

Thus each microscope is provided with its own lamp, and each lamp has its own button-switch.
The button for each microscope is situated near the end of the micrometer-box which is farthest from the head, 

so that the observer can always with one hand press the button whilst he uses the other to adjust the two parallel 
spider webs moved by the micrometer screw symmetrically on opposite sides of the division (or mark) on the circle. 
Thus, for example, 10  is the button-switch for microscope G. When the finger is removed from the button the 
light is extinguished. In this way the lamp is only lighted for the few seconds that are required for the pointing, 
and-even the small amount of heat so generated is not conveyed by conduction to the mioroscope.

It will be seen that all the electrical connections for the low tension (6-volt) oircuits are simply brass strips, 
which, where they cross each other, are separated by ebonite. Tho arrangement is a very simple and convenient
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on e; it was fitted, as also the wooden cover of the upper part of the pier, at the Cape. The illumination of the 
circles is quite perfect and leaves nothing to be desired.

Fig. & is chiefly of independent interest because it  shows the cone apparatus (already described) attached to  
the pier.

Plate X X III., fig. 2, shows two divided object-glasses which can be substituted for the ordinary objectives o f 
two of the spare microscopes, for investigation of the errors of graduation of the circles. The optical centres of the 
semi-lenses are displaced relative to each other so that they bring the images of two lines on the circle, otherwise 
one degree apart, nearly into coincidence. W ith the aid of the balanced shutter shown in the figure either half of 
the objective can be covered, and so only one of the lines be seen at a time. The relative displacement of the 
optical centres of the lenses being regarded as a constant, the difference of the length of successive degree-spaces 
can be measured with the micrometer.

The divided object-glass micrometer does not give such good definition nor such symmetrical illumination as- 
the ordinary micrometer, and, had another similar Transit Circle to be made, it  would be well to provide an additional 
pair of boiler tubes through which a pair of microscopes on each pier making an angle of 24° with the microscopes- 
L, M and C, D could be fixed. In this way the graduations could be determined to every degree without the 
use of divided object-glasses. Not only so, but the holes of the collars could be so widened as to permit the
microscopes to be fixed so as to make the interval 24° ±  5', or ±  10', or ±  30', and so permit a most rigorous
determination of each 5' space, with the use of microscopes which are similar throughout

Plate X X III., figs. a  and b, shows the internal construction of the micrometers. The boxes are of steel, the-
slide of iron, the screw of steel, the micrometer-drums of celluloid.

In fig. a  the cover and eyepiece are removed, showing the comb, or counter of whole revolutions ; in fig. b the 
slide on which the webs are mounted is shown, as well as the micrometer screw and spiral springs.

In accordance with a suggestion of Mr Maw, the male and female screw are of the same length, so that if  the 
slide was in the middle of its run no portion of the thread of the screw would be visible in the photograph. In this- 
way it seems probable that a tendency to uneven wear in the screw will be prevented.

M y chief criticism on the micrometer, of which I  did not see the design until the micrometer-boxes had been 
completed, is that the spiral springs are too short, thus exaggerating the increase of pressure as the screw approaches 
the head. Also the thread of the screw is too near the hemispherical shoulder where it  bears at the end of the box, 
because, at such short distance, the effect of any fault in the absolute parallelism of the axis of the screw with the 
direction of motion of the slide is unnecessarily exaggerated. It would have been better to have mounted the 
micrometer heads at the opposite end of the box, and to have shortened the slide and so obtained a much greater 
distance between the shoulder and the thread.

DETERMINATION OF THE ERRORS OF THE MICROMETER SCREWS.

A ll the drum-heads of the micrometers connected with the Transit Circle are graduated on celluloid into
100  parts, and the errors of the screws have been investigated with great care by means of the screw-testing 
apparatus which is described and figured in the Introduction to the Cape Meridiem Observations, 1 8 7 9 -8 1 , p. viii.

The periodic errors of the screws have been determined by Bessel’s method.
If u  is the smaller and Ui the greater reading of the head, and /  the constant interval between the webs of the 

screw-tester expressed in arc of the micrometer screw under observation, and if we assume that the periodic errors 
of the screw may be represented b y :—

Oi ( c o s Hi ~  cos u )  +  b i (sin Wj -  sin u ) + ct2 (cos 2 — cos 2u ) + &2 (sin 2ttj — sin 2u),

Bessel shows (Astronomische Untersuchungen, vol. i. pp. 7 9 -8 0 )  that the values of the coefficients Oj, bx, «a, &a will be
expressed by the following equations, when the constant space has been measured by beginning successively at ton 
symmetrically disposed points of the head:—

10ai sin \ f  = . 2 (wj — u — / )  sin ( u +  ^f),
10 &i sin = — 2 ( t t x — u  — / )  cos ( u +  ^f),
10n2 sin f  •* — u  — / )  sin (2u  +  f),
10 bj sin /  -  -  2 (w, -  u  -  f )  cos (2u 4  f),

where f  may be taken as the moan of all the measured values of the constant space, and 2  is the usual expression of 

summation.
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If tho constant distance botwoon tho wobs iu tho scrow-tcstor is sot — 0110-third of a revolution of the screw, 
tho constnuta depending on tho siuo aud cosine will bo determined with equal weight.

But for a rigorous determination of tho errors of the screws the progressive errors must be determined either
simultaneously with the periodic errors, or tho progressive errors must first bo determined and eliminated before 
the periodic errors are determined. In tho former case some assumption must be made us to the form of tbe 
progressive error, such as

an +  bn*+ etc.,

where a and b aro constants, and n the number o f revolutions. '
1 have preferred iu all eases to determine the progressive error for the intervals 0r*0 to l r,0, l r,0 to 2r‘0, 2r,0

to 3**0, etc., and, when possible, to determine also 0r,0 to 2r,0, 2r,0 to 4r,0, 4r-0 to 6r*0, etc., and 0r*0 to 8T*0, 3r,0 to 
tir*0, 6r 0 to 9r 0, etc., and then from these measurements derive the absolute errors of the successive zeros of the 
micrometer screw. Then, plotting the successive summations o f these on a curve, to interpolate the correction on 
account of the progressive errors for each part of the screw.

After applying these corrections for progressive error, the periodic errors are investigated at two or more 
different points o f the screw, and in all instances except one— viz. for the circle screw M— they were found to be 
practically identical for all parts of the screw examined. For the screw M it was found necessary to determine 
first the progressive errors o f the single revolutions from zero to zero and then to find the absolute error o f each 
one-fifth o f a revolution and interpolate the errors for each one-tenth of a revolution.

Screws o f the Repsold Eye-End Micrometer.

T h e  R i g h t  A s c e n s i o n  S c r e w .

In September 1905 spaces on the screw tester, nearly equal to one revolution, two revolutions, and three 
revolutions of the screw, were successively compared with all different parts o f the screw that are used in course of 
work, to determine the progressive errors.

For determining the single-revolution spaces, pointings were made as follows: In going forwards, the left- 
hand wire o f the screw-tester was set to correspond with u =  14r*5, and a pointing was made by turning the 
micrometer screw; then the micrometer screw was turned till the right-hand wire o f the screw-tester was bisected; 
two pointings were made near the reading 15r*5, and then the first reading, near 14 "5, was repeated. The space 
15r*5 to 16r*5 was similarly compared, and so on to 25r-5 to 26r*5; then the same observations were repeated in 
the reverse order. This constituted a complete set. Eight such sets were made in determining the single
revolution spaces. For the 2-revolution and 3-revolution spaces the results quoted depend on fourteen sets each.

H ‘5

*5*5

i6*5

*7*5

*8*5

*9*5

10-5

21 5

22-5

* 3'S

*4*5

25‘5

26 5

g g f g g  II. III. |
Uj-tl. Uj-w. Uj —11.

[1 -0 0 0 2 4 ) r .
> 1-9 9 78 1  r 

S3 ) >3*0004+

3*

} S 8

58)

49

30

1 -99809

1 -99795

} 8 4 )
s >1-99801

I  491

■ 3-00014

1 1*99796)
1 9 ) >3*00028

I

1-99786
■3*00055
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As the observer can only estimate to one-tenth, or at best to one-twentieth, of a division of the micrometer 
head— ue. at the utmost to ± 0 r,0 0 0 5 — it is sufficient to limit the determination of the errors to the fourth decimal 
o f a revolution. The resulting corrections to the screw readings are :—

From II. and I. From III. and I. Mean.

H "5 O'•oooo 0 r,0000 o r,o o o o
«S S + 2 * + *. +  / a ' * '
i 6*s + .  . I W # / +  o*
>7*5 + O' 1 I o
1 8*5 o i" —

*9*5 + I* + ■ i ' +
20-5 o + i +  o-
*i*S — 3 — O* — 2
* i -5 o + 4 +  B
* 3 5 —

■*
*• + 7 9 '

2+*S I + i °
*S ‘ S + V  o* + i
z 6 ‘ s 0 o o

The greatest progressive error of the screw thus amounts only to so'o'u ° f  a revolution = 0 ’00076 of a second 
o f time for an Equatorial star— a quantity that may be safely neglected.

For the periodic errors a space = 0 r-33 was measured with successive readings u = r*0, r*l, r*2, r,3 . . . . r,9 ; 
each result quoted below is the mean o f six sets.

u ' - u - f

u = *5r"3 ■9,a]  to io r‘>. i f  3 to 24r’0.

•0 — or,o o 57 — or,o o 5 7 , — or*oo54

1 -  So — .28 -  3*
’2 12 — 1 12 ;y.

1 m m 1 E H  1 H +  *0 +  *4
+ + -  • ■  m t s +  34 +  34

*s +  1 >-4 ° '« ? 1 + • ;  B s l +  38
•6 +  + o -s +  36 +  37 •
*7 +  'a fe * ' + 4 V *0 +  18
•8 -  "5 '- — IO — 11 |
"9 * > 8<-t H v - I  48 m o m

0^3278 f  =  o r,3278 f  — or,3276.

constants of the periodic errors are :

i j f and i6'. i9r and aor. i j r and *4r.

“ i =  — 0r,00z62 — 0r*00210 — 0r,002 2 3
=  +  '00120 +  '60147 +  . ‘00138

1 pH =  — *00040 — *00007 — *00035
2 »  — 'OOO32 — '00004 — 00013

The corresponding corrections are practically identical, viz :—

Rot., »Sr and i6r. *9r and aor. *Jr and *4r. Mean.

•0 _ r,0 0 J0 r,0028 S r,0026 _ *•0028
•1 — — 11 — 12 — >4

;*2 + 5 + 8 + 9
*3 + *5 + 26 + *4 + *S
•4 + 30 + *4 + 20 + *7
•5 + 22 + *4 + + 18
•6 + 10 + 6 + 8 + 8
7 — 2 — 2 — 4 — 3
•8 _ U — >5 — 10 — >5
•9 — 20 27 26 26

The mean corrections givon in the last column have therefore been adopted for the wholo scrow.
The value of one revolution of the scrow is 8*,7 88 ; the same result has been found both from the 

observations of 1905 and 1906.
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H ie  D e c lin a tio n  M ic r o m eter• o f  th e E ye-J E n d .
Thoro ore practically only throo rovolutions of this miorometor which come into use. Tho scrow has no counter 

of rovolutions. Thoro aro two fixed horizontal wires in tho field, one of which corresponds with the reading 0r 0 of 
tho Domination screw, tho other with tho reading 5r,0.

As tho toloseopo is set and damped so that tho star transits nearly midway between the fixed wireB, the 
Declination reading is always near 2*5 revolutions, and thus nearly all observations are made between readings 
2r*0 aud 3r,0 ; if any excoptiou is made the observer can estimate the whole revolution without difficulty.

Tho investigation of the screw has boon therefore confined to the revolutions between l r*0 and 4r,0.
A  spaco on tho screw-testing apparatus nearly equal to l r was compared with each revolution of the screw 

within these limits.
Tho mean of twenty-seven satisfactory accordant sets gave the following results :-r-

1* to 2r,0 V  to 3r,0 .
Space on screw-tester == 0r*9981 L 0r,99716 0r,99751

The Corresponding corrections are th ere fore /  . •
Correotion.

J  15?0
-  , 6 

' . C. ... 2-
4  -0 f ' ■ . ±  . - /  0

For the periodic errors a space =  0r*33 was measured beginning at each tenth of a revolution from 1*0 to 1*9,. 
and from 2*5 to 3*4. These two sets gave the following results for the space ou the screw-tester as measured at. 
different parts of the screw ||||

Decimal of 
lUrolntion.

near 1*5 Rev. near 3 Rev.
u ,—u—f corrected for 

Progressive Error. t>.

O’d  * ' • 0 *33 55 Or 33 55 + r*OOII +*•0009 —>••0005

+9 55 + 5 9 +  1
“2 4* 39 • — 2 7 H a  1

*4 *5 — 30 — 21 — 2
*4 II.:- 1  7 7 — 33 — 39 1

*5 ' ' 19 18 — *5 — a8
;  *6 ■ « 44 48 ' 2 +  4

*7 59 67 >5 + r 21 4
... :8 U S 8 75 + 34 29

K B  1'9 7* -75  - + 28 + *9 *

Correcting the values of u  ̂— u —f  for progressive error and taking the mean we derive the following 
constants for the correction of periodic errors:—

a. = +0*00041 '
These constants give the residuals v  in the last column. 

1 of the above table.
|| g g  - .....  170
H  =  -  43
b2 ■ * $ £ ;:  2  |

The corresponding corrections having regard to the progressive errors, expressed in hundredth parts of a 
division of the drumhead, are as fo llo w sS jfn

Rev. r ‘o. r‘ I. XJ.v.; .Sf P • V -g f* *
|7 ■*

O — 12 — 16 - W ~ 1 ...
+  H +  l6 E E  7

2 $ > - - 6 : -  H — l6 - 1 9 - 1 9 — 12 +  * +  •5 +  18 + 1 0

3t
— 2 10 - » 3 - > 5 — 16 +  5 +  »7 +  21 + 1 *

K H
yi v a

The Value of One revolution of the screw is 38"*97.

Oircle Microscope Screws.

The circles are divided .into 5' spaces, and one revolution of each microscope screw is approximately equal to 
one minute of arc. The heads being divided into 100 parts, the sum of the decimal readings of the six microscopes, 
estimated to one-tenth of a division, when added together give the corresponding seconds and hundredth parts of a 
second of arc. The microscopes are adjusted so that the revolution in the centre of tho field is 5r*0, and it is-
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assumed that the observer will read the division of the circle which is nearest to 5r,0. The errors of the screws 
have been determined fromO* to 10r,0.

The investigations of the errors of the screws were made on the same lines as those of the R. A. micrometer screw.
The progressive errors of the zero-readings of the head from 0r,0 to 10r,0 were determined for each alternate 

revolution by twelve sets, and for each single revolution by six sets of observations.
The periodic errors were determined by measuring a space on the screw-tester corresponding to 0r-33. One 

set of such observations was made at each revolution of the screw, and as in every case but one (that of microscope 
M already mentioned) the periodic errors were evidently identical for all parts of the screw, the mean values of 
{ux — u —f )  were adopted for computation of the periodic error.

The results are given in the following tables:—

Corrections to the Microscope Readings o f tlie East Pier on Account o f Errors 
o f the Screws (Unity = 0r,0001).

A. B. | |  1 D. E. F. A. B. v'fii-;. •< E.

0*0 4 | 2 + 4 _ 36 >4 + 12 5 0 _ 34 _ 6 + 44 37*"' + , 9" + II
*1 • — z — ; 2 + 3 *9 + 8 + 10 i.-.| -r — 29 — ‘ 7 ~ + 43 — 3* + 12- c 9
*2 '  6 ’~ + 2 + 1 — *5 — s i s + 5 *2 — *5 m m + 4* — *7 ” 2* + 3
*3 — 3 + 8 0" 20 — -IO- 0 ; — *5 + ■ 2 + 40 *3 “ - £~ _ > 2

*4 — 4 + 7 1 + 3 P o R — 2 •4 — *4 + • i- + 39 0 + — 4
5 5 + 2 — • 3 + 39 + 8 — 3 C’ S I — *3 — 5 + 38 36 + 13 — 6

•6 — wfrn — 2 — 3 + 62 + 1H — 7 •6 i — 22 — 9 + 38 + 59 + 5 10

7 10 0 — •' ;I' •" + 47 — >4 8 — *3 — W M + 4° + 44 — 10 — 11 .
•8 — 16 H 5 Eg 3 + m — >5 — 3 •8 ; •—1 26 — 2 + 43 + 3 ' — i i " - 6

9 20 + 6 + 5 25 2 + 8 •9;;; . — 28 2 + 46 .3°jr,
+ ' 3 ' Q 4

! I ’O ~ 20 + 3 + 6 31 + i m + >5 6-o _
*5

_ 5 + 47 3® m >4 + 11
\.| — ;..dS 18 + 2 + 6 *5 + 4 + *3 20 5 + 46 — 8 + 9

•2 — I77' + 6 + 5 22 ; 10 ■ + 8 — 16 — 1 + 44 — 26 5 + 3
• ‘3 ; *9 + 11 + 3 18 — *3 + 3 — 16 5 + 4 * — 22 — - 8- - 2

"4 21 ¥ 10 + 3 + 5 — - 1 1 •4 IS:*̂ *5 + 4 + 4° + '• r i" + 4 1 4
‘5 — 22 • + 4 + 2 + 4° + 7 ■ 0 •5 — *4 — - 1 + 38 + 37^ + 13 — 5
•6 — *4 1 + 3 + ' 62 0 — 4 — *3 — 4 + 38 + 60 + 3-6 1 9
7 — 28 0 + _6 -" + 47 — *4 — 5 ; — >4 3 + 39 + 45 — 8 — 10

•8 34 + 5 + 9 + 6 ’ —■•5 0 — *7 4 - 3 + 4 * + 4 —’ 8 5
*9 — 3« + 5- + »3 — 28 “ 1 + 11 ■9 *9 + 3 + 44 *9 + 7 + 5

*•0 38 + 2 + »4 _ 34 + 11 + 18 7j o ' f . ' _< 16 + 1 i -F 45 — 35 + 19 + 12

•1 — 34 0 + »4 — 28 - r 5 + 16 •1 — 12 • 0 + 43 — *9 + *3 + 10

•* — 3 « + 4 + >3 B *4 — 9 + io . '2 ' — 8 + 4 + 4° -jL *4 — 2 + 3
3 — 3* + 9 + 11 — 20 — *3 + 5 •'3 9 + 10 + 37 — 20 !

2

*4 E 3* +• 7 + 11 + 3 : 2 + 3 4 — 9 + 9 + 35 + 3 + 6 4
’5 1 “ * 31 0 + 1 0 " + 39 H .6 + 1 5 — 8 + 3 + 3* ; + 39 + >4 6

•6 _ 3* 4 + 11 + 61 2 •. +L; •6 — -A  1 • •— I + 3« + 62 + 6 — II

I  7 — 33 — 3 + >3 + 46 — 16 — 5 7 — 9 • o ' + 33 + 47 — 8 — 12

•8 —| 37 + 1 + >7 + 5 R | *7 0 •8 - —■13 + 6 + 35 + 6 9 7
9 1 4° + • 1 + 20 28 — 4 \ + 10 *9 *5 + 6 + 3^ 26 + 4 + 2

y o 38 3 + . 22 34 + 8 :• + >7 80 _ >3 + 3 + 36 _ 3* + 16 + 9
-r — 33 j — . 5 + 22 — ■■28 + ‘ 2 + 15 *i — 9 + 2 + 33 — 26 + 10 + 7

•* _ 3° _ 1 + 22 I — *4 — ■11 + 8 •2 — ‘ 5 + 6 + 30 — 22 4 + 2

■3 _ 3* + 3 + 21 — 21 H + 3 •3 — 6 + 11 + 26 — 18 ■■ 7 — 3
•4 — 30 + 2 + 22 + 2 ’ 1-? 2 - + 1 '4 — 5 + 9 + *3 + 5 + 4 “ * 5i
•5 _ 29 _ 5 + 21 + 38 + 6 — 1 5 4 + 3 + 20 + + 12 “ 0

•6 _ 20 i—' q + 23 + 60 .0 _ 6 •6 _ _ .3... _ 1 + 18 01 + 5 |0

7 _ 7
3 * —

7
8 + 26 + 45 — *4 — 7 lip! - 5 0 + 18 + 9 - ti

•8 — 35 — 4 + 3 1 + 3 «4 — 2 •8 9 — 5 + *9 + 6 _ 10 6

‘9 —37 — 4 + 35 30 + 7 *9 - 11 + 5 + 20 *7 + 4 + 5

1 4*°
_

35
_ 8 37 _ 36 + 12 + *4 9*o _ 9 + 2 + *9 — 33 + 16 + i t

•1 — 3> _ 9 + 37 — + 7 + 12 — 4 0 + •7 — •7 + 10 + 10
_ 28 — 5 + 35 — 26 — 6 + 5 *2 — 1 + 4 + 13 — *4 ■* 4 + 4

•3 _ *9 0 + 34 — 22 — 9 0 '! •3 — 1 + 8 + 10 — 20 8 l

’4 _ 29 + 34 + 1 + 3 — 2 *4 . — 1 + 7 + 7 + 3 + 3 3
*5 — 28 — 6 . + 33 + 36 + 12 — 4 5 + 1 + I + 4 + 38 + 11 •» 5•6 _ *7 — 10 + 33 + 58 + 5 — 9 •6 + 1 — 4 — a + 60 4 9
7  1 _ *9 _ 9 + 36 + 43 — 8 —■10 7 0 — 3 + 2 + 45 — 10 10

*8 _ 34 _ 4 + 4° + 2 — 8 — 5 •8 — 4 + 2 + 4 ■f 4 i t 5
•9 So 4 + 43 3 > + 6 + 4 ’9 6 + l . H* S 30 + • + 5
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Corrections to the Mioi'oscope Headings oj the West Piei' 011 Account o f  Ewors
o f  the Sorrns (Unity -  0*0001),^
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Corrections applicable to the S&'ew-Readings o f the Supplementary Microscopes (Unity = 0r*0001).

iu b. e. d. k.
B E *• b. e. . . .«U

0*0 + I 6 S B 3 + l 5*0 0 _ 26 _ 1 — *3
'■V' + 4 + 6 — 7 + 8 •i. +  * ■yj-— 12 — 5 5 — 17
*a + 4 + 3 11 8 •a + — *4 — 8 . — 16
*3 + a *- H. 9 + a *3 — 1 — 29. * 9  B 6 1 -  *3
*4 + a — *3 a — 6 *4 ~  s i p s — 37 + 2 ’ ' -  30
*5 + -4 Ip 9 + 6 7 . ■ — Z'l -- : + 10-; -  3*
•6 + 5 la + 9 5 •6 *4 -  30
*7 + 4 + *4 K g m m S '.7 - — i- : + i f - 1  •+ 12* ’ : -  29
•8 + 3 4 a n •8 — 3* — y + - 7 ; V “  3*
•9 + 4 5 *9 3 — 8 9 “  3 26 3 l r ; -3*

1*0 + 8 *5 _ 6 _ 3 6:0. +  ■ . _ 21
+ 10 3 JO ':? -1 3 ‘ il : +  3 6 — 4 1'—‘-21

*a + 9 — S — 12 SB 3 •a +  3 — 7 i .7.'-.v- , 1 — ao .
*3 + .6 22 — 10 — 4 *3 { — 21 — 75 ̂ .; ' — 26
*4 + s — 3* a — 12 *4 — 1 — 28 + a
*5 + -5 — 17 H 9 6 — 15 *5 . 1 — ry-'.y' 10 35
•6 + 5 4s 4 10 — >4 •6 1 + i'i .. . + *4; -  33
7 + a i i l 6 ■  -fe 9 — 14 > "7 ■ — a MB 1.8 + ia ■ — 3*
•8 0 — •la + 4 — 17 •8 ’ 4 .0 — + n * — 34 •
*9 0 > 26 - + — •18 ’9 — 4 E

-M -j.: + 3 1 “  34

**o + 3 aa -a ' *4 7*o . . ; 1-’ : • j| I 0 *9
• 9 + s — 9 — mm — 7 +  * : + -8 4 — 22

+ 5 — 12 — 9 — •2 +  * + — 7 i=-''2I
*3 + 3 28 »7|*B — 12 *3 — I — J  _ — 5-, ■ ? a ^ a -7:‘;
*4 + 2 — 37 _d .■ . < — *9 *4 — a — m a- ■ — 34
*5 -3V' — 22 K 1 8 — •ai *5 — I- + 10 -  36
•6 + 'ii- •. ■ • — K i 11 /■ >9 •6 D 23 >4 -  34

+ + I K B 9 — 18 — a + 27 + 12- -  33
•8 + l6 4 — •*o •8 — 4-. ' j p g 11 c- E s 7: “  35
9 + 1 H :4V, 20 *9 t “  4 m

•i.j. + 3 |  35

3’° 1 9 ~S.i •. 26 1 1 1 -3 , ■*s 8-o 4 — 30
•1 , + 17 1 _ 13 — 6 11 +  * — 4 • ^  - .22
•* + H S *5 — .8 — 9 +  a + 15 — 8 -  '9
*3 1 1 + 3 — 3* — • 5 . — 16 • -,y ~  * 2 - 6 ' . -  *4
*4 - + a — 39 ‘-F 3 ‘ *4 — * M B TO — + - 1 • -  29
*5; K g a — *4 Eg 12 — 26 —̂ . i 1 5 . + 9 -  29
•6 $ $ $ a — 3 + 16 *4 — H  1 26 + ia -  *5

1  7 0 . 0 + *5 *4 7 : - ‘ 2 ■ B *9 + 10 -  *3
*8 ’ a 17 + •Ilr'.**-! *7 •8 — 4 11' + S -  *3
*9 a ' 3» • + 8 “ 28 9 --41-- “ 3 •: + 1 — aa

4*0 + ..-,i _ 26 + 6 _ *4 9-0 I';, .. , .. +• .2 g ; it?. 3 — 16
■ H ■ % *•3."' 13 • n  1 *7 •1 +  2 rt >4 . — .7 . -  7

•* r; " ri — 15 2 — 16 •2 +  1 + 11 ' — ■TO • -  4
. *3 0 ... — 31 1 ^ 1 aa *3 «r ‘Stlffi-.*. — s ■ — 8 .. i a !  9

*4 ■ — 'i — 39 K 9 s *9 *4 — 1 — 14 — -  14
*5 0 — *4 *3 — 30 *S 1 S 0 1. + 7 — 13
'6 _ m w 10 — *7 •0 ■■ + ao + *?’-:»S — 10
•7 B a - + *3 — 26 H I ■ ”  1 I aa M a 9 -  7
•8 . ■ 4 n  — »7 I + >7 ; 1 28 •8 — HI ,  + 5 + 4 ■  7
’9 3 3* . K g '3 28 •9 jo ' 0 — 6

The excentricity of the Circles is very small; thus, as great care was taken in their original adjustment, tho 
microscopes read very nearly alike. Although the progressive errors of most of the screws are quito sensible, the 
periodic errors of all of them, except D, are small; so that, except for D, an error of even ±0r*l in the argumeut 
will seldom produce a difference dfc0r*00l in the tabular correction for error of the screw. It thus bocomes possible, 
instead of correcting the readings of each of the individual microscopes, to apply the correction for scrow-error to 
the sum of the screw-readings, by employing as argument the reading of the screw D in the case of the microscopes 
of the East Pier, and tho “ mean of screw-readings ” as argument for those of tho West Pier.

In practice the readings of the microscope-heads are estimated to 0r,001— a quantity that, in tho sum of the 
readings of the six microscopes, is equivalent to 0"*01.



The following simple table, used in the way above described, thus gives the corrections applicable to the 
Circle readingsj-—

Tabl« o f  Corrections applicable to the sum o f the Mieroscope-Iieadings on account o f  Errors o f
the Screws (Unity <-0w,01).

4 6  DESCRIPTION OF THE CAPE OBSERVATORY. —  PART III.

Kart Pier. Weat S||t

Argument. Argument. Argument. Argument.

1^0 jr.0 — I 2r'0 — 1 5r,° 1  i  6 1
'I — l V / I — 2- '££ 'It* 4
•* — 4 •* — I •2 +  4 •2 g  *-
*3 — A •3 — I 3 ■ M .. 3

— I . .4 - Baja ’4 +  5 ’4 - ̂  :&• 2-
*5 +  3 *s +  5 *5 +  * 5 m jS y jf / ■
•6 +  4 •6 +  6 • 6 ■ S B •6- — 4
*7 7  1 +  3 Eg 3 3 *7 “ S I  1
•8 — 3 •8 *o - *8?- 1- : *8- 3
*9 .> /— 4 ' •9 — 1 '9 31' 1 — 5

3 o _ 2 6 *o +  « - 6 - 6
— 4 *i * +  l ; *i - 3"

•* — 3 •* — 1 .. - 0 •2 — 1
•3 — 4 '3 *0 -V; ,3“ \ ■ B  3 •3
•4 — 1 •4 1  *  3 •4 •4 -  2 •
•5 +  3 •5 m a sk  1 "S~ . *+ ■&■;- ' .5 — 3
•6 +  3 •6 +  9 •6 ■ a 1 •6 ■ — *
7 +  i "1 +  s 7 '7 — 2
•8 •8 v •+ i* • -8- •- -8 - — 1
*9 ,ir3_ ? 9 +  1 ! 9“ K B — 3

4 'o — 2 7 p i ! .} + 1
4-0 — 2 — 5

.. 'l — I •I ■ u gBcire- '"Sfi--;.. — 3
'■2- ' 3 • •2 I •2 +  4 •2 — i

‘ "3: v — 3 •3 i i S H c .3 -
+ 5 •3

4 -• ‘4 ' ■ +  T+ ■4 + * '4 — 2
'S ■: ^ •5 • +  6 . ; 0 .5- — 4*-
•6 +  5 •6 • +  8 ■■■■ '6~ — 1 .6 - — H

1  *7. +  2 + 5 '7 7 S  3
*8 — I + 1 0 •8 ' ' — 2 '
? — 2 'I + « -  :i~

— I 8
■

5 .°- — 6 8t^y-;--. —: . 4* /

Argument, Reading of D.— Argument;, Mean of Readings.

I t  should be mentioned, with regard to the effects of wear on the progressive errors of the screws, that the 
same plan has been adopted as that which was employed originally at Greenwich and • subsequently at the Cape in 
the old non-reversible Transit Circles:— viz. to reverse the directions of the heads of opposite microscopes, so that 
the effects of wear on the screw produce opposite effects in the micrometer readings. Experience has shown ( Cape 
Catalogue fo r  1890, p. xiv) that this plan is very effectual, and, that whilst the wear of eyen the Best screws is very 
marked in the course of ten years, its effect is nearly eliminated by the plan in question in the mean of the readiugs 
o f  six microscopes.

INVESTIGATION OF THE ERRORS OF TH E PIVOTS.

The pivots of the instrument, as already mentioned, are of flint-hard steel and rest on cast-iron V  bearings.
The method employed for investigation of their errors is similar to that which, was introduced by Airy in his 

Transit Circle at Greenwich, viz. the temporary conversion of the horizontal axis into a horizontal collimator. The 
advantages of this method are very great, because one determines the combined effects of the errors of both pivots 
in a single .operation.

An object-glass, rigidly mounted in a slightly cone-shaped tube, fits into a corresponding slightly conical hole in 
one pivot; an apparatus carrying a fine mark, with means for its adjustment both for focus and centring, is screwed 
into a slightly cone-shaped mounting precisely similar to that in which the pivot-object-glass fits. Thus the object-
glass and mark can be interchanged in the pivots. The mark is first accurately focussed in the principal focus of 
the object-glass of the opposite pivot, when it can be viewed by means of another rigidly mounted telescope whose 
axis is parallel to, and nearly coincident with, that of the axis of the Transit Circle. By a series of preliminary
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trials the mark is approximately centred with the axis of rotation of the horizontal collimator, and then first- 
the horizontal and next the vertical co-ordinates of the mark are measured at each 5* of the Circle.

In Airy’s arrangement of the method, the mark consists of a minute hole illuminated from behind, its diameter 
being diminished by a positive lens within the focus of the pivot-objective. But the mark so formed, at least in 
the case of that supplied for our old non-reversible Transit Circle at the Cape, was not satisfactory; its image was 
neither sharp nor rouud, and its centre might therefore be differently estimated in different N.P.D.’s of the Transit 
Cirole. Recourse was therefore made to the “  mercury dot,” described in Monthly Notices, vol. lix. p. 125. It is 
prepared by boiling a littlo mercury in an iron spoon and passing a circular microscope-slide glass cover rapidly 
through the risiug vapour of mercury. This vapour condenses upon the glass in minute globules, of which all but 
two or three of the most suitable near the centre of the disc are removed (under .the microscope) with the aid of a. 
small camel-hair brush. Upon another similar glass disc a small quantity of Canada Balsam is melted, and then 
the latter disc is pressed upon the disc with the mercury globules. When the Balsam has “  set ” the combined disc 
is mounted upon the centring apparatus— shown at 1 in Plate X XIII., fig. 3. The “ mercury dot” is mounted in a 
cell which is screwed into the inner.end of the focussing tube 2'. A t the visible end of tube 2  is a frosted glass cover 
upon which the light of an electric lamp shines and thus gives a field of uniform illumination in the telescope. The 
plate shows at 6 the hollow, slightly coned adapter that is ground to fit the hollow pivot. The centring apparatus 
screws into this adapter. The handle 3 has a screw cut upon it at 7, similar to that cut upon the centring 
apparatus 1 , and is used to force the adapter firmly into the pivot, or to withdraw it, for the purpose of mounting 
the dot on the opposite pivot. The dot is centred with the aid of a key that fits the ends of the centring screws 
which are shown in the plate. The object-glass is shown at 4, fitted in its adapter, which, like the adapter of the 
dot-apparatus, is ground to fit the hollow at either pivot. The handle at 5 is shown, screwed into the object-glass 
adapter, ready for entering the latter into the pivot.

The viewing telescope of the pivot-tester is also shown in the p late; it  can be attached to the West Pier by 
screws passing through its flange and entering 10, Plate V III.

The object-glass of the telescope is of 2 inches aperture and about 2  feet focal length, but its equivalent 
focus is increased to about 8 feet by the introduction of a negative combination between the objective and the 
focal point.

The micrometer employed is not that originally constructed for the instrument, but one adapted from a 
measuring machine b y  Repsolds belonging to the Observatory. The screw of this micrometer is cut with a very 
fine thread, viz. 5 revolutions = 1 millimetre, and, from the form of the construction of the micrometer, resembling 
in principle that of the travelling wire micrometer (Plate XIX., fig. a), it  gives most delicate and consistent 
results.-

The pivot-error-telescope was firmly mounted on the pier of the Transit Circle, and the value of one revolution 
of the screw was determined on 1902 February 6, with very satisfactory accuracy, to be =  17'H  = 1*14 seconds o f 
tim e; or one division of the head =  0*‘0114.

In order to eliminate the possible effects of periodic error of the screw on the determination of pivot error, 
three precautions were taken, viz.

1. To employ in the micrometer two spider webs separated by l£  revolutions and to make all the pointings 
with both of these webs. In all good screws the periodic errors depending on sin 2u  and cos 2ti are insignificant, 
and, in the mean of two readings of the drum-head made at points 180° apart, all periodic terms depending on sine 
and cosine disappear.

2. To further increase the reliability of the result the excentricity of the dot was shifted after each set by 
turning the inner tube with respect to the outer one, or another dot was employed, so as to give not only a different 
amount but a different direction of excentricity. The excentricity was always kept small.

3. To avoid personality no less than twelve different observers took part in the work.

Two series of observations have been made— the first in 1902, the second in 1904.
The first series consisted of sixteen sets— viz.

Sets I. to IV. Clamp W.
„ V. to V III................................................... E.
|  ix. to x i i ..................................... I  i
I  XIII. to XVI...............................................w.

In Series I. a sub-set consisted of single pointings made with increasing readings of tho Circlo at each successive 
5 * of the complete revolution (seventy-two pointings), each made with tho approximate micromotor reading R, and
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then, immediately afterwards by another observer, a similar series at successively diminishing readings with the! 
approximate reading R + 1**8.

All thoso observations wore mado with the micrometer screw horizontal and its head to the right— i.e. to the
south. Then tho micromotor was rotated 90* (micrometer head above), and a similar sub-set of observations by two
observers was made. This completed tho first sub-set of Sot I.

Tho next four sub-sets were prooisoly similar. Five sub-sets completed the full Sot I. After each full set the
cube carrying the dot was rotated, or another dot was observed, so as to give another excentricity.

At tho end of four full sets tho Transit Circle was reversed, the pivot object-glass and “ dot1* being exchanged 
in tho pivots, so that all the observations might be made from the West Pier, to which alone the pivot-testing 
telescope is attachable. Each set was separately reduced.

In tho second series, which was made in 1904, a sot consisting of six sub-sets, each of which was similar .to one 
sub-sot of Series I., was made. Six different observers in all were employed, each one making a half sub-set of 
observations, as in Series I., one assistant setting the circle and recording whilst the other observed.

The complete Series II. consisted of four sets, containing in all twenty-four sub-sets, viz. jrt-i?..*,-

Set I. Clamp E.
„  if.. „ w .

„  in . W  w .

„  IV. ■  1 1  ‘

The tube containing the dot was rotated 90° between each set. Let us take, for example, Set I. of Series II. 
■(Table L, p. 69).

The sub-sets are numbered 1 , 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 ; the results given in Table I. are each the excess of the observed 
over the mean reading.

I f  the pivots are true cylinders and the observations free from error, the quantities in Table I. would be all 
represented by equations of the form :—

Micrometer head right a  sin N.P.D. + 6 cos N.P.D. = n
„ „  above a  cos N.P.D. — 6 sin N.P.D. = v!

Forming equations of this type and solving them by . least squares we g e t:—

From head right o  = - 0  0648 weight 36; b = -0 10 4 9  weight 36, 
above o =  -̂  *6689 „  36; b '= -  *1043 „  36.

. Adopting the mean values a = — *0668 and b = — '1046 and substituting, we get the residuals which are 
■given in column 1  of Table II. (p. 70), and which represent the combined effects of pivot error and error of 
•observation.

In column 4 of the same table are given residuals similarly obtained from Set IV., which was made in the 
same position of the instrument. The values of a  and b were:—

Micrometer head right a  +0*0874, b —0*0460,
,v • ||§ above a  +  *0843, b — *0518. •

The mean values a  = +0*0859, and b 0*0489 were adopted.
In Table III. (p. 71) the corresponding results are given for Sets II. and III. of Series II., when the observations

•were made in Position I., Clamp West. The adopted values of a  and 6 for these sets are subsequently tabulated.



69.

T A B L E  I.— O bservations

H.P.D. X 1 3

r r r
0 — *11S9 -•>>33 — M120
5 — 1254 - * > 3°3 - > 2 3 0

10 “ >394 — 136S -• * * 9°
15 .-•>374 -•1363 -•>*55
to — 1509 —•1373 1-•>*75
*5 -*> 539 -•>463 -•>370
30 -•>529 -•>553 -*>495
35 - ‘ >4+4 -•>538 — •1500
40 — •1464 —•1508 —*>5>5
45 -*>459 -> 3 9 3 —•1410
5° -*> 344 -* > 4*3 -•>405
55 -•1489 —•1308 - > 3 5 0
60 —*1384 -•>398 —-1410
65 — •1189 —  1183 —•1230
70 -•1054 — *1068 — *1150
75 -•0999 -•>053 — "0990
80 -•0894 — •0838 — •0830
85 — •0624 -•0653 —•0665

9° —•0634 — •0468 — 0540
95 -•0394 -•0383 -•0385

100 — •0234 — •0203 — 0245
105 -•0234 —•0223 — •0150
110 — *0009 +•0032 +•0060
115 +  0171 4.-0107 4-0160
120 4-*0286 4--0222 +•0215
125 +-0416 +  •0347 4--0410
130 4 - *0506 4- -0482 4--0460

135 +  •05** +  0557 +•0475
140 4- *0626 4—0612 4--0560
145 4 . *0706 +  •0787 +•0655
150 +•0891 +  •0907 +•0790
155 +•0726 +•0842 +•0790
160 4 —0866 4-*0882 4_ -0900
165 +  ‘0891 +•0857 +  •0905
170 4—0806 +•0852 +•0930
*75 4-0906 +•0907 +  095°

Observer A . P. M. P.

0 —•0792 —•0718 - 0 9 3 0
5 — •0602- -•0583 — •0650

10 —•0447 -•0348 -•0435

W s -•037* — *0288 -•0350
20 — '021 2 —•0303 — •0200
25 -•0097 -•0073 —•0085

3° +  •0033 4- ’0007 — *0010
35 4--0128 4--0017 — •0010

4° 4-*0208 +•0177 + ‘°>45
45 +  •0398 +•033* +•0130

5° +•05 >3 +  •0387 4. *0270
55 4-0608 +-OS97 +  •0445
60 4—0688 4—0662 +•0575
65 +•0853 +•0757 4-0680

7° +•0753 +•07 67 +  ‘OS9°
75 4--0828 4—0802 +•0695
80 4- *087 8 +•0852 +•0740
85 +•0973 + '0 927 4-*0850

9° +•>013 +  •0957 4-*0840

95 +  •11*3 +•>052 +•1005
100 4-1208 +•1017 +•1140
105 +•>283 +  •1082 4—1060
110 +•1163 +•>>*7 4-1120
115 + - ,*78 4-1167 +•>>5°
120 +  >343 4-1267 +•1*65

I2 5 +•1383 +  •**57 +•*150
130 +  •1403 +•**97 +  •>>40
135 +•1303 +•**92 +•***5
140 4-M263 +•*19* +•1185

>45 +  •* 33® 4 - io6s +•>405
150 +  ‘ 1168 +•>087 +  •1130
*55 4-1118 +  ’ i ° 9* +  •1165
160 +  •1048 +  •1007 +  •0985
165 +  •1038 4-*0827 4--0940
170 4--085 8 4--0827 4-*0980

4-0748 +  •0687 +  •0870

f o r  P i v o t - E r r o r .  S e t  I. S e r i e s  II. ( 1 9 0 4 ). 
Micrometer Might (Excess over Mean)- •

THK REVERSIBLE TRANSIT CIRCLE.

P os ition I,# Clamp East.

4 5
r I

— •I 129 — •1078
— •1209 - 1 * * 3
—  >*34 — •1328
— 1319 — •1388
- ’ >379 - > 4*3
-•>479 -> 4 5 3
— ■1609 —  >553
-> 4 7 9 -•>458
-*>374 -•>478
- > 3 5 9 -> 4 3 3
- > 33 4 . — •1263
— •1269 -> 3 5 3
— •>364 - ‘>35?
— *1219 — >>53
-•1214 — -io i3
—•*034 — •0863
-•0874 —•0883
-•0749 -•0688

— '0619 -•05 >3
-  0399 — 0473
— *0264 —•0258
-•0144 —•0198
4—0006 — •0008
4—0061 4--0232
4**0246 4—0272
4--0301 4-0282
+  043* +•039*
4--0526 +•043*
+  •0596 +  0562
4-*0686 +  07**
4-0911 +  •0817
+•0776 4-*0822
4-0811 4-0887
4--0781 +•0797
4- -0821 +  •0857
4-0786 +  0952

6 Moan. N .l’ .D.

T

-•0954
r

— •fl 100 180
-> > 5 9 —•1230 185
-•>*54 -•1311 190
-•>374 — *>3+5* >95
- 1 3 6 9 — *1388 200
-■1409 -• > 45* 205
- ‘>579 -*>553 210
-•>444 -•>477 215
—  >544 —•1480' 220
-•1409 — - I 4 IO* 2*5
— >379 -1 3 5 8 230
- > 3 3 9 - 1 3 5 1 *35
—•1284 —•1306 240
— •1064 - ‘ >>73 *45
—  1099 — •i 100 *50
— *0969 -•0985 *55
- 0 8 3 9 — 0860 260
—‘0819 — •0700 265

-•0564 — •0556 270'
-•04*4 — -04.08 *75
-•0239 — •0240' 280
—•0024 —•0162 285
+•0051 +  •0022 290'
4—0106 4-0139- *95
+•03* > 4-'0260 300
4-0311 +  •0344' 305
+•05 *> +  0464 3 >o
4- *0486 +  •0498 3 > 5
4-0641 + " ° 599" 3*o
+  0736 +•07 >5 3*5
+  •085 > 4-*0861 t 330
+  •0816 +•0795 : 335
4-0846 +  •0865 340
+  •0721 +  •08*5 345
4- *0866 +  •0855 350
+•085* 4-*0892 355

+•0896 
+•0996 
+•1051 
4— 0980 
+•1006 
+•1066 
+•1086 
+  •1096 
+•1081
+  09+1 
4--09*6 
4 — > 0 11
+•0961 
+•0976 
+  0911 
+•0856 
+•0936 
+ ‘0821
+•0791 
+  0671
+  '°S 9I 
+•0536 
+  •0416 
4-0356 
4-0181 
-{-•0056 
+•0106
—  "0084.
—  ■0204.

- 0 3 5 9
-•0484
-•0599
-•0599
-•0729
— -0884 
— >°59

R. C. W. W . Observer A . P.

Micrometer Above (Excess over Mean).
-•0773
—  •0608

— •0288
— '0203 
- 0 1 4 3  
-•0053 
+  •0072 
4.-0207 
+•0502
+•0337
+ '0 4 9 7
4-*0607
+•0727
4--070* 
4-0677 
4.-0917 
4--0857

4- '0907 
+•105* 
4- "i 197 
4- 1*12 
4- - I 3°2 
4-M302
+•>337
4 --I2 4 2
+•130*
+•>*57
+•1237
+*« *4* 
+ • 1 2 1 7
4-*I202
+  •1147 
4--0922 
4--0842 
4 - ‘0802

—  0698 
-•0583 
-•0463'
-•©393
— *0263
— •0088 
4- *0007 
+•0132 
+•0157 
+•0322 
+  •0442 
4-0522 
+•0617 
+•0677 
4--0702 
4 -‘0682 
4--0762 
4-0892
+•0897 
+•1017 
+•1067 
+  •1117 
4 -'!2 2 2  
+  •1252 
+  •1297 
+•1257 
4-1282 
4 - M I 67 
+  MI52 
+  M2 I7
+  M I47 
+  ‘ 1082 
4 -M 0 I7  
+  • 0 8 7 7  
+  •0732 
4**0642

—  -0676
— -0611 
- O 49I 
-•0336
— •OI7 I
—  •OO4I
—  •OOOI 
+  O I I 4 
4-0264 
+•0389 
+  • 0 4 4 9  
+  •0564 
+  0659 
+  •0709 
+  •0719 
+  •0729 
4-  ‘0809 
+  O949
+  •0969 
4--1069 
4-'1089 
+  1129 
+■1209
+•1229
+  •1249 
+  • 1 * 9 9
+  1229
+  •1219 
4-1169 
4-1099 
+  0989 
+  •1049 
+.0949 
4-*0919 
4.-0769 
+•0779

-•0765 -180 + " ° 7>3
—•0606 185 +•0553
-•0433 190 +•0458
-•0338 >95 +•04*3
— •0225 200 +•0*93
— •0088 205 4--0*03
— '0003 210 +  0163
4-‘0076 *>5 —•0007
+  0193 220 —•0117
+  -0346 **5 — •0242
4--0400 230 -•04*7
+  •0539 *35 -•053*
+  •0635 *40 -•0657
+  •0734 *45 — ’0762
4-0706 250 -•0767
+  •0736 *55 — ‘0822
4--0826 260 -•0947
4- -0908 265 — •1087

+  093 > 270 — •1172
+•1053 *75 — •1207
4—11*0 280 —*1262
+•>>47 *85 -•**47
+  •1189 290 — •1302
+  1230 *95 — •1362
+  •>*93 300 — •>367
+•1265 305 -•>347
+•>*59 3>° -•1387
4-M226 3>5 -•1252
+•1200 3*0 —*130:2
4- *12 11 3*5 -* > 3*7
+  1123 330 — •1*07
4 - ‘ i 118 335 -•11*7
4-1016 34° -•113*
+  09*1 345 - —1001
+•0835 35° -*0977
+  •0755 355 — '009*

+  0957 
+  •0927
4-0922 
+•0927 
+  •0917 
+•0937 
+  •1067 
+•1032
4-1002
+•0977
+•1007 
+  •0972 
+  •0947 
4-*0862 
4--0887 
4- -0912 
4--0912 
+  •0892

+•0767 
4-*0687 
+•0657
+  •0582 
+•0532 
+•0477 
4-0292
+  0 1 4 7
+■0072
—•0138
-•0173
-0 3 9 8
-•0548
— ‘0008 
-•0668
— ■0813
— •1063 
-•1043

+•0940
4- -0980 
+•0965 
+  •0920 
4--0960 
4-1030 
+•0975 
+  •0940 
4-0980 
+•0940
+  ■0915
4.-0920 
4-0880
+  •0875 
+•0945
4--0840 
+•0755 
+•0745

+•0715
+•0655 
+  •0550 
4--0560 
4--0510 
+•0375 
4-*0290
+  •0130
4- '0060
— •0040 
—•0215 
—•0270 
-•0440 
-• 0 5 3 5  
-•0645 
—•0710
—  0920 
- 0 9 9 5

+ • 0 8 5 1 
+  •0956 

+•094*
4 - 1 0 2 6
4-1061
+•1036
+ • 1 0 3 1
4—1026
+ '°971 
4- -0961
+  •1026
4-1016
+•0921
4 -0 9 1 6
4 -0 8 8 1
4-0906
4—0826
+•0731
4- '0681 
4-0601 
4- -0566 
4--0526
+'°491 
+•033> 
4-0291 
+•0151 
4- -0096
—•0099
— 015 9
-r-0299
-•O374
-•0534
— '0609
-•0594
— •0834 
- 0 9 9 4

. 4. *0962 
4-0962
+  ‘° 9 11 
+  0 9 4 *
+•0922
+  093*
+  •0912 

[ 4- -0867 
■ 4.-0862

+  •0927 
+  •095* 
+  •0942 
4.-0912 
+  0942 
+  °947 
4- -0862 
+  ■0792
+  •0 7 3 *
4.-0782 
+  0637 
+  •0597 
+  •0547 
+•0482 
4-0382 
+  •0 3 7 *  
4-"0212 
+  •0137
-• 0 0 3 3  
— •0123
— •O283 
-•O4I3 
-•0563 
- •0 5 9 3
—  •0708 
-•0888 
- • 0 9 8 3

M. P. r . c .  c .

+  •0657 +  "07 5 +•0707
+•05*7 +  •0665 +  •0582
+•0437 +  •0475 +  •0467
+ '0*57 +•04 >5 +•0407
+•0297 4--03*0 4-*0282
4--0272 +  "0 3 > 5 +•0147
4-0112 +  •0*15 4-*0102
4-0042 +*014° — •0018
-•0043 — *0080 — *021 3
-•0253 —•0040 — -0308
-0 4 1 3 - 0 * 9 5 — 0423
— *0588 -•0370 — 0453
—*0608 -*0535 —•0638
-•0563 — •0610 — '0663
— •0698 -•0770 -•0738
— •0768 — •09*0 —*0848
— •0863 -•0950 -•0973
— 09*3 — •10*5 -•0983

-•*033 — •i 100 -•>043
— 0993 —*1080 - 1 1 1 3
— •1018 -•>035 -1 2 2 3
-•*053 — 1060 —•1218
-**>43 — 098s —•I 148
—•1208 — *i 100 - 1 * * 3
— •1158 — •1150 — •1198
— ">*$3 — •1*00 —•1283
— ‘ 1*48 — *l*A0 — •1*18
-•1188 —•1*60 -•1*58
— ■1*83 -•1055 — *i *38
-•1188 — *1190 -•1153
— •1158 —*1105 - 1 1 5 8
— •1048 — *io*5 —•1138
— •1083 — *> *45 -•1138
-•0963 — *1180 — *io8j
- 0 9 3 3 — 0950 — 0978
— •0908 -.0 9 9 5 -•0903

+•0572 
+•053* 
+  •0397
+•039*
+•0247 
4-*0172 
4--0027 
—•0088 
—'0223
-0 3 0 3
-• 03 5 3
-•0423
-•©543
-•0538
-•0723
-•0743
— •0788
-  -0923

—*1008 
—•1018 
— *i 128
— •1158
— •««03 
—*l«j8
— *»*o8
— ■1258
p H
—  M I O J

— •II78 
— m o 6 j  
— •1018 
— oo$8
— *0898 
-•0798

4- -0816 
41 '0906 
+•0956 
4 * *1021 
+  •0916 
+  •0996 
+•099*
4—1006 
+  •0976 
4--0901 
+  •0921 
+•0996 
4-0886
+•0931 
+•0851 
+  0851 
+  0846 
4--0836
+•0776 
4--0671 
4-0566 
+■0476 
+•0536
+  0 3 4 1
4-*0226 
+•0226 
+•0031 
-•0074 
-•0234 
-•0374 
-•0514 
— 0659 
— •0594 
-•0704 
-•0859 
—•1019

W. W.

4.-0639 
4--0589
+  0549
+  •0419 
+•0299 
+•0179 
4-0089
— ■0041
— •0161 
—•0311
- * 044*
—*0511
— *0651 
—•0691
— •0831 
—•0831 
—*0841 
—•0911
— *1031 
—*1021 
—•1051 
—*1081 
- • I I I *
— ’ 1 186 
— *1121 
— •||8l
—  *1 J l 6
— '1 101 
— *i *66

—•1176 
—•I 106
— •1161 
—*1101 
-*0941
— •0751

Obiorvor R. 0. A . P . W . W. 0. M. P . Obsorvor R. C . A . P . W . W . 0. M. P .
A . r .  »»• —
-  «  m u .  t  aiimiflnn that tho objeot-alass is attdoUod to that end of Hip tub* which ia n u t  to 0 on tho ftxod Circle. 

Poaition II. when the objoot-gltia* ia attachod to the end of tlio tuba adjacent to 180 on the Axed CirtW.



TABLE ll.— R k s u l t s  o f  O b s e r v a t i o n s  f o r  P i v o t - E r r o r .  S e r i e s  II. (1904). Position I. Clamp East.

Caloulated minus Observed (Unity ™ 0r*000l).

Micrometer Head Right (Horizontal Co-ordinates). Micrometer Head Above ( Vertical Co-ordinates).
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N.P.D. Sot 1. Set IV. N.P.D. Set I. Sot IV. N.P.D. Sot L Set IV. N.P.D. Set I. Set IV.

0 + 55 0 180 + *4* + 129 1  0 + 97 + 74 180 + 1 + 40

S + 150 + 5* *85 + *45 + * 76 5 + 3* — *9 ‘ 85 / / - D + ‘ 36

IO + , 6 s + 93 190 + 188 221 10 43 + 4* 190 + 12 + 39

*5 + 162 + 93 *95 + * *4 + 198 *5 - 36 — 43 *95 - 10 6

ao + *77 + *54 200 + *47 I B *35 20 — 45 — 68 200 20 - -  + 30

*5 + 222 + 221 205 + 230 + 2 7* *5 - 75 — 48 *05 - 5* t * + ' 6

30 + 3 *4 + 238 210 + 229 + 280 3 ° — 5* B 48 210 - 63 - 21

3S + *38 + 204 * *5 + *44 + *38 35 22 38 **5 ' — 59 ~  + 5*

♦«> + *50 + 228 220 + 25* + 262 40 - 3* B ♦* 220
S P

21 + *9

45 + *99 + 182 225 + * 7 * 262 45 B 7 8 5* * *5 p S *5 + *3

So + *73 + 176 23O + **7 • - + * °5 5 ° *9 — 33t-’„ *3 0 B *9 - 8

55 + 203 m 209 *35 + 170 + *73 55 - 66 — 85 *35 B |&7** B 8

6o + 265 ■ + 261 240 + *83 + 202 60 [ VT* 64 — 74 240 + 34 5

6 S + 126 + 169 *45 + 130 *75 6 5  ̂ — 70 B 62 *45 26 68

70 **4 *32 *50 + 82 + 99 70 + 49 + 7- . 250 •; *oj5J - 5

75 . + 69 IOO *55 + 45 f l 30. 75 + 102 + 50 ' *55 B 16 - 12

8o + 20 - 44 260 - - ;: '5 tv .+ *7- 80 + 88 + 69 260 20 B *5

8 5 56 — >6 , *65 — 1  3^ J : — 3 . 85 + 76 + 36 265 - - r 9 - *3

90 112 86 * 7 ° 84 61 90 + **5 30 270 B *5 + - 2-- ,

95 - 166 - - 146 *75 80 - • 9 0 95^1 47 + 4 A 275 B g j 30. — 4
IOO - *35 B 212 280 - 112 m n o "  ” ' _ IOO + 26 *+ 280 B 45 +
i o 5 — 212 - 209 *85 - 164 - *3 * *05 + B 12 r:; *85 £ 3 53
n o — 292 ■ 286 290

E **5 - 148 ■ 'm o 22 i P g 40 290 • — 66 — 7  -

**5 — 303 — 285 *95 * 14 188 * * 5 . 00 48 > 9 5 - *3 •ZL+- 47
120 - 3*5 - 332 300 B 220. , — *55 120 — 54 9 4 300 B 34 68

I 2 5 291 I B *79 305 , B *98  > I S *39 I 2 5 B .26 — 53- V ■JOS . + ; 6 ; 1 7  7

* 3 ° - 303 ■ *54 3 *o S g i * 4 5 . *5 4 *30 - 28 — 55 3x0 ? + 3* : . . + c *3

*35 - 230. - 225 ;-,: : 3 i5  : p g jg 190 — 20,7 ,,35S - *4 4* 3*5 %0  . ■ + 38
140 - 229 ■ - 196 3 * ° 186 - 184 140 B •;*;5" ■ ■ •— 9° ; 3*0 + 33 + 54
145 242 ■ 163 3*5 ' *4* p i 188 *45 B 63 - h i 3*5 + 68 98

>50 " - 290 - 2TI-:;’ S' 330 - 109 *671 *50 - B 22 109 330 'y'-+ 63 + 73

*55 - *31 *4* 335 - 81 — 13* ' •*55^ B ; B 50 335 B * 8 79
160 - 1 i o m 44 340 *37 - *5* 160 B 40 • + 16 . 3 4 ° B 1*7 + 118

165 -fc *3 +r: 36 345 - 128 - 140 B 5 + 44 345 + *3* B 120

• 170  ■ + 59 : + 53 350 - 6 — *33 170 18 350 1. 4 ' 106 1 + 109

*75  ‘ + 9* E n o 1 355 + 32 5;1 • 'i  7 5 ■ + ' .1 36 355- + 119 + 82

By exactly similar processes we obtain the following results for the Series II. and III,, Clamp West. The 
constants for the excentricity of the dot in each series are tabulated later.



TABLE I I I ,— R e s u lts  o p  O b s e r v a t io n s  f o r  P iv o t -E r r o r . S e r ie s  I I .  (1904). Position I . Clamp West.

T H E  R E V E R S IB L E  T R A N 8 I T  C IR C L E . 7 1

Calculated minus Observed (Unity = 0r,0001).

Micrometer Head Bight (Horizontal Co-ordinates). Micrometer Head Above (Vertical Co-ordinates).
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table IV.*
Ub s o l i 's

,  V U B  OA1M5 0 D 8 B U V A T 0 U Y .r - l * A U T  H I-
p e s c b u t io n  o r  t u b  o<u

p rvo x-E n n o n . g B  I.
0,  0B3EKV»T.0J.a I  _  0I.'0,0| |

C n lo iJ f t t o d  C o-oriim tu ).

P osition
Clump West.

.r.iv

0* 4-'7
5 +  >5

10 +  *>
>5 4-s*
30 4**3
2C +  26

n

4-26 
+  «•

40 4-25
45 4-27
>0 +  *6

55 4-2*
60 4- 1I
65 4- >7

+  18

75 +  **
8 0 4- 6
85 0

90 - 1 6

95 - 2 3
t o o - 2 +
>°5 - 2 5
n o — 21

>>5 - 2 3
120 - 2 4

>25 - 2 3
130 — 2 6

>35 - 2 4
140 — 21
>45 — 20
150 — 16

>55 —  11
160 _  8
165 -  7
170 4 -  >
>75 +  10

IO
*5
20

*5
3®
35
4°
45
5°
55
6o
65
70
75
8o
85

9°
95

ioo
105
n o
” 5
120
>*5
130
*35
140
*45
ifro
>55
160
165
>70
>75

+  >5 
+  >S 
4 .1 9
+  24

[4-  >7 
4-  '9  
4 - *5 
4 -  *9

4 -2 2 4 - S3
4 -2 6 4-  35
4-*3 4-  39
+  28 4 -  39
+ 2 6  |

t  84 - 2 6  i 4-  36 .
4 -2 6  ! 4-  J?
4-*3 4-  *9
4->7 4-  3*
4 - 2 > 4- * 9,
4-> S 4-  * 3,

‘ 4-  > > 4-  >7.
4-  6 4 - >5.

! +  1

— 12 -  >9
— 2 0 -  * 3.
- 2 3  
—  2 0

-  3*.
— 28

—  21 -  *9
- l 8 -  3 >,
- 2 3  
— 22

-  3*
-  36.

—  *4 1  38.
- 2 3 -  4*.
— 21 -  3*
- l 8 -  3>,
— 17 !”  3 4
-  8 — 27
— 2 — >7
4 - 2  j -  11

4-  5 —  5.
4 -> * 4- 4

+  >3 
+  >5 
+  >8 
+  >4 
+  18 
+  * 4  
+  *4  
+ **  
+  *3 
+  *8 
+  *8

+  16
+  17 
+  >4 
+  7 
1+  3 
I -  5
— 16
— *3
— 26
— 22
—  * 4
— *5
— 2 6
— 18 
- 1 9  
I—*5
I—  * 6  
i— *>
— 20 
I— >3
— 5
— 2 
+  * 
i  8

14- * — 3 4- >7.
1 1U. 1 -  6 4- >8.

N -  8 I +  >6,J
— % _  6 4- >5.
— 2 — 1 ’ 4- >6.
+  I 0 4- >3.
— I _  6 4- 9.
— 4. — 2 4- 5.
— 7 -  4 ’+  *.
— 1 — 1 '+  3.

0 4- > -j- 4.
0 4- 1 0

— 2 +  7 —  6
0 4- 5 — 7,

4- 4 4- 5 '— ,0

4- 2 4- 8 >4
— 1 4- 3 1— 12

4- 2 4- 9 '— 8'

4- 5 +  9 '— 2

4- 9 4->2 2'
4- 9 4- 8 _  4
4 - 1 4- 6 -  3
4- 4 4- 5 — 6
4- 2 +  4 — 11-;

0 4- 6 -  i
4- 2 4- 6 6
— 1 +  3 3]
+  1 0 -  3.
-  5 — 2 4.
— 1 4- 4 0
4- 5 4- 5 4- 7 '
4- 3 4- 4 .4- 5.
— 3 4- 1 .4 - 9.
-  3 -  4 4 - 12
-  5 -  6 +  9
4 - 4 +  3 4-  9

+  >
-  2 
+  >
-  3
-  5
-  S

+ * 1 
+  *5 
+  *4 
+  *6
i+ * 5  
+ * 7  
+  *7 
+  ** 
+  >7 
+  >8 
+  «5 
+  >0
+  5
—  2

—  > 5  

— 22
|-*4
—  22 

— 22

+  * 
+  3 
+  5 
+  8 
+  5 
+  7 
! +  5 
+  1 

o 
—  2

— I

r  Bwtoi
— 3

o
| +  1
— 2
I— z
— 5
— 2 
I— 2

+  « 
o 
4

~ ' .3  
— ;i
— 1 
1  4
-  4
-  4
— 1

9
+  3 
+  * 
+  I  
+  3 
+  4 
+  * 
i  5

S«C
xm .

Sot 1 
XIV .

Sul
X V .

+ « * 4-14 4-16

4- > 1 +  '5 4- >7
4 .19
4-21

t “  +  22
4- > 5 
4-2.1

4- >8 + 2 3 4-*4
+  23 +  28 4-29

4-*4 4- *4 +  33
+  20 4-*> +  *7
4-22 4-12 +  *5
4-24 4-26 +*5
+ *4 4-21 +  30

+  >9 4- * 5 +  >8

4->5 
+  12

4->4 
4- 9

+  *> 
+  »6

+  8 4-M +  >7
4-1* 4- 7 +  10

+  4 -  3 +  >
-  4 -  9 — 5

— 16 - 2 5 — >7
— * 4 — 22 — 26

— *9 ” 3> — 3*
- 2 8 — 26 - 3*
— 20 - 2 8 — 22

— 27 - 2 7 — 28

— 25 — 2 6 — 28
- 2 8 - 3 0 — 28
— 26 — 31 —*4
— 26 - 3 2 — 20

— 21 — *4 ‘ — >7
- 1 8 — 21 — 18
— 16 - 1 9 — >4
— 12 — > 3 -  9
1  3 -  9 -  7
4- > —  1 +  3
4-  7 —  1 +  3
4->2 4 -  8 4-  6

Set

+  *> 
+  ** 
+  >7 
+  *> 
+ * 4  
+  >9 
+  *> 
+  >7 
+  >3 
+  7" 

o

— > 5
— 20 
- 2 8
— * 5‘
— 21

Mean. I S .i ’ .D .
Sat-
I.

+  >4 180 +  >7
+  >4* >85 + 2 0

+  18- 190 +*5
+  20 >95 +  *>
+  21 200 +  >7
+  25 *05 +  16

+  26 2 1 0 . +  19

+  *> *>5 + 2 2

+  22" 220 + 2 1

+*5 **S +  >9
+  *3' 230 +  >5
+  .8 *35 +  13
+  >7 *40 +  >0

+  >*• *45 +  5
+  >> 250 1  3
+  7 255 -  4
+  0 260 -  5
-  6 *65 -  8

- 1 8 270 — >5
— *3 *75 - 1 8
- 3 0 280 — >9
- 2 8 285 — 18

— *3 290 — 21
- 26- *95 - 2 4
— 26 300 — 22

— *9 3°5 — 22
- 2 6 3>° — 22

— *5’ 3*5 - 2 5
— 21 320 — 22
— 20 3*5 — >7
— >7 330 — 11

— >4 335 — 10
-  6 340 -
+  > 345 — 1

+  4 35° +  3
+  9 355 +  7

7 
98
7 
3 
2
1
2 
o 
o

-  3
+  1 
+  4 
+  2
-  1
-  4 
~  4 . 
+  2

— 1
+  4 

o-
— 1 
+  3' 
+  *
— 2
— 1 
+  3
+  9
+  5
+  2
+  4 

o 
o. 

+  6 
I  |
I  7 
+  >0
I  8-
+  7 
+  4 
+  2 
+  i- 
+  5
— 1 
i  2-

g +  o + 1 1  -r 9 ■ ‘  1 J L_
Micrometer Above ( Vertical Co-ordinates). 
rr~ . n j .  !• 180 4- ? 4- 1 4

S a t I S a t Sot M#*n.
II. III .* IV. , |—

+  10 + >3! +  >7 +  >5
+  >2 + 18 +  >9 +  >7
+  12 + *5. + 2 1 +  '9
+  l6 + * 7. + 2 4 +  20 

+  10 
6+  IO ' + * 4 + 2 0

+  I> + 30. + 2 0

+  7 ' + 27 + 2 0 +  >5

+  >5 
+  >5
+  10

’ +  
+  
+

3 *.
*9.
3°,

+ 2 2  
+ 2 1  
+  >9

+ 2 0  
+  19
+  16

+  >* + 28 +  >5 +  '4

+  8 + *8 +  >5 +  12

+  7 + * 3] +  >> +  9

+  3 ' + 16 +  5 +  4
+  * + 10' -  3
-  I ' + 3. — 2 -  3

-  4 1 — 2 — 4a
-  5 — 5. — 11 — 0

— 21 * 7 . — 11 — 16  
— 16— 16 *3 — >3

— 12 *9 - 1 5 — >5
— 12 
— >4 .

2 7 .
*3

— 16
— >3

— >5 
— 16

— 20 *9. — 20 — 21

— >7 28 — 21 — 20
- 1 8 *7 - l 8 — >9
— 19 28' - | 8 — 20

— 17 *s; — 21 — 21

— >3 3° ' - l 8 — 18

— >7 [ — 30 — l 6 — >7
— 11 * 4 — 1 I — 11

- 9 18 —  9 -  9
— io w . - 4 -  7
— 7 8 +  2 —' 2

+  3 + I +  3 +  3
+  5 + 7 ' +  4 +  5

Sot
x i v .

Sot
X V .

Sot
X V I.

+  16 +  >7
+  18 +  18 +  16

+  '4 + 2 2 +  22

+ 2 1 +  23 +  28

+  >7 +  *9 ! + 2 0

+  23 +  20 +  23

+  22 +  24 +  *>
+  2 6 +  26 +  *7
+  22 +  22 +  *>
+  18 +  *> +  18

+  2 0 +  >4 +  16

+  l 6 +41 +  >3
+  l6 +  6 +  9
+  >4 ‘- +  3’ +  9
+  8 +  3 +  4
+  1 -  5 +  >
+  > I  9 -  5
— 2 — 10 -  4

-  r - 1 7 — 10
— 1 2 ' — >7 — 8
— 12’ - 1 9 — 12
— l 6 — 21 - 1 7
— >4 — 21 — >9
—  >4 ' - 2 7 —  >5
- 1 9 — 22 - 2 3
- 1 9 — 22 — 21
- 1 9 — 22 - 1 9
- 2 4 - 1 8 -  >7
— 19 - 1 8 — >7
— >5 - > 3 - 1 4
-  8 — 12 -  5
-  6 , — >3 -  7
-  3' -  4 -  5
+ —  1 —  1
+  10 +  2 +  4
+  6- +  «> +  4

+  17 
+  >7 
+  >9’ 
+  23
+  >7* + 20 
+  2 0 - 
+  *4 
+  21 
+  18 
+  >5* 
+  >3 
+  >* 
+  10
+  5 
+  [ 
1  3’ 
-  6
—  IO ‘
— 12 '
— >4
- > 7
- >  7
- 1 8
— >9 
— 2 0
— 2 0
- > 9 ‘
- 1 8 -
— >4

-  3‘
—  2
+  4 
+  7

— 10
-  7
-  5
-  3
-  8
-  9 
1  7

-4 -1 2 4 + 7 + 3 ’ 18 0 + . 5

+ 5
0

— 3 + 3 + 2 > 85 + 9

+ 4 0 + 1 190 + 5

4 + 2 + 3 0 >95 + 2

+ O ' + 2 “ + 3 + 2* 200 + 1

+ 2 + 3 — 2 + 1 20 5 + 3

1 + 1 + I O 2 1 0 0

+ 2 * o r + 2 + I 2 1 5 + 6

O ' _ 2 O O 220 + 4

+  7 0 O + 2 22 5 9 1

O + 4 — 3 ‘ + 1 * 2 3 0 — 3

+ 3 0 — 2 + ji * 3 5 + 5

+ 3 — 3 — 1 + 1 2 4 0 + 6

+ 3 0 0 + 1 * 4 5 + 2

+ 2 — 3 9 2 — 1 * 5 0 — 5
+ 5

6

0 — 2 + 2 * 5 5 — 1

+ + 1 + 2 ‘ + 4 2 6 0 + 1

+ 9 + 2 + 4 + 5 ‘ 2 65 — 3

+  12 + 3 + 6 + 8 2 70 — 5
+ 9 + 3 + 5 + 6 ’ * 7 5 — 8

+ 6 + 3 + 7 + 6 28 0 — 5
+ 5 + 2 + 9 + 5 * 8 5 — 10

0 + 3 + 2 + 2 290 r r ' 4
0 — 1 — 1 0 * 9 5 — 1

_ 2 ’ + 2 0 + 1 300 — 1

+ I + 5 + 2 + 2 305 — 6
— + 9 + 6 + 3- 3 1 0 — P

0 + 4 + 5 + 2 3 1 5 — 5
— 7 ? + 2 — 6 * — 5 320 — 3
— 3 + 4 0 — 2 3 2 5 — 3
— 1 + 3 + 3 — O' 3 3 ° — 1
— 5 + 5 — 2 — 2 3 3 5 — 2
— 1 1  ■ — 1 — 9 — 6 3 4 ° + 1
— 6 — 6 — 1 — 8 3 4 5 — 4
— 8 - r-?: 9 — 1 ■ — 9' 35® — 4
— r + 2 — 7 — 3 ' 3 5 5 0

+  >
— 1 
+  2
—  2
— x
1  1
— 5 . 
4 - 3 
4 - 4 
+  2
4 - 3 
4 -  3. 
4-  > 
4-  1 
4- > 
- A
— 1
4- i

— 2 
-  6

I 9
-  4
4-  1
-  4

4 - 23
i  * 5. 
4-  22 
4-  18 
4 - 17; 
4 - 1.0 
4 -  >2 
4 -  9'

+  5; 
4-  >2
+  9, 
4 -  16 
4 -  16

4 + 3 + 1 + i- + 7 . — 2 + 2
T

Wr, + s + ><" + l5: + 7* + 3 + 3 ‘
I
7 + 5 + 2 O + 5 + 3 + i"

2 + 1 + 4 + I + 4 — 3 + V

3 + 1 — 2 + 2 + i* — i 0

1 + 1 + 2. — 3 + 1 — 1 0
2 2 + 5 — 5 — 3 — 5 “““ 2

1 + 3 + 5 — 7 — 2 — 4 ‘ 2

2 + 3 + 4 — 5' — 5 — 6 3
1 + 1 — 4 — 10 — 1 — 5 SS S
3 _ 1 0 — 12 — 2 — 7 5
1 + 2 + 2 — 4 + 1 0 0
1 + 2 + 2 + 5 — r + 5 + 3
3 0 — 2 0 + 3 + 4 + 1

7 — 4 — 2 — 5 0 — O' — 2

J — 4 — 3' — 8 + 1 0 — 3
4 — 1 — 6 — 3 — 2* — 2 — 3'
6 — 3 — 2 — 4 — 3 — f — 3

4 — 4 — 3 — 4 + * 0 — 1
5 _ 6 — 2 — 6 — 3‘ — 5 — 4
5 — 6 — 7 — 5 — 6 6 — 6

5 — T~ — 3 — 6 — 4 — 3 — 4
2 — 4 — 3 — 4 — 3 + 2 — 2
0 — 1 — 1 + 3 — 2 + 2 ‘ + o’
5 — 2 — 2 0 — 4 0 — r
3 — 4 0 + 5 — 6 O 0
3 — 'V- — 3 — 2 — 3’ + 5 — i-
0 — 3 0 0 — 2 + 4 + O'
3 — 4 0 — 1 — 6 + 6 0
4 — 2 0 + 6 — 2 — 1 + 1
5 — 2 — 2 + 6 — 4 + 1 0
6 + 1 — 2 +  10 — + 6 + 3
1 — 2 + 4 +  10 — 1 + 2 + 4
1 — 2 — o* — 2 + 1 — 3 — 1
4 0 — 1 + 4 0 + 1 + 1
7 + 1 + 2 + 4 + 2 + 2 + j*

* The whole of Set III. had to be rejected. It was found at tho end of the set that tho mounting of tho brass cell of tho glass plate on
which the dot is cemented bad apparently not been screwed tightly home, and had beoomo somewhat unscrewed, tho result probably of slight 
■hocks or vibrations transmitted through the rook in course of excavations of the neighbouring collimator pits. Tho whole set gavo the 
discordant results which are bracketed as rejected.



1HE r e v e r s i b l e  t r a n s i t  o i r o l e .

-R esu lts  ok  O m m h i * , -

c  J , ° F ° T' E r r o r - S e r ie s  1 (1902). Position 1 Clamp East. 
Calculated mHua Observed (Unity =  0- 001).

A e r o m e te r  R ig h t {H orizo n ta l C o-ord in a tes).

TABLE V.

N.P.D.,

o* +  5 
S !+  5 

to  i+>4 
IS +  »*  
io  j+ i  5 
15  1+22 
50 1+ 26 

35 +*3
40 +*4
45 j + 21 
SO / + 15 
SS + , s  
60 i+ 2 1  
65 l+ i i  
70 + 1 0
75 +  3 
80 I -  4
SS -  9

90 I— 16 I— 6 
95 - 1 6 - 1 4 .

IOO 1— 20 I— 15 
I ° S  - 2 3  - 1 6
n o  /—3> / - *
115  - 3 0  -

120  - 2 7  - 2 5
125 I— 25 - 2 5  
130 - 3 4  - 2 7
*35 / - * 6  |-“ *5 
140 I— 29 /— 26 
*45 I— 27 I- * 6 
>5o I— 26 — 24

pj Mil 1loo I— II /— II
*®5 I 0 — 6 
*7° /+  1 +  |
*75 1 + 8 + 7
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Tho following aro tho soparate values of tho constants of tho excentricity of the dot, derived .in tbo reduction 
of tho various sets. It will bo soon from tho general accordance in each set between these constants, as independently 
derived from the measures of tho horizontal and vertical co-ordinates, that the results are very reliable. The 
mean values of a and 6 from “ Micrometer Right" and “ Micrometer Above" have been employed in deriving 
tho residuals which are given in Tables II., III., IV., and V. From the great variety in the values of o  and b 
employed, it is impossible that sensible systematic error can be produced in the final result by any periodic 
errors of the screw of the pivot-tester, especially as the principal terms of periodic error have been eliminated by 
employing, in every sub-sot, bisections of the dot made on two micrometer webs revolutions of the screw 
apart.

S e r ie s  I. (1 9 0 2 ).

Micromotor. Micromotor. ■ Micrometer. Micrometer.

Set. Right. Above. Set. Right Above. Set. Eight Abovo. Set Right Above.

1
t

•f a  — o'oSz i
1 * +  *o*5+

-0*0777 
+  *o>95

* -
1 a +0*085* 
I 6 -  *0365

+0*0848
-  -0398 IX.

r
1 a  —0*0285 
| ft — :*073O

’ r
1^0*0347 

— -0812 xin.
■ ' |V ■

f a ^o*Q$i3
1 6 '0277-

{ v3fv*5’> 
^ 0 *0 5 3 7  
s i  *0*36

n. f a  +0*0456 
\ b -  0436

+0*0509 
“  -OJ59 V L f a —0*0317 

)  6 +  *0394
§ 0 0 3 5 2  

+  0371;: . X . ( a —0*0217 
1 6 +  *0055.

— 0*0236 
+  °°»5

X IV . f a |%o-ooo8 
1 6 +  -0353

0*008Z
- +  *0406

i n . 1 a —0*0418 
I 6 +  *0046

—0*0387 
+  *071* m 1 a —0*0031 

I 6 +  *0648
—0*0055 
+  ’9597

X I. f a +0*0092 
\ ft — *0008

+0*0092 
+  *0007 XV.. ( a 0*0598 

(ft — *0021
-0-O57I 
+  *0022

IV. f a -0*0353 
16 +  *0073

—0*0364
+  *OIIO VIII. ( a +0*0589 

| 6 +  *0018
+0*0516

*0008 xn. ( a +0-0638
I ft +  - *0012 -

+0*0615 
+  -0031 - X VI. (a  +0*0131 

I ft -  0293
+  0*0089
-  *0*73

S e r i e s  I I ,  (1904).

Micrometer.

Set. Eight. Above. Set : :  Right. Above.

S B ( a  —0*0648 
J V -  *1049

— 0*0689 
' io 43

m .  ; ( a  +0*0331 
•} 6 +  *0707

■ ' r
+ ° !°354 
+  *0693

f a  +0*0977 
I 6 +  *0424

+0*0992 .
• +  ’0+04 TV. f 0 +0-0874 

[ 6 ,-t- *0460
+0*0843

^^^0518

Micrometer.

We have thus two completely independent series of determinations of pivot-error— the first made in 1902, the 
second in 1904. Each of these divides itself into two independent series— one made in the position Clamp East, 
the other in the position Clamp West. For computation of the definitive corrections we combine all these as 
follows

First, as regards the horizontal co-ordinates, i.e. those errors due to the pivots which affect the Azimuth of 
the instrument

The pivots rest on the slightly rounded bearings a b , b  c (fig. 9), which are inclined exactly 90° to each other.
L et us suppose the telescope of the transit to be directed to the Zenith, .also that both pivots are perfect 

cylinders of equal diameter and coincident axes, and that the!*dot o (fig. 9) is in the true axis of the eastern pivot, 
Clamp East, and that the optical centre of the object-glass in the western pivot is also in the axis of that 
pivot. I f  now a flat is filed or ground away at d  from the otherwise perfect pivot, then o would be displaced

to the south, which (since the dot is always observed from the
western end of the axis) would be equivalent to saying that the
readings of “ Micrometer Head R ight”  when bisecting the dot become 
smaller than they would have been if  the pivot had not a flat upon it.

Suppose now that the instrument is reversed to Clamp West, and 
still directed to the ‘Zenith, that the dot and pivot-object-glass have 

I ]  been exchanged in their pivots, and both the dot and the optical centre 
of the object-glass are in perfect coincidence with the original axes of the perfect pivots. We now have the
pivots resting on precisely the same points of their cylindrical surfaces, as before, but the flat at d  will now
rest on the northern slope of the western bearing instead* of the southern slope of tho eastern bearing—-in 
other words, the centre of the flattened pivot will be displaced towards the north in consequence of the flat. 
But in the former case the flattened pivot carried the dot, and in the latter case it carried tho object-glass,

N orth S o u t/ i
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therefore th e  e ffe c t  o f  p w o t -e t x a r  o n  th e  o r ie n ta tio n  o f  th e  a x is  o f  r o ta tio n  w ill  b e  th e  s a m e  b o th  f o r  C la m p  
E a s t  a n d  C la m p  West w h e n  th e  te le s c o p e  i s  d ir e c te d  to  th e  Z e n ith .

It will bo obvious, by similar reasoning, that th e  e ffe c t  o f  th e p iv o t -e r r o r  o n  th e  o r ie n ta tio n  o f  th e  a x is  w ill b e  
th e  s a m e  f o r  C la m p  E a s t  a s  f o r  e q u a l o p p o s ite  Z e n ith  d is ta n c e s , C la m p  W e s t.

For the case of the vertical co-ordinates. I f  we suppose, as before, a flat upon one of the two otherwise perfect 
pivots the effect will bo, when the flat rests on one of the bearings, to lower the centre of that pivot. B y similar 
reasoning wo then find that th e  e ffe c t  o f  p iv o t -e r r o r s  o n  th e  lio r iz o n ta lity  o f  th e  a x is  w ill  b e  th e  s a m e  in  a m o u n t, 
b u t o f  o p p o s ite  s ig n , f o r  C la m p  E a s t  a t  Z e n ith  D is ta n c e  z  a n d  f o r  C la m p  W e s t  a t  Z e n ith  D is ta n c e  — z , a n d  
v ic e  v e r s a .

The N .P.D. of the Cape Zenith is 123° 56', and we shall suppose that the pivot-errors may be assumed the 
same at N .P.D. 123° 56' as at N.P.D. 124°.

Interpolating all the results of the preceding tables to corresponding even degrees of Zenith Distance, giving 
equal weights to Series I. and II., and converting the micrometer readings into seconds of time by multiplying the 

screw-revolutions'by 1 1 4 , we obtain the following Table VI..

T A B L E  V I.— Com bin ed  R esults for  P ivo t -E rror . Clamp East and West. Position I.*

Horizontal &o-m:dinates.

(U nity = 08,0 0 1 .)

Z.D.

Corresponding N.P.D. of 
equal nud opposite Z. D. Clamp.

ap. ■:
Mean. Z.D.

Corresponding N.P.D. of 
equal and opposite Z.D. Clamp. Hi

Mean.
East. West. East. 

Z.D. is -
West 

Z.D. is + East •West East. 
Z.D. is +

West 
Z.D. is —

o 1*4 >24 33 3>‘ 3*'-V: >*4 >*4 ■ 33 _ 3>‘ _ 3*
. .  5 " 129 — 33 28* 3> ’ :5 : II9 v 129 — 34' — 3°V — 3*’

' '  134 : B H 1
— 28- — *7 — 28 10 - ” 4 >34 — 33 — 28 — 3° ’

15 139 109 1 — 26 I B *4 — *5 -> S ^ 109 >39 — 30 — 26 — 28
: 20 . >44 104 — *4 — 29 — 26* .V-«'0.’* 104 >44 — *4 22 *3
*5 ' ; *49 — *??•$ — 3ov 1 29 *5 99 >49 *3 21 22

' 3° a , >54 94 — s M — *4 — 21- 3 0 - 94 >54 10 >5 >5*
35*" >1^ 59; . 1 ‘ 89. — i t - — >4 — ‘T2* 35r ' 89 >59 . 10 06* 08
4° T i >64 84 — 01 1 — 04 — 02’ M . 84 164 — °4 -- 01 02*
45 160 + °5 + 05 B M M } ’ 45 “ I  79 169 + 02* + °4 * + 03
5° m m i ,74 + 10 ;1I - : + SoSsS m fa '74 B °9 + IO* + IO

' 55 >79 69 + 16 + 16 ■ 16 • ■ g S I £9 >79 + >5 + 18' + >7
60 184 64 B + >9 + i.8* 60 >84 + 21 + 21 + 21

65 189 > 59 • + 21 + 22 + 21* 65 1  59 1 189 + 28 + * 3' + 26
70 >94 54 + 23 + *4 + 2 3 . ■ ;<7P'.'^ ■ I . >94 .+ *3 ■ + * 5‘ + *4

K S 1 >99 49 + 26 M S 26 B 26 mnism 49 >99 ' 1 E g 22 + 20* + 21
80 204 44 28* + 2 6* + *7: 80 44 *04 + *5 + 21 11 + *3

209 39 T . f 29 + 28 85 39 209 ■ + i f + 21 + *4

.  90 - 214 34 + 27 26 + 26' 90 i 34 *>4 - + 26 + * 5* + 26

1 , 9 5 1 28' B *7 •28' - 95 *9 219 + 30 + *3 + 26*
b:. 100 2*4 ■£( ■ 1 H + 28* + *5 B 100 . a'4‘: 224 + *3 + 19- + 21
,, 105 229 19 + *4 + *3’ + *4 >°5 229 17 + >7 + >7

110 *34 + 20* B 22* + 21* MO 14 *34 + >5 + >4 + >4
ESS *39 9 + 20 + 20 20 >>5 • 9 *39 + 13* + 11 + 12
120 *44 4 I : + 16* + P a l l ■ g wm 120 4 *44 + 07 + 06* + 07
125 *49 359 + 11 + ?>4 + a - 125 359 *49 + 01 + 02 + o r

*54 354 + 07 + 07 + S I 130 354 *54 “ • 04 — 00* 02
. 0mm *59 349 + 03 gig 03 v + ?3 >35 349 259 12 ° 4* 00

■140 264 344 — 01 : • 00 — OO' >4° 344 264 "■ 17 09 13
>45 269 8 8 M — w M — .95 — 06 >45 339 269 IO1 >4‘ >5’

50 *74 334' • — °9 — °9 — °9 >50 334 *74 —M *4 ““ *5' >5
i 55 *79 3*9 ' — 12 — >4 — >3 >55 3*9 279 >9 10 17*
160 *84 . 3*4 — >5 — 18* — M i* . 160 3*4 284 “■ >9' 18 >9
165 289 3>9 — 18 — 22 — 20 165 319 289 21 l8 ‘ 20

17° *94 3>4 — 20 — * 3* — 22 170 3>4 *94 *3 22* ** 23
, i « 5' 299 3°9 — *5 — 24 — *4’ >75 3°9 299 *7’ *3* *5*

180 3«>4 3°4 *4‘ 22 *3 180 304 304 *4* 22 23

1 Tho +  sign of bp  in tho Moan column of tho above tablo signifies that tho western ond of tho Moan Axia of rotation point* north of wwt
in conacquonoo o f pivot-orror. | , i n . . .  __

In Position I. tho object-glass is at tho ond of tho tube which is oppoaito o  on tho graduation o f tho fixed circle, MO all tho invmUgaUons 
of pivot-orror liuvo boon made in, and roforred to, this position. In Position II. tho ohjuot-glass and oyo-ond aro exchanged so that the oltfoct- 
glass is opposito i8o* on tho graduated cirolo. For Position II., theroforo, bp  and bp  must bo taken out with tho argument » +  180 .
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T A B L E  V I .— continued. 

Vertical Co-ordinates.

( U n i t y - 0**001.)

Z .1X

Corrrapnndlui; N .P.D. »f 
«|mI M il oppoalu 2. D. Clamp.

Ap '.9 
Moan. 

E. - W . 
2

Z.D.

Corresponding N .P.D. of 
equal dud opposite Z.D.

Olamp.
A / - '  

Mean. 
E. -  W. 

2,
K u t W est Hast. 

Z.D . is -
West. 

Z.D. U + East. West. East. 
Z.D. is +

Wost. 
Z.D . is -

o i «4 **4° 6 4 4 5 0 124° * *4° 6  * 4 4 'v  ;: - 5
S «*9 119 — 7* 4 3 — 5 5 **9 129 — 9  1 4 3 — 6

IO *3+ 1*4 — 5 4 3 4 IO 1 1 4 *34 — 4 4 i : ' •“ 3
>5 *39 109 — 6 4 5" — 6 *5 109 *39 — 2 - 0

a o *44 *0+ — 9 4 IO — 9’ 20 104 *44 — " Ir W ' 4 •2

*S *49 99 — 9* 4 11 — 10 *5 99 149 ■ S 3 I* — OJ 4 1

So *54 94 — 8 4 n * — 10 30 94 '  *54 4 3 —■ K m 3
35 *59 89 — 3 4 7* — 5 35 89 *59 4 8 - 6 : v : 4 7 •
+o 164 84 0 4 3* — ' 2 ' 40 84 1 6 4 - 4 — 8- 4  • 7’ *

45 169 79 + O' : + m m 0 45 79 169 * 4 9 — 8- 4 9
5° ‘ *74 74 + 2' — O* 4 i ' 5° ' 74 *74 1 8 ■ — * 4 5
55 *79 69 + 3 '  — O’ 4 - mm 55 ■ H B K g g H 4 i — 0*-V; : .-4 > O'

6o 184 64 + *• 4 O’ 4 i 60 64 184 — 6* . 4 5' — 6

65 1S9 59 + 3 ... 2 ' “ 4 3 1 59 - 189 ■ — 4 3 — -4̂
70 *94 54 + 2 4 I ' 0 70 54 A94 — T . 4 4 — 6

75 *99 49 4 4 • — ..I 4 2* . 75 • 49 *99 — 3 4 • •** T 3
8o ;• g p  ~ 44 4 2 — 3....’ 4 2" 80 44 *94 — 5* 4 r — 3*
85 209 39 • r  ■ 2 4 O* 85 39 ^ 6 9 ^ — ;3.' i*

[ ? £ V
1

9° * * 4 34 + 2 — $ 1 ^ 4 r 9° 34 2 A \ — — 1

95 2 19 29 + r ’ — O’ 4 95 29 -r-2 l9 —
M S j r a B 4 1 4

to o 224 *4 4 Of — 1 H . o* '■ 100 *4 **4 7 ■ Q 4
i o S 229 »9 + 2 — 2 • • 4 2 105 *9 W S S S M

— 5 o*. 3 .
n o *34 *4 + 1 2 -  • + 2 1 IO *4 : l *34 — 2" '4 I* B f e a Hi
U S 239 9' 4 2* 1 r

B
5'2 1 1 5 ... 9 2 3 9 ^ — 3 4 4* — 4

120 244 4 — 2- + *" — 2 12M B 4= *44 jgjjjflW — - O’

1*5 249 359 4 O- 4 2 a l l I 125 - 359 ; * 49: 4 ’: 9o r — - ,2 ‘f T 4 n1 JO 2 54 354 ■ Egg O’ :^4 >30 .354 ' *54 |4 8- 4' 4 6 m

>35 *59 349 - I ;4 3? — 2 ' *35 349' *59 4 1 1  , — 4 4 ‘ 7*
140 204 344 — — O 1 4 0 1 . 344 264. 4 1 * — 4 4 -'8

*45 269 339 S g g j O’  . 4 i* — I *45 339 |j|?p>9r : { 4 r — 5 4 8
150 *74 334 ■ S I 2 * 4 | | | § § — BSSSa 334 § 1*74 4 +‘; — 6 4 5
*55 *79 3*9 I o- 0 *55- W V -9 *  m m 4 1  ’rT'c; 4* 4 5
160 284 3*4 3' i — O- 1 *dO-i- |  3*4: . 284 4 4 — 6 4 : 5
165 289 3*9 3 5'■ — 'Xc''’ — 2 1 6 5 .- 289 ":f 4^ — 4* 4 3
g f p H *94 3*4 - 1 — 0 •70 f  3*4 *9 4 ■9 — 6 4 .- 3
*75 299 309 jS-ScS 0 *75- ^ t ° 9t * 99= 4 — 2 4 - 2
180 304 304 4 1 • . 4 r i f e ; t 3 • ■ 180 ^ 0 4 304.-

■ B
H

4 4 : 3

* Ap is entered in this column with the proper sign for Circle East. For Circle "West the sign of Ap* is reversed.
The + sign of Ap signifies that for Clamp East the western end of the Mean Axis of rotation is too low, and for Clamp West that it 

is too high, in consequence of pivot-error.

From the discordances between the separate results of Clamp East and Clamp West of Table VI. we derive 
the probable error of the determination of pivot-error at any N.P.D. to be:—

From the Horizontal co-ordinates ±  0"00147 | _
. | ,, Vertical co-ordinates ±  *00153 J — 0 022.

As the distance between the pivots is 4 feet, the above probable error corresponds with a linear displacement o f  the 
<lot amounting to  rfc 0*000005 inch, or about ±  0*00012 mm.

The question now arises whether, before computing the definitive corrections to clock time of transit, it may 
not be better to smooth the mean curve of pivot-error.

But if we examine the Azimuth curve, Clamp East, N.P.D. 29° to 59°, we find a marked irregularity : there is,
of course, the same marked irregularity in the mean curve for Clamp West in equal and opposite Z.D ._viz. between
N .P.D . 219° and 189°; but the observations in all the series agree in supporting this feature of the mean curve.
Again, in the Level curve, Clamp East, we have a marked irregularity in the mean curve at N.P.D. 64° to 99° and, of 
course, a corresponding equal and opposite irregularity in the mean curvc at N.P.D. 184° to 149°, Clamp West; yet
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both are most strongly supported by the observations, and so on throughout the whole. There can therefore be no 
question as to the reality of these departures from a regular elliptical figure in tho pivots  ̂ and it seems the most 
legitimate course to derive the correction to olock-time of transit rigorously from the actual pivot-errors determined 
at oach 5° of Z.D., and then to interpolate them for each degree and for smaller intervals near the pole.

Before doing so it may bo well to state dearly the origin of the signs of the results given in Table V I., because 
a very distinguished astronomer has written to me to say that he considers the errors of our pivots too large, and that 
it would be better, in order to avoid possible error in applying corrections for these errors, to have the pivots 
refigured.

I cauuot agree with him— first, bocauso it would involve too great loss of time to return the instrument; also 
because, i f  the pivots were reground, we should have to do all the work of determining their errors over again, 
aud surely it  is possible to make clear to the reader and to convince one’s self that the basis upon which the signs 
of the corrections have been determined is correct.

I t  will be remembered that the fixed pivot-testing telescope is mounted on the western pier. In determining 
the horizontal co-ordinates the micrometer head of tho telescope is to the right, i.e. to the south, and the.readings 
of the head increase as the web approaches the head. Therefore increased readings of “  Micrometer R ight” signify 
either that the optical centro of the object-glass mounted in tho western pivot has moved to the south or the dot in 
the eastern pivot has moved to the north. Therefore in Table I., “ Micrometer Right,’’-which gives the excess of 
the measured horizontal co-ordinate of the dot over the mean of the readings made at .all N.P.D.’s, the sign +  
signifies that the Moan Axis of the -western pivot has moved towards the south in consequence o f pivot-error.

In Table II., Set 1 , we have the residuals for “ Micrometer Right,” after elimination of the excentricity of.the 
dot, and theso residuals include both the errors of observations and the error of the pivots ; but they are tabulated 
in the sense “  Calculated minus Observed ”— that is to say, the signs of Table II. have the opposite significance to 
those of Table I. In  other words, in Table II., “  Micrometer Right,” the sign +  signifies that the western end of the 
Mean Axis of rotation is north of west. The same is true of Tables III., IV., V., and VI.

For the vertical co-ordinates the observations have all been made with “  Micrometer Head Above ” ; therefore, 
by similar reasoning, the +  sign in Tables II., III., I Vi, V., and VI. signifies that the western end of the Mean Axis 
of rotation is too low.

To compute the corrections to clock-time of transit on account of pivot-error, therefore, if we take A p  and 
A  p' from Table V L we shall have, for Position

. m • \ td t>  ■  • • A p' cos 2 for Circle E. iT,m Igg | 'M |  AI  cos |  for Circle W „

where A T  is the required correction to the clock-time of transit, and A p' is taken from the mean Column of 
Table V I .;
where z is the Zenith Distance, reckoned +  from the Zenith to the North.

A t Lower Transit the signs of A p  and A p' are reversed.
To compute the corrections to olock-time of transit for Position II., the values of A p  and A p' are to 

betaken  from Table VI., with the Argument N.P.D. + 18 0 °, because the telescope, which in Position I. would 
be directed to N.P.D. = ir, would, whilst resting unmoved upon the bearings of the pivots, be pointed in the 
direction N.P.D. “ x  +  180°” by interchange of the object-glass and eye-end. In this way the definitive corrections 
given in Table VII., both for a T  cos 8 and for A T , have been computed.

In practice the values of A T  have been interpolated for each degree to N.P.D. 170*, and rigorously computod 
from interpolated values of A T  cos 8, for each 10* of N.P.D. to 179°, and for every 5' to 179* 20', although given 
only for each degree in tbeS accompanying Table VII.

It is of interest to remark in connection with this table how important such corrections are, and to note in tho 
present instance how little is gained in systematic accuracy, so far as tho effect of pivot-orror is concerned, by use 
of the instrument in four positions. The thorough investigation of the effect of pivot-error appears to have hitherto 
been too much noglooted.

The application of corrections for pivot-error with tho aid of such a table presents no difficulty or uncertainty.
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TA B LE  V II.— D e f i n i t i v e  C o r r e c t i o n s  a p p l i c a h l e  t o  C l o o k - T i m e  o p  T r a n s i t  

o n  A c c o u n t  o k  E r r o r s  o k  t h e  P i v o t s .

N .P.D.

Position I. Position II.

Clamp B u t, Clamp Wont. Clamp Eaat, Clamp West.

aT  cos S. AT. a T  cm  8. AT. A T opa 8. AT. A T cos 8> ’ . 'A T p 'ti

s a a • s a 8 a

54 +

<0HOO

+ 0-047 + 0'0a6 + 0*048 + 0*027 +

0000
+ 0*026 + 0-047

39 + *0*4 + •038 + •028 + •045 + •028 + •04s + *026* + •042

44 + *0*3 + •033 + •0*7 + •038 + •027 + •039 + '020 + •029

49 + •oai + •028 + '026 + •034 + •023 + •030 + *oi 6 + -021

54 + *0*5 + •031 + •022 + •027 + *019 + •023 + •013 + •O l6

19 + •o*5 + •029 + *021 + •024 + •017 + •020 + •009 + •oio*

©4 + •o a i + •023 + •017 + *019 + •016 + ■018 ’ + •000 + •007
69 + •014 + •01 s + •OI4 + •015 + •010 + •0 11 + •004 + •004

74 + •005 + •005 + •OO9 + *009 + •007 + •007.;;; + •003 + •003

79 — •004 — ‘004 + •003 + •003 + •003 + ■003 •000 •000

s4 — •007 — •007 — •003 — •003 *000 — •003 — •002 — *001
89 — *010 — •010 — • o n — r o i l  1 — ■003 — •003 — *002 — *002

94 — *010 — •010 — •019 — •019 — •002 — •002 — •OO3 — ■003

99 — 010 — •010 — *021 — •021 •005 — •005 — "003 — •OO3
104 — 009 — •009 — *Ol8 . — *019 — •OO5 — •OO5 — *002 — *002
i °9 — •007 — •007 — *012 — •013 — •OO3 — •OO3 *002 — •002
* 1 4 — •002 — *002 •OO9 — *OIO — •OO4 — •OO4 — •OOI — •001
1 1 9 + •003 + •OO3 *008 •009 *002 •002 •OOO ‘ OOO

**4 + O O O ts
v + 0*006 —  ■0-005 - 0 0 06 o ’oo3 — 0*003 + O O O U
) + O-OO4

129 +

00000

+ O’OIO 0-003 0*004 o-ooo 0*000 + 0*002 +

M
 

O
 

O
 

. O

*34 + •009 + •013 i p *002 + ‘00 3 B j j •001 + '"Vqoi ; 4- 'OO4 + •OO5

139 + •012 + '0 18 •007 + ‘0 11 i i # , •002 M B ■003 + •0°3 + •004

•44 + •018 + •031 + •OO9 + - 0 1 5 , ' ; ; + •002 + •003 + •005 + *008
*49 + *021 + •041 + •OIC*ffi + •019 + •OO3 + •006 + •005 + 'OIO
*54 + *019 + •043 + + •023 + •003 + •007 + •OO3 + •006
*59 + • o n + •031 + :;> 6lo> ;. + •028 + *002 + 006 + •OO3 + *008
*64 + •003 + •011 + •007 + •025 .  + ^ jq o k ';* + •007 x ;q q q :*{ •000
169 — •003 — •016 + •004 + •021 •000 •00 — •003 — 0*5
*74 — •009 — ■09 — •005 •05 *003 •03 — •007 — •07
*79 0 14 o*8o BS 0 14 •80 *004 — '*4 • o io —■ •57

S .P .
4 + q 0 *4 + 0*24 + 0*021 + 0*30 + 0-006 + •09 + o*o 16 1 0 2 3
9 + •0*1 + *4 + & g *5 + •16 + •009 + •00 + •017 + • n

*4 + •022 + •09 + ■°*5 + •10 + •013 + •05 + -019 + •08
*9 + *026 + •080 + *021 + * •061 + H p i6 + •049 + •023 + •071
*4 1 •027 + •066 + •023 n •057 + •020 + •049 + •026 + -064
*9 + •028 + •058 + •024 + •049 + \vp 26 + •054 + ■028 + •058
34 + •027 + •049 •026 '4 •047 + *026 + •047 + •026' + 047

These figures do not include any correction for difference in the mean diameters of the two pivots. That correction affects only the 
determination of Collimation by reversion of the pivots and observation of the reflex image of the webs by reflection from a pool of mercury, 
provided that, as in practice at the Cape, no striding-level is used to determine the inclination of the axis.

THE DETERMINATION OF COLLIMATION.

Collimation may be determined in three different ways.
Method 1.—By adjusting the vertical web of one collimator to coincidence with tho image of the vertical web 

of the other collimator, and then making readings for coincidence of the vertical movable web of the Transit Circle 
with the images of the vertical wires of both collimators without reversal of the Transit Circle.

In practice the webs of the collimators are double—one pair very close together, tho other rather wider apart— 
so that coincidence can be effected by placing the closer pair of webs of one collimator between the image of the 
wires of the wider pair, and the single web of the Transit Circle between* the images of tho two webs of either pair.
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A reversing prism is always employed, in two reversed directions of tbe images, in order to eliminate personality in 
making the bisections.

This method is certainly the simplest and probably the most accurate one of all when the collimators are 
contained in the same building as tho Transit Circle; but when they are situated, as in the case of the Cape Circle, 
in separate buildings, it is seldom, except when the sky is overcast, that the images of the collimator webs are 
sufficiently steady for accurate observation.

I had anticipated this disadvantage when planning the observatory, but had either to accept it, or so largely 
to increase the size of tho observatory as to make its cost, in its present form, prohibitive; and it seemed the more 
important alternative not to sacrifice the perfect equalisation of external and internal temperature which is attain
able by the ventilated steel observatory.

By employing horizontal collimators directed east and west, with mirrors in front of their object-glasses inclined 
at an angle of 45° to their axes, so as to be mutually observable through the aperture in the axis (as has been done 
by Dr Harzer at Kiel), it would have been possible, _by adding about 6 feet to the length and width of the 
observatory, to have mounted the collimators under the same roof with the Transit Circle; but the additional cost of 
the observatory would have been about £500, and that additional sum was not available at the time.

When the weather is cloudy there is generally little difficulty in employing the collimators, and as the 
instrument is reversed every Monday morning there is little fear of systematic error due to defective determination 
of Collimation.

Method 2.— By observing the collimators or marks in reversed positions of the instrument. An ■ endeavour is 
made to determine Collimation in this way every Monday morning when the instrument is reversed, but in strong 
sunshine it is seldom that the images of the collimator webs or of the marks are well defined.

Method 3.— By observing the coincidence of the moveable web with its image in a pool of mercury in reversed 
positions of the instrument This observation is made every Monday morning.

Method 1  is necessarily free from the effect of instrumental change that may be accidentally produced in process 
of reversal. In Method 2, change of Azimuth in reversal affects the Collimation-error derived from each collimator 
or .mark token separately, but does so in an opposite sense, so that the mean result from both marks is free from the 
effect of such change. Method 3 is affected accidentally by the possibility of a change of Level in the process of 
reversal, and is also systematically affected by any difference in the diameter of the two pivots. Indeed, Method 3 

' affords' the'dnly-plan available for determining the difference of diameter of the pivots, as .the instrument is not 
provided with a striding-level.

To investigate the effects of pivot-error on the determination of Collimation by Method 1 , we have to remember 
that the head of the Bight Ascension micrometer screw, both in Position I. and ^
Position II., is at the end of the micrometer box next to the clamp, and that the 
readings of the head increase as the web approaches the head.

Suppose the instrument to be iu Position I., Clamp East (i.e., Micrometer-Head East).
Let the solid line N S denote the true direction of the north mark, and W  and 

E  the west and east ends of the Mean Axis of rotation of the Transit Circle, at right 
angles to N S.

In our Table VI. the +  sign of A p  indicates that, in consequence of pivot-errors, W '
the western end of the mean axis of rotation will be shifted to the north of west. Let 
the dotted lines represent the position of the instrument as displaced by a pivot- 
error = Ap.

If the instrument is mounted Clamp East and reading upon the north mark, the 
micrometer-head will be towards the east— that is at MN, and the web, which would
have bisected the mark if  there were no pivot-error, will have to be moved towards
Mn in order to bisect, i t ; that is to say, in consequence of the pivot-error in question,
tlie micrometer-reading on the mark will bo increased by a quantity that is the equivalent to A p. The correction 

on account of pivot-error is therefore -  whore V  is the value of one revolution of the micrometer scrow, 

expressed in tho same units as Ap>

Obviously, also, for readings on the south mark tho correction will be + whero A p  in both cases must bo

taken from Table VI., Position I., Clamp East, with tho Arguments for N.P.D. 84® and 214* respectively.
Adopting tho suffixes N.E., S.E., etc., to refer to readings on tho north aud south marks respectively, Clamp
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Hast, nnd N.W. and S.W. to tho same readings, Clamp West, wo can derive tho corrections applicable to any deter
minations of Collimation from horizontal marks or collimators as follows:—

R . r  -  A P wi

Ksb
,r  +  k , 1 ' 8B +  -  \ Y

D . Affww"HW 1. KW <----

t> v _  Wffim ,XVgw =  18\v------- 'O—

where R  is the micrometer reading corrected for the effects of pivot-error and screw-error, but neglecting any 
difference in the mean diameter of the pivots; and where r  is tho reading corrected for error of the screw, but not 

for pivot-error.
We have then tho following corrections applicable to the mean of tho readings on the north and south 

collimators by Method 1
Position I. Position II.*

Clamp East. Correction |  APbs ~^APm  = 10'*000033 -  0r-000033.

Clamp West. Correction = = + 0 000033 -  0 000033.

From Table VI. we find the corresponding values of A p, Mz. APbb =  + 2 6 ', APnb = +  26, Ap^w = +  26; 
A p 8w = +  26 ; and wo have already V  = 3B783, or, in the units of A p, =  3783, and hence-the values given above. 

For Method 2, i.e. by reversal on both collimators or marks, <we get in the mean
Position I.. Position II.

Correction- Apww~ Aywg+ A^ 8K~ A j g g j |  +  or 000033 - 0 r'00Q033.
4v

The corrections on account of pivot-error to the determination of the micrometer reading for geometric-
Collimation by Methods 1  and 2 are-therefore in-Z

h U
sensible.

To derive the effect of pivot-error on the result 
when Collimation is determined by Method 3

Let W  (fig. 1 1 ) be the west, and E  the east end 
of the Mean Axis of rotation of the Transit Circle,.

W  i ____  _______ and let it  be assumed truly horizontal. The vertical
line Zn will then be its line of Collimation.

According to the definition of A p' in Table VI.,, 
the +  sign, Clamp East, signifies that, as the result 
of pivot-error, the western end of the Mean Axis o f  
rotation is too low. The dotted lines in fig. 1 1  will 
then represent the instrument as displaced by pivot- 

72,  \ I 71, error in the positions Clamp E  and Clamp W . This
C la m p E . CiampW. displacement will be equal and opposite in the two

Fl6, v. r '. ■ - /••-..• positions. Thus we see from the diagrams that the
micrometer-readings, both Clamp E and Clamp W , would have to be increased by the equivalont of A p' in order 
to make the reflex and direct images of the moveable It.A. web to coincide. Both of the micrometer-readings 
would therefore, as the result o f  pivot-errors, require to be diminished.

The corrected readings will therefore be

.. Ew = r

*  The reader may be reminded that in Position II. tho object-glass and oye-onds are reveraod. In Position I. tho object-glass is opposite the 
circle-reading o*, in Position IL opposite circle-readiug i8o* of tho fixed circle. Theroforo in T
Table V L  with the argument N.P.D. +  18o*.

Position II. the values of ap  are to be taken from
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and the true reading for geometric Collimation, uuaffected by pivot errors, will be :—

RW + RK f’w+^K A p '_ rw +rii
2 Z !- 0 r-008.*

C o m p a riso n  of the Mean Diameters o f  the T w o  Pivots.

So far it has been assumed that the pivots are of equal mean diameter.
I f  a P  is the change of Level produced by an excess of the mean diameter of the eastern over that of the

western pivot, then in the preceding equation we may add A P  to the expression for the reading of geometric 
Collimation with the same sign as that of A  p's, so that the expression for the true value of the Collimation reading 
determined b y reversal over a pool, of mercury becomes:—

Rw + Rb _  }’w+ Th _  Ap'* A P 
2 2 V  *

But Collimation is determined by the collimators free from the effect of difference of diameter of pivots, so that 
if  we denote the Collimation reading derived from observation of the collimators, after application of corrections for 
screw error and pivot error, by Cc, and Collimation b y reflex observations corrected for A p  and screw errors, but not

for ^  by C*. we get:—  p  p

v  S f f l t l p  ° r  - i r = c * - C c .

During 1905 all the observations were made in Position II., and on twenty-three occasions Collimation was
determined within a short period both b y the collimators and by reflex observations in reversed positions of the
instrument with the following results:—

Determination o f  the Micrometer Reading fo r  Geometric Collimation.

«9«5- By Collimator*. 1905. Reflex.

January *4 19*4803 January *5. 19r-4818 + o r,o o i 5
*3 •4776 21 *49|8 14s
*7 •4867 2 2 )

29 I
•4909 4*

February S •4840 January 29 ) H U H . 8sFebruary m m
49SS

6 •4830 5 '4943 »»3
it - ‘4 847 IS 49*4 7 7

1 ?.?:•* '4 9 , 4 *9 4939 *S
20 •4738 *9 4939 SOI

1  * * . ■4837 *9 *4939 IOS
*4 •48*9 February *9 I  

s 6 J •4939 M O

March 4 •4880' March 5 "4951 7*
11 •4831 IS *49S8 IS7

•4850 IS •4958 108
A p ril *8 •4943 A pril US 13 0 1 '4 9 7 1 s 8

June •47.0S-- June * 5 *4793 88

■ ■ ■ m  1
July 1 = *4808 103

Jfoly: 10,  ^ •47.14 9 •4838 1*4
... IS *475* 9 •4838 87

O etober • •6550 O ctober 3 •0708 158

S "65  26
1 }

•6706 1 to

1 ' M s  \
•6606 >S '6663 57

November i T  : ‘6481 November - i s '6601 ISO
•6479 IS '6601 +  IM

AP +or,oo99

With tho probablo error 

or A P  

With blio probablo error

“V
, sfc *0007 

-  +o»*oj7 

+ o “ oo«6

&■$/, both for Positions I. and 11., it  ■» +0**003 » V —
11
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Upon seventeen other oooasions in 1905 the reading for georaotrie Oollimation was determined on the same 
day both by the reflex method aud by roversal on the marks with the following results:—

1905. By Rtnrul on Marks. Rolltx. Reflex minxu Marks.

February 36 »9r,4934 I9r,4939 +0^0005

April 9 •4888 •4939
l i •4867 •4958 9 '
*4 •4851 •496* h i

3° .4902 ‘4980 ' 78
May H '49** ‘SOS > 109

21 •49*3 *5002 89
18 •4681 - *4783 102

June ♦ *4750 ‘4802 ■ 5*
18 •4699 || '48 ,4 - - i»S

*5 •4737 *4793,' ,‘ 36
July 9 *4749 ' •483I 89
October *9 | s # 57° ■ >66^ 86
November 6 E K I ■6682 •„ *-7

*9 •6655 121
December *6628 - ’A -? 9 h ’

. *654.3 . '•66,76,

Mean .

With the probable

|j| j  +o*-oo87 

error . ±  '0007

In addition to the observations of the Azimuth marks above quoted, which were made for determination of 
Oollimation, these marks are observed at the beginning and end of each night’s work for the purpose of determining 
the variation of Azimuth of the instrument during the period covered b y the observations.

I f  the reading for geometric Collimation is accurately known these observations give a measure of the angle 
between the marks, i.e. of the difference of Azimuth between that of the north mark and the Azimuth of the south 
mark + 1 8 0 °.

I f  there be an error =  A c  in the adopted reading for geometric Collimation,'there will result an error = 2  A c  
in the derived angle between the marks.

I f  the instrument is now reversed, and the marks are again observed, there will result an error =  — 2 A  c in 
the same determination.

Therefore, i f  the marks are invariable in position between the epochs of observation Clomp East and Clamp 
West, the angle between the marks will apparently vary by 4 A c  from observations in the two positions, provided 
also that the Collimation reading of the Transit Circle itself does not vary in the interval.

The regular programme of observation provides for reversal of the instrument and for micrometer readings 
for coincidence of the moving R.A. web with its image reflected from a pool of mercury, both Clamp East and 
Clamp. West, every Monday morning. From these readings we derive the “  Beading for geometric Collima

tio n ---- |p L ” Adopting throughout a preliminary determined value of = — 0r’0080, the true reading for

geometric Collimation was computed. The agreement of these results has shown that the Collimation changes 
very slowly, and nearly as a function of the temperature, and that its means on two successive Mondays might 
be regarded as applicable during the whole of the intervening week.

The angle between the marks, as might be expected from the precautions adopted in their installation, is 
remarkably constant; indeed, it  is somewhat doubtful, even now, whether any real change in the relative positions 
o f the marks has taken place, as will be seen from the following table, which gives the excess of the Azimuth of the 
south mark over that of the “  north mark +  180° ” reckoned from north through west.
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Weekly Means of the Difference of Azimuth between the North a/nd South Meridian Marks, 
(Computed on the Assumption that AP == +  0-0080.)

P o s it io n  II.

1905. Clamp East. No. of 
Seta. ijioj. Clamp West. No. or 

Sots. E -W . Weight. E+W.
B  * -

November 6 to November 11 +  ©*•212 5 November 3 to November 6 +0-175 7 + o **°37 * 9 +0*194
„ >9 11 11 *s *220 12 >1. 13 „ •9 •181 . 8 039 4-8 *201

December 4 „  Decembor 10 *222 8 *7 ii Docember 2 •205 12 •017 4-8 *13
•», *7 ii n 20 23 ! S December 10 „ December i 7 197 7 034 *‘9 *14

Position I. '
1906. 1906.

January 4 to January >3 4*0**220 12 January 18 to January 20 +  0**228 •5 •' — o’ 008 3-S - +0**224
it- 22 11 i» *7 •207 9 » *9 ii February 4 *43 5 •036 3 * •2*5

February 4 „  February 9 •197 7 February 13 „ 17 *27 7 *03p: 3*5 *222
,, *9 »V- ;ll *S •205 9 - I ,  15- „ March 4 •252 9 •047 4‘5 *228

March 4 „  March 11 •227 8 March 11 „ H M *4 ■*48 8 :.=• *021 4 0 *37
n *9 „  April 1 *265 5 April 1 „ April 6 ’ *4 4 . 6 +  ‘031 *'7 *49

April 10 II .11 16 *225 ■ n II i;6 II „ 21 •**4 10 *001 4 i •2*5
II *4 » , II *9 ■■268 6 .1 . *9 ii May 6 *5* rg-Zy ./? 17 3’* *59

May 6 „  May *3 •24O 8 May 13 •1̂ 18 '*34 9 •0 06 4 * *37
11 22 „  June 2 *39 10 June 12 „ June !,7 , - *H mm ..•025 4 i •**7

July 2 11 July 8 **5S 6 IP I1 B  *s 1 •, „ *7 *210 6 OsOO+ 30 *221
” l6 B  | 22 •*4S 

, |
if July 8 „ July 13 •*46 7 — *001 4*6 *45

E - W  -  + o’ *008. W t 60.
Mean, having regard to weight with probable error ± 005.
The probable error of an observation of weight 1 is ± *040.

T hus:—  *:

d A P  = ClamP (E ~  W > = +  0 -0 0 2  i +  0-0008,
4
' or A P  = +  0r:0088 =  +  0-033.

We have now the three following determinations of A P  :—
’ Probable Error. Weight.

(1) From collimators and reflex observations, A P  . . = +  0-037 ±  0-0026 1
(2) ,, reversal on the marks and reflex observations, A P  = +  *038 ±  *0026 1

. (3) ,;, alternate weekly reversal on marks and Nadir, AP = +  ‘033 ±  '0013 4

Mean +  0-034 ±  0—001
or . ; ; .<.+ 0-0090 ±  0-0004.

That is to say, the pivot next to the fixed circle is the larger in diameter by a quantity that requires the 
correction — 0T‘0090 to the micrometer reading for geometric Collimation when the latter is determined by reversal 

on the Nadir.
The close agreement of the values of the difference of Azimuth of the north and south mark, derived from the 

mean of the observations Clamp East and West, gives a striking proof of the stability of the relative Azimuths of 
the Meridian marks..

An adequate test of their absolute Azimuths can only be obtained on a full discussion of the observations of 

Oircumpolar stars.
I f  we assume that the relative absolute Azimuths of the marks is constant throughout the observations of 1906, 

we obtain ±0**008 as the probable error of each separate result in the right-hand column, on the hypothesis that 

all have equal weight.
In other words, i f  we assume that the observations of two successive weeks and of three sets of reversal on the 

Nadir are in the mean without error, the probable change in relative Azimuth of the marks comes out

=fc 0-008;

but certainly tho greater part of this error must be attributed to errors of observation, for there appears to be no
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evidence of secular change. There is some ovidonco of a small constant difference between the results for Position I. 
and Position 11., but thoro is not a suiliciout number of observations in Position II. to mako this certain.

The probable error of tho difference of Azimuth of the marks observed on a single night is dr0, '040,

which would correspond with
±0,,020

for tho probable error of a determination of Azimuth from tho mean of botli marks, on the assumption that the 
Azimuth of both marks is known.

On very few nights only are tho marks so ill defined by irregular refraction that they cannot be observed. 
The most reliable observations can be made in high wind, for then, even if the images appear unsteady, the-mean 
o f a number of readings on such nights appears to give a reliable result.

But on perfectly calm nights, when sometimes the marks appear most sharply defined, the images have a 
slow motion in Azimuth— remaining sometimes for a number of seconds to east or west of their mean position.

Unless therefore the observer is careful to allow a considerable interval between his pointings, to make 
pointings at regular intervals, and to enter every observation which he makes whether it agrees with a previous 
observation or not, there is great liability to systematic error.

Whether this drawback would be obviated by enclosing the whole space between each mark and its lens-with 
a tube sheltered as far as possible from sunshine and from sudden changes of temperature, is an experiment which 
should be tried.

Since the above was written, Mr Hough (now H.M. Astronomer) has kindly supplied me with the results 
of the separate determinations of the absolute Azimuths of the marks, which are tabulated as an Appendix to 
Part III. (see p. 115).

DETERMINATION OF THE DIVISION ERRORS OF THE CIRCLES.

The following account of the investigation of the division errors of the circles has been prepared at my. request
by Mr. S. S. Hough, Chief Assistant, under whose supervision the work was carried out in 1904, in great part
during my absence in England.

§ 1. Description of Circles, etc.

The instrument is provided with two graduated circles, each of thirty inches in diameter. The graduation
consists of- short radial lines engraved on strips of polished metal inlaid in solid cast-iron discs. The circle on the 
clamp side of the instrument is rigidly attached to the axis, and is engraved on a hard alloy of platinum iridium; 
that on the other side is capable of rotation about the axis, so that the zero reading may be adjusted to any desired 
position of the instrument, and is divided on silver. The division marks on the latter or moveable circle appear to 
be somewhat more sharply defined than those on the fixed circle.

The spacing of the division marks on either circle corresponds with an angle of 5' of arc, and the lines are 
numbered at each degree from 0° to 359°, the division marks at each whole, half, and quarter of a degree being 
distinguished by longer lines. The circles, as viewed from the face, are numbered in opposite directions, so that the 
readings of the two circles increase or diminish simultaneously.

Each circle is read by means of a low-power or pointer microscope to identify the division marks pointed on, 
together with six microscopes, provided with micrometers, equi-spaced round the circle, for the accurate subdivision 
of the spaces between these division marks. The micrometers mounted on the eastern pier are designated by the 
letters A, B, C, D, E, F, those on the western pier by the letters G, H, I, K, L, M. There are, in addition, four 
supplementary microscopes, a, b, c, d, which may be mounted on either pier for the purpose of investigating errors 
of graduation.

Five revolutions of the micrometer screw-heads correspond with the space between two successive division 
marks so that 1 rev. =  1', and the drum-heads are divided into 100 parts, reading by estimation to 0; *001. The 
numbering of the screw-heads is in such a direction that the micrometer readings are additive to tho pointer reading 
when the instrument is mounted with Clamp East, and subtractive when the instrument is mounted with Clamp 
West. The investigations relating to the errors of graduation were all made in the former position.

The positions of these microscopes with regard to the graduated circles when in situ are indicated by the 
following table :—-■ .
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Table showing the Divisions under the several Microscopes.

Fixed Circle West (Clamp West). Fixed Circle East (Clamp East).

Pointer. G. H. I. K. L. M. a. c. b. d. Pointer. A. B. G. D. E. F. a. e. 6. d.
0 O s 0 „ 0 o 0 0 0 0 O c

3° 120 300 180 0 *40 60 s8o IOO 32s >45 3° 300 120 *40 60 180 0 IOO 280 >45 3*5
9° 180 0 *4° 60 300 ISO 340 160 *5 205 90 0 180 300 ISO *40 60 160 34° *°5 *5

>5° * 4° 60 300 120 0 180 4° s s o *5 265 >5° 60 *40 O 180 300 ISO s s o 4° *65 *S
a io 3° o 120 0 1 So 60 s+o 100 2 So >45 3*5 210 ISO 300 60 * 4° 0 180 s8o 100 3*5 >45
* 7° 0 180 60 >4° 120 300 160 34° s o  s 25 S70 180 0 ISO 300 60 *40 340 160 *5 *05

33® 60 =4° is o 300 180 0 220 4° s6$ «S 33° 240 60 180 0 ISO 300 40- sso »5 s  65

Moveable Circle W est (Clamp East). Moveable Circle East (Clamp West).

Pointer. 6. H. L K. L. M. a. c. V d. PoinUr. A. B. 0. D. E. F. a. £. 6. .. f
0 '• 0 0 o 0 O s O - • 0 •• 1

30 300 ISO 240 60 180 0 140 320 95 *75 3° 120 300 180 0- *40 60 3* ° >40 *75 95
90 0 180 300 120 24° .60 200 20 >55 335 90 .180 0 *40 60 300 ISO so 100 335 >55

150 60 *4 ° 0 180 300 120 260 80 215 35 >50 *40 60 300 ISO 0 180 80. 260 . 15 *>5
210 120 300 60 24O 0 l8o 320 140 275 95 SIO 300 120 ~v>io 180 60 *40 140 320 95 *75
270 180 0 110 300 60 * 4° s o 200 335 >55 S70 0 l8 o 60 S40 ISO 300 200 20 >55 335
33° *4<> 60 180 O ISO 300 80 s6o 35 i 33® 60 *49 ISO 300 180 0 260 80 *>5 35

§ 2. Method o f  Grouping Observations.
•

The operations for the determimation of the errors of graduation were divided into short sets, each set complete 
in itself, during which the positions of the microscopes may be assumed to remain unchanged. To guard against the 
possibility of change in the positions of the microscopes on account of change of temperature, etc., each set 
consisted of a series of pointings immediately followed by an exactly similar series, but in reversed order.

The plan adopted, together with a description of the methods of reduction, has been already described in Monthly 
Notices, vol. lxiv. Denoting the error of graduation of any division mark by D „ the value of this quantity is 
derived in the form of a rapidly converging series,

D , =« Xg.+ Aji + B„ +  C„ +  . . . . ,

where the quantities X*, A*, B„ C„, etc., which are derived by independent series of operations constituting separate 
sets; have the following significance

X , denotes the error of division of the mark x  (i.e. the amount by which the micrometer reading exceeds the 
value it  would have if the graduation of tho circle were perfect) in relation to the set of six symmetrically situated 
division marks in which it occurs, the mean division error of these six marks being regarded as zero.

denotes the mean error of division of the six symmetrically distributed division marks containing the mark x  
in relation to three such sets forming eighteen symmetrically placed division marks. Thus A* denotes a correction 
to the quantity X* as primarily derived, to refer the latter to a set of eighteen instead of to a set of only six 
symmetrically distributed marks, the mean division error of the set o f  eighteen being regarded as zero.

In like manner B„ denotes the mean error of division of a set of eighteen division marks with respect to a 
symmetrically distributed set of seventy-two division marks in each of which tho mark x  occurs, the mean 
division error of the sevonty-two marks being the adopted zero of reference.

And similarly C„ denotes the mean division error of a set of seventy-two symmetrically placed division marks 
containing the mark x  with regard to fivo such sets, constituting a sot of 360 symmetrically distributed 
division marks.

Tho primary microscopos A, B, C, D, E, F, on the oast pior, and Q, II, I, K, L, M, on tho west, aro usod for 
the determination of tho initial parts XB of tho graduation errors. Tho supplementary microscopes a, e are then 
used in conjunotion with a single pair of tho former, from which thoy are separated by an intorval at 20*, for tho 
evaluation of tho corrootions A , ; the oorroctions B , aro likowiso determined by moans of tho supplementary pair 
•of microscopes b, d  together with a pair of primary microscopes situated at an interval of 25* from thom.

Finally, for the determination of tho quantities Ca, one of tho pairs of subsidiary microscopes was removed
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aud replaced by a pair of microscopes provided with divided object-glasses, which enable one to view two division 
marks separated by an interval of 1 * at eaoh sotting of the instrument.

The quantities A* are by definition aubjeot to the condition

A , ■ Aa+go* “  A»̂ «o* *■ Aa,4.mo* “  Aa+84*. =  AB+800' , 

sinco the samo value applies to a set of six symmetrically placed division marks. Thus A„, regarded as a function 
of x, is ossontially a poriodic function having six complete periods within the complete arc of the circle.

In like manuer B* is a periodic function having eighteen complete periods in tbe circle, and C„ is a periodic 
function having seventy-two complete periods within the complete circumference.

I f  wo regard the division errors as a function of x, which, from tho nature of its periodicity, may be expressed 
by a formula of the nuture

D . = a 1 co8 as+&1 sina;+a*co8 2a; +  &t8in 2 x+  . . . . ,  

then, in accordance with the above definitions:—

X , denotes the aggregate of all tbe terms in this series, with the exception of those containing cosines or sines 
of multiples of 6x ;

A„ denotes the aggregate of the terms

a # cos 6*  +  &# sin 6*  +  cos 12» +  &j2sin 1 2 a +  . . . . ,

viz. those involving cosines and sines of multiples of 6x which are not also multiples of 18 *;

B , = a18co8 l 8a; +  &18sin l8 a;+ aMcos36a; +  &Msin36a;-t- . . .

•in which are missing those terms involving cosines and sines<pf multiples of 72®, while C« denotes the aggregate 
of the terms

On cos 72a;+  6728 1̂ 72a;+  0^ 008144a;+ &1Msin 1 4 4 a ;+ ............

from which are excluded the terms involving sines and cosines of multiples of 360a;. •
The remaining terms in the functional expression for the division errors might be determined by appropriate 

appliances; but it  would appear from the analogy of those already investigated that they may safely be neglected 
as quite insensible.

§ 3. Determination of the Principal Pa/rts of the Division Errors.

The microscopes having been first adjusted as accurately as possible so that
(1) five revolutions of the micrometer-screw are equivalent to the space between two successive division

marks on the circle;
(2) the micrometers simultaneously read zero when pointed on six division marks symmetrically placed round the

circle ; '
the readings of any micrometer will indicate the angular position of the circle from some arbitrary zero, affected, 
however, by errors arising from

(a) Inequalities in the spacing of the division marks;
(&) Inequalities in the spacing of the microscopes;
(c) Irregularities in the form of the pivots, including excentricity of the circle;
(d) Possible flexure of the circles themselves.
Ignoring for the moment the sources of error (c) and (d) :—
L et x  denote the amount by which a micrometer reads too large on account of errors of graduation, so 

that a; is a quantity which remains constant so long as the same division mark is pointed on whatever 
microscope be used;

L et y  denote the amount by which the micrometer reading is too large on account' of inaccuracy in the spacing 
of the microscopes. The absolute zero of the quantities y referring to different microscopes may be chosen 
arbitrarily, but where this is assigned the differences between the i/b will remain constant so long as the 
micrometers are undisturbed, i.e. they may be regarded as constant during a set of observations.

Let z denote a further quantity which defines the angular position of the graduated circle in its plane, and
which would be directly measured by the micrometer readings if  the sources of error (a) and (&) were absent, z is 
a quantity which is the same for all microscopes at a given setting of the circle. Then every micrometer reading 
may be regarded as leading to an equation of condition of the form

,x+y+z=m, 
where m denotes the reading of the micrometer head.
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Consider now a set of observations taken as follows. Tho division marks 80°, 90“, 150°, 2 10 °, 270°, 330° of 
the fixed circle were brought in succession under the pointer microscope, and the six microscopes, A , B, C, D, E, F, 
were read at each setting. The same operations were then immediately repeated in reversed order. The means of 
the readings from direct and reversed order of measurement were as follows (the fractional parts of a revolution 
alone being quoted):—

TA B LE  I.
Date— October 12, 1908. ' Observer A.P.

In this illustration the greatest range of screw called into play amounts in the cose of microscope D to 0T-062, 
and, with care in setting the circles, throughout the series of operations the length of screw actually employed in 
any one set but rarely amounts to 0r100. Through this range the error of the screws has been regarded as 
sensibly constant, so that no corrections have been applied on this account, while the screw equivalents adjusted 
over a range of 5 rev. have been taken as sensibly constant and given b y 1 rev. =  l'*00. ,

The division marks under the several microscopes in the above observations may be derived from the table . 
given above (§ 1 ). Collecting into the same vertical columu the entries which correspond with the same division 
mark, the preceding table may be rearranged as follows:—

TA B LE  II.— T a b l e  o p  M ic r o m e t e r  R e a d in g s  a r r a n g e d  according  to  t h e  D iv isio n  M a r k  pointed  on.

——^^gDiyision Mark. 
Pointer. | ' -----^ 3°o°. *40°. i l o ° . 120°. 6o°. o ° . Meant

r r QijrSe: r - r ' T . r
3 0 - •179 ’>3+ •*14 •*73 •s6s *94 -2098
9° *Il8 •178 ■ ’*37. • •260 •197 >*7 ‘ i 86s

- ISgjd •sio ’*5+ ’*44 -196 ">S* •>>s •>95*
210 •s6o •*57 •>97 ■168 •>37 -•>77 •>993

E B B •271 *99 •140 ■107 •165 *>7 •183*
330 •19+ •»+3 118 •191 •233 •209 *1813

Means •2053 - 194s -i 91-7- I • ’ >99* •>9>5 •>73* •>9*5

Regarding each micrometer reading in this table as consisting of three parts, x, y, z, the entries now in the same 
vertical column will involve the same value of x, but different values of y  and z. Hence, if we denote the mean 
value of y  for the six microscopes by §, and the mean value of z for the six settings of the circle by z, and indicate 
the values of x  applying to the different division marks by suffixes, we find on taking means of quantities in the 
same column

+ V + 1  = r‘2053, 
a w + # + * “  1942,
2W + 2 / + z  =  *19 1 7 ,
® i*> *+ y + 2 =  ’1 9 9 2 ,
*oo• + y + z =  19 15 ,
«o* + 0  +  2= 17 3 2 ;

and on taking means we find
< B + 0 + 2 -r1925,

where *  denotes the mean of the six quantities % ,  **«•» etc: Subtracting this from each equation in turn we may 
eliminate J) and I and derive

x wv — £a> + 0r,01 2 8 , 
a ^ - i -  +  ’0 0 1 7 ,

« i*r  — &m “  ’0 0 0 8 ,
x lt r —s 8 »  +  *0 0 6 7 , |
%,< — £«■ — ‘0010 , 
ftp — ot*? — ‘01 9 8 .
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The quantities thus dorivod roprosont tho quantities denoted above X ^ i XM0>, etc., affected, however, by errors 
duo to tho causes (o), (d), i.e. irregularitios of the pivots and floxuro of tho circles, as well as by the aotual accidoni.nl 
errors of pointing.

In like manner, if wo denote by C|„ tU-i etc., tho values of z corresponding to the different settings of the 
instrument, wo derive, by taking means of quantities in the same horizontal lino

. 0r*2098 
> *1862 
. >1952 
- *1998 
■ *1882 

*1818

whence

zu. —2 =  -  
2m. “ 2 ”  + 
«nr.-2 = + 
Zy. -Z =  -  
Zn — Z =  —

+ 0**0178,a + j t + H  
£ + # + *u. I
» + # +  *m.-
a5+$ + *ir. ™
&+$+**, ;=.

$ +  £ +  *n. I

and similarly, by taking means of the quantities in the same vertical columns of Table I., we find, on denoting 
by Vi, yn, etc., the values of y  appropriate to the separate microscopes:—

*0068, 
*0027, 
*0068, 
*0098, 
•0 1 1 2 ;

aj + ŷ  + J = 0r*1515 
® + y0 + 2 = *1215 
a5 + y« + 2 = *1892 
x + y B+ z =  *2457 
x + y » + z =  *2510 
x + y , + z  = *196*2

whence

\fjk^§=  — 0r*0410, 
~  '0710, 

y . - g -  -  ’0083, 
y » - # “  + ’0532, 

+  ‘0585,. 
yt - y ~  + *0037.

§ 4. Determination o f the Weights and Probable Errors.

From the above derived values we may obtain

x*oo- + yx + zi.—x-y-z==  - 0 r,0109,
or, since

x  +  y + 1 =  + i ) r*l 925,
*800- + 2/a + 2i.=  +0r*1816. ■

In like manner quantities corresponding with each of the entries in Table II. may be computed. These 
quantities, arranged in tabular form in which the entries correspond with those in Table II., are as follows :—

^ ^ D iv iw o n  Mark. 
Pointer.

300°. *40°. iSo°. 120*. 6o°. o°.

30 +  *1816 *1405 •2657 •2697 •2673 ‘ *94*
90 *1280 *1846 *2386 •2514 *1889 •**59

150 •2047 *2501 •*5*9 *2056 •153* *049
210 •2653 . *595 *2022 1 •1650 •1273
270 **545 1886 *, 4 I4 *1189 •1789 •2171

, 339 .. •1978 *1420 *io95 •1847 •*335 *2205

Comparing these with the entries in Table II., we ■ derive the following table of residuals in the sense 
Observed — Computed j«=&|

Table o f Residuals (Obsei'ved— Computed).

3°9°
150
210
270
330

—o-ooi 6
—  ?OIOO
+  *0053 
&  0053 
+  -0165
— ’0031

— 0*0065 
—  *0066 
+  *0039
£9 *00*5
+  *0104 
+ *OOIO

+0*0083
— -0016
— '0089
— ’0052
— *0014 
+  '0085

+ 0 -0 0 3 3  
+  *0086
— *0096 
•+■ ‘0030
— *0119 
+  '0063

—0*0023 
+  ’0081 
— ‘0012 
+  *0097

'*0139
— ‘0005

—0*0002 
+  *0011 
+ *0101 
+  *0003 
— '0001 
—  *0115

The sum of the squares of these residuals referred to units of the fourth decimal place is

188078 .

Now, each of the residuals depends on two pointings of a micrometer taken iu direct and reversed order of measure
ment The sum of their squares has been reduced to a minimum by the determination of nineteen unknowns in all,
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viz.six quantities a;—.a;, six quantities y — and six quantities 2 — 2, and the quantity z .+  y  +  z—of which, however; 
only sixteen are independent

Hence, denoting the sum of. the squares of the residuals by Sw, since the weight of each residual is 2 .if we 
regard the weight of a single micrometer pointing as unity, the square of the mean, error corresponding to unit 
weight is given by

" f e - * 2OT;“> 8,08-.; •; ■ . ; ' -■ -  • . ; 
whence, the derived value of the probable error of a single micrometer pointing is ■

r = ± 0 r*0091 = =b0"*54.

These errors include parts due to Jthe irregularities ii the form of,, the pivots- and flexure of the circles. Now, 
any displacement of the circle iu its j own plane produced by irregularities of the pivots will produce effects of 
like amount, but of opposite sign, on the readings of two microscopes placed at opposite ends of a diameter. If, 
therefore, we combine into single observation' the mean of the. four readings taken .at-opposite extremities of a 
diameter, we shall obtain results freed entirely from errors due to the irregularities .in .the form of the pivots; but 
the separate determination of the division errors.of the two marks pointed on will no longer, be possible. The mean 
division error of two opposite division marks will, however, have the same value as before. In like manner the 
quantities y will not be completely separable, but will only be determinable in pairs.

Taking, the means of the preceding results we find,
tĤ 'soo* * 180") “  ® =  +  0r*0 0 9 8 , iCl/A +  ̂ b) —■ y  =  +  0r,0 0 6 1 ,
i (® 84o* -J* * 60* ) “ ® =  4" "0 0 0 4 , i f y o  +  2/d) ~~y =  — ’0 0 6 3 ,
i ( a w  +  «o. )— » =  -  -0 10 1 , J(yB +  2/f)£-^= +  |||0 9

while .the values of 2 will remain as previously. We thus derive twelve unknown quantities, of which, however, only 
ten are independent.

The residuals, obtained from the combined observations consisting of four pointings, will be found by combining 
the previous residuals in pairs. They are given by the following table

T a b le  o f  R e s id u a ls (O'— G J , f r e e d  f r o m  P iv o t -E ir o r s .
. — Di vi si on Marks. 

Pointer.
300° and n o 0. *40° and 6o°. 180° and o°.

\i"'t m
30 + 0 -0 0 0 4 —.0*0044 ...-4 ? 0*0041

—, ’0007 +  ’ooo8 — -0002

15 0
— ’OO** +  *00.14 ■  *0006

2 1 0  V — .•001* +  *0036 — *00*4

* 70 ., .4 - *00*3 — *oo 1 8 — *0007

• 33° . . . If . -00) 3; . + *0003 •- — *ooi s

and the sum of their squares is 7787.
Since each residual depends on four pointings, and the observations have been brought into accord by the 

derivation of ten independent unknown quantities, the derived value of the square of the mean error of a single 
micrometer pointing, when freed from errors due to the form of the pivot, is

and the corresponding probable error
r-i±0,’6041- ± 0**25.

This value of the probable error still, however, includes parts of the errors due to flexure of the circles if such 
exist

Now, any flexure of the circle in its own plane duo to gravitational stress may bo expoctcd to bo rovorsod in 
sign when the stress is reversed in direction. - Thus the effect of flexure on tho micromotor readings ou auy division

12
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mark will bo of like amount, but of opposite sign, if the mark be brought in succession under two microscopes at 
opposite extremities of a diameter.

If, therefore, wo combine in a single observational equation the moanB derived from eight pointings taken on 
two opposite division marks under two opposite microscopes, wo shall obtain nine equations oi condition, from 
which the errors of flexure, as well as those duo to irregularities in the forms of the pivots, have been entirely 
removed. The quantities x, y  will be determinable as before; but the quantities z will only occur in tho com
binations =i.+slv., : n. + :v , * h i . + *vl, and wo thus have the means of deriving nine unknown quantities, of which seven 
are independent. Combining the original residuals in pairs, the new table of residuals, freed from the effects of 

errors of flexure, is as follows:—

"^ ■ ^ D iv is ion  Marks. 
Pointer. 300* and 1100. 240° and 6o°. O 

■' nS..
9O

r r 5.
30  and 210 — 0*0004. — 0-0004 4-0*0009

9 0  and 270 +  '000S — 0005 — '0004

150 and  330 "  —  *0005 +  0009 — *0005

The sum of the squares of these residuals is 349, and the derived value of the square of the mean error of a 
single pointing

«== ^  =  42m. = 1396,
9 - 7  - ’

whence r  =  ±  0r-0025 ±  0;/'15.

To derive the probable errors of the results, denote by n „  the entry in Table II. in the rth row and 8th column; 
then we evidently have

xyx. - x  =  \ l n r, ~  J - S S n , , ,
O r  u O  r  a

= —  2 nrl -  —  2 n „ -  —  2 n „ -  —  2 nrt-  A  2 n „ -  - 1  2 nrt,
36 r 36 , 36 , rt 36 r H 36 r 36 r *  ’

with similar expressions for the other quantities derived. Now, each n involves two pointings, and thus, i f  e denotes
the mean accidental error of a single pointing, the square of the mean accidental error of each n is £c2. Thus, 
adding together the squares of the errors resulting from the different term in â oo*— X, since there are six with a

coefficient —  and thirty with a coefficient — , the square of the mean accidental error of %  — x  is 
36 36

6
36/ 2 \3 6 / 2 72

’■sr- • ’ . . . 72
and the weight of the determination of x ^  — x  is — .

Again,

aoa>0 “  *  =  j 2  ^Wrl — gg ^ ^ nrt >

the square of its mean error is therefore

{12(o)*+24(^)*[ ̂
and the weight of its determination is 36.

The probable accidental error of the determination of each division error, adopting the value r  = db 0B,15 for 
the accidental error of a single pointing, is dr 0"'040; that for the mean of a pair of opposite division marks =b 0",025.

The operations illustrated above have been independently repeated b y four other observers. For purposes of 
comparison we now append the results of the five such sets of operations.
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mark will bo of liko amount, but of opposite sign, if  the mark be brought in succession under two microscopes at 
opposite extremities o f a diameter.

If, therefore, we combine in a single observational equation the means derived from eight pointings taken on 
two opposite division marks under two opposite microscopes, we shall obtain nine equations of condition, from 
which the errors o f flexure, as well as those due to irregularities in the forms o f the pivots, have been entirely 
removed. The quantities x, y  will be determinable as before; but the quantities % will only ocour in the com
binations Sj. +  Sjv., Sn. +  *v., *in. +  *tl, and we thus have the means of deriving nine unknown quantities, of which seven 
are independent Combining the original residuals in pairs, the new table o f residuals, freed from the effects of 
errors of flexure, is as follows:—

§1—^Division H u b . 
Pointer. 300* and i*o°. *40° and 6o°. i lo °  and 0*.

r r r
30 and 210 —0*0004 —0*0004 +0*0009

90 and *70 +  *oool — *0005 — *0004

150 and 330 — *0005 +  0009 — *0005

The sum of the squares o f these residuals is 349, and the derived value o f the square o f the mean error o f a 
single pointing

whence

e* =  1  42w  =  1396,
9 - 7

r  =  ±  0r'0025 I  =| 0"’15.

To derive the probable errors o f the results, denote by n„ the entry in Table II. in the rth row and 8th column; 
then we evidently have

*so<r-x= -  2nrl -  i l ? nn ,
O r  O b  r  $

= JL In., — — Sfty. — — Sn-j — — 2n., — — 2 -  2Jn,-,
36 ,  rt 36 r rt 36 ,  36 r 36 ,  | 36 r

with similar expressions for the other quantities derived. Now, each n involves two pointings, and thus, if  e denotes
the mean accidental error o f a single pointing, the square o f the mean accidental error o f each n is ^c2. Thus,
adding together the squares o f the errors resulting from the different term in xaoa- — x, sincethere are six with a

5 V* ■ ■ ■ ■ M  l 
coefficient —  and thirty with a coefficient — , the square of the mean accidental error of x ^  — x  is36’

6 ( * Y l ‘  +  30\ 3 6 / 2 \ 3 6 / 2 72 ’

and the weight o f the determination of — x  is —•.

Again,
M3*®- +  r) — x  — —  2 nrl +  —  Zn,! — —  S2Jw„,

I18 r 36 r 36 r 36 r 36
the square o f its mean error is therefore

+ 2 4 ^ J -Y 1  _ = ■ !«* ,
\ 1 8 / \ 3 6 / I 2 36 ’

and the weight o f its determination is 36.
The probable accidental error o f the determination of each division error, adopting the value r  = ±  0 " 1 5  for 

the accidental error of a single pointing, is =fc 0 " '0 4 0 ; that for the mean of a pair of opposite division marks dr 0"*025.
The operations illustrated above have been independently repeated by four other observers. For purposes of 

comparison we now append the results of the five such sets o f operations.
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Compai'ison of Results obtained by Different Obsei'vers.

N .  Diruiou Mark. 

Observer.
JO°° *40° 1 So0 1*0° 6o#

r*

’ I . II.

.r r r . t r
Ho u g h . . . . +  ' Oi  18 +  *0033 — 0010 +  -0075 — ’0013 — ‘0200  • ±  0 ‘ 20 ±  0 ‘20

P ott  . . . . ,.10132 •0010 0030 r o io o *0002 ‘0 2 13 ±  0*2,7 ±  o '1*
Poad . . . . t • -0128 •0017 *0008 •0067 •001O HS291 ±  0-25 ±  0*15

Choosemau . •0143 0010 •0022 •0050 . 'OOO8 '° 17°  1 ±  0 ‘ i8  ±  o ‘ i7

W ilk in  . ■ . B B S •°°4S $  £00 1 7  . ‘0058 *0028 -ioziz ±  0*3011 ±  0*32

M ean. - +  *o»3S • +  foo*3 ’0017 +  *0070 — *0012 — ‘0198

The values o f ?'0 quoted are the derived values o f  the probable errors o f  a single micrometer pointing obtained 
from the internal agreement within the separate sets. The values I. include possible errors due to flexure; those II. 
are independent o f  flexure.

Another method of estimating the accuracy o f the results is furnished by the discordances o f  the derived values 
o f the same quantities by different observers. Regarding the observations o f each observer as o f equal weight, and 
comparing each result with the mean o f all corresponding with it, remembering that a single result derived by one 

72 • .. •... # ; •• .  ̂.. ... H H H
observer has weight —  compared with that o f a single micrometer pointing, the probable accidental error o f a single

micrometer pointing from the agreement o f each o f the six results is found to be

±  0"*20, db 0"-23, =fc 0 "1 4 , ±  0"*29, ±  0 "14 , ±  0"*27.

These results are in substantial agreement with those derived from the internal agreement within the sets.
Adopting r0 =  ±  0"-20 as a mean value, we derive ±  0//,024 as the probable accidental error o f each division 

error determined as the result of the five sets o f  operations, and ±  O ’̂OT.5 as the probable error o f the mean division 
error for a pair o f opposite division marks.

The division marks in sets o f six, starting with 0°, 5°, 10°,- etc., have each been subjected to a like treatment, 
while the intermediate division marks starting with 1°, 2°, 3°, 4°, etc., have been similarly operated on once only. 
From the sixty sets performed on the 5* division marks, we derive the following values for the probable error corre
sponding with unit weight iigffraf

(а ) from the internal agreement o f the observations within the sets including errors due to flexure o f the circle,

±  0''*23;
(б) from the internal agreement o f the observations within the sets, but excluding errors due to flexure o f the 

circle,
=fc0"*20;

(c) from the agreement o f results independently derived by different observers,

±  0"-18.

The 5° division marks on the moveable circle have been investigated in like manner. The corresponding derived 
values in this case amount to

(а ) ±  0"*17,
(б) =fc0"*18, 

m  ±  o;/,i7.

The satisfactory accordance between these values as derived from the internal agreement o f the sets and the 
interagreement o f derived results indicate that there is no significant source o f systematic error which has boon 
overlooked. The results, however, appear to indicate a sensible flexure o f tho fixed circle, but nouo o f  tho moveable 
circle.

The principal parts of the division errors derived by these processes aro contained in the following tables, the 
entries representing the mean errors o f  graduation for a pair o f opposito division marks. Tho probable accidental 
error o f  determination for the marks at each exact 5* is sfc 0"*015, and at the intermediate degrees in the caso o f the 
fixed circle, for which alone they have boon investigated, =fc 0"*088.
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Table o f  Principal Pcurta o f the Division Errors. 

Fixed Cirole.

Argument— Division Mark under Microscope.

o
t

>  0*0108 j o +  0*0055 60 +  o 'o o o s 90 —  0*0038 120
i t

+  0*0104 >5°
r

— 000 18

1 118 S»
3*

®4 61 20 9.» — *0031 121 >>3 >5> 3>
a 1*3 70 62 86 9* — ’0009 122 38 ^ .> 5* 65
3 10] 33 28 63 79 95 +  *0019?' ■ i *3 *7 >53 45
4 86 34 *3 5* 94 >*4 36: >54 54
5
6

68 35 3 65 37 I i m m i *5 3> . .V. 1S 5 5*
104 36 48 66 +  '0047 96 44 126 : 60; , .1 5 6 90

. . 7 74 37 4* 67 -  *0035 97 i  -73 i *7  H 114 •>'5 7 - . - i  1.1.. _

8 5*
75

3* 41 68 68 98 85 128 121 v 1 58 130

9 39 39 69 16 99 86 1*9 88 , . J |9
160
161

13*
10 7 ' 4° 54 r  7o — *0040 IOO 82 130 ' " " i i  1 *34

' H 93 84 : • 7 ?, - ■4-  *0019 • 101 62 >3> .75. >44
IX S3 4* 119 7* 16 102 46 13* 40 • 16* 171

l ) 108 43 137 73 7-1 103 , 74 >33 +  -0044 >63. 204

14 — *0015 44 >34 74 i
IO4 >4 >34 -  '°°+4 164

M*5 +  *002+ 45 118 75 61 >°5 >35 84 165 >65
16 21 46 150 76 81 I06 59 136 •0100 166 *>3
*7 18 47 >39 £“ . 77. - *9 >97 75 >37 +9 . 1 6 7 218
18 *9 48 .121 78 49 1 0 8 ' +  -0053 >38 67 • 168 168

*9 9 49 1*3 79 - 21 109 — *0014 >39 *9 169 >«5
s o iV-. i o 50 119 80 ’ ^ 1 : . 110 +  -0027 140 61 170 >45
Zl +  *0020 5* >*3 81 43 h i *4 14> . 63 M M * 140
2* — *0015 5* n o 82 59 '1 1 2 76 14* 45 >7* 180

*3 4 -  *0010 53 55 83 88 >>3 94 >43 99 >73. >47
*4 47 54 18 84 63 1 >4 57 >44 105 >74 74
*5 S7 55 66 85 +  *0015 54 >45 7* v >75 >>9
*6 >9 56 62 86 — 'OOIO n o 59 146 10 176 >>5
*7 33 57 4* 87 II * *> 7 . ; 02 >47 28 177 - 106
28 44 58 +  *0072 88 6 118 50 148 4 > 178 “1 >4
*9 ■+■ 0*0064 59 — 0*0009 89 — 0*0026 119 +  0*0083 >49 — 0*0039 *79 - — 0*0070

Table o f  Principal Parts o f the Division Errors. 

M o v e a b le  C ir c le .

Argument— Division Mark under Microscope.

'■ I r r r r
0 — 0*0106 30 — 0*0038 60 K^r-0'0°40 9°° — 0*0051 120 ■+• 0*0146 >50° +  0*0090
5 S6 35 1  u  38 AS ir‘  10 95 +  V 05.'. i *5 64 I >55 4*

10 35 40 -  44 I I B I 3 9 100 H a  5> 130 76 I O E I  4
*5 45 . +  *0107 75 ; m-;; 02 >05 >35 9 >65 36
*° 44 ' So 21 '80 ■>■ 82 . 110- +  44 *40 >*5 ! 170 m sffi  *4

9
— 0*0043 55 0*015* 85 ' — 0*0069 » 5 '+  0*0105 >45 +  0*0112 1 >75 +  0*0047

§ 5. Determination o f the Errors o f Division Periodic within 60°.

The parts o f the division errors previously determined are exactly those parts which can be entirely eliminated 
by the use o f six equi-spaced microscopes, and the determination is only of value in cases where incomplete readings 
are taken. Since, as a rule, the most effective method of dealing with these errors in practice is to read all six 
microscopes, it seemed useless to push their investigation further. Attention was accordingly next directed to the 
errors o f division periodic within 60°. For this purpose the supplementary micrometers a, c were first used in 
conjunction with A, B for the fixed circle, and in conjunction with G, H for the moveable circle.

The modus operandi will be best illustrated by an example, as f o l l o w s 5r;*
The fixed circle was set to the pointer readings 110°, 180°, 150°, 290°, 310°, 330° in turn, and at eaoh setting 

the four microscopes, a, c, A, B, were read. These operations were immediately repeated in reversed order. Such 
a series o f operations constitutes a set.
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Miorosoopo.

Pointer. A • B. V M '• e. • .y'.
, 0

110 20 200 180 O
130 BS 2 2 0 ' 200 20
150 60 24O . 220 4°
290 200 20 O 180
310 220 40 20 200
33° 24O 60 40 220

4uid the means o f  the microscope readings were as below :r5jg|
Microscope.

Pointer.
A. and B. a  and Cr% iwtt

• T ' . '
110 •2203 •2728 •0 5*5
130 •2283 •2903 *0620
> s° '2218 *763 •0545
290 •1853 '2468 '6015
310 -1823 ‘ 2428 *0605 .
330 •1805 •2448 •0643

The column marked “  Diff.”  represents the mean excess o f the readings o f the microscopes a  and c over those o f 
the microscopes A  and B, and is due in part to the graduation errors o f the marks pointed on, and in part to the fact
that the zero reading corresponding to the mean o f the microscopes A  and B does not exceed by 20° exactly the
zero reading corresponding to the mean o f the microscopes a  and c.

I f  yx denote the amount, expressed in screw revolutions, by  which the interval between the mean zero of the 
microscopes A  and B and the mean zero o f  the microscopes a  and c exceeds 20®, then— denoting by X®, X*,, etc., the 
mean division errors o f pairs o f opposite division marks, involving 0°, 20°, etc.— the above differences may be 
expressed by the following equations o f condition

Xo -  X M +  y 1=  +  0r 0525,
. X *  — X 40.+ Vi pi +  '0620,
X 40— Xjo ■+■ y i +  „'0545,

Xo — Xjo +  yi®  + 0 r’0615,
Xjo — X 40 +  Vi =  +  *0605)- ;- 
X 40 — Xjo +  2/1=  +  ■ "0643.

The absolute terms of these equations depend on the difference o f two quantities, each resulting from the mean 
o f  four pointings, viz. two under each' microscope in direct and reversed order o f measurement. They will, 
therefore, be o f  weight 2 compared with that o f a single micrometer pointing.

The first and fourth equations, second and fifth, and the third and sixth, resulting from corresponding readings 
taken in positions o f the circle differing by 180°, may differ on account o f flexure o f the circle as well as on 
account of accidental errors of pointing. Taking means o f these equations in pairs we, however, eliminate errors 
due to the flexure o f the circle, and derive

Xo -X jo  +  y i=  +  0T'0570,
X jo- 'X^q+J/i =  +  "0613,
X 40 ”  Xjo + 1/1II +  *0594, 

in which each absolute term has the equivalent weight o f four pointings.
Similar sets o f operations were next performed on the division marks from 60* to 120°, and from 120* to 180 . 

Denoting by y* and yt the values corresponding to y, during these sets, which need not be assumed to have the 
same value as during the preceding sot, the following equations o f condition were derived:—

Xjo “  Xml + y , »  + 0 T*0654,
Xjo - X ,00 +  yl -  +  *0679,
Xjoo “  Xno +  y*"  +  '0570,

X 110 —X 140+ y , -  +  '0874, 
•̂ 140—■Xjoo+ y%m +  '0717, 
X 100 — X 180 +  y, =  +  '0588.
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Now, if we put
A „=  $(X0 +  Xjo +  Xuo), A*) “  ̂ (X M+ X.80+XH0)»

A*“  i(X 40 + Xjoo + Xxao)>
and

y -$ (y i+ y « + y » )»
so that A , denotes the mean division error o f  six symmetrically placed division marks containing x, on taking means 
o f  corresponding equations in the three sets we derive

A„ - A * + y  =  +  0r*0699,
A a, — Aw+ y  — +  *0670,
A 40 —A0 + y =  +  *0567,

where each absolute term has weight 12.
These equations, involving four unknown quantities, do not admit o f solution without the introduction o f some 

further condition. The condition we propose to impose on them is that the mean o f the three A ’s involved should 
be zero, ue. that the mean o f the division errors of all eighteen division marks involved should be regarded as zero. 
The quantities A®, Ao0, A *0 will then denote the relative division errors o f  sets o f six division marks with respect to  
sets o f  eighteen, the mean division error o f the sets o f  eighteen being left for subsequent determination.

Denoting the absolute terms o f the three equations symbolically by N lt N s, N 8, and introducing the condition,

Ao +  A 20+ A tt =  0,

the solution o f  the equations may be expressed symbolically in the form,

Ao =  l i p ! - Ns), AJo = i(N 2- N 1), Am =  $ (N ,- N f),

or, numerically,
A 0=  + 0 r*0044, A 20=  - 0r;p010, A „ ~  - 0 r*0034, 

y  =  +  0r*0645.

From the symbolical form, since each quantity N  has weight 12, the square o f the mean error o f  each o f the 
quantities A  is

' f i g  g g  _  c »

9 ' 12 5 4 ’

where e denotes the mean error corresponding to  unit weight. Thus, each A  is derived with weight 54, i.e. adopting 
the value 0,/*20 as the probable error o f  a single micrometer pointing, with a probable accidental error o f i t  0"*027.

The quantities Ao, A^, A«0, together with similar^ quantities applicable to the intermediate division marks 
starting with 5°, 10°, etc., have been independently investigated in the above manner by  each o f five different 
observers with the following results:—

Hough. Pett Pead. Cheeseman. Wilkin. Mean.

r r :r 1
Ao +  0-0044 +  0-0043 5 ^ +  0*0044 +  0*0048 +  0*0036 +  0-0043
As + 30 +  H p  ■ *4 + ■ - i6 + 28 +  *7
A 10 — 26 -  *♦ — *9 — 3i — 27 r  27
A « 3* -  19 — -21 — 18 12 — 20
Ajo — 10 — 12 — m m — *4 . — ! ! § § § — 11
A * 46 ■■''.-'•7-. ■ 62 — 44 — 48 — s* -  5°
A * — W — *3 ■ ; — 18 — 18 — >3 -  >S
A*s — 48 -  47 ~ 40 — S3 — S* -  48
A4o 34 31 — 31 — 33 — 30 -  3*
A45 + 16 +  34 K g 21 + 23 + *4 +  *3
Am *' + 41 : +  -37- 48 + 49 + 40 +  43 

+  68Ass + 79 - + ,  66 61 .. + .79 + 63

From the interagreement o f  the results derived by  different observers each regarded as o f weight 54, the 
probable error corresponding to unit weight is derived as i t  0"*15, indicating a highly satisfactory accordance 
between these results. The probable error o f the mean o f the five determinations is, on this basis, z b  0"*009, and, 
on the basis o f the previously derived values for the probable error corresponding to unit weight, ± 0W*011.

The investigations o f the quantities A  were subsequently extended first to each exact degroe and afterwards 
to every division mark o f the fixed circle. For the moveable circle the exact degree division marks alone were 
operated on. Except in the cases quoted above, each set o f  observations was, as a rule, performed once only, yielding
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results with a probable accidental error of =b 0"‘027. An effective control was furnished by reducing separately 
the two halves o f  a set taken in positions o f  the circle differing by 180°. Though these two halves are liable to 
small discordances due to flexure of the oircle, auy abnormal discordance could be cosily detected by this means, 
and the operations involving such discordance were repeated in case the cause of it could not be traced.

The results o f these operations for every set o f six division marks on the fixed circle and for every exact 
degree on the moveable circle are contained in the following tables:—

Tables o f Principal Parts o f Division Errors for the Mean of Six Divisions.
F i x e d  C i r c l e .

Argument— Division Marks uuder Microscope.

o'. s'- to'. 10V t|. »S'* 30'. . ■ is'* j 4°'* m m

O, 60, 120, 180, 240, 300
Tt r
4-0-0043

r “ ' 
+0*0039

' r
+0*0042

■ - r ■ 
+0*0036

\ .rj- V; 
+0*0037

r
+0*0043

r
+0*0050

r
+  00061

* ■ r «?? 
+0*0056

r
+0*0064

^Ej+0*0058
57

r
+0*0056

J.2
I, 61,121,121,241,301 •OO44 6l 59 55 4> 62 46 5* 55 5*

5*
282, 62, 122, 182, 242, 302 45 56 54 57 3° 20 4* 4* 3* 4°

28
' 50

59
*9.
54
02

3> 63,123,183, 243, 303 xb 4* 4* 3* 28 24 *4 *5 28 28
4, 64,124,184,244,304 *5 >9 21 40 54 26 ♦* 58 21 21

42
5. 6S, 1* 5. >85,245,305 *7 28 *7 5* +  *9 45 3> 55 +  *0017 23 +  *0001
6, 66,126, 186, 246,306 3> 36 21 +  '0020 00 3 +  *0019 l i p  I' — ‘OOII -f- *0001

+  *0008 
— *0019 

21

00
7, 67,1*7,187,247,307
8, 68, 128, 188, 248, 308

00 +  0006 +  *6010 — *0004 — *0008 +  0001 — "ooo 8 +  *0005 +  *0004 — *0003
— *0013

+  *0002 — *0017 — *0005 +  *0004 16 — *0003 *7 — *0003 — *0022 °S 15
9, 69, 129,189, 249, 309 — 0003 10 16 — *0011 06 :-'rT >5 °4 f i  *5 

28
12 
1 c

T
22 >5

10, 70, 130, 190,250, 310 *7 18 26 21 5° — ‘OOll •0023 23
26 06 1 12 05

Ii, 71,131,191,251,311 *5 34 *4 28 sjl'OOOl +  *OOOI ®5 *4
*7
15
18

°5 *912, 72,132,192,252,312 20 >7 >4 >5 +  *ooo8 — tooi 5 8 +  *0012 °4 ' 01, 14
>3, 73. *33, >93, *53, 3>3 *4 22 >9 — *0007 — '0002 +  *0006 2 — *0013 *5 12 *5
*4, 74, >34, >94, *54, 3>4 04 06 °9 +  -ooio ®5 — *OOII *5 *9 *5

18 25 23 11
>5, 75, >35, >95, *55, 3*5 20 07 >5 — *0027 18 *5 >4 21 11 24 21
16, 76, 136,196, 256, 316 
>7, 77, *37, >97, *57, 3>7

21
*7

3*
>7

00
*5

16
*7

°5
57

. .03 
5*

16
26

22
26

*7
5*A V

5*
22

4>
58

*5
4*

18, 78,138,198,258,318 36 35 *7 40 4> 54 55 *4 t*
09
3*

03 *9 *4-
>9, 79. *39. >99. *59, 3*9 
20, 80,140,200,260, 320

21 11 
26

*7 11 >5 16 *5 *5
28 39 22 3*

11 *4 21 06 22 >5 46 35 35
21, 81,141,201,261,321
22, 82,142, 202,262, 322

3* 38 30 54 26 55 5* *7 44
50

T
47
41

45 55
4° 46 45 45 37 57 45 37 44 58

*3, 83,143,203,263,323 26 4* 55 55 34 5* 5* *9
64

44
07
J.2

74 46 55
*4. 84,144,204,264,324 37 56 5* 62 64 57 63 52 55 58
*5. 8S, 145, 205,265, 325 5° 55 53 64 62 76 So 5* T

*7
59
2 I

45 ♦* 4*
26, 86,146,206, 266, 326 49 5° 37 56 *7 44 35 5°

56 43 40 54
*7, 87,147, 207, 267, 327 33 44 4* 45 *7 5* 57 33 *7 56
28, 88,148, 208, 268, 328 45 4> 44 54’ 36 i 6 28 45

4°
1 .1 *

56 56 18
*9, 89,149,209,269,329 4* 34 3* 45 55 4° 55 4* 12 *| 28
30, 90, I50, 210, 270, 33O *5 >9 *6 20 >7 >4 10

58
*4
28 16 *7 26 55

31, 91, 151, 211, 271, 331 18 *4 4 • 20 55 >7 *7
15

22 *9 36
32, 92, 152, 212, 272, 332 15: 5 10 16 *7 22 *5

56
59 25 47 45

33, 93. >53. *>3. *73, 333 39 *9 *7 54 4> 45
62

29
61 64 54 S6 i t34, 94, >54, *>4, *74, 334 5° 5* 54 61 57 44 *7 25 55 20

35, 95, >55, *>5, *75. 335 48 57 64 56 46 58 49 45
5*
49
55
4°
25

4* 54 33
36, 96,156, 216, 276, 336 26 *7 4* 26 45 44 *9 48 37 35
37, 97, >57, *>7, *77.337 4° 3* 45 47 57 36 49 *9 5* 4* 4*
38, 98, 158, 218,278, 338 *4 37 *9 21 26 3* *5 26 22 5J 20

39, *59, >59, *>9, *79,339
40, IOO, l6o, 220, 280, 34O

26 3* 4* 58 5* *7 *7 *5 50 *4
3* *3 28 *5 5* 21 55 55 11 —0*0005 —0*00*4 —0*0007

41, 101, l6l, 221, 28l, 34I 12 *3 9 21 —0*0015 —0*0028 —0*0015 *4 —0*0001 +0*0007 +0*0013 +0*0004
42, 102, 162, 222, 282, 342 —0*0005 —0*0010 9 — 0*0012 +0*0007 +0*0017 +0*0003 —0*0004

+0*0016 
46

*5 5 3°
43, 103,163,223, 283, 343 +0*0006 +0*0001 —0*0009 +0*0001 6 *7 *7 +0*0004

*5 55 *7 *7
1644,104,164,224,284, 344 12 57 +0*0030 ■ 22 3° 5* 22

16
*9

25 *9 *9
45, 105, 165, 225,285, 345 *3 *7 26 55 55 55

16 S8 4* 59 4*
46,106,166, 226, 286, 346 18 *4 16 >5 *7 4* 55

43
46

i i

54
47, 107, 167,227,287, 347 33 58 3* 47 55 5° 45 5*

46
57
54
*7
11

38 49
48, 108, 168, 228, 288, 348 43 58 49 5* 49 55 53 48 60 55
49, *°9> *69> **9, *89, 349 44 44 47 56 4* 47 48 59 *7 37

38 
54

45
5«
55
57
S9
37
54
5*
i>

50,110,170, 230, 290, 350 
5>, >>>i *7>» *3>, *9>. 35*

43
43

37
48

5*
28

4>
48 36

*5
16

55
45 4°

21
55
59

52, iia , 172, 232, 292, 352 35 22 *4 29 *9 57 21
58
69
63
60

4° 4° t i
sf
S8
78

53, >>3, *73, *33, *93, 3?3 53 4> 36 4* 45 39 80 79 7*
54, > >4, >74, *34, *94, 354
55, > >5. *75, *35. *95, 35S
56, 116, 176, 236, *96, 356

54
68

5,8
64

63
77

S'*
63

6*
64

73
55 64

5*

' I
+0*0039

45
48

5°
53

*7 59 4* 4* 50 53 80 79
57, > *7, >77. *37, *97. 357
58, 118, 178, 238, 298,358 I760

+0*0047

48
7*

+0*0042

60
S6

+0*0058

74
61

+0*0049

74
67

+0*0067

67
*5

+0*0043

75
5°

+0*0050
74

+0*0049
74

+0*00*5
79

+ 0*0053 +0*0044
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Table o f Principal Parts o f Division Errors fo r the Mean of Six Divisions.
M oveable  Cirole.

Argument— Division Marks under Microscope.

t r
120, 1 So, *40.* 300 — 0*0038 30, 9°. >50, 210* ' *70, 330 + 0*0029

1, 61, i l l , 1S1, *4 *. J0* — 12 3*. 9*» *5*. 211, *7*i 33* + 9
2, 61, its , 182, *4*. 302 + 4 3*. 9*. *5*. 212, *7*. 33* + 11
3* 63, »*3. *S3. *43. 303 + 8 33. 93. *53. 2*3, *73. 333 + *4
4* 64. **4. *84. *44. 3<H — 1 34. 94. *54. **4. *74. 334 + 9
St 6S. 1*5. 185, *45. 3°5 — 7 35. 95. *55. **5. *75. 335 + *5
o» 66, 126, 1S6, *46. 306 0 36. 96. *56, 2*6, 27 6, 336 + *7
7. 67. «*7. 187, *47. 307 — 5 37. 97. *57. *;*7, *77. 337 j'--'- 2
S, 68, 128, 188, *48, 308 : '+• *5 38, 98, *58, 218, *78, 338 — *3
9> *9. **9. 1S9, *49. 309 + *9 39. 99. *59. 2*9, *79. 339 — *9

io, 70, >3°. *9°, *5°. 3*o + 21 4°. 100, 160, 220, *8o, 340 20
l i , 7 *. *3*. *9*. *5*. 311 + 3* 4*. : i 'Ol, 161, 221, 281, 34* -- 45
1:, 7*. 13*. *9*. *5*. 312 — 3 4*. 102, 162, 222, 282, 34* — 45 -
>3, 73. >33. *93. *53. 3*3 — 16 43. *03. *63, 2*3, *83, 343 — 57
>4. 74. *34. *94, *S4. 3*4 + 2 44. I04, 164, **4. *84, 344 + 16 .
*5. 75. *35. *95. *55. 3*5 + 10 45. *05. : 165.1 **5. *85. 345 -H 3*
16, 70. *36. *96. *56. 316 + *3 46, 106, 166, 226, 286, 346 , + S
*7. 77. *37. *97. * 57. 3*7 -k 60 47. *07. i 167, *27, *87, 347 + 5
iS, 78. *3*. 198, *58. 3*8 + 57 48, 108, 168, **8, 288, 348 — . 27
*9. 79. *39. *99. *59. 3*9 + 59 49. 109, 169, **9, 289, 349 - T-. 48
20, 80, *40. 200, 260, 3*o + 58 5°. ; IIO, : *70, *30, 290, 350 . ■  9 50
21, Si, *4*. 201, 261, 3** + 57 5*. ;I I I , *7*. *3*, *9*. 35* — • 4°
22, 82, *4*. 202, 262. 3** 4* 5*. 1*2, *3*. *9*. 35* — 8
*3. S3. *43. 203, *63, 3*3 ■ H 49 53. **3. *73. *33. *93, 353 + 2
*4. 84. *44. *°4» *64. 3*4 — 15 54. **4. *74. *34. *94. 354 — 1 i _
*5. 85, *45. * °5. *65. 3*5 — *4 55. **5. *75, *35. *95, 355 : 35
26, 86, *46. 206, 2 66, 326 5 56. IIO, 176, *36, 296, 356 115 40
*7. 87. *47. *07, *67. 3*7 0 ■ 57. c* *7. *77, *37. *97, 357 — 58
28, 88, *48, 208, 268, 328 +: 12 - 58, 118, *78, *38, 298, 358 1 44
*9. 89. *49. 209, 269, 3*9 ' : 9 59. *9. ; *79. *39, **99. | M 30:

§ 6. Determination o f the Errors o f Division Periodic within 20’ .

The outstanding parts of : the division errors are those which affect in common eighteen symmetrically disposed 
division marks. Their principal parts may be determined by utilising the microscopes b, d, in conjunction with a 
pair of the primary microscopes. The microscopes used for the fixed circle were the microscopes A, B, and for 
the moveable circle the microscopes G, H. A  set o f operations consisted in reading, each of the four microscopes 
with the pointer successively at the readings, x, x  +  5°. *+ 1 0 ° , *  +  15°, *+ 180°, *+ 18 5°, *+ 1 9 0 °, *+ 19 5°, and 
immediately repeating the pointings in reversed order. Exactly as in the preceding series of operations, such a set 
starting with the division mark 0° under microscope A  will lead to a set of equations of condition of the form

X 0 - X „ + y 1 =  nl ,
X 6 - X „ + y i= n t ,
Xjo — X jj+j/i= na ,

5 — § 0  +  Vl H ni ,
where each absolute tenn is of weight 4. «

By means o f nine such sets, starting at intervals of 20° round the circle, we can obtain thirty-six equations 
o f condition of the type :

X o —X t5+ y i =  n1, Xi - X x + y l=rht X 10 — X3b+ y l =nSi X16̂  + yi =  ,
X*o—XiS+ yt=n6, X jj —Xeo+ y j= w ,, Xjq — Xl6+ y t = nt , X jj —X w+yj*=Wt,
X «  X B+ y*= ,  X „  — Xn+j/i=Wjo , Xjo -  X7B+ y8 =  % ,  XM — Xgo fJ /j®  ,

'  etc.,. ~'i\ etc.j etc.,
where the equations resulting from a single set are now written in the same horizontal line.

Let us now; introduce the 1 notation
P I S  +  Xjo +  X 40 +  Xjo +  Xgo +  X 100 +  Xjjo +  X Uo +  X 1M) =  B 0 ,

■HXj +  Xij +  X jj + ......................................+  X 1W) =  Bj ,
*(X 10+ X M+ X j0+  . ................................. -fXtfoJ^Bxo,.
^(XU+ X 8, +  X M +  . . . . . . . .  +Xi}|) =  B# ;

Y - i ( y 1+ y *+  • • . + y , ) 5
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then, ou takiug the means of the equations written in the same vertical line, we find :—
B 0 - B ,  + Y  =  N X, 
B 5 - B w +  Y  =  N s> 
b 10- b 16+ y = n , ,
Bu - B o + Y - N , ,

where each absolute term now has the equivalent weight of 86 micrometer pointings.
Supplementing these equations by the condition

Bo +  B 6 +  Bio +  B „  =  0,
so that the quantities B represent the mean division errors of sets of eighteen division marks with respect to sets 
of seventy-two, the mean division error of the seventy-two being regarded as zero, we derive the solution

Y=i(NI+N8 + N# + N<),
B 0 = i ( 8N1 +  N8- N 8- 3 N 4),,
B, = i(3 N a+ N 8- N , - 3 N 0 ,
Bio =  i(3N s +  N4 -  Nx -  3N2),
B „  =  i(3N 4+ N 1- N 8- 3 N 8).

Since each N has weight 36, the square of the mean error o f each B will be
j  / 9 + l  +  i + 9 \ = 5^
6 4 !  36 )  576’

576
and the corresponding weight will be 7̂ —== 115^. Thus the probable error of each B derived from a single series- 
of sets will be ±  0"'019. ,

Similar operations have been performed starting with division marks at intervals of half a degree for the 
fixed circle, and at intervals of a whole degree for the moveable circle, with the following results IggM

Table o f  R ela tiv e  D iv is io n  E r r o r s  o f  G rou /ps o f  E ig h teen  D iv isio n s . 
F ix e d  C ir c le .

r •••■ * ■ ; r
B r — O'OOOI b 6. :?  + -*•09/0

Bio* — 0*0021 B it — 0*0002

Bo* so* + 5 B6-80’ + ;,J. , ;7_; Bio- 30’ * ~  *4 Birstf + 2
B r l p § 4 B«* J Bu. 16 Bir + l i
B r *y |i || >3 Be* jo1 + *3 Birso- 18 B irw — 8
B r + *4 B r + 7 Bit* B ir — 4
Bo-30’ 20 Bray - *4 B irw —  12 B irw + 6
Br • W ' 9 B r *4 B «. ■ ’ ; y Y  ■ Bu* + 4
Brso1 22 B r«c — §isj so’ ■/. 3:;' B ir so1 4 .
B4. + *9 B r Bu. 3 ’ B ir + 1

B rso- + 0*0024 Brao* 0*0023 B u ** / ■ r* O'000 5 B i r  » • Hi O § 0

M oveable  Circle .

Bo
. '■ ?  :

— 0*0035 b 6
r

+  0*0050 B,o
-  ■ r

— 0*0002 B „
r

— 0*0013

Br 24 B. +  36 B u 1 1 1 1  6 Bxo -  6

b 8 33 B7 +  43 Bx, +  1 Bxt — 11

B, *3 R, +  M B „ +  6 Bit -  *4
b 4 +  0*0019 B» 4- 0*0009 b ,4 — 0-0005 Bxo — 0*0023

I 7. Interpolation o f Results fo r  Intermediate Divisions.

For the complete determination of the errors of division poriodio within 20* it would bo necessary for us to 
bring every division mark under the subsidiary mioroscopcs b, d, and determine the values of B for overy sot of 
eighteen division marks starting at intervals of 5/  round the oirole. Tho following considerations, however, render 
this excessive labour unnecessary

13
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The analytical expression for I) regarded as a function o f *  is

B -  a M cos 18® +  bu sin 18® + as« cos 86* +  btt sin 86* + ............

involving si nos and cosines o f multiples o f 18®, but exdudiug tlioso whioh aro also multiples o f 72* in virtue o f the 
conditions

Bo +  B, +  B u + Bis == 0, etc.,

which have been imposed on the B’s iu order to render the solution o f tho equations from which the B s  are 
derived determinate.

Consider now the set o f operations on the division marks *, *  +  5°, * + 1 0  , etc.
Using notation similar to that o f the last section wo find

or.,8 cos 18®+  6,8 sin l8 *  +  a8acos86* +  &88sin86* +  . • • • caB* =  |(3Ni +  N2—N8 — 3N4),
- r t wsin 18® +  61#cosl8®  —OMC08 36® —6afl8in86®+ . ■ • • =  B*+8« =  -J;(3N2 +  N8 — N4 — SNi),
— df.lscos 18* — &iSsin 18* + o8#cos86* + &8Csin 86*+ . . • . = —•J(3N8 + N< —N! —3N*).
rtls sin 18* —6,*cosl8* —OjjCOs Se* —688sin 86*+ . .: v . “ B„+i5« = -i(3N4 + Ni —N2 —3Na),

whence, from this series o f  operations alone, we derive

«is =  i(N x +  N2 -  Ns -  N4) cos 18* -  i (N 8 +  N8 -  Nx -  N4) sin 18*,- | 
fcl8 =  +  N2-  N8, -  N4) sin 18* +  i(N »+  N8 -  Na -  N4) cos 18*,

and
ctja cos 36* +  ©30 sin 36* =  -  N2 +  N8 — N4),

the quantities Oh, bM not being Separately determinable from Such a series; ‘^Since each quantity N  is independently 
derived with weight 36, the weights o f the expressions for a 1S) b18, and a80cos 36* +  2>Msin 36* are-easily found to 
be 144, 144, and 576 respectively. :

Operating in-this manner on the different groups of -division marks starting with *  =  0 ;. 0. • 30 , 1.y  l*. 30 , etc., 
we derive the following table o f values for the quantities a18, &,8, aM cos 36* +  bM sin 36 * :—

Initial Division x. «!»• 4„ . «aj cos 36x .4H&3)| sin 36Z.

r r r.. '• .
Taspl i s ® O’OOIO I S 0-0 6 1 3  ;" O-OOI I

0 + 9 • O- - r  6  1 —
1 1 . + .  1: 12 — V  ,2 i 1 -£— • -6 . j

- r 3 3P: 8 — 3 :
•j*. i ' + 1 S '• “ > 5 9

2. - 36 “ + ] w j • + * V 3 •} 4
3 r IO . y- 5 '
3. E 9 |  . j z j . 11 1 + 1  9 1 ; + . .  10
+ e s s i ?* + 13^ " H a 8 : J + 8
+ *3?' : )i(6> •3 ! ? . 10 •?

Analysing the quantities in the last column, and taking the means o f the derived values o f a^, blt, we find as 
the most probable' values from all~the observations

Oi8=  + 0 r,00111 weight 1440,
&i8= .+ 0  '00080 „  j ,
||J= -  0 00092 2880
bM =  + 0  00036 ~l~’- % " „

Comparing the mean values o f a^, ba with the separate values quoted above, we derive as the probable accidental 
discordance o f one o f these quantities from the mean—

(a f f io m  ay ’s ! . fp l  ̂y':T.v v | ± 0 T’00024,
from Zing’s . ." rV £ 0  •00048,

(c) from combination o f  both . . ± 0 '0 0 0 3 5 ;

and, in like manner, from the residuals obtained by computing the values o f ct^ cos 36* +  bK sin 36*, and comparing 
with the entries in the final column, we find as the probable accidental discordance o f one o f the quantities in this 
column ± 0 r-00013.

The discordances here dealt with depend partly on accidental errors o f determination and partly on the fact 
that different groups o f division marks have been utilised for the derivation o f the coefficients. Now, i f  we adopt



as the probable accidental error of a single raiorometor pointing the value =fc0//*20 =  ± 0 r*0033, in accordance with 
the derived weights, the probable accidental errors in the. determinations of a,,, bu from the different groups are 
respectively:—j

± 0 r*00027,
and in the determination o f «s6 cos 36a: +  bH sin 36a:

| ± 0 r 00014.

Thus, in two of the three cases the derived results are even more closely accordant than might be expected from 
a priori estimates of their probable accidental errors, and in the third case only slightly less so. We conclude that 
the discordances resulting from the use of different groups of division marks are insignificant compared with those 
resulting from purely accidental errors of determination, and that within the limits of accidental error of determina
tion the mean results derived from all the groups, v iz .:—

+  0r,00111 cos I8a; +  0r,00080 sin 18a;-0r-00092 cos 36a:+0r-0.00_36 sin 36a;,

may be taken as representing the parts of the division errors under investigation, not only for the division marks
actually operated on, but also for the intermediate groups of division marks.

The probable error corresponding to weight unity, derived from the agreement of the several determinations 
of the quantities a18, blit a,0 cos 36a: +  bx  sin 36a;, with the mean results from all, is

± 0 r,0039 =  ±0 "-23 „

and the corresponding probable errors in the mean values of a18, 61S, ass, b3C, which include errors due to the accidental 
error o f division as well as those .due to.the accidental error in determination, are respectively.:—.- •

± 0 r-00010, ± 0 r-00010, =fc0r 00007, ± 0 r-00007.

The probable error of the quantity

axg cos 18a; +  Z>18 sin 18a; +  aM cos 36a; + bw sin 36a;
is accordingly

*/{(O r,00010)* (cos218a; +  8in2 18a;) +  (0r-00007)* (cos8 36a; +  sin8 36a;)} =  =bOr 00012 = ± 0 "0 0 7 .

A  table is appended giving a comparison between the parts £  of the division errors, as derived directly for the 
division marks actually operated on, with the corresponding values as computed from the above interpolation 
formula.
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Table o f  Relative Division Emors o f Groups of-Eighteen Symmet rically Distributed Division Marks.

I n i t i a l  D i v i i i o n . O . 0 . ^  A I n it i a l  D iv is io n . 0 . 0 . a - a

. r  “ ; J r r * „ r • r r

o — 0 0 0 0 1 +  0*0 0 0 3 —  0 * 0 0 0 4 10 — O 'O O S  1 —  O 'O O S  1 •0000

O 3 o + 5 5 0 I O 3 ° V ( . - > 4 —  ’  ~ s o +  6

• I :  o ......... + 4 -  - + 8 —
4 • -  - l i ' 16 — . 18 +  *

I 3 0 K B 1 3 B h 1 1 + s 1 1 3 ° -• H 18 —  1 6 —  s

z 0_ + _  ! 4 ~ + - . J 4 . _ 0  ■ ’ I S 0 — > 7 1  * 3 .. - i  4
2 3 0  ' + > 0 + « 7 + 3 I S 3 0 I S —  1 0 I  *

3 0 + 9 1 9 — 1 0 « 3 0 + -  I ' “  7 ,  . +  8

3 3 °  1 + . s s + s o + 1  1  1 13 3 0 — 3 —  4 +  »

4 }  0 ":•? 1  “+ j » 9
. . . .  + S I — z  . *4 3 —  s • . 1

4 3 ° + « 9 + i * 4 3 0 . — 5 0 —  5

, : 5 + > 4 B B S 1 7 + « s O ■ ■' — s  • +  l —  3

5 3 °  I + 7  I ■  + • » 4 ,
— [ 7 « s 3 0 4 * s +  * 0

6 0 • 4 "  • + . 9
_ 8 16 O + i f +  1 +  1 0

6 3 0 1 3 4 + 9 - 1 6 3 0 — 8 +  1 -  .  9

-  7 - . 0 + 7 — 1 + 8 1 7 0  .. • — 4 .0 ”  4

1  7 3 <> — 1 4 6 "  — • 8 ‘ ; '  > 7 3 ? 4 - 6 —  1 4

8 0 . — . ' 4  ' — 1 1 . | v' J ; . . 18 0 + 4 —  s +  fi

8 3 ° 3 <5 >5 . 04 N  | 18 3 0 — 4 —  3 —  s

9 -  0 — 17 18 1 >9 0 + 1 —  1 +  *

9 3 0 * 3 s o ’ 3  • 1 9 3 ° + 4 0 +  4

0  denotes values derived direotly from the observations,
C values computed by means of tho formula:—

0r 00111 cos 18a:+ 0r 00080 sin L8a; -  0^00092 cos 36a>+ 0r,00036 sin 86a*.
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§ 8. Examination of tho Errors of Division Periodic within 5*. ,

Tho uso o f  tho microscopes provided with divided object-glasses allows o f  tho determination o f those parts of 
the error# o f graduation whioh may be expressed by tho formula—

On cos 7 235+672 sin 72® +  cos 14 4x  +  &!« sin 144®+ . . . .

by  exactly similar processes to those previously employed. The division marks ®, ® + l ; ® + l , ® + 2  ; * + 2 ,  
® +  8* ; ® +  3*, ® +  4° ; ® + 4*, ® +  5* are brought in succession under one o f these microscopes, and readings taken 
ou tho two division marks visible under either microscope, a pair o f  such microscopes situated at opposite 
extremities o f a diameter being used. The circle is then rotated through 180°, so as to bring the same sets of 
division marks under the opposite microscopes and provide for the elimination o f  errors due to flexure o f  the circle. 
The wholo series o f operations is then repeated in reversed order o f  measurement. Such a set will evidently lead 
to a set o f  equations o f condition, o f  which the typical form is—

Xo—X 1+ y l =  n1, X j — X 8+ y 1 =  « 1, X* — X a+ y , = n tl X s—X i + y 1= n i , X t — X 5+ y 1 =  n5 ,

where Xo, X ,, etc., denote the means o f  the division errors of pairs o f opposite division marks, and each absolute 
term has the equivalent weight o f  four micrometer pointings.

Thirty-six such sets are required to complete the round o f the circle starting at 0°, 5°, 10°, ; and i f  we
take the means o f the equations resulting from each set in order, we derive equations o f the form—

C0- C 1+ y  = N1, C1-C * + y = N s, (V -C ,+ y = N ,, C ,-C 4+ y  = N4, C4- C 0+ y  = N6,
where Co=*(Xo + X6+X1(l+ . . . +Xj7b),

H = 3*ff(Xi+ X ,+ X u + ..:• . . +  X 17#),
, . etc.," . etc.,,

and each N  has now the weight o f 144 micrometer pointings.
Subjecting the C s to the condition

C o + A  +  Ck+Cs +  C ^ O ,
we obtain the solution

V= |§p8+ + Ns+ + A l  
C„ =  ̂ (2N1+ N s- N <- 2 N 6),
C1=^(2N 2+ N 8- N s- 2 N 1),
C*=i(2Ns+&=rMx̂ 2N8),
C,=-K 2N 4+ N 6- N l - 2 N S),
C4= K 2 N 8+ N 1- N #- 2 N 4),

whence it is easily seen that each C is derived with a weight 360.
The division marks on both circles, starting with the marks 0°, 1°, etc., were operated on in this manner with 

the following results :-4=£..

| § g | | c,. 0,. 04.

r r r r
Fixed, circle — o -ooo6 — O’.OOOI — 0*0004 +  0*0001 +  0*0009
Moveable circle. +  0*0003 •0000 •: +  0*0002 j ; : — 9*0002 .— 0*0003

These quantities are all small, and for the moveable circle within the limits o f the accidental errors o f their 
determination. For the fixed circle the quantities somewhat exceed their accidental errors as estimated from 
a priori considerations, while their reality, as representing in some measure real errors o f division, is confirmed by 
the comparatively close agreement in the indications o f  the various sets on which they depend. They do not 
appear to follow any simple law which would enable us to extend the results by interpolation, so as to be applicable 
to the division marks other than those directly operated on. As the result o f analysis, however, we may here quote 
the following expression by which they are represented: g ap

C M -  0r,00004 cos 7 2 ® - 0r,00049 sin 72® ̂  0r*00051 cos 1 4 4 ® - 0r*00004 sin 144®;

As a check on the validity o f this formula a new series o f operations was performed on the intermediate set of 
division marks starting with 08 30'.
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The results of these operations were as follows:—

j j W -  -0**0011, O n * -  +  0r'0005, Ca.,o = + 0 r'0006, C8.So- =  - 0r'0001, C4.8o-= +  0r*0001,

from which may be derived the formula—

C* = — 0r*00059 cos 72* — 0r*00011 sin 72* — 0r,00004 cos 144* — 0r*00059 sin 144*.

It will be seen that there is little agreement except in sign between the indications of the two sets, such as 
would justify us in extending our results to the intermediate groups of divisions. Accordingly, the derived values 
of C have been regarded as accidental errors of determination, and C has. been assumed to be zero throughout.

From the actual magnitudes o f C as derived, the probable discordance of a single value o f C from zero is 
found to be

. -Jfe 0"-025,;;...

and this is due in part to accidental errors of determination, and in part to actual errors of division.
Now, in order to form an estimate of the probable accidental error of determination, the two halves of a set of 

determinations taken in settings of the circle differing by 180° were separately redu'ced. The resulting equations 
o f  condition were as follows:—■

C0-C 1+ y =  — 0*0227, C o -C x + y *  - 0 r*0218, Ca.w-C vw + yH =  - 0 r*0278, Cvw -C VSff +  y"'=  - 0 r*0279,
Cx—Ca +  y  =  -  -0218, C1- C g +  y '=  -  *0212, ’ ' ’° 262,  ^  ‘0266»
Cj—Q  +  y =  ■ S '0219 , C*—C j + j / = — '0227, Cyjo'—Cj>jo’+ i / , =  - 3  "0259, Crao’—Cj*so'+.y,/, =  ̂ n ‘0255,
Cs—C4 +  y  =  — *0224, . Cj—C4 +  ̂  = —  .*0227, C y^ —C4- + y" *0274, Cg»so-—C4*^ + y w =  *0255,
C4- C o + y =  - 0  *0202, 04- 0 0 + / = - 0  *0205, Co-w+ § ' =  0 *0261, Oi.w-G vw + y "'=  - 0  *0240,

where each absolute term has the equivalent weight of seventy-two pointings. It appears, at least in the second 
set, that these equations cannot be reasonably satisfied by assuming the same value of y as applicable to both 
halves of the set— a circumstance which may be explained by supposing that the plane of the circle undergoes 
slight changes as the circle is rotated, or perhaps that the variations of the circle from a true plane figure are 
significant. Thus we have distinguished the different values o f y  by accents, and from these equations on 
eliminating the Cs we find S g H

y - y '=  - 0 r*0009, . / - / " =  +  0r*0001,
y - y ' J g  -0006, / - / " =  +  *0004,

J y M y '= \  '0008, y" -y " '=  -  -0004,
| y - +  g )0 0 3 , / - / ' = -  ’0019,

+.0 '0003, / - y " ' = - 0  *0021,

where each absolute term is of weight 36 ; whence in the mean

y - y ^  0*0000, - t f  -y '"™  “ 0r,0008.

From the discordances of the separate determinations from these means we derive as the probable accidental 
error of a single micrometer pointing taken with-one of the divided object-glass microscopes

=fc 0"*24,"

and therefore the probable accidental error affecting one of the derived quantities C is

Jfc 0^018.

Thus, finally, the probable accidental error, introduced by adopting the value zero for C for a set of 
seventy-two symmetrical division marks selected at random, is

±V {(0 " '02 5 )* -(0 "*01 8 )8} I  ±0"*021.

§ 9. Determination o f the Em'ors o f Special Division Marks.

The preceding investigations, while leading to a strong determination of the' errors of graduation of each group 
of six divisions in relation, to the circle as a whole, give a oomparativoly weak determination of tho local distribution 
o f errors, on account o f the fact that these* errors have in part boon smoothed down, by the uso of an interpolation 
formula for' tho determination of the parts B and C. Accordingly, two Borios of division marks on each circle were
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•©looted for direct investigation of tho local distribution of orror. Tho.ohiof object was to investigate these parts of 
tho circle in aueh a man nor that they might be available for the exact determination of the “ runs'1 o f the reading 
mioronoopes; but incidentally they also servo for tho determination of the only part of the division errors not 
previously examined, vis. thoso which arc poriodio within 1* of tlie oiroumference of the circle.

The porta o f tlie fixed circle first seleoted were those whioh appear under the six primary microscopes when the 
pointer reading varies between 0* and 1* and between 29° and 80°. Subsequently, in order to secure greater 
symmetry for tho purposo of examining the errors periodic within a single degree, these were extended so as to 
include all the divisions under the primary mioroscopes between the pointer readings 859" to 1° and 29* to 81*. 
For the moveable circle the divisious corresponding to the pointer readings 25* to 26° and 55° to 56° were 
investigated in like manner.

As an illustrative example, let us take the case of the intervals on the fixed circle corresponding to the pointer 
readings 0*—l c. A single sot of observations consisted in setting the circle in succession at the pointer readings 
0*, 0* 5', 0° 10', . . . 0°55/, and measuring in terms of the micrometer screws at eacli setting the correspond
ing spaces which appeared under the microscopes— i.e. at the setting 0° the spaces measured would be 
that between the marks 30° O' and 80° 5', together with those differing from the latter by multiples o f 6 0 ° the 
measures were next repeated in reversed order.

Eight such sets o f operations were performed, two by each of four different observers under the eastern 
microscopes, and a similar eight under the western microscopes, and the mean results from all the sets for the groups 
o f six spaces which appear simultaneously under the microscopes ax® contained in the following tables |||il

Measurements o f 5' Spaces in tei'ins o f tlie Micrometer Screws.

Pointer. Eastern Microscopes. Western Microscopes.

r
4-9671

' r  ' " 
4 -989°

°  » » ■9634 ‘9*7 L i ',
"  o  i o ‘ •9638 •9871'

B H f l •9644 •9893
o  so *9660 •9883

i m  E H • -9634 '9*74
.30" ' •9659 -9896

0 35 •9642 •9877
•9639 •9870

U & ' .45 ' •9667 •9891
0  50 •9637.' •9884

E H B ‘9661 •9897

The mean division errors for the extreme division marks pointed on, as already determined, are sensibly 
identical, whence, on taking means o f the above measures, we derive, as the micrometer equivalent of 5' of arc

(1) With eastern microscopes . . . 4r,9649.
(2) With Western microsopes . . . 4r‘9883.

Thus the excesses of the spaces over the normal 5' o f arc, expressed in screw revolutions derived from this set 
o f measures, are as follows

P o in te r .  ;
, I .

E a s t e rn  M ic ro sc o p cs .
. .  n . /  •

'W e s t e r n  M ic ro sc o p e s.
M e a n .

r r
+  O ’ O O S  s - ( -  o ,o o o 7 +  0 * 0 0 1 5

® 5 — G E M § |  * 4

0  , 0 —  1 1 l ' S :' —  I S

0 1 5 -  t l t l l +  3
0  S O 1  +  6
0  s‘ s  ^ -  1 4 —

W s W ;
—  1 1

0  3 ° I S

/ O ’ 3 5 * 1 — . - 6 , .  • -  6
0  4 0 —  . ' — “1 3 ' —  '

0  4 5 +  ; i : : i 8 1  + 8 +  > 3

H  9  -5P  ? 1
—  i t + -  6

W v ' 5 5 ^ ' + •4 +  ' 1 3  ;
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The corresponding mean results for the remaining intervals operated on on the fixed circle are included in the 
following table:—

Pointer. Mean Excess o f  Spaco. Pointer. Mean Excess o f  Space. Pointer. Mean Excess o f Space.

p i ' r j r
*9 0 +  O 'OOII 30 —  o - o o i  s • 9 ;  1 +  0*0009
*9 5 1  E K >4 1 30 . 5 - .5 9 — cVul8
*9 10 + 2 3 0 lr i . o \ - 1 ' 1 S H t  59 10 + •5
»9 IS - 18 3®, — E l ® ^  59. m . — 4
2 9 2 0 18 30 20 + i'o*\\' 59 20
*9 *5 — 2 1 3 0 * 5 . 1 18 <59 25 + 2
*9 3° ' 5 ' . 3° 39  - k h i o S ^ .59" ™39 '
2 9 35 — ddH u - 30 35 — 1 ' ' ' 59 ' ■35 — ‘9
29 4° + B . 30 4°  ,■ + 3 59 4 0 +
*9 +5 ■' + .10. B 45 — s • 59'r 45 ' " 6
29 5° — IO----- 30 30

m m 6 - 59 “ 50- -
2 9 55 + . 3 .55 + 11 W M H I 1  3 ' '

The mean excesses o f the spaces on the moveable:, circle, which.have been investigated in like manner for the 
purpose o f determining the runs o f the reading microscopes, are contained in the following table

Pointer. | Mean Excess o f  Space. 'Pointor. I Mean Excoss Of Space. ! . iPointtr. Mean Excess o f  Space. Pointer. Mean Excess o f Space.

1 ;..r r r  ■
2 5  ;  O + .0 * 0 0 1 0  1 *5 3.o ’ 0 ■ 55 0 —  0*0004 55 30 +  O'OOIO

* 5 2 . 5 1 . 4 s f  4 ^ B i ™ +  0*0010 55 -5 -  13 5 5 - 35 + 12
25 . 10 + ! .  3 i i ;»S 4°  ; -  '5 55 »o • +  ' 2 55-  4° — 9
25*: r5 +  4 1 *5 45 5 1 . •>“ . . ~?Sj 1 55 15 — i" 55: 45 +  B 18
25 20 7 25 50 rv :̂ ^  23. 55 20 H I  1 >3 55 59 1 ■ '~r 30
25 25 ...58 ‘ fp® 5)' '-r' I 55 25 — 16 55 55 18

| 10. Determination o f  Errors o f  Division Periodic within 1°.

The relative errors of division o f tHe means of^ six division marks ̂ indicated by the processes o f the preceding 
section, o f course, exhibit discordances due to  accidental errors o f determination from those previously derived by 
other methods ; but these discordances may be in part due to a real error in the spacing o f  the marks which repeats 
itself periodically within each single degree, and which the earlier processes have been inadequate to exhibit. Thus, 
if  we correct the micrometer readings foi? the parts of the errors of division previously derived, the results will 
indicate the errors in spacing due to the outstanding p a rts 'o f the division errors periodic within a single degree, of 
course, however, affected, by the outstanding errors o f observation. g

Denoting, these parts of the errors, by  d0, ds, d10, . . . :  d66, we thus obtain from operations between the pointer 
readings 0° and 1* on the fixed circle

a, 0 l 11 rh;Or 0011 ’ I  do m +  Or•0011
dt — d10 = ■ J j B p j do — 1̂0 = 9 .
duo ^1#= - j p I S rdo~ d, 8 = •■■if
d̂  e — dto = + 7 d o - Ĉ20 = m 1
d<2a — dv, ~ + 9 ~ do d<a — ■ /io:
d<a, — ttju = p f do- djo — _ :7
dfff— du = S ip | *7/ > whence j do —du — 1
(igj — diQ = - d0- dt 0 — ■9*
d\ 0 —* d\ g — - 13 < k - to
«4g — Ctgfl “ ;,C?0- diQ =» 5
d^ dgg = — 18 ■d0- 4 »  = - 28
du — do “ +  ; 23 do - 0

10
'

<^ 1 2d  =  - |)•0076,
and if we assume that 2 d =  0, so that tho moan division error of all the division marks on tho circle is xoro,

d0m — 0r,0006.
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Thus, from this series of observations alone wo derive

d* - - 0r,0006, dy> ™+  0r•0001,
d> - - 17, dw *" - 6,
d\Qm + 4, dto- - 4,
du~ + 10, d « - + 9,

+ 8, dt0=* 1,
<*»- 4 6, du ~ + 17.

The principal part o f tho errors of observation affecting these values may be expected to arise from the errors 
affecting the quantities A, B, C, which have been utilised in their determination. These errors will be most 
effectively reduced by combination of the results with those derived from other groups o f division marks. The 
results derived from the four groups operated on are given below.

The mean results are o f the order of their probable errors o f determination, and are, besides, quite insignificant 
in value. We conclude that there are no sensible errors o f division o f the character here under investigation.

| 11. Final Adjustment o f the Observations.

Having established the fact that the division errors periodic within a single degree are insensible, the- 
observations dealt with in the paragraphs immediately preceding should lead to results identical with those 
previously derived, apart from accidental errors and the. errors resulting from the use of interpolation formulae. 
It remains to distribute- the discordances so as to obtain the most probable errors of the division marks concerned 
from the combination of both series of observations.

Taking the group of division marks between the pointer readings 0° — 1°, the earlier processes led to the 
following results, in which the division errors of the thirteen sets of division marks involved are denoted by 
Bg, Du . . . Du, D]J.

D0 =  -0-0036
Di = -  
D* =  -  
D , = -  
l l  = -

40 
47
41 
87

D6 =  -0-0034 
-  30 -:

j p  p  - ■  3 4 
Do =  -  30

D„ =  -0-0031
Dm =  — 34
P a  =  -  46
Di, I  -  86.

In like manner the direct connection between' the successive groups o f divisions yields the equations of 
c o n d i t io n -

Dq- D ^ ^  +0-0015 
D i--D 8+ y =  — 14
D * - D j + y = -  12
D j—D | + y =  +  3

D4- D 6 +  y =  +0-0006 
’ Db — De+ y =  HI • 11 
D6-D t+ y = | jg :;  11 
D7 — D8+ i/ =  8 1  6

D8 - D „  + y =  -0 -0012  
D# - D , 0+ y  =  +  18
P w—Du + y =  — 6
Du — D^ +  y — +  18,

where the unknown quantity y  has been introduced so as to permit of the correction to the mean run of the reading 
microscopes.
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It should be mentionod that the latter equations, depending in all on sixteen complete sets of observation, each 
involving measurements iu dircct and reversed order, and each absolute term representing the difference between 
the mean readings of six mioroscopes, have weight equivalent to that of ninety-six micrometer pointings. The square 
of the probable error of an absolute term of one of the former equations as obtained from the derived values of the 
probable errors of the quautities A, B, C, is

(0W,027)8 +  (0W,007)* +  (0/,-013)* (0—031)*

and hence the weight o f such an equation is equivalent to about that o f fifty micrometer pointings.
In the first instance the equations were combined by least squares giving tbe latter group weight 3 compared 

with the former,, yielding the following results -  .

D0 =  
D, =  
D , =  
D ,=  
D, =

-0 -0 0 3 5
51

B  41 
32

-  34

D. *= 
D ,=  
D7 = 
D8 = 
D„ =

-0 -0 03 9
28
39
34

~  25

Dio =  
D u =  
D »  =  
y  i

-0 -0038
34

-  45
-0-00008.

On substituting in the original equations o f condition the following residuals, in the sense O — C, were derived 
from the former group o f equations:—

H B j r
- 0  0001 0"0003 +  00005 +.00004

4". i l M  12

îs is iis is s -  j 6 i  9
9

while the residuals from the secoud group are—
r | r r

o-oooo +  0-0002 +  0-0001 +  00001

W a t, B ; + 2 0 -  1
1 - 11®  iJ fjJ l 2 + 1

From the other three intervals operated on in like manner we derive—

. .*9°-3P?i

I'I .f' : r 0 c. ••
Do +  0*0049 +  0*0038 — 0*0056

D i 39 s * 63

• D j  ’ ? p 3 56 ■ 46

+9 38 62

D . 66 43 57

D* 46 39 S6

D . +8 60 57 ‘

d 7 || SS *4

D» .  S° 64 i f

Do 44 6a 56

■ *>10 39 . «5 ■ 47

; » i , I f 69 44

/ . D u +  0*0045 +  0*0058 — 0*0044

V — 0*00004 +  o'oooao 4- 0*00010

14
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The representation o f  the observations by these values is shown by the following tables o f  residuals:—

First Group o f  Observations.

Residuals O-CJ.

3°°-3»°* 59°-6o°.

t r r
— 0*000] +

000000 — 0*0003

+  * — 10 B g l
+  . 4 ' — io — 4
— I + 2 ■ ~* f ‘Alkr-ty

+  I 2 + 3
-  3 + 9 — 4
+  * 5 + 2.
— 1 . 11 2

0 — 2 ....:5 '
-  17 5 + 9 — 1

: +  16  . 0 - — 10 ...

' -? ■ * _ 5 - 1 +

+  £  * ■ — 6 . ’ 8

Second Group o f  Observations.

Residuals 0  — G.

29*-•3°°- S9° -6o#.

r- ' r
+  0*0001 0*0003 +  0*0001

0 H H -
2 + 4 —

— u -;' tLii + 2 0
2 4 — 2
0 1

— 2 . .■+■ 3 —
— '2 — • ' 2:'." ... — I

' ;I. "\.. _ I B jp H ig
+ •5 l | i p § 4 §  i

0 — 4 +  4
0 — 2 +

The extremely close representation o f the observations throughout in the second group would appear to indicate 
that these observations have been allowed to exercise undue influence in the formation o f the final values.

Moreover, no account has been taken o f the juncture o f tbe first aud fourth series o f  spaces and o f  the second 
and third at their common extremity. Consequently it seemed desirable to make a second solution in which the 
observations extending over the interval 29c-3 1 #, and over the interval 59°-6.1°, were simultaneously reduced, 
ensuring continuity at the common terminals of the former grouping. Advantage was taken o f  this revised solution 
to modify the weights and to give the observations o f the second group weight 2 instead o f weight 3 compared with 
those o f the first group— a value more in accordance with that indicated by the a priori considerations with regard 
to their relative values.

In this manner were derived the following values o f the errors of division for the mean o f  six divisions:—

Division under 
Pointer.

Division under 
Pointer.

Division under 
Pointer.

Division under 
Pointer.

Q ■  |  M  I i  t
*9 0 ' +  0*0049 30 0  v 4* 0*0041 59 0 — 0*0056 0  0  ! — 0*0040S - ; + 39 5 + 5* 5 — 62 5 “  53

1 0 1 53 10 ■ 4tf 55 *9 — 46 , MO 43E l |g|§ *5 + 37 •5 — 62 H I 33
20 " + . 66 20 •Hr' 43 20 -  57 20 -  35
*5 46 '*'5" '; m 4° *5 * -  56 *5 “  38
30 47 '3 9 ■ 39 -  57 30 -  28
35 +■ 4° 35 ' 3? S 6 35 64 35 38
4° 49 4° -  ‘f i mm I 40 -  56 . 40 3345 I '- '- ) - ' 43 1 45 + ■ 45 56 45 *550 . # . 38 5° •Hr i s 5® 47 5° -  38

*9 55 - + 46 55 '  + 68 55 -  4* 55 “  353 ' 0 + 56 • 1 :  0 -  44
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and the corresponding corrections to the mean runs over the four intervals—

* 9 * - 3 o \  '  ■ '  j o * - 3 i * .  5 9 * -6 o *. o*—i *.

— 0**00006 +  0**00015 ^  v +0**00013 . :d^f-Q r*00004.

The modification o f the weights, it will be seen, has not produced any material effects on the results.
On substituting these values in the equations o f condition we obtain the following table o f residuals from the 

observations o f the first group -

Interval o ° - i° . Interval Interval Interval 590—6o°.

r r ■
+  0*0004 ^  — 0*0003 +  0*0005 ^  0*0003
+ >3 z U P S S • 55? " +  10
— ♦ . + 4 1 ■ 9 — 4
— 8 — K 9 3 — z
— 2 + ‘ T&'. ' + '  3
+ 4 W i. 8 — 4

z + 3 6 +  *
+ 4 •0 -■ 11 +  2
+ 3. W M , . 1 H S 3 4
— 6 — i (  * + 8 — 1
+ 4 + -': 17 0 — 10
— 11 1 ■ * . r 4 +  3

8 , '5 , 4 +  4

while from the second group we obtain the residuals—

In terra Interval Z9°-3o°. Interval 3o*-3i°. - Interval 59c-6o°.

r r r
+  00 0 0 2 +  O'OOOZ — 0*0005 -f- O'OOOZ

4 ■ 9 I O 1 - 3
— . Z : i — I +  - . 5 .  1 — 2

+ O + + 0
. +  . 3 I E -Zyl; + 6 — z
— 1 O + 1 z 0
+ 1 1 1  B 4 — I

. — 1 — I — z
— 4 0 • 0 + I

0 + 6 — 4 + 1
— • i  i I 1 4 + 6

.....4 .... ■■ —» 1 z + 4

The representation o f the observations is sufficiently close, and the values now derived have been finally adopted.

§ 12. Summai%y  and Table o f Results.

The following tables contain the results of the division error investigations, but it may be woll to sutnmarii* 
here the data on wliich they are' based.

The investigation is restricted to that o f the moan division error o f pairs o f  opposite division marks, and for 
each pair the error o f division may be regarded as consisting o f fivo parts— X, A, B, C, d.

The parts X  have boon separately determined for each exact 5* on either circle by each o f  five different 
observers, and for the intermediate exact dogrees o f tho fixed circle by a singlo set in each case, yielding results with 
a probable error ± 0 " '0 1 5  for tho exact 5* division murks and ± 0 *  088 for the intermediate division mark*. I V  
results aro contained in tho tables o f  § 4.

The parts A  have beon determined for tho exact 5* division marks o f the fixed circle by each of fire different 
observers, and by a singlo sot o f operations in each case for ovory division mark on the fixed circle and for the rx*ri 
dogroes on tho moveable oirclo, yielding rosulta with a probablo accidental error ±0**011 for the 5 division mari* 
on tho fixod circle and ±0**027 for tho remaining division marks. Tho result* of this |»art of the investigation we 
tabulated in § 0.

Tho parts B have boon invostigntod by moans o f a singlo sot o f operations in each e*«e for each «*x*ct decree
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on the moveable circle and for oach half degree on the fixed circle, the derived results having a probable error o f 
drO*'Ol9. Tho valuos as derived for the fixed circle are found to bo extremely closely represented by the formula

+  0r,00111 cos 18® +  0*00080 sin 18® -  0r,00092 cos 86® +  0T,00036 sin 36®, 

where the argument ® denotes the division mark pointed on. This formula has accordingly been adopted as an 
interpolation formula to extend tho results to the division marks other than those directly operated on.

Tho parts C have been examined by a symmetrical series o f operations for each exact degree o f  the moveable 
circle aud for each half degree o f the fixed circle. In all cases they are found to be scarcely sensible, though in the 
case o f  the fixed circle they appear to somewhat exceed their probable accidental errors o f determination. They do 
not, however, follow any systematic law which would admit o f  their extension by means o f an interpolation formula 
to intermediate division marks, and they have accordingly been negleoted.

The parts d have been examined by a process confined to twenty-four single-degree arcs on the fixed circle. Since 
this determination is not completely symmetrical, the parts d can only be derived with the aid o f a previous 
knowledge o f  the parts A, B, C. As the result o f the investigation, however, the parts in question are found to be 
quite insensible.

Finally, the observations involved in the last series of operations have been combined by a least square process 
with the results o f  the earlier processes, so as to obtain a more .exact determination o f the errors o f  division o f  the 
twenty-four arcs (contained in four symmetrical groups o f six). The arcs thus examined are o f special value for the 
determination o f the “  runs " o f  the reading microscopes.

In the following tables are contained the final results o f  the division error determinations. The actual derived 
values o f  the quantities B and C have been used in the formation o f these tables— except in the extended table for 
the mean o f six divisions for the fixed circle, where the interpolated values o f B have been used throughout and 
the part C has been rejected. In this table the quantities which have been derived by a combination o f  the general 
investigation with a local investigation for the determination of the “ run” divisions are indicated by an asterisk. 
Further, the quantities are tabulated in the sense “  correction for division error,”  i.e. they are o f opposite signs to the 
division error as previously defined— viz. the amount by which a micrometer reading exceeds the value it would 
have i f  no division error existed— and to avoid ambiguity in the sign with which they are to be applied they have all 
been increased by a constant amount sufficiently large to ensure that none are negative.

Table o f  Corrections for Division Error fo r  Separate Diameters.

F i x e d  C ir c l e .

Argument— Division Marks under Microscopes.

180
s b s |

V O , 1-48 3°» 2 10 o *97 6 ° , 240 o*8o 9° . 270 1 5 3 120, 300 0-21 >50. 33° i '4 i
I, 181 1 *54 3i , 21 I o-88 61 241 r 0*65 - 9 «. * 7 .1 - . **45 : I * 1. 39! o -o9 •Si. 33i 1 '45
2, 182 r i g 3*, 212 0-85 62, *4* 0*20 9*> 272 1 3 2 122. 3 0 2 ' o *49 IS*. 33* 1 *66 -
3, 183 1 49 33> 213 ‘T I 'lO * 3, *43 0\f0 93. *73 1*16 1* 3. 3«>3 0 7 1 •S3. 333 *54
4. 184 1-25 34. 214 1*18 64, *44 0-42 94. * 7 4 1 1 3 1* 4. 304 0-52 154. 334 •1 64
Si 185 1 1 9 35> 215 1 37 65. *45 0*56 95. *75 1-09 125, 305 0 5 9 iSS. 335 1 7 0
6, 186 I-49 36, 2 l6 o-86 66, 246 C 5 8 96 . *7 6 o-88 126, 306 0*50 156. 336 1 -69
7j 187 1 4 8 37. 217 1*09 67, *47 1**4 97. *77 0*90 127. 3°7 °*35 i - W 337 2 ‘00
8, 188 1 '45 38, 218 0*92 68, 248 1 5 2 98. 278 o -65 128, 308 0 3 9 158, 338 1 94
9» 189 1 57 39. 2 I 9 0*91 -69. *49 > '* i 99.. *79 0*63 129. 399 0-59 ‘ 59. 339 1 94

10, 190 1 -So 4° . 220 0*96 70, * 59: ? r .;.< r6 r  • 100, 280 0 7 9 130, 310 ' 0 7 1 160, 34° 2*09
i i , 191 1*86 4 i» 221 0*00 251 I 19 101, 281 073 131. 3” °"85 161 , 34i • i *97
12, 192 1*61 . 4 *. 222 0 3 1 * 5* 1 *20 102, 282 .9 7 4 132, 312 r o 6 162, 34* 2-05
•3. ' 193 177 43. 223 = 70 -13 73. *53 0 7 0 103, 283 0 5 1 133. 313 0*86 163, 343 2*18
14. 194 U p 44. “ 4 s 0*01 : 74, *54 v . 0 7 0 i ° 4. 284 0 7 3 . i g i 3H 1-30 164, 344 1 7 0
•S. •95 1 0 7 45. 225 '.‘ 6*10 1 *75» *55 "  0*85 i ° 5. *85 0-52 135. 315 1 7 2 165. 345 179l6 , 196 0 9 9 46, 2 2 6 ° ’°4 76; 256 0*63 106, 286 0 5 9 136. 316 1 7 2 166, 346
17, 197 11 5 47. 227 . O'OO 1 77 , * 57. 1*09 197. *87 . 6-38 137, 317 1 '55 167, 347 2*14
18, 198 1*12 48, 228 > 1 4 78, *58 °'94 108, 288 0*55 138, 318 i ,6+ 16S, 348 r 8 8
19. 199 I 06 49. 229 0*10 79. *59 9* 99 109. 289 p ’92 139. 319 1 2 9 169, 349 i -5*20, 200 I ' l O So, 230 0-24 80, 260 0*85 n o , 290 0 7 9 140, 320 i ‘ 5* 170, 350 1 8 2
21, 2 0 1 '  1‘ 10 5i» * 3? 0*16 81, 261 0 9 7 i n . *91 : 0 7 5 141, 321 1*60 171, 351 17322, 202 i / 3* 5*. 232 .0 -31 8*, 262 ■ 0 8 8 ; 112, 292 0-51 142, 322 1-50 17*. 35* *•05
* 3. * ° 3. 1 09 53.. *33 0 3 9 . 8 3 , 263 0-62 ” 3, *93, 0*16 143. 3*3 174 *73, 353 1*60
24> 204 0*82 54. *34 ' o ’ 58 84, 264 ; 0 7 3 ” 4. 294 ■ 0*35 >44. 3*4 173 174. 354 V** 3
* 5, 205 - 0-90 SS. 235 o *9 85, 265 ” 5. 29-s- 0-37 - 14s. 3*5 I-6 ? *75. 355 1*40
26, 206 1-23 S6. 236 9*34 1 8 6 , 266 1-40 116, 296 0-35 146, 3*6 1*40 176, 356 1*40
* 7, 207 1 0 3 57, * 3 7 / o ’44 87, 267 .1-30 I* 7. 297 0-32 H 7. 3*7 !.‘4° 177, 357 1 *33
28, 208 1**3 58, 238 0*23 88, 268 1-43 118, 298 0*36 148, 3*8 1*64 178, 358 **34
*9. 2O9 0*96 59. *39 0 7 6  ; 89, 269 1 '5°  • B *99 0*21 >49. 3*9 1 179. 359 1-13
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Corrections for Division Error for the Mean of Six Divisions. 

F ix e d  C ir c le .

Argument— Division Marks under Microscopes.

s'- '"’•■•-i 6fy/5;i •s'- 20 . . * ■•'is'. 4?'* 5* s°-'. 55* -.'■

60 : 120 180V 240 300 + 0-24* + O'1?* + o- 16* + 0*26* + 0-23* + 0-25* +  0*12* + 0M 5* I O’ lO* + o -i 1* 1 o- io* + o”o8*
. 1 •IS* H i •20 •18 E i ••4 .£ 08.. •10 .:° 7 , >5
2 ‘>3 •06. filPZ 05 •26 •13 ‘ , 4 •19 M 4 •29 •19

: ' 3 •25 •13 •12 •17 '''£0 “ •■22 •22 *22 *’•20 >9 i 3 M9
•21 £ 35 ,- •24 •13 -16 •22'̂ fw •14 •25 '*5 •26 •22

■'S.: •22 . "22 •23 22 •>4 •22; •2or . '3 1 v ’*8 r -5;|" •17
6 *5 •22 •32 •32 •45 •44 *35 ' •46 % 5 4 +7 •47 •48

H i •49 •46 •44 "S3 .'SS S» "57 •5°, "51 •56 + 9 "55
8 ‘54 •66 •59 ’ ‘54 •67 m

7 4 •60 7 , •62 7 0 •67

9a •61
H

•70
H

•64. -65 •68 •63 •68 •68 7 6 70

10 79 130- 190 ; 25P 3*9.. +  .0:77, +  97.? +  9 7 7 + p-7'4 + 0-79 + o '67 +  0 74 + 0 74 + ^ 7 7 + 0̂ 69 + 0-73 + o*68
I 7 4 ;8o 73 •76 *59 •58 •61 7 4 7 2 •64 •59
2 •68 •67 •64 •64 •50 •64 H 9 *47 ^ S ;6 •64 p g ‘6S
3 •61 •66 ‘64 •56 *53 ■48 B a 59 •59 59 S> •58

4- E ? ’S3 ■55 •43 m ,2 •55 •64 •6p .;5 8 ‘59 '55 *57
5 •60 '52 •56 •64 •58 •56 m •60 •58 •62 *62 •55

■:; 6, •6r- •67 •48 •58 "S1 •50- •58 •6f- •58 •55 '63 •61

6S '59 •58 •65 ' 7 § •68 •6S) •65 •68 •68 7 4 ‘64
8 7 ' "71 '66 7 4 7 4 W M 7 1 •58 7 4 •63 7 2 *74
? •62 YS6 ; s l ' •56

H 8
•58 •62 ;*56 •53 : j ? 59 •61?

20 ' 8b? >40 200 260 ,3*0
1

+ 0-53 + o"6% + P ’S 5 + °'S9 + o'so + P"59 +  o-55 + 0*62 + O'64 + o*68 + o -s8 + C 63
•63 •66 •61 •63 •58 •63 •61 V

•68: *68 •61 •61
' 2 •64 •67 •67 •66 •61 •61 •65 •pi 56 •66 •64 •58

i t •53 •62 •57 'S& *57 •67 •67 •54 •63 •fii •62 7>
4 •58 7 0 •67 7 4 7 5 7 1 ,75 ; 7 6 7 8 •82 •65 7 » f

. '  5 '; •68 •71 7 1 ;7 7 W n k £85 •70 7 « •67 73 7 4 7 7
. . 6 . 7 3 "74 •67 •66 •61 7  2 67 •65 '64 73 7 3 74

H i •69 •76 •76 •77 •67 •82 '74 •74 •89 •80 78 •87
8 •82 •80 •82 89 •79 •85 7 4 •84 *7*. •79 •75 •81

9 •82* •86* '76* •86* •83* •82* •83* •87* •82* •82* 7 7 * 74*

30 90 150 210 270 330 + 0 73 * + o-8o* + 074* + o-68* + 070* + 0 7 1* +  0*65* +  0 7 1 * + o-68* + 0-64* + 0 7 1 * + 070*
1 -7'S-I •68 •61 - 7 •80 •68 ■81 75 •67 *74 73 •78
2 •65 *S9 •62 •65 wfftik •68 •62 7 8 •64 •67 •71 *75

•76 •64 •62 7 3 •76 7 9 *73 •68 "65 •6S '79 7 6
4 r a g •81 •82 •86 •83 ■86 75 •8 s •87 •80 •82 7 4

1 5 W n i •82 •86 •69: •75 7 0 ‘77 73 •64 62 •68 •64
6 •64 •64 P •64 7 5 78 ‘74 •65 •67 ‘73 •69 •68

H I 73 •67 7 6 V77 7 J •71 7 9 . •67 7 9 ‘79 *7* 7 «
8 •64 •72 •67 •62 •65 •68 *59 *75 7 0 •81 *74 *74

9 '6S •68 7 4 ,7<*‘ •80 ' * 5 ■65 •64 7* ** •68 59

4° IOO 160 220 280 340 + o-66 + 0-5 s + C 63 + o'SS + 0*6 s + 0-58 +  0-67 + o*6 s + o*6o + o*59 +  o*66 +o :>S

H D ‘ S1- •57 •49 ’55 •S* •59 ‘51 •56 ■48 *44 55 44
2 •43 •46 '45 •46 '35 •28 ‘37 "4* •38 ‘34 30 *35

:  ’3 r: •34 •37 •43 •36 •33 *20 •20 *34 *27 •28 *33 •18

4 •29 •'4 •19 •23 •19 •19 ‘*4 *22 MO •06 *22 •33

5- ’*5 •23 •23 •20 *20 •20 •29 *3* ■26 *4 •J» ! ‘ 33
6 •32 •35 *35 '35 •29 •ai ‘37 •39 *5 *22 ‘*5 •«4

• 1  7. •29 M •31 **3 •30 *22 *5 *34 •20 *36 •35 •33
8 •29 •21 -26 •26 *26 •28 ‘*5 *3> *3* •36 •31 *30

9 !33‘ •33 *3* •26 '35 *3* ‘3* ‘ 33 •29 ‘3= *»5 *4‘

SO I 10 >70 230 290 350 + o*3S + 0'39 + 0*30 + 0*37- + 0-32 + 0*46 +  0-41 + 0*38 + o*37 +  o*44 + O'S? + 0‘34
1 ‘34 *3:> •42 •30 •37 ‘49 ‘3* •36 ‘34 3° *34 ‘14
2 ‘35 '43 •41 •38 •44 '33 •4* •38 *4‘ *33 1 0

3 *21 ‘28 •31 ‘28 •26 •38 ■28 •s6 •36 '16 1 3 •16

4 ‘>7 •>5 •I 1 . •>9 M l •05 •07 •01 '01 •oj •07 MJ

5 •07 *10 . *02 •10 •00 •10 MO •09 *30 *17 «4 '10

6 •20. •13 •>3 **3 •18 •16 M3 •17 •19 m6 14 *|6

7' ‘08 ‘20 ■13 •05 •05 •09 ‘04 m6 *01 *03 *0} •|j

8
9

‘ >4
•19*

•07
•»S«

• 16
•17*

•13
•19*

'10
•09*

•i i
•31*

*30
•20*

•m6
i j *

•os
M9*

*05
*3 J*

*03
■46*

*00
'31*

60 ISO 180 *40 300 360 + o,*4* + 0M7 * + o*i 6* + + o’*3* + o’»S* +  0M3* + 0M$* + 0M0* + 0*41* QMO* ■f
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Com'tctions for Division Error for Separate Diameters. 
M o v e a b le  C ir c le .

Argument— Division Mark under Microscopes.

Coi'rections for Division Eri'or for the Mean o f Six Divisions. 
M o v e a b le  C ir c le .

Argument— Division Marks under Microscopes.

o, 6o, 120, 180, *4°, 300 +0-92 20, 80* 14°, 200, 260, 3*9 + 9*35 : 4-°, 100, 160, 220, 280, 34° +0-82

I, 61, 121, 181, 241. 301 • 7 2  .. 21, 81, 141, 201, 26l, 321 - V  3.I . 4 1, IOI, 161, 221, 281, 341 •92
2, 62, 122, 182, 242. 302 m m m .22, 82, 142, 202, 262, 322 *4.4 4.*, 102, 162, 222, 282, 342 •96
3, 63, 123, 183, *43, 3°3 •61.. 23, 83, 143, 203, 263, 3*3 •36 43, 103? 163. 223, 283, 343 I ’OO

■■ 4, 64, I 24, 184, 2;44, 3°4 *41; ' - 24, 84, 144. 204, 264, 3*4 ■ ’..'SP " 44. 104, 164, 224, 284, 344 ° ’3 •
65, I2C. i § ! 245, .305 •23.. *5, 8.5, • 45. 205, 265, 3.25 45, i ° 5, l6J , 2*5, *85, 345 • -oo..)i

6, 66,
5,

126,
* 5»
186, 246, 306 ■ WBSM 26, 86, 146, 200, 2.66, 326 : '3% 46, 106, 166, 226, 286, 346

■ 7, 67, 127, 187, 247, 307 ?2 6 I  <*7i 87, •47, 207, 267, 3*7 - ■ -23 47, 197, 167, 227, 287, 347 *20
8, 68, I??, 188, 248, 308 •24.,. 28, 88, 148, 208, 268, 3*8 '*6, 48, 108, 168, 228, 288, 348 '41
9» 69, **9, 189, 249. 3°9 •29 29; 89. 149, 209, 269, 3*9 '35 49, 109, 169, 229, 289, 349 76

r-'*°» 70, 130, 190, *5°. 3,0 : '37 30, 9°. I-5P. 210, 270, 339 *3* 5°r IIO, 170; 230, 290, 35° • -So
.. H, 71, I31, 191, 251. 311 ■35 31, 9 i. 151. 21 1, 271, 33i '49 :-s.>. m , 17*, 231, 291, 35i •7.8
... 12, 72, I32, 192, 252. .312 I *5° 3*. 92, 152, 212, 272, 33* *42 52, i  12 j- 172, *3*, 292, 352 : *53
• *3, 73. 133, 193, 253. 3i 3 •58 33. 93, 153, 213, 273. 333 *49 53, *13, *73, *33, *93, 353 | "47: 1

74, 134, 194, 254. 314 *54- 34, 94. *54, 214, 274. 334 -'59 54, •14. 174, *34, *94, 35+ ’6*
6 15, 135, 195, 25S, 315 1 '5°  ' -• 35, 95, 155, 215; *75, 335 - - ;4.i ' .55, us.'. •75. *35, *95, 355 ■ B9

16, 76! 136, 196, 256, -316 . -40 3*i -96, i 5 »̂ 2l6, *76. 336 '. *44 56, 116, 176, 236, 296, 356 •78
- 17, 77, 137, 197, 257, ■0 *7 . * •20; 37. 97, 157, 217, .277. 337 • 4 5 7  . 57, ” 7, ■77, 237. 297, 357 •91

18, 78, 138, 198, 258, 318 >•^26 ■' 38, 98, 158, 2l8, *78, 338 ■68 58, 118, 178, 238, 298, 358 •86
79, 139, *99. .259. 3I9J:* *3 '  - . - 39, 99, 159, 219. 279. 339 • Sfc - 1 59, 119. 179. 239. 299, 359- -  'H -

FLEXURE OF CIRCLES.

In the course o f  the above investigations it became evident that, in respect to the fixed circle at least, the 
results o f  the division-error investigations taken in positions of the circle differing by 180° exhibited discordances 
such as might be attributable to  a flexure o f the circle in its own plane. The investigations were accordingly 
conducted in such a manner throughout as to eliminate such an error if  it existed, by repetition o f all operations 
in opposite positions o f  the circle, while the flexure itself was made the subject o f an independent series of 
investigations subsequently.

For the purpose o f  investigating- the flexure, comparisons were made between the readings o f  the fixed and 
o f  the moveable'circles in the following manner. The moveable circle was first securely clamped to the axis, aud 
both circles read in a variety o f  settings. The moveable circle was then rotated through 180* on the axis and 
again clamped, and the circles again read in corresponding positions. A  few preliminary experimental readings 
were taken—

(1) To test the action o f the clamp and slow m otion ;
(2) To test whether tbe rotation o f  the instrument involved any sensible torsion, o f the axis, as follows :—
(1) The circle was set so that the pointer reading was approximately 80°, and clamped. It was then moved 

slightly by  motions o f  the slow-.motion screw, the handle being turned successively in the directions right— left—  
left— right, and both circles were read after each setting.

The same operations were then repeated with the pointer reading approximately 90°, 150°, 210°, 270’ , 880*. 
As the result o f  four such sets o f operations taken on four successive days the following differences in tho
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indications o f tho two circles as affected by the direction of motion were obtained, in the sense “ excess of reading 
o f moveable circle over that o f fixed (motion right— motion left)."

P o in t a Sat I. Sal 11. Sot, till. Set i V r '^ -

r ;Yr\vii'.K• r
30 • —  o 'o o o S —  0*0002 +  0*0034 —  0*001 I
9° 4 * -*** io + 11 -  18 4 - 26

150 -  4 + ppj p u a T  ,+ — 16
a i o +  13 1 I n K H - 7 +  ■•'••*3 v
* 7° +  3 8e £ S ! SS —  2 -  19
330 Ha 17 — *3 —  3 +  3... .

+  0*0005 +  0 0 0 1 2 —  0*0002 +  0*0001 n

.The differences, amounting in the mean to +  0r,0004, appear to be sufficiently small and accidentally distributed.
(2) A similar series o f readings was taken, the instrument being brought into position between each reading 

by rotating it on its axis through a complete revolution at least, the final motion always being made with the 
slow-motion screw after clamping. The following were the mean differences in the excess o f the reading of the 
moveable circle over that o f the fixed, depending on the direction o f final rotation in the sense “ forward— backward.”

Pointer. Set I. . Sefc'ir.' Set III. set iv .

r r r
30 •+ 0*0039 4- 0*0020 — 0*0028 — 0*0004
9° ■ 1. ■_' 4 K H  '3

150 — . 20 I i  50 i a i  4 — 10
210 -  33 1 1 2<S\ ' -  28 -  44

.2 7 0 -  M — 25 -  39 -  >7 .
330 -  1 + +  5

— 0*0010 — 0*0016 — 0*0013 * — 0*0012

There would thus appear to be a slight torsion of the axis depending on the direction o f final rotation. 
Moreover, since the “ forward” direction o f motion corresponds with that due to “ slow-motion screw left,”  this 
torsion agrees in sign with that indicated from the operations in which the motion was produced by the slow motion 
alone. Consequently, a new series o f pointings o f a like character was made, in which the instrument was rotated 
through 360° at least between each pointing and brought into its final position without the aid o f the clamp and 
slow motion— except during the first set, in which the slow motion was used to bring the circle into position, but the 
clamp released before the readings were taken. During the remaining three sets the clamp and slow motion were 
not used. In this manner were obtained the following results for the differences in the excess o f the reading of 
the moveable circle over that o f the fixed :—

Pointer. Set I. Set II. Set III. Set IV.

r r r r
30— T -----4 - 0*0010 — 0*0027 — 0*0013 — 0*0005

9° i n H s  26 +  44 — .. 6 +  31
~  150 — 2 -  3 4 " - ^ *  'i 33 - +  44

210 — ■ 10 ' +  45 4-  3* -  7
■  270 -  26 H . . 1 1 " : ■ -  12 - +  «
J  330 ;■ — 2 M 11 +  30

1 - — 0*0009 / 1 4 . 0*0002 — 0*0008 4 - -o 'o o i  7

The anomalies that presented themselves hitherto seem now to liave disappeared, and in consequence the 
subsequent operations were always conducted without the aid o f the clamp and slow-motion screw.

Let now f  denote the amount by which the reading o f tho fixed circle as road by six microscopes is too large 
on account of flexure o f the circle. Then f  will bo a poriodic function of tho poiuter reading o f the fixed circle, 
which, if  the flexure be purely gravitational, will bo reversed in sign whore tho pointer reading is increased by 180 .

Likewise, if m be the amount by which tho movoablo oirolo roads too largo, m will bo a similar function o f the 
pointer reading o f the moveable circle.
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Let, now, tho moveable circlo be clamped to tho axis so that the pointer readings differ in the mean (i.e. apart 
from flexure aud division error) by a small unknown amount P, and let a number o f readings F, M o f the fixed and 
moveable circles be taken, say, on division marks a), 60°, etc.

Then we have
F . -  M . = P  + / , -  m ,+ d„ ,

where dw denotes the mean correction for division error due to the difference in the division errors o f the marks x. 
x  +  60* . . . , ,  on the two circles.

On rotating the instrument through 180*, Bince

/*+leo’ "  ~ f»t  ^*+i8o,=s da+w  =  dn,
we find

F.+iw ~ M*+180. = P  -/»  +  m. + d„ |
whence, eliminating P, we find

f m-m m =  ̂ (F .- M ,- Fx+180* +  M«+18o0 =  A, s a y ................. . . . . . • ( ! ) , '

from which f x—mx may be derived independently o f  the division errors o f the circles. .
Next, let the moveable circle be rotated on the axis through 180* and clamped so that its pointer reading differs 

from that o f  the fixed circle by an amount 180* +  P', where P ' is a small unknown quantity; then, by  taking 
readings as before, we find—

F7* — M'a+uo* =  180* +  P ' +frn — Wl*+I80‘ +  dx ,
F'm+ltO' ~  =  180* +  P; — fx  +  Wlx+180- +  dx ,

whence, eliminating P/ and with it dx ,

fx  ~  m x+lKT =  — M/e+180. — F ',+18,  +  M 'J,
or, since mx+iary =  —mx,

f,+ m x= K F ', - M /, +U(P- r , +18(r+ M /,]  =  B isay  . . . j . . g g i  . (2).

Finally, combining (1) and (2), we find
■ «  a + b ), •

w f c r = - i (A -B ) .

The operations were conducted in the following manner. The moveable circle was first adjusted so that its zero 
reading corresponded with that o f the fixed circle and the division marks 0*, 60°, 120*, 180°, 240*, 800* were
brought in succession under the pointer, and both circles were read. In order to eliminate any progressive changes
in the microscopes, the same operations were then repeated in reversed order o f  measurement. Such a series o f 
operations constituted a set. A complete series involved twelve such sets commencing with 5°, 10°, etc.

A  second series o f observiitions was then made with the moveable circle rotated through 180* on its axis, a third 
series was an exact repetition o f  the second, and a fourth o f the first, the moveable circle being again rotated on the 
axis between the third and fourth series.

From the first and fourth series we derive the quantities A , i.e. f x — m„, and from the second and third series the 
quantities B, i .e .fx+m x | and from their combination the quantities f  m, as follows

Pointer. A. B. m. Pointer. A B. fi m.

;■ ■' o'.jr>" 0*02 0*06 0*04 0*02 90* +  0•04 + o'03 +  0•03 0*01
s ; — •21 + •08 — E m + '»5 95 + *03 + •06 + ’°5 + •01

IO - IsSS 09 + •05 — ’■yOt" + •07 100 + •09 + ‘02 + •00 — •04
1 5 ;^ + *OI — •04 - — •01 — •02 105 + •*s + *07 + m l — *04
zo — ‘ 12 — •12 — •12 •00 110 • E H •12 + *21 + *16 + •os

-•V*5 - "02 : + •II : '+ •04 ; + •06 >>5 1 ' + *17 •*4 + *21 + *04
1 3°

_ 08 — ’ *5 — •12 — ..•04 120 + 'l6 + *10: + IS — •03
35 ' — "•OS 1 — •01 — '•03 + •02 1*5 + •I* * •31 *21 + ‘ to  •
+0 — •08 — •09 — •08:- •oo 130 + . *10 + •07 + *08 — •02
4S •03 + •01 •OI + •02 >35 •07 4 '06 + ' *06 — •01
50 m /m •13 .r* *02 '•06 ‘08 H o ■  + •os + •06 + •04 + *02
55 •0+ - .,-fc •«4 + •09 + ‘OS *45 + *2ti + ‘ 20 , + *20 — •01
60 * / + • o f - •19 ■ •13 + *00 150 + •04 + •os •04 + •01
65 •03 + •08 ■+ •05 + 03 >55 -  ' +  • •09 + •17 + •13 + •04

- 7° + •08 + ■°5 .+ ■06 — ,•01 . 160 . . .  4 . *•4 + *20 + ■17 + •03
75 + •08 + ■08 + ' •08 ' ' *00 165 V •95 + •02 + •04 ‘02
80 •04 + •04 + •04 *00. 170 — •OS + *13 •°4 + •09
85 +

0 9 + *16 ' + ‘ 12 •04 *75 + Ml + •tl + •16 + 'OS
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It will be at onco noticed that the quantities f  are not only generally larger than the quantities m, but also, 
while the latter appear to be accidentally distributed, tho former follow a pronounced systematic law. By way of 
verification the whole sories o f operations was later repeated with the following results:-^, a

Pointer. k. B. / . m. Pointer. A. k - l l l l l l m.-

o 0-04. + O'OS _ 0*01 + 9'°3 90* +  0•10 + o*os ' + 0-06 0*04
5 — •19 •I I '  ■— *‘ 5 + .*P4 9S .+ •Is - + •is + •is :.'oo

to — *o6 *11 1 9 •08 — •°3- , 100 •»4 H a •041 • + •09 — ;’9s
'  i'S — • 0 6 " — ’ i ’3 ' •09 — •0+ • ibs I  + •«4 + •II + •is — •os

so —v •it — •so ig jgs '5 — •°s 110 + •17 + 1 + •17 •00 •
~—*S •09..... — ..•17- _ '«3 nil-jaw ..•0+...,; I 'S  — •1.6 ... •14 «5 — •01

3° — •18 — •13 — •>s i + ' ?oi: ISO E S •08 ' + H a •°7 , — 5 oj
35 ' — •06 -■ — *11 : •09 — •os , l 5 + •18 •06 n •is — •06
40 H S :*°7 jS ■ — •|8 'IS — •06 • 130 + MO '• + ■08 . + •09 . —
45 •is” *s6 , — •18 J— *3S .■■: .+ •08 + 19 H E s M3 M l
So *os — _10JL..; . ___— •03 — •°s 140 •01 . — -0 8 - -—# - -0 3 - - - + •04
55 . + •11 •06 H i I4S.-.'. + •si +. •«7 -1 H — ’O X ..
60 * ' ■'+’ •03 + •OI 1 ■ + ! •os — •or IS® . ' + «3 ••11 • + ' •+.|2 — •01
65 + ■08 • . 4 •os ; +* •■95 ; — E H ISS;:. + •13 E g •06 E g 99 '94
79 K B •io I + • +* •06 ; — •95 100 H a •*s .+ 14 + : :«9 — m
75 + •06 : + •10 f ■  - f ; •08 : + •os' i6S; •is — •06 +• •93 ■ — •99:
80 •00 i + floii.w rvf-T*. •92- U # - •04 H a &>'5 •' + •09 + •OS
8s + **4 + •18 + •16 • D •02 . I  . *75 . 1  EB •ii X ' .f i *59 1 + •01

Bach o f the quantities f  m  is derived in each set with the equivalent weight o f twenty-four micrometer 
pointings, and from the mean o f the two series with the equivalent weight o f forty-eight pointings. If we equate 
the mean results for the value of f  from the two series o f observations to the expression

a  cos 2+& sin z,
where z denotes the zenith distance o f the telescope, and solve by  least squares for the* determination o f a, b, we find

a  =  -  0"-100, b =  +  0"-083, 
and the probable accidental error o f a single equation is found to be

. =fc0";035i
Remembering that each equation has weight 48 compared with that o f a single micrometer pointing, the 

resulting value of the probable accidental error o f  the latter is found to be
± 0 " ;24.

The result o f the determinations for the moveable circle is even more satisfactory; i f  we regard the actual values 
derived as solely the results o f uneliminated accidental errors, the square root o f the mean o f their squares amounts 
only to ± 0 ' /,084, and the corresponding derived value of the probable accidental error o f a single pointing is

J :=t0"-15. '
The final results of the flexure investigations— where 0  represents the 'values derived directly from the 

observations, and C the values computed from the formula
— O ’̂lOO cos |+ 0"'083 sin z

for the fixed circle, and 0  — C the corresponding residuals for the fixed circle only— are given in the following table:—

Final Results o f Flexure Determinations.

Poiuter. - 0 . Moveable 
Clrc|i>.' 01: Fixed Cirolo. 0. Fixed Oircli'. 0--C . Pointer. 0 . Moveable 

Circle.
0 . Fixed Cirole. C. Fixed Circle. 0 - -C.

m Bo w w H I 0*01 - r ’ o 03 ... • — O' 10 + o'<>7' i  9® : ■ — 0*03 +  o-6s + 0 0 8 — ■°3
J :  I K h MO H — 11 — •09 — •os. 9S •OJ . +  ‘°9 + •09 •00

■ 'I o . + •OS '' ' PS "°9 ;+ •04 100 •05 ■ *4* *08 + •to 'OS

m m •03; 05 •08 . + •03 : 105 •03 +  ' MS + •11 4- •01
to __ •03 •>4 1 1 9 •°7 . — •07 . j 10 •03 +  I? + •i 1 4. •06
sc ' M •01 _ •95 P' "  ’ w .  * •06 + •01 115 + •os +  *18 + •is 4- •06

3° •°I 14 — ■95 _ — '99 '  . ISO — ;os +  **p 4- MS : t j . ■os

35 •00 . •06 — •03 — •03 • - is 5 + •os +  ‘17 + •3 + *°4
• 4° — •03 — MO — *0s — •08 130 -. — •os +  09 4- •13 — . •04

45 ■— •03 MO •— .. •01 — •09 . *35 + •os +  MO + •13
K g  1 _ •07 •os •00 + •os 140 . + •03 t  °4 + •«3 •09

SS p |  +• •05 + -.08 n •Oil" + •07 ,'/u •45 — ‘OS +  -SO + «3 + •07
60 .+ •■03 .. +  ■•08 ,  4-̂ •os + . •06 . ,«SP •00 4-,r ’0.8 •«3 —* *°5

■ 65 <00 ’ ...+  . •05 •03 1 + •01 ' •55 •00 +  *ii •t* M3 ■OS

,7P:.'. _ .•03;.'.. •06 - +  ••04 + 'OS 160 . •01 +  *18 + *13 ■06

7 5 - . / + *01 + •08 •05 •03 165 — •06 +  "®4 + MS •08

80 I *01 “ • . + •03 + •06 — •03 170 •07 4-  *07 4- •II *°4
8S + •03 + •1+ + •07 + ■07 •75 + •os +  * t j 4- •II + ■os

15
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Comparison between the Two Circles.

As a final verification o f  the whole series o f  investigations, the telescope was set in a series o f  zenith distances 
differing approximately by 36*, and the two circles were read by different observers, in each case with the aid o f 
the six primary microscopes. To eliminate progressive changes, the operations were first repeated in  reversed 
order, and subsequently the whole process again repeated b y  two other observers. Three such series o f  observation 
were mado, starting at 0*, 12°, 24° respectively.

The derived values for tho meau differences o f  the zero readings o f  the fixed and moveable circles were as 
follow s:—

Pointer. m -  r.
Uncorrcoted.

M -F .  
Corrected for 

Division Errors.

M -F .  
Corrected for Division 

Errors and Flexure 
o f Fixed Circle.

Pointer. M -F .
Unoorrected.

M -F .  
Corrected for 

Division Errors.

M -F .  
Corrected for Division 

Errors and Flexure 
o f  Fixed Circle.

o 26-44 26*06 25*96 19Z° 25**53 zo*o6 26-14

3* 26*22 26*26 26*23 228 26*31 25*85 25*85

7* 25-63 26*16 26*20 264. 25-88 z 6*3z 26*25
108 26*18 25*72 25*83 300 Z 0 7 0 2 6 3 2 26*20

*44 * 5*34 2578 25*90 336 26*35 26*39 26*27
180 26*32 25'94 26*04
216 26*06 26*10 26*13 24 25*83 2 6 * 2 7 ,, .  . 26*22

>5* 2 5 7 2 26*25 26*21 1 69 26*60 26*22 26*24
288 26*44 25*98 25*87 96 z6*I9 26*23 26*32

3*4 26*02 26*46 26*34 »32 2 5 4 8 26-01 26*13
168 26*42 25*96 26*07

12 25*65 26*18 26*10 20 4 2 5 7 2 26*16 z 6 * z i
48 26*48 z 6 ‘02 26'OZ 1  * 4°  . z6*8o z6*4z 26*40

84 25*56 26*00 26*07 Z7 6 26-50 26*54 26*45
120 26*38 26*00 z 6 * iz 1  31 2  1 25*89 z6*4z 26*30
I> 6 26-12 26*16 26-28 i n z6* 71 z 6*25 26*14

The discordances from the mean in each group are given by  the follow ing table :—

Residuals ( O —C).

Pointer. • |  I I IL h i . Pointer. I. II. III.

0 + 0*40 _ 0*01 0*11 19! _ •57 _ •°7 i l i •01
16 • + •18 + •19 + *l6 228 + *21 — •28 •28
72 - *4 » + •09 + *3 264 — *22 + g o + •12

108 + **4 — .35 — •24 300 + *60 + M + •07
*44 — •70 — •29 **7 33* + *25 + *26 + *'4
180 + •28 — •13 — •03
216 + •02 + m egm + •06 24 — 0*38 + 0*02 — 0*03
252 — 32 E •18 + *4 60 § r39 •03 •01
288 + •40 — 09 — *20 96 — *02 — *02 + •07
324 — ‘02 + ; i39 .: . + •27 132 — 73 — •24 — •12

168 + •21 — .29 •18
12 — o *45 + 0*05 — 0*03 204 — •49 1 09 — •04
48 + •38 — g i i :  . — *11 240 + •59 + •17 + •15
84 — *54 * > r : — •06 276 + •29 + 29 + *20

120 + *28 — •13 — *01 312 — •32 + *17 + ’°5
*56 + *02 + •03 + **5 348 + So •OO — •II

Column I. contains the residuals from the uncorrected observations, and the sum o f  their squares is 4'6675.
Column II. contains the residuals after correction for division errors in accordance with the tables o f  § 12, and 

the sum o f  their squares is 1*0271.
Column III. contains the residuals after the readings o f  the fixed circle have been further corrected b y  an amount

+  0"*100 cos | — 0W*083 3in z, 
due to  flexure o f  the circle in its own p lane; the sum o f  their squares is *5661.

Thus the square o f  the mean error o f  a single entry in this table is *0210, and the corresponding probable 
error ±0"*097.

But each entry results from the difference between the meau o f  four readings on the moveablo circle and the 
mean o f four readings on the fixed circle, each reading involving tho mean o f  the six microscopes. Regarding a 
single reading as o f  unit weight, the weight o f  a single entry will therefore be 2, and the rcsultiug value o f  tho 
probable error o f  a single reading o f  either circle, including accidental error o f  pointing aud outstanding errors in 
the determination o f  errors o f  graduation, flexure, etc., is

±0"*137.



A P P E N D I X  TO P A R T  III.

THE STABILITY OF THE AZIMUTH MARKS.

Since the preceding pages were written, Mr S. S. Hough has kindly furnished me with the separate results of the 
determinations o f  Azimuth o f the Meridian marks made during the year 1908.

The Transit Circle is reversed every Monday morning, so that during one week the observations are made in 
the position “  Clamp East”  and during the following week in the position “  Clamp West.”

As a rule, on each night transits o f from two to four o f the stars o f the Cape list o f 24 Southern Circumpolars 
have been observed, and the Azimuth o f the instrument has been computed from these observations by employing 
the places and proper motions o f  these stars as derived in Appendix III. o f the Cape Catalogue for 1890.

The adopted reading, for geometric collimation is derived from the observations made within the week itself, 
partly from the micrometer readings for coincidence o f the reflex and direct images o f  the wires when the instrument 
is directed to the Nadir before and after reversal o f the axis on each Monday morning, and partly from observations 
o f  the circles o f  the north and south collimators after tliese have been previously adjusted to coincidence.

TABLE I.— S e p a r a t e  A z im u th s  op  t h e  N o r t h  a n d  S o u th  M a rk s .

1908 Jan. 3 to Jan. 31.

Clamp E.

N.'1
+0*932 

•930 
•9*5 
•920 
'912 
*928 
•9*3

S.

+ 0 626 
628 
633 
6 32 
646 
630 
63 5

+0*925 1+0*633

Clamp W.

N.
1 /  +0*936+0*622

'93*
•9*9
•901
*920
•926

627
•639
•657
•638
•632

+0*922 l+p-ffsff.

1908 Feb. 1 to  F«V. 26.

+0*896 4-0*632 1+0*914 
•633 *905
:6i6 *913
•621 *901-
•618 *897
•625 *905
*6i8 ‘904.
•6151 *90.1
‘6091 *892

+6*614 
•623
•615 
•627 
•631 
•623 
•624 
•627 
•636

1908 Feb. 29 to May 1 ,— contd.

Clamp E.

N . .

+0*904. 
•900 
"9°4 
*9*7 
•9*7 

. *93*

S.■
+0*626

■630
__ *626

•613
•603
•599

Clamp W.

N..

+0*890 
•909 
•887 

• *891 
•'895

•9H 
- *896 

•886 
.. *887

S.

+0*640
*621
•643.
•639
•635
•616
•634
•644
•043

+0*912 +o*6i8 +0*899 +0^631

1908 May 2 to May 27.

+0*8941+0*642 
■ '6 3 8

+0*912
"9I9 
*920 
•936 
•919 

• '9°9 
'93 5 
•938 
•918

+0*624
•617
■616
•600
•6*7
•627 
*6 01 
•598 
•618

*895
•894

•641
•642

+0*923 +0*613 +0*895 1+0*641

1908 Juno 5 to June 30.

+0*626 
•624 
•618 
•603 
’609 
‘618 
•600 
•627

+0*895 +0*613 +0*892 +o*616

1908 July 2 to  July 31. '

Clamp E.

N .

+*> 862

863]
891
880
886
890

S.

+ 0 634
618 
608 
633 
605 
616 
610 
60 6

+o*88o |+o*6i6

Clamp W.

N .

+ 0 878
899 
883 
885 
881 
896
900 
9*5

S.
+o*6i8
- -597 
.•613

•611
•615
•600
•596
•581

+0*8021+0*604

1908 Aug. 4 to Aug. 22.

+ 0 893
900
899
9°4
)i8

+ o ’9°3

+0*617 
*610 

>611 
*606 
*59*

+0*607

+ 0 887 (+0-623 
876 *634
890
886
898
889
874

j6io
•624
•612
•621
•636

+0*8861+0-624

+0*887
*886
*902
•907
•899
•882
•893
■883
•894

190S Sept. 7 to Oot. 2.
+0*8971+0*6 l l

+0*893 +0*615

+0*621
’622
*606
*601
*609
•626
•615
•625
•6.4

•901
•901
•*99
■9*P
•899
•892

607
1607
■609
•598
*609
*6l6

+0*900 +o*6oS

.*•' I908 Oct. 3 to Nor. =

Clamp E. Clamp W.

N. S. N. S.■ 8 s 3

+ 0 * 8 9 5 + 0 * 6 1 3 + 0 * 8 9 6 + 0 * 6 1 2
.9 0 9 •599 *901 •607

•899 •609 ‘8 9 0 •618
•898 •610 •894 •614
'8 9 0 •618 •905 •603
*902 *606 •886 •622

•895 *613 •911 •597
•887 ‘ 621 •914 "594
•900 •608 •904 •604

•903 •605 •907 ‘601
*901 •607 *902 *606
*901 •607 ‘9 1 0 •598

•894 •614
•904 *604
•880 *628
•901 ■607

+ 0 * 8 9 8 + o * 6 i o + 0 * 9 0 0  | + o * 6 o 8

1908 N o t . 30 to 1909 Jan. 12.

+ 0 * 9 0 8 + o * 6 o 8 + 0 * 9 1 3 + 0 * 6 0 3
•899 •617 *9*7  j *599
•899 •617 *894 *622
•923 *593 •911 *605
•918 ■598 -910 *606

•925 *59 ' •928 •588

*893 •623 *918 •598

•909 •607 *9 *3 . •603

•887 •629 *891 •625
*912 ‘6 0 4 *901 •615
*910 *6 0 0 •904 *61 a

•0011 •614
•885 | *631

. . . *9°41 *61 a

+ 0 - 9 0 8 +o'6o8 +0-906+0*609
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Tho Lovel error is determined, before and after eaoh set of star observations, by Nadir readings for the 
coiucideuco o f  the direct and reflex images o f the wires, the reading for geometric collimation being known. When 
necessary, the Level error is interpolated for the transit o f each star.

Previous to each night’s work, the long-focus lenses (by wbioh the Azimuth marks are viewed), as well as the 
marks themselves, are udjusted vertically over the optioal centres o f the object-glasses at the bottom o f their 
corresponding pita, by moving the screw 8 (Plate X V I.) till the telescope 9 attached to each long-focus lens and each 
mark shows the image o f the small bright disc bisected by the wire (see also pp. 40 and 47).

The uorth and south Azimuth marks are, as a rule, observed at the beginning, middle, and end o f each night’s 
work, in order to determine the change o f  Azimuth during the observations— a change which is quite sensible and 
fairly systematic. A correction for this change is first applied to the tim e ,o f transit o f each circumpolar star, and 
the Azimuth o f  the instrument, at the epoch o f each observation o f the marks, is computed from the observations 
o f the circumpolar stars,— whence the mean Azimuth o f  both marks, is derived, %

The resulting Azimuths o f  the marks for each night o f observation are given in Table I>,;p;-;115.
The very close accordance o f  these independent results may be regarded as a striking, testimony to the stability 

o f the marks. Not only so, but, having regard to the; fact that different'circumpolar stars at upper and lower 
culmination are used on different nights, it becomes evident that the tabula? places of these stars are not far from 
the truth. It is also evident that the observed differences in the Azimuths o f the marks on successive nights are 
considerably greater than any real changes in the Azimuths of- the underground marks themselves, and that, for 
groups o f observations made during a month or more, the true Azimuths o f the marks may be regarded as constant. 
This is shown conclusively in the following Table:—

TAB LE  II.— M e a n  A z im u t h s  o f  t h e  N o r th  a n d  So u th  M a r k s .

. Group. Clamp E. Clamp W. N+S
2

1908 January 3 to January 31 .
1908 February 1 to February 26 .
1908 February 29 to May 1 .
1908 May 2 to May 27 . -.----- . —
1908 June 5 to June 30 . . • ,
1908 July 2 to July ____ 3i_-_ . ____ ____
1908 August 4 to. August 22 . .
1908 September 7 to. October. 2 .
1908 October 3 to November 27 . .
1908 November 30 to 1909 January 12

N. S.
+  0V925, +  o*-633 

•909 -619 
; *912 -618
— 9*3: 613

•895 613 
•880 *616 
•903 -607 _ 
•893 615 
•898 *6io . 

+  *908 - +  '608

N. S.
+  0**922 +  o“ 636 

•9.94 624 
•899 ‘631 
•895 '641 
•892 . ,6i6- 
‘892 ‘604 
•886 _ -624 
•900 .. '608 

. ?900. . -608 
+  ‘906 -f—> ‘609

Bam 0* 779 
•764

I
•754
•748
755
•754
754
758

For the definite reduction of each separate transit the Azimuth of the Transit Circle is therefore interpolated 

solely from the observations of the Meridian marks, assuming the above value of -  - --- of Table II. as constant

throughout each group. In this way not only are the results freed from the effect o f  hourly changes in the Azimuth 
o f the instrument, but the accidental error o f the observed Azimuth is largely diminished. Also, since a considerable 
number o f different circumpolar stars are observed during each period— some at upper, some at lower transit—  
valuable corrections to the accidental errors o f  their tabular places may in this way be obtained. The observed

values o f show a small progressive and periodic change which may have its origin in one or all o f  the

following causes
( t )  A change in the positions o f the underground marks, due to shifting of, the bed o f  rock to which they 

are attached.
.(2 ) A  change in the axis about which the earth rotates,— in fact, a direct result o f the known “ change o f 

Latitude.”
(3) Small systematic errors in the adopted tabular places o f the 24 Southern Circumpolar stars.
A  complete discussion o f all these points would only be possible after a long special series o f observations, 

including a large number o f double transits o f circumpolar stars. But it does not appear that the underground 
marks can be regarded as absolutely rigid relative to a plane passing through one o f them and through the earth’s 
mean axis o f rotation, otherwise the relative Azimuths o f the north and south marks to each other would be constant.

Thus we have in Columns 1 and 2 o f the following table the separate mean Azimuths o f the north and south 
mark, and these Azimuths, in consequence o f  the weekly reversals o f the instrument, may be regarded as free from 
errors of Collimation.



THE REVERSIBLE TRANSIT CIRCLE,

Group. Inclusive Dates. Azimuth of North Mark. Azimuth of South Mark. N.—S.

1. 1908 January 3 to January 31 . +  0*'923 +  o'-63+ +  o**289
XL 1 190S February i to February *6 . ^ • 906  • •621 •285

i n . I 1908 February 29 to May . 1 . *9 °5 •62+ •28I
IV. 190S May a to May 27 . 9°9 •627 *282
V. I 190S June 5 to Juno 30 . •893 •614. •279

Y I. 1908 July 2 to July 31 . . ■886 •610 •*76
VII. 190S August 4. to August 22 . •894. ■ [ B f l •279

Y III. I 190S Septoittber 7 to Oatobor 2 . . •896 •; . . --6)Il!Il ; •285
IX. 190S Ootober 3 to November 27 . •899 ’609 •290
X. 190S November 30 to 1909 January 12 +  0-907 * r  4ji.;o *608 +  0-298

The north mark shows a small annual periodic change of Azimuth, whilst the south mark has a small progressive 
one, aud these different changes cannot be explained by errors of the astronomical determinations. The difference of 
Azimuth betweeu the marks (N. — S.), given above, shows a very minute but well-marked annual period, the 
determination of which is entirely independent of the astronomical observations. I t  cannot therefore be assumed 
that the Azimuth of the marks is absolutely constant, or even that the N. and S. marks are absolutely invariable with 
respect to each other. But it is certainly safe to assume that for periods like one month the mean Azimuth of the 
two marks may be regarded as constant, and this will be true far within the accidental errors of the Azimuth 
determination of a single night, and may be employed in this way for determination of the instantaneous Azimuth 
o f the Transit Circle.

It is now of interest to inquire what has been the gain iu stability of the marks by placing the object-glasses, 
whose optical centres form the points of reference, at considerable depths below the surface of the ground.

It will be remembered that both marks, and both the long-focus lenses (through which the marks are viewed), 
are mounted upon slides, to which scales and microscopes are attached. Thus the movements of the slides .which are 
requisite to bring either mark, or the optical centre of either of the long-focus lenses, vertically over the optical 
centre of its corresponding underground object-glass, can be recorded to ±0*01 mm.

These scale readings are recorded every night after each adjustment. The means of these readings during each 
group are given in the following table, together with the equivalent change of Azimuth from mean for the marks 
above and below ground

Means o f Scale Readings. Corresponding difference from Mean Azimuth o f the Year.*

Group.
N. Mark. N. Lens. S; Lens. S. Mark. Above Ground. Below Ground.

mm. mm. mm. mm. N. S. N. 8.
.  L 18-45 10-26 2 6 5 4 * 5*,4 + o * -o o 6 >;'-r0, *029 +  0*"021 + o ,,o i7

n . *45 09 *55 *7 +  *03* -  033 +  *004 +  *004
i n . *5* 9 9 2 *6l ■28 +  047 | i  *04* +  *003 +  *007
IV . *53 10*07 •64 ‘3® +  "023 — *040 +  *007 +  * o io

V . *5* •16
M

25*08 +  *012 +  *004 *009 — *003
Y I . *5* *35 •63 24*90 +  *035 -016 — *007

m *5* *47 ■ *62 •89 -  *035 +  *035 — *008 — '002
Y I I I . *53 *5* *5« *88 — -046 +  *029 ^ £ 5? ’006 —  *006

IX . ‘43 *45 *57 -St — *020 +  *027 — *003 — *008
X . *43 10*29 "5* *9 « +  *005 +  *012 +  *005 —  *008

* Scalo reading* increase when N. msrk is moved towards the West.
„  • „ . J  N . lens •> E ast
,i  it S. lens „  Weet.
u  . ii S. mark „  West,

i mm. on Scale for N . mark and lens =  of-153.
1 „  ; S. j, =* o*'i9i.

I f  for the moment we regard the differences from the mean Azimuth of the year as errors, then tho mean error of 
«n Azimuth of the marks as produced by shift will be—

i  s
In the case o f the above-ground marks dz 0B,080 I dz 0*‘032

„  „  underground marks i t  0*010 | dtz 0*009

The stability of the underground marks is therefore three times as groat as that of tho above-ground ones, 
and they are certainly absolutely free from diurnal change and nearly so from sensible change during periods of a 

month at a time.



PART IV.

T H E  A S T R O G R A P H I C  T E L E S C O P E
AND OBSERVATORY.

THE ASTROGRAPHIC TELESCOPE.

Tm s telescope, as well as the seventeen or eighteen instruments o f similar optical power now engaged on the 
international scheme o f astrographic work for the whole sky, was the direct outcome o f  the Congress o f 
Astronomers held at Paris in 1887.

The funds for the Greenwich and Cape Instruments were sanctioned by H.M. Treasury upon the recommenda
tion o f  the Lords Commissioners o f the Admiralty on the 30th August 1888., In previous, discussions with 
Sir Howard Grubb the general p lan.of the mounting had been provisionally arranged, so that it became possible 
for him to commence construction without much preliminary delay.

The conditions arranged at the Conference were that the principal object-glass should be similar in aperture 
and focal length to that with which the Messrs Henry had made the beautiful photographs which induced Admiral 
Mouchez, on my suggestion, to summon the Conference— viz. the aperture to be 13 inches, the focal length 11 
feet 3 inches— giving an image on the scale o f  1 mm. =1-.

The achromatism was to be corrected so as to give a minimum focus for rays o f  the refrangibility o f H-y.
In all other respects the various astronomers were at liberty to adapt their instruments to the work in hand 

in accordance with their individual judgment.
For the guiding telescope it was determined to employ an aperture o f 10 inches, that aperture being considered 

necessary for easy and accurate following o f the “  guiding stays,”  which in some cases were not brighter than 9 i  
magnitude; also, as a matter o f convenience, both object-glasses should have the same focal length.

There should be a cast-iron piece for attachment to the head o f the Declination Axis, and this should form 
the central part o f the tubes o f both telescopes. The extremities o f both tubes to be bolted through flanges to 
this central piece, and both tubes to be united at their extremities by cast-iron pieces, which at one end carry the 
cells o f the object-glasses, and at the other the camera and breech-piece o f the guiding telescope. In this way 
the permanent relative parallelism o f the axes o f the two telescopes has been effectually secured.

Much attention and discussion was given to the* arrangements to insure perfection in the clockwork for 
driving and communicating slow motion in Right Ascension without affecting the rate o f the clock. The outcome 
o f  these discussions was the plan which is figured and described by Sir Howard Grubb (Monthly Notices, vol. xlviii, 
p. 352), and which has since been adopted, by  Grubb in all his subsequent instruments.

The method o f relief-friction o f the Polar Axis, devised by Repsold (which is described in the article “  Telescope," 
Encyclopedia Britannica, vol. xxiii. p. 151), was adopted on my suggestion and has worked most perfectly.

The instrument arrived at the Cape on the 11th June 1890, but many experiments and alterations were 
required before it could be brought into perfect working order.

In February 1891 the photographic object-glass, the eye-end o f the guiding telescope, and the breech-piece 
carrying the photographic slide were returned to Sir Howard Grubb for necessary alterations— the object-glass for 
a fault on the figure o f one surface o f the'crown lens, the other parts for extensive remodelling which could not
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be effected at the Cape. These alterations were completed in September 1891, but it was not until 1892 July 26
that experimental work was Onally concluded and regular work in accordance with the programme of the
International Astrographic Congress was commenced.

The instrumeut is shown in Plate I., so far as it is visible above the floor of the observatory.
Plate Up shows the eye-end of the instrument, including the mounting of the plate-carner and the large 

setting micrometer of the eye-end of the guiding telescope.
The general plan o f mounting o f the instrument is shown in Plates III. and IV. C D E is a massive 

triangular iron casting resting on the rounded ends.of three strong screws at C, D, and E, which bear on three iron 
supports on the top o f  the pier. O f these, the point o f screw E  enters a hollow cone on the iron support, that of screw 
D  a V-shaped slot (the bottom o f which is in the line D E ), and the point o f screw C rests upon a plane horizontal 
surface. The screw C serves for the adjustment o f the inclination o f the Polar Axis. The upper side o f the triangular 
iron casting is planed to a true surface, as also is the bottom o f the iron pier. Two lugs on the casting, one of which 
is shown at G, are provided with powerful opposing screws for adjustment o f the Polar Axis in Azimuth about a 
pin, F. The holes in the flange o f the iron pier (through which the screws pass that bolt the pier to the triangle) 
are somewhat elongated to allow adjustment in Azimuth. The. whole mounting is very steady, and no re-adjust
ment o f the Polar Axis has been found necessary since the instrument was first erected.

1, Plate II., is the plate-carrier. It is constructed on the general plan described by me (Bulletin du Comite
International Permanent pour Vexecution photographique de la Carte du d e l, vol. i. p. 23).

There are three short steel pins, or feet, .with rounded ends, on the back o f the plate-carrier, and. these feet 
rest on three steel bearings projecting from a plate at the back of the plate 2. This plate is connected with, and 
can be rotated by, the arm 3 through a limited arc.

One o f the feet o f the plate-carrier enters a hollow cone in one o f the steel .projections from this plate, another 
a slot in a second projection, and the third rests on the plane surface o f the third projection. The feet o f the 
plate-carrier are pressed into the hollow cone, the slot, and against the plane by the strong spring-clutches 6, 7 
and 8.

The strong spring 4 presses the arm 3 against the rounded end o f the screw 5, so that the readings o f 
screw 5 define the orientation o f the plate-carrier. It  is thus possible, if so desired, to photograph a plate 
for the orientation o f any desired Equinox.

The method o f internal construction of the plate-carrier, of insuring the orientation o f the reseau, and of 
focal adjustment, are identical with the methods described in the paper above quoted.

9 is the focussing screw.
10 is the clamp in Declination, 11 the slow motion in Declination.
12, the eyepiece o f the guiding telescope.
13, the reader o f the scale by which the eyepiece 12 can be displaced by a known amount in Right Ascension.
14, the corresponding reader in Declination.
15, a 3-way switch for illuminating either the webs or the scales, or for cutting off light from both.
16, 17 and 18 are carbon-cloth resistances for regulating the illumination o f the various parts.
19 is the eyepiece o f  the reader o f the Declination Circle.

120, the eyepiece o f the finder. ■
21 and 22 are the counterpoises of the exposing shutter.
The electric fittings of the telescope have been entirely reconstructed at the Cape. The lamps o f tho 

breech micrometer o f the guiding telescope, both for illumination o f the webs and scales, have all been fitted 
with sliding contacts so that there are no loose wires about, and the whole instrument works admirably.

16



INSCRIPTION O F TIIK OAPK OB8BRVATORY.— P A R T  IV.

THE ASTROGIlAl’ ll 10 OBSERVATORY.

Plate V. gives an external view o f tho Astrographic Observatory from the north-west
Plate III. is a plan, aud Plato IV. a sectional elevation in the plane o f  the Meridian looking from the west.
The dotted lines ou Plato III. show the sub-division o f  the lower part o f the observatory.
The developing-room is fitted with a sink which runs along the whole o f its south side, and is suppb'ed 

with filtered water and all conveniences for the development and fixing o f plates, etc.
The storeroom is fitted with shelving on its north side, and a table along the east side which is 

convenient for copying and enlargements. The window o f  this store is fitted with shutters which can be 
closed, light-tight, when required. Chipboards underneath the table serve for store-space.

The computing-room is shelved on its east and west side for books o f reference and boxes o f plates that 
are under examination. A table runs along its south wall, where an assistant and computer are continually 
employed in the examination o f  computations connected with the catalogue plates and in other matters connected 
with the international work o f  the “  Carte du Cicl.”

The accumulator batteries used for the control o f the clock and for the illumination o f  the instrument are 
stored under the steps. The electric lamps used in the observatory, developing-room and computing-room are 
supplied'from the accumulator house near the Victoria Observatory.

Plate IL  also shows the frame o f teak to which the iron track for the rollers o f  the dome is bolted.
Plate III. shows the foundations o f the telescope pier and the \nahner in whicli^ it is insulated from the 

floor o f  the observatory.
Iu the north-east corner o f  the observatory proper is the dark cabinet in which' the latent image o f  the 

reseau is impressed upon the plate immediately before the latter is inserted in the dark slide for exposure to the sky.
At L is an incandescent electric lamp having a short 'horizontal hollow cylinder o f carbon, which is 

rendered incandescent by a current o f 10 amperes at 6 volts.
This carbon cylinder is in the principal focus o f an object-glass by Sir Howard Grubb, o f 9 inches aperture 

and 9 feet focal length,* mounted near the end o f  the square wooden tube which enters the dark cabinet; the 
latter fills the north-east corner o f  the observatory proper, as shown in Plate I :

A t S is a vertical slit, about one-tenth, o f  an inch in width, which cuts off all light from the object-glass 
except that which emanates from the centre o f the carbon cylinder. The effective light falling on the 9-inch 
object-glass is thus from a square o f incandescent carbon about 0 ‘07 inch on the side, the rays from which are 
rendered parallel when they emerge from the object-glass 0 . From the object-glass they fall upon the reseau- 
cam er R, which is hung upon tbe end o f  the wooden tube. This slide contains the permanently mounted reseau 
which is fitted with agate bearings for the photographic plate,'^precisely similar in relative position to those on 
the plate-carrier in which the plate is mounted when exposed to the sky.

Before a plate is placed in the telescope-plate-carrier it is put into the reseau-carrier nearly in contact with 
reseau, the sensitive surface o f  the plate being separated from the silvered surface o f the reseau only by  two 
thicknesses o f  postage stamp paper gummed near two adjacent comers o f  the reseau and at a point midway 
along the opposite side. Springs on the inside o f the lid o f  the reseau-carrier press on the back o f  the sensitive 
plate opposite these three points. The reseau-carrier is then suspended by suitable hooks, the turned-down points 
o f  which enter a hollow cone and a slot near the end o f the upper side o f the wooden tube where it hangs truly 
normal to the axis o f  the lens. The dark slide o f  the reseau-carrier is then drawn out, and the switch o f the lamp L 
turned “ o n ”  for the time necessary to produce a good image (15 to 25 seconds according to the E.M.F. o f the 
battery and the sensitivity o f  the plate). After this exposure the switch is turned off, and, with the aid o f 
faint illumination from a ruby shaded electric light, the plate is exchanged from the reseau-carrier to the telescope- 
plate-carrier. The dark cabinet thus allows the impression of the latent reseau-image on the plate to be made 
very quickly and easily, immediately before the exposure o f the plate, and the whole arrangement has been 
found most convenient and practical.

*  The funds forthe purchase of this object-glass were presented to me by the late James Nasmyth, F .RS., of stoam-hammer fame, to 
eaable me to make preliminary experiments in celestial photography, after tho possibilities of that method o f observation had boen demonstrated 
by the successful photographs of the Qreat Comet of 1882, Its definition is not perfect, but it is admirably suited for its prosont purpose.
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The floor o f  tho observatory is 20 feet square.
The dome, made by  Sir Howard Grubb, is o f 18 feet internal diameter; the plan o f its construction will be 

evident from inspection o f  Plate IV.
The peripheries o f the wheels are parts o f cones, ai\d the axes o f these cones, if  produced, would meet at a 

point in the centre o f the dome and in the plane o f the iron track on which the wheels roll. The rotation o f the 
dome by an endless rope hung on the wheel A  is very easy.

The shutter is on the same plan o f construction as that o f the Victoria Telescope, being pivoted at B ; there 
is, however, but one shutter instead o f two as in the Victoria Telescope.

The wheels or rollers o f the dome are mounted on a cast-iron base-plate, from which the angle-iron frame
work springs. The framework is covered with papier-m&ch6 with overlapping joints, the sheets being connected 
to the framework and to each other by copper rivets.

A  sidereal dock  stands in the south-west corner o f the observatory, a table and switch-board in the north
west corner, and in the south-east corner spare steps for giving access to the eyepiece for objects at low altitudes. 
In this way the floor o f the observatory remains most conveniently free from all obstruction, and it is difficult 
to imagine an observatory o f the kind more convenient for use in all respects.



PART V.

T H E  7-IN C H  H E L IO M E T E R .



P A R T  V.

THE 7-INCH HELIOMETER.

T his instrument has its origin in the following letter ucldressecl by  H .M . Astronomer to the Secretary of the 
A d m ira lty :—

6 H yd e  P a r k  G a te , L ondon ,
25tli March 1884.

Sir,— Soon after my appointment in 1879 as H.M. Astronomer at the Cape, and in connection with my first reports pn the 
condition of the Observatory, it became ray duty to indicate that the equipment of the Observatory was deficient, in so far that 
it possessed no Instrument for refined extra-meridian observation.

The work of ray predecessor, Mr Stone, was confined to the construction of an extensive Star Catalogue, and the whole force of 
the Observatory had accordingly been concentrated upon meridian work. But this catalogue having been completed, the progress 
of science demanded that the Observatory should be provided with a powerful and efficient extra-meridian instrument.

When in 1879 I suggested that some steps should be taken in the matter, I was advised by the Hydrographer and Sir George 
Airy that, before submitting to my Lords Commissioners of the Admiralty any formal proposal on the subject, I  should ascertain, 
by experience of the working of the Observatory for some time, what were the most necessary objects of research and the most 
suitable instruments for their pursuit.

This time has now arrived when I am in a position to answer these questions and*to submit a definite proposal for their 
Lordships’ approval.

The lines of research which appeared to promise the most usefid and important results for tho advancement of Astronomy were 
in the direction of investigations on the Parallax of the fixed Stars. The first discovery of the real Parallax of any fixed star was 
made by Henderson (one of my predecessors at the Cape) in the year 1833, and it is justly considered the crowning glory of his short 
and brilliant work, an era in the history of Astronomy, and the most honourable achievement of the Observatory. But no further 
advance in this direction beyond the confirmation of Henderson’s results had since been made in the Southern Hemisphere, and it 
seemed to me that the interests of science as well as the traditions of the Observatory pointed to research in this direction as an 
essential object of pursuit

I knew that the purchase of an adequate instrument for the satisfactory prosecution of such delicate and difficult work would 
involve a considerable outlay of public money. I  therefore resolved, before making any demand, to work out, carefully and patiently, 
the details of the required instrument, and to make such a complete series of preliminary experiments with a kindred instrument of 
small size as would make it quite certain that public money miglit be spent to the best advantage.

I  accordingly purchased, at my private expense, from Lord Lindsay (now Earl of Crawford and Balcarres) the Heliometer which 
I had employed in conjunction with his expedition to Mauritius in 1874, and afterwards on my expedition to Ascension in 1877. 
I altered or reconstructed its various parts to suit the requirements of experience, and applied the improved instrument to the work 
in question. The result of that work I had the honour to forward through the Hydrogrdpher and the Astronomer-Royal to the 
Royal Astronomical Society in December last, and they are now being printed in the form of a volume of the memoirs of that 
Society.

I have now practically done all that I  can advantageously do with my present instrument, and I have described, in the Memoir 
in question, the instrument that is required for the further prosecution of like researches.

I  have also described the precise plan and scope of the proposed work and its extreme importance in the present state of 
Astronomy.

The instrument required is a heliometer of 7 inches aperture, its cost £2200, and the cost of an Observatory with Dome £500—  
say, in all, £2700.

This estimate is 10 per cent, in excess of approximate estimates which I have obtained, and will certainly cover the whole cost.
No augmentation of the Observatory Staff will be required.
Two years will be required for the construction of the instrument, and the payment of the cost might be extended over two or 

even three years.
I  have now spent five years of my life at the Cape, and my great desire is to carry out the programme which I have indicated 

whilst health and strength remain to me.
That programme requires ten years for its completion, and I cannot expect a continuance of the energy and strength which the 

personal execution of such a work requires, if time is lost in commencing it
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I may also add that tho programme which I have proposed for the immediate employment of such an instrument is by no 
means tho limit of its practical applications—for example, it is now almost universially admitted by astronomers that the only 
method by which we shall arrive at a definitive determination of the Solar Parallax is by observation of the Minor Planets with 
a Holiometor. During the present century the most favourable oppositions of such planets occur between the years 1886 and 1892. 
It. is dosirablo that there should bo an instrument capable of taking advantage of such an opportunity.

Such a Heliometor is also available for all extra-meridian work requiring accurate measurement of angles less than 2 degrees—  
such as observations of Comots, determinations of the Moon’s Libration or its Parallax and Parallactic inequality, etc., etc.

I have now stated the reasons for my request as explicitly as I can.
I have laid down, in tho first place, a specific programme and pledged myself to its execution, because I am desirous to convince 

their Lordships that their liberality will not be wasted on unconcentrated effort. I  have gone into further explanations to show that, 
the primary object once accomplished, the Observatory will not be saddled with a useless instrument, but that there will be wide fields of 
much-needed research still open for its employment.

l'or those reasons I submit that it is essential for the progress of the work of the Observatory, and in the interest of the public 
service, that immediate steps should be taken to supply an adequate Heliometer of the above-mentioned description.

As their Lordships will doubtless recognise the importance of this application, and obtain the opinion of competent authority 
regarding it, 1 should be glad, in the event of its being referred to any committee, that this should be done as soon as possible, 
in order that I may be available to give evidence or answer any questions during my stay in England.— I am, Sir, your obedient 
servant, (Sgd.) D avid Gill, H.M. Astronomer.

The Lords Commissioners o f tbe Admiralty having approved of the acquisition of a heliometer o f tbe kind 
proposed, the work was entrusted to Messrs Repsold of Hamburg.

The details of its construction involved a long correspondence with Messrs Repsold; and they met all my 
suggestions in the most excellent spirit. The instrument was inspected by me at Messrs Repsold’s workshops in 
the spring of 1887, and, after a few final alterations, it was packed and delivered on board the R.M.S. Tartar and 
reached the Cape under my own care in July 1887. Meanwhile an observatory had been built for its reception.

Experience with the 4-inch heliometer showed that it was desirable, if possible, to raise the instrument some 
height above ground, because in winter damp fogs sometimes prevail, covering the ground to a height of 8 or 10 
feet. A fireproof record room was also a desideratum for the preservation o f valuable original records, and it 
was decided to combine a record room with the heliometer observatory.

Plate I. gives an external view of the observatory from the south-east. It is a twelve-sided building, the 
lower part, or record room, being built o f brick, the observatory o f iron, protected from the sun by louvres of 
teak wood, and surmounted by a dome.

Plate II. is a plan of the observatory, and Plate III. a sectional elevation of the observatory and record room 
in the plane of the Meridian.

The record room is fitted with slate-shelving on iron frames and supports; the windows are of plate-glass in 
iron frames ; tlie roof, which forms the floor of the observatory, is of concrete, cast between the iron girders d. The 
entrance to the record room is from the east under the porch a, Plato II. An iron door inside the porch affords 
an additional protection to the record room. Under the small chamber b is a porch, entered on the ground level
from the south, to hold the accumulator batteries originally used with the heliometer. This porch is now used as
a place for small stores, because the electric current for illumination of the observatory is no longer supplied from 
accumulators, but by a 50-volt alternating circuit, which, for the 6-volt lamps employed to illuminate the scales, 
position-circle, etc., o f the heliometer, is converted to a 6-volt alternating current by a small transformer.

The rail upon which tho wheels of tho dome run is supported by twelve cast-iron pillars c, c, c, etc., mounted
on a cast-iron frame, tho latter being bolted to the masonry of the record room.

The spaces between the pillars are filled with sheet iron that is screwed to the pillars and cross stays, which 
are shown in Plate III. In four of tho panels there are triangular doors (shown at d and c, Plate III.), which open 
inwards, and so permit free circulation of tho air through the louvres. These louvres are of teak and effectually 
prevent the heating up of tho ironwork by direct rays of the sun. ■

The dome is 18 foet in diameter, and is constructed on precisely tho same plan as that of the Asbrogrnphic
Observatory.

The dome and ironwork of tho observatory woro mado by Sir Howard Grubb of Dublin: the teak louvres 
were made and fitted at tho Capo. Tho observatory has proved most comploto and satisfactory in every respect.

Tho heliometer and the observing chair are fully described in the Annals of the Capo. Observatory, vol. vii. 
p p .'1-71.



INDEX.
Roman numerals indicate pages in the “ History." 
Ordinary „  „  „  „  “  Description.”

Abbe, Cleveland, Meteorological investigations by, at the Cape 
Observatory, cl.

Aberration, Constant of, can be determined by observations of radial 
velocity, lxxvii.

--------------- Determination of, by Gill and Finlay, xliv, cliii.
Adams, J. C., approves of Gill’s plan to photograph the heavens, li.
-------corrects and extends Damoiseau’s tables of Jupiter’s Satellites,

lxxxiv.
-------suggests method of deriving their latitudes, lxxxv.
Adams, Franklin, see Franklin Adams.
Aden, Longitude of, determined by Lord Lindsay’s expedition, xxxv. 
Aden-Cape Longitude, ciii, cxxx, cxlvi, cxlvii.
Airy, Sir G. B., investigates errors of Fallow’s mural circle, xiii.
-------reduction of Fallow’s observations, xv.
-------opposes the necessity for a Reversible Transit Circle, xl.
-------reduces and publishes Fallow’s meridian observations, xlv.
-------recommends observations of difference in R.A. between Mars

and comparison stars as a means of determining the value 
of the Solar Parallax, lxix.

------ supports proposal for telegraphic determination of the longitude
of the Cape Observatory, cxxx.

Allis, Mr, photographs the great Comet of 1882, xlviii.
Alston, Mr, his triangulation connecting Bosnian's Survey with 

Geodetic Survey, cv.
Ambronn, Dr, xxxix, Ixxiii.
Anderson, Sir J., allows the use of Durban-Aden cable for longitude 

determinations, cxxx.
Angles, probable errors of Augles in Geodetio Survey, cxviii.
Arc of Meridian— Gill’s original proposal of great geodetic arc along 

30th Meridian, civ.
Arcs, Geodetic meridian, in S. Africa, cxviii, cxxi, cxxiii.
Astrographic Chart and Catalogue, The International, xlix, cxxxi.
-------Dyson sends Hough measurements of plates taken at Perth

W.A., oxxxii.
-------Instruments used for, cxxxii, 120.
-------Zone assigned to the Cape Observatory, cxxxii.
Astrographic Congress, Tho International, decide to catalogue the stars 

to the 11th magnitude and to make star-charts approximately 
to the 14th magnitude, li.

Astrophysical Observations, cxxxix.
-------Apparatus usod for measuring Spoctrographs, cxli.
------ Certain stellar lines found by Lunt to bo-due to silicon, cxl.
------ Equipment at the Cape Observatory necessary for, given by

Mr Frank M'Clean, cxl.
-------Mr Frank M'Clean discovers linos of Oxygen in Spectra of

Helium Stars, cxxxix.
------ Spectrum of y Argfls, cxli.
Auwers, A ,  xxxiii, xxxiv, xxxix, lxxii.
-------discusses all the meridian observations of the comparison stars

for Iris, Victoria and Sappho, Ixxiii, cli.
-------selects Standard Stars for Gill’s first Cape Catalogue, xlv.
-------views on tho necessity of tho photographic Durchmustorung, his, li.
-------visits tho Cape and observes Victoria with Gill, to obtain the

Solar Parallax, lxxii, oxlix.

Bocklund, Dr 0., inspects the Capo Observatory, olxi.
Baokwoll, Miss, olxiii.
Bfchn, W., reviews tho South African Arc of Meridian, clxxix.
Bailoy, Captain, south coast of Afrioa and British KafTraria survoyod 

by, cii.
-------Gill’s redisoussion of his Survoy published in Vol. II. of Capo

Geodetic Survey, oiv, clxxiv.
Bail land, M., Director of Paris Observatory, cxxxii.
Bainos, A., olxiii.
Bakor, Horbort, designs tho obsorvatory for tho Viotoria Toloscopo, 0. 
Bukhuy/,011, Jun., Dr, xxxvi.
Baldwin, J. Ml., visits tho Obsorvatory, olxil, olxxii.
Barrow, J. (Seorotary to tho Admiralty), vl, vii, viil, x, xx, xxi.

Base Lines, of Geodetic Survey, cxiii to cxvii.
-------measuring bars, cxiii.
Beaufort, Captain, xiv.
Benoit, M., of Intematioial Bureau of Weights and Measures, cxiii. 
Bessel, F. W., xviii.
-------Determination of the Mass of Jupiter from the Heliometer

Observations oi the Satellites, lxxxv.
-------Fundamenia AstroWmim, xxv.
-------Gold Medal of the Royal Astronomical Society awarded to, xviii.
-------Parallax of 61 Cygii, xviii.
Blackley, Dr, xxxv.
Blair, Dr R., xvi.
Bohlin, Dr, Computation for Ephemeris of Victoria, Ixxiii, lxxxi. 
Bosnian, Mr, His survy from Vryburg westward to 20th Meridian, 

civ.
Boss, L., requests observations of 1100 stars sooth of —30*, xlviii. 
Boundary line between British and German territory in S.W. Africa, 

Determinatioi of the, civ, clii, cliv.
-------thanks of Colonia Office to Gill, clii.
British Association, Thi, visits South Africa, clix, dx.
Brunner, Base-measuriig apparatus of, xxxvi.
Butler, J.T., clxii.

Carney, L., clxiii.
Cambridge Instrument Co., cliv, civ, 18.
Cape, Longitude of tie, xxxv, cxiii.
Chapman, Paul, cv, cfriii.
Chaplin, Mr, cvii.
Chase, Mr, Triangulabs the Victoria comparison stars at Yale, Ixxiii. 
Cheeseman, Robort, dxiii.
Clerke, Miss Agnes, faita the Cape Observatory, cxlix.
Close, Captain, oxliii 
Coates, Miss, clxiii. I
Codrington, Robert, Administrator of N.E. Rhodesia, cvii, cviii. 
Cochrane, A., cxi. I
Cohn, Dr, ou dock-tork for observing in R.A., with moving wire, 60. 
Colley, Sir George, apports Gill’s proposal of Geodetic Survey, ciii. 
Comets:—
------- 1843 I., xx viil
------  1882 II., xlii.tlviii, xlix, oxlvi, dxiv.
------- 1886 V II., xli.
------  1886 IX., xliij
------- 1887, Comet jarnard Henry, cxlviii.
-------1887 I ,  cxlvii.
------- 1888 1., cxlvii.
-------Halloy’s, xxvn.
------ References t<| published observations of dxxiii, clxxv, dxxvi,

olxxvii, cicxviii.
Comstock, his dcirmination of refraction and aberration at the 

Waahbun Observatory, xxv.
Comte, J. M., on tie origin of tho Solar System, 4.
Congress of Direct!* of National Ephemerides at Paris, olii.
Congress, Internalbnal Astrographic, proposed by Gill, oxxxi.
---------------Meetia at Paris in 1887, oxlviii.
-------------- Mootiijs Pormanont Committee, ol, clii, dv.
---------------Gcodcfc Association, civ.
---------------Catalduo of Saiontifio literature, civ.
------  ------ Intorntional Association of Scicntifie Academic*. dix.
Cooko, T., & Soil, Instrument* supplied by, xxxii, xxxviii, xl, xli, 

88, 49.]
Cookson, B., deep* a photographic icnith tolcecopo, Ixxxvii m.
-------observes tW Mutual Distances and Position Angle* of Jupi tar's

Satellite, olvi.
____ revisita til Cape in 1005 and makes further l l i l iw i lu

Obsoritioim, xo, dx,
-------publishes 1000) Dotormination of tho Mas* of Jupiter and

Orbltoof the Satellites from Observations made with the 
Capo foliometer, xdi,

17
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0<ok»uii lodut'es Capo lUliomotrr Measures of Jupiter's Satellites, 
Ixxxvii, xe, Xdii.

 - ...vUtu ih« rape Observatory, olxxii.
CopeUud, Dr H., aooompanies Lord Lindsay to observe the Trtiiiiiit 

nf Yenut (1S7-I), xxxv.
Cornwall am! York, Duke of, prevented by engagements from unveil* 

ill); tho Memorial to P. M’Clean, S.
Corona, Attempt* made with the coronngrnph to photograph without 

an eclipse on lhiggins’  method, xli.
G*x, \Y. II., Assistant at tho Capo Observatory, olii, clxiii, clxv. 
Crosby, Mi»s N., olxiii.
Crawford and llalcarres, Karl of, appoint* Oil I to Lord Lindaay'a 

Observatory, xxxii.
Ctominelin, A. de C., reduction of Greenwich and Capo observations 

for parallax of the Moon, cxxvii.
------Note on compression of tho earth, cxxviii.

DaUmeyer, J. H., Photoheliograph of, xli, xlix.
Darwin, Sir George, his services to Geodetic Survey of S. Africa, cxii.
■ ■ • visits S. Africa as President of British Association, clxL

-------and Lady, guests of Gill at Cape, clxi.
Darwin, H., 18, 28, 26.
Davis, H. (Photographer to Lord Lindsay), xxxv.
De Chaxal, places his house and estate at Lord Lindsay’s disposal, xxxv. 
Delambre, on Stellar Parallax, xviii.
De la Rue, Warren, xxxviiL 
De Sitter—see Sitter, de.
De Witt, Mr, occupies La Caille’s original residence, ix.
Doe ring, Lieutenant, cv.
-------Appreciation of his Services, cxxiii, clvii.
Dollen, Dr, xxxvii.
Dollond, supplies instruments to the Observatory, vi, vii, xi, xxiL 
Donkin, Sir R., xi.
Donner, Prof. A. S., inspects the Cape Observjtory, clxi.
Doppler Principle, The, Ixxvii, lxxix, 5, 6.
Double Stare, measures of by Cape observers, (xxxviii.
Duncan, Professor, at St. Andrew’s University)xv.
Dundas, G. H. D., xx.
Durohmusterung, Cape Photographic— see Star tataloguesaad Kaptegn.
-------Revision of— see Star Catalogues and lnn«.
Dunman, Lieutenant T. N., ex.
Dyson, Astronomer Royal, furnishes copy of m*sures of overlapping 

Zones of Perth catalogue plates with (ape zone, cxxxii.

El din, Lord, xv.
Electric Light Installation Supplied to Observatiry, cxlviii.
Elkin, W. L., cxlvi.
-------appointed to Yale College Observatory, cxliii.
-------discussion of Heliometer Observations of Iis for Solar Parallax,

lxxiL
-------observes Iris for Solar Parallax, lxxi.
-------observes Victoria tor Solar Parallax, Ixxii. .
------1 observes Sappho for Solar Parallax, Ixxiv.
-------observes the Great Comet of 1882, clxiv.
------ resolves to join Gill at the Cape, xxxix.
-------takes part in the Stellar Parallax work, lx. •
Engine, Steam, with fire extinguishing arrangemejts supplied, cxlviii, 
Englefield, Sir H., x.
Eros, suitably placed for determination of Solr Parallax, etc., in 

1931, Ixxxiv.
Eros, Solar Parallax determined from observationspf, lxxx.
Europium discovered in the spectra of certain star, clxii.
Everest, Lieut.-CoL, ix.
Ezzey, C. E , ex.

Fallows, Rev. F., appointed H.M. Astronomer at t i p  Cape, viii.
-------character of, xiv.
-------early life of, viii.
------ illness and death of, xiv.
—  instruments used by, xi, xiii.
--------------- difficulties with, xiii.
-------Mural Circle Microscopes, Anomalies of the, sii.
-------Observations of Mars for parallax, xiv.
---------------Moon Culminations, xiii, xiv.
---------------Pendulum, xiii.
---------------  273 Stare, xi.
--------------- 425 Stare, xv.
---------------Uranus, xiv.
-------——-  Summary of, xv
-------Preparations for his new duties on appointment!viii.
-------reports to the Admiralty respecting choice bl site for Obser

vatory, ix, x.
-------Scientific papers not contained in the Cape Obswatory Publica

tions, List of, clxxv.

Fallows, temporary Observe tor v erected by, xi.
------ work in conueotion with tho establishment of tho Observatory,

viii tt sotjq.
-------Mrs., discovers a comob, xiii.
-------obsorves with tho meridian instrument, xiii.
-------observes with tho mural oircle. xiv.
Kayror, J., appointed assistant to Fallows, ix.
------ inefficiency of, xiii.
Fornyhough, Mr, photographs the great Comot of 1882, xlviii.
Figure of tho Earth, Dr Balm determination of, from South African 

Moridian Ares, clxxix et mj.
-------Croiumolin from moridian determination of Moon’s parallax, oxxvi.
-------Gill’s note on a method of determining the, cxxviii.
-------Holmert’s note on, cxxix.
Finlay, W. II., oxlii, cxlvi, cxlvii, cxlix.
-------appointed assistant ut the Cape Observatory, clxiii.
— -------Stellar Parallax work, Ixii.
--------------- observations of Iris for © r parallax, lxxii.
---------------Trinngulation of the Victoria comparison stars, Ixxiii.
-------discovers and observes several Comets, xiii, cxlvii, cxlviii.
------early life of, clxiii.
------ longitude operations, civ.
------ makes Zenith Tolescope observations with Gill for determining

the oonstant of aberration, cliii.
-------member of Cape Meteorological Commission, clxiv.
-------observes Comets and Occultations with the 7-inch equatorial, xli.
---------------groat Comet of 1882, clxiv.
-------observes the mutual distances and position-angles of Jupiter's

Satellites, xiii, Ixxxviii, cli.
------ Secretary of South African Philosophical Society, clxiv.
-------President of South African Philosophical Society, clxiv.
-------Star correction tables, his, clxiv.
-------work at the Cape, general sketch of his, clxiii.
Franklin-Adams, J,, arrives at the Observatory, clviii.
-------death of, clix.
-------his star-charting by photography, clviii.
Fraunhofer, J., discovers lines in the solar spectrum, 4.
Freeman, I., clxii.
Frere, Sir Battle, supports Gill’s proposed Geodetic Survey, cii.
Fry, Rev. John, placed in charge of the Observatory, xiv.
Fundamental Stars, Resolutions passed at the International Con

ference 1896 on, xlvii.

Gibson-Craig, Sir J., xv.
Gilbert, D., vi.
Gill, D., sen., xxx, xxxi.
Gill, Sir D., Address on the unveiling of the memorial stone of the 

Victoria Observatory, 3.
 agreement as to Anglo-German Boundary arranged by him,

civ, cliL
—:—  thanks for above service from Colonial Office, clii.
-------applies to the Royal Society for grant to enable him to attempt

Huggins’s method of photographing the Solar Corona, and 
to make direct star-maps, xlix.

------ attends Astrographic Congress: and Meetings of Permanent
Committee, cxlviii, cl, clii.

-------appointed H.M. Astronomer at the Cape, xxx, xxxix.
---------------Astronomer at Dun Edit, xxxii.
-------Ascension, Scientific results of expedition to, xxxviii.
-------cause of retirement from tho Cupe, clxii.
-------Constants of Astronomy determined by him adopted for use in

National Epheincrides, clii.
-------Chronometers, method of transposing, xxxiv.
------ consulted by the Colonial Office with reference to determination

of Anglo-Gornian Boundary, cv.
------ connects longitude of Berlin with Seychelles, Aden, Bombay,

Suez, Alexandria, Rduniou, Rodricguez, and local points in 
Mauritius, cxxxiii-oxxxvi.

-------determines the division orrore of the Heliometer Scales, cl.
-------early experience in dosigning and making astronomical instru

ments, xxxi, xxxii.
-------early life of, xxx.
-------Egypt, measures base-line for tho proposed survey of, xxxvi.
-------erects beacons dofining the proporty of the Cape Observatory, *x.
-------elected senior member of permanent committee of Astrographic

Congress, cxlviii.
------ Heliometer, acoident to Lord Lindsay’s, xxxviii.
---------------preparatory work with tlie, xxxiii.
------ Juno, determines Solar parallax by holiomoter observations of,

xxxvi.
------ Jupitor, Muss of, proposed methods to detormine, Ixxxiv.
----------------------- observations to determine, lxxxv.
------ makes Zenith telesoope observations with Finloy, for constant of

aberration, cliii.
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Gill, Moon, determination of mass of, lxxx, Ixxxiv.
---------------suggests observation of crater Moating A to determine its

parallax, oxxvi, oxxviii.
-------New Astronomy, Sketch of tho Progress of the, 3.
-------obligations, his, to Profossor Kaptoyn, Iviii.
------ observes Ftcforio with Auwors for the Solar Parallax, lxxii.
-------Parallax, Stellar at tho Capo, lx et seqq.
---------------Solar Discussion of previous methods and determinations,

Ixviii et seqq.
----------------------- Determination of the, from observations of Juno,

xxxvi.,
-----------------------—  ------- Mars, xxxviii.
----------------------------------------Victoria, Sappho and Iris, lxxi-lxxvi.
----------------------- General conclusion as to probable value, lxxx.
-------proposed measurement of great arc on 30th Meridian of E. longi

tude, civ.
-------scientific papers not contained in the Cape Observatory

Publications, List of, clxxvii.
-------Survey, Geodetic, proposed by him, cii.
-------Star-charting, proposed photographic method of, xlix.
-------Time, method of determining, by transits of stars in the vertical

of the Pole Star, xxxiv.
-------Venus, preparations for observing the Transit of (1874) at

Mauritius* xxxiii.
---------------on the failure of all attempts to determine the Solar

Parallax from Transits of, Ixix.
-------visits various foreign observatories, xxxix.
Gill, Sir D. and the Earl of Crawford (formerly Lord Lindsay). 

Scientific papers not contaiued in the Cape Observatory 
Publications, List of, clxxvii.

Gill, Sir D. aud W. L. Elkin, scientific paper not contained in the 
Cape Observatory Publications, clxxviii.

Gill, Sir D. and S. S. Hough, scientific paper not contained in the 
Cape Observatory Publications, clxxviii.

Gill, J. F., ex.
Gill, Lady, her account of the expedition to Ascension, xxxviii n. 
Gladstone, W. E., xxx.
Goatoher, A. W., his work, clvii, clxiii.
Goode, R ,  cvii.
Gordon, Capt. G. Ef., cx, cxii, cxxiii.
-------appreciation of his services, cxii.
Goulburn, Mr, vii.
Gould, B. A., xxvii.
Grey, Earl, sanctioned Geodetic Survey of Rhodesia, cv.
Grubb, Sir Howard, constructs various instruments for the Observatory, 

xli, xlii, xliii, liii, cxxxii, cxxxix, cxlvi, cxlvii, cxlviii, cl, cliv, 
olix, 7, 14, 120, 123, 127.

Hall, observes Iris for Solar Parallax at Yale, lxxii,
------ -------Victoria for Solar Parallax at Yale, lxxii.
---------------Sappho for Solar Parallax at Yale, lxxiv,
Hall, Russell & Co., xxxii.
Hailey, E., v.
Halm, J., appointed Chief Assistant at tho Cape, lxxviii,
-------Spectroscopic Researches, on the period of the Sun’s rotation, xli.
— — — on the Solar Parallax (aberration constant) lxxviii.
Hansen, P. A., xxiv.
Hartnup, Dr, xxxiii.
Hartwig, Prof., xxxix.
-------his Heliometer Observations of Victoria at Bamberg, lxxii.
■ —  Sappho at Bamberg, lxxiv.
Harzor, Prof., Horizontal Collimators of his Transit Circle, 79,
—  ■ inspects the Capo Observatory, olxi.
Heatlie, Mr, assists Major Laffan in boundary Survey, olvi.
Heliometer—see Instruments.
Holmert, Dr, Notes on dimensions aud figure of tho Earth, oxxiv, cxxix. 
Henderson, T. appointed H.M. Astronomer at the Cape, xvi.
---------------Astronomer Royal for Scotland, xvii.
—— ■ Character of, xvii.
 Early contributions to various scientific journals, xvi,
------ Early life of, xv.
——  Longitude of the Cape dotormined by, xvii.
------ Moon's parallax, Determination of, xvii,
------ Mural Cirdo Microscopes, Anomalies in tho readings of tho, xvii.
— Observations made in 1832-1633, xvi.
— —  —■■■■ Discussion of his, xvii.
---------------Reduction of his Cape, xvii, xix.
■—■■■■ Oocultations of stars by tho Moon, mothod of computing obsorrod, 

xvi,
------ Recommended as Superintendent of the Nautical Almanac, xvi.
— — Resigns post of Astronomor Royal for Scotland, xxvlli.
— v ——— H.M. Astronomer at tho Capo, xvi.

■ ■ Bolen tide papers not containod in the Cape Obsorvatory 
Publications, List of, clxxv.

Henderson, Solar Parallax determined by, lxviii.
— — Stellar Parallax, Tho first to measure, xvii, xviii.
-------Theory of Probabilities and Method of Least Squares, One of the

first to employ, xvii.
Henry, The brothers, encouraged by Admiral Mouchez to construct 

astrographic lenses, xlix.
Herschel, Sir J. F. W., arrives at the Capo, xxi.
-------Cape Education scheme worked out by, xxi.
------ Henderson’s work on parallax, xviii.
-------Work at Feldhausen, 1834-1838, xxi.
Herschel, Sir W ., x.
Hildebrand finds nitrogen in uranite, 5.
Hilger, constructs prisms for spectroscope, civ, 33.
Hind, J. R., xxvii.
Hinks, A. R ,  Inspects the Cape Observatory, clxL
-------Determination of the Solar Parallax from observations of Eros,

lxxx.
-------Stellar parallax observations, xcvii, n.
------ Value of the Mass of the Moon, Ixxxiii.
Hdrrebow’s (Talcott’s) Method used with the Zenith telescope, 1889, 

1890, in connecting the northern and southern systems of 
declination, xliv.

Hough, S. S., clxiii.
------ appointed chief assistant at the Cape Observatory, cliii, clxviL
---------------H.M. Astronomer, lxxviii, clxvii.
-------early life of, clxviL
------ Investigations on the positions of close circumpolar stars, cxxxiii,

clix.
——  —  the division-errors of Reversible Transit Circle, 84 et seq.
------ Scientific papere not contained in the Cape Observatory

Publications, List of, clxxviii.
------ Solar Parallax, measures and reduces Cape Spectrograms for

Determination of, lxxviii.
-------Work at the Cape Observatory, clxviii.
Hough, S. S. and Sir G. Darwin, scientific paper uot contained in 

the Cape Observatory Publications, clxxviii.
Hough, S. S. and Sir David Gill, scientific paper not contained in 

the Cape Observatory Publications, clxxviii.
Hough, S. S. and J. Halm, scientific papers not included in the Cape 

Observatory Publications, List of, clxxviii.
Huggins, Sir W., applies the spectroscope to stars and nebale, 4.
------ suggests method of photographing the solar corona without an

eclipse; xli, xlix.
Hunter, S., observed Transit of Venus (1874), xxxiii.
Hutchinson, Sir W . H., unveils the Memorial to McClean, civ, 3.

Innes, R. T. A., appointed Director of the Johannesburg Observatory, 
lix, n.

-------joins the staff of the Cape Observatory, clii.
------ mounts a 9-inch Grubb telescope on equatorial stand lent by

GUI, xli.
-------Revision of Cape Photographic Durchmusterung, Iviii, dvi
—  — undertakes continuation of Mr Franklin Adam’s work, clix.
----- - uses the 7-inch Equatorial for Double and Variable Stars, xli.
----- - work at the Cape Observatory, lviii-lx, cxxxix, clii, eliii, dv,

clvij clvii, clxv.
Instruments—
—  Altazimuth, The Three-foot
-------------- Fundamental Dedinations determined by, xliv.
—— ------ lent permanently to the Cape Observatory, xliii.
-------------- made for the Great Trigonometrical Survey of India, xliii.
-------Astrographic Teloscope, Tho, 120.
-------------- Obsorvatory, 122.
---------------work accomplished with, xliii, oxxxii.
------ Tho Callendar Recorder, 30.
-------Equatorial, Grubb's 6-inoh, xlii, cxlvi
--------------- the 7-inoh
---------------defects of, xli.

- -----------erected 1849, xli.
---------------Micromotor, A new, xli.
■ ....------ useful for obeorving Comets, Occultations and Double

Stars, xli.
——• Holiomotor, tho 4-inoh, xli, Ix-lxvi, cxlvi.
---------------tho 7.inoh, xlii, Ixii-lxviii, cxlvii, cxlviii, dv, 136, 197.
;------ ----------------work executed with, xlii.

■ Kaptoyn's instrument for measuring the plates of the Photo- 
graphic Durehmusterung, liii.

------ measuring, used in Astrophysioal Observations, cxli.
■ Micrometer, tho "impersonal," designed by Ho|<eokl, 49.
— .;------Gill’s suggestions respecting, 50, 51
— - ——  Pnpors on, by Struve and Cohn, 49.
——  —  used by Sooliger, 49.
------ Parallaolio instrument for use in the Gftito Photographic Dwreb-

mustorung, devised by Knptoyn, Gill and Kepsold, It, III.
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iM liu aw i*—
1111 Um Pholo'hiliagrauh
■ -------of tho Do la Kuo typo, xli.

■ —  replaced by a iMKiiignph, xli.
— ■ Porta hi* in the Observatory, xliv.
-■ Refractor, tin 6-inoh;—
.......  ■■■■— uuxl by Finlay for observing Comets, xiii.
— — -------Ziillnar photometer attached to, xiii.
——  Reversing prism eyo-pioce, difficulty in tho use of, oxxviii.
------ Run Ions of 21 inches aperture used to photograph the great

Comet of lbS3, xlviii.
■ Siwctro-comparetor, the Hartmann, Ixxviii.
—  Tho Spectroscope, civ, dvii, 18 et seqtj.
-------— — Chief object, to study star-motions in tho lino of sight by

displacement of lines near H-y, 18.
-----■ ------- Callendar Recorder, 30.

— — As Constructed by tho Cambridgo Scientific Instrument 
Company, 23.

---------------Details of, designed by H. Darwin, Ixxviii, 23.
------- —  ■ Focussing and damping arrangements, 25.
------ -------- Gill*s specification and design for, 18-21.
--------------- Mechanical details generally, 27.
--------------- Nowall’s, F., method of focussing, clvii.
---------------Object-glass os, 32.
---------------Plate Holder, 26.
---------------Prism-box, 18, 26.
---------------Prisms, Brashear’s replaced by llilger’s, 27. 33.
--------------- Requirements, 18 el seq.
------  ------Slit and Comparison Apparatus, 20,23.
---------------Thermostat, The:—
----------------------- Designed by H. Darwin, 28.
---------------------------Details of, 29.
-------Transit Circle. The Airy:—
------ — ■ Central illumination of field adopted, xl.
---------------Condition of, in 1879, xl.
--------------- Duplicate of the Greenwich Transit Circle, xl.
---------------Erected, 1855, xl.
------ —  Fundament'll observations, why not reliable for, xl.
---------------Micrometer screws, the old gun-motal replaced by steel, xl,

cxlvii.
--------------- Object-glass by Troughton and Simms replaced by a Cooke’s

triple, xl, 48.
--------------- Supplemented by a reversible Transit Circle, 1901, xl.
—:—  Transit Circle and its Observatory, The Reversible, 36-117.
--------------- Arrival at the Cape, civ.
--------------- Azimuth marks, Stability of the, 115.
--------------- As constructed, 43.
---------------Base-plate, the Adjustable, 42.
--------------- Collimation, Determination of the, 78.
---------------Collimators, 46.
--------------- Cone Apparatus, The, 56.
--------------------------------Regulating Motor of, 54.
---------------Difficulty in obtaining sanction for its construction, 36.
 — ------------- Design of Instrument, Gill’s ideas embodied in the, 36.
--------- Difficulties as to the foundations, 38, 39.
--------------- Errors o f the Circle Divisions, Determination of the, clvii,

dix, 84.
--------------------------------Tables of, 108, 109, 110.
----------------------- Micrometer screws, Determination of the, 59.
----------------- ------Pivots, Investigation of the, clix, 66.
■ ■ — ------- Flexure o f the Circles, 110.
--------------- Long-focus lenses and Meridian Marks, clx, 46.
---------------Microscopes, The Circle, 58.
---------------Observatory for, 38-42.
--------------- Object-glasses fixed at bottom of the pits, 47.
--------------- Pits for the underground azimuth marks of, lined with

cast-iron cylinders, dvi, clvii, n. 41.
--------------- Reversal, weekly, 79.
---------------Site reported on, by Prof. Coretorphine, 39.
---------------Travelling wire eye-end, clvii, dix, 48.
----------------------- Advantages of the, clix.
-------Victoria Telescope and its Observatory, The, 7, et seq.
---------------Adjuncts to, for spectroscopic work, 31.
--------------- Mr T. M‘Clean offers to present, cliii.
-------^ i Clock-work and slow motion, 14.
--------------- Correspondence respecting, 1.
--------------- Deficiencies of the original stand, cliii, 10, 11.
--------- —— Details of observatory, 9.
-------' —  ■ telescope, 10.
----- ---------- Hydraulic appliances, cliv, 12.
----------------- Illum ination, 15 .
-------------- - Machinery for rotating dome, cliv, 13.
--------- —  -------for winding dock, 13.
---------------Object glass prisms, clviii, 34.

Inatrumonta—
------ Victoria Telescope and ita Observatory—
—  -  Romodolling of various parts at tho Cape, oliv,
■ —  — — usos of, clx, clxi.
— Zonith Toloscopo, Tho, xliv.
Iris observed for determination of Solar Parallax, xiii, lxxii, cxlviii, oli 

(see Parallax, Solar).
■ photographed in 1899 to dotermino Moon's Mass, div.

Jackson, J. A., dxiii.
Jacob, Capt. W. S., Telescope made for, xxxi.
Jacoby, H., takes part in tho triaugulation of tho Victoria stare, Ixxiii.
—  Visits tho Observatory, d , clii.
-------marries daughter of Mr G. Maclear, cl.
Jeffries, C. W., clxiii.
Jeffrey, Lord Advocate, xv, xvi.
Johnson, M. J., Astronomer at St Helena, xvii.
Johnston, II., cvi.
Joly, C. J., Inspects the Cape Observatory, clxi.
Jones, Mr, supplies instruments to the Observatory, vi, vii.
Jupiter, Mass of, Determination of, Ixxxiv et seq.
-------Oppositions of, 1912-1925, xcviii.
Jupiter, Satellites of, Data still necessary for a definitive determination 

of the constants for a new theory of, xcvii-ci.
-------Determination of the Elements of the Orbits of, Ixxxiv et seq.
------ Details of proposed photographic exposures for, xcii.
------ of the Inclinations and Nodes of, xcv et seq.
-------Gill’s method of deriving their latitudes, lxxxv.
---------------de Sitter’s Discussion of the observations of, Ixxxvii.
-------Mass of Sat. iv. still imperfectly known, c.
-------Observations of mutual distances and position angles by Gill,

Finlay, and Cookson, xiii, cli.
------ Photographs of, xliii.

Kaiser, Dr, xxxvi.
Kapteyn, J. C., correspondence of, with Gill respecting the Cape 

Photographic Durchmusterung, xlix, cli, cliii.
-------appreciation of his work, lviii.
-------plan of work with respect to the Photographic Durchmusterung,

xlix-liv.
---------------completed, civ.
------ receives the Gold Medal of the Royal Astronomical Society, lviii.
-------visits the Cape Observatory, clxi.
Kapteyn-Pritchard, Areas in different Galactic latitudes, Plates taken 

for comparison of, xliii.
Kater, Capt., vi.
Key, Rev. H. C., xxxii.
King, Lieut. W. A. de C., ex.
Kirchhoff, G. R. and R. W. Bunsen, interpret the meaning of the 

spectrum lines, 4.
Knobel, E. B., acknowledgment of his kindness in reading proofs 

(Preface), 1.
Kolschutter, Dr E., cxliii.
Kustner, Professor, xxxix.

La Caille, N. L., chooses site for an observatory, v.
-------deduces the Solar Parallax, lxviii.
-------measures Arc of the Meridian, v, cii.
-------memorial of, vi.
------ objects of his expedition to tho Cape, v, cxxv.
-------Maclear verifies and extends La Caille’s Arc of the Meridian,

xxii, cii.
Laplace, the speculations of, 3.
Laffan, Colonel, and geodetic survey, ciii, civ, cv, cxvii, clvi.
--------------- appreciation of his services, cxxiii, clviii.
Latitude, observations made by Gill and Finlay for investigating 

change of, xliv.
Lauderdale, Earl of, xv, xvi.
Laves, Dr K., Ixxiii, lxxxi.
Lax, Rev. W ., vi.
Leslie, Professor, xv.
Ley, Captain C. H., cx, cxi.
Le Verrier, TJ. J. J., xxiv.
Lindsay, Lord (afterwards Earl of Crawford), xxxii, xxxiii, xxxiv, 

xxxv, xxxvi, xxxviii, Ix.
-------his support of Gill’s candidature for tho Cape, xxxix.
-------lends Gill 4-inch heliometer for Ascension expedition, xxxvii.
-------and D. Gill, scientific papers, List of, cxxvii.
Lindsay, Dr, xxx.
Livingstone, D., taught tho uso of tho sextant by Maclear, xxiii, cxliii.
-------his observations reduccd by Madear, xxiii, cxliii.
Lockyer, Sir J. N., discovers helium lines in certain star spectra, 5.
------ finds certain stellar linos to bo duo to silicon, cxl.
Loewy, M., Director of Paris Observatory, oxxxii.
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Longitude operations, Minor, xxxiii, oxlii,
-------stations connecting Berlin with Malta, Alexandria, Suez, and

Aden, xxxiv.
------ of tho Cape Observatory, xxxv, oxlvii,
Lowingor, V. A.
—  appreciation of his sorvices, oxxiii.
— ■ . takes part in tlie Stellar Parallax Work, ixvii.
------ work at the Cape Obsorvatory, clxvi.
Lnnt, J., civ, olxiii.
—  discovers europeum in the spectra of certain stars, clxii.
— — -------silicon, cxl.
— - ■ measures double stare, civ, dvi.
------ work at the Cape, olxv.
Luther, £ ., employed the Kbnigsberg Heliometer in determining the 

mass of Jupiter, lxxxv.

M'Caw, G. Tyrrell, ovi.
------ appreciation of his services, cxxiii.
M'Clean, F., arrives at the Cape, xliii, cliii.
------ death of, diii, clix.
-------discovers certain stellar lines due to helium, 5.
------ ----------  ------- ------  ------- -------oxygen, xliii, cxxxix.
------ letter offering to present a telescope to the Cape Observatory, 1-2.
-------memorial to, 3.
------ presents the Victoria Telescope, xliii, clii, diii.
-------work at the Cape, xliii.
Maclear, James, xix.
Madear, G. W. H., civ, d i, clii, clxii.
-------appointed Second Assistant at the Cape Observatory, dxiv.
------ his work, dxiv.
Madear, Sir T., appointed H.M. Astronomer at the Cape, xx 
-------character of, xxiii.
------ consolidates the property of the Observatory, xxii.
-------death of, xxiv.
—  early life of, xix.
-------erects the 7-inch equatorial, xli.
------ honours conferred on, xxii, xxiv.
-------La Caille's Arc of Meridian, Verification of, xxii.
-------Livingstone, friendship with, xxiii, cxliii.
-------Meridian Observations, xxii, xxiii.
-------Observations of a Centauri, xix.
------ originated the Cape Meteorological Commission, xxiii.
------ retired from the Observatory, xxiii.
------ scientific papers not contained in the Cape Observatory Publica

tions, List of, clxxv.
— — Survey of South Africa, engaged on the Geodetic, xxiii, cii.
------ treatment of, official, xxii, xxiii.
------ weights and measures, Member of Commission on Standards, xxiii.
------ work at the Cape, xxii, xxiii.
Madear, Miss N., clxiii.
Magnitude Equation, The, clxi.
■ Gill’s discovery of, xxxviii.
Main, Rev. R ,  xix, xxvii.
-------Death of, xxxix.
Malta, Longitude of, xxxv.
Mann, Miyor-General C., xxviii.
Mann, W., appointed Assistant at the Cape, xxviii.
---------------Acting Astronomer, xxix.
------ Argelander’s Zones, planned and began extension of, in Southern

hemisphere, xxix.
------ oarly lifo of, xxviii.
■ honour conferred on, xxx.
-------illness, resignation and death of, xxx.
-------La Caille’s Arc of Meridian, Re-measurement of, xxix.
------observed comets, xxix.
-------Transit Cirole, erectod tho new (1852), xxix.
Mnrth, A., visits tho Cape Observatory, cxlvi.
Mauritius, longitude of, xxxiii, xxxvi.
Maw, Mr, bis suggestion to make the male and female screws of 

microscopes of equal length, 59.
Maxwell, Clerk, xxx, xxxi, xxxix.
Meadows, Liout, appointed Assistant to Fallows, xiv.
------ —  in chargo of Cape Observatory, xv.
Moldrum, Dr C., Director of the Koyal Alfred Obsorvatory at Pamplo- 

mousses, assists in observations of the Transit o f Venus 
(1874). xxxv.

------ his hospitality to Gill, xxxv.
Molvillo, Lord, vi.
Molville, Mr, his aurvoy of tho Capo Obsorvatory grounds, xi (boo 

also accompanying diagram),
Moridlan Observations, Historical Accounts of, xlv et iff'/., axxxi.
Mere (Optloian), xxii, xli.
Meteorological Observations mado daily at tho Cape Observatory, oxliii. 
Middleton, 0. do C., ox.

Miller, T. (Optical fitter at the Cape Observatory), cliii, clvi, clxiii.
-------appreciation of his services, clxvii.
Milner, Lord, promotes Geodetic Survey, cix.
Milner, Doan, vi.
Mitchell, Sir Charles, cxlvi.
------ question of Geodetic Survey of Natal reopened with him and

agreed to, ciii.
Mission to Berlin, Gill’s, to arrange ddimitation of boundary Survey 

between British Becbuanaland and German S.W. Africa, clii.
---------------thanks for, to Gill from Colonial Office.
Moon, Mass of the, determination of the, lxxx et seq.
---------------determined by Hinks from observations of Eros, lxxxiiL
---------------value, the most probable, Ixxxiv.
-------Occultations by the, Maclear’s unpublished observations reduced

and published by Gill, cxxx.
-------------- 1946 occultations observed at the Cape, reduced and

published, cxxx.
------ parallax of the, determined by Breen, cxxv.
---------------------- Henderson, xvi, cxxv.
-----------------------Newcomb, cxxix.
-----------------------Stone, xxiv, cxxv.
---------------how best determined, 8xxv, cxxviii n.
-------MOsting A, Schliiter’s observations of, cxxv.
---------------and the Moon-culminating stare of the Nautical Almanac,

Meridian observations of the declinations of, made 
simultaneously at Greenwich and the Cape, cxxvi.

---------------results reduced by Crommelin, cxxvi, cxxvii, cxxix n.
Morris, Captain (afterwards Sir William), ciii, civ, cix (see Survey 

Geodetic) cli, clii, dviii, clxii.
-------appreciation of bis services, cxxiii.
Morgenrood, S. B., ex.
Mouchez, Admiral, communicates to the Paris Academy Gill’s proposal 

to photograph the heavens, xlix.
-------Gill suggests to, to. hold a Congress at Paris, cxxxi.
- ------ suggests to, to make a catalogue of stars from photo

plates, cxxxi.
Mudge, Major-General, vi.
Mullis, H. F., dxiii.

Nasmyth telescope, The, lii, 122 n.
Newall, R. S., offers to lend Gill his large telescope, 6.
Newcomb, S., discusses completely all the contact observations in the 

Transit of Venus of 1761, 1769, 1874 and 1882, lxx.
------ his adopted value of the Mass of Jupiter, xcv.
------ New Lunar Theory, cxxx.
------ visits the pang Observatory, cxlvi, clxxii.
Nova Aurigte and | Argus, changes of brightness probably due to 

very similar causes, cxli.

Objectrglass, The Cooke-Taylor three lens, advantages and dis
advantages of, xl, 48.

Obsorvatory of King’s College, Aberdeen, Gill’s early work there, 
xxxi.

-------Private, Gill’s, at Aberdeen, xxxii.
Obsorvatory, The Calton Hill, xxxi.
---------------Gill’s equatorial reflector at, xxxii.
Observatory at the Cape:—

H.M. Astronomers a t:—
Fallows, Rev. F. (1820-1831), viii.
Finlay, W. H. (Assist.), clxiii.
Gill, D. (1879-1907), xxx, cxlv-clxviii.
Henderson, T. (1832—1833), xv.
Hough, S.-S. (1907-), clxvii.
Madear, T. (1833-1870), xix.
Mann, W. (Assist), xxviii.
Smyth, C. Piazsi (Assist.), xxviii.
Stone, E. J. (1870-1879), xxiv.

— —  Cannon’s Contract for tho first building, xi.
•------description of, 1-137.
-  history of, v-oxo.
-------instructions for the Astronomers at the, ix, xx, xxvi.
—  instruments at, xiii, xxii, xxix, xl et seq.t 1-137.
——  list of members of the staff in 1879, olxii;
------ - ■■■ 1907, dxiii.
— — officials of all denominations, 1830-1907, dxix.

Publications, List* o f :—
Annals, d  xxiii.
Catalogues of Stare, dxxiv.
Heliomotor Observations, ol xxiii.
Indopondant Day Number*, olxxiv. 
tongltudos, dxxiv.
Mondlaii Observations, olxxiii.
Reports to tho Secretary of the Admiralty, dxxiv.
Survey of 8outh Africa, Reports on the, dxxiv
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UUimlwjf «l (he Capa - 
—•—  Transit Circle, Lougitude of the Airy, xxxv.
—  Work at, ttmui>!o>i chronologically, oxlv-clxvlii.
Observatory at Dun Kcht, Knuipniont of the, xxxiii.
Ol'eervatory, Koval, at Kdinourgh— InttrmnenU presented by Lord

Crawford, xxxii.
Observatory officials, Qualifications needed in, clxvi, clxvii.
Origin of Co-ordinate* of tho Geodetic Survey, cxx.
Oudoniens, Dr, xxxvi.
Oxygen discovered in the spectra of certain stars, xliii, cxxxix. 

Parallax, * *  Moon, Stan, Sun.
Prvatou, Cadet, visits Capo nnd assists Preston in pondulum and 

magnetic observations, el.
Peacock, Dean, viii. 
lVad, J. A., clxiii.
Pearso, T., xx.
Pennell, W ., xi.
Periodic Orbits investigated by Hough, clxviii.
Pensacola, U. S. S., with American eclipso party visits tho Capo, cl. 
Perry, Rev. S. J., cxlvi.
-------visits the Cape Observatory, clxxii.
Personality in Right Ascension depending on magnitude, the amount 

of, determined by adapting wire gauze screens to the Transit 
Circle, xl., clxi.

-------by comparison with Heliometer Observations^ clxi.
-------depending on tho direction of motion across the field of the

Transit Circle eliminated by the use of a reversing prism, xl. 
Peter, Dr, observes Iris and Victoria for Solar Parallax at Leipzig, lxxii.
— ; —  Sappho for Solar Parallax at Leipzig, Ixxiv.
Pett, R. T., Assistant at the Cape Obsorvatory, civ, cxlii, cxliii, clxii, 

clxiii.
——  his work, dxv.
Phoebe, satellite of Saturn, photographed, clx.
Pillans, C. R., civ, clxii.
Pilling, A., clxiii.
-------appointed Secretary at the Cape Observatory, clxvi.
Pond, J., vi, vii.
-------appointed temporarily Superintendent of the Nautical Almanac,

xvi.
Port Elizabeth, Cape Longitude, civ.
Power, J., on the staff of the Cape Observatory, clii, clxiii.
-------his work, clvi, clxv.
-------prepares Appendices I, II, and III  for this work (Preface).
Preston, E. D., visits the Cape Observatory, clxxii.
-------makes pendulum and magnetic observations at the Cape, cl.
Prism— Objective, civ, clviii, 34.
Pritchard, Rev. C., xxvii, cxxxii.
Puiseux, P., measures a selection of the Paris Lunar photographs to 

determine libration of the Moon, cxxvi.
Pullen, Commander, cxlii.
—  determines longitudes on west coast of Africa, cxlix.
-------his death, cxlix.

Rambaut, A. A., inspects the Cape Observatory, clxi.
Ramsay, Sir W ., Discovery of helium, 5.
-------presents to the Cape'Observatory tubes of argon and helium for

the identification of certain stellar lines, cxl.
-------see Rayleigh, Lord.
Ramsden, J. (instrument maker), xi.
Rayleigh, Lord and Sir W . Ramsay, discover argon, 5.
Rennet, Dr D., xxxi.
Rennie, J., viii, ix.
Repsold, constructs various instruments for Observatory, xli, xiii, li, 

b p  cxxiii, cxxxii, cxxxix, cxlvii, 49, 51, 127.
Rhodes, Cecil, cv.
Richards, Admiral Sir F., Inspects the Cape Observatory, cxlv.
-------Gill accompanies him to Natal, ciii, cxlvi.
-------his constant interest in the Cape Observatory, cxlv.
Rigaud, S. P., vi, xvi.
Ristenpart, Dr F. W., Revised lists in Cape Annals, lix.
Ritchie, J., & Son, Messrs., xxxi.
Robertson, Rev. Dr, vi.
Robertson, J., xiv, xv.
Robinson, W. B., Appointed computer at the Cape Observatory, civ, 

ex.
-------his work in the Survey, cx, clxvi.
-------appreciation of his services, cxxiii.
Ronald, Capt. W ., appointed assistant to Fallows, xii.
Rosse. Earl of. Inspects the Cape Observatory, clxi.
Rubin, Tryggve, in charge of Survey of N.E. Rhodesia, ov, cvi, cvii, 

cviii, cvix, clviii.
——  appreciation of his services, cxxiii.
Russel, H. N., Stellar parallax observations, xcvii, n.

Sampson, K, A., constructs now tablos of Jupltor's Satellites, 
xovli.

Sappho, minor nlauot, olwervod for dotormination of Solar Parallax, 
xiii, xlviii, Ixxiv, Ixxv, lxxvi, cxlix, oli.

Saundor, S. A., Co-ordinates of MUsting A, oto., cxxv, n.
Saworthal, 1L, appointed computer, clxvi.
— — assists in taking tho Durchinusterung photographs, liii, 

clxvi.
----- - discovert* Comet, 1888 I., cxlviii.
Schomberg, Commodore, xiv,
Sohur, W,, determined tho muss of Jupitor from Heliometer Observa

tions, Ixxxv,
------ observes Victoria for Solar Parallax, lxxii.
---------------Triangulation of Viotoria comparison Stars, Ixxiii, .
— — ------ Sappho for Solar Parallax, Ixxiv.
Soragg, F. H., clxiii.
Short, J., clxiii.
Shoyor, Mr, photographs the groat Comet of 1882, xlviii.
Sidgroaves, Rov. W., visits tho Capo Observatory, cxlvi, clxxii.
Silicon discovered in the spectra of cortain stars, cxl.
Simms, A., appointed Computer at the Cape Observatory, olxvi.
-------takes part in the Geodetic Survoy, cv, cxi, oxii, cxiv, olxvi.
-------appreciation of his services, cxxiii,
Simpson, Mr, photographs of the groat Comet of 1882, xlviii.
Simpson, J. A., clxiii.
Sinfield, J. C. (Assistant to Stone), Death of, xxvi.
Sitter, W. de., applies to Gill for photographs of Jupiter’s Satellites, 

xliii.
-------Account of his first nieetiug with Sir David Gill, Ixxxvii.
------ Corrects Souillart’s values of the Inclinations and Nodes of

Jupiter’s Satellites, xcv.
-------Determines the visual magnitudes of stars in different Galactic

latitudes, xiii, cliv.
-------Discusses Gill’s and Finlay’s heliometer observations of Jupiter’s

Satellites, Ixxxvii.
-------Inspects the Cape Observatory, clxi.
-------Joins Cape Observatory Staff, lxiii, cliii.
------ Offers to measure and discuss observations of the libration,

inclination and . nodes of Jupiter’s satellites that may be 
made in 1918-1919, c.

-------Assistant to Kapteyn at Groningen, Ixxxvii, w.
-------Professor at Leiden, clxi, «.
-------Publishes investigations on the mass of Jupiter and the

masses and elements of his satellites and on his three inner 
Satellites, xciv.

-------Suggests a new series of heliometric or photographic Observa
tions to determine the orbits of Jupiter’s satellites and 
Jupiter’s Mass taking the mean epoch 1903-7, xcii.

— ----------mean epoch 1920, xcix..
------ Takes part in Stellar Parallax work, lxiii, Ixvii.
Skerrow, J., Appointed Clerk of Works, xii.
Skully, Rev., Appointed Labourer, xi.
-------Appointed Second Assistant to Fallows, x, xi.
-------Dismissed, xii.
Small, Mr, xv.
Smyth, C. P., appointed assistant to Maclear, xxviii.
-------Astronomer Royal for Scotland, xxviii.
-------character of, xxviii.
-------death of, xxviii.
-------early life of, xxviii.
-------instituted time-gun at Edinburgh, xxxi.
-------observed Comet of 1843, xxviii.
---------------Hailey’s, xxviii.
-------assisted in verification nnd extension of La Caille’s Arc o f

Meridian, xxviii.
-------Zwartland Base, assisted in measuring the, xxviii.
Smyth, Admiral W. H., xix.
Socidtd GtSndvoise, 54.
Soeters, Dr, xxxvi.
Staff—See Appendix I, p. olxix.
-------increase of, proposed and sanctioned, cliii.
Speckman, Mr, Ivi.
Spectroscopo—sco instruments.
Standard Bar— 10 feet Iron standard, cxiii, cxlviii.
Star Catalogues:—
——  Cape Catalogue of 2892 stars for tho Equinox 1840, (Maolear’s 

observations 1834-1840) rovisod and published by Stone, 
1878, xxiii, xxvi, xiv.

-------Cape Catalogue of 4810 stars for tho Equinox 1850 (Madear’s
observations 1848-1853) rovised and published by Gill, 
1884, xxii, xiv, cxlvii.

------ Capo Catalogue of 1159 stars for the Equinox 1860 (Madear’s
observations 1855-1860), reduced by Maclear and Stone 
and publishod by Stone, 1873, xxiii, xxvi, xiv.
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Star Catalogues
------ Capo Goueral Catalogue of 1905 stars for tho Equinox 1865

(from observations 1860-1870), reduced and published by 
Gill, 1900, xlv.

------ Cape Catalogue of 12,441 stars for the Equinox 1880 (from
observations 1870-1879), roduced and published by Stone 
1881, xxvii, xlv.

- ■■■■■ Capo Cataloguo of 1713 stars for the Equinox 1885 (from 
observations 1879-1885), published by Gill 1894, xlv, cliii.

------ Cape Catalogue o f 104 Southern Circumpolar stare (from
observations 1SS1—1SSS), published by Gill 1882, xlvi.

------ Cape Ten Year Catalogue of 3007 stars for 1890 (from meridian
observations 1885-1905), published by Gill 1906, xlvi, cliv.

------ Cape Catalogue of Astrographic standard stare for the Equinox
1890 (8560 stars), published by Gill 1906, xlvi, clxii.

------ Capo General Catalogue for 1900, Parts T.-IV., xlvii, clxii.
■■ -  Cape Catalogue o f 1680 stare for 1900 from Observations of 

1905-1906, published 1907, xlvii.
—  Cape Catalogue, The next to be issued, xlviii.
-------Cape Catalogues of 1840 and 1850, Possible errors in,

investigated by Power, clvi.
------ Cape Meridian Observations by Henderson 1832-33, compared

with those of La Caille, Bradley, Piazzi, Rumker, Johnson 
and Pond, xlv.

-------Cape Photographic Durchmusterung, xlviii-lx, cxlvii, cli, cliii,
civ.

-------------- Errors of Magnitudes, Probable, lvii.
— ------- -Limits of accuracy in Measurement of the plates, li.
--------------- Method of work adopted, lvi.
---------------Plates first exposed, liii.
----------------------- Publication of, when completed, Iviii.
------------- -----------Published, Iviii.
------------------1—  Revision of, by Innes, Iviii, clvi.
------ Fallow’s, of 425 stare, reduced and published by Airy, 1851,

xv, xlv.
- Gould’s Zone Catalogue, lvi.

-------Henderson’s Meridian Observations 1832-1833, reduced and
published by him, Decl. 1837, R.A. 1846, xvii, xlv.

------ Kapteyn’s Catalogue of 454,875 stare in tbe Cape Photographic
Durchmusterung, lvii.

-------La Caille’8 Catalogue of 10,035 stare (Coelum Australe Stelli-
ferum, 1763), v.

-------Schon fold’s Durchmusterung, lvi.
---------------Radclifle Catalogue of 6424 stare, xxvii.
------ Stone’s Catalogue of proper motions of 450 stars, xxv.
-------Catalogues for which errata are given in the revision of the

C.P.D., lx.
Stare, Circumpolar, Investigations for the positions of close, cxxxiii. .
---------------Object aimed at, cxxxiii.
---------------Programme of the work, cxxxiii.
---------------Results reduced and discuBHed by Hough, cxxxiii.
---------------Systematic errors to be discussed by Hough, cxxxvii.
------ Double, cxxxviii, cxxxix.
---------------a Centauri measured by Maelear, cxxxviii.
 —---- -------- by Innes, civ, clvii.
---------------Instruments used, cxxxix.
---------------Very few measured at tho Observatory till Mr Innes

joined tho staff, cxxxix.
-------Parallaxes of, xli, xlii, Ix-lxviii, cxlviii.
---------------Completion of publication of results for, olv.
-------------- of Bright Stars:—
---------------a Argus, lxii, lxiii,
— — ------ a Canis Mnjoris, lxii, lxiii.
-------------- a Contuuri, xvii, lxi, lxiii.
---------------fi Contnuri, lxii, lxiii.
-------------- a Ciucis, lxiii,
---------------/3 Crucifl, lxii, lxiii.
---------------6 1 Cygnl, xviii.
------ --------a Eridani, lxiii.
---------------a Gruis, lxiii.
——  " ■- a Lyric, xviii.
---------------P Orionis, lxii, lxiii
-------------- a Pisois Australis, lxiii.
— ■ - —  a Scorpii, lxiii.
-------------- a Virginia, lxiii.
- — ---------of Stare having large Proper Motion (in order of amount of

Propor Motion), Ixiv.
-------------- Z.C.v.**, 248, Ixiv.
——  ——  Lnooillo 9352, Ixiv.
------ — - « Indi, Ixiv.
——  — -  0, Eridani, Ixiv.

■------ o Eridani, Ixiv.
 — --------------fi Hydra, Ixiv.
—  —  C Toucani, Ixiv.

Stare, Parallaxes o f :—
---------------xiv.h 212, Ixiv.
-------------- t Ceti, Ixiv.
---------------Lncaille 2957, Ixiv.
---------------work at the Cape shared by Gill and Elkin, lx.
Steinheil (optician), xxxii.
Stovens, Miss M., clxiii.
Stoehr, Dr F. O., cv., cvi., cvii., clviii.
Stokes, Sir G., 1.
Stone, General, xxxvi
Stone, E. J., appointed H.M. Astronomer at the Cape, xxiv., xxv.
---------------Chief Assistant at Greenwich, xxiv.
---------------RadclifTe Observer, xxvii.
------ Bessel’s Mean Refractions shown to be too great, xxv.
------ Cape Catalogues, xxvi., xxvii, xlv.
------ Cape Observations of 1871, 1872, 1873, xxvi.
-------character of, xxv., xxvii.
------ early life of, xxiv.
------ eclipse expedition to Klipfontein, 1874, xxvii.
------ Fraunhofer lines reversed, Observation of, xxvii.
------ Fundamental Right Ascensions of a Pegasi, a Gemiriorum, a

Virginia, a Aquilse, xxv.
-------Honours conferred on, xxvii
------ Lunar Parallax, The constant of, xxiv.
-------Magnetic Observations in Namaqualand, xxvii, cxliii.
-------Object in going to the Cape, xxiv., xxxix.
------ Proper motions of stars, Catalogue of, xxv.
------Remounts the 7-inch equatorial, xli.
------ Scientific papers not contained in the Cape Observatory Publica

tions, List of, clxxvi.
------ Solar Parallax determines (8'*91), xx iv .; (8'*89), xxv.
------ Star-constant tables for computing apparent from mean places

of stare and vice versa, xxvii
------ Venus, Redi8cussion of the observations of the Transit of, 1769,

xxiv.
---------------1874, xxv.
Straith, Miss M. E., clxiii.
Strange, Col., xliii.
Stoehr, Dr F. O., cv., clviii.
Stroud, E., cv., cvii, clviii.
Struve, F. G. W., Parallax of a Lyric, xviii.
Struve, H., xxxix.
------ The first to observe the co-ordinates of Satellites relative to one

another, lxxxv.
Struve, Otto, Supports Gill’s proposed Durchmusterung, li 
Suez, Longitude of/xxxiv.
Sun, Parallax of the; Astronomers who took part in observing the 

Minor Planets for the determination of the, Ixxi, et seq.
---------------Determination from observations of Juno, xxxvi.
------ ----------------Mars, xxxviii.
——-------------------Victoria, Sapplio and Iris, lxxvi.
-------------- Discussion of, by Hinks from observations of Eros, lxxx.
---------------Concluded most probable value of, lxxx.
Survey of South Africa, The Geodetic, ci-cxxiv.
------ Alston’s triangulation, oxii.
------ Cape Colony and Natnl, ciii.
------ Boundary between British Bechuannlmd and German S.W.

Africa, civ.
------Bosnian's and Lallan's triangulation, cv.
------ Southern Rhodesia, ov,
------Northern Rhodesia, ov.
------ Transvaal and Orango Rivor Colony, cix.
------Arc of Moridian measured by La Caille, v, ci.
--------- - —] and vorilied by Maelear, xxii, cii.
------ --------along 30* E. Longitude proposed, civ.
----- - Astronomical observations, oxx.
------ -------- and Goodetio compared, cxxi, cxxii.
------ liahn, Dr, Article on the Geodetic Survey of South Africa,

cxxiv,
——  ——  Translation of, olxxix.
---------------Valuos of tho llguro of the earth compared vrith Clarke's,

oxxiv.
------ Bailey, Copt. L. C., makes triangulationa of the southern coast

of Cape Colony and British Kafftaria, cii.
——  his aurvey ro-rcducod by Gill, civ,
------Bnso lines, Chains and triangulations in the, eiii, ex, cxi, exiii-

oxvii, cxix.
— - -  Beaconing parties, ex.
------ Benoit, M., cxiii,
——  Bosnian's triangulation, olv, cxii.

— Chapman, P., assists, cv, olviii.
—— Cochrane, A., assists, cxi.
------Codrington, R., Administrator, cvii, eviii.

— Colley, Sir O., Advocates a survuy of Natal, eiii.
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Surrey of South Africa. Commonwmant of, oxlvii.
1 * r«n»jmr»u>«r for doUrmiuing length* and tempomtuNMio-olllMont 

of IImo measuring bun (Wigued by Qill, exlix.
—— Darwin, Sir G., prootuM funds to carry on tho Geodetic Survoy 

of South Africa, cxii.
——  l)ttbalu, M., cxxiii.
------ Duiuuan, Lieut. T. N., takes part in, ox
— * Krtora of observed angles, Probable, ex viii.
— — Krew, Sir lUrtlo, Approves of Gill’s recommendations for an 

accurate triangulation of South Africa to be undertaken, eii. 
— ■ ■ Goodetio Co-ordinates, origin of, oxx.
...  Gill, Sir 0 ., asked to furnish specifications for the instruments

needed, ciii.
— -  —  Suggests that tho Capo Triangidation should be oxtonded 

to tlie mouth of tho Nilo, oiv.
——  ——  Takes tho chief port in planning, cii-oxxiii.

Goode, 11., acting Administrator, cvii.
■' Gordon, Capt. H. W „ assists, ox, oxiii, cxxiii.
■ Grey, Earl, sanctions commencement in Rhodesia, cv.
——  llelmert. Dr, cxxiv, cxxix.
------ Hough, S. S., supervises reduotion of Gordon’s and Rubin’s

observations, cxxiii.
——— Jiiderin Apparatus, first use of, in South Africa, cxiv.
------ King, Lieut. W. A  de C., assists, cx.
------ Lallan, Col., takes part in, ciii, cxvii, cxxiii, clvi, clviii.
------ Ley, Capt. C. H., assists, cx, cxi.
-------Lowinger, V . A., assists, oxi, cxxiii.
——  M'Caw, G. T., assists, cvi, cxxiii.
------ Measuring Ran used in the, cxiii, cxlviii.
-------Meridian Arcs, cxviiL
------Milner, Lord, invites Gill to arrange preliminaries, cix.
------ Mitchell, Sir C., favours Gill’s proposal for a Geodetic Survey

of South Africa, ciii.
-------Morris, Sir W., his prominent part in, ciii, cix et seq., cxxiii, cli,

clii, clviii, clxii.
-------Pillans, Mr, assists, civ.
-------Rhodes, C., approves of the Survey, cv.
-------Robinson, Mr, assists, cx, cxxiii, clxvi.
------ Rubin, Tryggve, his share in, cv et seq., cxxiii.
-------Simms’, A., takes part in, cv, cxi, cxii, civ, cxxiii.
-------Stoehr, D-, assists in, cv, cvi, cvii, clviii.
-------Wernher and Reit subscribe to, cxii.
-------Wettstein, Lieut., German Commissioner, cv, cxvii.
-------Whittingdale, Mr, assists, cxxiii.
Survey of South Africa, The Geodetic, Addendum, cxxiii.

Telescopes of long focus should be used for photographing Jupiter’s 
Satellites, xcvii.

Temple, Mr, viii.
Thomson, Prof. D. of Aberdeen, xxxi, xxxii.
Thury, Prof., the Plantamour Equatorial at the University of Geneva, 

54. '
Tietjen, Dr, lxxii, lfxiii.
-------undertakes to make 8 figure log-computations of ephemeris of

- Victoria, lxxxi.
-------completes this ephemeris, cli.

Tigor Hill abandoned as tho suggested sito of tho observatory, x.
Timo, two hours 15. of Groeuwion adopted in South Afrioa, oxliv.
Tiino Signals, niothods adopted to make, cxliii, oxliv.
Tisserand, Director of Paris Obsorvatory, oxxxii.
Todd, D. P., visits tho Capo Obsorvatory, clxxii;
Transit Oirclo, soo Instruments.
Trough ton, supplios instruments to tho Obsorvatory, vi, xvi.
Troughton & Simms, make various instruments for obsorvatory and 

survoy, xxxiii, xxxviii, xl, xli, xliii, xliv, oxiii, cxlvii, cxlix, 38. 
Tulbagh (Dutch Governor at the Capo), v.
Twauuey, Miss, clxiii.

Van Lingon, Miss, o lxiii.
Velocities in the lino of sight, observations to determine stellar, cxii. 
Venner, I. J., clxii.
Venus, Transit of, in 1882, South African observers of, cxlvi.
Victoria (minor planet) observed for determination of Solar Parallax, 

xiii, lxxii et seq., cxlix, cli.
Vogel, Dr, Ixxvii.
Vries, Mr de, lvi.

Walker, General, xliii.
Wallace, Professor, xv.
War, active service in, of members of Observatory Staff, cliv. 
Watherstone, Captain, cxliii.
Watson, J. C., assists in the measurement of the base line for the 

Survey of Egypt, xxxvii.
Wettstein, Lieutenant, cv, cxvii.
Wharton, Sir W., runs Lord Lindsay’s chronometers between Mauritius 

and Rodrieguez for Longitude, xxxv.
-------President Geographical Section, British Association in South

Africa, clxi.
■ his important services to Astronomy as Hydrographer, xxi n, clxi.
-------death of, clxi.
Whittingdale, W., clxiii.
-------reduces the observations of Gordon’s chain of triangles and

geodetic survey of N.E. Rhodesia, cxxiii.
Wilkin, J. A., clxiii.
Wind-Tower, The, xiii.
Winnecke, Professor, xxxix.
Wollaston, Dr, vi.
Wood, J. C., clxiii.
Woodgate, R., clxiii, clxvi.
Woodhouse, R., vi.
Woods, C. Ray, Appointed Photographer and Computer at the Cape 

Observatory, clxvi.
-------Discovers an interesting Variable Star in Vela, clii.
------ Takes stellar photographs at the Observatory, li.

Young, Dr T., vi, vii, viii, xvi.

Zenith Telescope Observations for the Constant of Aberration, xliv, 
cl) cliii.
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'picturo of both men. Sir David is on the right, 
ifcjth<M>hotogrftph.) B I  •

unknown reasons. Mr. Bartrum, by an ingenious I transits had been.observed and recorded, and w&. 
process which need: not t o  described; had^ cast [ h ad ’no other information at hand, would it not
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